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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE desire cthat has been generally ex-

pressed, to have the AGRICULTURAL SURVEYS

of the KINGDOM repainted, with the additional

Communications which have been received since

the ORIGINAL REPORTS were circulated, has in-

duced the BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, to come to a

resolution, to reprint such as appear on the whole

fit for publication.

It is proper at the same time to add, that the

Board does not consider itself responsible for

every statement contained in the Reports thus

reprinted, and that it will thankfully acknowledge

any additional information which may still be

communicated.



PREFACE.

THE first Chapter and Volume of this Re-
port, treating principally, and at considerable
length, on!its Mineral Concerns^ has now been a
year and a half before the Public; and I am happy
to hear from various quarters, that it Jifls met a
candid and favourable reception, amofig the Gen-
tlemen particularly interested in its contents, in
the County of Derby, the parts of the adjacent
Counties which it embraces, and elsewhere. The
present Volume, and the following and conlading
one, which is yet in hand, have unavoidably
been delayed much beyond my wishes and inten-
tions, by the arrears of Professional Business
which had accumulated on my hands, during the
long period occupied in the Survey for, and in the
arranging and printing of, the first Volume : the
whole will soon I trust now be completed, and
the immense pains which I have taken, will not
I hope be found to have been bestowed in vain.

The Board having thought proper to affix
their usual Advertisement to the Volumes of my
Report, styling it a reprinted -Report, in allusion
to the short Report on this County, drawn up
by Mr. Thomas Brown of Luton, in Bedford-
shire, in the year 1794, and priated in quarto

BBRBY. VOL. II . ] b With
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with wide margins, on which, Communications
were solicited from the Agriculturists of the
County ; it becomes necessary for me to state in
this place, as mine and the Board's apology, to
those Gentlemen who took the trouble to return
the copies of the Original Report, either to the
Board or to Mr. Brown-,, containing th;.ir several
marginal corrections and additions, that rione of
such are acknowledged or inserted in the pages-
of this Report:, that the same is owing to the
whole of such corrected copies having gone into
Mr. Brown's hands soon after their transmission,,
and my repeated applications thro'all the pro-
per channels, having failed, in procuring the re-
turn of thorn ; and 1 would add, that I have co-
pied or taken nothing from such Original Report,,
without expressly quoting it.

The printed " Plan" furnished by the Board
to their several County Surveyors, has, as closely
as possible, been followed in the arrangement of
inv materials herein : on several of these heads
the information will be found but scanty, owing
principally, to the County furnishing little to re-
mark on, imckT such heads, apd in some rarer
instances, as I trust, to my not having met with
the proper Persons to communicate thereon, or
having unintentionally neglected to enquire and
note the facts or practical opinions of such, as
might have given useful information : whatever
my Notes do furnish, 1 have been very careful

to
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to give, as concisely, clearly and impartially <is
possible, on both sides, where differences of opi-
nions exist; and have been careful to mention
Names, Places, Dates, and other particulars for
further enquiry, into most of the facts or prac-
tices that are mentioned or described.

It may be proper to remark, to practical Agri-
culturists who may be disposed to try, or to
adopt any new or improved Practices which are
mentioned in these Volumes, and may find my
descriptions or mention of such, defective in some
minute yet essential particulars to their practical
application, that the collecting and detailing of all
such minulice, hful I been capable of so doing in
every instance, would have exceeded my time,
or the reasonable limits within which these Re-
ports must be confined ; and that from the num-
ber of instances mentioned, in the greater num-
ber of cases, opportunities may be afforded, of
going to see the operations or practices on the
spot, which is ever the most certain and satisfac-
tory method of acquiring a perfect knowledge &f
new practices: where this is impracticable, ow-
ing to distance, I venture to suggest, from the
almost characteristic readiness of the Gentlemen
of this County to communicate information, that
a frank'd or post-paid Letter, requesting more
precise details on the particular points wherein I

have been defective, will meet with a ready
respectful attention ; and for such. purpose,

b 2 the
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the residence and proper address of each Perscrr
with whom I have communicated on agricultural
subjects for this Report, will be found in this-
Preface, and the bearings of their residences from
the Post Towns are added, in order to find then*
the more readily; those who have assisted my Mi-
neral Inquiries,' being already \so mentioned, in
the Preface to the first Volume, except a few
added herein, p. xx.

In order to grve greater precision to the local:
details in these Volumes, such as no Map or Ga-
zetteer that can be procured will fully supply^ I
have been at much pains to present in this Pre-
face, an Alphabetical List of all the places in
Derbyshire, except perhaps a fevy small assem-
blages of Cottages here and there, and single
Farms or Houses, with reference to the Parish
and Hundred to which they severally belong, ac-
cording to the Alphabetical Lists of Parishes and
Hundreds given in the first Volume, page 78, and!
corrected, where erroneous, in this Preface, p. xix»

In mentioning places* names in this Report,
some one of.those in the Lists above-mentioned,
in Derbyshire, is generally to* be understood,
unless the contrary is expressed ; and in speaking
of prices of articles or other things where the
date is material, and has been omitted by mis-
take, it may be proper tb recollect, that the
Notes for this Report were collected between Sep-
tember 1807 and December 1809, except a few

*ubse<-
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subsequent ones, which I have been careful to
distinguish.

To some persons an apology may perhaps
seem necessary, for having introduced or re-
ferred to so many of the improvements or con-
cerns of the late^uke of Bedford, in Bedford-
shire, and which I hope will be found, partly, in
the identity of certain persons employed in con-
ducting the Improvements of the two Counties,
viz. Mr. Pontey, Mr. Elkington, Mr. Dowdsr
well and his Son: that where my own opinions
seemed necessary to be stated, it might be allow-
able and evcfl proper, to particularize the facts
on which they were grounded: and to which
may be added, the near prospect now, of the
GENERAL REPORT on the Agriculture of the
Kingdom being entered on and completed, in
which it is hoped, that some pf these particulars
may be noticed, without appearing there, out
of place.

During an employment of some months in the
County, of late, assisted by my Son William,
°n a minute Mineral Survey of the Parish of
dshover and its environs,, for Sir Joseph Batiks,
Bart, the Maps and Sections, and a full account
°f which have been prepared for the Geological
Society of London, and may be expected to appear
*n their ne^t Volume of ^Transaotions; and in
consequence also, of mu4ivcoramunication aqd
correspondence with gersons conversant in the

' b3 . Mineral
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Mineral concerns of the County, since the publi-
cation of my first Volume: a great many new par-
ticulars, and some corrections wanting, of a few
of those already given, have come to my know-
ledge, the most material of vvhich last, as well as
the corrections or additions vvhich may appear
necessary in the present Volume, shall be given
with that which is to follow to complete my pre-
sent engagement with the Board and the Public.

Among those Gentlemen who have particu-
larly aided my pursuits, and favoured the views
of the Board, in revising and examining the
numerous facts stated in my first Volume, re-
specting the Stratification and Minerals of the
County, and in candidly pointing out the errors
so detected therein, I beg to mention here, Mr.
Elias Hally Fossilist and Petrifaction-worker,
of Castleton, who, after revising my Mineral
Observations with great labour, on all the great
Limestone Tract north of Winster, and in some
of the adjoining Shale and Grit Tracts, has com-
pleted several exact Models of this District,
which exhibit the face of the Country, the Stra-
tification, Mineral Veins, Faults, &c. &c. in a
very natural and perfect manner ; some of which
Models, in return for the kind services of this
ingenious and deserving Individual, I have un-
dertaken to show at my House ; or they may be
seen at Castleton, together with a series of the se-

veral
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veral Minerals of tfliis curious District, collected
by himself," and identified as to their localities,
by references of these Models, in a very supe-
rior manner to what was ever before practicable:
Adequate encouragement to Mr. Hall, in the
disposal of these Models and his Fossils, might
perhaps induce him to examine the southern
half of the Limestone District, with equal indus-
try and care, and to include the same in one or
in a separate Model.

Mr. John Gratton, Jun. of Car-house, in
Wingerwortli, has carefully examined the Lord-
ship of Wingerworth, and made a complete
Mineral Map of it, for Sir Thomas Windsor
Hunloke, Bart, and furnished me with a copy
of the same.

Mr. Matthew Frosty Jun. of Calver, has sent
me a Map of the Mineral Veins in that and
Hassop and Rowland Liberties, &c.

I have bestowed considerable pains on the al-
phabetical Index to the several matters contained
in this Volume, and may hope, that every ma-
terial subject or thing treated of or mentioned
herein, may readily be found thereby ; I have
repeated therein such articles in the first Index,
as most concern the Agriculturist, and through-
°ut, have endeavoured, by references during
the printing, to-consult the ease of the Reader,
•and to facilitate the labours of those, who may
examine the pages of my Report, in preparing

b 4 the
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fne several Chapters of the General Report, now
so anxiously expected.

It remains only to repeat my best acknow-
ledgments and thanks to the Noblemen and
their Agents, the Clergymen, Gentlemen, and
Fanners, &c. of the Couuty,. for the great rea-
diness with which they have communicated and
assisted the Board and me, in presenting this
View of the present state of so fine a County:
and in giving the following List of Agricultural
Contributors, I hope that no one will conclude,
that I have judged many others in the County
incapable of giving equally useful and novel infor-
mation, with much of that which is presented
herein, had I happened to meet or correspond
with, or been able to call on such persons, as are
omitted herein.

JOHN FAREY, SEN,

January, 1813.



An Alphabetical List of those Persons who ton*
tributed their Assistance and Information towards
the Contents of this and the following Volume*

Agard, Francis, of Btmwash Mills, in Ockbrook, near Derby,
East of it (Iron Mills).

Allen, Charles, Bailiff to F. N.C. Mundy, Esq. at Markeaton, near
Derby, N W.

Arkwright, Richard, Esq. of Willerbley, near Matlock Bath (Cot-
ton Mills).

Bagslmw, Francis, of Hazlebadee in Hope, near Tideswell, N E.
Bagshaw, Sir William Chambers, of the Oaks in Norton, near

Sheffield, S.
Bainbrigge, John, of Hales-green In Shirley, near Asljburae* SEr~
Bainbrigge, Joseph, ofCliftori, near Ashburne, SW.
Bancroft, John, ofSynfin in Barrow, near Derby, $•
Bancroft, William, of Barrow, near Derby, S.
Banks, the Right Honourable Sir Joseph, Bart, of Overtoil io Ash-

over, near Chesterfield, S W (Mines, Iimeworks).
Barker, George, of Darley, near Bakewell, S E (Lead furnace).
Barker, Thomas, of Ashford, near Batewell, N W (Lead Furnace>
Barnes, John, of Brampton, near Chesterfield, VV.
Bennet, Isaac, Jan. of Over Uaddon, near Bakewell, S W.
Berrisford, Jolm, Esq. of Comptou and Osmaston, near Ash-

burne9 SE.
Birch, Kobert, Esq. of Holme Hall, near Bakewell, N.
Sird, Thomas, of Eyam, near Tideswell, E (Lead Mines and For*

nace).
Black wall, John, of Blackball, neat Wirksworth, S W»
Blaikie, Francis, Bailiff to the Earl of Chesterfield, At Bradby-

lialt (or Bretby), near Burton, E.
.Blore, John, of CaUenge-low, near Bakewell, 8 W.
Bowyer, Thomas, of Waldley, in Cabley, near Ashburne, SW.
Bradshaw, Francis, Esq. -of Barton Bkrant, near Ashburne, S.
9cadshawy Francir., and Son, of Newton-grange, near Ashburne, N.
B d w > Eev. Joseph, of Holbrook, near Derby, N.

Brain,
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Brnin, Thomas, Bailiff to Lord Vcrnon, At Sudbury-h.'dl, near Ut<-
toxetcr, E.

Biidden, John, of Middleton in Yolgrave, near Itakcwell, S W,
Bright, Mrs. Henrietta, uflnkcr*all, near Chesterfield, E.
Bright, Paul, ol" Middle Hundley, near Chesterfield, N.
Brocksop, John (the lute), of Gnus Hill, near Ciicsurfield, S (Iron

.Furnace).
Brown, Ed-ward, oflngluby, near Derby, *S.
lirucklicld, Francis (the late), of Alton-halJ, near Wirksworth, S.

arid Derby Town.
Bullivant, Fletcher (the late), of Slai.ton Ward, near Burton, S

(Coid Mines).
Bunting, John, of Bunting-field in Ashover, near Chesterfield, S W.
Burton, Vhilip, of Chirrch-field in Brailsford, near Ashburne, SE.
Butler, Joseph, of Killarnarsh, near Chesterfield, N E (Iron Fur-

nace and Forge).
Buxton, Waiter, of Aldwark in Bradburn, near Wirksworth, N W,
Chambers, Benjamin, of Hurst in Tibshelf, near Alfreton, N E.
Champion, John, Jun. of JMether Booth in Edale, near Tideswell, N.
Chesterfield, Earl of, Bradby-park, near Burton, E (Coal-Mines).
Clarke, Joseph, ofWillesley, near Ashby-de-la-Zouch, SW.
Clay, George, of Arleston in Barrow, near Derby, S.
Clayton, Thomas, of Stance iu Wingerworth, near Chesterfield,

SW.
Co6ker, Samuel, of Ilkeston-hall, near Derby, N E.
Cocks, William, of Sandiacre, near Derby, E.
Coke, Edward, Esq. of Longford, near Ashburne, S.
Cottingham, John, BailitV to the Duke of Devonshire, at Hard^

wick-hall, near Cluster field, S E.
Cox, Edward Soresby, of Brailsford, near Ashburne, SE.
Cox, William, of Culhmd in Brailsford, ditto.
Creswell, Robert, of Iderich-hay, near Wirkewortb, S (Drainer).
C res well, llobert and Richard, of Raven6tone, near Ashby-de-la-

Zouch, S E.
Crewe, Sir llonry (Harper), of Calke, near Derby, S.
Devonshire, Duke of, Cliatsworth* near Bakewell, E, and Hard-

wick, near Chesterfield, S E (Coal, Lead Mines, &c.)
Dowland, James, Surveyor and Commissioner, of Cuckney, neiar

Ollerton, Notts. See tbib Preface, p. 20.

Eaton,
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Eaton, William, of Suttrn on tlie Hill, near Derby, W.
Ellison, itfaihew, of Glossop-hall, near Glossop, VV, Agent to the

Honourable Bernard How;ird.
Elton, Thomas, of Oakthorpe in Measham, near Ashby-de-la-

Zouch, S VV.
£mcry, Samuel, of Upwoods in DovcriHge, Dt*rby, near Uitoxeler^

Stiitibrclshirc, N K.
Lniery, Thomas, of iVIaftsditch in Carton, near Burton, SW.
Kyre, Francis, Esq. otllassop, near Bukewcll,-N E.
F*\ re, Samuel, ofRsidburnc, near Derby, W.
fletcluT, Kenry, of Killis *'arm, in Horsley, near Derby, N.
Vox, Samuel, ofThurlstoii Grunge in Elvaston, near Derby, S E,
J'Vtcr, Thomas, of Ley-tU'hh in Suetton-en-le-Fields, near Ashby-

de-la-Zonch, S W.
l;rith, Samuel, Eaq, or Bank-hall, near Chapel-en-le-Frith, S.
Carman, John, of Broad-tield in Croxall, near Burton, SW.
Carman, William, of Persai Pits in Croxall, near Burton, S W,
"Gell, Philip, Esq. ofllopton, near Wirksworth, VV.
CiJberr, Joseph, of .Stanton in the Stones, near Bakewell, S. Agent.

to Baclie Thornhill, Esq.
Goodwin, George, of St. Ann's Hotel, Buxton.
Gould, Joseph, ofPJhburyin Hartington, near Buxton, S.
Gould, William, of Hanson-grange, near Ashburne, N,
•Gratton, John, Jun. of Car-house in Wingenvorth, near Ches-

terfit-ldjS W. (Mineral Map of Wingenvorlh Lordship, see p. xi.)
Greaves, Charles, of Jlowlee in Hope Woodlands, near Tides-

well, N.

Greaves, Robert Charles, of Ingleby-hall, near Derby, S.
Greaves, William, Jun. of ihe Rutland Anns Inn, Bakewell.
Greenwood, Timothy, of the Newhaven Inn in Harrington, near

Buxton, S E.
Gregory, John, of Ravensnest in Overton, near Chesterfield, S W.
Gregory, Richard, of Meadow-place, near Bakewell, S VV.
G c , Rev. Robert, of Wyaston, near Ashburne, S.

l, Isaac, of the Inn, Castleton, near Tideswell, N.
, John, Bailiff to Mr. William Smith, at Forertiarke-park,

near Ashby-de-la-Zouch, NN W.
Harrington, the Earl of9 Elvaston,.near Derby, S E.
Harrison, John, of floon ia tylarston, near Derby, S VV.

Harrison,
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Harrison, Richard, of Ash in Sutton, neartDerby, W.
Harvey, Thomas, of Hoon-hay in Marston on Dove, near Derby,

S W.
Hassall, John, of Hartshorn, near Ashby-de-la Zouch, N W.
Hassall, Thomas, Esq. of Hartshorn, near Ashhy-de-la-Zouch, N W*
Heacock, John, of Ltwall, near Derby, S W.
Heacock, Philip, of Buxton, Agent to the Duke of Devonshire.
JlickingboUom, William, of VVeston Cliff, cnear Derby, S,
Holland, John, of Barton-fields in Barton, near Derby, W.
Holmes, Anthony, of Stanton in the Stones, near Bakewell, S.
Horton, Easebius, Esq. o fd t ton , Aê r Burton, N W.
Iloskins, Abraham, E*q. of Newton Solney, neat Burton, K.
Hunloke, Sir Thomas Windsor, Bart, of Winger worth, near Ches-

terfield, S (Coal and Iron Mines).
Hurd, Rev. William, ofKniveton, near Ashburne, N .E .
Hurst, Francis, Esq. of Alderwasley, near Wirk&worth> £ {Iron

Furnace and Forge).
Jebb, Joshua, Esq. of Walton, near Chesterfield, S W.
Jessop, William Jun. of Butterley-hall, near Alfreton, S (Iros

Furnace).
Johnson, Rev. Nathaniel Palmer, of Wyman's Hill, in Aston, near

Derby, SE.
Jowett, Thomas; of Dravcot in Sawley, near Derby, S E.
Jowett, Thomas, Jun. and Robert, of ditto.
Kershaw, John, of Hurst, hi Glossop, S E.
Kinnerbiey, Clement, Esq. of Sutton in Scarsdale, near Chester-

field, S E.
Kirk, Thomas, of Bramlcy iu Eckington, near Chesterfield, N.

.Kirkman, Benjamin, Bailiff to the Rev. N. P. Johnson, at Wyman's
Hill in Aiton, near Derby, S E.

Knowlton, Thomas, of Edensor, near Bakewell, E. Agent to thje
Duke of Devonshire.

Lea, Robert, of Burrow-fields in Walton, near Burton, S W>»
Lea, Thomas, of Stapenhill, near Burton, SW.
Lingard, Jolfti, of Great-rocks Lodge, near Buxton, £.
Lingard, Joshua, ofBlackwell, near Tideswell, 8 W. '
Longsdon, James, of tittle Longsdon, near Bakewell, K (Cottom
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Lougufon, William (rl.e Jate), of Eyam, near Tjdeswetl, E (Le61
Mines and Furnice).

Lovett, William, of Boy thorp, near Chesterfitld, S.
Lowe, William Drury, E&q, of Locko-park, near Derby, N £

(Coal Mines).
M.miiaau, Ednatd, Ebtj of Mea*>ham, near «Asliby-de4arZouch,

S W (Coal Mines)
Matthews, Jamcb, of Lojcoe Farm in Rcpton, near Burton, K.
Middleton, Mnrmadukfc Jtf iddletoD, Lsq of Learn in Eyain, near

Tidesuell, N E .
Milnes, John, of the Butsc m Ashover, neat Chesterfield, § W

(Lead Furnice)
Milnes, William, Sen of ditto, Agent to Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.

(Lead Mines).
Mlines, Wiiham, Jun. of ditto (Pruning).
]VIoira, Earl of, Donnmgton-park, near Derby, S E*
Moore, George, Ebq of Appleby Magna, near Ashby-de-larZotich,

S W .
Moore, Thomas, of Lulhngton, neir Burton, S
fooreuood, Rev Iltnry Case, of Altreton-park, near Alfreton, W

(Coal and Iron Mines).
Moreuood, Rev. John, of Vest Ifallam, near Derby, N E.
Mousley, Benjamin, of Honey-Hill in Chilcote, near Ashbyde-la-

Zoucb, S W.
Mower, Robert, Fsq (the late), ofWoodseat's Hall in Barlow,

near Chesterfield, N W.
Mundy, Edward Miller, Esq. of Shipley, near Derby, NE (Coal

Mines).
Mondy, Edward Miller, Esq. of ^afton, near Burton, S W.
Rlcrndy, Francis Noel Clarke, Esq. of Markeaton, pear Derby,

N W .
Needham Ellis, of Margate Wall,-6ear Tideswelt, W (fcoUon Mill*).
Ncedham, Robert, of Perry-fom^ near Chapel-etirle-Fr>fb, E.
Ntedham, William, of Great Hucklow, near Titfeswell^ N E.
Nuttall, George, late of Matlock, now of Hampton Court, oeai

Leominster, ljerefords!nre, Agent to Rig^fd Arkwngjit,
N u t t ^ Jojin» Land Surveyor and Coisniis^neri of JVlatlock,
' lliitlock Bath, N W.—See page 80, Note. '

i, Philip ofBenUey-boUinloDgford, near A^lburne,
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Cklknow, Samuel, Esq. of Mellor, near Stockport, S E (Cotto»
Mill, Lime Kilns).

Ortcr, Rev. Edward, late of Bolsovcr Castle, near Chesterfield, E.
Pearsall, John, of Foremarke, near Burton, E.
Pearsall, William, of Ilepiou, ditto, (Butcher).
Phiili^s, Ricljard, ofSomersall-TIerbert, near Uttoseter, E.
Pickford, Thomas,, of Kind's Sternthile, l.car Buxi.on, SIS (Coal

Mines).
Plimley, Walter, of Styd-ball in Shirley, new-Ashburne, S.
Pole Sachevere? Chandos, Esq. of Itadhurnc, near Derby, W.
Potter, James, of Ilkeston, near Derby, N E (Coal Mines).
Prinsep, Thomas, Esq., of Croxall, near Burton, S W.
Radford, John, Esq of Soialley, near Derby, N E .
Reeves, Rowland, Bailiff to Sir Rob. Wilmot, Bait, of Chaddesdei .̂

near Derby, E.
Robinson, Francis, of Melborne, near Ashby-dc-la-Zouch, N.
Robinson, Qeorge, of Hope, near Tideswell, N E.
Robinson, James, of Pye^rove, near Glossop, S E.
Bodes, Cornelius Ileathcote, of Barlborough, near Chesterfield,
. . N E . • .

Rowbottora, Thomas, of Lee-hill in Doreridge, near Uttoxeter, E.
Rowland, Samuel, of Mickleover and Rough-Heanor, near Derbyr

W, srnd Derby Town.
Sadler, William, of Plealey, near Mansfield, N W .
Sale, William, ot Pqnisthorpe, near Ashby-de-larZouch, S \V.
Scarsdale, Ix>rd, of Kedleston, near Derby, N W.
Scholefield, Edward, of Biirlborough, near Cnesterfield, N E (Lime

Kilns).
Shore, Samuel, Sen. Esq. of-Norton, near Sheffield, S.
Shiittleworth, Ashton Ashton, Esq. of Hathersage, near Stoney

Middleton, N E.
Simpson, the Hon. John, of Stoke in Hope, near Tuleswell, N E .
Sitwell, Edward Sachaveril Wilmot, of Stanesby, near Derby, N Er
Sitwell, Sir Sitwell, Bart, (the late) of Renishaw, near Chesterfield.

NE. •' • • • •;•'"

Smcdley, Thomas, of Eggihgton, near Burton, N E. .

Smith, Christopher, Bailiff to Edward Coke, Esq. at Longford-hall,
near Ashburne, S. *

Smith; John, of Iinton, in Church Gresley, neat Burton, S.
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Smith, John, of Rcplon, near Burton, E.

Smith, Joseph, of WootWieldb in Lullington, near Burton, S.

Smith, William, ot* Swai-kestoiu; Lowes, near Derby, 8, and Fore-

marke-park, near Burton, E.

Smith, Williaia, BailrtF to Win. D. Lowe, Esq. ut l^ckflHpark, uw

Derby, N E.

Statham, William, ofSbottle, near VVirksworth, S E .

-Sione, Itohert, of lioylstotie, near Ashburne, 8, and Sqmemll Her-

bcrt, near ULtpxeter, <E. ,
-Strutt, George Benson, .Esq. of Belppr, near Derby, N (Cotton

Mills,) , '
Strutt, George Henry, ditto©(Pruning). See page 239-.

Thomas, Wooton Berkeiiihaw, of Buytliorp, near Chesterfield, S,

and Ches.t'rfield Town.

Thomhiil, Bacliu, Esq. of Stiinton in the Peak, near Bakewell, S

• (Lea'l Mines).

Tomlin, Robert, lute Bailiff to the Duke of Devonshire at Chiit^-

wcrth, now of Kiunvchley in Stoke, near-Stoney Middleton, EN Ji.

Tojjlis, George, of Bra^ington,. near \Virk9w0rth, W.

Verwon, Ĵ ord, of Sudburv, near Uttoseter, E.

Uptmi, Charley l.sq. of Derby, Agent to Earl Harrington and

Lord Scarsdale. . _

Wall, John (the late), of Weston Underwood, near Deiby, N W .

Walton,.Thomas, of Repton, nx-iur Burton, E.

AVai-d, John, of Lullington, near Burton, S.

Wuterpark, Lord, of Doveridge, near l)ttoxeter, E.

Webb, John, of Bariou Lodge, near Ashburne, S.

Webb, Matthew, of Donkil Pits in Caiton, near Burton, S W. ,

Wilkinson, Isaac, of Tapton, near Chesterfield, N E- •

VVilmot, Sir Robert, Bart, of Chaddesden, near Derby, E.

Wolley, Adam, Attorney, of Matlock Bath. See ibis Preface...

P- 20.
Wood, George, of the Grove Inn, B.uxton,

Wood, William, of the Eagle and Child. Inn, Buxton,

Woodward, William, of Sfiinton by Dale, near Derby, E.

1 beg to supply the following omissions, in my ac-
knowledgments to Mineral bontnbutors in the Prefiwse
to the first Volume,, discovered since llu? pnbliiMng of
tti viz,
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Mineral Contributors, befivc omitted.

Allen, William, Miner, late of Ashover, now of Bulla-Pitf, near
ftfewliaveu, Gloucestershire.

Astley, Francis Duckenfield, Esq. Coal Owner, of Buckenfield
Lodge, near Ashton-under-Hne, S.

Blood, David, Collier (now blind), of Bar-gate in Belper, near
Derby, N N E .

Bollington, James, Coal-sinker, of Dickrlcint in Ashover, near
Chesterfield, SW.

Bower, Thomas, Collier, of Drunfield, near Chesterfield, N.
Buckley, Thomas, Sougher, of Crich,' near W irks worth, E.
Cockayne, John, Sen. Sinker, Songher and Miner, of Bick-Iant ia

Ashover, near Chesterfield, SW.
Doncaster, William, Borer, of the WLeatsheaf in Brailsford, near

Ashburne, SE.
Slicot, John, Miner, pjf Bretton in Eyam, near Tideswell, N E.
Frost, Matthew, Jun. Mine Agent, of Calver, near Stoney Mid-

dleton, S E. See 1pNci. herein.
Gregory, John, Mine Owner, of Ravensnest ia Overton, noaf-v

Chesterfield, S W.
Hambury, Jolin, Joseph, James and Thomas (foar brothers), Sink-

ers, of Kelstedge, near Chesterfield, SW.
Hartop, Henry, Coal-master, of AttcrclifF, near Sheffield, E.
Uopkinson, John, Sinker, of Mill-town ia Ashover, near Chester-;

field, S W.

Longsdon, Thomas, Miner, of Great HucUow, near Tideswell, N E~
Marriot, Samuel, Sinker, of South Carolina Farm in Ashover, near

Matlock Bath, N W.
Morton, John, Coal-master, of West Handley, hear Chester*

field, N.
Stephenson, William, Miner and Collier, of Lit tie-worth in Tans*

ley, near Matlock Bath, N W. * > "
Thompson, Stephen, Miner, of Ravensnest in Ovetton, near*Che»*

terfield, SW.
Warren, Sir John Borlase, Bart. Coal and Mine Owner, of Sta-

pleford, near'Nottingham, W.
Wilmot, Thomas, Sinker, of Kekstedgein Ashover, nearCfcster-

fieid, SW.
Young, Samuel, Miner, of Watstirawcll-bridge, near Wirfaworth;E.



An Alphabetical List 0/ the several VILLAGES, or
smaller assemblages of Houses, and of the HAM*
LETS, TOWNSHIPS and TOWNS in Derby*
shire, which are mentioned or referred to intthis Re-
port, with the PARISH and HUNDRED in which each
is situate, the latter being abbreviated to woe room,
viz. Ap II for Appletree Hundred (vol. I. p. 78)*
B of D for Borough,of Derby (I. p. 80), HPII
for High Peak Hundred (I. 80), ML II for Mor*
leston and Lilchujrch Hundred (I. 82), RGH for
Repton and Gresley Hundred (L 84), SH for pears*
dale Hundred (1.85), and WW for Wirksworth
pent ah (or Low Peak).

Abbey-dale in Norton S II
Abney in Hope H P H
Aboey-grange in Hope IIP H
Adelplii in Duck man ton S H
Agnes-meadow in Kniveton

WW
Alntaoor (or Danes-moot)

in North WinfiddSH
, Aldercar in Heandr M L H

Alderwasley in (pt of)

Wirksworth Ap H
Aldwiuk in*'(pt of) Brad-

burneWW
AldwarV-grange in (pt of)

Biadbuine W vV
Alfreton Town (and Parish)

. SII
Alkmanton in Longford A pH

l, SL pt of Derby
Town (and Parish) B of D
(the remainder in MLH)

VOl. I!.]

-liiU inIVLatlock WW
AllesUy Town (akid Parish)

•MLH
AUsaints, pt of Derby Town

(and parish) B of D
AlpertinHppp H f ^

pt of Alport in Bakewell H P H
ptof Alport in (pt pf) Yolgrave

, II P II
Alsop in (pt of) Ashburne

WW
Alt-IIucknal Town {^id Pa-

Alton in (pt et) A*pvcr SH
A M Q ^ Q W i b h

1 ApH
in (pi ofySi. Mi-

in



2 NAMES OF VILLAGES, HAMLETS, TOWNSHIPS, &c.

, Appcrknowl in Dronfield $H
pt of Appleby, Town (and Parish)

R G H (the rem.
in Leicestershire)

Arleston in (pt of) Barrow
Ap H

Ash in Suttori oh the Hill
Ap H

pt of Ashburne, Town (and Pa-
rish) W W (the rcm.
in Apll.'and WVV)

Asiiford in Bakewell I IPII
Ash-gate in Chesterfield S H
Ashley-hay in (pt of) Wiiks-

worth Ap II

Ashop-dale in Hope H P II
ptofAshover, Town (and .Pa-

rish) S II (the
rein, in W W)

Astou in Hope 11P H
Aston in Sndbury Ap H
Aston (upon Trent) Town

(and Parish) M L H
Astwitfi (or Astwood) in Alt

Hucknal'SH
Allow in (pt of) Bradburne

A p H
Bakewcll Town (and Parish)

II P II

Ballidon ill- (pt of) Brad-
burneWW

Bamford in Hathersage HPH
Bunk in Dronfield SH
Bank-hall in Chapel-en-le-

Fritli H P H
Barber Booth in Castleton

H P H
Barber-fields in Dronfield

S H

pt of Bar-gate in Duffield Ap II
pt of Bar-gate in Horsley M L II

Burl hornuirii Town (and Pa-
rish) S II

Barlow in Stavelev 'i II
Barlow Bole-hill in S

parmoor in Hathcrsagc-II P H
Bi.rmoor-clough in Chapel-

en-le-Frith H P 11
pt of Barrow (upon Trent), Town

(and Parish) M LII
(the rcm. in ApH)

Barrowcote in Etwall Ap II
Barton-Blount Parisli ApH
Baslpw in Bakewell H P II
Beard in Glossop II P II
Beauchief in Norton S II
Ueelcy in.Bakewell H P H
Brighton Town (and Parish)

S U
Belper-gutter in Duflicld

A p H
Bclpcr Lane-end in DufReld

A p H

li^i|,i» ^^..iiin Duffield ApH

Bclph in Whitwell S H
Ifciitfc)1 (01 Hungry Bentley)

in Longford Ap II
Bents in Dronfield SH
Berlty in Beighton SII
Biggin in Harrington WW
BiggininTibshelfS.il
Biggin-mill, in (pt of) Wirks-

worth Ap II
Birchett in Dronfield S II
Birchover in (pt of) Yol-

grave II P II
Birchwood in ISTorbury ApH



NAMES OF VILLAGES, HAMLETS, TOWNSHIPS,

Birchwood-moor in Norbury

Birkin-lane in ^pt of) Ash-
over S II

Birley in Chesterfield S }1
Blackball inKirklretonWW
Blackwell in Bakcwell HJ? H
Blackwell Town (and Parish)

S II
Bole-hill in Eckington S II
Bole-hill in Norton S II
Bole-hill in (pt of) Wirks-

• worth WW
Bolsover Town (and Parish)

S H
Bonsai nether Town (and

Parish) WW
Booth in Hathcrsagc IIPII
Boulton in St. Michael MLII
Bowdcn-head in Chapel-en-

le-Frith II P H
Boylstone Town (and Parish)

ApH
Boy thorp in Chesterfield SH
Brackenfield in Morton S II

pt of Bradbunie Town (and Pa-
rish) WW (the
yein-. in Ap H)

Bradley Town (and Parish)
ApH

Bradley-Ash }n (pt of) Ash-
burne W W

Bradshaw-edgein Chapel-en-
le-Frith'H PII

Lradway in Norton S II
Bradwell in Hope II P H
Brailsford Town (and Parish)

ApH
Bramley in Eckington S H

Bramley-lane in Alt Hucknal

S II
Brampton in C hesterfield SII
Brand in Hartington W W
Brassington in (pt of) Brad-

burncWW

Brayfield in (pt of) Wirks-
worth WW

Breach in Denby.IVt L II
Breaston in Sawley M L II
Bredsall (or Breadscill) Town

(and Parish) Ap II
Brent wood Gate in Stavelcy

' S H
Bretby-common in Repton

It G II
Bretby (or Bradby) in Rep-

ton R G H
Bretton in Eyam II P II

pt of Bridgetown in ,(pt of) Dar-
ley in the Dale II P H

pt of Bridge-town in (pt of) Dar-
ley in the Dale W W

Bright-gate in Bonsai W W
Brimington in Chesterfield

S H
Brislingcote in Stapenhill

R G H
Brockhurst in (pt of) Ash-

over S H
Brookfield in Hathersage

H P H
Brough in Hope H P II
Brown-side in Glossop IIPH
Brushfield in Bake well IIP H
BubnellinBakeweUHPH
Bugsworth in Glossop HPH

pt of Bull-bridge, in (pt of) Crioh
MLII



4 NAMES OF VILLAGES, HAMLETS, TtfWNgHIPS,

pt cf Bull-bridgejnDuffield Ap II
Bullhurst in (pt of) Mug-

ginton Ap II
Burley in Duflield Ap II
Burnaston in Etwall Ap II
Burrow-hill in Walton RGII

pt of-Burrowash in Ockbrook
M L H

yt of Burrowash in Spondon Ap II
Burrows in Brailsford Ap li

pt of Burton (South of Trent-
bridge) Town (and
Parish) R G U (the
rein, in Staffordshire)

Butterley in (pt of) Ashover
SH

• Butterley in Pentrich M L H
pt of Butt-houses in Hartshorn

R G II (the rein,
in Leicestershire)

pt of Buxton in Bakewell H P H
pt of Buxton in Harrington W W
pt of Buxton in Hope iI P H
pt >f Cadhouse Lane in Repton

R G H
pt of Cadhouse Lane in Tid nail

R G I I
Caldwellin StapenhillRGH
Calke Town (and Parish)

R G H
Callenge-low in (pt of) Yol-

grave H P H
Callow in Hope H P H
Callow in (ptof) Wirksworth

W W
Calow in Chesterfield S H
Calow-mill in Hathersage

HPH
Calton in Bakewell H P H

Calvor in BakeweH H P H
Car-mc'ddow in Glossop

11 P H
Carsington Town (and Pa*

rish; W W
Carter-lane in (pt of) Pipx-

tonSH
Cartlidge inDronfield S II
Ca'3tloGresley in Church

Gresley R G H
Castleton Town (and Parish)

II P II
Catton in Croxall R G H
Chaddcsden in Spondon ApII
Cliapcl-en-lc-Frith (or Bowr«

den-chapel) Town
(andParish) HPH

ChapeWVIilltown in Clmpel-
en-1-Frith H P H

Charles worth jn Glos^op

H P H
Chatsworth in Bakewell

' . . H P H
Chcllaston Town (and Pa*

rish) R G H
Chelmerton in Bakewell

H P H
Chesterfield Town (and Pa-

rish) S H
Chevin-side in Duffield ApH
ChHcote in (pt of) Clifton

Campville R G II
Chinley in Glossop H P H
Chisworth in Glossop IIP H
Chunall in Glossop H P If
Church Broughton Town (and

Parish) Ap II

Church Gresley Town (and
Parish) R G I I
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Church Sterndale in Harr-
ington W V/

Cinder-hill in Horsley M LII
Cinders in Whitwell S-II
Clay-cross in North Win-

field S II
Clifton in (pt of) Ashburne

JVILH
Clivs in (pt of) Muggint-. \

ApH
Clod-hall Farm in Bake^vell

H P H
Clown Town (and Parish) SII
Cobden-edge in Glossop

H P H
Coddington in (pt of) Crich

M L H
Corinor in Heanor M L. II
Codnor-park in Heanor MLH
Cold-Eaton in (pt of) Ash-

burne WW
Cole-Aston in Dronfield SH
Comhes-edge in Hope H PII
Coitipton in(pt of) Ashburne

M L
Conksbury in (pt of) Yol-

grave II P II
Coplow-dale in Hope H P II
Cotes Park in Alfreton S H
£otmu:i-hay in Ilkeston MLH
Coton (in the Elms) in LuU

lington R G
Cowdalein Bakewell H P H
Cow-house Lane in Duffield

Cowley in (pt of) Darley in
the Dale W VV

Cowley in Dronfield S H
Cowlow in Hope H P H

Cov*-way in Duffield A ̂  II
pt of Coxbench in Dufticld A p II
pt of Coxbench in Horsley M LII

Cressbrook in Tideswell
II P II

pt of Cresswell in Elmton S H
pt of Cresswell in Whitivell S II
pt of Crich Town (and Parish)

M L H (therein,
in SHandWW)

Crich-chase in (pt of) Crich
M L H

ptofCromford (Scarthen Nick)
Matlock W W

pt of Croinford in (pt of) Wirks-
worth VV W

Cromfard Bridge, see Wil-
lersley

Cronkstone in Hartinoton
W W

Cropo-top in Sutton on the
Hill Ap II

Cross Green in (pt of) Dar-
ley in the Dak VV W

Cross o* th* Hands in Duf-
field Ap H

Crowdycote in Hartin^ton
. W W

Croxall Town (and Parish)
It G H

Cubley Town (and Pan&h)
ApH

Cubley Moor in Cubley ApH
CuUand in Braiisford Ap II
Curbar in Bakewell H P H
Cutthorpe in Chesterfield

S H
Dalbury Town (and P«riBh)

ApH
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Dalbury Lees in Dalbury
ApII

Dale Abbey (Extra-paro-
chial) Town (and
Liberty) M L II

Dale-head in Tideswcll HPH
Dale-moor in Dale Abbey

M L H
Danes-moor, see Ainmoor
Dark-lane in (pt of) Crich

M L II
Darley-Abbey in (pt of) St.

Alkraund M L II
pt of Parley (in the Dale) Town

(and Parish) H P II
(the rem.' in VV W)

Parley-flash in (pt of) Dar-
ley in the Dale H P H

Darley-moorinNorburyApH
Darwent-chapel in Hather?

sage H P H
Deer-leap in North Win-

. field S H
Denby Town (and Parish)

MLH
Derby Hills in (pt of) Castle

Donnington R G

Dement, see Darwent Chapel
pt ofDerwent-dale in Hathersage

II P H
pt of Derwent-dale in Hope HPH

Dethick in (pt of) Ashover
W W

Dey-park in Duffield Ap II
Dinting in Glossop H P H

pt of Donisthorpe in Church Gres-

l e y R G H
pt of Donisthorpe in Measham

R G H

pt of Donisthorpe ^n (pt of) Ne-
ther Seal R G H

Dore in DronfieU SH
. Dove-hole in Hope II P H
DoveridgeTown (and Parish)

1 ApII
Do wall in Harrington WW
I}oway-hole Lane in (pt of)

v Ashover S H
Drakelow in Church Gresley

II G II
Dray cot in Saw ley 1VJ L II
Dronfield Town (and Parish)

S H
Long Duckmanton (cum Sutton)

Town (und Pariah) SII
Duffield Town (and Parish)

ApII
Duffield Bank in Duffield

s Ap H
pt of Dumshill in Dale Abbey

M L H
pt of Dumshill inOckbrook MLH

pt of Dumshill in Spondon Ap II
Dunston in Chesterfield S II
Eaglestor (or Eccles-tor) in

(ptof)Yolgrave H P H
Eccles in Chapel-en-le-Frith

H P H
Eccles in Hope H P H
Eckington Town (and Parish)

S H
Edale Chapel, see G rindsbrook
Edensor Town (and Parish)

H P H
Edge-moor in (pt of) Crich

M L H
pt'of Edingale in Croxali R G H

(the rem. in Staffordshire)
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• Huston Town (and Parish)

7

E tin as ton in Brailsford A p II
Eggingtonjown (and Parish)

M L II
Ehnton Town (und Parish)

SH
Elton in (pt of) Y^lgrave

W W
Elvaston Town, (and Parish)

Etwail Town (and Parish)
A p l l

Eyam Town (and Parish)
H P H

Faiifield in Hope H P H
Far-Duckmanton in Duck-

v manton S H
Far Lane in Staveley S II
Farley in (pt of) Darle'y in

the Dale H P H
Farlow-green in Duffield

ApH
Farnah in Duffield Ap H
Fenny-Bcntley Town (and

Parish) WW
Ferneylee in Hope H P H
Findem in Mickleover M L H
Flagg in Bakewell H P H
Foolow in Eyam II P II
Ford in Chapel-en-le-Frith

H P H
Ford in Ecsmgton S H
Ford in'North Winfield S H
Foreraarke Town (and Pa-

rish) R G II
Foston in Scropton, Ap H
Four lane-ends (or Ufton) in

' South Winfield SH

Foxlow in Hartington W W
Fritchley in (pt of) Crich

ML II
Froggatt in Bakewell H P II
Gamcsley in Glossop IIP H
Gander-lane in Eckington

SII
Gate-house in Hathersage

H P II
Geer-lane in Eckington S II
Glapwell in Bolsover S II
Glass-house Common in

Whittington S II
Glossop Town (and Parish)

H P H
Glutton in Hartington W W
Goldcliff(or GoJdy) in Hope

H P H
pt of Golden-valley in AlfretonS 11
pt of Golden-valley in Ilcanor

M L II
Goftey bank in (pt of)

Wirkswotth W W
pt of Goyte-bridge in Hartington

vvw
pt of Goyte-bridge in Hope H P H

Grange-field inTrusley ApH
Grange-mill (Ivenbrdok-

Grange) in (pt of)
Wirksworth W W

Gratton in (pt of) Yclgrave
H P H

Grass-moor in Chesterfield
S H

Great Hucklow in Hope
H P H

Great Longsdon (or Long-
stone) in BakeweU H P H

Great-rocksinTideswellHPII
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Great Rowsley in Bakewell

H P II
»

Great Wilne in Aston (upon
Trent) M L II

Green-hill in Norton S II
Green-hill Lane in Alfreton

S H
Greenwich in Pentrich MLH

pt of Griffe in (ptof) Brudburne
W W

pt of Griffe in (pt of) Wirksworth

vv w
pt of Grindleford-bridge in Eyam

H P H
pt of Grindleford-bridge in Ila-

thersage H P H
Grindlow in Hope II P H
Grindon in Harrington W W
Grinds-brook (Ednle Chapel)

in Castleton H P II
Hackenthorp in BeightonSH

Hackney Lane in (ptof) Dar-

ley in the Dale H P II

Haddon Hall in Bakewell

H P II
Hadfield in Glossop H P H
Hady in Chesterfield SII
Hales-green in Sliirland S II
Hall-cliff in Chesterfield SII
Hall-field Gate in Shirland

S H
Hanley in North Winfield SH
Hanson-grange ia Thorpe

.W W
Hard wick-hall in Alt Huck-

nalSH
Hare Hill in Hoyl stone Ap H
Ilariate-manour in Egging-

tyn M L H

Ilargate-wajl in Tideswelf
II P It

Harley in Harrington W W
Har&toft in Alt HucknalS II
Harston in Matlock W W
Harrington Town (arid Pa-

rish) W W

Hartle in Bakewell H P H
Harts-hay in Pentrich MLH
Hartshorn' Town (and Pa-

rish) R G I I
Hurwood Grange in Bake-

well H P H
Hasland in Chesterfield S H
Ilasling-houses in Harrington.

W W
Hassop in Bakewell II P II
Hathersage Town (and Pa-

rish) H P H
Hatton in Marston on Dove

ApII

Hayfidd in Glossop H P II
Hay-side in (pt of) AshoverSII
Hazlebadge in Hope H P H
Hazleford in Eyam II P H
Hazlewood-hall in Duftield

A p U
Hazlewood-lane in Duftield

Ap tl

Ileage in DufReld ApH
Heauqr-wood in Heanor

M L H

Heanor Town (and Parish)
M L H

Heath Town (and Parish) SH
IJeathcote in HartingtonW\V

pt of Heather Town (and Parish)
R G H (the rein*
in Leicestershire)
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Heely-mill in Norton S II
Hempyard-lane in NortonSH
Hemsworth in Norton S II
Henmore in Dehby M LI1
Henmore in North W infield

S H
Higham in ShirJand S II
High-Ash inStaveley £ H
High-Ashes in (pt %f) Ash-

over S H
High-lane in Eckington Ŝ II
High-low in Hope H P H
High Needham inHartington

WW
High-Oredish in (pt of) Ash-

over S II
High-street in Harrington

W W
pt of tJiU-clifF Lane in Duffiold

ApII
pt of HHl-cliff Lane in (pt of)

Wirksworth Ap II
Uiilcote in Blackwell fc H
Hill-Somersall in Somersall

Herbert Ap H
Hilton in Marston on Dove

ApH
Hill-top in Rakewell H P H
Hill-top in Dronfield S II
Hognaston in(pt of) Ash-

burne W W
llolbrook in Duffield Ap H

!pt of Hollington in Longford Ap H
^t of Hoilington in Shrfley Ap II

Hollinwood-common in
Staveley SH

,S*t of Holloways (netheraiid Hpper)
in(ptof) Ashover WW

^ of Holloways in (ptof) Crich
MLH

Holme in Bakewell H P 3
Holm-gate in North Winficld

SH
Holmsfield in Dronfield S H
Holy-moor-side in Chester-

field SH
HOOD in Marston on Dove

ApH
Hope Town (and Parish)

H P H
Hopping-hill (or mill)inDuf-

field Ap H
Hopton in (pt of) Wirks-

worth WW
Hopwell-hall in SawleyMLII
Horridge-end in Hope IIPII
Horsley Town (and Parisli)

' M L H
Horsley-gate in Dronfield SH
Horsley-Woodhouse in Hors-

ley M L H
Houghton, Basset and Fel-

ley, see Stoney H.
Hulland in (pt of) Asnburne

Ap II
Hulland"Gatein (ptof) Ash-

burne 'Ap H
Hulland Lane in (pt of) Ash-

burne ApH
Hulland Ward (extra paro-

chial) Town and
Liberty Ap H

Hungry Bcntley see Bent/eif
IlimdaU (or Undall) in Drou*

field S II
ilurdlow in Hartington WW
Ible in (pt oft Wirksworth

; w1 w
Idciich-hay in Tpt of) Wirks-

worth Ap H
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Ilkeston Town (and Parish)
M I II

Ingleby in Foreraarke RG H
Inkersall in Staveley SII

, Inkersail-green in Staveley
S H

Intake in Hulland-WardApH
Ireton-woofi in Kirk Ireton

W W

Kedleston Town (and Pa-
rish.) Ap H

Kelstedge in (pt of) Ashovcr
S H

Kilburnc in Horsley MLH
Killamarsh in- Eckington SII
Kinder in Glossop HP II
Kings-Newton in Mel borne

R G H
Kings-Sterndale in Bakewcll

H P I I
pt of Kirk-Hallam Town (and Pa-

rish) MLH (the
rein, in Ap H)

Kirk Ireton Town (and Pa-
rish) WW

Kniveton Town (and Paris!))
W W

Langley (Kirk) Town (and
Parish) M L H

Langley in Heanor MLH
^t of Langley-roill in HcanorMLH

(the rem. in Not-
tinghamshire)

Langwith-lane inScarcliffSH
Lea in (pt of) Ashover WW
Lea-hall iu(pt of) Bradburne

WW
Learn in Eyam H P H
Lea-wped in (pt of) Ashover

W W

Lewcote*gatc in West Hal-
lam M L H

Lightwood in Norton S H
Lindow-lane in (pt of) Crich

S H
Lin ton in Church Grcsley

R G H
Litchurch in St. Peter MLH
Lille Chester in (pt of)

St. Alkmund M L H
Little Eaton in (pt of) St.

Alkmund M L H
LittlG Hallani in Ilkeston

M L II
Little Hayfield- in Glossop

H P H
Little Hucklow in Hope

H P H
Little Ireton in Kedleston

•ApH
Little Longsdon (or'Long-

ston) in Bakewell HPH
Little-moor in (pt of) Ash-

over SH

Little Norton in Norton S H
Littleover in Mickleover

JV1 L H
Little Rowsley in (pit of)

Dai ley in the Dale HP I I
Little Wilne in Sawley MLH
Iitton in Tideswcll H P H
Loads in Chesterfield S H.
Locko*Park in Spondon ApH^
Loco-lane in North WinfieUJ

S H
Long«£aton in Sawley MLH
Longford Town (and Parish)

ApH
Long Lane io Sutton on the

HiU Ap H
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I/Ongston, see Great and
Little Longsdon

Loscoe in Ilcanor M L H
Lower Birchett in Dron field

S H
Ludwell in Hartington Vv W
Ludworth ill Glossop H P H
Lultington Town (and §ari&l.)

•R G II
Lumsdale in Matlock VV W
Lydgate in Dnmtield S H
Mack wort li Town /and Pa-

rish; M L H
Makeney in Duffi id ;\p H
Malcalfin Chapel-en-le Frith

H P H
Malham, see My t ham' Bridge
MammertoninLmi^ "rcLipH
Manscl-park inH Hand W ani

ApH
Mapperley in (pt of) Kirk

Hah am Ap H
Mappleton Town (aiui Pa-

rish) WW
Markeaton in Mackworth

v M L H
of Marple-bridge* in Glossop

• Hf»H(thirem.
in Cheshire)

Marsh-green in (pt of) Ash-
*v*£ SH

'larsh-lane -in •fiekmgton
S H

Marston (on Dotfe) -Town
(and Parish) Ap H

* TarstdTHMontgomer v • - in

••"''-* vr': 0iibfeyw-Ap H
Tatlock Tnwn (and Parish)

Matlock Bankin Matlock WV
Matlock Baths, in Matlock

WW
Matlock Bridge in Matlock

W W
Meadow in Tideswell H P H
Meadow-place in (pt of) Yol-

grave II P H
Measliam Town (and Parish)

R G I I
Melborne Town (and Parish)

R G I I
Mellor in Glossop H P H
Mercustonin(ptof) Muggin-

ton Ap II
Meynel-Langley in Langley

(Kirk> M L II
pt of Michael St. (pt of) Derby

Town (and Parish) B ofD
(the rem. in M LII)

Mickleover Town (and Pa-
rish) M L II

Middle Duckmanton in
Duckmanton S H

Middle Handley in Staveley
S H

Middleton in (pt of) Wirks-
worth WW

Middleton in (pt of) Yol-
grave WW

. Midivay-house»in Hartshorn
: • R G I I

MilfordinDuffield ApH

MUl-c1<*se Lane in Suveley
. : S H

Miller's-green in (pt -of)
Wirksworth WW

M illmgton-green in'" (pt of)

H
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Millthorpe in Dronfield SH
Mill-town in (pt of) Ash-

over IS II
Miln-hay jn,Herinor M L II
Miln-hay in (pt of) Wirks-

wdrth Ap II

Milnhouse^lale (or Millers-
dale) in Tideswell HP H

Milton in Repton R G H
Monsal-dale inp Bakewell

HP H
Monyash in Bakewell H P H
Moor-hall in Staveley S II
Moor-hay in Chesterfield SH
Moor-hole in Eckington S H
Ivlorley Town (and Parish)

/ . M L H
Motf tfy-paikk.'inri-.: ftufneid

ApII
Morton Town (and Parish)

S IJ

* Mosborou&h in Eckiugton
< SH

Mosborough-moor in Ecking-
ton S II

Mosscu >;:ouse in Hathersage
II P II

pt of Moss-houses Iiurtington

WW (the rem.
in Cheshire)

pt of Mugginton Town (and Pa-
rish) Ap II (the
rem. in M LII)

iVIytham-bridge in Hather-
gage H P H

Nether Biggin in (pt of)
Wirkswortb Ap H

Neth^r-Birchwood in Alfre-
ton S H

Nether Booth (Lftdy Boothj
in Castleton H P H

Nether Bradburne in (pt of)
* Bradburne WW

Nether-end (of Heage) in
Duffield ApII

Nether HaildWy io S^iveley
S H

Nttlier Padley in Hather-
»age H P H

Nctherthorp in Staveley S H
Nether Thurvaston inSnttoa

on the Hill Ap H
New Bnimpton (pt Little

Brampton) in Ches-
terfield SH

Newbbld in .Chesterfield SH
Newhall in Stapenhill RG H
New Haven in Hartington

WW
Newmarket in North Win-

field S H

New Mills'in Glossop HPH
Newton in Blackwell SH
Newton-grange in (pt of)

Ashburne W W
Newton. Solney Town (and,

Parish) R G H
Norbrigs in Staveley S H
Norbury Town (and Parish)

ApH
Norman ton (juxta Derby) in

j (pt of) St. Peter R G H
North-edge in (pt of) Ash-

over S E

North-Winfield Town (and
Parish) S H

Northwood in (pt of) Darley
in the Dale H P H
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Norton Town faml Parish)
SII

Norton-leys in Norton S II
Nuns-field in Trusley A p IJ
Oaker-end in ''pt of) Darley

in the Dale VVW
Oakerthtfrpe in South Win-

field S H

Oaks in Norton S If
of Oaktlrorpe in Church Gres-

pt of Oakthorpe in Meashain ,
RPH

pt of Oakthorpe in (pt of) Nether
S e a l R G H

Ockbrook Town (and Parish)
•M L H

Offcotc in (pt of) Ashburne
WW

Offertou in Hope H P H
Ogstone in Morton S H
Oler Brook in Castleton

H P H
Olerenshaw in Chapeken-le-

Frith H P H
Ollerset in Glossop H P H
One-Ash in rfakeweil HPH
Oneston (see, Unttpn)

ft of Open wood-gate in Denby
M L II

pt of Open wood-gate in Ilorslcy
M L H

Osleston in Sutton on the
Hill Ap H

Osmaston in Brailsford ApU
Ostnaston in (pt of) St. Wer-

burgh R G H
Ounston see Unston
Outseats in Alfreton SII

Over Biggin in (pt of) Wirks-
worth Ap H

Over Booth in Castleton
H P H

Over-Birchwood in Alfreton
S I I

Over Hackney in (pt of)
Darleyin-tlie Dale H P H

Over lladdoii in Bake well
H P I I ,

Over-Langwith Town (and
Parish) S II

Overthorp in Eckington S H
Overton iu (pt of) Ashover

S H
Ox-close in Bakewell II P H
Oxeroft in Bolsover SH

pt of Packiugton in Willesley RG
(the rem.in Lei-
cestershire)

PadfieldinGlossop H P H
Padley-hall in Pentrich

M L H
Palterton in Scarcliff S H
Park-Hall in (pt of) Kirk

Ilailam Ap H
pt of Park Lane-head in (pt of)

Crich M L H
pt of Par'k Lane-head in South

Winfield S H
Parwichin (pt of) Ashburne

WW
Peak Forest Extra-paro-

chial Town (Chamber
atid Liberty) H P II

Penters Lane in (ptof) Ash-
btinie Ap H

Pentrich Town (arid Parish)
MLH
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Pentrich-lane in Pentrich
M L H

Perry-Foot in Peak Forest
(Chamber) H P II

pt of Peter St. (pt of)Derby Town

(and Parish) B of D (the
rem. in MLH and RGH)

Phoside in GIossop II P II
Pichard-green in Cbapel-en-

lc-Frith U P H .

Pike-hall in (pt of) Brad-
biirrieWW

Pilhough in (pt of) Yolgrave
H P H

Pilsbury in Hartington W W
Pilsley in Edensor H P H
Pilsley in North WipfieldSH

pt of Pindale in Castleton II P H
pt of Pindale in Hope H P H
pt of Pinxton Town (and Parish)

S H (the rem. in
Nottinghamshire)

pt ofPistern-Nook in Smithsby
E G II (the Tcm.
in Leicestershire)

Plaistow-green *n (pt of)

Crich M L H

Platt-hall in Chesteraeld 8 H
Plesley (or Pleasley) Town

(and Parish) S H
I'ostern Lodge in Duffield

, ApH
Potters-Sqmersall in Sonier-

sall Herbert Ap*H
prass in (pt of) Ashover.SII
Priestcliff in Bakewdl HPH
Pye-bridgq in Alfreton S H
Quarndon in (pt of) St. Alk-

mund ML PI

Radburne Town (and Parish)

Ap H
Raworth in GIossop 11 P H
Ravensdale Park in (pt of)

Mugginton ApH
pt of Ravenstone Towa (and Pa-

rish) R G H (the rem.
in Leicestershire)

ReMshaw in Eckington S H
Repton Town (and Parish)

R G H

Jliber in Matlock WW
Riddings in Alfreton S H
Ridge-way in Dutiield Ap II
Ridgeway in Eckington SII
:Riley in Scarcliif S Ii
Ripley in Pentrich M L II
Risley in Sawley M L H
Robin-hood (Baslow Col-

liery) in Bakewell.Ii PH
Rob'nddin in (pt of) Ashover

S H
. Rodsley in Longford Ap H

Rosleston in Walton R GII
Roston in Noxbury Ap H
Rowland in Bake well HPH
'Rawltse ifl%ope H P H
Howthorn in Alt Hucknal

• : : » i r
Rusliop in Pe»k Forest

(Chamber) # P H
..-• JSandiacre Town (and Parish)

M L H
oanay-prook iff(pt of) Ash-

. bume MTW
sapperton in Ghurcli Broogh-

- . . • • : ^ ton Ap H
Sawley Town (and Parish)

MLH
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-arcliff Town (and Parish)
' S H

Scarthen-Nick see Cromford
Scropton Town (and Parish)

ApH

Sena in Alt Hucknal S II
Sliackle-cross in Ockbrook

Shacklow in Bakewetl H P H
Shallcross in Hope H P H
Shardlow in Aston (upon

: Trent) ML II
Shatton in Hope H P II

of Sheep-bridge in Whittington
SII (the rem. in Staveley)

Sheldon in Bakewell HP II
Sberbrook in BakevvettHPH
Shipley in Heanor M L II
Shirebrook in Plesley S II
Shirland Town (and Parish)

-SH
Shirley Town (and Parish)

-- ApH
Shottle in DuffieM Ap H
Shottle-gate inDaffield ApH
Shuttlcwood (or Shittlewood)

iiftolsover S H
Simondley in Glosuop HPH
Sitting-low in Chapel-en-le-

Fr i thHPH
Slack in (pt of) Ashover S H
Slack-hall in Chapel-en*le-

Frith H P H
Slaley in Bonsai W VV
Slode-tane in Eckington S II
Small-dale in Hope H P II
Small-dale in Peak Forest

H P H
Siualley in Morley M LII

Smerril-grange in (pt cf)

Yol^rave W W
Smithsby Town (and Parish)

R G H
Smitlfy-houses in Denby.

M L H
Smithy-moor in North Win-

field S II
Snelston in Norbury Ap II
Snitterton in (pt of) Dsirley

in the Dale WW
Somercotes in Alfreton S II
Somersall-Herbert Town

(and Parish), Ap H
South Normanton Town (and

Parish)'SH
South WinfieW Town (and

Parish) S H

Sparrow-pit (Gate) inChapei-
en-le-Frith HP II

Spinkhill in Eckin^ton S II
Spitewintcr in (pt of) Ash-

over SH
Spondon Town (and Parish)

f ' A p H
Spout in (pt of) Wirksworth

Ap H
Staden in Bakewell H P H

*Stainsby in Alt Hucknal SH
pt of Stanage in (pt of) Ashover

S H
pt of Stanage in Chesterfield S II

Stanesby in Horsley M L H
Stantrey in Bolsover S II
Stanley#in Spondon Ap H
Stanton (by Bridge) Town

(and Parish) R G H
Stanton (by, Dale) Town

(and Parish) M L H
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Stanton-lees in (pt of) Yol-
grave II P H

Stanton (in the Peak, or
Stones; in (ft of)
Yolgmve H P H

Stanton Ward in Stapcnhill
R G II

Stapenhill Town (and Pa-
rish) R G H

Starkholmes in MatloekW W
Staveley Town (and Parish)

SH
Steetley in Whitwell S H
Stenston in (pt of) Barrow

Ap ft
Stidd, see Styd Hall
Stoke in Hope H P H
Stoncliff in (pt of) Darley in

the Dale H P H
Stone-dales in Cubley Ap H

pt of Stoney Houghton (Houghton
Basset) in Over
Langwith SII

pt of Stoney-Houghton (Houghton
Felley) in Plesley S II

pt of Stoney-Middlctun in Eynm
II P H

pt of StoneyrjMiddleton in Hather-
sage H P H

ptofStretton (in ttie Fields)
Town (and Parish) R GII
(the rem. in Leicestershire)

pt of Stretton in North ty'infield
SH

pt of Stretton in Shirland S H
Stubbing in Chesterfield SH
Stubbixig-edge in (pt of) Ash-

over S H
Stubley in Dianfield S H

Sturstpn in (pt of) Ashburne
ApH

Styd Hall (or Slid) in Shirley
Ap II

Sudhury Town (and Parish)
, ApH

SumeWail in Chesterfield SH
Smnmerley in Dronfield SH
Suumy-hill Lane in (pt of)

St. Peter U G H
Sutton (in. the Dale) (cum

Duckmanton) Town
(and Parish) SH

Sutton (on the Hill). Town
(and Parish) Ap II

SwatllingcQte in Church
Gresley R G H

Swan wick in Alfreton S H
Swarkestone Town (and Pa-

rish) R G H
Swathwick in Chesterfield SH
Synfin, in (pt of) Barrow

ApH
Taddington in Bakewell

H P H
Tag-hill in Heanor M L H
Tansleyro (pt of) CrichWW
Tapton in Chesterfield S II
Temple Normanton in Eck-

ingtbn S H
Thornhill in Hope H P H
Thoî nsett in Glossop H P H
Thorpe Town (and Parish)

1 Thudston in Elvaston M LH
TibshelfTo.wn (and Parish)

S B
ptofTicknallTown (and Parish)
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of Ticknall (at E end) itr Rep-
ton R G H

TideswellTown (and Parish)
H P H

Tinkersley in (pt of) Darley
in the Dale H P H

Tissington Town (and Pa-
risR) SVW

Toad-hole in (pt of) Dai ley
in the Dale H P H

Toad-hole Furnace in Shir-
land S H

Toad-moor in Duffield ApH
Tor-side in Glossop H P H
Totlcy in Dronfield S II
Trinity-chapel in Morton SH
Troway in Eckington S II
Trusley Town (and Parish)

ApH
Tunstead in Tideswell HPH
Tunstend-inilltown in Cha-

pel-en -le-Frith' II P H
Tupton in. North Winfield

^'-"••' - S H

Turnditcli in Duffield Ap H
Twytbrd in £pt of) Barrow

Ap H
Ufton, see Four-lane-euds
Underwood in (pt of) Ash-

burne WVV
Unston (Ounston or One-

ston)in Dronfield S H
Unthank in Dronfield S II
Upper Killisin HorsleyMLH
Upper Padley in Hathersage

II P II
Upper Thurvaston in Long-

ford Ap H
Upper-Town in (pt of) Ash-

over SII
VOL. II . ]

Upper-Town in Bonsai WW
Wadshelf in Chesterfield SH
Wakebridge in (pt of) Crich

MLH
Waldley in Cubley Ap H
Wallcy, see WhaHey
Walls in Whitwell S H
Wallstone in Duffield Ap H
Walton in Chesterfield S H
Walton (on Trent) Town

(and Parish) R G H
Ward Gate (in Hulland) in

(pt of) Ashburne Ap II
pt of Wardlow in Dakewell H P H
pt of Wardlow in Hope II P H

Watstan well-bridge in (pt of)
Crich M L H

Wensley in (pt of) Darlcy
in the Dale WVV

pt of Werburgh St. (pt of) Derby
Town (and Pansh)B of
D (therein, in R G H )

Wessington in (pt of) Crich
S H

West Broughton in Dove
ridge Ap II

West-end in Hope U P H
West-HallamTown (and Pa-

rish) M L H
"VVest Handley in Staveley

S H
Weston (on Trent) Town

(and Parish) M L H
Weston Under wood in (pt

of) Mugginton M L H
Whaley in Bolsover S II

pt of Whaley-bridge in Hope 1 JPII
(the rem. in Cheshire)

Whcatcroft in (pt of) Crich
MLH
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Wheeldon Trees in Harting-
ron W\V

Whestonin Tideswell IIP II
White-Hollows in Rcpt»n

R G II
White-hough in Chapel-cn-

lc-1'rith II P 11
White-lane in KckingtonSII
White-moor in DuflicldAplI
Whitfield in GIossop II l» II
Whittington Town (and Pa-

rish) S H
Whittle in Glossop I IP II
Whitwell Town (and Parish)

S H
Wigley in Chesterfield S H
Wigwell in (pt of) Wirks-

worth WW
Wildens Mill in Chesterfield

S H
Willersley (or Cromford-

bridge) in Matlock WW
Willesley Town (and Paris!))

R G II
Williamsthorpe in North

Wiz>6eld S II
Willington Town (and Pa-

rish) M L II
Wilsthorpe in Sawley M.LU
WiFidley in DuffieM Ap II
Windmill-houses in Hope

II PH
in (ft of)* St.

Alkmund ML II

Wijigcrworth in Chesterfield
S H

Winshill in (pt of) Burton
(on Trent) R G H

Wiustcr in (pt of) Yolgrarc

H-PH
pt of Wirksworth Town (and Pa-

rish) WW (the
rein, m Ap II)

Wolfscoteinllartington WW
pt of Wooden-box in Hartshorn

U G H {the rem. in
Leicestershire).

Woodhousein Prontield S II
Wood-houses in Melburne

R G l\
^oodbtrtts in Norton S H
\\ oodseats-hall in Staveley

S H
Woodthorp in North Win-

field SH
\Voodthorp in Stayeley "*S H

pt of Wooley-iuoor in Morton S H
pt of VVooley-inoor in North VViu-

f i e l d S U
Worn.lii^ in TidcswellHPli
Wvaston in Edlaston Ap H"
Yeldersicy in (pt of) Ash*

burne Ap H
Yeveley in Shirley Ap II "

pt of Yolgtave (or Youlgrave)
Town (and Parish) HPflT.
(the rem. in WW)



ERRATA IN THE FORMER LIST OF VILLAGES, &c.

The foregoing List (which was promised in the Note to p. 89 of the 1st vo-

lume,) has already appeared in another form, viz. arranged according to

the Hundreds and the Parishes in each, within which these more particular

Places are situate, vol. 1. p. 7a On the spelling and arrangement of that List

I bestowed much pains, th consulting various authorities and persons,

Mr. WolJey of Matlotk iJaih, in particular, and in consequent and repeated

alterations, and also in spelling and mentioning places conformable thereto

throughout the 1st volume, in expectation that no further alterations therein

Would appear necessary: I am sorry however to find since the publication

of the 1st volume, that Stidd Hall in Cubley should be erased, p. 78; that

HMon is omitted in Longford, p. 79; that (Hungry) should be inserted after

fientley, p. 79, 1. 18; that, part of, should be inserted before Hollington,

P-79, 1. 19; that Mammerton in Longford is omitted, p. 79; that, part of

Wellington, and Styd Hall (or Stid) are omitted in Shirley, p. 79 ; that after

Longsdon, (or Longs ton), should be inserted, \>. 80,1.4, and 12 from the bot-

tom; thitHill-top is omitted in Bakeweil,p. 80; that Sparrow-pit (GateJ,p. 81,

requires moving to Chapel-en-le-Frith from Hathersage, and Perry-Fvot and

Sudop to Peak Forest (Chamber) from Hathersagc, p. 81 aud 82; that Foolew
k* omitted in Eyam, p. 81; that Maiham should be Mytham-bridgc in Ha-

t^ersage, p. 81.—The term Peak Forest, anciently included all the north-

ern end of the county, but the particular district therein called the

Chamber (i. e. Hunting Seat) in the Forest, now only bears that name, as an

«*tra parochial place, and at p. 82, the word (Chamber) should be

added, after the stroke that follows Peak Forest \ that Bculton, p. 83, requires

oioving to St. Michael from Mickleover:—part of Donnington-park is

°nutted in Castle Donnington, p. 84:—After Packington should be added,

(«?e Willesley), p. 84.—Before Ticknall should be inserted, part of, p. 85.:
after Shuttlewood should be inserted (or Shittlewood) p. 8C, 1. 6.:— Walley
: iQuld be IVbaUy in Bolsover, p. 86.—Brimmington should be Brimfagton in

•Hctterfield:—• after Lindow-lane (or Lindwayj should be inserted p. 86:

^Oneston should be, Unston (Ounston or Oneston) in Dronfield.—MOSB-

borough should be Mosborwgh in Eckington, p. 86, and Mosborougb-mw^

P- 87^-After Ainmoor should be inserted, (or Danesmoor), and Danes-

^oor should be erased, p. 87.—Woodhouse should be Woodtborp in North-
w»nfield, p. 87.—After Over Langwith, a stroke should be drawn for

. l e Town, and, part of Stoney Houghton (or Houghton Basset) inserted

^is parish, p. 87:—before Pinxton, part of, should be inserted,

' *7:—-before Stoney Houghton ia Plesley, part of, should be inserted, and
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(or Houghton Felley), after it, p. 87 ; after Fo'ir-lane-ends should be inserted^
(or Ufton), p. 87.:—Cinder should be Cinders, p. 88, 1. 7; and Hasting
House should be, Houses, p. 89. 1. 5, At page 90, 1. 13, it should be noted,
that part of Pinxton parish is in Nottinghamshire. It should also be men-
tioned, p. 92, 1. 2, that Edc'nsor is wholly' surrounded by Bakewell Parish.

In the List now given, part o/(orpt of) prefixed to a place's name, signifies
that the remainder of such Village, Hamlct,Township,orTown, is situate in
some other Parish, Hundred or County, than is here specified: and when
tiie names of Parishes that follow the places' names, haive (part oft or pt cf)

' prefixed, it is to denote, that such Parishes extend into some other Hun-
dred, and County1 also in some instances, besides the Hundred in Derbyshire,
which is specified : all which arc noticed 'and explained, vol. I. p. 89, &c.

Throughout these volumes, where particular Farms or other Houses, or
very local Places are referred to, as the sites of Mines, Pits, Quarries, or of
any natural or artificial production, &c. &c. I have added the name of some
place (the nearest generally) that will be found in this List, and in that
at page 78 of vol. I.; and when there happens to be two places of one name
herein, I have been careful to add further particulars to distinguish them :
so that I may hope, tliat little if any uncertainty can remain, or difficulty be
experienced, by strangers even, to identify or find out the very spots that-
X have referred to: and it may not be amiss to notice, that where person's
names are mentioned, in connection with any of the numerous details in
these volumes, that, the residence and its bearing from the nearest Post
Town, of the persons mentioned, as Contributors, in the Preface to the first
and to this volume, will often assist in tracing, out any particular spot on ?
large Map, or in finding it, by those who are travelling;.

1 have again availed myself of the kindness of Mr. Adam Wolley, in- send-
ing the proof sheets of this alphabetical List to him at Matlock-Uath, for cor*
rection, and the like to Mr. James Dowiand.of Cuckney, so tha,t 1 may hope,
that it is now correct, except the omissions in page 3, of Bvbton in Longford
Ap H, and in p. 6 of pt of Dimnlngton-pdf-l in'tfastle Doimington R&
(the remainder in Leicestershire), unfortunately7 not- discovered until that
sheet was put to press; and since then I have learnt, that in 1812 an Act
was obtained, for erecting the Town of Buxton (before: in three parishes, at*
mentioned page 4) into a separate .Barts+u the new and elegant Churchj
erected therein by the Duke of Devonshire, was consecrated aid opened io'
August, 1812. On the spelling of some of the places* iiames, in iriy Lists, ther î
will remain differences of opinion, according as present qr ancient use, or &*
rhation, is to prevail: the separate, maintenance of the roads, and the pooO
and marrying, christening and burying at the Chapels of Ease in some fe^
of the Hamlets or Townships, and not in others, have occasioned doubt*
with some persons, as to my arrangements of these parishes; what is
berein, is, however, I am assured, from the most authentic" sources.
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AGRICULTURAL SURVEY

O F

DERBYSHIRE,

CHAP. II.

SI'ATE OF PROPERTY.

SECT, T.—ESTATES, AND THEIR MANAGEMENT.

Estates of this County, at one period since the
Norman Conquest, appear to have been in very
hands; at present they arc *as much and as gene-

rally divided, as is usual perhaps in the northern Eng-
glish Counties. The Duke of Devonshire, and some
few others, have still very extensive possessions, which

are increasing from time to time.
prices at which Estates appear to have sold of

is thirty years purchase on* the Rentals, whereof
considerable magnitude. Near the larger Towns its
Price is said to be from 150/. to3001. per acre: about
Mackworth the selling price of Itand was mentioned,
as from 90/. to 150/.: at Kirk-Ireton I heard of 90/.
Jemg often given,, and that some unincloscd neivly-

a»otted Lands on their Common, sold a few years ago
at WO/, per acre. Couygree Farm, on the edge of Eg-

VOL. i i . ] « gington



2 MANAGEMENT OF ESTATES—LAWYER STEWARDS.

gington Heath, of which it had recently received thirty
acres as an allotment, sold for 80/. per acre, all through:
at Hoon two Farms, on Red Marl and Gravel, were
sold, a short time before I was in the County, at 70/.
and at 80/. per acre, as I understood.

The management of Estates were principally en-
trusted, until of late years, either to Persons expressly
employed as Agents, or to Land Surveyors, or others
who had different rural concerns of their own and
others to manage: but here, as is I fear too commonly
the case in other Counties, the Salaries and Allow-
ances made to Land-Stewards, were so small, that
many of the Persons best qualified for such trusts, are
reported to me, as haying given them up ; others were
on the point of doing so; and that the management
of the Land was rapidly falling into the hands of the
lAttornies of the District, who cannot in general be
considered as properly qualified, for many of the essen-
tial duties of this important Office: to me it seems sur-
prising, that any Gentleman of Landed Property
should fail to discover, that where, for the sake of se-
curing his own Law business, and that which can be
made among his Tenants, a Gentleman of that Profes-
sion, is willing to undertake the care of his Estates, at
a Salary greatly below what any Man of humbler, tho*
not less important and useful pursuits, is disposed to
accept, that the best Interests of himself and the Com-
munity are likely to suffer, in a much higher degree
than his apparent savings amount to. That some
Country Attornies, from their general knowledge of
rural affairs, and their zeal for Agricultural Improve-
ments, are thoroughly qualified for Land Stewards, 1
have the pleasure of knowing, as also, that these Mett
are averse to undertaking Agencies, unless all the Time

necessarily



SURVEYS AND MAPS—TENURES.

necessarily occupied 'n\ attending to them, is quite as
Well paid for, as to any part of their own Profession.

A very laudable spirit has prevailed among the
Land-owners in Derbyshire, for employing Surveyors
to Measure and IVfap their Estates, by which the sta-
tute acre, rood, and perch, is almost universally known
and established ; and Excellent Maps are to be found,
in the hands of the Gentlemen and their Agents and
Surveyors, of by far the greater part of the County—a
circumstance which I found of the utmost use, in my
Mineral Survey, 5s will be seen in my acknowledge*
ments to most of these last, in the Lists, in the Prefaces
to the former and present Volumes. Where no entire
Survey of a Parish or Hamlet has been made, it has
been usual in numerous instances of late, to employ a
Land Surveyor to measure and value the whole of it|
°r fairly and accurately adjusting the Poor's Rates,
-nd other Parochial Tuxes: the justice and advantages
Jf which, claims its more general adoption, particu-
lrly in the Towns and considerable Villages; where
'ften the Rates, particularly between the Land and
House occupiers, are far more unequal, than where there
!s but one class of occupiers.

SECT. II. TENUBES.

almost generally prevail thro' Derby-
, and the quantity of Copyholds, or of Lands held

under Church Leases, is very inconsiderable, I be-
"eve: ]n the Act for Inclosing Matlock in 1780, it

emeu to me,rather a singular provision, that a!l en-
richments from the Commons, of twenty years stand-

5 or upwards, were to become Copyhold, and their
B 2 fixed
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fixed Rents to be ascertained <by the Commissioners:
this f afterwards learnf, was principally intended, for
securing the extensive Premises which had been erected
on the waste, at Matlock Bath, to the Persons who
erected them.



CHAP. IIL

BUILDINGS.

SECT. I.-—HOUSES OP PROPRIETORS.

DERBYSHIRE contains several very spacious
and superb Mansions of the ancient Families, and a
verJr great number of pleasantly situate and elegant
Houses of the Gentlemen of Landed Property, and be-
longing to opulent Manufacturers; most of which, are
sheltered arid ornamented by Plantations'more or less
extensive, and are accommodated by excellent Gardens™
and as neatly-dressed Paddocks and Grounds, as are to
be found in almost any County in England, except Mid-
dlesex and those others near the Metropolis. Amidst so
much taste and spirit, as I witnessed, when partaking
of the hospitality generally prevalent in these Houses,
it would be almost invidious in me, to particularize in-
stances, had I prepared myself with notes for the pur-
pose, but which I certainly did not do, finding always
&mple subjects in the rural improvemejnts of the place,

ud natural objects and beauties of the vicinity, to oc-
uPy fully my attention. A few miscellaneous parti-
UW which I noted, as applicable-to Gentlemen's re-
1 ences, will perhaps be introduced with less impro-

priety here, than any other part of this Report.

tone, as may be supposed from the prevalence of
^ i s valuable article (see the 1st Volume) is principally
•"ployed in the Houses of the County, except in the

B 3 Red



6 BUILDINGS—HOUSES OF PROPRIETORS.

Red Marl District, where Brick Euildings most prevail;
and it was remarked to me, that when the walls and
floors are of Limestone, they often prove damp, at
times, when those of Grit-stone show no signs of mois-
ture.

I saw two or three instances of dry-rot in the County,
one of which, in an Outhouse ii» the Garden of Baclie
Thorhhill, Esq. at Stanton in the Peak, showed the
fallacy of an opinion often advanced, that confined or
stagnant air, is essential to the production of this evil;
it was a sash-frame, opening inwards, and almost con-
stantly standing open, which was nearly destroyed by
that pestilential fungus, the Dry-rot Boletus (Boletus
lachrymans)) that occasions this mischief: I have no-
ticed many similar instances, in wood constantly ex-

jposed to the open air: see an account of Dry Rot in
(VTr. Benjamin Chambers' Barn Floors at Tibshelf, in
Mr. Robert Lowe's Nottinghamshire Report, page 10.

At Newton Solney I noticed a good House, belong-
ing to Abraham Hoskins, Esq. very tastefully and well
finished with Parker's Roman Cement, executed by Fran-
cis Bernasconie. I beg to mention here, that a very su-
perior article of this kind, 1o that usually made from the
Clay-balls of the London Clay stratum, as mentioned
Vol. I. p. 3, has been made on Lord Mulgrave's Es-
tate in Yorkshire,* since that Volume was put to press,
and may be had at the Roman Cement Wharf in Ped-
lar's Acre, Lambeth.

In several Gardens, I saw Grottos, fitted up, with
the double view of affording a cool retreat in hot wea-
ther, or f,om a shower, and of preserving and showing
to strangers, large specimens of the most noted Mine-
rals of the district, viz. in Chatsworth Gardens (exe-
cuted by Mr. While Watson); in Calke Gardens, a

new



HOUSES OF PROPRIETORS—LAUNDRIES. 7

new one (by Mr. Sarcriel Brown), and an ancient one;
at the late William Longsdon, Esq. at Eyam; at Abra-
ham Hoskins, Esq. at Newton Solney, &c.

At Ashover, Mr. William Milnes has had a chim-
ney-piece executed, at my suggestion, which shows iu
its Frieze or Mantle, an inlaid Tablet of the several
Rocks, each of its ovn proper stone, and in their na-
tural order and position, as they occur in a section
across the middle of that interesting Parish; which
was executed by Mr. White Watson of Bake well, and
forms a p Leas ing object, and subject of contemplation,
well worthy of imitation in other places.

Among the many conveniences rn and about the
Houses, in and near Derbyshire, which were in some
degree new to me, I noticed, at Norris Hill, on Ash by
Wolds, Leicestershire, most complete Steam Cooking,
Roasting, and other Culirtary Apparatus, erected wjjf'
Mr. John Bawford of St. Werburgh in Derby, in the
House of Henry Smith,Esq. Small water-wheels, worked
by the water, either, from a small lead pipe and cock,
or a small stream of water, are used for turning the
Spits in the Kitchens, at Chatsworth House; at the
RamVhead Inn at Disley, Cheshire; and at the Grove
and at the Old Hall Inns, at Buxton.

The Laundry at Bradby Hall in Bretbyj appeared
to me an excellent one: and connected with this sub-
ject it may be useful to mention, that in Stapehbill, Stan-
ton Ward, &c. it is common to have in their Gardens,
Boxes on the tops of Posts, each with a roof to shoot
off the rain, that contain a roll, turned by a handle
outside, on which Hair Lines are wound and constantly
kept, for drying of Clothes, when unrolled and stretched
to another Post: which seems a preferable mode of pre-
serving them, to taking down the Lines anjj stowing

B 4 them



8 LAUNDRIES, &c.—FAUM-HOUSES AND OFFICES*

ihem away, perhaps in a damp estate, in places where
they contract dirt, and are often to seek, when wanted.
The House-wives of several parts of Derbyshire, use, I
observe, the Italian Irons, for the Foils of Shirts, Caps,
&c. supported on a stand, and heated from time to lime,
by iron heaters, put within the hollow of the Iron.

At several Houses in Derbyshire I saw foot-lath^
Wheels, on a simple construction1, turning spindles/
on which wooden wheels dressed with emery were used,
for cleaning 1 able Knives, in a very effectual and ex-
peditious manner; and it struck me, that brushes on
the same spindles for cleaning of Boots and Shoes,
would be found equally useful.

At Mr. Moored in Lullington, I saw a useful Rack
for hanging up Boois, in his Kitchen, with their tops
downwards, to prevent dust settling in them, and their
filing put out of shape by hanging up by one strap* as
usually happens in Boot-closets; a stick was*always
ready to put up into a Boot to lift it off the Pins, be*
tween which it hung, in sight, so that it could always
be seen that the Boots were clean and in order; a mat-
ter of some importance, to a Gentleman who has fre-
quently to go out and come in, in wet weather.

The Architects which I met with, resident in Derby-
shire, were, Mr. Samuel Brown of St. Peter's Derby,
Mr. William Martin of Bretby, and Mr. Thpmai.
Sykes of Chesterfield*

SECT. II.—FARM-HOUSES AND OFFICES.

THE number of Large Farms, or of large and spa-
cious Farm-Houses and Premises in Derbyshire, is not
great, compared with some other Counties: its Farm

Houses
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Houses and Offices w:ll in general however be found,
as good'and convenient, as in most other Counties. A
few of thn Farm Premises that! noted, in the course of
my Survey, as seeming deserving of particular atten-
tion, are mentioned below in the order of the Places,
and respecting most of which,' I shall have other par-
ticulars to state, in tl»e Sections whrth treat on the par-
ticular subjects of the different parts of these establish-
ments.

At Barton-Blount, Krancis Bradshaw, Esq. has an
excellent Farming Establishment: he was unfortunately
from home when I called, or I should probably have
had more to quote concerning it.

At Boy'lstone, Mr. Robert Stone has recently erected
a very complete set of Farm Premises, of Brick co-
vered with slate.

At Bretby or Bradby, the Eirl of Chesterfield bH
in his Park, one of the most complete Farming Esta-
blishments in all this part of England, perhaps. The
Buildings are of hewn Stone, obtained near the spot,
M Red Marl, slated, and they are neatly pointed out,
with Brcedon Lime mixed with Coal-Ashes, that gives
the whole a very pretty effect. By the kindness of his
I'Ordship, aud of Mr. William Martin his Architect
and Builder, I have been enabled to present a Plan
and Elevation of them, and their descriptions.

Plate I. facing page 10, contains a general Plan,
and the Elevations of the principal Buildings, which are
°n the north and on the south sides of the Yards. The
.following references to the general Plan, will explain

i0 arrangement and uses of the several parts, viz.

Dairy



I3RADUY-BARK FARM,

A,
B,
C,
D,

V,

O,
P.

I, Salting House.

K, Water-Closet.

L, Pump Yard.

M, Coal Yard.

N, Boiling House

T,

Dairy Court.

The Bailiffs Kitrhr n H, Dairy Sculler}-.

Pantry.

Store llooni.

Parlour.

Dairy Parloui.

Cream Dairy.

Cheese Dairj.

Inner Poulterer's Yard,

Q, Roosting House.

R, Laying and Sitting Homs

Outer Poulterer's Yard.

Pond. U, U, &c. Aviary for Pheasants,-

T, &c. Poultry and Store a, a, a, &c. Passages.

Sheds.

Farm Yard.

Poulterer's Shop.

P. &r. Vt'Lihnj; Houses.

, 1, &c. Piggery.
2, Pig Cistern.
3, Water Cistern.

4, Stable.

5, Hay Bin.
6, Open Shed.
7, Entrance, from the west.
8, 8, Cow Houses.
2, Calf House.

10, Hay Bin.

11, House for sick Cattle.

12, Bull Stalls.

13, Stairs to the Granary,Cheese

Chamber, &c.

14, Straw House.

15, Chaff House.
16, Barn.

No. 17, Porch to Barn, with Pi-
geon-House and Clock
above.

18, Thrashing Mill.

19, Dressing Flour, Corn Bins,

and Granary above.

20, Mill Race, or Horse-track.

21, Cart House, with Gra- ,

nary above.

22, House for Iinplements^uwJ

Wool Chamber above.

23, Turnip House, and Hoy-

chamber above.

24, Cottage for a tfarm La-

bourer.

25, Main drain, leading to a

Reservoir for Urine,&c'

Several of these will be spoken of more particularly:
in the future Chapters of this Report.
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COMPLETE FARM PREMISES. II

At Chaddesden, Sk Robert Wilmot, Bart, has e\-
>-Merit Farm Premises.
At Locko-Park, William Drury Lowe, Esq. bas a

most complete Farm-Yard; the Buildings are of Brick,
and the corners of the Walls, arches of the Windows,
&c. are formed of bricks with rounded corners, made
on purpose, which seem very durable, and scarcely
liable to accidents*

At Muggiuton, S of the Town, is a Farm House
and Premises, near Wild-Park, called Nether Field,
"which I mention here, from conceiving them to be
those, of which a description and Plan is given at p. 43,
°f .the original 4to. Report: tho'I was unacquainted

ifb the circumstance when 1 passed this Farm, hav-
'g failed in obtaining information from numbers, of

whom I made enquiry when in the County, as to which
[s the Farm that Mr. Brown describes: since my re-

••iirn I wrote to Mr. B. and from his answer I con-
tho' not with certainty, that this must be the

intended.
Near Newhaven House in Hartington, a complete

- arm-Yard and Cottage was erected, of Stone, a few
years ago, by the Duke of Devonshire, on Mr. Timo-
thy Greenwood's Farm, attached to the Newhaveh Inn.

At Newton-Solriey, Abraham Hoskins, Esq. has
lately completed a most convenient and elegant suit of

Premises\f on which no cost has been spared, to
them most convenient and complete.

Near !Pilsbury in Harrington, the Duke of Devon-
5»ire a few years ago erected, und r the direction of
"'''•Joseph Gould, his Tenant to a large new Allot-
ni(l'»t of the Common, a very complete set of Farm
''remises and Cottages, as an appendage to his Pils-

Over





WALLS AND ROOFS OF BUILDINGS. 13

A very commendaBIe neatness prevails thro' a great
part of the Houses and Cottages in Derbyshire, in
painting and whitewashing the walls, for which the
Peak Lime i$ excellently adapted, as observed in Vol. I.
p. 308; and in Rough-casting and colouring in other
situations: at Culland, Mr. William Cox shewed me
some very hard and durable rough-casting, done with
four parts of washed river Sand and one of Wild-Park
Lime, well sifted and incorporated while dry.

Very neat hammer-dressed and coursed Stone-fence
Walls are in use for the Gardens, &c. at Helper, Crom-
ford, and other places.

The Roofs of the Buildings in Derbyshire seem
sharper pitched, or more acute at the Ridge, than is
usual in the south of England, particularly, in per-
haps one-third of their whole number, which are co-
vered with thegrejkand white Slates or Tile-stones of
the district: in the large Town of Sheffield, near this
County, this white slating is universal, and gives the
Town a singular appearancfe On approaching it, in
several directions: on their roofs, Ridge or Rig-stones
(Vol. I. p, 431) a r e frequently used instead of Ridge
Tiles*. The' Red Tiles made in Derbyshire, perhaps

want of washing and more perfectly tempering their
ys, are found less durable, as well .as thought less

handsome by many, than a sort of black or very dark
blue dull glazed Tiles, almost the colour of new cast
Iron, which are brought out of the Pottery district of
Staffordshire, as has been mentioned in Vol. 1. p. 453,
*nd are pretty extensively used, in the southern part
of the County.

* -About Belfast in Ireland, cast Iron Ridging is common, and might
hap be introduced here with advantage, instead of Ridge Tiles or

Stones.

I saw
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bury: in some few places thesfc Landers are made o*"
Tin and Iron plate and iu others of thin Cast Iron (as
at Belfast in Ireland). Another contrivance worth
mentioning, is, the manner of conducting the water
down from an Eaves-trough or Lander, which is very
common about Mansfield, on the edge of Nottingham-
shire; it consists, in , suspending a slight wooden rod
from the end of the Lander, hanging down into the
Water-Butt or Cistern, down which the water runs,
without being scattered by the wind, or blown against
*he wall, as too constantly happens, unless expensive
upright spouts or trunks are used, to convey the water
down, and which are very subject to decay.

The ground Floors of Cottages, Farm Houses and
Offices, are commonly laid with Flags or Paving-stones,
*'* the northern parts of the County, and with Bricks
°r Plaster in the southern parts, which last kind of
floors, are frequently also used for the Attics of good.
Houses, as at Bradby-Hall and others, as a security
against Ere.

About Brassington, the smallest waste Spar from
mine-hillocks, is'mixed with a small proportion

°f quick-lime, tempered together with water, and
spread on a floor, and beat down with a flat board once
or twice for the first ten days, to prevent its cracking:
agood sized Plaster Floor prepared in this way, costs
°uly about 10$ , I was told.

Calaniine Sand, or the refuse of its Ore,grdund toge-
ther with Lead Slag, as is done in the rollers at Via-

ia Cupola in Bonsai dale, is an excellent composi-
or Plaster floors.

* he Sulphur from the Chimnies of the Lead Cu polas
small quantities, and sometimes a little Blood, is

mixed
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Messrs. Strults at Belpcr, at Mil ford and at Derby,
wherein small pottery hollow Cylinders,- or Cones (pre-
pared at Smalley Common Pottery, I. p. 450) are used
for arching all the cielings, and on which plaster^
brick or stone .floors are laid. These Gentlemen kindly
permitted my Sons to take minute plans and drawings
of their various improvements, among which, this me-
thod of fire-proof Building, will be published, on some
future occasion.

I come now to a subject, deeply interesting to the
Proprietors and Occupiers of Land, and considerably
so to the Country, 1 mean that of Barn Floors, in the
great ex pence with which they are attended, and in the
large consumption of the best Oak Plank, which they
occasion, throughout a great part of England : which
I sec no reason to doubt, but Thrashing-Mills and
ROOFS of Plaster, Crick and Stone, may in time, en-
tirely obviate. A mode of close imbedding the Sleepers
of Oak Floors in Masonry, and laying the Planks on
fresh lime gfout, is mentioned in the original Report
(p. o^) as very favourable to the duration of the Floors,
and the same is confirmed by a communicalion*from
Mr. Benjamin Chambers of Tibshelf, printed in Mr.
Robert Lowe's Nottinghamshire Report; page 10. I

happy however to find, that since these periods,
attention has been turned, to changing the system

altogether. About Brailsford, some Plaster Floors have
been tried, but arc not so well approved of, for Tkrash-
l ng upon, as those made of a sort of long thick Bricks,
°f a blue Colour, fetched from Cheadle w Staffordshire,
which Bricks are, I believe, rrfuch used in Warwick-
shire, for Barn Floors. At Broad-field Farm inCroxall,
Mr. John Garman has two Brick Floors, laid with
l iving Bricks on edge, made at Glass-gate Heath near

*>ERBY, Y O L . 1 I . ] c Tamwortb,
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Wiltmm Garman has* three Floors* laid with Barrow
JtiimestoncJ nlany years ago, and which answer well,
and shew not the least symptom of dampness, except in
the very dampest weather at the going away of a frost.
At Itaunton, near Edingale, Staffordshire* Mr. Edward
Barker has a Limestone Floor, laid with blue lias
brought from Priors Cleave, N E of Evesham in Wor-
cestershire* About Hull in Yorkshire, the Thrashing
Floors of the Farmers arc, as I am informed, very ge-
nerally laid with Gritstone Paving, of the 4th Rock,
from Ealand-Edge and Cromel-Bottom Quarries (sec
Vol.1, p. 164)-

Mr. Joseph Butler of Killatnarsh, shewed me a me*
of providing, in the building of Brick or Stone

or Partitions, for driving Pegs to support
^helves, or for hanging heavy things upon: which
consisted in working several hollow Cylinders of Iron
Plate, into the wall at different heights* where Pegs
were likely to be wanted; into which holes the Pegs are
driven, and those not so wanted arc stopped with
Mortar.

About the year 17?8 Cast-Iron Ovens began to be
ia<le at the Griffin Foundry, now Messrs. Ebenezer

"Mnith and Co., and to be set by the sides of the Grates
l the Public Houses and some Farm Houses, so as to be
f-nfed by the Fire in the Grate, when a small damper
'i the flue is drawn ; and about ten years after, square

Boilers with lids were introduced, to be set at the
of a fire Grate; and these have spread so amaz-

lng'y> that there is scarcely a house "without these
Ovens, even of the Cottages of the first class; and
^ost of the Public Houses and many others have an
Oven on one side of the Grate, and a Boiler on the

a o r n e Boilers being furnished with a Cock, and
c S others
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buted ; and from the'List of Brick and Tile Kilns,
Vol. I. p. 445 and 451; of Limestone Quarries, 1.408;
and of the Kilns and the prices of Lime in Sect. 3 of
Chap. X I I . herein, it will be seen, how favourably
Uiis Countj' is circumstanced, as to these essential
necessaries, for Building and Repairing of Premises.

To- give a satisfactory or useful view of the prices of
Artificers' work, \vo\ild, as I foresaw, require so many
details, both as to kinds of work and situations, that
<>n consulting several intelligent friends, I determined
*~o lay this out of my consideration, in favour of more
obtainable and not less important objects of enquiry. •

SECT. V.—COTTAGES.

THE Cottagers throughout Derbyshire, are mudh
better provided with habitations than they commonly

in the Southern Counties of England, and they ge-
rally keep them more neat and in better order, I think:

vast numbers of neat and comfortable Cottages
which have been erected, by the late Sir Richard and
ty the present Mr. Richard Arkwright, by Messrs.

•rutts, Mr. Samuel Oldknow, and numerous others of
[t](k< Cotton-spinners and Manufacturers, for the accom-
:11°datioh of their multitudes of work-people, must have
had a great influence on the general style and condition,
now observable in the Cottages : nor has the Earl of
Chesterfield and many other Noblemen and Land*
Owners, been behind in their laudable pains, to furnish
"is most important accommodation for the labouring
°°r; and their Rents are in general moderate, and
''aptcd to the earnings and conditions of the Occu-

c3 In
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of Devonshire: Ihestt seven are over the Derwent;
Monks Bridge over the Dove near liggington ; and
Mellor Mills, by Mr. Oldknow, over the Goyte. At
Swarkestone and Burton {here are very ancient and
long stone Bridges over the Trent and its flat meadows,
and various streams. Over ihc Derwent, besides the
above, there are stone Bridges, most of them very old
ones: at Duffield, widened in 1803; Cromford, widen-
ed a few years ago; Mat lock, widened a few years
ago; Darley, Great Rowsley, Baslow, Calver two,
Stoke, Grindleford, Hazleford, Mytharn (or Malham),
Yorkshire near Bamford, &c. Over the Rother there
arc stone Bridges, at JJeighton, Killamarsh, Renishaw,
&c. Over the Ethrow, lit Copstall near Ludworth,
Broad-bottom near Cbarlesworth, Hague near Game*
filey, &c. Over the Goyte, at Marple, Windy-bottom
*iear Mellor, IlagnoFold two, near New Mills, &c.
Over the Dove there are stone Bridges, at Tutbury
near Hatton, Sudbury, Doveridge, Norbury, Hanging-
Bridge near Ashburne, Mappleton, Cow-wall near
Thorpe, Spc, The greater part of which are main-
tained, as they were built, many of them, out of the
County Rates, see Sect. 5 pf the next Chapter.

Several of the above Bridges consist of only one arch
°f considerable span, as at Mappleton, on the south
side of Chatsworth Park, at Mellor JVlills 54 feet span,
Broad-bottom Bridge 63 feet span; and Sir Henry
Crewe is at this time erecting an arch in his Park at
wlke, partly for ornament and partly for use, under
the direction of Mr. Samuel Brown his Architect/
which spans 119 feet! The Aqueduct Bridges and the
Furies, will be noticed in Section 3 of Chapter XVJ.

ihere are five Bridges at which Foot Passengers
c 4 pay





CHAP. IV.

OCCUPATION OF THE LANDS.

SECT. I,—SIZE OP FARMS*

THE number of Farms in Derbyshire of consider
ruble size, is small, and there are none that can with
propriety be called large Farms: the following are
among the largest which I heard of, viz.

Burrow-Fields in Walton on Trent, Mr. Robert Lea,
441 acres.

Church Sterndale in Ilartington (Briarley-foot), Mr.
, 500 acres.

Croxall, Thomas Prinscp, Esq.
Drakelow; Grove Farm, in Church Gresley, Mr.

William Hill.
Foremarke, Mr. John Pcarsal.

Foremarke-Common, Mr. Joseph Spur.

Forcmark-Park, near Cad house-Lane, Mr. William
Smith, 402 acres.

Lullington, Mr. Thomas Moore, 603 acres.
New-Haven, in Harlington, Mr. Timothy Green-

wood, near 600 acres.
Newton-Solney, Abraham Hoskins, Esq.
Pilsbury/in Hartington, Mr. Joseph Gould.
Stanton Ward, the lute Fletcher Bultivant, Esq.

The above don't of course include the Duke of De*.
shire's Tenants, in the Woodlands of Hope, who

have
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men, &c. make bad Farmers : since certain it is, that
many, largely engaged in these pursuits, like Mr, Sa-
muel Oldknow of Mellor, Mr. ^Uis Ncedham of Har-
gate-wall, Mr. George Strntt of Belper, Messrs. Milncs
of Asbovcr, &c, &c. may rank among distinguished
agricultural Improvers. Nothing can be further from
the truth, than the character which Mr. James Pilk*
ington has been led, by his religious prejudices per-*
haps, to affix on the people of this County, of rude,
indecent and profane*, as applied to the Farmers, or to
tiny other class of Persons in it r as a residence conti-
nually changed among them, during the greater part
of three years, fully enables me to alfirm; and justice,
uot less than a sense of gratitude calls on me, to bear
testimony on the contrary, to their civility and orderly
conduct, as well as to their hospitality, and great readi*
ness to communicate and furnish information, even at
considerable trouble to themselves: as I trust that these
Volumes, and those which I hope hereafter to submit
to the Public, will lastingly shew,

SECT. JII .—RENT.

T H E Farms in Derbyshire, appear to be pretty gene*
rally held from Lady-day to Lady-day. The Rents
°f Lands near the principal Towns may be considered
*is high ; 40$. to 60s. lias been mentioned as the Rents
per acre near Buxfon Town. In Measham the average
Rent seems about 63s., principally occasioned by Irri-
gation and other capital improvements by the late Jo-
seph Wilkes, Esq. and his successors. In Stapenhill

* See 4« View of Derbyshire," Vol. II. p. 59.

some
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ners on Inclosurcs, and by Surveyors employed to
regulate the Rate, which BaVe taken place within a few
years past, as obsevvbd p. 3.

SECT. IV.—TITHES.

r«AT Tithes are highly inimical to spirited Farm-
ing, may be pretty satisfactorily inferred, from the faet,
observable in this as in all other Counties, of the ex-
treme rarity of finding a spirited Irnpiovcr, occupying
Lands that are not either tithe-free, or whereon a modu*
or fixed composition is established: and not uncom-
monly, the prudent foresight of such men, have ob-
tained leases of the Tithes of the parishes wherein they
occupy, as well as of their own Lands. Perhaps about
*he usual proportion of the Tithes, are in the hands of
the Clergy and of Lay Impropriators in this, as in other
bounties: and it has.been remarked to me, that the
Clergy as often compound, and at as reasonable rates,
fin* their Tillies, as the Laymen do. It rather sur-
prised me to find, that the great Land-owners, had ia
*°w* instances made provision ior the security of their
-• cnants, -and the consequent improvement of their
Estates, by lotting their lands tithe-free, in many in-
staiices where they possessed them, or in seizing every
°Pporlunity, af obtaining Leases of the Tithes from the
^fergy and Lay Impropriators, in order to re-let them
to their own Tenants", and the other occupiers, at fixed
Co*npositions: a practice by which, Men of great
Landed Property might, and in many districts do,
Prove themselves real benefactors to the Country.

George H. Errington, Esq. who. is theleasec under
Dean and Chapter of Lichfield, of the Tithes in
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aud it were much to bu wished, that this or some other
expedient could be adopted, for removing this grand
bar to improved cultivation. When 1 was upon what
I consider to be the largest cultivated Farm in the
County, the occupier told me, that the Tithes of their
Parish were on sale, and if, as was expected, the Tithes
should be gathered in consequence, he would certainly
lay all his land down to grass, and confine his business
lo Breeding, Grazing and Dairying!

The earliest of thelnclosures by Act of Parliament in
imty, provided for the Tithes by allotments of

Laud, but afterwards it fell into disuse, and the greater
part of the more modern Inclosurcs, havo left the lands
subject to 'J. ithes, owing, as was thought, to the demands
of the Tithe-owner being excessive, but which is now
viewed in a very different light in several instances,
*uid the neglecting to remove at any rate this grand evil
of the Farmer, is heartily repented of by many. In seve-
ral of the recent Inclosurcs the Tithes have been com-
muted in Land : I beard but of one instance of a Corn-
'tent in lieu of Tithes, and that is at Brighton.

It does not appear,'that Tithe of Lead Ore is paid,
except in Eyam and Wirksworth Parishes, as observed
Vol. I. p. 365 and 370, although since 1653 the Clergy
°f Ash over, Matlock, Darley, Bonsai and Carsington,
instituted frequent suits, to endeavour to obtain the
v«inie; and in 1701 even went so far, as, to procure a Bill
t'>be brought into the House of Commons, alleging, that

custom of paying Tithe of Lead Ore extended to
e whole County, and praying enactments, " to pre-

vent the multiplicity of vexatious suits" relating
thereto. The subject of Tit hcs will be further adverted
to in Sect. 5 of Chap. X V I I .

SECT.
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the 14,711 places in England and Wales; by which
the raaguitude and importance of this volume may be
guessed at, by many of my Readers who may never have
the opportunity of consulting it. At the bottom I
have added, the total particulars of England and
Wales, for the use of those who may wish to make
comparative calculations, either for the whole of Der-
byshire or any of its Hundreds.

The particulars of Derbyshire in the columns of this
Table, which relate to the year to Easter 1803, were
compiled it is said, from 317 Returns; those which
relate to the years 1783, 4 and 5, were deficient nine
returns, and those of 1776, 13 returnsbelow this number*

From column 7 in the above Table it appears, that
78,219/. was expended in Derbyshire in the year ending
Easter 1803, the produce of different Parochial Rates
on the occupiers, of which 19,554/. was expended for
purposes distinct from tbe maintenance of the Poor;
such as Church-Rates, County-Rates, Highways,
Constable's-Rates, Militia, &c. (column7 6), and
4^205/. in the removal of Paupers and suits of Law re-
nting thereto. Expenses of the Overseers and other
Officers, &c. (column 5), which last is rather less than
l3rf. in the pound, on the total Parochial Rates and ex-
penditure : while the expenses in this column, amount
to little more than 8frf. in the pound of Rates, on the
average of all England and Wales : the excess in this
case, being perhaps in part explainable, from the vast
"umbers of Apprentices whicfi have been taken by the
Cotton Spinners from the Metropolis and the Southern
Counties, to which they have since returned, and on
Doing there chargeable, are sent back, many of them,

several children, at the entire cost of the Dcrby-

I>K*UY. VOL. i i . ] D shire
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Landlord in the district, having probably contributed
a good deal, to bring them into disuse. That those
steady principles of honour towards his Tenants, and
vigilance to check any occasional deviations there-
from in his numerous Agents, which happily seem to
have grown hereditary in the Family, should have left
his Grace little to wish, or to expect, of the benefits which
usually result from Leases, I can readily conceive,
from having witnessed upon vrrious parts of his Estate,
such expensive improvements making by his Tenants
at Will, as I should scarcely have believed from any
one who mentioned them : Houses and Premises Built,
or completely Repaired, Fencing, Draining, Liming,
Planting, & c , to the amount of some Thousands of
Pounds on single Farms, and even Collieries effectually
opened, on a good scale, by Tenants at Will! I con-
fess, however, that I did not see and hear these things
with unmingled sensations, principally from knowing,
that the surrounding Gentry were too generally and
often saying, " if the Duke of Devonshire, without
tying up his Estates by Leases, can have these things
done upon them, why should I not expect similar
exertions in my Tenants?9' and it is too natural, for us
to suppose the contrary, that if a supineness does not
follow such reasoning, that exhortations, injunctions,
threats, and even changes of Tenants at Will, will be
tried, rather than the only true expedient, that of grant-
ing Leases, which shall remove all doubts or hesitation
in the inind of a Tenant, or the relatives and friends
who advise him or assist him with pecuniary means, as
to the propriety of immediately setting about every
practical improvement of the Land he occupies. View-
ing the subject in this light, I think, that honourable
mention ought to be made of the few Landlords who

bave,
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have, and continue to grant Leases of their property, in
all suitable cases, viz.

Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, some of 21 years, in Ashover.
Sir Hugh Baicman, Bart, some of 21 years, in Hart-

ing ton. •
The Earl of Chesterfield, some of 21 years, in Brct-

by, &c.
Edward Coke, Esq. some of seven years, in Longford :

these prohibit the immediate successions of while-
strawed grain crops, and stipulate for Draining.

Manchester Hospital's Trustees, sQme of 21 years, in
Sutton on the Hill.

The Earl of Mansfield, in Ballidon.
Earl Stanhope, some of 21 years, in Dale and Stanton.
The Marquis Tbwnshend, some of 21 years, in Brad-

burne and Walton on Trent.

And to these I ought perhaps, to add the names of
Sir Henry Crewe, Bart., Sir Thomas Windsor Hunloke,
Bart., Clement Kinncrsley, Esq., and the late Sir Sit-
well Sitwell, Bart.; but I am not sufficiently acquainted
with the particulars, which I heard casually mentioned,
of their granting Leases, to say more respecting them.

Near to this County, the Earl of Moira has granted
Leases for 21 years of two Farms on Asliby Wolds in
Leicestershire (a common lately divided by act of Par-
liament) to Mr. John Johnson, and to Mr. Joseph Hough,
who have built their own Houses and Premises, and in-
closed and divided their Farms, his Lordship having
found Posts and Rails. A plan and elevation of
Mr. Johnson's new Farm Premises has been given by
Mr. William Pitt, in his Leicestershire Report, p. 24;
and I am enabled to state, in addition to his account,

these Union Farm Premises cost Mr. J. 1120/.
D 3 and
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and that he pays 12$. 6<f, per acre Rent for his Farm,
Although situated without the bounds of my particular
Survey, 1 shall have several occasions to refer to this
Mr. Johnson's excellent management, who was many
years a Bailiff and Tenant, under the late Joseph
Wilkcs, Esq. in Measham.

Near also to this County to the west, the Earl of
Derby has many Farms on Lease, in the Townships of
Macclesficld-Forest and Wild-boar Clough in Prest-
bury, Cheshire; these, for a long period have been let
on Leases for three lives; for which, terms of 14 years
are now substituted by his Lordship, as the Leases fall
in. The highly improved state of these mountainous
Lands, about .Shutlings-Low, Forest-Chapel, &c.
owing to the effectual Draining and Limings which
were done under these Leases, when compared with the
state of the Woodlands of Hope, which seem a blot even
in the maps of England, though on exactly similar
strata, and little if any thing more elevated or uneven,
or further from Lime-Kilns, is one of the best practi-
cal instances in favour of Leases, that I am perhaps
able to produce.

I was unable to obtain any information, as to whose
Leases they were in tbe High Peak, that Mr. Brown
alludes, in the original 4to. Report, p. 45.

The Leases of the Earl of Chesterfield's Farms, re-
quire his Tenants to plant and protect a certain num-
ber of youDg Timber Trees, either in patches assigned
for clumps, or in the hedge-rows, as directed by his
Agent, who has printed an accurate set of instructions.,
which will be noticed in Sect. 3 of Chap. X.

The Leases existing in Derbyshire, or the verbal lett-
ings at Will, seldom now contain any Boons to the
JLord, such as Ploughing his Lands in hand, &c.

-which
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'which used to be common formerly : Carting of Coals,
and repairing of the private Roads, or performing the
Landlord's statute-duty, still remain in some few in-
stances, in Sianton in the Peak, Glapwell, Keddleston
and Alderwasley, as I have been informed. Keeping
a few sporting Dogs for the Landlords, seems the only
thing of this kind, that can at all be said to prevail, at
this day.

The Covenants or agreements for letting Farms, sel-
dom go further, than mentioning the proportion or
quantity of land which is to be in tillage, without re-
serving any particular lands as ancient Pasture or Mea-
dow, not to be broke into by the plough; and almost
throughout the Country, it seems left almost entirely to
discretion of the Tenants, which parts of their Farms
they shall break up, or lay down; and in consequence,
we see here, few fields kept in Pasture or in Arable,
which would be more profitable in an opposite state, as
very frequently happens in the more Southern Counties,
where the Landlords seem almost compelled to interdict
the ploughing of pasture land, tho' it may be contrary
to their Tenants' and the Public interest, on account of
the unconquerable passion of the Tenants, for repeat*
edly cropping new lands with white-strawed Grain,
until such are equally or more foul and exhausted,
than any old ploughed lands on their farms. When
speaking of the Obstacles to Improvement, in Sect. 6
of Chap. XVII., I shall perhaps have occasion again
to introduce Leases, wherein absurd Clauses are found,
or the want of these important Contracts, is experienced,

o 4 SECT.



SECT. VII.—EXPENCES AND PHOFI*.

THE propriety never appeared to me, of asking par*
ticular questions, whose answers were to be stated under
this head, nor do I see the necessity now, of adding
anything to the many general or hypothetical Calcula-
tions on this subject, which my Colleagues in the Re-
ports on some of the adjoining and many other Coun-
ties, have furnished. I may remark, however, that
Farming seems to have been a far less profitable pur*
suit, than the many species of Manufactures carried on
in the district; and that where great numbers of the
latter class have risen into considerable opulence: an
instance of a Farmer (Mr. George Allen, of Stubbing-
edge in Ashover) who had acquired a large Sum of
Money, was pointed out to me, as a very rare occur*
rence: and here even I suspect, that the successful cul-
tivation of Chamomile-Flowers, and other things that
can hardly be called Farming, and perhaps the fortu-
nate investure of his property since it began to accu-
mulate, has done more towards it, than Farming has
ever done.

The subject of Farm .Accounts seems more properly
introduced iiere perhaps, than in any other place: and
I have principally to notice thereon, the great pleasure
which I repeatedly experienced in Mr. FrancisBlaikie's
Office, the Agent of the Earl of Chesterfield, at Bradby
Hall, in inspecting the very simple and yet satisfactory
system of accounts, there kept, and in seeing his Lord-
ship so often therein, taking that active yet dignified
part, in the superintendence of his affairs, which could
pot but strongly recall to my mind, the habits of a lak
and justly-lamented Nobleman.—If any thing can sti-

mulate
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tnulate the best exertions of an Agent, it is, the discern-
ing eye and frequent inspection of his well-informed
Employer, taking a proper part in his own affairs:
while on the contrary, if his services as well as his ac-
counts, are seen and to be judged of, only thro' the
medium of perhaps the unfeeling, Law Auditor of the
Estate,'as too frequently I know happens, the principal
stimulus to such exertions, as a good Agent has to
make, in a Nobleman's affairs, is wholly wanting.
His Lordship's System of Accounts, "embrace every'
object in store upon the Farm, as well as money trans-
actions.— Respecting every Hay-stack, for instance,
there is recorded^—the date when carried,—where from,
—number of Waggon Loads,—observations, as to how
it was got, and heated, the estimated number of Tons,
vnd the particular uses to which it seems best adapted :
ind in an opposite page of the same Book, is afterwards

entered, the date when cut,—where used, and by what
stock,—the Tons and Cwts.,—observations, as to its
quality, &c. and the comparison of the estimate with
the real weight: another page contains a summary of
all the Hay-stacks of each Year, as above: the ac-
counts kept of each Corn-stack, mention the date
when carried,—where from,—number of Threaves (24
Sheaves),—observations as to the variety of the Grain,
how got, what kind of a Crop, and whether blighted
at all, & c , and an estimate of the strikes or bushels:
and opposite, the time when Thrashed, where stored, to
whom Sold, &c,—number of Strikes, observations as
to the Sample, and a comparison of the estimate and
produce. And so of all the various departments of
Stock, dead and alive, and of which a particular and
accurate valuation, is annually made out: the amount
of which at Christmas 1808 was 4088/. 15*. : by such

a system
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a system of accounts it can at all times be seen, how
the wants and means of the Farm, are apportioned to
each other. Instead of enlarging on this subject, I
would rather advise, such as were about adopting or
improving their system of Farm Accounts, to visit
Brad by Farm, and converse with the very intelligent
Gentleman who has it, and his Lordship's other con-
cerns, in his care: convinced that such trouble will be
amply repaid by the various information acquired-
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CHAP. V.

IMPLEMENTS.

SECT. I.-—PLOUGHS.

THE Ploughs used in Derbyshire are of various
kinds, tho' none of them are very peculiar in their con-
struction : Wheeled Ploughs seem most to prevail, I
think. In the course of my enquiry on this head, I
noted the persons, in and near the County, who were
mentioned as extensively supplying the Farmers with
(his essential article ; these Plough-wrights are,

Mr. George Alsop of Longford.
Mr. Alsop of Foston in Scropton.
Mr. James Evans of Hartshorn. .
Mr. William Fletcher of Linton, in Church

Grcsley.
Mr. James Fox of Glapwell.
Messrs. John Hanford and Wm. Davenport of

Ilatheru Turn, near Lough borough, Leicest.
Mr. Hanshaw of Western on Trent.
Mr. Peter Hibbert of Baslow.
Mr. William Osbiston of Turnditch.
Mr, Richard Turner of Ridgeway in Eckington.
Mr, John Webster of Cross o' th' Hands near

Tariulitch in Daffield.
Mr. John Wright of Worksop, Notts.

Mr. James Evans, makes single shared Ploughs, "with
two wheels ; (he point of the share only 12 inches be-

hind
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hind the bottom Nof the wheels: price Four Poundsi
two-shared Ploughs on a similar construction at Seven
Pounds. The wheels are separately adjustable in height
and width: the weight of his single Ploughs complete
li Cwt.: double ones 3| Cwt. Mr. E. has followed
nearly the same construction, for 40 years past, and
during many of the late years, hasjnade 50 new ploughs
annually, I understand.

Mr. Fletcher charges Three Guineas for his one-shared,
and Six Guineas for his two-shared Ploughs.

Mr. Hibbert charges 31. wheeled, made very strong
for Rocky Land.

Mr. Brown, in the original 4to. Report, p. 31, gave
a drawing'of the two-wheeled Ploughs, then in use
about Rep ton.

The different Ploughs and other Implements usually
made for sale by Messrs. Hanford and Davenport, are
drawn and described in Mr. Pitt's Leicestershire Re-
port, page 395.

In Plate II. (facing page 43) figs. I, 2 and 3* I have
given the two Side Views and the Plan, of a Swing
Plough made by Mr. Turner, in considerable numbers.

At Hathern Turn, double-boarded Mould ing-ploughs
for Potatoes and other drilled Crops are made; Mr.
Greenwood of Newhaven Farm in Hartington, seemed
to me, to make a good use of this Implement.

In the original 4to. Report Mr. Brown gave a view
of the Northamptonshire Draining-plough, p. 4i .
Draining or open Trench Ploughs are made at Hathern
Turn for sale, as described in Mr. Pitt's Report, p.
395: these Implements seem however but little used in
Derbyshire, covered Drains being very properly pre-
ferred.

On the construction and principles of Ploughs and
ploughing,
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ploughing, I cannot do better than refer to Mr; John
Bailey's able investigations in the Durham Report,
pages 300 to 404 ^ see also the article Agriculture in
Dr. Bre\vster\s Edinburgh Encyclopaedia.

SECT. II.:—HARROWS.

Mil. JOSEPH GOULX of Pilsbury, has his harrows
made small and simple, so that four similar ones are
usually hooked together, and the extreme ones are fast-
ened to a whipple-tree when in use: as represented in
fig. 4 of Plate II. : these he finds more economical and
lasting than larger Harrows, consisting of several pieces
of wood, the splitting or breaking of any one of which,
often occasions delay, or the ruin of the whole Imple-
ment, but by having these detached parts all made
alike, and several of them in store, they can be quickly
changed in case of accident.

The pulverising Harrows made at Hatbern Turn on
the Loughborough Road, are described in Mr. Pitt's
Report, page 399. At Bradby Park the Earl of Ches-
terfield has a Bush-harrowing or Thorn-bushing Ma-
chine, mounted on two low wheels in front, and which
is loaded with weights in the middle, according to the
degree of pressure wanted on the Thorns at the tail.

SECT. III.—ROLLERS.

ROLLERS of wood and of stone, are used, in different
parts of Derbyshire, without any peculiarity of con-
struction that jstruck me: at Locko-Park I saw a heavy
Iron Roller for grass laud in the Spring, which had

weights
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weights that screwed on inside it, to weight if, for differ-
ent Lands. Mr. Philip Oakden, of Bentley Hall in
Longford, I observed using a spiked Roller on his
Fallows. At Earl Moira's at Donnington Park, they
use a Roller consisting of two spiked cylinders in one
frame, so contrived, that the spikes clear each other of
dirt as they turn round : of this" Implement Mr. Pitt
has given a drawing at page 59 of his Leicestershire
Report. Mr. John Smith of Repton uses a spiked
Roller; they are also in. use in Dronfield and in Norton.

On Mr. Joseph Butler's, Norbrigs Farm, I saw a
fluted or fallow Roller, consisting of circular plates of
wrought iron> betweencylindricalwoodenRings : which,
as this intelligent Tarmer admitted, on my pointing it
out, is inferior in simplicity, and effect in breaking
down fallows, to the solid wedge-like rings of cast iron,
with a hole thro9 them, to receive a stout wooden axis,
called a drill roller, which is used in many of the south-
ern counties, with good effect.

SECT. IV. DRILLS:

DRILLING being far less practised in this County
than it ought to be, I have not much to notice under
this head. I saw Cooke's well-known Drill, on the
Farmsof the Earl of Chesterfield at Bretby, Mr. John-
son of Ashby Wold (late of Odd-house Farm in Mea-
shara, where he used it on his own, and on several neigh-
bours' Farms for hire), and Mr. Edward Brown of
Ingleby. At Stapenhill Mr. Thomas Lea used a simple
and useful Drill, made by William Spragget of Har-
bury near Rugby, Warwickshire, whfch was accom-
panied by a useful table of directions for setting it to

sow
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sow at 7 or 8 inch distances, Wheat, Barley, Oats or
Vetches, from 1 to 5 bushels'] per acre; the feeding
brushes being so set, that a certain number of turns of
the feeding-wheel, delivered one pinf of seed at one of
the Coulters : also the like for Beans and Pease at 10,
12, and 14 inch Rows, and 2 to 5 bushels of seed ; and
Turnips at 9, 10 and }C2 inch distances, and 1 to 2 Ib.
of seed per statute acre.

Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, uses a very simple
and effective hand Turnip Drill, which is represented
in fig. 5 of Plate II. facing page 43 ; it is framed like a
very light wheel-barrow, the axis, of wood, projecting
to one side, on to which a tin seed-box pushes, and fits
tight at different places, according to the intended disc
tance of the rows. The tin seed-box is shewn on a larger
scale in fig. 6, of which different sorts, with holes
thicker or thinner, for the different quantities of seed t̂o
be sown per acre, can be !;ept in a dry place in the
house, when not in use, and the drill itself, from its
lightness, can be put up into a left, or tied up to the
roof of any out-house, when not, iu use1. A more simple
and yet efficient machine than this I scarcely ever saw,
and the onlv defect mentioned was, that of the seed-
holes clogging after ,a sudden shower of Rain : which
is easily obviated, by having a tin shade or cover pro-
jecting from the frame of the drill, as in the original
model of this machine presented to the Society of Arts
by the Rev. T. C. Munnings, and preserved in the
depository of that Society in the Ariel phi for public
inspection: and of which a plate and descriptions will
be found in the 19th volume of their Transactions:
perhaps if the shade were made to turn up on a hinge,
or take away ajid fix on some part of the frame, out of
the way of accidents, during fine weather, it might be

desirable,
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desirable, that the driller may the better see the opera*
tion of the seed holes.

SECT. V. HORSE-HOES.

Mil. JOHN JOHNSON, previous to his entering or>
Union Farm, when he lived at Odd-house Farm in
Mcasham, used a Cooke's Jlorse-hoe a great deal, in
hoeing drilled Corn, for hire, in the neighbourhood;
at the recommendation of the late Joseph Wilkes, Esq.

SECT. VI,—SCUFFLERS.

I SAW a few improved implements of this class, at
Barton Blount Lodge Farm Mr. John Webb, Brad by
Park the Earl of Chesterfield, Foremarke Park Farm
Mr. Joseph Spurr, Great-rocks Lodge Farm Mr. John
Liogard, Horsley Killis Farm Mr. Henry Fletcher,
Locko-Park William D. Lowe, Esq. Repton Mr. John
Smith, Ticknall Mr. Gilbert Hutchinson and Mr. Na-
thaniel Bryan: but none of them seemed to differ so
much in their construction, from those common in im-
proved districts, as to require any particular descrip-
tion. Mr. John Webb finds Ploughing and Scuffling
of strong Land, as exposing it often to the Sun and
Air, very preferable to Harrowing, which tends to
consolidate and sadden the surface.

SECT.
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SECT. VII . THRASHING-MILLS.

THE spread of these important Machines, has been
considerable in this county and its immediate vicinity,
as will be seen by the following list of Fanners
have Thrashing Mills, viz.
J ohn Butt of Brailsford • •«, Noon's.

Edward Brown (at his Cucko-Park Farm) ) « Lrti.eo Vtm » , o ,
inlngleby • ••. • J 3 hone, Kitaon s ISOa

KJetcherBullivant,(thelate)ofSjtanton Ward *4 horse, Lunibert's.
Karl of Chesterfield, Brad by Park 4 horse, Noon's 1806-
Thomas Emery, ofMansditch Farm, in 1 3 hor9e> N o o n > s 1 8 0 6

iton & Co. at Oakthorpe ' 4 horse, Noon's 1809,
Thomas i'rere (at his Farm near Hono > ., Tta , ; . „___,

Hill) in Stretton in the Fields \ 4horse,I*mberf-S t808.

> Noon'. 1808.

Toseph Gould, of Pilsbury, in Ilartington.. 3 horse, Moirefs.
Joseph Hazlchurst, of Unston, in Dronfield.

g i j O f VVoodhouse-Mill, in Hans- ) 0, r> i »
worth, York, near Brighton (by water) ] Z norse> a a n k b *

Abraham Iloskins, of Newton Solncy • • • • 4 horse, Noon's 1803.
- ohn Johnson, of Union Farm, in Ashby ) AX v » ^o^^

de la Zouch, Leicestershire • •, { 4 h o r s e ' N o o n s 1 3 0 e '
itev. Nathaniel Palmer Johnson, of Wy-1 * • -c , M o^rt

man's Hill, in Aston on Trent . . . . . . . | 5 h o » e ' F a r m e r s 1 8 0 8 -

John Lathbury, of Ilorninglow, iiear Bur- ( ^ ,
ton, Staffordshire S

Tohn Lingard, of Great-rocks Lodge, ^ „ , yfwMW 1797
nearWonnhill \ J h o ^ . ^ ' g ^ s 1 7 y 7 '

William Sadler, of Hesley 1 horse, Pinder's 1800.
lidward Scolefield, of Barlborough.
loha Smith, of Donisthorpe Noon's.
i ohn Spencer, of Rolleston Park, in Tut- } n , ^ 'a -oaw.\.:nt!* 1 onr

» r
O t /r i i • i * horse, rertcins loOG.

bury, Staffordshire S .* •

JohnStaniforth,of Beighton Mill (by water) 2 howe, Banks' 1808.
—- Ward,of GlcecilessCpmpon, York- ) ,; .,

shire, near White Lane, in Eckington s

> „ . . ! . 7

T/JLV
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Mr. Lingard has the merit of taking the lead for
some time, I believe, in the introduction of these import-
ant Machines into Derbyshire: all of which, except Mr.
Staniforth's and Mr. Hodgson's, arc wrought by Horses,

*and these are attached to their water mills.
The names and residences of the Makers of the above

Machines, as far as I noted them; are as follows, viz.

George Banks of Whiston near Rotherham, York-
shire.

• Farmer, Warwickshire.
Benjamin Kit son, of Bridgenorth, Shropshire.

Lambert of Burton on Trent, Staffordshire.
Richard Lurobcrt of Wick-Rissington, Gloucester-

shire.
William Moire (late of Northumberland), Shrop-

shire.
Thomas Noon of Burton on Trent, Staffordshire,
Christopher Perkins of Marygate, in York.

— Pindcr of Bawtry, Yorkshire.
John Shaw of Willow Row, Allsaints, in Derby.
Thomas Wigfull of Aldwark near Rotherham, York-

shire; afterwards of Lynn in Norfolk.

In Plate III., figs. 1 and 2, facing page 49, I have
given a Section and Plan of the operative or Thrashing
part, of Mr. Banks's Machines, at Beighton Mill and
Glcedless Common. A is the Feeding-board; B, B
arc the Feeding Rollers; C C C , &c. the Thrashing-
Drum (rather improperly so called in this case) consist-
ing of six wooden bars shod with iron plate, each sup-
ported on three open arms; D D the Bed, a segment of
a cast-iron Cylinder fluted inside, supported by four
chains a a, and steadied by two*coupling-bars b, the
lieight of which Bed can be adjusted and altered, by

turning
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turning the bars or axles, on which the pulleys c c, to
which the chains are fastened, and which are prevented
by ratchets from receding. The iron axle of the
Thrashing-drum has a pinion £ on one end of it,
which works the wheel F, for turning the feeding roll-*
ers, by the intervention of an intermediate dead or loose
wheel, adjustable by screws; and the maker furnishes
different sets of these pinions and wheels, which regu-
late the proportionate velocity of the drum and rollers.
G G is a boarded partition and floor, under the drum,
and H is the barred grating, on which the thrashed
Straw is tossed by the four rakes dddd, at the ends of
four close boarded arms 1 1 I I , and finally discharged
at K. The Thrashing-drum at Gleedless Common, is
16 inches diameter, and is turned by a strap, working
on the pulley M, also 16 inches diameter : which works
off a strap-drum 8 feet diameter, on whose axis is a
rope-pulley 9 inches diameter; whose rope, works on
the rake pulley L, 36 inches diameter, and thereby turns
the rake, 36 inches diameter, with a slow motion.
The strap-drum axis has a cast-iron pinion of 22 teeth
fixed on it, which is turned by a wheel 6 feet diameter
with 100 teeth, on a horizontal axis, (passing under the
horse-walk), which has at its other end a pinion of 18
teeth, wrought by a crown-wheel l l y feet diameter with
144 cogs, on a vertical axis, to which the Horse-levers
are fixed ; of such a length, that the middle of the horse
path is 92 feet diameter. At Beigliton Mill the strap-
drum for working the drum pulley M, and the rope-
pulley for working the rake-pulley I^are fixed on a
horizontal axis of the Water-mill Gcer, for grinding
and dressing Flour. These machines seem under cal-
culated at two-horse power, and ought rather to be
called three-horse machines.

E 2 Mr.
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Mr. Farmer's machine at Wyman's Hill, thrashes
clean, and winnows, 14 quarters of Barley in 8f hours,
and 12 quarters of Wheat in the same time, as Mr*
Benjamin Kirkman the Bailiff informed me.

Mr. Kifson's machine in Inglcby was at first under
calculated, as a two-horse machine, but was altered foi
three horses, and seenls to me now to feed too fast, as
it does not thrash Barley clean, though as much so as
the flail usually does. Of th^ crop of wheat of 1807,
it thrashed with three horses, six quarters in six hours,
which was not winnowed by the machine, but by u
hand winnowing machine. It cost 55/. to 60/. at first,
besides the alterations.

Mr. Lambert's machine in Stretton in the Fields
thrashes clean, but is not well enough made in somr
parts, to endure long, the rapid motion and wear U
which they are exposed ; a fault very common in these
machines: the horse-levers are out of doors, and con-
sist of slight long arms, supported by chain-braces
from a centre pin, or continuation upwards of the ver-
tical axis, and by cross poles from one arm to the
other: the \vheel- work is below. The corn is fed ob-
liquely," and not with the ears directly foremost as
usual: a fluted iron Bed. A bevil pinion is fixed on
the end of the drum spindle, and a wheel on a horizon-
tal axle is worked thereby, which has a pinion movea-
bleon it, to suit either of three concentric sets of teeth,
in the face of a wheel on one of the feeding rollers, for
the different sorts of grain, the middle set is for wheat-

Mr. LumbertVs patent machine at Stanton Ward,
thrashes clean, but is frequently out of order, and the
maker too far off: the horses require urging rather be-
yond their speed (ihe common fault of thrashing ma-
chines). There are two sets of feeding rollers, and the

straw
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straw is twice thrashed: the same speed of feeding for
all grain, but the fluted Bed is set nearer or further
from the rollers: the beaters are not more than i inch
high on the drum, and the space is filled with inclined
iron plate, so as to convert the Thrashing-drum into a
kind of long ratchet wheel.

Mr. Moire's machine in Pilsbury, thrashes clean, and
winnows; cost 87/.

Mr. Noon's machines (Patent, Dated 1805) seem to
thrash clean, to act well, and to give satisfaction to
those possessed of them, where I have been: his beaters
are hinged, and cannot therefore be injured by stones,
&c. among the straw. In that at Mr. Hoskins* in New-
ton Solney, there are eight beaters on a two feet drum
or cylinder three feet long, which makes 200 revolutions
per minute, by the Horses going three Miles per hour,
in a 24 feet walk ; and the feeding rollers make each
100 revolutions in a minute ; they are three-inch
twelve-fluted rollers, the opening between which is
level with the centre of the drum, which strikes down-
wards: the Bed is one-third of a cylinder, of fluted
bars: the centres of the movable beaters adjust, by
screws, for different grain, and in fact increase or di-
minish the size of the drum: for Barley this is the
largest, and the beaters pass as near as possible to the
flutes of the Bed, for Oate and Wheat they clear them
half an inch, and for Beans and Pease one inch : the
machine complete, with rakes and caving fanners (ex-
cept Brick-work, the Horse-whee\ Shed, or fixing)
100 Guineas: these extras, done in the very best man-
ner for Mr. Hoskins, cost about AQ/.;: this machine
has thrashed, 70 bushels of wheat in 10 hours, and 100
bushels of Oats in the same time.

His Machine at Persal Pits, was stated to require
E 3 four
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four horses for sheaved Wheat and Beans, and three
for loose Oats and Barley ; the drum 33 itiches diame-
ter, revolves about three times in a second, and
thrashes clean ; it cost altogether 115/.

Of the Machine by this maker, at Uijion Farm on
Ashby Wolds, Mr. Pitt has given a few particulars,
page 62 of his Leicestershire Report: to which the fol-
lowing additions, and corrections in some few particu-
lars, may not be improper. . The cost of the machine
was 100 Guineas, of Bricks and Lime and laying ditto
7/. and a Thatch-roofing to the Horse-walk 15/., in all
127/, The diameter of the middle of the Horse track
on the ground is 22 feet; the Horses go round six to

J

seven times in a minute, and by each turn they cause
the drum to revolve 77 times, the eight hinged beaters
when extended, describe a circle 2| feet diameter, their
centres being 121 inches from the axis of the drum
when the machine is set for oats, 4| inches of straw is
drawn in, while the drum turns once round, or almost
29 feet to one turn of the Horses. The JJed is a fluted
quarter of a cylinder, begins half an inch below the
centre of the lower roller; the two rollers are kept toge-
ther by steel springs: the feeding is just opposite the
centre of the drum, the length of which is two feet ten
inches, and of the Beaters three feet one inch ; they are
of Oak, faced with iron plate, and beat downwards;
the binges or eyes for the rounded ends of the beaters,
are of cast-iron, and are set further from or nearer to
the axis of the Dru^i, by screws in long holes: Bar-
ley requires only one-fourth of an inch, but Beans
three-fourths of an inch between the beaters and the top
edge of the fluted bed, which projects an inch before
the front of the rollers : the rate of feeding above men-
tioned; is increased for Barley, by changing a wheel

of
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of 20 teeth on the feeding roller for one of 37 teeth work-
ing in a pinion, thro' the medium of a loose or dead
adjustible wheel: it has a straw rake and fanners, and
thrashes very clean : of Oats in seven hours (inclusive
of one hour's rest at times) 13 to 17 quarters (8x36
quarts) average about 15 such quarters; of Barley
eight to ten, average perhaps nine quarters, and of
Wheat 50 to 80 bushels, average perhaps 65 bushels ;
by the assistance of two JVten and two Boys in the Mill.-
In section 4 of Chapter VII. I shall have occasion to
advert again to this, and to another Machine in which
Mr. Johnson has a share, and employs it in Thrash-
ing the Corn of his neighbours for hire, a practice "well
worthy imitation.

Mr, Perkins' Patent Machine at Rolleston Park, Staff,
seemed to want speed in the drum, and to feed much
too fast for its speed: in consequence, it was thrashing
sheaved Oats when I saw it, in a more slovenly man-
ner than I ever saw straw turned out from the flail;
numerous bells were untouched, and contained all
their grains, altho' such fell out, on the slightest rub
in the hand : it has a rake for discharging the straw,
but no fanners.

Mr. Finder's one-horse Thrashing Machine at Pies-
ley, is the first oh so small a scale, that I ever heard
of as answering, after a competent trial: it is said to
thrash about a Thrave and a half, or 36 sheaves of
Wheat in an hour, and in eight or nine years has
wanted no repairs.

Mr. Wigfull's machine at Great-rocks, has good
speed, and thrashes very clean; it only shakes the
straw, and hand winnowing machines are used, to dress
the corn. It cost ISO/, entire, and but few pounds

E 4 since
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since in reparations, perhaps 2/. in some late years c
three Men and two Boys supply it j and bundle or lap
up the straw from it.

SECT. Vlli.—CHAFF-CUTTERS, STKAW-CUTTERS.

CHAFF and Straw Cutters are in pretty general use,
particularly in'the southern parts of the County: the
following Implement-makers appear to have furnishcc
those of improved kind?, which-J-saw, viz.

Mr. — Darley of Worksop, in Nottinghamshire.
Mr. William Fletcher of Linton, in Church Greslcy.
ft(r. William Lester, late of Paddington, Middlesex,
Mr. Joseph Snow of Swarke^tone.

Mr. Darley's machine, I saw at Mr. Joseph Goulds
at Pilsbury. Mr. Fletcher makes a great many Straw -
cutters, with straight knives on the edge of a double
wheel, which were invented by Mr; Robert Salmon,
and rewarded by the Society of Arts in 1796, in whose
Repository in the Adelphi London a Model is preserved
for public inspection, and a description and engraving
of which will be found in the X Vth volume of their
Transactions, p. 280: for simplicity, ease of working,
and keeping in Repair, I know of no Straw-cutter
equal to this: they are sold by Mr. Fletcher at 10
Guineas each ; and ars in use fit Mr. Thomas Lea's of
Stapenbill, who firs'<ntrqduced them into Derbyshire:
on the Farms of Mrs. Martha Evans, Mr. John Far-
mer, and Mr. Thomas Moss at Caldwell in Stapenhill;
Mr. Henry Cooper at Drakelow, . Mr. William Nadin
it Sianton Ward, and many others. Mr. Lester's ma-

chine
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chine I saw at Mr. Timothy Greenwood's at New-
haven. Mr. Snow has sold a great.number with one
knife, at Five Guineas, and with two knives at Ten
Guineas.

Mr. Joseph Butler had experienced such great bene-
fit, from cutting all the Hay and Straw given to his
Farm and Colliery Horses, that when I was at Staveley
ii.e was erecting a small water-wheel on the stream from
the Engine on his Nor^rigs Colliery, and a Straw-
cutter with two curved knives,onCooke's original plan,
to be worked thereby.

At Mr. Johnson's on Ashby Wolds I saw a simple
and effective Chaff-box, which is made by Mr. William
Fletcher of Linton, and by most of the Wheelwrights in
the South of Derbyshire, and is in very general use : of
which I have given a'view in fig. 3 of Plate III. In
the make of the Box and the Knife and the Prcsser, it
very nearly resembles the Chaff-boxes so long in use,
in almost every part of England, but is here made to
advance the Straw, without occupying one hand of the
Labourer, as in the old Chaff-boxes: this it does, by
means of a block A, having 4 long crooked teeth a a to
it, which slides on ledges nailed inside the box, near
the top : this is advanced by means of two cords b b9

that wind on an axis or roll r, having a ratchet wheel
at one end. a is a strong Spring of Ash, fixed under
the Box, which by means of the connecting levers i /,
raises the Presser B, and releases the straw when the
foot is taken off the treddle k; af Jne same time, a small
°Hck d moving on a joint, acts on the ratchet and ad-
vances the straw, the return of the ratchet being pre-
vented by another click f} fixed by^a joint. When
*he Box wants filling, the two clicks aand/arc turned

out of the rachet, and the block A is drawn back

and
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and taken out, nearly at the end of the Box, where the
ledges are left wanting, to allow it to lift up: and when
the Straw, Hay, &c. has been put in, the Block is put
down again by the same means; the roll is then turned,
until the cords b b are tight, when the clicks are turned
into the rachct, and the cutting then proceeds, as with
the common Chaff-boxes, except that the Labourer by
means of the cross handle h9 can use both his hands
with the best advantage, in cutting: his foot effecting,
both the advance and the pressure of the Straw, by
means of the treddle k.

This simple machine, still very much improved, is
made at Four Guineas and a Half, by James Braby of
Vine-street, Narrow Wall, Lambeth: and for which
he has obtained a great many orders, from various
Counties, in consequence of showing it at Lord Somer-
ville's Cattle Exhibitions. Braby's machines will cut
different lengths, and the motion of the Knife is also
steadied by a coupling bar, in a most effectual manner,
for making the Cut.

SECT IX.—BRUISERS.

THE use of Bruisers for horse Corn is pretty much
extended in this County : Mr. Thomas Noon of Bur-
ton on Trent has a patent for an improved Steel Mill,
for cutting Beans, &c.

SECT. X.—WAGGONS.

I OBSERVED nothing peculiar in the structure of the
Waggons, which are in general use in the southern and
flatter parts of the County ; in the hilly Districts Carts
are more commonly used.

SECT.
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CARRIAGES under this name were never common, in
Derbyshire, I believe; the use of Wains, drawn by
Oxen, succeeded the Pack-Horses pretty generally, in
/he Hilly Districts, it "seems, but have now almost en«
xirely given place to Carts and Waggons, (see vol. I . ,
p. 380), with nothing very peculiar in their construc-
tion : a Gentleman in Ashover told me, that he remem-
bers there being neither Cart or Waggon in that Parish.
At Clay-cross, and some other places near North
Winficld, I saw very large rough Sledges, with four
poles fixed up at their corners, used for drawing Bushes.,
&c. from one part of the Farms to the other.

SECT. XII. ONE-HORSE CARTS.

I FOUND the use of Onc-Horse Carts, rather less gene-
ral tiian I had been led to expect, from reading page
32 of Mr. Thomas Brown's original Report: indeed in
the mountainous parts, they seem far less applicable,
than the two, three and even four-horse Carts, there in
more general use on the Roads, as each of these is fur*
nished with considerable lengths of strong drag^chain,
always fastened to the top of thj hind part of the Cart,
much in the manner that Mr. Benjamin Smith proposes
to employ them for raising Houses which have fallen in
the Carts in the streets of London, and for which the
Society of Arts last Sessions, voted him Fifteen Guineas;
see Vol. XXVIII. , page 218, of their Transactions.
In these Derbyshire Carts, each of the Horses are fur*

nished
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nished with strong Breechings, and Belly •Bands, and
on arriving at the top of a steep Hill, the Carter takes
off all his trace Horses, and hooks them to the drag-
chains behind, which previous to this were looped up
at the tail of the Cart: and it is surprising to see, with
what safety, and ease, after a little training, the Horses
thus succeed, in letting loaded Carts down most tremen-
dous steep and long hills : on which I think it would
be very unsafe to trust a one-horse Cart, with an ade-
quate Load.

Messrs. William Jessop the elder and younger have
very laudably exerted themselves, for six years past,
at Butterley Furnace, in introducing One-Horse Carts,
with cast-iron cylindrical wheels, 3£ feet hrigh, and 6
inches broad on the rim, carrying 35 Cvvt. on the pri-
vate Roads made flat,* arid repaired with iron-slag, be-<
tween different parts of their extensive works. In the
first Report on the Highways of the Kingdom, ordered
by the House of Commons to be printed on the 11th of
May 1808, p. 42, an account of these Carts and Roads
will be" seen, and a plate of Cylindrical Wheels appli-
cable to Carts of different dimensions. I was much
gratified wheri*af Butterley, by seeing the state of the
Roads alluded to\ and of other temporary ones across
clayey lands to the iron-stone Pits, where no materials
had been laid, and which yet, owing to the steady and
uniform pressure of the smooth cylindrical iron wheels,
had become hard in a t rprising degree. Mr. Joseph
Butler has also cylindrical iron wheels and One-Horse
Carts in constant use, on his works at WingerwQrth,
Norbrigs and Killamarsh. When at Norbrigs Colliery,
I saw several one-horse eight-inch cylindrical wheeled
Carts, loading with 16 Cwt. of Coals (16 x 120 1b.)
each, for the then Marquis of Titch field, now Duke of

Portland
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Portland at Welbeck Park, Notts. Mr. Joseph Gould
of Pilsbury uses light One-Horse Carts for carrying
about Two-thirds of a Ton of Dung, Lime, &c. on his
Farm, and for fetching of Coals; they cost about 9£.
each. Mr. Joseph Hall am, wheel-wright, of Calver
Bridge, makes a great many One-Horse Carts for the
use of the Farmers of the district, where they are rather
increasing, they usually carry 12 or 14 Cwt. in the
hilly parts.

The late Joseph Wilkes, Esq. about 27 years ago, in-
troduced Irish Cars at Measham, in his extensive
Works and Farms, which by their cylindrical wheels,
at less distances apart than other Carriages, and carry-
ing less loads, had a material effect in improving the
Roads.

SECT. XIII AND XIV.—DRAIN1NG-MILLS,

OR Sluices for such purpose, are almost unknown ii\
Derbyshire, tho* these last seem wanting, for effecting
the drainage of Syn-Fen (vol. I . , p. 308), as I intend
farther to notice in Sect. 1 of Chap. X I I .

SECT. XV.—RAKES, HOBS, SPADES, PARING-

SHOVE] S.

ON the Earl of Chesterfield's Farm at Bretby, drag-
rakes with tempered steel teeth are used, 11 inches long
and 2£ inches apart, and near 5^ feet long in the Head,
for raking after the Cart in Hay and Corn Harvest,
dearly simifar to those made by Hanford & Co. of

Hathern
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Hathern Turn, and drawn in Mr. Pitt's Leicestershire
Report, page 396, No. 11. Triangular Hoes of steel
plate, fixed by their centre to the handle, and having
three cutting-edges, I noticed to bet in pretty common
use, in the Gardens and Turnip-fields of Derbyshire.
Hoes and Spades are manufactured at several places in
Derbyshire, which will be mentioned under the head of
Manufactures, in Sect. 8 of Chap. XVI.

SECT. XVI.—WINNOWING MACHINES.

BESIDES the Winnowing Machines which are attach-
ed to several of the Thrashing Machines mentioned
page 49; hand winnowing Machines or Fanners are in
almost general use in the Barns in Derbyshire, and are
much approved, for the case and dispatch with which
Corn is cleaned by them : the following makers of these
very useful implements were pointed out to me, viz.

Mr. Hubbal, of Orton on the Hill, Leices-
tershire.

Mr. Thomas Noon, of Burton on Trent, Staffordshire.
Mr. Sampson Rea, of Walton on Trent.
Mr. Joseph Snow, of Swarkestone.

The prices vary from about Seven Pounds to Eight
Guineas, I believe.

At Mr. Joseph Gould's new Farm in Pilsbury, I saw
a very simple and good contrivance for filling Sacks of
Corn, holding open the mouths of the Sacks, tho' of
different lengths, without suspending them, to tear the
mouths.

[SECT
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SECT. XVII.—-BORERS.

T H E tools and apparatus used in deep boreing for
Mines have been described in vol. I., page 318: in
boreing for Springs in Draining, the Augur Bit need not
be gathered round so much, but left more open and like
a Carpenter's Augur^on an enlarged scale: three or
four lengths of rod are also fully sufficient in draining,
and except in some rare cases of running Gravel or
quick Sands, the Augur can be drawn up by hand : see
Sect, l o f Chap. X I I .

SECT, XVIII.—-DRAINING TOOLS.

I NOTICED nothing particular respecting the Tools
used in Draining in this County. Perhaps it may not
be improper in this place to mention, that at the Keep-
er's Lodge in Bradby Park, the Earl of Chesterfield
had a hair ropc»pump erected, for raising the water 30
or more yards out of a well, by the adhesion of the
water to the endless rope, as it revolved. Water*$crewsy

or Archiraedes's Pumps, are in use for raising water at
Messrs. Strutt's at Belper, and also at the Cotton-Mill
Apprentice House, near Cressbrook, in Tideswell.
In Ham Gardens in Staffordshire, near this County,
there is a very simple and ingenious bucket lever En-
gine, which has supplied tH House with water for
fimny years past, see vol. \\ page 507, where other
Hydraulic Machines are mentioned.

SECT. XIX.—SOWING TROUGHS.

Mr. John Lingard's Farm at Great-rocks in
I saw a deal box 18 feet long and 4 or 5

inches
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inches square, perforated with small holes at every thre
inches of its length, used for sowing Turnips broad-casl7

which it had been found from long experience, to per-
form exceeding well; and much more regular than tin
hand, with a considerable saving of seed. Mr- Josep)
Gouhl of Pilsbury uses a similar Box (from Norfolk,
nine feet long, with which eight or ten Acres are sown
in a day.

SECT. XX.—WEIGHING ENGINES.

THESE very useful machines arc becoming very con
inon, in several parts of Derbyshire: those erected o*
the Turnpike Roads, being extensively used for ascer-
taining the weights of loads of Coals, Hay, Straw,
Manures and many other articles of commerce, between
the buyer and the seller. In Ashtmrne a machine has
been erected near the Market-place, at the expence of
Mr. John Spencer, in order to weigh loads of agricul-
tural produce and other goods for hire. /The owner ot
a House in Compton near this Town erected a similar
one near SO years ago, and at present lets it with the
House, to Joseph Cotmell, who charges 2rf. to 3d. per
Ton for weighing of different articles : it was made by
Thomas Basset, and cost about 50/., its proportions
being l-J-lb. to the CwU In Wirksworth Mr. Charles
Wright has a weighing .machine, used by the public at!

2d. per Ton. At Mallock Old Bath Mr. James Cum*
mings has a Weighing Machine, in public use. Ofl
Cromford Canal-wharf, at the end of that Town, there
is a Weighing* Machine for the use of those bringing
or fetching goods therefrom : as is also thp case on many
other Wharfs and on the Rail-ways to or at most of the

large j
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large Collieries, as observed vol. I., p. 310. In St.
tier's,Derby, Mr. James.Oaks has a Weighing Engine
iifhis Waggon Yard. I saw <* Weighing Engine for
live Cattle on the Duke of Devonshire's Farm at Cbats-
worth, and hope soon to hear, that this vtfry useful ap-
pendage to a Farm Yard is becoming more common :
to which it is hoped, that the Premium lately granted to
W illiam Shepherd, I m pienXent-maker of Woburn in Bed-
fordshire, for a simple portable machine, described and
drawn in theFirstPart of vol. VII. p. 1159of thoBoard's
Communications,will materially contribute. TheBoard
will not, ,1 hope, overlook the encouragement of public
Agricultural Weighing Engines,1 which I have recom-
mended in a Paper oji Oak Bark, in the Second Part of
vol. VII. of Communications.

The makers of Weighing Engines in and near Derby*
shire, whom I hĉ rd mentioned, are,

Mr. Thomas Basset of Mathfield, Staffordshire, near
Ashburnc. •*

The late Mr. James Bown of Matlock.
The Butterley Company, of Butterley Furnace, near

Pentricb.

At the latter place they make the Weigh-bridge, on
to which Waggons and Carts are drawn, of Cast Iron,
ll* one piece: at Donisthorpe Colliery in Mcaslmni I

one of these iron Weighing Engines in use*.
A simple kind of balance, improperly called a Steel-

yard, for weighing Sacks of Flour, Corn, &c. is made
Mr. William Atkins of.Caton in Lullington, and by

T. Win. Fletcher of Linton in Church Gresley; an
beam, has a thin saw-like plate let into its top edge,

*°r the weight to hang on, the figures being stampt in or
on the wood, a half cylindrical case of strong
r. VOL. i i . ] i
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ash lattice, is suspended from the short end of the beam.
to set the sacks info, in a vertical position. I was in-
formed, that these Steel-yards have got into very general
use in the Corn Mills, whose occupiers are required by
law to keep weights and scales therein : and I could not
but observe, that the spirit as well as the letter of the
law was violated, by substituting these wooden steel-
yards, the fulcrum of which is near three inches out of
the straight line joining the bottoms of the notches on
which the weight hangs, and the centre on which the
sack-scale is suspended : and they are consequently in-
capable of a stable equilibrium, or of deliberate balanc-
ing* like a pair of Scales, with equal arms and the cen*
tcrs of bearing in an exact straight line: a condition
iu all kinds of balances, which ought to be strictly en-
forced by Law, and then Steel-yards might safely be
admitted as substitutes for Scales and Weights, under
proper regulations, for their periodical examination by
standard weights.

SECT. XXI.—MISCELLANEOUS IMPLEMENTS AND
TOOLS.

IN the weeding of Corn, strong Weeding-Scissars,
with handles 9\ feet long are used, for clipping off the
weeds close to or rather v 'thin the ground : I saw them
in use about Whaley-brid&e, At Ash in Sutton-on-the-
11 ill, a kind of Weeding-Tongs or Pincers, with fluted
jaws, and handles 2-\ feet long, are used, for drawing
up Thistles, May-weed, & c , from among the Corn in
the Spring.

In volume I. p. 432, I have mentioned four Quar-
ries where posts and caps for supporting of Rick"

stands 9
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stands, are made for sale: and have here further to
state, that at Ovcrton in Ashover and at Beeley, I saw
stone bearers, cleaved out of the 1st Grit Rock, laid
on such kind of stone posts and caps, and forming
most substantial and durable Brandricks. On Mr. Ben-
jamin Chambers9 Farm at Hurst in Tibshelf, square
solid masses of stone are built up and roofed, very flat,
with paving stone, which projects over on all sides,
and on these, his Corn, Ricks are built: at Butterley
Hall Mr. William Jessop has square walled, coped and
paved rick-stands, such as are in use at Woburn.,
Beds, and are described and drawn in the Communica-
tions to the Board, vol. I. p. 72 : Mr. John Holland of
Barton Fields in Barton Blount, has similar ones, ex-
cept that his walled stands are not paved, but he lays
rough wood in the bottom to keep the Corn from con-
tact with the ground : he is very careful to cut the
sides of his ricks very exact and smooth to the coping
of the walls, that vermin may not be able to jump,
and catch on loose straw, projecting over.

Mr. Henry Smith, of Norris Hill, near Ashby Wolds
Leicestershire, has cast-iron stands to his rick frames,
round, 2ft, 2in. high, with circular caps 12 inches
diameter, and bases eight inches diameter, resting on
stones let into the ground. The fluted posts for this
purpose (such as Mr. Robert Salmon of Woburn, has
lately introduced into thivRick-yard at Woburn Park-
Farm), can be made much lighter, and equally strong,
vrtth these round posts, and therefore arc preferable. Mr.
Smith's Farm being on a very tenacious clay of the Coal-
*neasures, he had it effectually under-drained previous to
erecting his Rick-stands: a very judicious precaution*

In the yards of Mr- John Shirrat of Mammertou in
Longford, and of Mr, William. CUrfc* ..f Walls in

Whitwell,
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Whitwell, I saw several Cattle-Cribs mounted an
Posts, setupright, which turned round on a Pin, so that
when the Cattle had well trodden the litter on the two
opposite sides, in standing to eat from the Crib, it is
turned half round, for them to tread, and dung, and
stale, &c. in the opposite directions: I have given a
representation of one of these Crib? in fig. 1, of Plate IV.
facing page 67.

The use of Turnip-slicers is becoming pretty general
in the County, particularly by those who cultivate
Swedish Turnips, whose close and hard Bulbs require
dividing, for some stock to thrive upon them : 1 noted
their use on the Farms of Edward Coke, Esq. at
Longford, Mr. Robert Charles Greaves of Inglcby,
Mr; Thomas1 Harvey of Hoon Hay, Mr.- Thomas Has-
sail of Hartshorn, Mr. William Smitlrof Foremarke
Park? Sir Robert Wilmot of Chaddmlen, &c. < As
makers of these Implements for sale, I noted; Peter
Bamford of Repton, and Messrs. Hanford and Daven-
port of Hathern Turn, Leicestershire.

The Churns which 1 saw in the Dairies in Derby-
shire, seemed well contrived, and kept in excellent
order: the follow ing makers of improved Churns were
mentioned to ine, viz. Mr. John Coatcs, cooper, of
Yolgrave: Mr. James Fox of Bridge Gate St. Alk-
mund, Derby, and Mr. Edward Hfirlam of Wirks-
worth. Tiie Churns which I s*4W at Bache Thornhill's,
Esq. at Stanton in the Peak, and at the Earl of Cnester-
fields at Bradby Park, I have represented in Plate IV.
fig. 2; they consist of a Tub iu the form of the frustum
of an Elliptical Cone, with a bottom not plane, but
forming the segment of a circle, that it may apply the
closer to the Beaters, which consist of four Elliptical
Boards, fig. 3, joined together, and nearly fitting the

inside
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inside of the Churn, arid having an iron spindle,
fig. 4, pass thro' a socket in them : the spindle to
which the winch Handle a, for working the Churn, is
fixed, passes thro' a long socket £, outside the Churn,
thro' the Beaters, and into another socket fixed within
the opposite side: the spindle has a deep groove c,
turned in it, into which the point of a Thumb-screw d,
enters, and prevents the spindle drawing out, when the
Churn is in use, and yet allows it to turn freely : when
this Screw is taken out and the spindle withdrawn, the
Beaters can be taken out, and they as well as the tub^
can be scowered and scalded, with the utmost ease:
the top e, fits into a groove, and is made tight by a
cloth that is shut down in the joint. Mr. ThornhiU's
Churn, holding about 16 gallons, had four iron hoops,
and two iron Jjandles: and on different occasions,
churned from '* to 20lb. of Butter, in an effective
manner: it was made by Mr. Coates, and cost Two
Guineas: and appeared to me, to be a most complete
implement, worthy of general adoption.

Before I close this Miscellaneous Section on Imple-
ments, &c. it may be worth recording, that bO or 60
yearsago, Edward Wagstaff, a Lime-burner at Ashover,
contrived a set of rods, each about three feet long and
H i»ch diameter, having an iron ferril at one end,
which projected an inch .and a half or more^into which
*he smaller end of another of these rods loosely fitted,
and waskept from drawing out, by a short strap nailed
°n to one rod and a buckle on to the other : to the up-
permost of these rods, when several were thus joined,
**e fixed a bunch of Holly twigs, and used, during
<Jach winter, acid occasionally at other times (when
^ime-burning was suspended) to employ himself in

g Chimnies, with this simple Chimney-sweep*
F 3 ins
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ing Machine ;, he charged 6rf. per chimney, and until
his death, about 20 years ago, rendered climbing boys
unnecessary; and such were not then employed, in the
neighbourhood: his Son continued for some years to
use his machines, after his death, but neglecting it
rather, in favour of his Lime-burning, the common
Chimney climbers were called hi, and increased by
degrees, until at length he gave it up altogether: and
when I was at Somercotes Furnace, near Alfreton',
1 found hirii there, burning Ironstone for the Furnace.

CHAP'
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CHAP. VI.

INCLOSING.

SECT, I.—CASES BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT.

THE following List
have been very numerous

Acres
of Common*

Aldvvark in Brassington
inl807

Alvaston in St. Michael,
Derby

Appleby, part of(tjg re-
. mainder in Leicester-
shire), 40 years ago

Ashford in Bakewell 1807
Ashover, 1780-• 3684
Aston, in Hope
BakeweH, 1807
Bamford, in Hathersage
Barlborough, 1789 608
Beeley in Bakewell
Brighton 600
Belper, in Duffield • - . . 69$
Birchover, in Yolgrave,

1 8 0 9
1592

1 2 O e

Boulton, in St. Michael P8
Bradburne

will shew, that Inclosures
in the County of Derby, viz.

Acres
of Common.

Bradwell, in Hope
Brand, in Hartiugton
Brassington, 1807
Burnaston*
Buxton, in Bakewell, Hart- ,

ington and Hope 000
Callow, in Wirksworth
Chaddesden
Chellaston
Chelmerton, in Bakewell
Chilcote, part of (the re-

mainder in Stafford-
shire, I. p. 1, Note)

Church Broughton
Codnor in Heunor
Cole-Aston, in Dron field
Crich
Dale-Abbey
Darleyin the Dale •••• 2119
Dore, in Dron field, 1810
Doveridgej 1791
Duckmanton (Long)

200

* This f suppose to be the place called Cunaston, and said to be
Closed in 1789, in the « General Report on Inclosures,1' p. 235.

F 4 Duffield
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Acres
of Corns/ion.

Duffield
Eckington yfco
Egglingtoh
Elton, in Yolgrave, 1809
Elvaston

Etwall, 1797 834
Fairfield, in Hope
Ferneylee, in Hope
Findern, in Mickleover
Flagg, in Bakewell
Foolow, in Eyam
Great Hucklow, in Hope
Great Longsdon, in Bake-

well, 1010
Hare Hill, in Boylstone
Harrington
Hartsiiorn b.jO
Hasland, in Chesterfield
Uathersage, 1310
Hatton, in Marston on

Dove

Hayneld, in Glossop
Heage, in Diiffield
Heanor 500
Hilton, in Marston on

Dov<>

Hognaston, in Ashburnr
1774

Holbrook, in Duffield
Holloway, in Crich, 1771
Hope.
Horsley
Hulland Ward, 1773
Ible, in W irks worth
Ill^ston, 1794
Killamarsh, in Eckiogtoo 242
Kirk Ireton, 1805

Acres
of Common*

Lea, in Ashover,Crichand
South Winfield, 1777

Little Hallam, in likes-
ton, 1796

Little Hucklow, in Hope

Lit(le Ldngsdon, in Bake-
weli, 1810

Lime ixoiLon, in Norton
Little Wilne, 17C3
Litton, in 'i'ideswcll
Locko, in Spondon
Marston Montgomery

(page 3$) 89
Matlock, 17.80 1719
Melborne, 1787
Micleover
Monyash,^) Bakewell
Morley ••• 500
Morton
North Winfield 55^
Norton
Oakerthorpe, in South

Winfield
Ockbrook, 1772
Osmastoii in Brailsford

Packii)gtoii,part of(tlie
remainder in Leices-
tershire)

Palterton, in Scarcliff
Parwich, in Ashburne r-

liepton, 1766 n
Sawley, 1787
Scnrcliff (more than 80

years ago)
Sheldon, in Bakewell

Shirland, 1777 2m
Smaller,
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Acres
of Common,

Smalley, in Morley
South Normanton, 1708 250
South Winfield, 1786 • • 251
Spondon, 1788 471
Stanley, in Spondon • 82
Stanton by Dale • • • 1P3
Stnnton in the Peak, in

Yolgrave, 1809
Stapenhill 100
Staveley 82
Stoney-Middleton 368
Stretton, in Shirland and

North Winfield 1777
Sutton, in Scarsdale
Swarfcesttfne
Synfin, in Barrow
Taddington, in Bake^cll

Acres
of Common.

Temple Normanton, in
Eckington

Thornhill in f lope

Tibshelf 330
Tideswell, 1808
Walton, in Chesterfield
Wardlow, in Bakewell,

1310
West Hallam
Weston Underwood, in

Afugginton, 1786
Wellington
Windley, in Duffield
Windmill-houses, in

Hope

Winster in Yolgrave
Wirksworth
Wormhill, in Tideswell

Scarcliff and Palterton was mentioned to me, as the
first Parliamentary Inclosure in this part of England.
On the Coal-measures in Palterton, Earl Bathurst, a
few years ago, felled many fine Oaks, from the Hedge
Hows, which were planted about 80 years preceding ;

where, as well as in Scarcliff, on the Yellow
, there is now a fine produce of hedge-row Tim-
well preserved and attended to, by Mr. James

Rowland, his Lordship'i Agent.
Many of the particulars of Dates and Acres of Com-

mon in the above List, are taken from the "General
^port on Inclosures," pages 187 and 234, printed in

1808 : wherein it is stated (p. 293) that the number of
Acts obtained for Inclosures in this County, from the
l s t of Queen Anne to 1797, was 74 ; of which, 63 Acfs
stated the quantities to be inclosed thereby, to amount
together to 54,985 acres: and at page 295 it is said,

that
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that 69 Acts for Inclosures in this County passed; m
the first Forty years of the present Reign.

In that part of the said Report, which traces the
effects of Inclosures, from the Returns made by the
Officiating Clergy of 47 places in this. County (p. 296)
in the beginning of 1801, to the Requisition of the
House of Commons, it is stated (p. 229), that the
quantity of wheat cultivated in 44 newly inclosed
places in this County, was 37,154 acres ; and (page
230), that in places where 2301 acres of wheat were
cultivated previous to inclosing, 2312 acres were culti-
vated afterwards; which is improperly called an in-
crease of 911 acres, that seemed to result from the mea-
sure : the particulars of 13 of these places is stated
(p. 234) as follows, viz.

Decrease of Increase of
Acres of JIT heat. Acres of Wheat.

Burnaston (Cunaston) inclosed in 1789 • • 15
Doveridge • 1791 • • 20
Etwall 1797 • • 85
Ilkeston • - 1794 15
Little Wilne • 176S - - 35

Melborne. •• 1787 •• 10
Ockbrook • 1772 • • 40
Repton 1766 20
Sawley * 1787 • • 40
Shirlaud 1777 25
South Normanton • • 1768 • • 42
Spondon 17U8 •. 28
Westbn Underwood 1786 • • 30

345 60
60 —

285 decrease

<tf acres of wheat; and which places could not therefore,
have been fairly selected.

At
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At page 253 it is stated, that in the Returns of 24
places newly inclosed, where the cultivation of Barley
is mentioned, 12 of them slate an increase, six a de-»
crease of acres of this crop, and six that no perceptible
alteration has taken place : of 29 lleturns which notice
the cultivation of Oats, 25 state an increase, two a
decrease, and two offers that the Inclosurehas not
altered the acres of this Grain, cultivated annually:
and of 19 Returns which mention Pulsey four state an
increase, eight a decrease, and seven that no alteration
has taken place.

At page 255 it is stated, that the cultivation of Po+
tatoes has increased in twelve places in consequence of
their Inclosures ; such increase on the average of thir-
teen places (page 262) being in the ratio of 75 to 20.
It is also stated, that the culture of Turnips had
increased in five places; the sraallncss of which num-
ber, out of the whole 47 Returns (as well as of Pota-
toes), could have arisen only from the omissions of the
Reporters.

At page 254 it is stated, respecting 19 inclosed places,
that Sheep had increased in 12, decreased in 5, and
neither increased or decreased in 2 places: that of
Cattle in 19 places, there had been increases in 15, de*
creases in 2, and 2 not altered : and of 17 places where
Dairies are noticed in the Returns, 16 are said to be in-
creased, and one unaltered : it being calculated (p- 257),
that on the average of 13 places, tV : increase in the
produce of Cheese and Butter in the Dairies of inclosed
parishes, had increased as 28 to 20 in quantity.

In the course of my Survey, I heard none of those
complaints, of injury done to the Poor by Inclo-
8Ures, which have been so industriously sought for

in
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in the Southern Counties: .complaints which, I an
satisfied, I) a ve rarely any foundation injustice or rea-
son, and that a proper prudence in the enquirer would
have discovered, in most instances, that it was not the
complaints of the orcwer of a Cottage or Common-right,
who had lost the same, and with it his Cow, that he
was listening to9 but of some tenant at will^ formerly,
to a Cottage having right of Common, for which he
paid little or nothing, owing either to tbe owner's good-
ness and forbearance, or to not being in a condition, or
finding it convenient to stock the Common himself, or
herself. It will I am sure be found, that the owners of
Cottage-rights have received, in general, their full share
(and much more in numerous instances) of the Com-
mons and Lands subject to common-right, with the
Land-owners: and if it be too generally true, that
the Cottager's Allotment is sold at or soon after an
Inclosure, and its produce soon dissipateJ, the cause
should be sought for, in that fruitful source of evils,
the Poor Laws.

I lament to see, that the phantoms,-of Cottagers'
keeping Cows and occupying Land, &c. have possess-
ed some men's imaginations, to an extent, which makes
them overlook some of the most essential points of jus-
tice, and the principle, which is the very foundation
of society, the inviolable right* of property.—Seeing,
as I rode thro* sill the modcriily inclosed Parishes in
Derbyshire or near it, the small allotments, in general,
under Garden Culture, and frequently subdividing and
fresh Cottages erecting on them, with great appearance
of comfort throughout, compared with the Cottages and
the condition of their Occupiers, on the skirts of the
few Commons which yet remain, I did not stop to'en-

quire
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quire in the first instance, whether the Occupiers or their
Predecessors, formerly, or now in the latter case, kept
Cows, Sheep, & c , or whether the Allotment in lieu of
Common Rights had changed hands, or wish for a Law,
that should restrain them from so doing, any more than
for one which should restrain me and others in my class
and above it, from doing what we please with our
own.

There cannot remain a doubt, but Inclosurcs have
been and continue to be-highly beneficial, in every point
oj'view, and if any thing is to be regretted concerning
Ihem, in'Derbyshire, it is, the neglect of agreeing with
the Titho Ovrtier in many instances, particularly in the
northern part of the County, as mentioned page 3 1 ;
and omitting to allot or exchange the small portions of
common or demesne Fields, in Parishes, where the in-
closing of the large Commons and Wastes, were alone
attended to, as in Ashover, Bonsai, Iblc, Matlock, & c ,
where the Fields near the Villages, are still belonging to
Various Persons, in strips like a common Field: and I
heard of an instance, of a second Act of Parliament for
remedying this strange oversight in the first one.

The only Open Arable Fields now remaining in the
bounty, I believe, are the following, viz.

( . - • •

ftredsall, the southern part oh Red Marl, the remain-
der on Coal-measures.

Dalbury Lees in Dalbury, on Red Marl.
Hollington, in Longford, on Red Marl.
Langley (Kirk), on Red Marl.
Little Chester, in St. Alkmund, on Red Marl,
Little Eaton, in ditto, on Coal-measures.

Roston
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Roston in Norbury (and Common Meadows by the
Dove), on Red Marl.

Shirley, on Red Marl.
Smithsby, on Red Clay, in the Coal-measures.
Snelston, in Norbury, on Red Marl.
Stenston in Barrow, on Red Marl.
Whittington, on Coal-measures.
Whitwell*, on Yellow Lime.

None of these are of considerable extent, and many of
them must remain in their present open, unproductive,
and disgraceful state, (tho' principally on the best stra-
tum in the County, see vol. I., p. 148), until less ex-
pensive means can be resorted to, than at present, for
effecting their division and allotment. In Hollington
it was pointed out to me, that repeated attempts had
been made there towards, an Inclosure, and Ten Pounds
an Acre was offered to be advanced by the Proprietor*
for the general Expences, but, on calculation, it was
found quite insuflicient! 1 sliall give a List of the Open
Commons still remaining, in Sect. 1, of Chap. X I . :
and where, in Sect. 2. I shall mention, what has oc-
curred to me, On the conversion or improvement of
newly-inclosed Wastes.

In Duckmanton, TeraploNormanton, and some other
places, the division was made by consent, and Acts
obtained, for confirming the same.

In the Act for the Inclosure of Ashover (1779), the
Commissioners were directed, to mark out and describe
in their Award, 600 Acres of the best of the Commons,
to be subject to immediate Ti'hes, and the Allotments

• In 1811, notices were given, preparatory to an application for an Act

to inclose this Parish.
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on all the remainder of the Commons were declared
exempt from Tithes, for the ensuing Seven Years. The
Act for Mat lock, in the year following, directed, that
350 Acres of the worst of the new Allotments should be
exempt from Tithes for Eight Years, and the remainder
pay Tithes immediately.

It was stated to me,, that the Tithes of Hartingtoa
Parish were worth 120/. a Year at the most, previous
to the Ihclosurej yet that the Tithe-owner sold the
Allotment made to him in lieu thereof, for 28,000/.
when ring-fenced : the advance having been calculated
at 1280/. per annum!

When at Melbome, I purchased of Mr.Thomas Dug-
more a large Pamphlet written by him, which details
several most extraordinary proceedings of the parties
concerned in that Inclosure: some of which, it might
perhaps be worth while to guard against the recurrence
of, in any revisal of the Act containing the general
Clauses in Inclosure Acts.

Thelustory which 1 heard, of the Inclosure of Ashby
Wolds, (near, and indeed within the Circuit of this
County, tho' in Leicestershire), appeared to me very
extraordinary. In the beginning of the first Year of
the Commissioners' acting, they declared the extinction
of the Common Rights, and after driving off the Cattle,
the Wolds lay entirely unoccupied, while the public
Roads were fencing off; and during the next two
Years, the Commissioners let the large Fields thus
formed, to be either grazed or ploughed, at the option
°f the Tenants i and 200 Acres were ploughed and crop-
ped a second time with Oats, and the whole produce
carried off, by these temporary Tenants, before the Allot-
ments were made; altho', as I was informed, the Valua-

tion
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lion or Quality ing was done in the first Year! the re-
mainder of the money not thus raised, for the general
Expences, was obtained by the sale of Allotments. In
Brassing!on, the Commissioners took in ley or joist
Cattle on the Common, for Two Years, as will be fur-
ther noticed in Sect. 2, of Chap. VIII.

The following Gentlemen* resident in or near the
County, have acted as Commissioners in the Parlia-
mentary Inclosures in Derbyshire, some of them very
repeatedly, and have given very general satisfaction to
the Proprietors; some of them as sole Commissioner,
Mr. John Nuttall* in particular, viz.

Barker, George, of Darley.
Beighton, John, of Hazlewood-halh
Bettison, Jonas> of Holmpierpoint, Notts,
Chambers, Benjamin, of Tibshelf.
Dow land, James, of Cuckney, Notts.
Eaton, William (the late), of Sutton-on-the-HilL
Gauntley, William, sen., of Bakewell,
Gibbons, Jonathan.
Green, James, of Linton Abbey.
Harvey, Robert, of Dunstall, Staffordshire.
Nuttall, John, of Matlock.
Outran^ Benjamin, sen. (the late), of Alfreton.
Sandars, John, of Mack worth,
Wyatt, Robert Harvey, of Barton under Need wood,

Staffordshire.
Wyatt, Samuel, of Burton on Trent, Staffordshire.

On the Expences%oi Inclosures, I have made but few
notes : the estimate for Hollington has been mentioned

• To this Gentleman, and his Son Mr. George Nuttall, I am under the

highest obligations, for their aftle assistance and information.

" above'
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>ove: and I was informed, that the expence of 280
.-crcs of Allotment in Kirk Ireton actually amounted to
10/. per acre, although there was but one Commissioner
on ployed.

On the Rise of Bent by Incldsures, Mr. Brown ha-
zarded a conjecture, in the original 4to. Report, that
from a third to a fifth of,advance had taken place in 4he<
Rentals of inclosed Parishes: in some places, wherr
large Commons of useful Land have been brought into
cultivation, which before yielded little, I doubt not but
the Rental has been doubled, or more.

Before I close this Section, it may be right, to state a
few particulars, respectingtbe reservation and adjustment
of Mineral Rights on lnclosures, in addition to what
' > mentioned respecting Brassington, vol. I., p. 406.

In Hartington Act, the Coal, Ironstone, and all other
Minerals,except Lead Ore (which belongs to the Crown),
in the new Allotments, is reserved to the Lord of the
Manor, who is to pay the damage occasioned to the Oc-

;piers by his Mines, assessed by arbitration; which is
•'•ot an unusual provision.

In Ilkcston Act (17.94), the Coal, Ironstone, and
°ther Minerals under the new Allotments, and the right
°f sinking Pits and Shafts, making Soughs and Drains,
^tacking, Coaking, taking and carrying away all such
^oals and other Minerals, and all necessary Roads and
*^ays for such purposes, arc reserved to the Lord of
"le Mano*, without any compensation whatever, (be-

e he was subject to none such on the Common)*
it is provided, that vvhen damage is done to any

by the Lord'.i Mining, on notice given in the
all (he other proprietors of Allotments are to

one Arbitrator, and the injured Person another,
110 are to ascertain the damage, and assess a rate on

VOL. n.1 G all
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all the Proprietors of Allotments, according to a
dule to be set forth in the Award, by the Commissior
ers, of the value of each and every Allotment, for raisiii^
such compensation. On the contrary, in Heanor Inclo-
sure, the Commissioners made a specific Allotment to
the Lord of the Manor, for the estimated damage to be

*Q|one, by the getting of his Coals-and other Minerals, and
he is made liable to compensate the owners or occupier
of Allotments, for all the daipage his Mining may occa-
sion.

In Stretton Act (1777)j the Mines of Coals and other
Minerals in the Allotments, are reserved to the Lord of
the Manor, on paying for all damage done by the get-
ting of them, by Arbitration : and it is provided, that
Pits, Shafts, Holes, or Hills of Rubbish, or Roads dis-
used for Twelve Months, on the Allotments, may be
levelled by the owners of them, and the expences are to
be repaid by the Lord of the Manor: and it is enacted,
that no Land shall be again " entered and broke up,
under pretence of getting Coal, after the same shall
have been once worked, cleaned, and levelled, as afore-
said.9' It is easy to sec, that under the last provision,
the Lord may be deprived of deep Seams of Coal, that
may hereafter become very valuable, and without their
becoming the property of any one else. Jn Barlbo-
rough, previous to the Inclosure, the Coals, &c. in the
old In closures, and in the Common Arable Fields, be
longed to the owners of the individual lands : and tli>
Act made no provision for valuing and transferring th^
Minerals along with the Allotments, but simply reserved
every Person's Minerals, by which, besides the Own*
of a Field, there is now as many Coal Owners in it, &
formerly it had single Lands, almost, in the comm°n

Fields! and scarcely any persons are able to get °r
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avail themselves of their Coals, in these Allotments,
owing to these intermixtures.

Roads and Paths will be spoken of in Sect. 1, of
Chap. XVI., and Public Drains in Sect. I, of Chap.
XI [.

SECT. II. FENCES.

IN setting out the new-inclosed Fields, less attend
tion has sometimes been paid, to making them divide
the different Soils, than ought to have been. At Kids-
ley Park in Smalley, I observed, that tho' the Fields
had, in general, parallel and equal opposite sides, yet
they formed very acute lozenges instead of rectangles.
The smallnessof Inclosures in some parts of this County
have attracted the notice of observers, who have, after
describing them, as consisting of four or five-acre Fields,
inconsiderately asserted, that " one-sixth part of the
profitable Land is thus lost in Fences;" it may not
therefore be amiss to state, that supposing each five-

ĉre Field fenced on three sides, in order to allow amply
for Fences against Roads and irregular Fields,and allow-

twelve links or eight feet wide for a hedge and
h, the quantity of Land so occupied is but 39

Perches/or one-twentieth part of the Field; and if tlia
*ences are Walls, as is general in the Districts alluded
t occupying or spoiling not more than four links

the quantity of Land thus lost is but one-sixtieth
of the whcfie! A very undue prejudice seems en-

by Mr. William Pitt, in the Staffordshire
page 192, &c , and by many others, against

°ue Wail Fences, demanding Hedges in their room,
s ftiore conducive to beauty as well as shelter; ncW,

G 2 * m
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in viewing agricultural and rural improvements, such
as are most effective and adapted to their uses, have ever
appeared to me as the most beautiful: and, that Stone
Walls are best adapted to the situations where they are
generally found, won't long be disputed by those who
enter deeply enough into the subject to entitle them to
give an opinion, I am pretty confident. In all situa-
tions where Stone Walls abound, we may be certain
tliat stone is procurable with little labour, on or near
the spot; and in many instances, the surface was so
incumbered with large loose- blocks of stone, that till,
for this and other purposes, they were broken up and
removed, cultivation was impracticable. A Wall
Fence is no sooner finished, than the full benefit of it is
reaped, either for the protection of Crops or Shelter ;
whereas in planting Hedges, Wood must be procured,
from great distances often, to protect the young fences,
and constant care and expence in weeding, &c. must be
incurred, for several years, before any benefit is derived
from the Hedge: and often, after years of struggling
against Nature, in attempts to raise Hedges, where
Walls ought to have been made, the same are forced at
last to be resorted to, as will be jthe case ultimately, I
apprehend, on Bramley Moor in Eckington, where,
tho' excellent Stone abounds, beauty, or so ne other
equally weighty motive, dictated, quick Fences instead
of Walls. On Bakewell Moor, I saw two low Stom-
Walls, raised at a distance from each other, in order to
plant a Quick between them ; the whole perfectly in-
adequate as a Fence, and long likely to remain so.

Wall Fences, in the Peak Hundreds, are usually boil'
dry, or without mortar (of uncoursed rubble, as tb<
Masons would term it), five feet high, with a nine-
coping of stones on edge, on them, for Boundaries;

four
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our feet and a half, and a nine-inch coping, for inter-
val Fences; the cost from 65. to 10s. and 12s. per rood,
of seven yards in length, for getting the stone, carting,
and building the Wall. In OverHaddon, seven quar-
ters and two inches, or1 five feet five-inch Walls cost 7s.
to 9s. per rood. In Brassington, five feet two-inch
Walls, cost 6s, per rood; the stone being good and
near at hand. At Blackwell near Taddington, Walls
six feet high cost $s. per rood ; sometimes the Farmer
finds a horse and cart besides, to prevent the Wallers
digging holes in improper places in the Fields. On
Stanton Moor, near Weaver Hills, in Staffordshire, the
Walls are constructed by stones piled or set almost up-
right (like the copings of Walls) instead of being laid
flat. In Ashover, Bcelcy, and some other places, I
1-Hiw long straight stones, cleaved from the loose blocks
of Millstone Grit, and set upright in the ground, as
pales, touching each other, and forming the most dur-
able and complete Fence.

In the iiuilding of Walls between Fields, holes arc
often left, large enough for Sheep to pass through, And
are closed afterwards by a flat stone, set up against
them ; J\icli can be removed, whenever the Sheep,
hut no^Me Cattle, are intended to have the range of two
Fields; a practice which Mr. Joseph Gould of Pils-

often avails himself of in stocking his Pastures,
could not weil be done with Hedge Fences.

In several modern Inclosures, as Brassington, Great
w, Norton, Wirk$worth, Needwood Forest in

Staffordshire,'&c, the Ditches of Quick Fences have
keen ordered, by the Commissioners, to be made inside
th Fields, next to the Roads : which I observed to be

common in the N W part of Norfolk, and
Sedncd a very good practice, where loose Cattle arc.vqry

a 3 care-
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carefully excluded from the Roads; otherwise such,
when forced by hunger, would certainly break through
such Hedges into the Fields.

It was pointed out to me, that Quicks were raised in
the Norfolk method at Longford and at Barton-Lodge;
but I found, on inspecting them, that only the deep
Ditches and bank-set Quicks of Norfolk had been imi-
tated, but not the principal peculiarity of that County,
that of plastering the whole surface of the Bank with
tempered dead earth from the bottom of the Ditch,
devoid of the seeds of weeds, in order to prevent the
seed of weeds irt the Bank from vegetating, (which pro-
cess I haye fully described in the article Cantil, in Dr.
Rees's Nejiv Cyclopaedia). Mr. John Blackvvall, of
Black wall in Kirk Ireton, has used slacked Lime,
plastered on io the face of a newly-planted Quick, for
the same purpose. Mr. James Dowland, of Cuckney,
Notts, mentioned to me, from observing that bank-set
Quicks, with a northern aspect, succeeded much better
than those with a southern aspect, he had ascertained,
that the Winter and early Spring Sun was very preju-
dicial to young White-thorn Sets, in- pfematurely ex-
citing them to vegetate, from which those y ''iia nor-
them aspect were free, Mr, George Toplis,yny Brass-
ington, prefers buying 1 lure-year old Quick-sets, and
finds, that these, when carefully taken up, will each fur-
nish three or four cuttings ol their long roots, which, if
bedded out in a Garden, will grow to Sets, equal to the
original ones/ I have found old White-thorn Stools
effectually renovated by cutting theni off below the
branching of the roots, so that each root separately
thiew up its young shoots.

Mr. Francis lilaikic, the Earl of Chesterfield's Bailiff
Brelby, in raising young Quicks, plants them verti-

cal
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cal or footfset, in a slight excavation of two or three
inches deep; the sides sloping down to the Plants in
Summer time to conduct the rain-waters to their roots,
and in Winter time, the earth is moulded up against
them, as against Celery in a Garden, to protect them
from the frost: by this alternate gripping and mould-
ing, Mr. B. raises strong Fences against any kind of
stock, in six or seven years. At two years old, Mr.
B.'s Quicks are cut close off, in March ; in the Autumn
of the third year, he hogs them up to two feet and a half
high, to prevent snow from breaking them; and the
fourth year, hogs them up to four feet high. This
Gentleman shewed me Hedges of 41 years' growth, the
stools of which had been successfully moved, a few
years ago, to another situation. A few small Thorns
or Briars, laid along the rows of young Quicksets,
effectually prevents the depredations of Hares and
Rabbits upon them, according to Mr. B.'s u Farmer's
Instructor in Planting,*' &c, p. 11. The young Quicks
which I saw on Mr. Edward S. Cox's Farm at Brails*
ford, were exceeded in perfection by none that I saw,
unless it be Mr. Blaikie's: the hoging of whose Hedges,
called Tomahawking, is performed every Autumn, with
a Scymejer or long-handled Reaping-hook, striking up*
wards.

Mr. William Cox, of Cull and in Brailsford, plants
one row of Quick, on the top of the Bank (as Mr. Bake-

did at Dishley), of three or four-year, old Plants,
in five years the same comes to be a perfect Fence,

in, that excellent soil.
About Ashburne, the Hedges are neatly dipt next the

loads, and between the Fields, also at Bretby and at
^ &c.: by the Towing-Paths of the Cromford,

o 4 Derby,
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Derby, and Trent and Mersey Canals, the Hedges arc
neatly dipt.

The great enemies to good Hedges arc Weeds, Wood-
bind or Honeysuckle (lonicera periclymenum))
Wild-Hops (humulus lupulus)^ Traveller's Joy
(clematis vitalbaj, the Blackberry Bramble, or Briar
(rubits fruticosus)* and other creepers, which bear
them down, and horned Scotch Cattle, which do incre-
dible damage in Ingleby and some other places to the
Quicks, by beating them with their horns, (especially
where surrounded by Herds, where Cows are going to
Bui!), as soon as lhey begin to thrive, in fenced
pastures, which they have not been used to, on
their native Mountains. Mr. Francis Blaikie has
found, that fresh Cow dung spread on the bank,
where the Scots have begun this mischief, will occa-
sion them to desist, and leave that place. Deer will
in like manner often, beat and damage Hedges, or
Bushes, or Gorse, &c. in a Park, with their Horns.
The Hedges at Foremarke^Park', very strong, of six to
ten years growth, are contrived to be cut, a side at a
time, when in\ corn; the expence Is. 6d. to 2s. per
acre, of 32 jards in length.

Nearly all the Hedges which are now planted, are
of White-Thorn (cratcegns monogyna), and except in
the Rocky or Wall-Fence districts, they are pretty well
preserved and managed: in these stony districts, the
few White-Thorn Hedges which have been planted by
the sides of the Walls, are not periodically cut down,
and treated as a hedge, but suffered to grow up as
dwarf trees and stems, for shelter to the cattle, and orna-
ment ; several of these rows of neglected White-Thorns
may be $een on the north side of Bonsai, and other places
of the Mineral Limestone district.

The
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The Crab-Tree [pi/rus mains) is less planted in
Hedge rows here than formerly, owing to the destruc-
tive effects of Caterpillars on ihem, and'to the mischief
Boys occasion in gathering the Crabs. On the south
of Derby, there are several Crab hedges found, on the
Red Marl: those Farmers who gather their Crabs,
send them to persons who keep Rollers and Presses for
making Verjuice: John Draper of Synfin Moor-Lane,
keeps a pair of fluted jrollers for crushing Crabs or
Apples, and a long lever press for expressing the
yaice; which he does for 3d. per bushel of fruit. Wil-
liiim Taylor of Repton has an apparatus similarly em-
ployed, in the Fruit season.

Black-thorn (prunus spinosa) and Bullace Tree
(prunus insititia) are never now planted in new Hedges,
but are * to be found in the old Fences of some districts,
as about Sutton on the Hill and Truslcy on Red Marl,
and Pinxton tm the Coal-measures, where I noticed
tbem.

Holly (ilex aquifolium) holm or bollin, is less cul-
tivated in Hedges than it ought to be: probably
owing to the difficulty of removing the Plants, which
some persons effect with better success at Midsummer,
than in the Spring; and Mr. James Dowland of Cuck-
11(*y? Notts, has alike succeeded, by pruning HoHy setts
a- little, and removing them during a severe frost. The

iagnesian Lime soils seem to suit this Plant, and I no-
ced it to thrive in the following places, viz. Ashover,

j^rampton, Clny-cross . in North W infield, Dale
Abbey, Doveridge, Greasley Notts, Greenhill in Nor-
ton, Holy-moorside in Chesterfield, Newton in Black-
*ell, Norton, Plesley, &c. At Rowlee in Hope
Woodlands, the sides of the hills were formerly scat-

* tered
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tered wilh Holly Pollards, which they used to lop* in
severe winters, for the Sheep, with good effect; until
these trees were cut down, by an inconsiderate Agent,
for the sake of making Charcoal, and Birdlime from
the Bark, as is said ; and the Sheep, by cropping the
young shoots, have since effectually killed all the stools.
A great many Holly Pollards grew, in places, on1 the
Red Marl on Ncedwood Forest, Staffordshire, which
were cut down and bark'd on the inclosure of that waste
in 1808; William Shird of Draycott, S E of Uttoxeter,
purchased, a great deal of this Bark, boiled it., laid it
in heaps for three or four weeks to ferment, then
ground it under a rolling or edge-stone, cased with
wood, and then repeatedly washed it by hand, in a run-
ning stream of water, to make Birdlime, of which he
sold many large casks at Is. per pound, and had a
great deal by him, when I was there.

I observed Privet (ligustrum vulgaris) to flourish
much in the hedges on the yellow Lime, in Bolsover,
Clown, Paltcrton, Plesley, Whitwell, &c.

It was the opinion of Mr. James Pilkington (View of
Derbyshire, I. 380) that Barberry (bcrberris vulgaris)
caused blight in Wheat, in this County: I mpt how-
ever with no Farmer of this opinion, nor did I see any
number of these bushes in the course of my Survey.

Elder of the black-berried kind (sambucus nigra)
grows in hedge-rows in Whaley, in Bolsover, and
other places, and soon effectually destroys more useful
hedge-wood, in its vicinity. The white-berried Elder

* ID performing this, it was found, that they often died, if the whole
of the branches were cut off at once: the lower boughs were therefore
left» When the middle ones were cut off.

(sambu-
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(sambucus alba) grows in hedges at Mackworth, at
Combridge in Rocester, Staffordshire, &c.

Birch (betula alba) abounds a good deal, in the
Hedges which bound on the Moors or Mountains, that
are not calcareous.

Alder (betula alnus) is also found in similar situa-
tions, and of late, the Bark has turned to good account
for dying, of which further mention will be made in
Sect. 3, of Chap. X.

Sallow (salix caprea) is also found in the moor-side
Hedges, and the same seems spontaneously to spring
up, in poor, pared and burnt lands, on the Limestone,
or on the waste heaps of Lime quarries, at Monyash,
and at Great^rocks, &c.

Ash (fraxinus excelsior) ; the steins of this wood are
apt to spread in the Thorn hedges, and destroy them;
and cause gaps, if not attended to : the Mineral Lime-
stone of Derbyshire seems particularly favourable to
Ash, as the names of many of its Towns and Villages
indicate.

Maple (acer ca?7ipestre) is found in the Hedges, in
many places; I noted it in Catton, Croxall, Pinxton,
Trusley, &c.

Hazel (cort/lus amellana) is much too common in the
hedge-rows of this district, particularly on the yellow
Lime, inducing a good deal of trespass on the Farmers,

y Nutters. It has been thought by some, that crop-
ping the leaves and buds of the Nut Hazel, by young
Beasts, produces the disease called Red Water: see

1, of Chap. XIV.
Timber Trees in Hedge-rows will be treated of in
ct. 3, of Chap. X.

Gates.—In the stony Districts of the County, sub-
stantial
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stantial Stone Stoops,*er Posts for Gates, are in general
use: hear Bake well, these Stoops sell at 3s. a pair, at
the Quarries; at North Anstou, in Yorkshire, Stoops
eight feet long arc sold at 6s. each; and at South
Anston, Dog-kennel Quarry, (on the Chesterfield Canal,
vol. I., p. 420 and 411,) at 5s. each. In the Inclosure
of Over Haddon, Mr. Isaac Bepnet paid 35. a pair for
his Posts, at six miles distance, and J9s. each for his Oak
Gates, with iron-work; iron-work to the Posts,and hang-
ing the Gate, 2s. 6d. Anciently, the Gates in the Peak
Hundreds were formed and hung without any iron-work,
even nails, as I have been told; and some yet remain in
Birchovcr and other places, where no iron-work is used
in the hanging: R large mortise-hole is made thro' the
hanging-post, perpendicular to the plane of the Gate,
at about four feet and a half high, into which a stout
piece of wood is firmly wedged, and projects about
twelve inches before the Post; and in this piece of
wood, two augur holes arc made, to receive the two
ends of a tough piece of green Ash or Sallow, which
loosely embraces the top of the head of the Gate (form-
ed to a round), in the bow so formed: the bottom of
the head of the Gate is formed to a blunt point, which
works in a hole made in a stone, set fast in the ground,
close to the face of the Post. It is easy .to see, by the
mortise-holes in all old Gate-Stoops, that this mode
of hanging Gates was once general. A great contrast
to these rude Gates, is exhibited, on the Farm of Mr.
Thomas Harvey of Hoon Hay, w^o has four sets of
hooks and catches, all adjustible by nuts and screws,
fixed in his Gate-Posts, which are very stout, in the
line of a private and bridle Road thro* his Farm ; so
that from whichever quarter the wind may come, in
blowing weather, the Gates can <rcadily be shifted, $0

as
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as to be shut too by the wind,instead of being forced
open thereb}-: there is also a screw for ^adjusting the
top thimbles of these Gates, for making them shut more
perfectly. In Ingleby, and some other places, I saw
hooks to the field Gates, for hanging them either of two
"ways. Near to Gpyte Bridge, in Cheshire, I observed
Gates, on the Roads, kept shut by means of swinging
poles, suspended from tall posts erected behind the
Gates, and jointed to the Gatts, in a very simple and
effective manner. NearPaniers-pool Bridge, I noticed
the Gates kept shut, by a pointed strut pitching in the
ground, in the manner of that used to drag after a wag-
gon, and scotch it in going up hill; but these last are
intolerable nuisances to persons on horseback.

SECT. III.—NEW FARMS.

IN consequence of the Inclosures, a great many new
und excellent Farms have been laid out: the principal
of what I noted on this subject has already been given,
in page 9, in speaking of the new and most complete
Farm Buildings and Premises.

CHAP.
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ARABLE LAND.

SECT. I.—TILLAGE.

PLOUGHING^ (see page 43.)—It has been estimated*
that so large a portion as four-fifths of the surface, in
Derbyshire, is in grass, and one-fifth of it only in ara-
tion ; but I think it probable, that the proportion of
ploughed Lands is greater than this. A considerable
partiality seems to have prevailed, with the Farmers of
this County, for the use of two-share Ploughs. Mr,
Thomas Harvey, of Hoon Hay, with a two-share
Plough, drawn by four horses at length, and a boy to
drive, ploughs near two acres in a day. Mr. John
Pearsall of Forcmarke, with five horses and a driver,
ploughs about an acre and a half in a day. Mr. Robert
Lea of Borough Fields, with five horses and a driver,
ploughs an acre and a half of fallow in a day, Mr.
•Francis Blaikie, Bailiff to Earl Chesterfield, at Bretby,
with five horses add a driver, ploughs about an acre
and a half in a day.

Formerly, six horses were often employed in plough-
ing ; these have been seen working, at length, in a Field
of only three acres extent; a great portion of their
time, in such case, being lost in turning.

Of late years, two-horse Ploughs, without a driver,
have made considerable progress in the County. Mr.
Francis Blaikie at Bretby, with a single-wheeled two-

horse
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horse Plough, executes about three roods per,day.
Mr. Thomas Harvey of Hoon Hay, with two horses
a*breast, ploughs near an acre per day. Edward Coke,
Esq. of Longford, uses a two-wheeled Warwickshire
Plough, and two horses a-breast, without a driver. Mr.
Timothy Greenwood of Newhaven, uses two horses
a-breast. Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, with a Ro-
therham Swing Plough, drawn by two horses a-breast,
usually ploughs one to one acre and a quarter per day.
Mr. John Lingard, at Great-rocks Lodge, uses a
wheeled Plough, drawn by two horses a-breast, except,
in the most uneven of his Land. On very strong and
stubborn Land on Morwood Moor in Crich, I saw two
horses employed in ploughing, but unfortunately did
not learn, who it was who was setting so excellent an
example to his neighbours. On the 23d of August
1810, a bet was decided, on one of Lord Waterpark's
Farms in Doveridge3 of a Norfolk Plough drawn by
two horses, without a driver, against a four-horse Plough
of the District, without a driver: the four horses in.two
hours and a half ploughed almost an acre, the two-horse
Plough not quite so much ; but from the comparative
ease to the horses, and the goodness of the work per-
formed, the decision of the umpires was in favour of the
Norfolk Plough.

The use of Oxen in ploughing was very general many
years ago, in different parts of the County, in Ashover
in particular; but the same was gradually, and at
fength.entirely,-discontinued, until of late, that many
experimental Farmers have again introduced them on
their Farms, as will be further noticed in Sect. 1, of
C XIV.

Ploughing, when hired, is usually at tbe rate of 12s.
to
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to 15s. per 'ere, including harrowing, on old tilled:
Lands, and 18s. per acre for breaking up Leys,

The quantity ploughed annually by each Farmer's
horse, in this county, is supposed to vary from 15 to 30
acres, and average about 21 ; and the work of each Ox
to average about 13 acres of ploughing.

Harrowing and Rolling presented nothing worthy of
noting,except what will be found at page 45; Scarify*,
ing* or the use of the Scuffler, is becoming pretty gene-
ral, as mentioned page 48.

Ridges pretty generally prevail on the Derbyshire
ploughed Lands, whatever be the nature of the soil, or
the declivity of the surface, and they seem about six
yards across on the average. In Tissington Park, I
noticed some very highly ridged pasture Lands, which
are not very common in the County.

The puttirrg in of Crops on once ploughing, is prac-
tised by Mr. Timothy Greenwood of Newhaven, Mr-
Blaikie of Bretby, and some others : Mr. Joseph Gould
of Pilsbury, after trying this method, has returned
to his former practice of twice ploughing and harrow*

Drilling, (see p. 46.)—The drilling of Turnips in
the Northumberland or Scotch-row method, was lately
practised by Mr. Robert Tomlin, Bailiff on the Duke of
Devonshire's Farm at Chats worth, at the distance of 30
inches, hoeing them twice; after which, when the roots
were grown to a considerable size, a furrow was turned
from each drill, by a light Plough, into a ridge, between
the ruws; which ridge, on the setting in of W inter, was

split
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split gain by a double-boarded Plough, moulding up
the Turnips, so as to preserve them effectually from the
frost/ Mr. Francis Blaikic, Bailiff to the Eari"of Ches-
terfield at Bradby Park, sows Swedish Turnips in 20-
inch rows, in the Scotch-row method, the ground hav-
ing been previously well pulverised, cleaned, and ma-
nured- Norfolk Yellajv Turnips arc here also drilled,
with Cooke's patent machine, after well cleaning and

manuring.
Mr. Isaac Benuet of Over Haddon, Mr. Thomas

Harvey of Hoon Hay, Mr. William Fearn of Mackcy
in Sudbury, and others also, drill their Turnip crops.

The drilling of Wheat, Oats, and Barley, is prac-
tised by Mr. Francis Blaikie for the Earl of Chester-
field, with Cooke's patent machine. The Rev. Ed-
ward^Ottcr of Bolsover Castle, drills his Corn crops.
The Rev* Robert Greville of Wyaston drills Oats and
Barley ; Mr. Robert Stone of Bojrlstone, stated to me
his opinion, from what he had seen in Worcestershire,
that the drilling and hand-hoeing of Wheat would cer-
tainly answer on the Reel Marl Lands of Derbyshire.
' Save already mentioned, at page 4iS, that Mr. John

>:inson, used, when ai Odd-house Farm in Measham,
tfJ drill for hire ; he found a machine, horse, and men,
ai|d.grilled at lad. per acre for sowing, and 12c/. per
Ucre horse-iioeing: or, he performed these operations for
"*e sowing of the seed, estimated at one bushel per acre ;
ailJ 1 was much pleased to l^arn, that as soon as his
J|M-V Union Farm on Ashby Wolds, Leicestershire, is
;; - into order, he means to resume his drilling for hirr
lri the neighbourhood. Mr. Philip GTakden of Bently-
^H drills and hots his Beans. Mr/: Thomrts Lea of

J (aP<mhill drills and twice hand-hops feis Beans; three
Jll!Jhels and a half of seed produce three to five quarters

. VOL. I I . ] it o*%
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of Corn. Mr. Edward Brown of Ingleby drills all his
Corn, by a Cooki/s patent machine; Wheat at twelve
inches and five pecks of seed (34 quarts per bushel) ;
Barley at nine inches and nine pecks of seed ; Beans at
eighteen inches and eight pecks of seed. Mr. Thomas
Moore of Lullington, in 1808, drilled five acres of
Beans, opening the drills with a spade, and filling the
last one at the same time, after the seed had been distri-
buted by band; the saving cf seed one peck per acre,
and the cost 19s. per acre, the crop the best in the neigh-
bourhood, or that he ever bad. At Chatsworth, Mr-
Tornlin drilled his Beans.

The Dibbling of Wheat was once performed, for Mr.
John, Greensmith of Mammerton in Longford, by a
Norfolk man, who happened to be at Mr. Coke's, as an
experiment against broadcast sowing, in the same field;
the broadcast straw was extremely laid before harvest,
which the dibbled escaped, and proved the best sample
as well as the most abundant crop. Christopher Smith,
Bailiff t6 Edward Coke, Esq. of Longford, regularly
practises the dibbling of Wheat on the small portion
of arable which he has in occupation; and in thfa
neighbourhood, the dibbling of Beans is general. Tliir*
teen to nine years ago, Joseph Richards (who notf
lives as Bailiff with Lord Sheffield in Sussex) dibbltf?
several sorts of Grain for Mr. John Walker of Marstofl
Park in Marston Montgomery, but the crops proved
weak and thin, and the practice there has been discofl'
(inucd. Mr. Francis Blaikie, Bailiff to Earl Chester*j
field, always dibbles some Corn ; Wheat, on a Clove*'
ley once ploughed, and if the ground is very dry at
time, he treads in the seed by a flock of Sheep ;
he also dibbles, on once ploughing, in rows, at two
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apart, so as to admit of the single-horse Plough and
Hoe between the rows. Mr. William Wallis, Bailiff
to the late Mr. Francis Bruckfield at Alton, (formerly
Mr. Robert BakewelFs ploughman and driller at Dish-
ley,) dibbled his Beans in. rows, twenty-four inches
asunder, and two and a half to three inches apart in the
rows, one Bean in a hole, about two and a half bushels
of seed per acre, the cost 14s. per acre, and no Beer ; he
ploughed between the rovfs and hand-weeded : the crop,
which was most excellent, was pulled up, and after the
roots were chopt off, tied with straw-bandy. Mr. Row-
land Reeves, Bailiff to Sir Robert Wilmot at Cbaddes-
den, dibbles his Beans in twelve-inch rows and one
inch and a half apart; the crops excellent* Mr. Wil-
liam Gar man of Persal Pits in Croxali, dibbles his
Beans.

Horse-hoeing, (see page 43.)—The price which Mr.
John Johnson used to charge for performing this useful
operation for hire^ was 12</. per acre: some other in-
stances of Horse-hoeing which I observed are mentioned
«tbove.

Hand-hotingi (see page 61.)—At Bretby, women are
<-'mployed to hand-hoc drilled Corn, for the Earl of
Chesterfield, at as. per acre, and they arc found equally
1Jf more expert in the use of the Hoe, than the ipeu.
The price of hoeing broadcast Turnips here, is 85. the
first time, and 6s. the second time, per acre. At Long-
ford, 21 $. to 23s. per acre has been paid for the hoeing
°f Turnips twice. At Foremarkc-Park, Mr. John
Hardy, Bailiff to Mr. William Smith, gives 8s. for
W Turnips the first time, with one gallon of small

and three pints of ale per hiau per day.
H3 Jn
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In Hartington, and other parts of the Peak Hun-
dreds, it has been common, to omit the hoeing of Tur-
nips, under an idea that small and middling siztd
bulbs, stand the frost so much better than large Tur-
nips.

Weeding (see pageGG).—The weeds which I observed
infesting the Ploughed Lands of Derbyshire, were the
following, viz, 1. Arsesmart (Persicaria hydropiper)
or Lake-weed ; this 1 saw abound in the Bean c.rop̂
E. of Longford, in Turnips, S.E. of Ash, on Eggin-
ton Heath, &c. 2. Black Twitch (avena elaiior)^
Kesscll or two bulbed grass, this I noticed in the lands
lately occupied, by Mr. Thomas Logan at Buxton, at
Black well, Foremarke-Park, &c. 3. Carlock (sinapis
nigra) Wild Mustard or Ketlock; this I observed in
Turnips at#Donisthorpe, at Appleby, at Killis in Hors-
ley, &c, good fallowing can alone eradicate this weed,
when once it has gained possession. 4. Carrots, wild
(daucus carota) ; this weed I noticed in Hollingtoit
N . W . Sppndon, Great VVilne, Walton on Trent,
Edingale, &c. 5. Chick weed (atsine 7fiedia)y this I
observed in Turnips at, Breiby, at Bake well, at New-
haven, Pilsbury, &c. 6. Cockle (agrostemma gi»
thago) or Corn rose, in Barley at Foremarke, &c.
7. Coltsfoot (tussilago farfara) or Cleats, .at Buxton,
&c. It seems true, I think, that this weed invariably
appears on lands over ploughed and cropped : where
its double mode of propagation by roots, and light
winged seeds, soon occasions its rapid increase. 8. Con"
volvulus (convolvulus arvemis) or Bind-weed, in
Wheat at Hollington, &c. 9. Darnel (lolium temw
lentum) in Wheat at Foremarke-Park, Waldley, &£•
10. Docks (rumex crispus) in Wheat at Hare Hill fc

Boylstone?
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Bovlstone, Buxton, &c. U. Fat Hen (chenopodium
viride or serotinum) or Wild Spinnacb, in Killamarsh
highmoor,&c. 12. Marigold (chrysanthemum segetum)
in Glossop, &c. 13. May-weed (anthemis cotula) while
Yarrow5^ Dog's fennel orDog-daisey, in Wheat, Beans,
&c. at Hollington, at Killis, &c. 14. Needle-weed
{scandix pectcn) or Cfow-needle, in Corn at Hoon
Hay, &c. 15 Oats, wild (avenafatua) in various
places. 16. Popies (papewer rhceas) in Corn at Chad-
desden, Osmaston, Bcighton, &c. 17. Sorrel (rumex
acelosa) on poor or exhausted Grit-stone soils. 18. This-
tles (serratula arvensis) in Bred sail common field, &c.
&c* 18. Twitch (triticum repens) or Couch-grass,
al Buxton, Horsley, Kiilis, &c. &c.: this trouble-
some weed, is in many situations propagated by its
seeds, as fast as by its roots, tho' unnoticed by the
Farmer.

The above is by no means offered as a complete list
of the Weeds infesting the Arabic Lands of this County,
much less do I pretend to mention all the places where
they most abound, or imply, that in some otjier situa-
tions they i\o not more prevail, than in those which I
happened to minute, as above ; the different seasons of
the year in which I necessarily visited different places,
prevented the noticing many things of this nature,

probably were very observable at a different

The prevalence of this weed, is justly the reproach of the Farmers
a g r e a t part of the County. At Gateford in Nottinghamshire, a Te-

under notice to Quit, in dudgeon, let his Thistles grow, to annoy
surrounding Farms, and actually refused five Guineas, offered by one
l Neighbours, for permission to enter and cut them down, before

.-ECT.
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SECT. II. FALLOWING.

THE system of periodically fallowing Land,
many have been disposed to decry, is still much
adhered to in Derbyshire, tho' the number of naked
fallows are now comparatively few, Turnips, Cab*
bages, and other green crops, having become pretty
universal on (he fallows. Mr. John Webb of Barton-
Plount Lodge, considers fallowing superior to any
other system of management on the Red Marl, even if
clean. Mr. William Smith of Foremarke-Park, is also
a steady advocate for this process. On the Coal-mea*
sures about Alfreton, Mr. W. jessop, juri. estimates,
that every fifth field of Arable Land is fallowed eaclji
year.

SECT. III.—COURSES OF CROPS.

IN order to classify mj' several notes, respecting the
courses of Crops pursued in the County, I have const?
dered them under three heads, first, such as have n0
Green Crop in them ; second, those which have nP
successive Corn Crops; and third, such as have sue*
cessive Corn Crops before or after the Green Crops*
and shall treat of them in that order.

First, In the Common or Mesne fields of Hollingtofl*
the course of cropping is, 1. Fallow, 2. Wheat, and
3. Beans or Oats ; this also was the course on part &
Mr. John Webb's Farm at Barton Lodge, until abotf*
1802, and still is on many Farms in Sutton on the Hil'r

Mr. William Greaves, jun. of Bakcwell, crops
1.
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. Fallow, 2. Wheat, and 3. Oats, or on the lighter
parts of his Fann, on 1st Limestone, 1. Fallow and
Turnips, 2. Oats, and 3. Wheat, and finds the
Wheat crops better in the second course, than in the
first: Mr. Samuel Eyre of Radburne, 1. Fallow (on
Red Marl formerly much marled) with 96 bushels of
Turnditc;h Lime (l£ loads) per acre; 2. Wheat, and
3. Oats on part, and Brcms on the remainder.

The course of cropping followed by Mr. Joseph Gil-
bert, Bailiff to Bachc Thornhill, Esq. of Stanton in the
Peak, is, 1. Fallow, 2. Wheat, 3. Oats, and 4. Beans;
or on the more clayey parts of his Farm, 1. Fallow,
2. Wheat, 3. Beans, and 4. Oats.

Mr. Jsanc ^Bennet, jun. of Over Haddon, has
1. Fallow, limed with 150bushels per acre; 2. Wheat,
3. Oats, and 4. Oats. In a district where such courses
as the three last are tolerated, I was not surprised to
hear, that some Tenants to the ancient Park at Had-
don, had, since it was disparked and let, reaped six:
or seven white strawed Crops, in immediate succession!
the Tenants maintaining, as I was told, that the thick
crops they got, smothered all the weeds, and rendered
a Fallow, or Green Crops unnecessary ! In Barlbo-
rough common field, on the yellow Lime, I heard of
seven successive Crops of Corn having been taken. As
a contrast, I have in my next or Second Class to men-
tion, the practice of Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. of
Markeaton, who has, 1. Fallow and Swede Turnips,
2- Barley (and Red Clover), and 3. Clover: the
reason, however, with Mr. M. for adopting this Course,
^ to obtain as much Clover as possible for his Stock ;
:ind as might be expected, the Turnips, Barley, and
Clover, all prove most abundant Crops.

Mr. Thomas Bowyer of Waldley, has, 1. Fallow,
ii 4 2, Wheat
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y. Wheat or Beans (and red Clover-seed) ; 3. Clover
and 4. Oats or Beans.,

Mr. Thomas Harvey of Hoon-Hay, I. Fallow and
Turnips, 2. Barley, or Spring Wheat and Seeds (viz.
White Clover 41b., Red Clover 81b., Rye-grass hall'
a bushel per acre); .3. Seeds, and 4. Oats. Mr. J1-.
finds Spring Wheat more favourable to the sowing oi
Grass-seeds, than Barley, and not so apt to smother
the young seeds. In cleaning land which was very
foul with Twitch-grass, Mr. IJ. fallowed and sowed
Turnips, in two succeeding years? the last wkbout ma-
nure, which was attended with.good success.

Mr. Francis Blaikie, Bailiff to Earl Chesterfield ai
Bretby, on light Gravelly hand, has, 1. Fallow and
Norfolk Turnips, drilled or broadcast, 2. Barley and
seeds, 3. Seeds mown, 4. and fi. Seeds pastured with
Sheep, and 6, Oats, sown broadcast on one furrow.

Mr. Robert C. Grejayes of Jngleby, has, ]• Fallow,
with 10 loads of Dung, and 160 bushels of Ticknali
Lime per acre, laid on in the Autumn, if the land is
clean, but if much cleaning is required for the Land,
the Lime only is laid on in the Autumn, and the Dun^
previous to sowing the Turnips, part of which aro
drawn, and the remainder fed on.the land, the propor-
tion of them being regulated by the comparative ferti-
lity of the Turnip field ; 2. Barley or Spring-Wheat
and Seeds (viz* Red Clover 81b., White Clover 41b.,
Trefoil 41b., and Rye-grass half a bushel per acre) ;
3. 4. or 5. Seeds, and 5. or 6. Wheat, harrowed in,
broadcast.

Mr. William Smith at Foremarke-Park, 1. Fallow,
with 200 bushels of Ticknali Lime, and 20 three-horse
cartloads of Dung for Turnips, or 10 loads of Duni/
fat Wheat; 2. Barley or Wheat, with Seecds, {viz
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Red Clover 81b., White Clover 21b., Trefoil 21b.,
and Rye-grass two pecks per acre); *3. Seeds, mown ;
4. and 5. Seeds fed, and 6. Wheat or Oats.

Thomas Hassall, Esq. of Hartshorn, has, 1. Fallow
and Turnips, 2. Batley and Seeds, 3. Seeds, mown,
4. or 5. Seeds fed, and .5. or 6. Wheat, Barley, or
Oats: on the stronger parts of Mr. II.'s Farm, Tur-
nips are not grown, but Wheat is substituted for Bar-*
ley, and Grass-seeds are*harrowed in,, in the spring.

Mr. Edward Brown of Ingleby, has, 1. Fallow and
Tunrips, 2. Spring-Wheat and Seeds (viz. Red Clover,
6lb. or 71b., White Clover 61b. or 71b.); 3. 4. 5. or
6. Seeds, and 6. or 7. Oats^or Barley.

Mr. Robert Tomlin, late Bailiff to the Duke of De-
vonshire at Chutsworth, had, 1. Fallow, 2. Wheat,
3. Fallow and Turnips, in the Northumberland, Drill
or Scotch row-culture, 4. Barley and Seeds, 5. and 6.
Seeds, and 7. Tares: Mr. T. limed his new Leys,
with 300 bushels of Cnlver-Pcak Lime per acre.

Mr. William Garman of Persal Pits in Croxall, on
the lighter parts oF his Farm, I. Fallow, with nine
tons of Breed on and Ticknall Lime in equal quantities,
mixed, and Turnips; 2. Barley and Seeds (viz. Reel
Clover 61b., White Clover 41b., Trefoil 21b.% and
Rye-grass two pecks); 3. 4. and 5. Seeds, 6. Oats, and
7. Wheat.

In my Third Class of cropping, wherein two or
more Corn Crops succeed each other, I have to notice,
that on the sandy Lands, the debri* of .̂be 3d Grit
&ock at Dethick in Ashovcr, the management is,
L Fallow ; plough first in November, and after three
°r four spring ploughiiigs, and rakings and pickings of
•'•ie Twitch, in May or June, lay on 100 to 120

ishels of Lime, previously laid in heaps in the field
and
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and turned to slack it, and in the last week in Jurj
sow Turnips, white rounds, twice hoed, paid for by
the day ; in November an,d December the crop is usu-
ally eat off by Sheep. Swede Turnips have been tried;J

but proved small for want of earlier sowing, than wâ ,
practicable. 2, Barley with Red Clover and Rye-grass,
3. Seeds, 4. Wheat, harrowed in on the ley, once
ploughed ; and 5. Oats, or sometimes Pease or Lentils.

Mr. Francis Blaikic, Bailiff to Earl Chesterfield at
JBretby, pursues the following, on a strong red marly
Clay, 1. Fallow, with Swedish Turnips, in rows 20
inches apart, the ground having been previously well
pulverised, cleaned and manured, with 128 bushels of
Ticknall Lime, or with dung; 2. Barley or Spring
Wheat, with Seeds (viz. Red Clover 81b., White
Clover 41b., and Rye-grass two pecks per acre);
3. Seeds mown, 4. Seeds pastured, 5. Wheat dibbled, or
sown broadcast, on one ploughing, and 6. Oats on
two, or Barley on three plonghings, one of which is
done in the Autumn, the others in the Spring ; the crop
drilled and hoed; Women here hand-hoe, at5$. per
acre, men are not very expert at hoeing.

Mr. John Smith of Repton, on Red Marl, I. Fallow,
limed with 120 bushels from Ticknall, for Turnips,
2. Wheat, or Barley with Seeds (viz. Red Clover,
White Clover, a little Trefoil and Rye-grass); 3. Seeds,
4. Wheat, and 5. Oats.

Mr. Thomas Brain, the .Bailiff of Earl Vernon at
Sudbury, was getting his Farm into two courses when
I saw it, viz. on part, 1. Fallow, 2. Wheat, 3. Oats,
and 4. Seeds; and on part, 1. Fallow and Turnips,
2. Barley or Oats, and 3. Beans.

Mr. John Pearsal of Foremarke, 1. Fallow, with
140 bushels or two waggon loads of Ticknall Lime, ana
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20 four-horse cart loads of Dung (15 to 20 tons), laid
on and spread separately, before sowing Turnips;
2. Barley, with Seeds (viz. Red Clover 101b., White
Clover 44-Ib., Trefoil̂  24:1b., and Rye-grass two pecks
per acre), the Barley sown broadcast and harrowed in ;
3. Seeds; &> Seeds; 5. Oats; 6. Wheat, and 7.
Barley.

Mr, Robert Lea of Burrow Fields in Walton, 1.
Fallow, (with Turnips en the lighter parts, dressed with
15 cart loads of Dung, and 10 bushels of Ticknall
Lime, per acre); 2. Barley and Seeds; 3, 4. and. 5.
Seeds; 6. Beans or Oats ; and 7. Wheat.

Mr. Thomas Lea of Slapenhill, 1. Fallow, with
120 to 160 bushels of Ticknall, or 80 bushels of Breedon
Lime; Turnips can't be eat or drawn without poach-
ing ; 2. Barley (sow three bushels and a half, and usu-
ally reap five quarters), and Seeds (viz. Red Clover
31b., White Clover 41b., Rye-grass half a bushel,
and sometimes 3 or 41b. of Trefoil); 3. 4. and 5.
Seeds, mown every year; 6. Beans drilled, three
bushels and a halt of Seed, and twice hand-hoed, cut
with a Badging-hook or Reaping-hook, and tied up
with pease-straw bands, produce three to five quarters;
and 7. Wheat broadcast, two bushels and a half of
Seed, produce 20 to 30 bushels. Mr. L. thinks the
above quantity of the Breedon Magnesian Lime, answers
better on strong red Land than Tickniill Lime.

Mr. Thomas Moore of Lullington, 1. Fallow, and
Turnips on the lighter parts, or Cabbages ; 2. Barley
and Seeds (viz. Red Clover 10 lb., White Clover 3 lb.,
Trefoil 1-| lb., and Rye-grass three-fourths of a peck
per acre); 3 / 4 . 5. or 6. Seeds; 6. or 7. Oats or
Beans; and 7. or 8. Wheat manured.

Mr. Benjamin Mouslay of Honohill in Chilcote,
1. Fallow.
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1. Fallow; 2. Barley and Seeds (viz. Red Clover 101b.,
White Clover 41b., Trefoil 21B., and Rye-grass2 pecks
per acre)"; 3. to 12. Seeds; 13. Gats, or Beans ; and
J4." Wheat,' if in condition.

Mr. James l\£at I hews of Loscoe Farm in Repton,
1. Fallow, with 140 bushels.of Ticknall Lime, and
10 gctod cart loads (14 or 15 tons) of rotten Dung, for
Turnips^ fed off; 2. Barley and Seeds (viz. Red
Clover l8lbM White Clover 3lb.^ and Rye-grass 2
pocks); 3. to 9- Seeds, according to the state of
the Turf, whicli is here much infested by the white
Grub and ihe red Wire-worm; and the Crows, in
searching for these, tear up the sward; 10, Wheat har-
rowed in on the ley ; and J l . Oats, on the best parts
of the Land.

Abraham Hoskins, Esq. of Newton Solney, 1. Fallow,
sometimes Lime, with 130 bushels of Ticknall or of
Crich Lime, having tried them together without any
material difference in the effects: never dungs Arable
Land, except when in Seeds, conceiving dung, in fal-
lowing, to be part sunk below the roots of the Corn,
and great part of it lost, by exposure on the surface;
sows no Common, but all Swede Turnips ; 2. Barley
and Seeds (viz. Red Clover 41b., White Clover 121b.,
Rib-grass 21b., if intended to lay several years, or Red
Clover 81b., White Clover 4lb., and a peck of Rye-
grass, if to lay only one year), or, 2. Wheat; . 3.
Seeds, mowed, and the aftermath eat; 4. Seeds ma-
nured in the Spring, with twelve tons of Dung per
acre; 4. 5. or 6. Seeds; 6. or 7. Wheat or Oats ;
and 7. or 8. Bsnrley or Oats.

Mr. Thomas Jowett, sen. of Draycot in Sawley,
!• Fallow for Turnips; 2. Barley, and Seeds (viz-
Red Clover 8Ib,* White Clover 61b., Trefoil l ib. ,

Rye-
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Rye-grass 1 peck) ; 3. to 7. Seeds; 8. Oats or Beans,
harrowed in ; and-9. Wheat.

Mr. Isaac Bennet, jun. of Over Haddon, 1. Fallow
dunged for Turnips ; 2. Barley, and Seeds (viz.
White Clover, Trefoil, Rib-grass, $nd some Red
Cluver) ; 3. to 7. Seeds, sometimes mown ; 8. Oats;
and 9. Oats.

Mr. William Jessop, jun. of Butterley in Pentrich,
1. Fallow, with two plough ings and harrowings, or
more:, between Hay ami Corn Harvest, Crich Lime is
laid in large heaps in the Fields and slacked, and spread
in the middle of September, from 12 to 15 quarters (of
eight level bushels) per acre, and ploughed in immedi-
ately, before wet falls, or it burns the horses feet; on
this ploughing sow 2. Wheat, and harrovV it in:
sometimes 18 to 20 loads (of 20 to 25 cwt ) of yard
Dung is spread oirthe Lime, before ploughing : Rdd
Clover is sown in the Spring and harrowed in, and
sometimes Rye-grass with i t ; 3. Seeds, mown; 4.
Wheat; and 5. Pease, or Tares, or Oats. Bad mana-
gers, on -tin; Coal-measure Soils, sow Oats again at the
end of the above course. Turnips are sometimes grown
broadcast, after dunging and liming as above, sown in
the end of July or beginning of August, and eat off
v/ith Shee;.

Mr. Henry Fletcher of Killis in Horsley, 1. Fallow,
Tvith 100 bushels (10 quarters) of Crich Lime; 2.
Wheat, with Clover harrowed in, in March; in the
^ighbourhood, the Farmers only roll, but Mr. F.
finds, that harrowing earths up the Wheat, and prevents
the land baking ; 3. Seeds, mown, and the aftermath
fed ; 4. Wheat; and 5. Oats or Pease, Mr. F. ploughs

vitchy Lands but once, and uses the Scufilers and
Urrows for all the further cleanings.

. Mr.
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Mr. Samuel Rowland of Mickleover, I. Fallow?
with eitfier 160 bushels of Ticknall or 125 bushels o5
Turnditch Lime, or Dung with 12 to 15 three-horse
cart loads of yard Dung; 2. Wheat, produce 3?
bushels on an average; Red Clover or Cow-gras
15 IbM is harrowed in, in March or beginning of April;
3. Clover, mown ; or 3. and 4. or 5. Cow-grass, fed ;
5. or 6. Wheat; and 6. or 7. Beans; five bushels of
seed, produce 24 bushels.

Mr. Samuel Cocker of Ilkeston, 1. Fallow, half for
Wheat, with 120 bushels of Crich Lime per acre, half
for Turnips, with 120 bushels of Lime, and 12 three-
horse cart loads of rotten yard Dung, or Ashes, privy
Soil, &c.,from the Town; half Common and half Swede
Turnips, the crops all carted off, or to Grass Land for
Sheep, and for Beasts in stalls, when washed ; 2« Wheat
or Barley with Seeds (viz. Red Clover 41b., White Clo-
ver 101b., Trefoil 41b., and Rye-grass 1 peck per acre,
mixed before sowing, for laying two or three years, or
for one year 141b. of Red Clover, and a peck of good
Rye-grass); 3. Clover; 4. Wheat, manured with 40
bushels of Soot in March; and 5. Beans, or Pease, or
Oats-

Mr. Thomas Prinsep of Croxall, 1. Fallow, with
Dung or Lime; 2. Wheat; 3. Barley, with Seeds
viz. Red and White Clover, TretoiT, and Rye-grass);
'. 5. and 6. Seeds; 7. Oats; and 8. Beans.

Mr. Robert Lea of Burrow Fields in Walton, 1. Fal-
low; 2. Wheat; 3. Barley and Seeds (viz. Red Clo-
ver 8 lb., White Clover 4 lb., Rye-grass 2 pecks pet
acre) ; 4.5. and 6. Seeds ; and 7. Beans or Oats.

Mr. John Holland of Birton-fieldj, 1. Fallow; #•
Wheat; 3. Barley, or Oats and Seeds j 4. and 5. Seeds \
and 6. Oats.
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Mr. Matthew Webb of Donkill Pits in Catton; 1.
Fallow; 2. Wheat; 3. Barley and Seeds (viz* Red
Clover 101b., White Clover Sib., and Rye-grass 1
peck per acre) J 4. and 5. or 6. Seeds; and 6. or 7.
Beans or Oats.

Mr. William Garman of Pcrsal Pits in Croxall, on
the stronger parts qf -his Farm, 1. Fallow; 2. Wheat;
3.- Barley and Seeds (viz. Red Clover 61b., White
Clover 41b., Trefoil 21b., and Rye-grass 2 pecks per
acre); 4. and 5. Seeds ; and 6. Oats or Beans.

Mr. Benjamin Mouslay of Hono-hill in Chilcole,
1. Fallow ; 2. Wheat; 3. Barley and Seeds 5 4. and
5. Seeds ; and 6. Beans.

Mr. John Webb of Barton Lodge, until lately, had
on part of his Farm, J. Fallow; 2. Wheat ; 3. Oats
or Barley and Seeds (viz. Red ciover 81b., White
Clover 41b., Trefoil 21b., and Rye-grass 11 peck, per
acre); 4. or 5. Seeds ; and 5. or 6. Oats. His present
course is, 1. Fallow, without' Lime; 2. Spring Wheat,
winter-ploughed, and not sown before the 15th of April,
with 121b. of Red Clover only; 3. Clover, mown,
manured with yard Dung in March, 15 three-horse
carts of rotten or 24 cart loads of fresh Dung; 4.
Wheat or Oats; 5. Fallow; 6. Wheat; 7. Beans,
after Winter ploughing and Clover ; 8. Clover ; and
9. Wheat or Oats.

In some instances of clean Lands, I found Fallows
dispensed with, and a Bean crop substituted. Mr.
Francis .TJlaikie, Bailiff to Earl Chesterfield at Bretby,
manures the stubbles of Oats, and dibbles Beans, (1) on
one ploughing in rows two feet apart, so as to admit of
a single-horse Plough and Hoe between the rows: the
ploughing and hoeing repeated as often as necessary, in

course of the Summer, by which means the ground
is
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is made as clean, and is more fertilized, and is in oth(
respects }n a fetter state, than after a dead fallow
2. Wheat, on one ploughing1, drilled and'hoed; 3. Bar-
ley, drilled on three, plouahings (with 121b; of Ked
Clover per acre); 4. Clover,. 5-.-Wheat dibbled, or
sown broadcast on orie .plpughing,; trod in by a flock
of-sheep, if the land is dry at the,.time of sowing ; and
6. Oats on two, or Barley drilled on three plou^hings,
one of which is done in the Autumn,.and the otbers in
the Spring : the crop carefully hand-hoed by women.

Mr. Johu Smith of Rcpton, on his Cfkt ĵ̂ £>bles
manured, sows, 1. Beans, 2. Barley and Seeds,
3. Seeds, 4. Wheat, and 5. Beans or Oats.

Some.otbjsr:coupes of husbandry pursued in the
County, after breakup up;old: Pasture Lund, will be
mentioned in Section 2, of. Chap. VIII,; and others
after, the braikms: up of Common Land, ip Sect,
of Chap.XII.

The practice of Cross-cropping or Scriggling, by
breaking in upon the proper course, with extra Corn
Crops, is too commpn in various parts of this as well as
othor counties.

Before proceeding to speak, of the different kinds of
Corn Crops, in the following Sections of this Chapter,
I shall here insert some particulars respecting the Stack-
ing and Preserving of Com Crops, having already
spoken of RickiStaiids lit page-66. In most .--parts of
this County,.tt. very camm'endablc'neatness is observable
in the Corn Hicks ; iftv.inany instances, after the si.1

of the loose Corn Ricks are pulled by hand, to a regu-
lar shape, a labourer with the point of a spade, tunia
and tucks in the ends;of the Corn, in horizontal layeiaj
of foti'r or five inches thick* one, above, tfce other, over
the whole surface of t6e liickj so that no ends of the

.straw*
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nvs appear, and Us tins is d< ith consider
force, the slruv. •j^htly eorapr i fifths

that Birds ( tte then*; us thpy o!
Jo in those Ricks where the ope. straws are
exposed, tun! consume great quani of the
After this operation,of 1 . is pcifornird,

arc used, to clip 0if all loose or projecting
md tlio Ricks have tl B appearance of the utm<

neatness and security. I, noticed Ricks of Barley and
>ats, thus .preserved, i:: kestone, As*

*en:*lL'-fields, •'-: u
the excellent Farmi»g;Ii*tablisfaiaerit in Bradby-

, 1 \v;i.s s hat surprised i ilie Oat and
Parley Ricks standing i G ruiim!; but Mr. Francis

iiluikie, Ead ("in'.sic; LiLiff̂ -infornicd i:ie, tlr.it
having no Ponds ofWa a the Rick-Yard, ih
found ao serious injury irom Rate or ^Tict*, in the luose
Qjpxn Stai p plac c ui Wood is laid ou
the ground, <>*' ilie exact sue 61 • and the
middle is had with faggots, tq rn from the
[round; and.after, the.Rick built, tlu-ir outsides
ire clipped or cut smooth down to the edges of the
Barnes of wood, as cannot be done to the irregular ei
»f Faggots or liiliets of Wood, as I1 ally

under .Ricks, when set on tlic ground-

SECT. IV.—WHEAT.

UAB vFiu uE is by no means a fai ounty

i altW the lands on tlie Red Marl Suata in
hern part of lire County, and thv lower parts

Hundred of Scarsdale OD the Eastern aide of
BY. VOL. u.J i theI
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the County, produce great quantities of most excellent
Wheat, yet the higher parts of the Peak. Hundreds arc
little adupted to its culture, and there a field of Wheat
is rarely to be met with, Oats being found to answer
much better in these elevated situations. I noticed
Wheat growing in Bakewdl, Blackwcll, Chisworth,
Gamesley, Hope, Lulworth, Mcllor, Over IIaddon,
Stanton in the Peak, &c.—In treating of the Courses of
Crops, in the last Section, nvojiy things have been men-
tioned, which relate to the preparation and manuring
for Wheat, in which last view, the application of
Lime stands prominent.

Mr. William Cox of CullanJ informed me, that he
wishes always a rough clot at the time of sowing
Wheat, in preference to land that is fine, because the
latter is apt to set or run together; and that the clots,
by mouldering in the winter with the frosts, earth up
the plants. Deep ploughing in the Coal-measure soils,
on the borders of Nottinghamshire, is found prejudi-
cial to Wheat.

Mr. Thomas Kirk of Bramley, finds that Manure
along with Lime, on the newly-inclosed Bramley Moor
in Eckington, don't answer so well, for Wheat, as
Lime alone; he supposed, because Manure lightens
and Lime consolidates this sandy soil, the Debrik o»
the 9th Grit Rock. At Stanton in the Peak, on the
Limestone Shale, Wheat succeeds better on a Fallow
than on Clover-leys, which arc apt to throw out
plants after frosts.

Mr. Philip Oakden of Bentley Hall, sometimes
rows in Wheat, on Clover Edish previously plough^
in, at the end of August.

Seed.-^Thc advantage of having Seed from
District!
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Districts, is understood by many Farmers in the North-
ern part of Derbyshire, and who annually procure their
Seed Wheat from Dunstable in Bedfordshire* and froth
other Southern Districts, as in Stanton in the Peak,
Ridgeway, &c* and find, that the same ripens consi-
derably earlier than Crops from Seed grown in the
neighbourhood; a property which is not possessed by
the produce of this foreign Seedi At Foremarke-Park,
Mr. William Smith sows.about the middle of October*
three bushels of Seed Wheat per acre; the produce
about 32 bushels (of 35 quarts). At Waldley Mr.
Thomas Bowyer usually sows about one bushel and a
half of Wheat; his average produce about 25 bushels.

Mr. John Webb of Barton Lodge, on a clean and
good naked Fallow, on Red Marl, without Manure,
sowed in the Autumn of 1808, 30 quarts of Seed per
acre on half of the Field, and 60 quarts per acre of the
same Seed on the remainder of the Field, and found at
Harvest, that there was no perceptible difference in the
Crops, the whole, perhaps, yielding 30 bushels per
acre. Mr. Samuel Cocker of Ilkeston, sows from seven
to nine pecks of Wheat per acre; his produce 16 to 32
bushels per acre.

At Ridgeway in Eckington, the quantity sown is
eight td twelve pecks, the average produce 30 bushels.
Mr. Joseph Butler of Norbrigs, a few years ago, sowed

' °ne bushel of Seed, and had a produce of 30 busjiels
°f Wheat. Lord Vernon's produce, at Sudbury, 30
Whels. Bache Thornhill, Esq. at .Stanton in the
Peak, 9 to 52} bushels, average produce about 30
bushels per acre.

Steeping.—The practice of steeping or pickling >eed
, is almost general in this County*—Mr.Will.am

12 Greaves
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Greaves of Bake well, steeps his Seed Wheat in stale
Urine, and dries it in quick Lime, previous to sowing.
Mr. Joseph Butler of Killamarsh, dissolves two pounds
of blue Copperas, in as much Chamber Lye as will
wet twelve bushels of Wheat,' and, after soaking, dries
the Wheat in quick Lime. Newly-dunged lands are,
according to Mr. Butler, much more subject to smutty
crops than limed lands; especially if the dung was not
thrown up and .fermented, but carted from the yard.

Mr. GeorgcClay of Arleston, brines his Seed Wheat,
each morning of sowing: the Wheat is sifted into a
Brine of Salt, that will bear an Egg, half a bushel of
the day's sowing being added at a time, stirring and
skimming between each ; after the Wheat has been an
hour in the .Brine, the same is drawn off, and as much
quick Lime stirred into the Wheat, as will make it
part for sowing: pursuing this plan, Mr. Clay has
never had smutty Wheat, but twice, in 40 years, and
then only from small quantities of Seed that were sown
without steeping, in order to make up the Seed wanted.
The like thing has more than once happened to Mr.
Thomas Jowett* senior* Q( Draycot in Sawley, on omit-
ting to brine a small part of his Seed Wheat.

Mr. Samuel Rowland of Micklcovcr, instead of SaH
Jirine, which is expensive, uses Soapcrs' WaSte, o
tnificd from the Soap-boilers in Derby, iit Casks, at &.-
cheap ratv, which he dilutes with Water, till it will just
bear an Egg, and after soaking his Seed Wheat therein?
dries it with quick Lime.

Mr. Francis Blaikic, Bailiff to the Earl of Chester-
field, in a.very able paper on this subject, printed in
Sir John Sinclair's " [inquiries respecting the Cause of'
fhe Rust antl the Mildew in Wheat," and in the "Far*-

Magazine,'* Vol. IX. p. £03, states the use oi
Brine
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Brine of Salt, strong enough to brar an Epfgj for soak-
ing Seed Wheat during two hours, after
been previously washed, in clear water, thr>
changed, and then drying the Seed with qnielt Lin
to be certainly efficacious in preventing Smut, eve;
the Seed Corn were previously Smutty; and by I
most i ictory experiments, this Gentleman s|io
that clean Seed Wheat will be thoroughly infected,
and produce a Smulty Crop, by being put up in Sacks
that have held Smutty Wheat, or laid on a Barn-Floor
on which Smutty Wheat has been thrashed! such is 1 he
contagious nature of this pestilential disease of Wheat.
To all such as still doubt the infect ions nature of Stnut,
and the utility of pickling Seed for preventing its pro-

ition,I wish to recommend the perusnl of Mr. )
Jtic's Paper, and a careful repetition of his interesting
experiments on this subject, the results of which, are

exnctly consonant with the long experience of Messrs.
lay and "Jo wet t, above- incut ioned.
W h e n ! was at Waldley, I was shown a Field, on

Red Marl, which lays rather low in the Vnllrv, in the
Occupation of Mr. Thomas Archer, which has been ex-

ssively tilled and cropped, for many years past, and
s been so infested bySnmt, that one-fifth of the E
Wheat have sometimes.been smutted, and which is,
his Neighbours, attrihutcd to its excessive cropping.
Woodhouse Farm in Doveridge, Mr. John Masscy

rost had a Field of thirteen acres on lied Marl, on the
l*U, very much mildew

Mr. Edward Brown of Ingleby related to me the fol-
d i n g Experiment, made in 1807 and 1808, on very
sHt sandy Gravel, on his Cncko-Park Farm. On thc

11 of October, he sowed a first parcel of Autumn
'taat, which had been steeped in old fig or

i 3 Chamber*
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Chamber-lye and dried in quick Lime: on the 6th
sowed a seeond parcel of the same-Wheat dry, without
any preparation; and a third parcel, washed repeatedly
in clear spring Water, and dried with Lime; on the
16th sowed a fourth parcel of the same Wheat, which
had been steeped a quarter of an hour in a solution (or
mixture rather, since a complete solution did not take
place) of oae pound of Arsenic in thirty gallons of
spring Water, frequently stirred, and dried with Lime:
and on the 19th sowed a fifth parcel of the same Seed,
steeped a quarter of an hour in Salt Brine, strong
enough to bear an Egg, and dried with Lime. The
whole was sown broadcast in the same field, and reaped
on the same day: the second parcel, sown dry, and the
fourth prepared with Arsenic, proved very nearly free
of Smut, and was not objected to by the Miller when
sold: the first or netted parcel, the third washed, and
the fifth sailed, all proved badly smutted : out of twelve
quarters, nearly two quarters of Smut-balls were col-
lected. From the above, Mr. Brown has been induced
to consider Autumn Wheat, as subject to Smut on his
soil, and to cultivate only Spring Whe^t ever since;
and which very nearly escapes Smut.

Sorts of Wheat.—The red and white varieties of
Autumn Wheat (triticum hi/bernum*) are those most
cultivated in this County. In the open fields of Hoi-
lington I saw fouMow'd bearded Wheat, growing, and
which promised well. Mr. Thomas Bowyer of Wald*
ley in Cubley, has for some years past cultivated
bearded blue Cone Wheat, which grows fiye feet high?

* See a good description and history of this and other kinds of
in the Agricultural Magazine, for September and October 1811, Vol.
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and is not subject to be laid, or to mildew, which
disease was making the most deplorable ravages on the
other Wheat Crops, at the time that I visited his Farm,
in August 1809; the produce usually near 40 bushels
per acre, and makes excellent household Flour: some
few ears of this.grain are not bearded, but their produce
next year generally proves so. Mr. Samuel Emery of
Upwoods in Doveridge, had in J809, a field of four
acres of this bearded blue Cone Wheat, \m. S of
Marston Montgomery, which was standing perfectly,
and tho' the Mildew had seized the bottom of the straw,
it had less affected it, than the common Wheats in the
vicinity: the produce was estimated at36 to40 bushels
per acre. The Rev. Francis Bradshaw of Ilolbrook
tried a variety, called Jerusalem Wheat, on the clayey
part of his Farm, but it did not answer.

Spring Wheat (Irilicum (csthiim) is now pretty ex-
tensively cultivated, by the following persons, viz.

The Rev. Francis Bradshaw of Ilolbrook, where it
was found much subject to Mildew.

Mr. Edward Brown of Ingleby, in 1806 had his
Spring Wheat Seed from Gibbs and Co. which proved
a very poor and thin crop, on his very sandy gravelly
soil: this produce he sowed again in 1807, and had
from three acres all but two perches, 12 quarters 6 J
bushels (of 34 quarts), weighing 67£lb. per bushel:
from the same produce used in 1808, he reaped 30*
bushels per acre, weighing 651b. per bushel: in 1809
the same produce was still used for Seed, ajid the esti-
mation of its produce was 32 bushels per acre, and
671b. or 68 lb. per bushel, the sample being much
better than ever before.

Mr. William Cox of Culland, in 1808, had 13 acres
jf Spring Wheat, the produce 32 bushels per acre; in

14 1809,
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1809, he had seven acres : he prefers (his grain to Bar-
ley for raising a crop of Seeds, as it don't smother the
Crop so much.

Mr. Richard Harrison of Ash, in Sutton*orwthc-Hill,
grows Spring Wheat in lieu of Barley with his Seeds,
and finds it answer belter: he has sometimes had 40
bushels per acre, on Red Marl, of 671b. per bushel (of
35 quarts, or Derby measure), and in general it escapes
the Mildew better than Autumn Wheat: in the last
week in September 1809, I saw a tall crop of Clover
among Spring Wheat on this Farm, the straw of which
was perfectly white, when Mildew almost universally
prevailed.

Mr. Thomas Harvey of Hoon Iliiv, cultivates Spring
Wheat instead of Barley: in 1804 nis produce was 24
bushels per acre, of u good sample; in 1805, 2J bushels
were sown per acre broadcast and harrowed in, in Ihu
first week in April, after Turnips, the produce only 15
bushels per acre.

Mr. Thomas Joweit of Draycot in Sawley, has had
very good crops of Spring Wheat; it is apt to Smut
in the neighbourhood, but don't Mildew.

Mr. Christopher Kirk of Aston, had in 1809, half an
acre of Spring Wheat, which in April seerh'd more pro*
mising than the remainder of ihc field of Autumn
Wheat.

Mr. Robert Lea of Burrow Fields, has cultivated
Spring Wheat, but finding it more mildewed than the
Autumn Wheat has discontinued its culture.

William Drury Lowe, Esq. of Locko-Park in Spon-
doiij-cultivates Spring Wheat, and finds it more free
from Mildew than Autumn Wheat: hail seven acres in
1809.

Mr. Thomas Moore of Lullington, has grown Spring
Wheat
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Wheat instead of Barley, but has discontinued it, find-
ing his Seeds not so good as with Barley.

Mr. William Need ham of Great Hucklow, showed
me a field of Spring Wheat, S of. Windmill Houses,
after Turnips on Turf Ashes, without Lime or Dung;
it was limed for the Spring Whejit, which looked very
well: other pieces of Spriug Wheat in the neighbour-
hood without Lime, were looking very ill-

Edward S. Sitwell, Jfeq. of Stanesby in Horsley,
had in 1809, a piece of Spring Wheat, after Turnips.

Mr. John Webb of Barton Lodge, did not sow his
Spring Wheat in 1809 before the 15th of April, with
l'ilb. of Red Clover only; it was quite îree from Mil-
dew : in 1808, after a Fallow, the produce was 33
bushels per acre, weighing 661b. per bushel {of 36
quarts): a crop of Oats had preceded the Fallow, arid
part was then limed with 80 bushels of Birch wood-Park
Lime, the other no Manure, and no difference was ob-
servable in the Oat crop: with the Spring Wheat, Seeds
v ere sown, viz. lied Clover 41b. White Clover 61b.
Trefoil 21b. Rib-grass Sib. and IJav-seeds from the
Peak Limestone Land, 8 bushels; the Seeds*the best
ever seen on the Farm, intended for permanent Pasture;
the Cattle on the aftermath seemed to prefer the limed
part. Mr. Webb had his Spring Wheat originally,
from Mr. Nathaniel Stubbins of Holmpierpoint, Notts;
the produce is about equal to that of Oats, and the
Seeds succeed much better with the former than the
latter.

A mixture of Corn, called Blend Corn, sometimes
arises from sowing Wheat upon Barley or Oat stubbles,
a$ is now a good deal practised about Alton in Ashover,

paring and raking and burning, or carrying off
stubble: and sometimes when the Wheat plants axe

thrown
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thrown out of the ground by the frosts in the winter,
Barley is sown to thicken and make up the crop.

Heaping.—At Brctby, and at Foremarke, the price
given for reaping" Wheat is 15s. per acre, with Small
Beer and Ale, or Gd. per Throve of 24 Sheaves; a full
crop only 5d. per Thrave: each Sheaf should be a yard
in circumference, but they seldom exceed three quarters
of a yard. At Foremarke-Park 6c/. to Id. per Thrave,
with one gallon of Small Beer and one pint of Ata per
Man per day. About Buxton the Reaping of Wheat is
principally performed by the Women, at 6d. per Thrave.
At Barton J#pdge Mr. John Webb gives 5rf. per
Thrave, and maintains, that the Sheaves should not
want more than two or three inches of being a yard
round.

Heaping-Iiouks are much used, ground smooth and
sharp on the edge, but these having been found to cut
the Straws while entering, before the Reaper has ga-
thered them in his hand,; and such Straws consequently
ialt loose on the ground, Mr. Joseph Hutton, jun. of
liidgcwafr, invented in 1807 an improved Keaping-
hook, for which he was rewarded with a Medal from
the Society of Arts in the Adelphi, London, who have
preserved a Model, and published a Description of (he
same in their 28<h Volume of Transactions, p. 54.
These Hooks are back'd thro' almost half their length
from the point, like a Sickle, and the remainder is
ground sharp. From the certificates that are printed)
it appears, that great saving of Corn is effected hy the
use of these Reaping-hooks,.and that they have ob*
taincd a considerable sale.

It is not uncommon, for ten Sheaves of Corn to 1>C

set up together, five in length, and two other
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to have their ears parted and turned over these, so as
to hood them, (making together a Tbrave), particu-
larly in catching seasons.

The lateness of the Harvest in the Peak Hundreds,
lias been spoken of at page 96 of vol. I.

On the Distempers of Wheat, I have spoken above,
under Steeping. About Bakewell, it was formerly a
practice, for two men walking in the furrows, to lash
the dew off the lands of Wheat, as a preventative of
Mildew. That warm and moist weather at and before
ithe ripening of Wheat, occasions the Mildew, no one
can doubt, and a perfect remedy scenis hopeless, I fear.

The Wire<rwortn commits its depredations on Wheat,
111 April, on the light and high lands of Bramley
Moor iu Eckington. In W aid ley, the Wheats on the
old lays were affected in the Spring of 1809, with the
•v lre-worm. At Forcmarke-Park, its effects have also
c e n °f late years experienced. At Loscoe Farm in

Ki'pton, the Red Wire-worm has been troublesome. In
May last (1811), the Wire-worm was observed at work
at several places, in the south of Derbyshire, by the
gentleman who communicated the Report for the
farmer's Journal, inserted in that paper of. the 13th

^ a y : the benefit of Lime in stiffening the soil, andy e benefit of Lime in stiffening the soil, and
lr*unpling it by horses, is there mentioned, for pre-

ing Ihc ravages of the Wire-worm upon thr Wheats.
n e w kind of Wire-worm is drawn and described in

^^holson's Journal, 8vo. vol. X X I I I . p. 102.
. l is a white thin grub with a yellow head, that so

• s s the mossy pastures at Ingleby, Loscoe Farm,
C%> *s mentioned page 108.

f ting.—The flail is still extensively used, tho'
mg-nulls are fast coming into use, as observed,

p. 49;
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p. 49; two of these are used to thrash 'for' hire, in and
near Measham. Mr. Thomas Elton (in Partnership
with Mr. John Johnson and Mr. Joseph Pratl) in
April 1809, erected a four-horse Noon's Machine, in
Oakthorp, with the intention of thrashing for the Neigh-
bourhood, at the rate of 6d. per strike or bushel of
winnowed Corn; the Fanners -bringing their Cornj
and taking back their straw and cavings, along with
their g/ain: the whole Village have brought their
Wheat to be thus thrashed, and the plan seems to give
great satisfaction. Mr. John Johnson occasionally
employs his machine at Union Farm, in thrashing on
the above teraJl, for Farmers who have brought their
Wheat as much as 2| miles, to be thrashed. This
plan is calculated to well repay the cxpence of erecting
good and substantial Machines, of sufficient powrr,
(and none others are found to thrash clean and answer)
and with Salmon's portable Machine, of two, three, or
four-horse power (made by Wm. Shepherd of Woburn,
Beds.),, that can be moved from one Barn to another,
seem to render it ptobable, that at some future period,
the Thrasher may be as established, and ,as profitable
a business, as the Miller has lung been.

Stubbles.—Mr. John Blackwall of Blackwnll, use
a Paring Plough on his Wheat and other stubbles, i .
mediately after Harvest, and then harrows and rakes
out all the strawy roots, and weeds, carts them home,
and spreads them in the bottom of his fold-yard, to be
trodden into muck : by which harrowing and raking,
the shed Corn and seeds of Weeds, immediately vege-
tate," and prove of some use to the Sheep late in the
Autumn; which, and the severity of the following
Winter, cflects the destruction of most of what might

otherwise
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otherwise prove detrimental, by vegetating next Spring:
this practice appears to me very worthy of more gene-
nil adoption. ' , '

Mr. John Webb of.Barton Lodge, always breaks
up his Stubbles at the end of November, or in De-

SECT. v.—RYE, (secale cereale).

A MET with no instance of Rye being grown for a
C r oP in the County: Mr. William Smith of Forc-

Park, grows it with Dills or winter Tares, for
his Horses.

ECT. VI.—BARLEY..

particulars of the cultivation of tfye common
"l. °f this gim\.(Aordeum vulgart) have already been
SlV% in treating of Courses of Crops, pages 102 to 112.
™ Alfreton, Barlow, Beighton, Bolsovex, Brailsford,
" 1^TQ]\ Gresleyr Meadow, &c. this grain is also culti-

ec l : at Beighton it is reaped and tied up in Sheaves,
\r at ^St IQ Callenge-low Farm in Yolgrave,
,/' J°hn Ulore had, in 1809, a fine crop of Barley

utter rV • •
A urnips, the land having been pared and burnt

g le Preceding year. In Over Haddoti, Mr. Isaac
l e t produces fine crops, that ripen early enougfi,

"Ending all that has been said to the disadvan-
the High .Pteakclimalc.
* hne of sowing Barley, is said by some to be,

when
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when Oaks become gosling grey, and by others, on
the budding and leafing of the Birch Tree.

Barley is not found to answer at Stanton in the Peak,
where the Game is preserved, being so much more sub-
ject to be eat up by Hares, than Oats are.

The Sorts of Barley. At Wingerworth, Sir Tho-
mas Windsor Hunloke, Bart, cultivates Winter Barley,
a large white variety.

At Holbrook, the Rev Francis Bradshaw cultivates
Corsican, skinless or naked Barleys the seed lately im-
ported, cost 21s. per bushel: the produce on a Grit-
stone soil 18 to 1, besides the light grain: it was found
to make less measure of Malt, than common Barley,
but of good quality. Mr. Richard Fowler slrongly
recommends the culture of the northern naked Barley,
in the Letters and Papers of the Bath Society, vol. XII.
p. \69. In his Garden at Ovcrton, Sir Joseph Banks,
Bart., cultivates a black variety of winter Barley, six-
rowed, with very strong awns, which produces'much
herbage in the Spring ; the grain of which variety is
much sought after by the Maltsters and Brewers, as I
am informed.

Seed and Produce.—At Foremarke-Park, Mr. Wil-
liam Smith usually sows three bushels per acre, in
April, and obtains about four quarters (of 35 quarts to
the bushel). At Wrtldley in Cubley, Mr. Thomas
Bowyer sows three bushels of Barley, the produce
usually 32 bushels. An odd corn of Barley, in a field
of Spring Wheat at Barton Lodge, in 1808, produced
eight ears with two rows of 16 each, or 256 corns in
the whole. At Ilkeston Hall Farm, Mr. Samuel
Cocker usually sows four bushels of Barley, and has a

produce
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produce of 32 bushels. Lord Vernon's produce at
Sudbury, 40 bushels.

Malt.—I noticed Malt Offices at the following places,
vis. Alfreton, St, Alkmund Derby, Alport, Appleby,
Baslow, Bel per, Bel per-G utter, Brassington, Brirn-
miogton, Bull Bridge, Burrowash, Chesterfield, Clay-
cross, Cricli, Duffiuld, Ford, Higham, Matlock, Rep*
ton, Shardlow, Shirland, Sfoney-Middleton, Stretton,
Stubbing, Whitwell, Wirksworth, Woodthorp,

Breweries—Arc established at Baslow, Burton on
Trent, Cavendish Bridge near Shardlow, Chapel-en-
le-Frith, Chesterfield (Mr. John Shepherd's) and at
Derby, for public sale. In some Farm Houses where
1 saw the process of Brewing, the sweet-wort was let
out of the mash-tub on to the Hops, instead of their
being put into the Wort, when subsequently boiling in
the Copper. Hard water is said to be preferred by the
Brewers of the famous Burton Ale. The Cellars of
Chats worth and Hard wick, belonging to His Grace of
Devonshire, are celebrated for the very strong Ale they
contain. At Stavelcjs the Rev. Francis Gisborne was
said to have Ale by him, of 60 or 70 years old : and at
Eyam, Major William Carliel some of 40 years old,
or more.

Barley is very little used for Bread, in or near Der*
byshire.

SECT.
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SECT. VII. OATS.

T H E cultivation of the common Oat (avena satixa)
has been spoken of, along will) the Courses of Crops.

Sorts—Of Oats. Black Oats are a good deal culfi
vated, by Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, and man\
others. The American, or Potatoe Oat, was regu-
larly cultivated by the late Dr. Bruckfield at Alton,
the produce 70 to 81 bushels per acre, weighing 491b»
each.

Mr. Thomas Bowyer of Wuldley, cultivates this
variety of Oat, having a remarkable redness on the
straw, previous to the ripening of the Corn; and on
fresh and cool land, he finds them yield 50 strikes per
adle, weighing 521b. per strike (of 36 quarts), and
capable of making 32 lb. of Oatmeal per strike: on old
tilled lands the produce of this Oat is very inferior.

About BFailsford I found the Potatoe Oat laid aside,
after being extensively used, on account of the defi-
ciency of produce, alt ho' the meal they yielded per
strike was very great. On poor land this variety of
Oat has been found to degenerate very fast, and the
straw to be strong and unfit for Cattle. A variety of
Oats very like the Potatoe Oats, called Short-Whi'
or Holland Oats, has long been in use at Blackwall, and
in other parts of the County, and its Straw is less coarse
than the former. Poland Oats are cultivated by Mr.
John Blackwall of Blackwall. About Alfreton, a va-
riety called the Tartarian Oat, is cultivated by some
Farmers.

On the hills in Ashover, and most other parts, of the
County, the Oats are reaped and tied up in Sheaves,

and
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ami the shocks or Thraves hooded, by opening and
reversing some of the sheaves, to act as thatch to the
others.

Seed and Produce.—At Fofemarke-Park Mr. Wil-
liam. Smith sows, about the middle of March, six
bushels of Oats, and his average produce is about 40
bushels (of 35 quarts) per acre. At Pilsbury the ave-
rage produce of Oats is ubout 56 biishels.

At Waldley Mr. Thomas Bowyer sows five bushels
of Oafs, and he stated his usual produce at 25 to 30
bushels. At Sutton-ou-thc-Hill, after Wheat 4n a
three-years' course, the produce often only 12 or 14
bushels. At Blackwall Mr. John Blackwall sows five
bushels and a half of Poland Oats, and his average crop
is about 40 bushels: of Short-Whites he sows only
four bushels. At Ilkeston Mr. Samuel Cocker sWfcs
four bushels, and his usual crop is 36 bushels of Oats
per acre. Lord Vernon's produce at Sudbury, SO bu-
shels. On the light newly cultivated lands on Brani- *
l«*y Moor in Eckington, Outs, sown about the 8th of
May, were taken-off by the \\ire-worm. At Hanson-
grange, Oat Harvest'begins about'the Istof September,
on the average.

Oatmeal.—Oat Broad or Havcr-Cukc, being ilio
'ood of a considerable part of the poorer inhabitants oi
this County, the quantity of Oatmeal which is made
here, is very considerable : the persons who deal in
Oatmeal are called 8waters or Meul-mcu.

*<>r making of Oatmeal, the Oats are first kilu-
dried and stript of their outer husk at Mills, whicli are
called Shilling or Shelling Mills, and are then ground

»to meal, of which it has bwn stated, that 81b. will be
. VOL. n.J about
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about the average produce of 141b. of Oats, and that
13001b. of Oatmeal is perhaps the average produce per
acre.

Oat Bread.—Instead of using Yeast or Barm in the
making of Haver-Cake, as is very general in some
parts of Yorkshire, an acid fermentation is excited in
the Leven or Batter, of which the Derbyshire Cakes are
made, by a sour wooden Tub called a Doshen, in
which it is mixed: and during the winter months, the
House-wives are very careful, not to wash out the
Doshen or tub, in which the Batte? is mixed and fer-
mented, but to leave a little of the Batter each time
adhering to its sides, to commence the fermentation of
the next batch : in summer time the Doshen is slightly
washed out with cold water after each baking, the tub
itself being then sufficiently sour to raise the next leven.
At Mr. Joseph Gould's at Pilsbury, I saw the process of
baking for his farm-servants, and made the following
notes. The Batter, something thicker than that which
is used for Pancakes, is poured on to the bakestone,
(here a cast-iron plate, with a fire under it, like a com*
inon ironing stove) from a wooden Dish, and is spread
by the back of a wooden ladle to about one-fourth of
an inch thick, and 16 or 18 inches diameter: a cake-
slice or long thin iron spatula is shortly after used, to
run under the Cake, to release Û from the stone, and if"
the back part of the stone is less or more hot than the
front, it is turned round by the slice: after it has been
ubout ! { to If minutes on the stone, the edges are
raised by the slice, and the point of a thin wooden
bakc-spittlc, or cake-board, is dexterously &hoved
under the Cake, and it is turned over and thrown again
on (lie stone, and if necessary, is smoothed by th<*'

slice:
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slice: about &*- to 2| minutes after,' it is turned again,
and after 2£ or 2f minutes more,: having been re-
leased and turned round if necessary as in the interval
before, it is taken off by the spittle, and laid hollow,
across an earthen pan, considerably smaller than the
Cake, to steam, fora few minutes; and when another
Cake is ready, it is re-noved to a pile upon a board, in
close contact with each other* which pile of Cakes is
removed to a dry. cool .place, not too airy, for use
during the three to seven following days, according as
they bake once or twice in the week. The flat bake*
stones, mentioned vol. I. p. 431, are used in many
parts of the County, instead of an iron plate, and are
thought to make lighter and better cake, and which
will keep longer ; but all the operations of baking are
nearly twice as long as above, in performing, and the
consumption of fuel consequently much greater. *" A
greasy linen rag, is rubbed over the stone or plate be-
tween every three or more cakes, to prevent their burn-
ing, but sometimes this need not be repeated oftener
than every tenth Cake. At Mr. Ellis Needham's Cot-
ton-mill Apprentice-house in Litton, soured Oat-cakes,
made as above, are used one day old in summer, and
two days old in winter.

• • • • • • - :::: r ^ i h <&k.

Stubbles.—The-commendable practice of Mr. John
Blackball of Blackwall, with regard to his Oat Stub-
bles, has been mentioned already, p. 124; a practice
has grown up of late in Alton, North-edge, Prass, and
some .other, parts near Ashover, less entitled to com-
mendation, I think, that bf thinly breast-paring their
Oat Stubbles, raking them into heaps and burning
them, as the preparation for Stubble Turnips, on some

K 2 fey.
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few of tlieir earliest Crops, but more commonly, with
the view of sowing Wheat; to succeed, perhaps their
second crop of Oats in some instances.

SECT. VIII .—PEASE (pisum arvensis).

Tins Grain is not cultivated extensively in Derby-
shire. At Norbrigs Mr. Joseph Butler was sowing
Pease, on a Wheat Stubble, limed with 40 bushels of
Bolsover blue Lime.

Mr. Henry Fletcher of Killis Farm in Horsley, cul-
tivates Pease, and had 23 bushels per acre in 1808:
Mr. Samuel Cocker of Ilkeston Hall, sows three
bushels, and reaps 16 to 24 bushels: Mr. Thomas Bow-
yqtof Waldley in Cu-bley, sows Pease*and Beans mixt,
called blending, 4 bushels, and this crop averages 30
bushds per acre: at Lord Vcrnon's at Sudbury, and
in Flollington common-field, I saw blending.

The boiling, property of Pease, even of the best
sorts, are found here to depend greatly on the nature
of the soil; the blue boiling Pea, if cultivated on very
stiff land, or on very sandy land that has been limed
or marled, lose their boiling property.

SECT. ix .—BEANS (vicia faba).

SEVERAL particulars of the introduction of this
Grain have been mentioned, when treating of the
Courses of Crops, in Sect. 3. Beans are said not to
ripen on the very hilly parts of this County. At
Bradby Park, they are cultivated on manured Oat

Stubbles.
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Stubbles. I noticed drilled Beans at Chatsworth Park,
in Lullington, and at Stapenhill, where Mr. Thomas
Lea dibbled 9\ bushels of seed, and reaped 24 to 40
bushels per acre.

Mr. Philip Oakden of Bentley Hall, drills them on
Clover edish ploughed in, in the preceding Autumn,
and sometimes on his Fallows.

Dibbled beans were seen very common about Long-
ford: at Alton in W irks worth, the late Francis Bruck
field dibbled two bushels and a half of Seed: at Bretby,
Chaddesden, and Persal Pits, I also saw dibbled Beans,

Mr. John Blackwall of Blackball, uses a sharp
piece of a Scythe fixed to a Slick, about the end of
August, for striking off the tops of his Beans, by
which he finds, that they ripen a fortnight sooner, and
more regularly.

Mr. Thomas Bower of Waldley sows five bushels,
and usually reaps about 30 bushels of Beans per acre,
but had found them a very uncertain crop, in 1806-7-8,
averaging only J2 bushels in three years.

Mr. Samuel Cocker of llkeston Hall, seed four
bushels and a half, produce 24 bushels. Mr. Samuel
Rowland of Mickleover, seed five bushels, produce
24 busliels. Mr. John Webb of Barton Lodge, on Oat
Stubble, obtains 36 bushels of small Beans per acre.

Those who would wish to see an account of the
Hemp, that may be prepared from Bean-stalks, may
consult the Transactions of the Society of Arts, Vol. 28,
P. 57.

K 3 SECT.
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SECT. 2C.-—TARES (vicia saliva).

Tares, Vetches, or Dills, Mr. George
Clay of Arleston, arid Mr, VVHBanS SmiHiof* Swarke^
stone Lows, sow Winter Tares on their Stubbles, pre*
ceding a Fallow, about two bushels of seed per acre,
in the end of September, for soiling their Horses;"/ At
Alton in Wirksworth, the JateMri Francis Bnjckfield
grew Dills for soiling Horses: at Bakewell Mr. WiU
liam Greaves for ditto: at Brailsfonl Edward 8. Cox
for soiling Horses; at Chats worth the Duke of Devon*
shire for soiling Horses and Oxen :• at Forcmarke Parkj
Mr. William Smith for soiling Florses; at Hoon Hay
Mr. Thomas Harvey for ditto: at Bentley Hall Mr,
Philip Oakden for ditto: at LuHington Mr, Thomas
Moore for ditto, &c. Mr. Samuel Rowland of Mickle-
over, has found labour too expensive in Summer, to
give Tares to his Cows in Stalls.

J5ECT. X

SPRING Tares I saw cultivated at Barton Blount bv
Francis Bradshaw, Jpsq. for soiling his grazing Cattle,
in hot wcatber: .pt lilackwall by Mr. Joljn Blackwall
for a crop of\:jiayt between two Wheat Crops: a!
Blackwell by Mr. Joshua Lingard, for soiling whe
sows a few Oats along with them, to hold up the Tares;
and as might be expected, he finds much better Crop;
of Oats after Tares, than where Oats are rejpeatedl)
sown: at Lullington by Mr. Thomas Moore, for soil
ing. At Newhaven Mr. Timothy Greenwood sowec

them
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them on pared and burnt Turnip Land, Sifter dressing
with 24 or 25 tons of rotten Stable Dung per acre.

SECT, xii.—BUCKWHEAT {polygonum fagopy-
rum).

AT the Earl of Chesterfield's at Bradby Park, consi-
derable quantities of Buckwheat or Brank, are culti-
vated, among the new Plantations, and the Seed used
for fattening of Cows, Pigs, and Poultry. Earl Moira
at Donnington Park, Sir Windsor Hunloke of Win-
ger worth, and some other Gentlemen, cultivate small
patches of Brank in or near to their Woods, for the
Pheasants and other Game, besides which I heard of
no other instances, of its cultivation or use in this
County.

SECT, xii i .—TURNIPS, COMMON (brassica rapa).

See Swedes, Sect. 14.

L particulars of the cultivation of this highly
valuably Root, have already been mentioned in Sect, 3,
of this Chapter, on Courses of Crops; others respect-
ing the drilling of their Seed in Sect. 4, of Chip. V.;
some on the use of Sowing-troughs, in Sect. 19, of the
**me Chapter; and others will be met with in Sect. 3,
of Chap. XII. on Liming.

About Melborne 1 heard, that the cultivation of
o n t j l c stubbles of early Oat, &c. crops, was

coming into fashion, as in Ashover, as is mentioned
Page 131.

M On
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On (he late .Enclosure of Brassington Common, on
tjie 4ih Lime, thin Paring and Burning was generally
practisrd, and 160 lo 200 bushels of Lime spread per
acre, on the Ashes, as a preparation for Turnips,' after
one thin ploughing only, sown in the hist fortnight if A
June. -

On fhe Coal-measures on the slope of liolsover Hill,
it seemed to be the opinion of the Itev. Edward Otter,
that tionc-dust was essential to the obtaining a good
crop of Turnips.

Sorts.—At Bradby Park, the Earl of Chesterfield
cultivates the White-topt, Green-topt, and Globe Tur-
nips; and lately, the Scotch yellow Turnip, with a
small round top, the bulb well buried in the ground ;
is sweet and juicy, and is much approved of by Mr.
Francis Blaikie, his Lordship's Bailiff, and as they are
also in Scotland and in Norfolk, as 1 am informed.

Mr. Timothy Greenwood of Newhaven, sows the
Norfolk Whiles and tjie Green-tops.

A sort of round white Turnip, called Stone-top, pro-
ducing few leaves, is cultivated at llowthorn and other
places near Mansfield. The round Green-topt, and the
Red-topt Turnip, are cultivated at Bakewell by Mr.
"William Greaves: Mr. Samuel Rowland of Mickleover
cultivates the Norfolk Turnip. Mr. William Smith of
Foremarke-Park, sows 21b. of Seed per acre in the
middle of Juno.

Fly Prerentatires)>or expedients for lessening the
depredations of the Chrysomela sanatoria, or Turnip
Beetle, as it is called, in an excellent Letter on the
subject, in t'v Farmer's Journal Newspaper of the
27th of April 1812. My Notes on the subject are,

that
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that Bache Thornhill, Esq. of Stanton, sows a quarter
of a pound of Radish Seed witli every pound of Turnip
Seed, to employ the Fly while the Turnips are young,
which Mr. Joseph Gilbert his Bailiff had found to be
very effectual. At Bakewell Mr. William Greaves, has
seldom known his Turnips affected by the Fly.

At Blackwell Mr. Joshua Lingiird, has for 14 or Id
years past well mixed three ounces of black Brimstone
(a powder purchased at the Druggists') with every
pound of his Turnip Seed, and left it covered up in a
pot for ihree or four days at least, before sowing, which
has almost entirely prevented the Fly or Slug from in-
juring his Turnips, as it has also those of many of his
neighbours, who have adopted the same.

Drawing green Elder branches over the young Tur-
nips, was formerly practised in this Gounly, according
to Mr. James Pilkingtori's " View of Derbyshire," Vol. I.
p. 373.

Hoeing.—Mr. Joshua Lingard of Blackwell, pays
9s. per acre for twice hoeing. The late Mr. John Wall
of Westan Underwood, paid for once hoeing 75., and
one quart of Ale and two quads of Small Beer per acre;
sometimes he hand-weeded after this. Mr. William
Smith of Foremarke-Park, pays the first time of hoe-
ing 8$, per acre, with three pints of Ale and t>vo gallons
of Small Beer per day, to the Hoers. Eight shillings
the first and 6*. the second time per acre, have been
mentioned as the average prices of hoeing, in the south-
ern parts of Derbyshire.

Consumption.—In this County, as in most others,
lie far greater part of the Turnips are fed on the land

by Sheep and Lambs, Mr. Joseph Gould cf Pilsbury,
draws
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draws all but the very smallest of his Turnips, for his
young Stock in the Yard. Mr. Joshua Lmgud of
Blackwcll, draws great part of his Turnips, for his
milking Cows and for those at the Straw-yard. Fran*
cis N. C. Mundy, Esq. of Markeaton, draws and cuts
all his Turnips for his Sheep. Mr. Robert C. Greaves
of Ingleby, draws part, of his Turnips from the richer
parts of his Land, according to the wants of his Stock
in the Yard, Mr. Timothy Greenwood of New Haven,
usually draws one-fifth part of his Crop, from each
land, and gives them (without washing or slicing) to
the Beasts in Jlis Yard, and feeds off the remainder

Sheep, as usual. Mr. Samuel Rowland of Mickle-
*, gives his fatting Cows common Turnips till Can-

dlemas, and Swedes after that.

>/ Value.-—Three to five pounds have been the usual
.ptices per acre ior Turnip Crops, about Forcmarke, I
was informed, to be-eat ou on the land*

There exists stilly 1 bipli ve, on the eastern border of
the County, a Society, for encouraging by Premiums,

ftbegrowth of the largest and best Turnips, which, in
November 1807, held its annual Meeting at (he Swan
Inn at Sultcm in Ashfield, NoUs, and rewarded Mr.
William Sjtanhope for a Turnip, that weighed *01b.
and measured 38i inches round the bulb! at the same
time-that other prizes were adjudged, for Turnips of
injeriprtsize.

Modes of Preservation*—Mr. James Longsdon of
LiU]e: LongsJon, hfls found* that early sown Turnips
stand, the frosts better than later sown ones, owing, he
thinks, to their rinds being properly hardened by age.

Mr. William Smith of Swarkesfone Lows, has found
his
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his Turnips on newly-limed Lands at Foremarke-Park,
to hold their colour and keep much sounder in the
Winter, than on other Lands.

Mrr Joshua Lingard of Blackwell, pits part of his
Turnips, and preserves other parts in Sheds for his
Sheep and Cattle in Winter. When the entire rotting
of those left abroad haw happened, he has not found
the succeeding Corn Crops better, but worse, than
where the Turnips had bden previously eat off by Sheep!

Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, draws and lops all
his largest Turnips, perhaps one-third of the Crop, at
the beginning of Winter, carting the tops to the Yard
for his young Stock, and the bulbs are then thrown
into long trenches, a yard wide and ten inches deep,
and others are piled on to these, to the form of a Ridge,
three feet high, on to which the soil is thrown and
carefully smoothed by a spadtf: the Sheep then follow
to eat tbe remaining small Turnips, or between the in-
tervals of frost and snow, during which, these long
pics are always accessible; Mr, Samuel Rowland of
Micklcover, also pits his common Turnips.

Mr. Francis Blaikie, the Earl of Chesterfield's Bailiff
at Bradby Park, has since 1801* in^the Spring, when
*t became necessary to plough the land for Barley,
drawn the Turnips (Swedes), and spread them on the
poorer parts of the Grass land, close enough to
touch each other; in which situation they have re-
gained, sound and good, for a month or more, part of

l C m being afterwards removed to other places, as
wanted for the Stock, and the rest consumed on the
sP°t. It appears from the 24th Volume of the Tran-
sactions of the Society of Arts, p. 671, that a similar
idea occurred to a Farmer in the South-Hams of De-
vonshire, probably about the same time; but he has

taken
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taken up his Turnips in October (sown early in June),
and placed them carefully with their tops on, and roots
downwards, on the Grass of his Orchard, where they
continued fresh and good till wanted in the Cattle-yardi

SECT, X I V . — COLE-SEED OR RAPE

napus).

Tins vegetable is little cultivated in Derbyshire; I
heard only of the following instances, via. the Duke
of Devonshire at Chatsworth, for Spring feed ; the late
Mr.Francis Bruckfield at Alton; Mr. Thomas Harvey
of Hoon Hay, who continued to sow and feed it off
•with Sheep, tho' he found it less productive of keep
than Turnips; and Mr. George City of Arleslon, grows
two to four acres annually, on Sin flu Moor : sows half
a peck of Seed at Midsummer, after paring and burn-
ing; begins to mow it in October for Milking Cows.

SECT. xv.—CABBAGES (hrassica arvensis).

T H E value of Cabbages, in aid of the Turnip crop
during deep snows ai>d hard frosts, whdn the latter arc
inaccessible, either to the Sheep or to be drawn for
other Cattle, is now pretty generally understood
throughout the County, as the following List of per-
sons and places, where I saw thorn in field culture, in
some instances to the extent of 10 or 12 acres in a
piece, will shew, viz.

Mr. John Berrisford of Shirley, Mr. John Black
wall of Blackwall, Mr. George Bowley of Langlcy
Lodge, Mr. Paul Brentval of Denby, Mr. Robert

Brig
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Brig of Thurlston, the lafe Mr. Francis Bruckfield at
Alton, the Earl of Chesterfield of Brad by Park, Mr.
George Clay of Arleston (for 40 years past), Mr.-Sa-
muel Cocker of llkeston Hall, "Mr. William Cocks of
Sandiacre, Edward Coke, Esq. of Longford, Mr. Ed-
ward S. Cox of Brailsford, Mr. Robert Cresswell of
Iderich-hay, Messrs. Rpbert and Richard Cress well of
Ravenstonc, Sir Henry Crewe, Bart, of Calke Park,
Mr* David Dean of Alton*in Wirksworlh, Mr. Samuel
Dean of Walls!one, Mr. Robert Greaves of Ingleby,
Mr. William Greaves of Bakewell; Mr. Timothy
Greenwood of New-haven House, Mr. John Holland of
Barton Fields, Abraham Iloskins, Esq. of Newton
•Silney, Mr. Thomas Jowet of Draycot, William D.
Lowe, Esq. of Locko Park,- Mr. James Matthews of
LoscoeFarm, Mr. Thomas Moore of Lullington, Mr.
•Philip Oakden of Uentley Hall, Mr. L. Ore of Etwall,
^K Rev. Edward Otter of Bolsover, Mr. Thomas Peat
°fKidsley Park, Mr. James Potter of llkeston, the Rev.
Edward Pole of Radburne, Mr. William Ratclifte of
Stanton by Bridge, Mr. George Bowley of Langley, Mr.
J<>l»n Simsuf Stanton by Bridge, Edward S;Sitwcll,Esq.
°f Stanesby, Mr, Thomas Smith of Sedsall in Gubley,
Mr.\vmiam Smith of Forcmarke-Park and Swarke-
stone Lows, Mr. Alpheus Thacker of Ambaston, Mr.
R W a l l of North-edge, Mr. Wooton B. Thomas

Boythorp, Lord Vernon of Sudbury, and Sir Robert
i of Chaddesden ; besides which, I noticed

of Cabbages at Aldercar in Heanor^ Bradley,
Mickleover, North-edge in Ashovcr, ,0smas*

ton> Shirley, Shottle, Twyford, Upper Pilsley in
North \Vinfield, Willington, & c , without learning

e na"nes of the owners of them : and doubtless many
hers escaped my notice or enquiries.

Soil*
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Soil.—By a reference to the Map, and Chapter on
Soils, p. 303 of the first Volume, it will be seen, that
the Cabbages cultivated in the places above named,
are on very different soils, and yet in almost all
instances, the produce seemed well to satisfy the Culti-
vator. The Rev. Edward Otter, on a newly*draincd
springy piece of Coal-measures, that had been once
ploughed after paring and burning, had a famous crop
of Cabbages. On the Coal-measures of Ilkeston, Mr.
Samuel Cocker rather complained of the small size of
his Cabbages. The only person I met with who had
tried cabbages, and entirely disapproved them, was Tho-
mas Hassall, Esq. on the Coal-measures of Hartshorn.
The practice of the late Mr. Francis Bruckfield, on the
Limestone Shale in Alton, was rather singular, in
growing Cabbages 10 years successively on the same
piece of Land* in which he told me that he followed
the practice and recommendation of Mr. Anthony
Tissiugton of Bonsai, and manured well with stable
dung the first year, a smaller portion the next year,
and used a very small quantity only, in each succeeding
year, and yet found no abatement in the goodness of
his Crop, a circumstance which was confirmed tome
by Mr. William Wallis, his Bailiff: the Cabbages
were pulled up and carted whole to the yard, or pas-
ture selected for consuming them, and not cut off
standing as is usual.

Sort.—The Drum-head and the Scotch, seemed
prevailing sorts cultivated. Mr. John Blackwall, Mr-
Edward S. Cox, Mr. William Greaves, Rev. Edward
Otter, &c. cultivate the former; and Mr. Timothy
Greenwood, Lord Vernon, &c. the latter sort.

Tim*
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7rae.~The late Mr. Francis Bruckfield sowed two
sorts, one at Michaelmas for early use, and another ia
the Spring, for use in the suceeding Spring, and trans-
planted in the middle of May and beginning of June.
Mr. William Greaves sows in his Garden, in the latter
end of August for his Autumn crop, and transplants in
April, at 2| feet distaijt every way; and for his Win-
ter crop, sows in March, and transplants in June or
July ; he draws and carries them to the pastures for his
Ewes and Lambs.

Mr. Timothy Greenwood, for his Hand-dale Farm
in Hartington, buys large Scotch plants in the first
Week in June, of Market Gardeners near Derby, and
plants them 2f feet apart, in three feet rows, and
Moulds them up with the double-boarded plough, first
lengthways,, then diagonally one way between the
plants, and then diagonally the other way, at intervals
°f a week apart.

Mr. William Smith at Foremarke-Park, sows his
Cabbage-seed at Midsummer, transplants in the Gar-

den in October, :and plants out in the field, in begin*
n'flg of thes following J une.

I heard no complaints of the Grub in this County:
iR the north of Scotland, the coldness of the Spring
months is said to cause the: roots of the Plants to be
eaten off̂  unless at the time of .transplanting, early in
April, the roots are dipped in a thiu pulp of lime, or
*& soot and water, which protects them from this
ilr>sect.

rU has already been remarked, that
and rient:Cattle, during frosts and deep snows,

principally consume the Cabbages, and which, Mr.

William
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William Smith, and many others, chop in pieces when
they are very much frozen.

They have been given to dairy Cows, with very
good effect on their Milk, by Mr. John Blackball, the
late Mr. Francis Bruckfield, Mr. Samuel Dean, Mr.
Timolhy Greenwood (in November, &c.)» Mr. Thomas
Jowet (in Autumn, finding th/Mii usually crack'd and
damaged in the Spring), William D. Lowe, Esq. Sir
Robert Wilmot of Chaddesden, &c.: to fatting Oxen
and Cows^ by Mr. John Bhtckwall, the Earl of Ches-
terfield, William D. Lowe, Esq. Sir Robert Wilmot,
Bart. &c. Lord Vernon gives his Cabbages to his
Calves and Lambs, from November to April: Mr.
William Greaves reserves them for his Ewes and Lambs
in April. The Earl of Chesterfield has a machine for
cutting the stalks of Cabbages into thin slices, which
in that state are readily eaten by the Stock; and Mr.
Francis Blaikie, his Lordship's Bailiff, calculates them
to contain, one-sixth or one-seventh of the nutrition of
the plant. His Lordship gives a portion of his Cab-
bages to the Deer in_his Park.

Mr. William Cox once grew a Field of Cabbages,
on Red Marl in Brailsford, that averaged 201b. weight
each.

SECT. XVI.—P.UTA BAGA, OK SWEDE TUKNIPS.

THIS invaluable Root is very fast spreading, in this
as in most other Counties in England. I observed
Swede Turnips cultivated, and generally on a good
scale, by Mr. Thomas Bowyer of Waldley, the Rev.
Josepli Braosliftw of Holbrook, the late" Mr. Francis

Biuckficld
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Bruckfield at Alton, the late Fletcher Bullivant, Esq.
of Stanton Ward (who'grew no other), the Earl of
Chesterfield at Bradby Park (drilled at 20 inches), Mr.
George Clay of Arleston, Mr. Samuel Cocker of likes*
ton Hall, Mr. William Cocks of Sandiacrc, Edward
Coke, Esq. of Longford, Mr. Edward S. Cox of Brails*
ford (large), Mr. William Cox of Culland, Messrs.
Robert and Richard Crcsswrll of Ravenstonc, fhcDuke
of Devonshire at Hard wick Park (in Clmtsworth Park,
the Hares and Rabbits were found to consume them"too
much, to continue their cultivation), Mr. John Garner
of Walton on Trent, Robert C. Greaves, 4'sq. of In-
gleby, Mr. Timothy Greenwood of Newhaven House,
Mr. Francis Hains of Ashburne Lodge, Mr. Richard
Harrison of Ash, Mr. Thomas Harvey of Hoon Hay,
Thomas Hassall, Esq. of Hartshorn, Mr. John Holland
of Barton-fields, Abraham Hoskins, Esq. (^rows no
°ther), Mr. Thomas Jowet of Dray cot, Mr. Robert
Lea of Burrow Fields, William Drury Lowe, Esq. of
Locko-Park, Mr. James Longsdon of Little Longsdon,
Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. of Markeaton, Mr. Philip
Oakden of Bentley Hall, Sacheverel C. Pole, Esq. of
Radburnc, Thomas Princcp, Esq. of Croxall, Mr.
Thomas Rowbottom of Lea Hall, Mr. Samuel Row-
land of Mickleover, Mr. Thomas Simpson late of Rep-
ton Park, the late Sir Sitwell Sitwell, Bart, of Reni-
shaw, Mr. William Smith of Foremarke-Park and
Svvarkestone Lows, Mr. Robert Stone of Boylstonc, Sir
Robert Wilmot, Bart, of Chaddesden, &c.

iL—Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. has found his
to produce the most on rather stiff Land, of the

Marl. On a stiff Coal-measure Soil, recently
surface-drained, near Hardwick Hall, I saw a good

VOL. II . ] L Crop
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crop of Swedes, on the Duke of Devonshire's Farm,
At Dethick, on the sandy Debris of the 2nd Rock,
they proved small, but only, I believe, for want of ear-
lier sowing and more heart in the Land.

Mr. Timothy Greenwood, sowed Swedes in 1808, on
a manured Fallow after common Turnips, on com*
mon land, that had previously been pared, burnt, and
limed.

Mr. William Smith of Foremarke-Park, sows Sib*
of Seed per acre, in the beginning of June.

Edward Coke, Esq. sows Swedes about the 20th of
May.

Transplanting*—The excellent practice which Mr.
Henry Holland states, in his Report on Cheshire,
p. 158, to prevail in that County, and which might
remove the only valid objection which I ever heard
stated to the general adoption of Swedes instead of the
common Turnips (which they so greatly exceed in har-
diness and nutritious properties), and which indeed
quite unfits them for Slovens, or those who haye the
misfortune to occupy foul Land, viz. the early period
of the Summer at which they must be sown, not allow*
ing of the necessary operations for cleaning of the
Land, except in very dry situations or particular sea-
sons, has made but small progress in this County, not-
withstanding its great advantages, as to the produc-
tiveness of the Crop also*, as 1 heard only oif its being

practised

• Ey the •'Communications to the Board of Agriculture,** Vol. VI-
Part I. p. 230, it appears, that Mr. Cragg of Toft, near Knutsford in
Cheshire, in the, end of MarcH YS06, sowed his Swede Turnip Seed **
a Garden, and in the ftrit arid second week in-June planted them out'in
his Field, at-1? inches-apart in 27-inch rows, or 17,500 Plants on each

S acre: and that the produce weighed 59,8661b. (or 3391b.' each
bulb);
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practised by Mr. Francis Hains of Ashburne Lodge,
who thereby obtains Swedes of a very superior size.

Mr. William Gould of Hanson-grange, having failed
with Swedes, for want of being able to sow earlier, was
about to try transplanting, when I was there in 1808.

Hoeing.—1 was not a little surprized, to hear from
Mr. Coke's Bailiff at Longford, that twice hoeing of
their Swede Turnips, had one year cost 21s. to 23s. per
acre, which Ijnention, because report had magnified
the same to Two Guineas per acre!

Application.—When the late Mr. Francis Bruck-
field first cultivated Swede Turnips, on his Alton Farm
near Wirksworth, they were discovered to be so supe-
rior for the Table to common Turnips, that the best
part of his Crop was stolen.

The greater part of the Crops of Swede Turnips, arc
applied here to the same purposes, only later in the
season, as the common Turnip, viz. the wintering Q(
Sheep on the Land, and the support, in part, of Cattle
°n dry Pastures, or in the Fold-yard or in Stalls.

They have been found particularly serviceable drawn
a n d given to milking Cows, by the Rev. Joseph Brad-
s h a w of Holbrook, Mr. Samuel Cocker of Ilkeston
Hall, Mr. Richard Harrison of Ash (a scuttlrful daily,
JJ1 sPring), Mr. John Holland of Barton Fields, Mr.
Samuel Rowland of Mickleover, Sir Robert Wilmot,

att* of Chaddesden,&c. Fatting Oxen and Cows have
a so bceu fed on them with good success, by Mr. Sa-
» i i . *"**"*—• • • - . —

ab cl* is 550cwt. or near <LG\ tons per statute acre, besidea

* ^^ ° f ^^ tOpS P ° r *"*' Mr J ° h n Lee ° f Woodheild in
e, Staffordshire, transplants his Swede Turnips into the Field,

l ay and June.

x* 2 muel
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muel Cocker of Ilkeston* Hall (washed), Robert C.
Greaves, Esq. of Inglcby (sliced), Thomas Hassali,
Esq. of Hartshorn (sliced), Mr. Thomas Jowet of
Drajpcot, William I). Lowe, Esq. of Locko-Park, Mr.
Samuel Rowland of Mickleover, Mr. William Smith
of Swarkestonc Lows, &c.

Edward Coke, Esq. of Longford, slices all the large
ones for the Beasts in his Yards. Mr. Richard Harri-
son of Ash, draws them for His Bulls which he keeps
to let. Mr. Thomas Bowyer of Waldley, gives Swedes
to his Horses, and to his Pigs, when boiled and mixed
with Barley-meal.

Mr. Blaikie, the Earl of Chesterfield's Bailiff, a*
described in p. 139, preserves his Swedes good on Pas-
ture Land, till very late in the Spring; and Francis
N. C. Mundy, Esq. assured me, that he has kept
them, beneficially eatable by Sheep, until the month
of June, and altho1 Hares and Wood-Pigeons may
have bit and pecked them, yet the parts untouched by
these depredators, sustains no injury, unless in low
and wet situations. It is even asserted (in the " Far-
mer's Journal" Newspaper for the 23d of December
1811, and confirmed in that of the 13th of January
1812) on the authority of an eminent Norfolk Grazier
and others, that nutrition is not even destroyed in these
invaluable bulbs, by the ripening of their Seed in
Summer, but that when pulled up, they will be found
sou ml, and Horses and other Cattle will feed on them
with avidity, and that they have even been served up
and proved good at Table! The average Crop, in
Norfolk, is said to be 15 tons; worth for the feeding
of Horses and Pigs, about 14/. per acre.

In comparison with common Turnips, Swedes are

stated in Mr, John Bailey's able Durham Report*
of
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p. 163, to be eaten by Sheep, only in the proportion
of one to one and three-fourths of common Turnips;
and, p. 152, that in. another Experiment, 191b. of
Swedes, 30Ib. of common Turnips, and 17Jlb. of
Khol Rabie, were eaten by Sheep of the same size and
age, and yet the gain in weight of the Sbeep, fed on
Swedes and common , Turnips was, as five Io tour, in
the course of 73 days, during which the Experiment
was continued: the gain by Swedes and Khol Rabie
being very nearly equal.

SECT. XVIII. KHOL RABIE.

MR. WILLIAM SMITH of Swarkestone Lows, tried
*his plant on his Farm, and also on that of Sir Henry
Crewe, Bart, at Calke, of which he has the manage-
ment; where, during three years, five acres of Khol
Rabie were cultivated, and resisted the frosts perfectly,
but was found to grow slowly, and in the Spring, when
^ost wanted,, to have become hollow and stringy, tho*
*olid at Christmas, and sweeter to the taste than Swede
Turnips. Mr. James Matthews of Loscoe Farm, was
making a small trial of this plant in 1809.

SECT. XIX.—THOUSAND-LEAVED CABBAGE.

1 ! *E Thousand-headed or Tree Cabbage, was culti-
*d for three years at Swarkestone Lows by Mr. Wil-

Stnith, and two years at Calke, on Sir Henry
wes Farm, and seemed to grow luxuriantly, on

different soils, and to stand the drought anil frosts pcr-
c l y Well, making a very showy appearance:, the

L 3 produce
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produce when cut, was found however, very leafy and
light, compared either with Cabbages or Swede Tur-
nips : much of the stalks were also left by the Cattle*
and required to be raked off the Foddering-ground.
Mr. James Matthews of Loscoc Farm, was making trial
in 1809 of this Plant, from Seed which he had received
from Mr. Toilet.

SECT. xx.—CAUROTS {daucus carota).

THIS excellent root has hardly been sufficiently tried,
in field culture, in the County. I noted the following
trials or instances of their successful cultivation, viz,
Messrs, Robert and Richard Cresswell of Ravenstone,
Mr. Joseph Gratian of Bclper (in his Garden, see
Sect. 1, of Chap IX.), Mr. Joshua Lingard of Black-
well (after Potatoes), Earl Moira of Donnington Park*
Mr. Thomas Moore of Lullington, and Mr, Ellis
Ncedham of Hargate Wall.

Soil-—Mr. Thomas Moorer on Red Marl, in Lulling*
ton, found the soil unfitted for his Carrots, which
struck half a yard deep into the fast ground, with roots,
many of them, no thicker than a knitting-pin.

Seed.—Mr, Joshua Lingard, in 1807, procured his
Seed from Altringham in Cheshire, and which cost V2\s*
per pound: the crop proved an excellent one.

Messrs. Robert and R. Cresswell of Ravenstone, sow
their Carrot-seed in March, and take up and pit the
crop in the beginning of November.

Cwmwiptipn—Mr. Joshua Lipgard and Mr. Elite
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Needhara, gave their Carrots to their Horses, with
good effect; as do those who purchase Mr. Joseph
Gratian's very large Carrots, for their Stallions. Messrs.
Cresswell give their Carrots to their letting Tups.

A very excellent paper on the cultivation and uses of
this Root by Mr. Robert Burrows, will be found in the
Communications to th^ Board of Agriculture, Vol. VII.
Part I. p. 70: his produce was 600 to 700 bushels
(of 601b. each) per acres

SECT. XXI.—BEETS.

Tins family of plants, the Mangel Wurzel in parti-
cular, seems richly deserving of a trial in the County,
from the success of the Marquis of Salisbury at Hatficld
in Hertfordshire, on the London Clay and Sand, where
2650 bushels of Roots, weighing 54 tons, were grown
per acre, it is said, from Seed bought of Mr. John
Lewis, of No. 74, Cornhill, London. This root has
also been highly spoken of lately, by the Norfolk Cor-
respondents, in the " Farmer's Journal."

SECT, XXII.—-POTATOES (solarium tuberoswn).

THE great advantages of this Root as human food,
*s v̂ell understood in this County, and very ample
quantities for this purpose are cultivated by the

anners, Tradesmen, Labourers, flee, and many cultivate
eiufor the support of their Cattle, among whom I noted

Mr. John Berrisford of Osmaston Cottage, Mr. George
Bowley of Langley-Lodge, Mr. Thomas Bowyer of

L V "Waldiey,
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Waldlcy, the late Mr. Francis Bruckfield at Alton,
Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, Mr. William Greaves
of Bakewell, Mr. Timothy Greenwood of Newhaven,
Mr. Thomas Jowet of Draycot, Mr. Joshua Lingard
of Blackwel!, Mr. Thomas Logan late of Buxlon
(though in a slovenly style), the late Mr. William
Longsdon of Eyam, Mr Ellis, Needham of Hargate
Wall, Mr. William Pickering of Mack worth, Mr. Sa-
muel Rowland of Mickleover, Mr. George Toplis of
Brassingfon, &c. Darley-dale is famous for their cul-
ture, and I saw numerous field crops of them, in Alton
and North-edge in Ashover, in Ashovcr, Windley,
&c. & c , without learning further particulars concern-
ing them : it is said, that these valuable Roots were
first grown at Baslow in the year 1768. Mr. Joshua
Lingard draws furrows on a clean tilth, with the dou-
ble mould-board Plough, at'about the ordinary dis-
tance of cart-wheels from each oilier, and about three
inches deep, into which, nearly rotten horse-dung is
spread, at the rate of 30 three-horse cart-loads per acre;
formerly Jic used a larger quantity, but conceives it
had a tendency to make the Potatoes grow hollow,
lie uses Sets cut from middle-sized Potatoes, about a
cubic inch each, and lays them about nine inches
asunder on the dung*, and women follow with hoes and

• Davies Giddy, Esq. the Member for Bodmyn in Cornwall, assures
me, that much more productive crops are produced by laying the Dung
on the Sets, and not under them, as here described.

Very loose Earth is not favourable to the production of Potatoes: in
the year 1795, when forming a new Turnpike Road across some grass
.Fields, between Woburn and Crawley in Bedfordshire, tHe top-soil wa*
whet-led together into large heaps, and after chopping the same fine on
the surface, Potatoes were planted in the ensuing Spring, which produced
most thriving plants, but scarcely any Potatoes were found at their
roots, in the Autumn.

cover
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cover them, with about two inches thick of soil: when
the plants have got three or four inches high, the dou-
ble mould-board plough is used between the rows to
earth them up, the Plants are afterwards hand-weeded,
and the moulding-up completed, where necessary, by
the hand-hoe; about three or four weeks afterwards,
the plough is again ,used, and the moulding up is
finished by a shovel.

Mr. Timothy Greenwood of Ncwhaven, ploughs for
Potatoes in the beginning of May, and throws the land
into yard ridges, by a double mould-board plough;
spreads partly rotted dmjg in the furrows, at the rate
of 14 or 15 three-horse cart-loads per acre, and he sets
on this single-eyed cuttings, about 21 bushels per acre,
measured before cutting ; the Sets being laid single, at
five to six inches apart: the double mould-board
plough then splits the ridges, drawn by one horse, and
covers the Sets : when the Plants are about five or six
inches high, generally in July, he moulds them a
second time, by the same plough.

Mr. William Greaves of Bakewell plants his Potatoes
by the plough, about the middle of May. I saw no
Potatoes planted in lazy-beds in the County.

The late Mr. William Longscfon, shewed me a fine
crop of Potatoes, growing on the newly inclosed lands
°n Eyam Edge, from eyes of Potatoes, scooped out by
u sroall sharp instrument made on purpose.

Sorts.—The Bomb-rennet or Irish Potatoe, is a good
al cultivated about Ashover; the Red keeping sort by

William Greaves at Bakewell, but the Ox-noblcs
seem most general in use among the Farmers.

The Curl prevailed greatly in this County a few years
o except in Darley-dale, the seed from whence was

in
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in high repute on that account; at present but little
mischief is experienced from this disease, and in some
places it is now hardly known. Mr. Edward Kirk was
of opinion, that high manuring occasioned the Curl* :
but it seemed, that some varieties of the Potatoes were
more subject to it here than others, the Kidneys in
particular: Mr. Crozier seemed, to think that those ya*
rieties which ripened the earliest, were in general most
subject to it : and it has bcer& thought, that planting
Potatoes gathered before they were fully ripe, prevented
the Curl: and which, Mr. Andrew Knight has stated,
may also be prevented, by planting shoots three or
four inches long, taken from Potatoes in the Spring,
without the Bulbs.

The taking up of Potatoes» is done by the plough by
Mr. Timothy Greenwood, about the middle of Octo-
ber, when the tops begin to die, and which method is
not uncomnjon with the Farme.s ; Mr. Joshua Lingard
raises his by three-tincd forks, in October, a method
which most Cottagers and Gardeners pursue.

Mr. T. Greenwood preserves his Potatoe-crop in
Cellars ; Mr. William Greaves, Mr. J. Lingard, and
most others pit them, to ward off the, frosts,

Mr. Joshua Lingard stated his produce at 400 to 600
heaped bushels per acre; and Mr. William Greaves his at
600bushels. In the Spring of 1787, Mr. George Evans,
Sir Joseph Banks's Gardener at Overton, cut a single
Ox-noble Potatoc into (H sets, an$ dug therefrom in
the following Autumn, Ct pecks of Potatoes, which
weighed S631b, averdupqis !

* Manuring for Potatoes in Sutherland, one of the Northern Counties
of Scotland, has been found so invariably to cause them to be watery or
leprous, i.e. full of small excrescences, that the manure is there applied
to t he crop that succeeds Potatoes.—Sutb. JUp. p. 73.

In
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In 1807, Potatoes fetched only 2$. or 2s. id. per
bushel, but in the Spring of 1808, Mr. J. Lingard
Sold his remaining stock at 4s. per bushel. It has been
estimated, that Farmers can grow and pit Potatoes at
W. to }0d. per bushel of 90 Ib. each.

Mr. W. Greaves considers Potatoes as an exhausting
Crop, and says, that the following crop of Seeds shevr
it most plainly.

AppUcation.-*-MT* George Bowley feeds Pigs on his
Potatoes; The late Mr. Francis Bruckfield fed his
Hogs on Potatoes. Mr. George Toplis of Brassingtoir,
fteds Bacon Hogs with boiled Potatoes, Oatmeal, and
Cheese-whey. Mr. Timothy Greenwood selects all the
Small of hi$ Potatoes, previous to housing them, and
gives them, boiled with Oatmeal, to his Pigs; Mr.
Thomas Jowet of Dray cot, gives them to his milking
and fatting Cows; Mr. Joshua Lingard, and Mr*
•John Bcrrisford, give them raw to their Cows; Mr-
Robert Lea of Burrow Fields has discontinued the culti-
vation of Potatoes, conceiving thctt th<jy rotted some of
"is Cows; and ho even assured me, that given raw-to
an incalved Cow, bought of Mr. Princep, they rotted
a fine bull Calf, on which he had great hopes, in the
Cow's belly.

Jn the Spvinsr of 1808, Mr. Timplhy Greenwood
two fatting Cows 1§ peck each ol Potatoes, daily,
Oats in the Straw, but he don't think Potatoes

t0 Turnips, for this purpose. Mr. Thomas
^ e r gives a few to his fatting, Cows; Mr. Joseph

°uld findsPotatoesof morescrvice to fatting Beasts thafl
Turnips; Mr# Thomas Jowet gives them to his fatting
•Beasts; Mr. William Pickering gives ihem to fatting
Beasts; and Mr. Samuel Rowland finishes the fattening
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of his Cows annually, with Potatoes clean washed.
Mr. Thornbill, blacksmith of Markeaton, in 1806,
fatted a Cow on Potatoes, which proved very excellent
meat. In the " Farmer's Journal'1 Newspaper of the
27th of April, and 4th of May 1812, many particulars
and references to a great deal' of practical information
on the consumption of this Root, will be found com-
municated by Mr. Arthur Young.

At Mr. Ellis Nccdham's Apprentice-house at Litton
Cotton Mill, 1 saw a very useful machine at work, for
washing, and then cleaning Potatoes sufficiently of
their skins, before boiling; it consisted of a cone and
circular board at bottom of it fixed on an axis, turn-
ing vertically in a tub lined with punched iron plate,
into the bottom of which, a small quantity ofwatef
and some Potatoes were put, and the machine being
turned rapidly, by its handle, the Potatoes repeatedly
striking the tub by their centrifugal force, were soon
washed clean, and stripped of their skins, the dirt and
skins escaping below the circular board, as they were
detached.

SECT. XXIII, CLOVER.

THE Red or broad-leaved Clover (trifolium pra*
tense) is not extensively-'cultivated as a separate crop,
unmixed with White Clover, Trefoil, Rye-grass, Rib-
grass or Hay-seeds in this County, nor are any of these
grasses common, as separate crops, under which I shall
first notice them, in this and the two following Sections,
and then treat of the various mixtures, which I found
preferred by different Farmers, for green crops, in a
course of aration; their uses in the laying down of

Land
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Land to permanent Pasture or Meadow (i. e. mowing
land), and in the improvement of Waste or Rough
Lands, will be further noticed in Sect. 2, of
Chap. VIII. Sect. 2, of Chap. XI. and Sect. 2, of
Chap. XII.

The above Artificial Grasses, are most commonly
sown with a crop of Barley, but instances of their
being sown with Oats, and with Spring-wheat, are not
wanting, and some even with Autumn-wheat, harrowed
in in the Spring, and with Beans. In far the greater
number of instances, the Artificial Grasses are mown
the first year: the raisingof Seed from them, is little if at
all practised, as I have not noted a single instance in
the County.

Mr. Samuel Rowland of Mickleover, harrows in
15 lb. of lied Clover-seed on his young Wheats, in the
latter end of March or beginning of April, td lay one
year. The Earb of Chesterfield, for the* purpose of
varying his course on the m<\rly clay parts of Bradby
Park Farm, sometimes sows 121b. of Red Clover, with
his drilled Barley. Mr. John Webb of Barton Lodge,
harrows in 12 lb. of Red Clover-seed, with his Spring
Wheat, about the middle of April: Mr. Richard
Harrison of Ash does the same.

•This Seed is also sown with Barley in a three-years
c°urse, by Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. of Markenton;
M'Uh Barley sometimes on his strong old Tillage Land,
}y Mr. John Blackwall of BlackwalL to lay one year,

aiu* then plough and harrow in Wheat; with "Wheat
harrowed in in the Spring, by Mr. William Jessop,
Jun. <>f Butterley, to lay one year ; and by Mr. Philip
Oakden of Bcntley HaU^to, JPQOW and plough in for
manure.. With Wheat or Beans, to'lay one year, by

I Thomas Brown of Ingleby, &c. Clover has
recently
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recently been introduced into the raesne or Common
Fields of Hollingfon.
, I have been told, that in Cheshire, the sowing of
some Garden Parsley-seed (apium petroselinum) along
with the Clover crop, has been found to lessen its dan-
gerous tendency to hove or cause Cattle depastured on
it, to be risen-on or violently distended by wind, and
which is there also effected, by a mixture of Ray-grass
with it, according to Mr. Holland's Report, p. 180.

Clover Leys are thought by many, to be the best
kind of preparation for Wheat: Mr. John Webb of
Barton Lodge, finds Clover Lands light and mellow,
on the Red Marl, when broken up: and more so after
mowing, than feeding of the Clover ; their Roots also
being stronger, which probably more than compensates,
in the manure they produce, for the crop carried off.

Mr. Joseph Gilbert, the Bailiff to Bache Thornhill,
Esq. of Stanton in the Peak, finds his Wheats, on the
Clover leys, more subject to be thrown out by frosts>
than after a naked fallow.

Mr. Philip Oakdcn of Bentley Hall, ploughs in the
edish of his Clover, after mowing, about the end of
August, and sometimes harrows in Wheat, or lets it
lay till Spring for drilling Beans.

I heard nothing in this County of the Lands being
tired of Clover : in some others, where this complaint
has been loud, I have more than suspected, that its
failure was principally owing to the foul and exhausted
state of the-lands, on which it was sown, and that it
has often been brought forwards as a pretence, for
continuing the excessive repetition of Corn crops> t|ic
great bane of Farming in such districts.

The While or Dutch Clover (trifolium repens), is
little
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little if at all cultivated alone in the County; Mr. Tho-
mas Bowyer of Waldley, speaks of it, as a thing ascer-
tained by the celebrated Mr. Robert Bakewell, while
he was his pupil at Dishley, that White Clover was
not so much relished by or found so much to improve
Stock as Red Clover, and some other sorts of herbage :
Mr.Thomas Lea of Sfopenhill thinks, that cattle won't
eat White Clover, while they can get at Red Clover
or Ray-grass.

Mr. Samuel Rowland of Derby, related to me, that
some years ago, a bare-eaten cropof White Clover that
had been down three years, in dry hot weather, swelled
or hoved four Cows, so that they died, after it had been
open a month to 40 Cows, the others, of which were
not affected. The means of relieving hoven Cattle,
will be noticed in Sect. 1, of Chap. XIV. The spon-
taneous production of White Clover on the heathy
Lands or' Moors of this District, after a plentiful
liming, has less to surprize in it, when it is known, as
Sir Joseph Banks has stated to me, that these Plants
existed before in abundance, beneath the Heath and
other weeds (that won't bear the stimulus of Lime) tho'
»
lr* so creeping and diminutive a state, as to be with
difficulty recognized.

SECT, xxiv.—-TREFOIL (medicago lupulina).

[1» is little known liere as ti separate Crop. Mr.
Blackwall, on his cleanest land at Blackwall, has

s°w« 151b. or 161b. per acre of Trefoil Seed, the roar
before fallowing for Wheat, and fed the same wilh
S!»ecp till the end of May.

Cinque-
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Cinqiiefoii (potentilla verna) was formerly cultivated
at Higham, according to Mr. Pilkington ("View, of
Derbyshire," p. 299 and 411), but at present I did not
see or hear it named in the County.

SECT, xxv.—RAY-GRASS {lolium perenne),

RAY or Rye-grass, or Bents as some call them, are
little if at all cultivated alone in the County, having
so strong a propensity to flower-stalk, that a consider-
able portion of the produce is lost, in useless and un-
sightly Bents, in most instances; but on Mr. Joseph
Gould's Farm at Pilsbury, his excellent mode of stock-
ing prevent it, as will be mentioned in Sect. 2, of the
next Chapter.

It is mostly cultivated here-on high lands, but is
thought to exhaust much in every situation. On
strong Red Marl, Mr. John Webb of Barton Lodge,
thinks Ray-grass pernicious in making the soil sad and
livery, instead of being light and mellow when broken
up, as after Red Clover. It is not approved, after
trial, by Mr. John Blackwall of Blackwall.

Rib-Grass.—Ribwort or narrow Plantain (plantago
lanceolala), is not anywhere cultivated in the County
as a separate Crop, that 1 heard of, tho' about Rother-
ham in Yorkshire, not far from this County, such
Crops are rather common, I believe.

Common Hat/seeds are not here used, but in laying
down for permanent Pasture, or for several years at
least.

Mixt
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Artificial Grasses, or Seeds.

1. Red and White Clover only, viz. Red 61b. and
While61b. or 71b., is sown by Mr. Edward Brown
of Ingleby, with Spring Wheat, to lay three or Jour
years.

2. Red Clover, White Clover, and Trefoil. This
last seed is in part substituted for the Clovers, when

are dearer, by Mr.Thotnas Harvey of Hoou Hay.

3, Red Clover and Rye-Grass, viz. Red Clover 141b.
and Ryr-grass 1 peck, sown with Barley, to lay'l year,
by Mr. Samuel Cocker.of Ilkeston Hall: Red Clover
a»d Uye-Grass, with Barley, to lay 1 year, in Dethick :
Red Clover andlRye-grass, harrowed on Wheat, to

1 year, by Mr.,William Jessop, jun. of Butterlcy,

Red Clover, White Clover, and Rye-grass, viz.
Clover 12 lb., White Clover 31b., and Ryc-grass

2 pecks, with Barlejfj (o lay 3 or 9 years, by Mr,
™™<* Matthews of Loscoe-Farm ; Red Clover 10 lb.,

u t c 3lb., and Rye-grass I peck, with Barley, to
jay 3 years, by Mr. Matthew Webb of Donki'l Pits in
^l Uecl Clover 81b., White Clover 41b. and
>. griiss 2 pecks, with Barley or Spring Wheat,"by
fc f* Th°mas Harvey of IL)on Hay, the latter Grain

"5 mure favourable to the getting in of t]*e Grass-
' ar»d dOIl>( in ^reiierai smother the Clover so much

y; t h e , same,, with Barley, by the JEat* of Chcs-
tte r n y y s

f»eW at Bradby Park, Mr. Robert Ua of Burrow
*™*> and Mr. Thomas Lea of Slapeaiiill; RedClo-
****** vo,. „.]
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ver 81b., White 4lb. and Rye-grass l.peck, with Bar-
ley, to lay 1 year, by Abraham Hoskins, Esq. of New-
ton Solney; Red and White Clover with 2 pecks of
Rye-grass1, with Barley, by the late Mr. Francis
Bruckfield, &c.

5. Red Clover, White Clover, and Rib-grass, vra.
Red Clover 41b., White 12lb. and Rib-grass 21b. with
Barley, to lay 3 or 4 years, L>yAbraham Hoskins, Esq.
of Newton Solney: Mr. Thomas Harvey of Hoon Hay,
sows Red and White Clover, and 2 pecks of Rib-grass.

6. Red Clover, White Clover, Trefoil and Rye-
grass, viz. Red Clover 101bM White 4 | lb . , Trefoil
2{-lb., and Rye-grass 2 pecks, with Barley, to lay 2
years, by Mr. John Pearsal of Foremarke; Red Clo-
ver 101b., White 4 lb., Trefoil 21b., and Rye-grass 2
pecks, with Barley, to lay 6 to 10 years, by Mr. Ben-
jamin Moulsay of Hono Hill; Red Clover 101b.,Wliitc
3Ib., Trefoil Jflb., and £ of a peck of Rye-grass, with
Barley, to lay 2 to 4 years, by Mr. Thomas Moore of
Lullington; Red Clover Sib., White 61b., Trefoil
l ib. , and Rye-grass 1 peck, with Barley,, to lay 5 to
7 years, by Mr. Thomas Jowet> sen. of Draycot; Red
Clover Sib., White 41b., Trefoil 41b., and Rye-grass
2 pecks, with Barley or Spring Wheat, by Mr. Robert
C. Greaves of Ingleby; Red Clover 81b., While 41b.,
Trefoil Sib. or 41b., and Rye-grass 2 pecks, with Bar-
Icy, to lay 3 years, mown every year, by Mr. Thornafr
Lea of Stapenhill; Red Clover 81b., White 41b., Tre-
foil 21b., and Rye-grass 1 peck, with Barley, to lay 1
or 2 years, by Mr.. John Webb of Barton Lodge; Red
(-lover 81b., White 21b., Trefoil 21b., and Rye-grns*
v to 4 pecks, with Wheat (the most Rye-grass, on Coal-

measure
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measure Clays in the Vales, where Clover is uncertain),
by Mr. William Smith at Foremarke-Park; Red Clo«
verGlb., White 41b., Trefoil 21b., and R y c - ^ s s 2
pecks, with Barley, to lay 2 or 3 years, by Mr* Wil-
liam Garnian of Persnl-Piis in Croxall; Red Clover
4lb. , White 101b*, Trefoil 4lb.iV and Rye-irrass 1 peck,
•with Barley, to hy 2 or 3 years, by Mr. Samuel Coc-
ker of Ilkrston Hall; Red Clover 41b., White 81b.
Trefoil 2lb., and Uye-in'ass 1 peck, with Barley or
Spring Wheat, on Gravelly Lo:m, by the E-irl of
Chesterfield at Bradby Park; Red anJ White Cloter,
Trefoil and Rye-grass, by Thomas Pnnccp, Esq. of
Croxall, and Mr* John Smiih of Repton, &c.

7, Red Clover, White Clover, Rye-grass and Rib-
grass, viz. Red Clover 6lb., White 61b , Rye-grass
3 to 4 pecks, and Rib-grass 6 1 b , with Oats, to lay
J year, by Lord Vernou at Sudbury.

8. Red Clover,White Clover, Trefoil and Rib-grass,
v*z. Red Clover 41b-, White 61b., Trefoil 61b. and
Rib-grass 4 lb . , with Barley, to lay 1 year, by Mr.
John Blackwall of Blackwall; Red and White Clover,

and Rib-grass, with Barley, to lay 4 or 5 years,
Mr. JUaac Bcunet of Over Haddon, &c.

Cow-Grass*—A perennial sort of broad Clover (tre-
J° lum Jlexuosum), very nearly resembling the com-

11-Red Clover in appearance, is sown (with Hay-
S e e d s fr°m the Inns, &c. about ShefBeld in Yorksljirc)
^d greatly preferred to Red Clover, by Mr. Joseph
trould of PiUbury. "Mr. Samuel Rowland, who cnl-
U v a t e s thi« Grass at Mickleover, sows 15 Ib. of it alone,

finds the Crop as-large as of Kcd Clover, and the

M 2 stalks
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sfalks Jess (the leaves also longer and narrower, and
blossoms of a deeper colour, see Mr. William Pitt's
Leicestershire Report, p. 383, and Staffordshire, p. 73),
and prefers it greatly, when to lay two or three years;
and always feeds it, on account of its not having the
same propensity to swell or hove the Cows as Rod Clo-
ver has: and on which account he mows the latter, and
feeds its aftermath with Sheep.

SECT. xxvi.—SAINFOIN (Jiedysarum onobrychis).

THIS Plant, sometimes called Ass-sweet, has been
tried in the following places in the County, viz. at
Barlborough by Mr. Joseph Butler, at Bolsover, at
Calke by Sir Henry Crewe, Bart., at Calow in Ches-
terfield, at Clown, at G lap well, at Hoon Hay by Mr.
Thomas Harvey, at Ilopton by Philip Gel!, Esq. at
Palterlon, at Scarcliff by Mr. Matthew Scorer, at
Whitwell, &c.

On the Inclosure of the Parish of Barlborough, in
1798, an Allotment from the Common Fields, on tin;
Yellow Liine, came into the possession of Mr. Joseph
iiiiflof, after having been sown with seven successive
Crops of Corn, in the Open-field state, and exhausted
to the last degree: after giving it a good fallowing, IK
sowed with his first Crop of Corn, 2 quarts of Sainfoin
seed and 141b. of Trefoil per acre, which last died of
on the second year, 'when the Sainfoin plants pretty
well covered the ground: and he was advised, by the
late Mr. Samuel Peach of the Angel Iton at Sheffield*
not on any account to mahtfrc, or to feed his Sainfoin
with Sheep: and which he had accordingly pursued*
for ten years, wb*n 1 sav/ it; mowing from it annually
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one Ton and a half per acre on the average, of Hay,
of which his Colliery Horses at Norbrigs are remark-
ably fond; and at that time he "was erecting a Cbjiff-
cutter (as observed p. 57),* to be worked, by Water, for
cutting this and all other Provender given to Im Horses.
TheEdish has generally been left to rot on the ground,
on account of its extfgmc poverty, and to encourage
the early growth of the next Crop. Contrary to the
general opinion, Mr. Butler thinks that Sainfoin suc-
ceeds best where the Limestone Rock is most rubbly
and crack'd, so as to let its roots down to a.great
depth, whore they find nourishment, accessible by no
other plant. In a Quarry sunk in this Field for re-
pairing the Roads, the Roofs have been seen one to
two yards deep, and near an inch diameter. Mr. B.
thinks Clover would be more apt to continue and cho;ik
*"e Sainfoin, than Trefoil, and that Dung containing
the Seeds of Grasses and Weeds, and that this as well
as Lime or Compost, encouraging the growth of the
keeds or Plants of other kinds in Soil, may assist in the
Weakening, and ultimate extermination of the Sainfoin
plants; as the only symptoms pf failure in this Crop
Were, to particuiar places where patches of Cocks-foot
*nd other sturdy Grasses, were spreading and choaking
"• Hares and Rabbits, he finds, destroy some of the
planU, as Sheep would more'effectually do, by eating
*nfo the crown ajad letting in the wet, to rot the lap-
ro°t: the outbreak of small Spring? or Quashes, in
°ther ^tuitions, quickly destroy these Roots-
. 8 l r Henry Grcwe's first trial of Sainfoin, seemed to
• )l ° ^ g to the foulness of the Land: in a second
" a l on the Limestone near Calke Part, on a clean
llt"> it entirely failed, however, in three1 years; pcr-

M 3
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haps owing to die close bedtly nature of the Rock there,
which could nut admit its roots.

Mr. Thomas Harvey, in the gravelly Vale of Dove,
had sown 8 qua ts of Sai.• foin seed with 51b. of (ltd
and White Clover mixt, p<jr acre, uith his Barley
after Turnips, in the year that 1 was there: of his
success I am doubtful, owing *o the nearness ot the
Springs to the surface'of his Soil.

Philip Gill, Esq. on the the 3d Limestone in Hop*
ton, after paring- and burning and Turnips, sowed
Sainfoin without other Seeds, and fed it the first
but it quickly faded, altogether.

SECT, X X V I T . — L U C E R N E (?nedicago saliva).

THIS highly valuable Plant, for the soiling of Horses
and Stali-fmling of Cows or other Beasts (for it won't
bear grazing), is much less cultivated in the vicinity
of the Towns, than it Might to be. At Alfreton it is
cultivated by the Rev. Thomas Webster, at Bank-flail
by Samuel Frith, Esq. at Darley by Mr. George Old-
ham (a small piece), a' C Jke by Sir Henry Crewe,
Bart, at Etwall by Mr. John Heacock (sown broad-
cast on a sandy gravelly Soil).

In 1805, Sir Henry.-Crewc's Bailiff, Mr. William
Smith, sowed an acre of Lucerne in twelve-inch dFdls:
the crop has since been kept clean by hand-hoeing and
weeding, and a large produce cut three and sometimes
four times in the year, for ihe Coach and other Horses,
who are very fond of it.

SECT*
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SECT. XXVIII»—CHICORY (cicorium intibus).

CHICORV or wild Succory, seems little known in this
County, less than it ought to be, ilMr. Arthur Young's
opinion of its merits are well founded: Mr. Pilkington
observed it growing wild at Clown (" View of Derby-
shire,'* I. 451). I saw only a single Land of it in cul-
tivation, in the County^ viz. J w . N E of Stavely, as
I was going from thence, and did not happen to learn

name of the Cultivator.

SECT, xxix.—HOPS (kumulus lupulus).

I HEARD of no instance of the culture of this useful
in the County, tho' from the luxuriant growth

wild in the hedges in several places, I doubt not
many of these places are well adapted to its culti-

vation : I noticed this spontaneous growth of Hops in
helper, Cresswell, Duffield, Great-Wilne, Killamarsh,
•Little-Wilne, Marslon-Montgomery, Mercaston, Pinx-
X Hoston, Walton on Trent, &c.

SECT, xxx.—HEMP {cannabis sativa).

* UEAIID only of trials of this Crop, on a small scale,
m ^ckington, and in Mosborough and Overthorp, in
Sesa Parish.

» * «ECT.
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SECT. xxx i .—PLAX (Jinum usitatissimum).

Tins useful Plant is cultivated, in a small wny, in
several places in the County, viz. at Altorrin Aslmver;
Beighton, Brassingtoh, Crich, DronnMd by Mr. Tho?
mas Lomas, Eckington by Mr. — Slriw^ Illickeiir
thorp, Hcagc, K«Hamarsh, Smaliry by Mr. Sm»uel
Barber, Whitfingion, &c. When al Chesterlirld, Mr.
Wooton B. Thomas informed me; that a short time
before, Mr. Shaw above^mrntionec!, had olferrd 10/.
per acre, free of Taxes, for the liberty of breakup up
a p.;oist Meadow on the E side of their Town, 'to grow

x, lor one season.

SECT, XXXTI.—LIQUORICE (glycyrrhiza glahra).

THIS Plant is not, I believe, known in Derbyshire,
but it may perhaps he proper here to mention, ihat the
Gardens and Fields iji which it is so successfully cnlii-
vnteil in and to the wefct of th« Town of Poutefract in
Yorkshire, seem situated on the sand or rubble of the
Gnt-stonc stratum, that immediately underlays ihe
Yellow Lime, as nVentioned, Vol. I. p. 462, and in
different parts of the List ot Sand-pits that follows:
and vhich stratum I have had ihc opportunity, since
that Volume was published, of observing at Bardsey>
Bast-Rigton, East-K<swick, and Collingham*, and

* These three last places, and Lintcn and Sicklin-Hall, being on the
western edge of the Yellow Lime, instead of Bramham and Wetherby,
SB ! hr.d, fjom mistaken information 'mentioned, in the 1st

again
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again-on the north side of the Wharf River, in York-
shire. As I rode by ihe Liquorice fields at Pontefract,
I was stnick with their resemblance to a* nursery of
young A:>h plants, when about two or thre<? feet high.

SECT, XXXIII.—CH*AMOMILE (anthemis nohilis).

THIS Plant is cultivated to a very considerable ex-
tent, on the Limestone-Shale and Coal Shales, in and
to the S E o f Ashovcr, viz. in Alton, Brackenfield in
Morton, Clay-Cross in North-Winfield, Hanley in
ditto, Krlstedgc, Mill-town, Norlh-Winfield, Ovcrton,
shirland, Stretton, Stubbin-edge, Woodthorp in North-
Wmficlj^ Wooley-rooor in Morton, &c.

A dry loamy part of the Shale, or a field which has
been drained', is chosen for the culture of Champmiie,
and clean fallowed, and about the end of March, the
roots of an old plantation being dug up and divided

small slips, the same are planted in rows, about
> inches asunder, and nearly the same distance in the

which are from time to time hand-hoed and
deeded, until the September- following, when the
«°wers being full blown, the gathering commences, by
Women and Children, who kneel or sit on the ground,

ai*d catching the flower heads singly between their dif-
*eri'nt fingers opened like a comb, they are torn off,
g(1|u4rally without any of the stalk adhering, and thrown
lnt<> a small basket, with which each is provided. All

1 ^(>wers as arc not fully blown and white, are ne-
g t-cted, and jn t w 0 or (lijrce weeks time the gathering,

repeated, and so on at intervals, till frosts happen,
un»cli too often spoil a considerable crop of

°wers: in these latter gatherings, they are careful not
to
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to take any discoloured or withered flowers. As fast as
the flowers are gathered and measured, they are spread
out on a dry floor, and shortly after dried properly
and slowly, on a Malt-kiln, or one nearly similar,
erected on purpose ; when they are packed tight into
bags, like those for hops, and sent off, principally to
the London Druggists.

Three halfpence per peck is usually paid for gather-
ing, eight or ten pecks being «t good da\'s gathering;
and they sold iu 1810 at 9/.; this year at Eight Guineas
per cwt. The produce is said to vary from 2cwt. or
less, to 6c\vt. the average perhaps 4 cwt. per acre per
annum.

The plants usually stand three years or more, being
in the gre«iteot perfection in the second year; after
Tvhich the crop declines, and the difficulty of keeping
the Land clear of weeds increases.

SECT, xxxiv.—TEASILS (dipsacus sylvestris).

THE Teazel or Fuller's Thistle is not here cultivated
for the use of the broad-cloth dressers, as in Yorkshire,
but I noticed it wild in the hedges, in Edingale,
Nether Thurvaston, Spondon, and other places on the
Red Marl, and jterhaps on other loamy soils.

SECT. XXXV.—SUNDEY CULTIVATED OR USEFUL
PLANTS.

y Wold, or Dyer's Weal (is at is tinctoria)y

a plant almost lite a Dock in appearance, with yellow
flowers,
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flowers, is cultivated on a small scale in Brighton and
Eckington, perhaps eight or ten tons annually, and is
sent to Manchester for the Cotton-dyers. I ubserved it
growing wild in Mai lock, West Hallain, &c, Mrr

John Parrish, a Cultivator of this crop in the West of
England, sent an account of its management to the
Bath Society, and from thtir 121 h Volume of P;»pers5

this has recently been reprinted in the Philosophical
and Geological Magazine, Vol. 38, p. 328.

Widow-wort, Widow-ways, or Woodawos [genista
iincioru), a small plant almost like Broom, with yel-
low flowers, greatly infests their old Pastures, and
mi»;ht perhaps be cultivated to advantage, at Hardley-
IIill and other places near Sutton-on-thollil!, on the
iiod Marl; the Farmers here pull it up when in flower,
and dry and sell it to the.Dyers. It is said that liming
these Pastures destroys it. Weld (reseda luteola), see
the Nottinghamshire Report, p. 27, is not cultivated
here.

Yarrow (achillea mill efolium) is said to be drawn,
tied in bunches, and dried for the Dyers, on the Red
Marl, between Burnaslon and Radburnc.

Valerian (xaleriana ojficinalis) is cultivated at Mill-
town and North-edge in Ashover, at which last place
Mr. Roger Wall stated, that it is planted at Michael*
mas on a clean piece of Land, in rows 12 inches apart,
and the plants six inches asunder, which are either
procured from the offsets of former plantations, or from
wild plants found in wet places, in the neighbouring
woods. Soon after it comes up in the Spring, the tops
are cut off, to prevent its running to seed) which spoils

it.
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it. At Michaelmas, the leaves are pulled and given to
Cattle, and the Roots dug up carefully, and clean
washed, and the remaining top is then cut close off, and
the roots slit down their thicket part at top, to facilitate
their drying, which is effected ou a kiln, and after
which they must be packed tight and kept very dry,
or they spoil. The usual produce is about IScvvt. per
acre, sold at Chesterfield at about 905. p< r hundred-
weight. This crop is manured in the winter, of which
it requires a great deal.

Elicampane {inula helenhim) is cultivated in a small
way, at Mill-town in Ashover.

Lavender (latandula spica), and Peppermint (men-
tha piperila) were formerly cultivnlcd on a good scale
by Mr. Baker in Crossbiook-tJale near Litton, where
he had apparatus for distilling- thVsc, but when I was
in the neighbourhood I heard nothing of them.

Rhubarb {rheum rhabarbarum), is, I am told, cul-
tivated and dried, on the alluvial sandy loam at Wel-
beck in Nottinghamshire, near to the borders of this
County.

Truffles {tuber cibarium), a subterranean plant used
in cookery, are the produce of hedge bottoms and the
shades of some'trees (bat not of Oaks it is said) on
the Yellow Limestone, in Barlborough, Clown, Hard-
wick-Park, Whitwell> &c. 1 heard of them also, in
a similar situationj \nl. S W of Collinghara in York-
shire. They arc often accompanied by Morels {phallus
escukntus) another plant applied to the same uses.

A Catalogue of the indigenous Plants of the County,
will
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be found in Mr. James Pilkington's " View of
Derbyshire," Vol. I. p. -323,. and of those in the
adjoining Counties of Leicester, Stafford, and Chester,
in their respective Reports. Yokecliff, a steep rough
bank, W of Wirksworth, is said to be famous for its
variety of Plants; perhaps owing to the peculiar varie-
ties of soils, produced by the many mine hillocks on
it, and its warm and sheltered situation.
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CHAP. VIII.

GRASS LAND.

SECT. I. MEADOWS.

THE proportion of Grass Land to that under til*
lage, is considerable in this County (see p. 94), owing
to the high lands in the northern part of it being better
adapted to pasture than to the cultivation of Corn, and
to the great prc valence of Cheese-ma king, or Dairying
as it is called, in the southern part of the County, and

' in a degree throughout the whole of it, independent of
the reasons which operate generally, throughout tire
kingdom, to lessen the proportion of Corn Lands, viz.
the vastly increased demand and consequent price of
Meat (as well as Cheese and Butter), in corsequence of
a material change in the habits of an increased popula-
tion, as to the use of animal food, and the great quan-
tities of these demanded by our immense Navy and
Army, and our Colonies and Foreign Stations, some of
them, and more to the allowing of Corn and Flour to
be too freely imported, without duties, thai should, in.
some measure at least, bring their growers in Foreign
States to a level with the highly taxed English Arable
Farmer* This prevalence of Grass land in Derby-
shire, seems little if at all enforced by tic Covenants in
the few Leases that subsist, or in the positive or implied
terms of letting Farass, as is the case in most of the
more Southern Counties, where custom secrts to autho-
rise the Landlord, to consider the breaking up of an old

Pasture,
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Pasture, or even any Pasture that was stick at the
of fcntry, however unproductive, without his special
consent, as one of the most heinous offences his Tenants
could commit: whereas in Derbyshire, the Tenants
seem alnjost universally at liberty, and in the practice
of ploughing any and every piece of Pasture on their
Farms, in rotation, which they think 'will be more
profitable in that state : the only rule or customary
restriction that I heard oe the subject was, that one-third
of a Farm ought to be left at quitting, in grass, either
old or luid down in proper rotation in an husbandlikc
manner. From seeing the very beneficial effects of this
liberty to Tenants,. I canftot but strongly recommend
its adoption, to the owners of the numerous cold,
rough, ant-hilly, and unproductive Pastures in the
South, so soon as their Tenants shall see their true inte-
rests, in not wishing to repeat the White-strawed
grain, as they now too generally do, as observed p. 39.

Throughout Derbyshire, the ancient Grass Lands
Seem to have been all ploughed, at some,former
periods, even the grassy parts, or White Land as it
is called, interspersed among the heathy Common
Moors shew traces of the Plough, most of them.

Meadow, is a term in this County, applied only to
lanJs that am mown, in distinction to Pastures which
arc grazed or foil in the summer; aiul an opinion pretty
generally prevails, that'it is belter tb appropriate par-
ticular grass fields'as Meadows, and to mow them suc-
cessively, than to chnnge tii-fcui; according to some,
particular grasses come to perfection in Meadows, and
others in" Pasture, which arc alike unfit for the other
mode of management; Mr. William Nccrfhsun of Givat
HUCKIQW, related to me, that i/i 1807 he mowed a

Close,
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Close, which, had been pastured for 10 or 12 years be-
fore; the Hay was well got, though cut rather late,
yet his Cajttle would not eat it: nnxt year he mowed it
again, but I have not learned the qualify of this crop
of Hay. Mr. Joshua Linirard of Blackw< II stated,
that his small portion of Arable Land, and consequent
deficiency of Dung, would not admit of at any time,
dunging the whole of his Grass Lands, which in alter-
nate mowing ought to be the sase, on which account
he preferred keeping particular fields as Meadow. On
the contrary, Bachc Thornhill,. Esq of Stanton in the
Peak, Earl Chesterfield of Bradby Park, Mr- Samuel
Cocker.of Ilkeston, Mr. Thomas Bowyer of Waldley,
and many others, apparently on as good grounds, prefer
the changing of their mowing and grazing lands.
Watered Meadows are mostly mowed continually, but
of these and their management and produce, I intend
tp speak in Sect. 4, of Chap. XII.

Low Meadows on Rivers, or Meadows in the usu;
acceptation of the term in the Southern Counties, have
been noticed in pages 133 and 478 of Vol. I. as far as
concerns their alluvial subsoils ; some of these alluvial
flats are very rich Land, those through which Ih
lower part of the River Dove meanders, on the borders
of Staffordshire, in particular; to which County nearly
one-half of these low Mcauows belong; and Mr. Wil-
liam Pitt has accordingly given an account of them,
and of the very sudden foods (Vol.'I. p. 488) lo which
they are .subject, in p. 68 of his Report on Stafford*
shire, to which I beg to refer. About Hbon Hay and
other places near Tulbury, it is not uncommon to
form mounds of earth in each Meadow, two or three
yards high, for the Cattle to retire to, in case of a

sudden
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sadden Flood, whicfh frequently happens in the course
of a night, and sometimes when little or no rain has
fallen thereabouts. Mr. Thomas Harvey, instead of

•iiifety mounds in the low Meadows, prefers having
each field so set out, tlJat a patt of it extends on to the
gravelly flat that edges these Meadows, somewhat above
the height of the floods^ on-account of'the difficulty of
removing the Cattle from these mounds* or of supply-
ing them there with food, should the flood continue
several d;;ys, as sometimes happens. The Grass upon
these dry parts of Mr. Harvey's fields, arc neglected by
the Cattle, Mild grow sour and coarse, .while the lower
parts are open, yet^fliey fly to it in time of floods, and
subsist upon it, tho* as lie observed to me, they don't
much like it, nor do they afterwards relish the grasc

that has been flooded, I should thinly until rain In.*
fallen to wash it, A better thing for these highly valu-
able Meadows would be, the Embanking of the entire
courses of the river and brooks 'thro' them, and adopt-
ing a combined system of Irrigation and Warping, as
I shall take further occasion to mention in Chap. X I I I .

In general, the low Meadows of this County arc lept
pretty clean and neat; I was sorry, however, to observe
several striking instances to the contrary, viz. SE of
JJarton Fields, at Cox bench, Nof Ednaston, WofHors-
ley and Kilburn, S E of Long-Eaton, S of M'arston on
Dove, S of Milton, S of Repton, S VV of Darwcnt Chn-
;>el,(VoI. I. p. 308), &c,

Sedge, or Tussock-grass, (aira ccespitdsa), abounds
-u numerous patches in too many of the low Meadt-us;
Docks, (jumex crispus)j also pinch prevail here, the
seeds of them being brought down from the uplands-iu.
floods, floating on the water, and are left in multitudes

the eddies, in particular places, as Mr. John Nut-
. VOL. II. J V
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tal showed me, opposite to his house in Matlock, neai
to the Derwent River; Thistles, (serratula arvensis),
and others, probably also have their Seeds conveyed in
the same manner; they prevailed to a most shameful
degree in valuable Meadows S of Marston on Dove, at
Spineford Brook, N VV of Brailsford, &c ; large Bat-
ter-docks, or Butter-burs, (tussHago petasites), are too
common in the low Meadows, on or near to the Lime-
stone, at Pilsbury, as they >vere also in Grindon and
Wetton in Staff., &c. Rattles, Horse-penny, or Pen-
ny-grass, (vhianlhus crista-galli), oflen abound in
Meadows that are too oflen mown, in Cowdale, Peak
Forest, &c>, they abound in such situations: Wild
Tansey, Goose-tongue, or Goose-grass, (tanacetum
vulgaris), is troublesome on Sinfin Fen, Markeaton,
Bradburne, in Haiton near Tutbury Bridge, in which
last place various Manures and Earths havebeen spread
in hopes of eradicating it, but without any effect.

Upland Meadows, arc sometimes much affected by
the earth thrown up by the Worms. Mr. Joseph Smith
of Woodfield in Lullington, bad his land thus much
injured by the Dew-Worms, until he was advised, at
such times as they were at work, forming Worm-casts,
to scatter Barley Chaff, fresh and dry from the winnow-
ing, on the ground, which sticking to the Worms when
they next came out, pricked into them, and prevented
thjeir return to their holes, until Rooks and other Birds
devoured nnd destroyed them: surely a brood of Ducks
would be useful auxiliaries on such an occasion.

The time of Hawing, laying or shutting up Mea-
«tews for Hay, at Stanton in the Peak, is generally
about the 1st of April, but sometimes as late as the
middle of May.

The



The usual time of Hay Harvest, at Stanton in the
Peak, is the first half of August; in Hartington, Bux-
ton, & c , begin in middle of July, and finish before the
middle of August- At Hanson-grange, begin usually
on 1st of July. In travelling in the NW of Derby-
shire, in 1808, I first saw Grass mown on the'38th of
June; and in the N E.part, in 1809, atBamford, on
the 23d of June. The Hay-time, in many parts of
Derbyshire, is considered of more importance than the
Corn-Harvest, and is generally called the Hay-Harvest,
and often, in the Dairying districts, the Harvest, with-
out other addition.

The usual process of HayMaMng seemed to be,
first, after the Grass is cut, to spread and shake it well
about, all over the field, with forks, which is called
tedding*; in this state it continues a day or more, ac
cording to the weather; it is then turned with rakes, in
small rows or hacks, and is afterwards spread about
again, with forks, and so on, until it is sufficiently dry;
then it is raked together in straight lines, or winrows,
as they are called, and thence it is pitched on to the
Carts: in this last process k is sometimes put into quoil
or great cocks, about 30 on an acre, to secure it from
wet, in the Night,or until'it can be carted to the Stuck:
a precaution that ought never to be omitted, in catching
weather, in the Peak Hundreds in particular, where
Showers so Often prevail in July and the beginning of.
August: and it appeared to me, on this account, that

• — — — — — — — — ^ " " ' J i t

• This essential operation is here very well performed, tho' at the ex-
pence often of opening and scattering the grass by hand. At Eari Mans-
field's at Caen-Wood in Highgate, Mr. Isaac Franklin's at Oxgate-Farm
in Willsdon, Middlesex, and several others, they have a simple Machine
iu use, for tedding and turning Hay, which with one Horse does the

of fifteen pdrsons, in these operations,

? U
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the Mowing here is often too long delayed, in hopes of
a larger crop, until the whole is spoiled, or nearly, after
great expence has been incurred in the making of it:
if the first fine weather in July were embraced, to cut
the Grass, with all expedition, the Rains that too usu-
ally fall soon after, would increase the Aftermath, to a
much greater degree of profit, than they .do the Grass
standing for Hay, which lias already formed its flower
stalks, if not its seed, or that growing up among what
is too often fitting for the Dunghill, rather than the
Hay-stack, in catching seasons.

In very steep and small inclosures, Hay is not carted,
led, or hurried, as they sometimes call it, but carried to
the Stack by a method called Slanging; a JStang signi-
fying a pole, or long lever ; two of which arc laid on
the ground, at 2| or 3 feet apart, and a large Cock of
Hay being laid upon the middles of them, two Men
take it up by the ends of the poles, in the manner of
sedan chairmen, and carry it to the side of the Stack,
on io which it is pitched by forks, in the usual way.
Corn crops, from similar situations are sometimes
stang'd.

The Stacking of Hay, is generally performed in a
very neat and good manner in this County; the sides
are generally carried up, rather overhanging for a good
height, before the roof commences, and before this is
completed, the sides and part of the roof that is finished
is pulled fif hand, till the surface presents the most re-
gular and smodth forms, of bents and blades of grass
projecting outwards, by which, beating rains against
the sides are thrown off again, owing to the ends of the
Hay bending downwards by their weight, and acting
likeiflose thatch: the pullings are used to top up the
Stack or Cock, which is quickly thatched; in which

the
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Hie best drawn or trussed Wheat Straw is mostly used,
and a very-wasteful practice, which ljsaw in Harting-
ton and other places, prevails, of carrying this Straw,
often a considerable distance, to a brook or pond side,
to be scattered about by the winds and in moving, in
order to wet it, and prepare the* Thatch^sheaves, Reed,
or Yelmes, which are then to be carried back to the
stack or building to be thatched, instead of bringing
water in pails, water-cafts, or tubs in a cart, to the
Barn or Straw-yard, and there preparing tl»<* Thatch-
siieaves, without this waste and loss of labour.

In-Sir.Henry Orewe's Rick-yard at Calkc Park, I
noticed a stout frame, or cill of wood, of the exact size
of the I lay-stacks, laid on the ground; and within
which a floor of faggots was laid, to keep the Hay from
the ground ; and after the Stacks were built, a cutting-
knife was used, to cut the sides and ends of the Stack,
smooth down to the face of the wooden cill, and rather
over-hanging, for a yard high all round, which is mu^h
neater than when the rough ends of faggots, or irregular
billets of wood appear ujider the sides and ends of the
Stacks, and excludes much vermin that usually take
shelter therein. Mr. John Holland's Hay-stacks at
Barton Fields, were also very neatly made up.

Earl Chesterfield's Hay-stacks in Bradby Park, are
ventilated* by means of, upright .chimneys in the inte-
rior of them: sacks fu4l of straw ?•:.•* placed upright,
and the Hay laid and trod round tl as the making of
the Stack proceeds, until the sa* *. is nearly buried,
when it is drawn up a little, anr* nay laid round it as
before: and before the roof of the Stack is commenced,
open triangular frames, like three ladders fastened to-
gether, of thje full width of the Stack, are laid across

of these Chimneys, and the Hay built upon them,
N 3 by
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by which means lateral openings, and a free vent for
the steam and heated air from the chiranics, arc pre-
served. If the horizontal frames are wanted higher
than the eaves of tbe Stacks, they are laid length way*
of the Stack and open in its gable ends. For want of
these precautions in ventilating Hay-stacks, much Hay
is over-heated, and some actually fired, especially when
it has been wetted, about Matlock and other places.

At Locko-Park, William Drury Lowe, Enq. has a
very neat brick and tiled Hay-Barn^ of thirteen bays,
on brick piers, (built with bricks having their corners
rounded, see p. 11), and Arches up to the Plates, the
openings being brick'd up half their height, with nu-
merous smaU openings between the Bricks, to admit
Air, or allow the escape of the Steam.

At Priestcliff-ditch near Blackwell, and in some other
places, I saw the cut faces of Ilay-stacks, that were
part of them reserved for another Year, covered by si
thin coot of thatch, fastened on by straw-bands and
p<£s of wood, for excluding beating Rains and the
scorching iieut of Summer; a practice that seems wor-
thy of imitation.

The Salting of Hay at the time of stacking itr is
practised by Mr. — Mason at Matlock, as I was in-
formed, and had formerly been much practised about
Bakewell and Buxton.

At Bakewell Mr. William Greaves, jun. stated his
usual produce of flay from the low Meadows by the
Wye, at SQcwt., and from his Pastures on the Hill
sides at 18 to SOcwt. per acre. At Stanton in the Peak,
Bache Thornhill, Esq. 40cwt. on the average from the
earlier Grit-stone Soils, and 34 or 35cwt. per acre irpm

Shale Lands.
At
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At Pilsbury, Mr. Joseph Gould, from the flat Shale
Meadows by the Dove 30cwt. (iu 1201b.) per acre. At
Newhaven, Mr. Timothy Greenwood from Limestone
Meadows lately improved from the Common, 20 toSOcwt.
(1201b.) per acre. At Waldley Mr. Thomas Bowyer,
on Red Marl 30 to 40civt. per acre; in dropping sea*
sons, a good deal more. At Foremarke-Park, Mr.
William Smith 30cwt. of old Meadow Hay, and about
the same of Clover, per ftcre.

Roweri) or Edish After-gnss, is pretty generally
consumed in the Autumn by Dairy Cows, or by Sheep
in some instances. At Sudbury Lord Vernoii some-
times keeps his Rowen, of Meadows dunged immedi-
ately after the Hay is cleared, until the Spring: at
Brailsford, Hopton, and other places, I heard also of
the keeping of Autumnal Grass until the Spring. Lime
is sometimes spread on After-grass, when it has ob-
tained such a height, as to surprise those not used to
Liming.

The Expence of Mowing Grass may be about 3s.
per acre in this County, on the average: at Bretby,
4A\ per acre: at Foremarke-Park 2s. 6d., with three
pints of Ale and one gallon of Small Beer per day per
Man ; and the same for mowing Clover; at Foremarke
3s., with one quart of Ale and a gallon of Small Beer
per acre.

The wages for different labour will be further treated
on in Sect. 2, of Chap. XV.

Near Over-end in Great-rocks Dale, I saw a Man
mowing a small square Field of Grass spirally, begin-
ning with the extremities of the Field, and ending his
mowing iu the centre.

N 4 Manuring
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ca.fr
Manuring of Meadows.—A t Wackwell, Mr.

LingBrd, dungs Ins Meadows imrueui
ing the Hay, excepi season ry
30 tons per aero. About Butter Icy; as Mr. William

op, jun, informed me, the: blowing Lands on t\u
Coal-Lt:-.-is tiros have I ho Dung applied to tlfeui, wind

by liming tin- ( otfl Lands, yet the genera
•iv, is to grow Corn (WlicaO ratlinr tbaij i

At i .y Mr. Joseph Gould* dungs his Mead
soon as ihe I i ay i:-? oil". At S tanton in tlie Peak, Bachc
Thornhill, Esq. uses no Dung on li is A nible Lnnd, except
for Turnips) finding it more pros applied to his
Meadows, and hriists to Lime on his Arable Land. At
Sudbury Lord Verno;i (Except for his i'uniip Crop),
applies all his Yard Dung, at the rale of I
two-horse cmt-.loads per acre, to his Rowing Lands ,
immediak'iy ufttr the Hay is carried. At AUOIK the
late Mr. Francis Kruckfield used his Tlirashing-barn
Yard Dung exclusively' oa Ins Grass Laud 1 not
on his Fallows, on account of (he of ^
therein, but kept his Horse and Cow Dung separate for
tlic Arable Lands.

At Barton Fields, MrvJobri HoHaiid • nn
of Earth, and h'w.m from Bircb wood -Park, for hit

r currying £l
At Fdremarhc-Farkn Mr. lk Jth u- m-

:>f î oil and l)i ad Linn, one-third
l'i ; his Me Lands. At Hooit

Hay Mr- Thomas Hartey uses 20 io 40 two-horse cart-
loads of I ost per acre on bis Mowing Lanri«, lour-
iift 1 6nc-fii'ih Tick nail I. antcm
in tiiv.' I'erk, BHCIIC i'lioriihill, Esq. mis md
JLirae, uhich lays 12 nioiiths and is turned, and
spreadi it on his Mowing Lands, tit the rate of 25 to 30
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the

loads per acre. At Sudbury, Lord Vernon mal«
a Compost of three-fourths Earth and one-fourth
Birch wood-Park Lime, mixed hot in Summer, and
turned two or three times in the ensuing Autumn and
Winter, which is laid on part of his Mowing Lands
in April, 60 io .100 two-horae cart-Ion acre.

M Kfllaru^rsh, Mr,'Joseph Butler prepares a Com-
post, of So'l (from the banks of the Rothtr Rivet) ;mi
Dung, for his Meadow' Lands. At Wnldley; Mr.
Thomas Bowyer, itt 1809, sloped in the Banks of
Brook by his Farm,nrixtd i\ with LA; i manured
4.0 a c res o f h Is Mea< low a nd P ast a re Lt<. ith:
he'dopsm-; "i Winter* but prefers thi unn
or Spring, the Grass is growing, pot finiiing the
suc< r hot v.yather prejudicial, : he
>vell spread immediately, ns it then quickly gels
vercd. Mr. Thomas Harvey of Houn Ih inks
frost and coid prejudicial to spread 1 ler,
and tlior-jujr* chooses moist and warm weather for ma-
nuring; whir!i efceumsta i to uie worthy of
general a t i ' i l i o n .

In Ptesiey, I ticcd the thick water from the Roads
mended with Magnesian Lime, to rWully collrcted
into Pits by the lload sides in w its
Sftdinient*,atjd which, when tl was dried away
from it, was mixed with Dung, us a Compost, by th
Farmers.

At Markeatonj Francis N. C. Mundy, K^q. ĵscd
formerly to m;. ompost of Sweeping*.o fits
of Derby ai I nail or Tarnditcfa iAm *, Kir his '

l i c h Prr'; 0, and
i-endt ts the illpgovi noxiwus. qua r\vt.

idubeful, than it is said by oti\ers to be, ;, of
up. XII.

Meadows,
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Meadows, with the best effect; but of late, the Sca-
vengers sell the Sweepings, part to the Farmers about
Mickworth, at 6s. per three-horfce cart-load, and send
the remainder southward by the Derby Canal, mixed
with Privy Soil.

On the N of Kedleston, I saw Dung mixing with
Red Marl, to-form a Compost fqr Grass Lands.

At Measham, I found Coal-ashes (so unaccountably
wasted*in almost every part of Derbyshire), mixing with
Lime, as a Compost, for the excellent Meadows in that
Parish. At Bradby Park, the Earl of Chesterfield has
always a large heap of excellent Compost, in store, for
his Meadows, at the rate of 20 three-horse cart-loads
per acre, in the Autumn,after Mowing. Coal-ashes, Saw-
dust from the Saw-yard, and Charcoal-dust, from the
hearths where it is burnt, form the chief ingredients in
this Compost: they are shot down on a waste piece of
ground, and during every spare hour, the Labourers
are employed to sift, turn, and mix the materials in
the Compost-yard ; a practice highly worthy of imi-
tation in other large establishments. Soil or Earth
from banks, Lime, and Dung, are also mixed for
Compost, to dress his Lordship's Grass Lands on some
occasions.

In Glossop, Mr. James Robinson of Pye-Grovc,
mixes Peat from the high Moors east of there, with half
the quantity of fresh Dung; laying them in layers to
heat, and then turns them, and afterwards mixes a
horse-load of unslacked Lime with every ton of the
mixture, and in October or March dresses his Sward
-T.and therewith, and finds it highly beneficial: his
^ei*qjbbour, Mr. John Kershaw of Hurst, has done the
same *#Qr ejgnt years past, and greatly approves it: he
also ua^s t h e shillings or Husks of Oats, in his Cattle-
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yard, with the best effect, altho' these Husks are almost
universally thrown away by the Millers, into their
Water-course, or set fire to, in order to get rid of them,
as perfectly useless.

At Hargafe-Wall Mr. Ellis Necdham, collects peaty
Turves, lays them in heaps for a year, and then mixes
them with rather lesŝ  than half as much hot Lime,
which Compost he turns once, and uses it on his dry
Limestone mowing Lands.

At Ingleby Mr. Robert C. Greavos has four Fish-
Ponds, situate below a very large Wood, the Streams
from which bring down great quantities of Leaves and
Twigs every Autumn info the Ponds, which abojit
every six years are emptied, and produce a great quan-
tity of Mud, which when dry, is mixed with about
one-fourth as much Ticknall Lime ; and where but a
small quan-tity'of vegetable matter appears in the Mud,
some Dung also is added, and with this Compost he
dresses his Grass Lands and Seeds, at the rate of 20
three-horse cart-loads per acre, with the best possible
effect.

At Bret by the Earl of Chesterfield, in 1801, spread
30 three-horse cart-loads of Mud, soft from a Pond, in
a high and dry close of Red Marl, and bush-harrowed
it well, after the first frost; and next Summer, gathered
52 waggon loads of good Hay from the Field, whereon
the Tenant in the dry season that preceded (and who
fed late with Sheep) grew only two loads of Flay.

Earl Chesterfield uses a Frame for containing the
Bushes in a Bush-Harrow in the most favourable po-
sition for brushing every part of the surface, and which
has small wheels to its forepart, and admits of being
loaded by weights when necessary; and in Spring, at
haining or laying the Pastures for mowing, or as soon

after
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after as it becomes dry, this is repeatedly used, an<i
then a, heavy • Roller9 by which care, his Lordship'*
Meadows a « kept in most excellent condition.

In Siulbury Park, after manuring his Meadow Land
in April, Lord Vernon causes the D?ingi,or Compost to
bespread, with more than usual euro, and to be bush*
harrowed, pickt, and rolled imirediatcly with a heavy
Roller, by which precautions the Manure is at once
incorporated uniformly with tile soil.

Al Locko-Park, William D. Lowe, Esq. uses a large
heavy Iron Roller on his Gr tss Land1 in the Spring;

At Stanton in the Peak, Bache Thornhill, Esq. uses
a heavy stone Holler onv his Mowing* Lands, in the
Spring; and Mr. Joseph Gilbert, his Bailiff, informed
me, that it has b en ascertained, ihat (i or 7cwt. more
of Hay are thus obtained, than if the rolling be omit*
ted, as has been done on parts of the fields, for trial.

Instead of using the tines of a Fork in beating the
Clots or Dung of Cows and Horses, in Pasture, as is
universal in the Southern Counties, I saw here, strong
iron Rakes, of nine or ten inches long in the head, used
for this purpose, and with much greater expedition,
and without heating and bruising the Grass, as the
Fork tines do, when held horizontal, as is usual,

SECT. II* PASTURES.

AT Ash, Barton-Blount, &c. &c. on the Red Marl;
at Hassop, and half a mile E SE of Ashford, and in
Bakewell, SW of Wirksworth, near Ashburne, &c. on
the Limestone Shale, and in Measham on the Coal-
meastfres (Vol. I. p. 148, 181, and 303), I observed

very
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very rich Pasture Lands, and others little inferior in
other particular spots.

At Ash, 1lie Meadow Gats-tail or Timothy grass
(phlei i rough Cocksfoot grass
(Daclylh to*) abound in the Pastures.

On Ihe east side of Over H add on, a hazel loam upon
Limestone,' is a walled^CIosc, famous for 40 or 50 miles
round, for the Summering of Stallions, in which 16
grown ones from different places have been seen toge-
ther; it is a fine close Turf, in which 1 noted, that the
Crested Dogs'-tail Grass (cynosurus cristatus) most
abounded, with a few plants of Ray-grass {folium pe-
renne), rough Cock's*foot Grass> a very few of Mea-
dow Cats'-tail Grass, Swfcet-scented Vernal Grass (an*
thoxanlhum odoratum). Soft-grass or Yorkshire White
(holcus'iiioUis), &c.

The Stocking of Pasture Lands, seems to have been
iidicd with good effect, by Mr. Joseph Gould of IMs-

bury, wlio so manages the Grazing Part of his exten-
rra, tltat few or no Dents, or Seed-stalks of Ray-

grnss, 1- iss, &c. tho* so much prone to it,
arc suffered to grow up in them, but the whole surface

cat down, fair and smooth: this ha accomplishes by

»judicious mixtur* iSheep wvlh his Cows, some-
nes together and at others alone" (see page 85), and
arses, and having some Ley or Joist Cattle, or else
nporary purchased ones, to follow after these as often
they are changed from one Pasture to another, which
very frequently dor
Mr. Thomas Harvey of Iloon Hay, don't mix: Sheep

In tUe ^uflford'ihirc Report, p. 71» it Will be seen, that Mr. S
;liî  Grass, which has since been sofultv

by Mr. Coke aud others in Norfolk.
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with his Dairy Cows, conceiving that they eat the
best Grasses, and thereby lessen the produce of Milk
from the Cows, altho' "well aware of their important
use in rendering Pastures fine, uniform, and neat: he
also thinks, that the seeding of Grasses*™ the Tussocks
in Pastures, as they are very frequently stocked, or in
very late Meadows previous to mowing, does not injure
the Land, more than mowing itself docs.

The evil of having very different Soils in the same
Pasture, is often seen in this County, by observing one
part of a Field close fed by the Stock, while the other
is growing to Bents and Tussocks, and much Fog or
late Autumn Grass is refused by the Stock, and left:
the Limestone Shale Lands, stocked by Horses in par*
ticular, arc cat close in the Autumn, but they leave
the Fog on the Limestone Lands, if both of these soils
occur in the same Field.

The opinions of some few individuals having been
pretty strongly expressed, on the comparative profits
of Grazing over those of Dairying, that so much pre-
vails in this County, I have been at some pains to col-
lect the qunntities of Cheese made by a Cow annually,
on the average of their herd, by as many of the Dairy
Farmers as I had the opportunity, and which particu*
lars will be,given in Sect. 1, of Chap. XIV.—Mr.
Francis Bradshaw of Newton-grange, tho' he thought
Dairying rather more profitable on cold Lands, and
those of inferior quality, than Grazing such would be,
yet he believed, that on Lands that would fatten an
Ox, like some of his, the case was otherwise.

Dairy Grounds^ or those appropriated to Cheese*
making, prevail very much on the Red Marl, and on
the Mineral Limestone Soils numbered 3, 8, and 9, in

the
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the Map facing page 97, of the First Volume, and as
"will be seen by the details in Sect. 1, of Chap. XIV.

It secm6 a very general opinion, that old Sward an-
swers better for Dairying than Artificial Grasses, or
Lands newly laid down, tho' clean and luxuriant in
their growth, and even, that the best and fattest Cheese
is made from inferior JLand, according to some. -There
seemed in too many instances a neglect of weeding
and dressing the Cow^Pastures, that much surprised
me, particularly in Findern, Longford, Stenson, Sud-
bury-Park, and E of it, Trusley, Twyford, Wcston-
Underwood, &c. In mentioning the most prevailing
Weeds of these Pastures, 1 shall begin with.

Thistles (cardua, serratula, soncha, &c.) of several
sorts, which are justly the reproach of Derbyshire
Farming, in almost every corner of the County; and
tho' nothing is more common with the Farmers, than
Nostrums for their destruction, consisting principally
in the particular times or manner of mowing or spud-
ding them: I could not help observing, from the plen-
tiful crops of these intruders on their lands, that the
remedies must have far less efficacy, than was pre-
tended, or that the relators were culpably remiss in
applying them. It seems almost the general opinion,
that liming produces Thistles spontaneously; it seems,
however, far more likely (as I shall further observe in
Sect. 3, of Chap. XII. ) that Lime acts as a stimulus
to dormant seeds and fibres of the roots of Thistles, in
the manner that it docs to White Clover (see page 159)
and other plants probably, tho' in less remarkable de-
grees. Too repeatedly, the Thistles are left to ripen
and disperse their Seeds on the Pastures, before cutting
them, and in the mown Lands before mowing time,

and
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and the pleas of want of time, scarcity of Labourers
at the proper juncture, &c. are as often repeated, a3
the evil is rcproba I ed.

,JVtr- Joshua. Lingard of Black well stated to roe, that
,. rhistles are best destroyed by leaving them alone, until
gp flower, and the stems are hollow, and then mowing
til em close down, and that the pattlc' will afterwards
eat the Grass cut up with them.

Mr. Thomas Harvey of Hopn Hay stated, that if
the Pastures on the borders of the Dove are mown for
two successive years, it weakens the Thistles in them
essentially, and so dees mowing the Thistles in tbe Pas-
tures, at the same sec:'mi.

Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, sometimes mows the
hard Thistles close, when almost ripening their Seed,
and immediately carries them off into a Pit, and applies
hot Lime to them; at others, he spuds the Thistles
earlier, before the Stock arc taken out of the Pasture1',
in order that they may eat up the tussocks of GY:
that grew round them.

Mr. Francis Bluikic, Bailiff to Earl Chesterfield at
JBradby Park, sends Men out into the adjoining Public
Roads and Lanes, to niow down all the Thistles when
in flower, or rather before, and repeatedly spuds the
Thistles which appear in his Lordship's Park and
Farm.

Mr. William Gould of Hanson-grange, don't spud
Thistles till the middle of June, as early spudding
causes them to .tiller, or throw up several stems, he says*

Breiball Comaion-ficld, Haddoa-ficld, Hill-top in
Mcllor, Biddings*, &c , exhibited shameful examples

* If any thing'could excuse the Farmers for the Crops of Thistles

.iiu! Rushes, &c. here see:;, it might be the Teriure under which these

. ids are fyeld, that has been mentioned, Vol. f. p. 351.

of
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6f this weed in fall seed at the times I saw them: and
the same by the sides of the new Turnpike Road in
"VV inriley, to the no small disgrace of the Surveyor and
acting Commissioners : in Barlborowgh I saw man^ of
these noxious weeds in the Lanes, and on my sugges-
tion, Mr. Joseph Butler engaged to bestir himself with
the Parishioners, to get* person appointed to mow them
down, ond continue to do so in succeeding Summers,
at the Parish ex pence. (5n the N W side of Hague m
Eckington, I saw a young Plantation of considerable
size (that had been foul Arabic Land, I suppose) one
entire bed of Thistles, in seed! At Kinder, I saw a
complete Field of Thistles.

Tiochs (rumex crispits).—This noxious weed too
much abounds, and too often is allowed to increase its
roots or spread its seeds, without molcstafion; when
collected out of Grass or Corn Crops, or in weeding,
they'are too often thrown into hedge-bottoms, where
'hey still grow and propagate, instead of being burnt,
buried too deep^to survive, or taken to a conn post heap,
•-md buried there in hot lime. Mr. Thomas Harvey of
loon Hay stated, that Sheep, By bejng hard stocked
2 pon .Pastures, will exterminate Docks; but the practice
•»f Earl Chesterfield, and many other good managers,

Mr ho draw them as often as th<;y appear, seems more
ure, and worthy of reebmmomtation.

Yellow Ragwort, Smn&gxass, Dog-wort, or Stinking
Anny (sejietiio Jacob tea), is seen in many dry pastures
11 this district, where S,beep are not kept; but usually

disappears after one summer feeding with this slock.
• In Twyford it much abounds: in Cawlon Leys and
Haddon Pastures, near Bakewell, &c.

«EHBY, VOL, i i . ] o Nettles
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Nettles (urtica dioica) are not unfrequently found
troublesome, near to walls in the Limestone district: at
Blackwell, Mr. Joshua Lingard destroys them, by
mowing them down when in flower, and their stems are
hollow.

Fern, or Braqkens (ptaris aquilina\ is troublesome
in some sandy Pastures, Parks, "&c.

In Chatsworth Park, Fern was destroyed, and a good
Herbage produced in its place, by a dressing of 260
bushels of Lime per acre, on Shale Grit. In Bradby
Park, Fern on a loamy soil is destroyed by mowing
twice in Ihe Summer repeatedly, and rolling afterwards
with a heavy roller, which produces a kind and good
herbage. In other parts of this Park, where the Fern
is suffered to continue, it is mown in the end of Septem-
ber, and stack'd, for litter in the Cattle-yard, when dry.

Wild Thyme (thymus serphylluni) abounds a good
deal on the Limestone Pastures, in the Peaks, and on
the Red Marl in some places, as at Culland,Radburne,
&c, particularly where much trodden, and becomes a
rank shrubby plant.

Ramsons, or Wild Garlick (allium ursi*
num), is a plant greatly resembling the Lily of the Val-
ley in its Leaves at one period of its growth, which
greatly infests some Limestone Pastures, particularly
under the shade of Trees, and gives a garlick-like fla-
vour to the Butter of Cows which eat of it: but it is
said, that Butter from Dairy Farms where this does
not too much abound, is preferred in Sheffield Market to
other Butter: I saw a great deal of this weed in Mat*
lock Bath Dale, and in Loxley Close in Ashover, &c.

Hard Irons, dob-heads, or least Knapweed (cert'
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taurea nigrd) is a rough, unsightly weed, that much
disfigures the Dairy Pastures of this County, on loamy
and strong soils, as Cows seem to leave it, to form its
sccd-stalk: but stocking hard with Sheep in the Spring
will, it is said, weaken and destroy it. On the Toad-
stone Soils, this plant is often seen, and it abounds on
the Red Marl, in Edtyston, Trusley, Weston-Under-

d &c.

Thorny Restharrow, Hen-gorse, or Fiend (pnonis
spiuosa), is a disagreeable prickly weed in some Pas-
tures; on the Red Marl, I noticed it at Culland, Hand-
ley-Hill in Sutton, Radburne, Trusley, &c. Sheep
hard kept upon it, are said to destroy it.

Rushes, or Sives (junci) of different sorts, prevailed
much more a few years ago in the County than they do
*it present, before the laudable exertions in Draining,
that will be noticed in Sect 1, of Chap. X I I . , had been
made; the Coal Shales seem particularly subject to this
weed, and in many parts, fields that were not very sen-
sibly too wet in an arable state, soon became covered
with Rushes at the furrows, and the, same soon by
neglect crept up the sides of the lands to the very
Ridges, in many situations: Draining is a sovereign
remedy, though a slow one in some situations, against
these intruders, which Ploughing effectually banishes.
Frequent mowing of Rushes will weaken and destroy
them: quick Lime spread immediately after mowing
Rushes very close, so that it may fall into their tubes,
^ill quickly kill them : Mr. Francis Blaikie of Bradby
Park, breast-ploughs rushy patches very thin, when the
surface is slightly frozen in the Autumn, and strews hot
Lime for more effectually and quickly destroying the
Roots of the Rushes.

o 2 Mosses
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Mosses (musci), of several sorts, prevail among the
Grass, where rolling and hard stocking with Cattle and
Sheep have been long neglected: harrowing and liming
such Pastures, has a good effect towards their exter-
mination.

Cowslips {primuda veris) arc^oo often seen in great
numbers, on cold and rather poor Pastures, where drain-
ing and liming would often remove them.

Daisies (bellis perennis) are found often in company
with the last; the Coal Shales, when newly laid down
to Pasture, seem rather subject to this beggarly weed.

Butler-cups,' or Upright Crow-foot (ranunculus
acris)) too often give a golden hue to the Dairy Pas-
tures, without adding any thing to their value, but oc-
cupying the place of valuable Herbage: this plant
seemed to me to indicate previous mismanagement and
exhaustion, in some new Pastures E of Hill Top m
Mellor.

Dandelion (leoritodon taraxacum) appeared to me
much too common, among many other broad-leaved
Plants, in the Pastures of this County (that i shall pass
over), to all of which 1 profess myself an enemy, from
having carefully compared the early crops, wholly
composed of Grass, properly so called, in the neigh*
bourhood of London, and in particular spots in other
places, and noticed how much heavier a burden will
grow on the same space, with what regularity Grass is
cateu up in Pastures, and with what facility and ease
the same is made into green and fragrant Hay, when
compared with the medley of Plants, many of them
positively noxious, that are so common, and which

abound
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abound with such broad and fleshy leaved Plants, as if
tept in the Field till properly withered and cured, the
Grasses are dried up, and materially diminished and in-
jured : and on the other hand, if the Hay be carried as
soon as the Grasses are fit, most of these broad and
thick leaves turn black, mould in the stack, and greatly
injure the whole crop.

Sheep Pastures in this County present little for re-
niark, as except perhaps the Woodlands of Hope, and
some of the neighbouring Moors, few, if any Lands are
exclusively >appropriated to this stock: and Sheep
Walks, or any of the Rights or antiquated Claims of
this kind on the Estates of others, which so greatly de-
lay improvements in many of the Southern Counties,

wholly unknown here, I believe.

, Joist, or Summer Pastures.—Thro' a consider-
able part of the Limestone tract in the Peak Hundreds, it
is very common for the Farmers to set apart large Pasture
Fields, for the taking in of Summcrlings p Toist Cattle,
at fixed Prices per Week, and find a Here <-j, -•** to look
after them. Gentlemen's Parks arc also th.^ ^#pliec],
in some instances. I noticed these Leys, as they are
called, in Brassington, Brushfield, Carsington (Pas-
tures), Castleton, Cawton in Bakewell, Chatsworth-
Park, Doveridge-Park and Meadows, Great-rocks,
Hardwick-Park, Harrington, Kcdleston-Park, Mark-
eaton-Park, Over Haddon, (Stallions, see p. 189), Peak
Forest, &c .

On Brassington Common, the Commissioners for its
Inclosure, in the Summers of 1806 and 1807, (as men-
tioned p. 80) took in Ley Cattle, at prices per head, trom
* 12th of May to the 11th of October, as under, viz.

Horses,
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Horses, aged ... .. 1 15 0
.—-— two and one year old •> 15 0
Beasts, two year old ...... v 15 0
••- one year 0 15 0
Sheep, barren • 0 3 0
Sheep and Lambs to Midsummer, with an? n 4 0

additional charge for Lambs afterwards 3

• In the following year, 350 acres of this Common,
when allotted, belonging to one Proprietor, was used as
Ley, for the same period, and at the following prices
per head, viz.

£ 5. d,
Horses, aged * • 3 0 0
— two year old 2 10 0
-< one ditto ..... 1 15 0
Beasts, two year old , , 1 15 0

one ditto .. ; 15 0
Sheep, barr 0 5 0
Ewes an'' <* mbs to Midsummer 0 6 0

At Duveridge, Lord Waterpark had, previous to
|808, seeded down all the Land in his own occupation,
and took in Ley Milking Cows, of the Cottagers and
others, at pour Guineas per annum, from the 12(h of
May to the 19th of September.

At Markeaton, Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. takes
into his Park tlie Ley Milking Cows of the Tradesmen
and others in the Town of Derby, at Five Guineas per
head, from Old May-Day to Old Michaelinas-Day.
These Cows are pf various Breeds and degrees of good-
ness, and form excellent contrasts with his own 25

improved.
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improved Dairy Cows that graze with them, as Mr.
Richard Parkinson has observed, in his Rutland Re-
port, p. U2.

At Longford, Edward Coke, Esq. takes in Heifers
at Two Guineas a-head, from May-Day to Old Mi-
chaelmas.
, At Kedleston, LonJ Scirsdale's large Park, and 200

acres of Pasture S and S *\V of it, are used as Ley, and
bis Bailiff, Mr. Joseph* Brooks, takes in neat Stock
from May-Day to Mici.^elmas: the prices were, two-
year-olds 25s. and yearlings 21s., but the prices arc
flow raised considerably.

On the Farms in Castleton and Great-rocks Dale,
year-old Colts pay for Summering 50s. to 84s., two-
year-olds 3 to 5 Guineas, and aged horses 6 to 7 Gui-
neas ; yearling Calves 25s. to 40s., two-year-olds 35s.
to 50s., and feeding Cows 0 •*. to 70s. per head.

In Fisherwick Park near ^amworth in Staffordshire,
the charges were, from the 20th of May to the 7th of
October,

L £ s. d.
Horses, two year old -.....'I..... S 10 0
— one year '. ., 3 0 0
Beasts, Heifers 2 10 0

Yearlings 1 10 0

Laying Land to Grass.—At Newhaven, Mr. Timo-
thy Greenwood, on newly broken up heathy limestone
L after Turnips, sowed, with Oats, Red Clover

White Clover 61b., Trefoil 4lb- or 51b., Ray-
grass 1 bushel, and Hay-seeds 4 or 5 bushels per acre;
after two years, this Ley was dressed with 12 or 13 score
bushels of Lime per acre.

At Pilsbury, Mr. Joseph Gould, with Oats, uses
o & lately
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lately Cow-grass (trifoliumjlexuosiim) instead of Red
Clover, with White Clover, Ray-grass, Rib-grass, and
about eight bushels of Hay*sceds per acre, in laving
down his Limestone Lands; and ia the succeeding
Autumn manures the Ley.

At .Barton Fields^ Mr. John Webb uses, with Spring
Wheat, Red Clover 4Ib., White Clover 61b., Trefoil

it1

91b., Rib-grass 31b., and JHay. seeds 8 bushels, obtained
•frpin the Jnns in the Peak Hurdrcds.

At Stanton in the. Peak, Badje Thornhill, Esq. sows,
with Wheat, harrowed in, in May, White Clover 81b.,
Trefoil 41b., Rib-grass 71b. or 81b., Hay-seeds 16 bush-
els, and he feeds these Leys three years before mowing.

At Hargat(J-Wall, Mr. Ellis Need ham, with a second
crop of Oats, sows White Clover 61b., Trefoil 61b.,
Hay-seeds 16 bushels, obtained from the Inns at or
near Chesterfield.

At Blackwell, Mr. JosKia Lingard, with a second
crop of Oats, sows White Clover 8lb., Trefoil 41b.,
Chesterfield Hay-seeds 12 bushels (that contain much
Ray and J^j-grass seeds, and cost 16*- per quarter),
per acre: if n tended for mead 6>v or mowing, the Seeds
arc fed the fi st jear, and in the Autumn, he lays on
J20 bushels of Lime, per acre, and dung also slightly:
if intended for pasture or grazing, the Seeds, as soon as
the Corn is cleared, are limed at the rate of 250 to 280
bushels per acre; the Lime burnt on his1 own Farm,

At Mickleover, Mr. Samuel Rowland, after a clean
fallow, sows Wheat, ploughs theStubblesat Michael-
mas, and in Spring sows Oats, and with them White
Clover 61b., Trefoil 51b., Rib-grass 51b., and good
Hay-seeds one bushel per acre, for laying five, six, or
more years.

At Great Hucklow, Mr. John Radford, ploughed
very
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poor heathy Common Land in the Spring, and
let it lie fallow through the Summer, then well limed
it, and sowed it in the Spring with Grass-seeds alone.

In King's Sterndale, about 1805, Mr. Thomas Pick-
ford ploughed heathy Limestone Land, about three
inches thick, limed it wifh 450 bushels per acre, and
next Spring, sowed White Clover, Trefoil, and Hay-
seeds, without Corn; it was dene for his Tenant on
ĥe west side of the Village, and when 1 saw it in 1808,

was a good Pasture.
In several parls of the Limestone tract in the Peak

Hundreds, Pastures have been continued in that state,
Jintil they had become mossy, and partially covered
by heath, the plough inpfceo*'hem being delayed, under
an idea of the extreme difficulty and slowness of again
swarding this Land ; I am inclined however to think,
that much qf this has arisen from excessive cropping,
and the repeating of White Grain, previous to seeding
them down, and that with a better system, there is no.ne-
cessity in any case to sufjvr the reappearance of the native
Heaths and Mosses, which were so much the disgrace of
these Districts a few'ages ago, or of continuing worn
out ploughed lands in a series of unproductive crop-
P*nS» from a fear that they won't, after a proper course
ot husbandry, lay down to profitable Pasture. Mr.
George Wood of Kuxton, in 1809, laid down 37 acres
•
*n a manner so satisfactory to the Manchester Agricul-
tural Society, that they awarded him a Seven-guinea
Silver Cup, as a Reward and encouragement to others.
New. Pastures, in these parts, are much subject to
Black Twitch or Kessel (avena elatior), as observed
p. 1G0: on the Yellow Limestone Soils, on the east side
pf the County, such arc still more prone to Shar or
P Grass (festuca pinnata)\ as observed. Vol. I.

p. 504,
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p. 304, it also abounds on particular spots of the other
Limestone Soils, as on Crich Cliff.

On the Goal-measure soils, the new Pastures seemed
pretty generally fed. I observed an exhausted cold
close of Land under Seeds on the S W side of Carr
House in Wingervvorth, almost exclusively covered
by Fiorin Grass, or creeping,, Bent-grass (agrostis
stolonifera)) which seemed but too truly Jo answer to
the account which Mr. William Pitt gives of it in the
Staffordshire Report, p. 72; and in the shortness, and
meagre, and withered appearance of its creeping stalks
and thin leaves, little to resemble the long and thick
stolons of this Grass, which Dr. William Richardson
sent over from Ireland to tlfi"'^ditor of the Agricultural
Magazine, No. 1, Paternoste -row, for public inspec-
tion, and for distribution ; naick less did it seem to
produce, in any degree, as he represents it to do, in
the moist climate of the sister kingdom. As the Cattle
seemed in a great measure, if not entirely, to disregard
and refuse this creeping Grass, I strongly recommended
the Tenant, Mr. John Gruttan, to, try the mowing, or
raking of it up and drying it, late in the Autumn, and
to give it to his different stock in the Winter, as Dr.
Richardson recommends.

1 heard of no attempts to cultfvate this Grass in the
County, or to give it a trial on Land under a fair state
of management and ferlility : on such as are exhausted
by cropping, or naturally very steril, we have the au-
thority of the Rev. John Dubourdieu, the able Author
of the " Statistical Survey of Antrim," where Dr. Hi*
chardson's Farm is situate, in saying, that it does not
answer ; its produce being just as beggarly, as in the
case I have mentioned. This is however no argument
against its utility on Bogs, its proper sphere apparently-

Breaking
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Breaking up Grass Land.—At Black wall, Mr.
John Black wall, when intending to break up old Turf
in July or August, lays on 120 bushels of Wirksworth
l^me per acre, well spread ; and after a shower has
fallen, pares broad with a Plough, half an fitch thick,
turning the Turf as completely as possible, and after
the first rain, he u>ys, and in the Spring following,
uses a Plough with a sharp circular coulter (as the com-
mon one would drive tfle sods) for ploughing and turn-
ing the surface to the ordinary depth, as completely as
possible, and then immediately harrows in Poland,
Holland, or Short-white Oats; his Stubbles he pares,
and carries off the St*w and Roots to his Fold-yard
(sec page 125); the^second crop is usually, Barley,
sifter one ploivrHiing?%alher deeper than the last, to
turn up the Lime.

At Hanson-grange, Mr. William Gould ploughs up
the roughest of his Dairy Pastures, and sows Oats for
two or three years, then fallow and Turnips; to which
Oats and Grass-seeds succeed, for permanent Pasture.

At Ash, Mr. Richard Harrison occasionally ploughs
his roughest Pastures, on the Red Marl, with the skim-
souhered Ploug'i. takes two crops of Oats, then fallows
and dresses with 96 bushels of Crich, or 140 bushels of
Ticknall Lime per acre, for Turnips ; then Barley or
Srring-wheat, which last he prefers, and Red Clover,
then Wheat, fallow, and Swede Turnips.

U Blackwell, Mr. Joshua Lingard, when his Pas-
tures of 15 or 20 years ley, were grown mossy, used to
plough ihe.ni and take two crops of Oats, then fallow,
and dress with J50 to 210 bushels of Lime, and 20
three-horse cart-loads of Yard-dung per acre, for Tur-
nips, tlK-n one or two crops of Oats, and sow Grass-
seeds with the last of them for Pasture again, as men-

tioned
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tioned above : but from often finding the second Oat
Crop, after coming up promisingly, after the Turf,
and even after fallowing, dunging, and Turnips as
above, to die off, owing to the spongy hollowness of
the^soil, Irhich was very sensible to the foot in walking
over it, he now pares or Dotes and burns his old Leys,
limes for Turnips, and sows Oats, and then Oats
and Grass-seeds. Many other instances of paring and
burning rough Grass Land, will be mentioned in
Sect. 2, of Chap. X H .

Grass Lands being unprotected by Leases on the cus-
tom of the county, as observed p. 174, of course the
payment of particular Rents for .permission to break
them up, are rarely known; I ificard of but the one
instance mentioned p. 168, of Kvoh an offer, and that
was for growing Flax.

CHAP.



CHAP. IX.

vrARDENS AND ORCHARDS. •

SECT. f. GARDENS.

DERBYSHIRE, generally reputed to be so
inhospitable a climate, but without sufficient reason, as
has been shewn p. 9$y of Vol. I, can boast of perhaps
as great a proportio f large -walled and well stored
and kvpt Gardens, as ^>ost of the Midland and Northern
Counties, some tew of which, that 1 have had occasion
<o note, are the following, viz. at Bradby Park the
Karl of Chesterfield ; where Oak and Spanish Chesnut
leaves, collected in the Autumn, are used and pre-
ferred to Tan, for heating the Pinery : at Chatsworth
the Duke of Devonshire; here the Gardener, the late
Mr. Ralph Trevis, kept a Rain-gauge, and his suc-
cessor docs the same, a practice which is recommended

more general adoption in the first Vol. p. JOS,
re the details of this Register of Rain for the last

50 years arfc given: at Eggington Sir Henry Every,
Hart.: at Hopton Philip Gell, Esq.: at Kedlcston
Lord Scarsdale : at Learn Marmaduke M. Middle-
ton, Esq. ; here I saw a large and curious Pear-tree,
which by passing part of it through a hole in the
wall at six feet highj was trained to every aspect
on thc Walls adjoining: at Little Hayfield En tw is tie
Hague, Esq.: at Newton Solney Abraham Hoskins,

Esq.;
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Esq.; a Hot-hou$e here 153 feet long, 17 wide in the
centre, and 13 at the ends, of the most perfect con-
struction, was stored with 16 sorts of Pines, and 24
sorts of Grapes, in full bearing : at Radburne Sache-
verel C. Pole, Esq. : at Sutton in Scarsdale Clement
Kinnersley, Esq.: at Weston on Trent Mrs. Walker;
and a Hot-house: at Willersley Richard Arkwright,
Esq.: at Wingerworth Sir Thomas Windsor Hunloke,
Barf. &c.

Gairden Walls having oval niches between the piers
for fruit-trees, instead of straight and plain Walls, arc
to be seen in the Gardens at Hoptorj-Hall, and others
nearly similar in the Rev. Richar'j Ward's at Sutton-
on-the-Hill. I did not observe ica/ Walls inclining
northward at top, to occasion tl\v Sun's rays to strike
the Wall and Fruit-trees more perpendicularly than
on upright Walls. j

At Overton, in the Gardens of Sir Joseph Banks,
Bart., there is an old Gooseberry-tree, of the small red
sort, rather rough and prickly, trained against a north
Wall, the east branch of which, extended in Septem-
ber 1808, 28 feet 7 inches, and the west branch 22 feet
7 inches, covering a Wall 51 feet 2 inches long, and
six or more feet high ! In 1794, another was planted
by a Wall, with a west aspect, and at the period above
named, had spread 21 feet 1 inch in S, and 20 feet
4 inches N, or extending 41 feet 5 inches, and both of
these trees continue still to bear abundantly. Mr.
George Evans, the Gardener here, told me, that Green
Gooseberries might be obtained early in the season, by
this training them against Walls: and they are said
to be more certain to bear when so trained, see Mr.
John Holt's Lancashire Report, p. 82.

At
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At Hargate Wall, Mr. Ellis Needham has built his
Garden Walls much taller than usual, and with very
good effect, in so bleak a situation.

M Stapcnhill, 1 saw in Mr. Thomas Lea's Garden,
a very simple and economic Garden-seat, such as I had
before seen in Sir Joseph Banks's Park at Revesby in
Lincolnshire, of which I thought it worth while
to preserve the Sketches that are given in Plate IV.
facing page 67, where ftg. 5, shews the Seat as in use,
and fig. 6, the manner in which part of the Seat a a,
and buck-board b 6, turn up over, and form a roof, to
keep the remainder of the Seat cc dry, and preserve it
from the moss anf&filth, which wood exposed to the
rain soon acquires. In case it should be found that
birds or vermi'i harbour on and dirt the board under
the roof, triangular pieces of boards can be fixed on
to the ends of the roof, which won't much incommode
the Seat, particularly a long one for several persons,
to which this construction is well adapted, and this
might als&»act as a brace to the back-board, and ren-
der the upright dd unnecessary ; and in this case, a
lock might be placed at one or both ends, for prevent-
l ng the careless or mischievous leaving of the Seat ex*
posed to rain ; and therein a cushion might be kept, to
render the Seat more agreeable, or in situations in
Parks, &c. adapted lo view prospects, a Telescope,
and Explanatory Map or Book, &c. might occasionally
be left in safety, under the roof, as by making a pro-
jection c, that might pass freely into a cavity/, in the
two parts of the joint, and making I he triangular ends
to overlap the ends of the fixtd Scat cc, rain and
snow would be effectually excluded ; and the key-hole
of the lock might in such cas'-, be under the end of
the Seat, and quite out of sight. If greater height of

back*



rjai k board be wanted, it is plain that it may be
had, as shewn hy the dotted lines in figs. 5 at.J 6.
When a considerable height of back-board is wanted*
the roof form may be dispensed with altogether, and
by a proper division of the seal-board, it may be made
to shut up as shewn, in an end view, in fig- 7.

In tfae Garden of William Hunter, Esq. hi Kilhufnn,
I saw the only remaining i.stance lhai i MOI< tho
prevailing taste of the last £gej for clipping Yew
bushes into regular or U: s.

The Far it-hoc supplied with G'irdcns,
in general well kept; and Trade and Cottagers
are Seldom without them, except softie lit the Towns
and larger Viliae*

Several wt-ll managed Market Garden* are establish*
ed at or near to Alfreton, Ash bar ne, Bel per, Chester-
field, Darley in the Dale, Derby, LUchurch, Little-1

over, Meusham, Melbornej &c. and from their great
use and accommodation to the surrounding neighbour-
hoods, ought to be more generally encouraged,

Samif 1 OUlknow, Esq. of Aid lor, keeps a professed
Gardener, on three acres of rich sheltered land by the
River Goyte, on the Cheshire side of it, who cultivates,
gathers, prepares, and delivers, all the useful Vegeta-
bles and common Garden Fruits in season, to his Cot-
ton-mi 11 Work-people and Tenants, and renders an
account once, a fortnight to the Mill-Agent, who de-
ducts what they have purchased from the Garden,
from their several wages : the perfection and utility of
his arrangements for these purposes, cannot but prove
highly gratifying, to those who wish to seethe labour-
ing class well and comfortably provided for, from the
fruits of their industry* Proper rooms, for drying,
cteaningj -and preserving Garden-seeds and Fruits,

and
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his Wool-chamber and other like Offices, arc
Cached to the Gardener's House, and placed under
his care.

The most productive Market-Garden that I pver saw
°r heard of, is that of Mr. John Gratiag of Helper, a
Tenant of Messrs. Strutts' , who in planning and setting
°ut the new Town which has arisen, in consequence of
their extensive Cotton-mills, on the steep side of a hill ,
on the edge of the 1st Cod-shale, forming a poor Yel -
low Clay Soil, which was previously cropped with
Oats principally, contrived cqmmon Sewers from the
several Yards , \ ' - m p s , Wash-houses, Privies, &c .
with a view to collect arid render the rich liquid Ma-
nures from them useful, and these (from 50 Cottages)
centre in a Cess-pool in the upper end of Mr. Gratian's
Garden, and whence he runs it in small Trenches,
during the Win te r , over every part of the Beds, in-
tended to be planted in February or March with early
Dwarf or Yorkshire Caffbages, which in May and
June prove uncommonly large and fine : a little before
butting the Cabbages, early varieties of Potatoes,
about the size of Walnu t s , and kept till then from
shooting, by keeping a few together, not too dry or
moist, and often moving them, are planted in the
spaces, between the Cabbages, and grow most rapidly,
cven those planted at Midsummer: the tops of them
are nipt off, before blooming, and about the end of

October, they are fit to dig u p , and are preserved in
d l a r s , one of which he was constructing under his

Oven, being also a Baker, but this probably would be
found too warm and dry a place, for such purposes.

On other Beds, prepared first in Winter as before,
Mazagan and Windsor broad Beans are planted in Fe-
bruary, in four feet rows, three inches apart, and con-

fr VOL. u . J p trived
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trived not to be opposite : when the Beans have bee*
hoed and earthed up, the thick wafcer is turned into
tjbe Trenches between them, after which the spaces are
dug, and Brocoli planted in them, for early use next
Spring. In May the Beans are topped, when in
flower, and prove uncommonly productive : about the
end of July the Bean Crop is oiF, and the Brocoli
Plants are then earthed up, and a Trench formed be-
tween their rows, which is w .tered at intervals, during
the ensuing Autumn and Winter, and in February*
after digging the spaces, Beans are agnin planted i
them, as above ; and thus have pa icular Beds becfl
managed, for seven years past, prouueing two
abundant and valuable crops.

Other Beds are watered in Trenches in the Winter
and dug in February or March, when Sandwich Ca
rots are sown, and set out by the hoe, to six inch
asunder; and afterwards, others are drawn for carl
Carrots, so as to set the remaining crop out to nine o
ten inches asunder, which in August and Septcm
are dug for sale, weighing Sib. and 3lb. each, and
in high request, by all but a few individuals, w
having heard of or seen Mr. G.V mode of manuring;
have more exquisite feelings than palates. The Car
rots intended for Winter-keeping, stand till Nove
bc-r, and acquire a most amazing ;;ize, without
tk'ucy to hollowness, and are stacked with their int
slices filled with dry Sand, in a dry Out-hou
Those who keep Slallions come far and near to pi'1'

•chase these in the Spring, usually at 5s. per cwt. f°r

their best Horses.

On other watered Beds, Scarlet Beans are plan
about the 1st of May, in four feet rows, and

knclics apart, being first made to sprout by soaking i"J
water]

t. to*

mte»
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Water in a Warm Room, and taking care to place the
sprout downwards, without which precaution they
^re apt to rot: the watering proceeds in Trenches be-
tween the rows, and digging of the spaces occasionally,
during the Summer. The Beans are well and carefully
stick't, and bear most abundantly, from the end of
<July until frosts occur.

Of Egg Pease, he sows only one row in a place, as
they grow eight or nine feet high, if well stick't; the
produce was astonishingly great, when 1 saw tbem on
oe 1st of December, 1809. From November to Mid-
Ummer, lie sows ai intervals, different sorts of Pease,

and gathers large crops from. June to October: of the
Scotch Dwarf Pea he raises Seed, for the London Gar-
deners.

Spanish or Reading Onions are sown in February or
arch, on Beds watered in the Winter, and prove
ghly productive.
Cucumbers, of the long and short prickly kinds,
grown in holes, filled with Soil and Dung; sown in
end of May, and the gathering continues from the
of July till frosts occur.

Some vacant Beds (or spaces between crops in rows)
always left, for using the Water upon in the Sum*

TOer* a Scoop is used to throw the Water over vacant
" eds above the level of the Cess-pool, and Pails to
Carry it to the upper end of Trenches, where it cannot
b emade to run to them.

i was concerned to find, that the situation of this
l<>st productive Garden, which is almost in the mid-
le of the increasing Town of Belper, had occasioned
to be repeatedly lessened, for erecting new Houses on

skirts, until become almost too small to use the
°f the increasing quantity of rich liquid Manure

2 that

I
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that flows to it, or to employ the whole attention
this very ingenious Horticulturist: and I venture to
suggest, to those public-spirited and ingenious indivi-
duals who own it, and most of the place, that it would
be worth while to look out for a sufficiently rooray spot
without the Town, below the level of this and th<
other Sewers (if practicable, as I think it is), for 4J
new Garden, and to extend fbe Sewers, with proper]
Puddle or Water-clay under'and at the sides of them,
after they got on to porous soils, to prevent the soak'
ing away of the valuable liquid Manures which they)
contain, and having, a sufficient fall in every part,
prevent the stagnating and dropping the grosser parts]
of tlie fluid, until it reaches the new Garden Cess-pool•
Jf any one would form an adequate idea of (he immense
loss to the Country, by the emptying of the Sewers of
London, and otber large Towns, into the Rivers, thej
should certainly visit Mr. Gratiau's Garden, and wit
ness its extraordinary products, on one of the m<
unfavourable soils for Gardening, that can well
found.

Mr, Kilis Nmlhani of Hargate Wall, practises th*
transplanting of Onion$> when they are about the sis
of Goose-quills at bottom, at proper distances fro*
each other, and finds the bulb thus obtained, larg
and finer than from the original Seed-bed: on wind
subject I beg here to mention, that Mr. Thomas Aj
Knight, has published in the Horticultural Transa*
lions, Vol. L, his practice in raising this useful "Root
of the Portuguese or Spanish kind; which is, to so*
the Seed yery thick on a poor soil, under the shade
;a Tree, by which treatment they become no larger that
Pease in the first year; these are pulled in Autumn,
pent Spring are planted at proper distances in a g<
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where they attain to five inches or more in dia-
meter, and are equal to the best imported Onions. Al-
tringham in Cheshire, supplies some of its large pro-
duce of Onions and Carrots (see Mr. Holland's Report,
P* 166), to the western parts of this County, I believe-

-At Chats worth, I ate of black Spanish Radishes, a
large root, sliced with Oil and Vinegar, as Cucumbers
a*e served up. I heard of no Celery Show in this
County, like that at Manchester, wherein November
last (1811), a Root weighing 61b. 4oz., and several
others nearly as large, were exhibited; or of Goose-
berry or other Fruit or Flower Shows, as in several
other Districts are common, and arc found useful, for
promoting attention to the best varieties of cultivated
Trees and Plants. Mr. Cornelius Brough of Langley
Meynel (or Kirk), was mentioned to me, as a Florist of
some note.

Water-cresses (sysimbriuin nasturtium) abound
greatly in many of the smaller Rivulets and Brooks,
where the Springs from the Rocky Districts find their
vents, but they seem less used at the Tables here, than
their pleasant nnd wholesome nature entitles them. The
Seed of this Plant, procured at the Shops in London,
will enable any Person to raise it, wherever there is a
constant stream of clear Water, however small, by
conducting it over a shallow channel paved with peb-
bles, between which the Seeds are to be sown, and
where they will soon spread and produce a cortpletc
^ r op, if not too much disturbed by the treacling or
browsing of Cattle.

The growth and productiveness of Strawberries has
been found, by Mr. William Fenton of Rothwell-haigh
111 Yorkshire, to be surprisingly promoted by a dressing
of the marly blue Bind, mentioned in Vol. I. p.

P 3
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as found in the 9th Coal-shale, in numerous places in
this County, of which Boythorp, there mentioned, is
an instance.

Raspberries, are here subject to Insects on their
leaves, which the steam of quick Lime, spread under
them when they appear, has been found to destroy.

Rose Bushes were formerly cultivated at Mill-town
in Ashover, for their Flowers, but 1 saw no Fields
under this culture at present.- On the south of Dron-
field, on the 9th Grit Rock, I saw a kind of small red
Rose in a wild dwarf slate, that is, I think, not very
common.

Virgin's Bower, or other beautiful flowering Creep-
ers, ajid Shrubs, and Plants, are not uncommon at the
Cottage-doors in this County, among other indications
of their attention to neatness and of their comforts,
compared with the inhabitants of the miserable Huts,
in many other Districts.

SECT. II.—ORCHARDS.

THE planting of Orchards in this County seem-
much neglected, particularly in the Red Marl Dis-
tricts, where many spots occur, apparently not less
favourable for their growth, than in the famous Cider
Districts in Herefordshire and Worcestershire, on this
same stratum: yet I heard of no instance of Cider or
Perry being made in the District. It has been found
at Pilsbury, by Mr. Joseph Gpuld, and in other places,
that Apple, Cherry, and other Fruit-trees on the Lime-
stone Shale, appear to do very well for a few years,
white their roots principally occupy the surface, oc

vegetable
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vegetable soil, but afterwards when they come to strike
into the shale, they soon dwindle, and often die en-
tirely.

The Rev. Thomas Astley of Chesterfield, had some
Pear-trees, on the Coal-measures, which were unpro-
ductive, but have been made to bear, by taking off a
narrow ring of Bark quite round their trunks: said to
be a Lancashire practice, by Mr. John Holt in his
Report, p. 83.

The Trunks and Branches of Apple and Pear Trees
are too often suffered to become very mossy and foul,
and pruning is too commonly neglected, which, toge-
ther with the want of cultivating new varieties, not
worn out by age, as grafted Fruit-trees are very apt to
become, has, I think, alone occasioned the idea of
Orchards not being profitable, on proper loamy soils,
in sheltered situations, in. this and several other Coun-
ties. Misletoe (viscum album) too often infests the
Branches of Apple and Pear Trees, Thorns, Limes,
and some others: this parasitical Plant has been thus
observed, in Allestry, Barlborough, Chatsworth, Cress-
well, Elmton, Hardwick, Hassop, LongDuckmanton,
Pinxton, West Hallam, Sec.

Plumb or Cherry Treesy are rarely seen here in any
numbers; I saw Cherry-Orchards only in Derby,
Fenny-Bentley, and Hackenthorp, I believe: there arte
some Black Cherry Trees in Pinxton, I am told.

Walnut Trees (Juglars regia) seem greatly on the
decline, the very great price of its Wood for several
years past, and-which is still advancing, having induced
great numbers to cut them down, without its having
stimulated as many Persons to cultivate and plant them
*n the same period, which, when the beauty of their
Foliage, and the value of their Fruit, and their com-

P 4 parative
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paratiye quick growth, arc considered, seems not a
little surprising ; especially as they seem to thrive well
in most parts of Derbyshire, where Gardens or Or-
chards are to be expected: at Ash in Suit on, I no-
ticed very large Walnut Trees, and in Bakewell at
Holme Hall; they were* also growing at Beighton,
Foremarkc Hall, Heanor, King's-Newton (large), at
Newton Solney (planted by Abraham Hoskins, Esq.)<
Overton, Whaley, &c.

Mulberry Trees (morns nigra) seem also not ill
adapted to the situations above alluded to, tho1 I only
noticed them in Eckington and Ilacken thorp: Silk-
worms are, of course, little known in the District.

Elder Trees (sambucus^ nigray & alba) or black
and white berried, have been spoken of as the pro-
duce of Hedges, in p. 90; at Bradby-Park the Earl of
Chesterfield has a large Giove of the black-berried
Trees, the Berries of which are preserved for the Phea-
sants in the Autumn and Winter, when fallen, they
these Berries are stated in the Staffordshire Report;
p. 214, to be poisonous to Poultry: in most other situa-
tions, these Berries are gathered for making Elder
JVine> a useful and cheering article in cold weather:
this brings me to mention another made Wine, which
is far less common in England than the above,

Birch Wines—An open Grove of about 100 common
Birch Trees (betula alba) growing near to Overtoil
Hall, the seat of Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, in Ashover,
have for 60 or 70 years past been appropriated to the
making of Wine> from their juice ot sap; being tap-
ped about once in three years, SO or more in a season.
These Trees aie now about twelve inches diameter at
the ground, on an average, and are very tall, with

rather
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rather small heads, as the^ stand pretty close, and
don't seem injured in their health by the process, or
in their Timber more than half a yard above the
ground. The Tapping commences in the beginning of
March, unless there is frost then, to endanger the
breaking of the Bottles, used to catch the juice: a Car-
penter's gouge and mallet are used, to cut out a piece
of the Bark about one-half or three-fourths of an inch
diameter, at about siS or eight inches above the
ground, a part being chosen where the Bark appears
thickest, and the Gouge being made to enter the Wood
a short distance: several small hollowed pieces of Iron
about four inches long, that are represented in fig. 8*
of Plate IV., facing page 67, being in readiness, one
of them is carefully driven into the Bark, just below
the hole, inclining downwards, observing not to drive-
it through into the Wood, or the operation would fail:
a common quart Glass or Stone Bottle, is then slipped
on to the end of the Iron, its bottom resting on the
ground, as represented in fig. 9.

If the weather proves warm, the holes soon gum up,
and cease to run in four or five days: in favourable and
windy weather, they will run for a month: some Trees
^ill run two gallons in 24 hours (the Bottles being often
looked to and emptied), and others not half a pint, the
average about oneypint per day: such trees as run but
little at the beginning of the season, are tapped again
*n afresh place, before the leaves expand: one Tree
has produced 30 to 40 gallons in a season, during the
last seven years. Various schemes - have> been tried,
'without success, to stop the running when the gather-
ing of the juice is discontinued, on the appearance of
the Leaves: frosty nights will suspend the running.

The Birch Water is principally sold at fid, per gal-
lon.
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Ion, to those who make small Wine for use in their
families, instead of Small Beer.—The Water should
not be kept more than three clays after it is collected, in
warm weather, or six or seven days in cool weather,
lest it putrify and spoil, unless the Water is scalded
(without bringing it to a boiling heat) daily, as it is
collected, when the Wine-making may be deferred for
a month after beginning to collect the Birch Water.

For making the Wine, 21b. of coarse Sugar and
Jib. of Malaga. Raisins, are added to every gallon of
the Birch Water, when cold: it is then boiled for
about an hour, until it is observed to grow clearer,
when it is set to cool, and when about at the same heat
that Beer is set to work, a Toast of Bread spread with
Yeast, is put into it, and for four days it is suffered
to work freely, when it is barrelled, and the same
quantity of Raisins as before, and about an ounce
of Isinglass to every 20 gallons, are added: it seldom
works out of the Barrel, and in two or three weeks is
ready for close bunging down, to remain for three
months, when it should be bottled off, and in two or
three weeks after it is fit for drinking, but u better for
keeping longer.

Other made Wines, principally of Currants, are not
uncommon with the good Housewives of this County.
The Rev. Francis Gisborne of Stavely, has been famous
for the very old Ale and Wine with which he occasion-
ally treated his Friends, the former of 70 years or more
since it was brewed: some of his Mountain Wine, par-
ticularly well corked, that had been standing erect for
more than 50 years, was found still in perfection.

CHAP.
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CHAP. X-

WOODS AND PLANTATIONS.

SECT. I.-grCOPSE WOODS.

SPRING WOODS, as those are here called which
bear Underwood as well as Timber, and are cut at
stated periods, arc well distributed throughout this
County, except on the Mineral or Peak Limestone Dis-
trict, and the Shale and Coal-measure District to the
North of it, as will appear by the following List of
Places, where 1 noted ancient Woods, principally of
Oak, but often with a mixture of Ash, Sycamore, Elm,
Beech, Poplar, Alder, Spanish Chesnuts, and a few
other Trees; and Underwood, consisting for the most
part of stems of Oak, Ash, Nut-hazel, Birch, Sal
W, &c-

Abbey-Dale, E
Alderwasley, E, large

Alton in Ashover,E
Ashford, W (brush)
Sariborough, N, large
Barlow, NE, large
Beaucbief
Birchett, £

Birkin-lane, NE
Bonsal, S (brush)
Brackenfield, W
Bradley, S

Bradway, W
Brampton, N

Brentwood Gate, N E
Bretby, S W
Burrow-hill, S (Walton Wood,

small)
Calke
Callow in Hope, N
Chatsworth, E
Chiswortb, N, small
Church Gresley, N, large
Cotnian-Hay, N
Cowky, E

Crich,
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Crich, S (the Chase)
Cutthorpe, S
Dale Abbey, S and NE
Darwent Chapel, N N W

(Ronksley, &c.)
Denby Hall
Donnington, W
Doveridge, N (Eaton Wood,

&c.)
Eagleston, N W
Eckington, N W
Edingale, NE, small
Foston, N E , small
Gamesley, N
Glossop, SE (Shire-Hill)
Great Rowsley, N E and E
Griffe,SandE (brush)
llackenthorp, S (Hanging Lee)
Haddon Hall
Hay-side, W small
Hetfge, N W (Thackerhay)
High-low

Higli-Oredish, NE (Clatter-
coats)

Holmesfield
Killamarsh, NE
Kinder, N W
Lea, Wand S\V
Learn, E
Lightwood, SE
Little-Moor, N, small
Locko-Park
Ludworth, small
Lydgate, SW(Smathly)

Mackworth, W
Melborne, S
Middle Handley,NE
Middle ton by Wiiksworth, N

(brush)
Morley, >f
Morton, N (Padiey), large
Mosborough, S W (Hanging-

Lee, &c.)
1 Tether Padiey, E
Norton Leys, N E
Oaks in Norton, S E
Overton, S, small
Plesley, E, large
lleninsbaw, SW
Hop ton (Foremarke Wood *),

lar^e

Rowlee, N W
Scarcliff, S E
Sheldon, N
Shirley, N W, large (Park)
Slaley, S (brush)
Smalley, E, small
Smithsby, N W
Spinkhill, E
Stanton Lees, W and N
Stubbing, W
Sudbury, N
Sutton in Scarsdale, W
Swaithwick
Tibshelf, E
Ticknall, N (Knowl-hill), larg*

• Toadmoor, N
Troway, N W

* These fine Woods were under the care of Mr. James Mathews from
1735 to 1755, when great attention was paid to the training of the Trees;
and since to the present time, his Son Mr. James M. of Loscoe Farm, has
continued the management of them.

Upper
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SJpper Padley, E
Walton in Chesterfield, \V,

large
West Handley, S W
•Whaley, SW
Wliittington, N W and N E
Whitwcll, N and N E , large
•Willersiey, N W

Wiliesley, N W .
Williamsthorpe, N
Wingerworth, W (Hardwick,

c.) very large
Wood-seats in Norton, W ami

N E
Woodthorp, W and S E
Wormhill, SE, small

As in noting these Woods, and describing them on
my large Map of the County (see Vol. I. p. 15), I was
not always able to ascertain within which Parish or
Township the whole or some parts of them are situated,
I have preferred in the above List mentioning the Vil-
lages, or nearest assemblage of Houses, having a Name,
and the general beatings of the Spring Woods from
them, as by reference to the Alphabetical List of all
these, in the Preface to the present Volume (or the Pa-
rochial Lists iu Vol. I. p. 78), it can be seen-, in what
Parish and Hundred any such places are situate.

The greater part of these Woods, appear to be very
ancient, and few, if any of them, have been planted
within a Century past, and yet large Trees are very
fare in them, as might be expected, by those who ob-
serve and consider how destructive such are to Under*
wood (especially where pruning has been neglected),
which by its frequent and considerable return, in most
situations, is found more profitable than Oaks, or any
other Trees, suffered to stand in such Woods longer
than 50 or 60 Years at most, owing to the very inade-
quate prices given for large Timber, as will be further
noticed in speaking of open Groves of Oak or Timber
Trees. If in any situation, Underwood was comparat-
ively of less value than large Timber, it might be ex-
pected to be so where Coals or Peat abound, and the

Inhabi-
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Inhabitants place no dependence on the Underwoods
for Fuel, which latter is the case throughout Derbyshire,
and not, as was universal through many of the Southern
and Eastern Counties, previous to the late extension of
Canals, from the Coal Districts or Ports into them, and
still is to a great degree the case in such Counties, where
the Fuel of the Inhabitants, and for burning of Bricks
and Lime, & c , is almost entirely derived from the
Underwoods and loppings of Tvees and Hedges ; yet in
this County, as well as in those situations, almost every
Proprietor of Woods seems by his conduct to have been
practically convinced of the impolicy of growing large
Oaks or other Trees in his Spring Woods, however well
the soil or situation may be adapted to them.

The Spring Woods in Derbyshire are in general well
Fenced against Cattle, always with Stone Walls, where
this material is near at hand, and with good Hedges
and Ditches in most other situations: I cannot, how-
ever, say much in commendation of their management,
as to that most essential article of pruning and training
up the young spires, so as to have clear bodies, without
any Boughs till out of the reach of the Underwood:
pruning having been either almost generally neglected
in Woods, or attempted on the large arms of Trees fit
to be felled, in some few instances, as I observed with
concern, in some Woods on the South side of Chester-
field; but on this subject I intend to speak more at
large at the end of the Third Section of this Chapter.

Almost throughout Derbyshire, the principal appro-
priation of the Underwood is to Puncheons, or Sup-
ports for the Coal-Pits (see Vol. I. p. 347), and for
which purpose the Underwood requires to stand from
21 to 28 Years old, or about 25 Years on the average;
the Stemples and Fails used in Lead-Mines, and the

Ladder-
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£adder-shafts, Soughs, Gates, & c , leading thereto
:(V"oI. I. p, 368 and 371, &c.) occasioned also a very
considerable demand for stout Underwood Poles, until
withia a few years past, when the Mines have so much
declined: the smaller Poles find a vend for making
Fleahs or Hurdles, for Broom-sticks and Hedge-stqkes,
and other similar uses, and nearly all the remaining
Underwood and Lop of the Wood Trees, are cut into
Cord-wood, and converted to Charcoal near the spot.

The Woods in this County are principally, if not
entirely, in the hands of the Owners, managed by their
Agents or Bailiffs, tho1 often the Wood is valued pre-
vious to sale, by professional Wood-valuers* ; of course
Rents fox Wood Lands are here little kijown.

The Duke of Devonshire, the Duke of Portland,
Sir Thomas Windsor liunloke, Bart., the late Sir
Sit well Sitwcllj Bart., Francis Hurt, Esq., and others
of the principal Proprietors of the Woods above men-
tioned, divide their Wood Lands into 24 or 25 nearly
equal pa,rts, or falls, one of which is cut every Year, so
that by the time the last Fall is £ut, the first will be
Jeady to cut again, and so on in succession, by which
means the Colliers and other consumers, are supplied
with nearly equal quantities annually, and the Owners
can also reckon upon nearly as regular an annual in-
come from their Spring Woods, as from any other
equal extent of their Estates that are let in Farms:
great fluctuations iu the prices of Puncheons and other
articles, and of Oak Timber in a degree, are also thereby
prevented.

Mr. John Gratton informs me, that Falls of Spring

* Mr. John Gratton, Jun. of Carr House in Wingerworth, is a good
deal employed in this way, and to is Mr. John Green of Whittington.

Woods,
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Woods, of 25 Years average growth, within moderate
distances of the Collieries, arc worth from 40/. to 100/.
per acre, clear of all expences of Fencing, Draining",
and Superintending, as well as of valuing and selling
(Tithes, Taxes, and Parochial Rates being only ex-
cepted, on account of their very variable amount), 65/.
or 70/. being about the average, where the larger Oaks
from 60 to 100 feet measure fetcl. 3s. 6d. to 5s. 3d. per
foot, and the smaller ones 2s. to 3s. 6d. per foot. That
the reserves left standing, are from 15 to 20 Trees and
Poles, -and from 50 to 80 Wavers or Saplings, on each
acre, varying in value from 30/. to 50/. But to be
more particular, he selected several Woods of a medium
soil and value, and found on an average, that there
were left on each acre after the last Falls, 55 Wavers of
25 years growth, 13 Black-barks of 50 years growth,
5 Heiriors of 75 years growth, and one Timber Tree of
, 100 years growth and upwards, and which together
were found worth 40/. per acre on the average, at the
time of leaving them; and the probability is, that at
the end of 25 years the whole crop will be worth 110/.,
so that 70 pounds worth may be cut down, nnd 40
poundsworth of Crop left standing on each acre, as be-
fore: t!»is sum, as the produce of :i 25 years Fall of an
acre, I have reason to think rather too large, from hav-
ing been assured by a Gentleman, who has extensive
and, excellent Woods in the County, and paid rather
less than 15rf. per acre for Tithes and all Parochial
Taxes for his Woods, that the same produced him only
65/. 17s. 6d. per acre net, at a cutting, on the average
of many years; and from which he deducted 50/. for
the simple Interest at 5 per cent, on his 40/. always
laying dead in the Crop, and shewed me, that this di-
vided by 25, gave him only 12s. ${d. per acre per an-

num
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for his Wood Land, though great part of it was
tolerably level, and not greatly inferior in quality to
the surrounding Arabic and Pasture Lands. It appears
to me, however, that this is a very unfair statement of
the annual produce of those Wood Lands, for putting:
them on a par with Agricultural Lands (tho' less so
than rejecting Interest altogether, as some have done),
and that Compound interest on the delayed Rent, or
increase of Wood, ought to be allowed: suppose it first,
°nly at*3f per cent., to bring it to a par with buying
Land at 20 years purchase, and it appears, that the In-
terest of the 40/. laying dead, will at the next Fall be

15s. lljrf., which taken from 65/. 17s* 6d. leaves
Is. 6%d, in lieu of the Rent of the Wood Land

Acre, forborne 25 years, and this we shall find to be
°nly 7s. l id. per annum, in the way of Rent! But had
we calculated on 4 per cent. Compound Interest, that
°n the dead stock would be 66/. 12s. 8d., exceeding the
cuttable produce, at the end of the 25 years^ by 15/. 2tf.;
o that if two persons possessed each his acre of this
Wood Land, as soon as thus cut, and one of them cut
•lU he further could from it, and abandoned it, placing
'Ut the money it produced at 4 per cent. Compound
interest̂  and the other retained and thus managed his
Wood; at the end of 25 years, the advantage would be
*5s. 2d. in favour of the monicd man, and against the
possessor of the Wood !!

Not a doubt can remain, I think, but the income is
considerably less from Spring Woods, thnn from Arable
and Pasture Lands of similar qualities Co a greixt -many.
Woods in this County: but on steep and precipitous
Lands, or those so encumbered with self stones that
cultivation could not be practised, it is otherwise: and
this disproportion exists, even after the very great rises

J>ERBY% VOL. n . ] that
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that Timber and Bark have experienced of late years,
viz. Timber advanced in price as 11 to 7 in the last
fifteen years, according to Mr. James Dowland (which
is about equal to the increase in the price of Wheat, he
says, excluding 1795 and 1796), and Bark as 15 (or
more) to 8, according to Mr. John Gratton; and other
articles, the produce of Spring Woods, growing small
Trees, arc in nearly similar degrees advanced : tho' the
prices of Puncheons can hardly be expected to have ad-
vanced so much in proportion as Oak Timber and
Bark, owing to the thinnings of the many modern
Plantations of Firs, and other soft or white Woods,
and the knotty tops' of many still older Firs, which have
come within a few years past, in increasing degrees, to-
wards the supply of the Coal-Pits with Puncheons :
and when it is considered, how immense the quantity is
of knotty and unserviceable Fir Trees (owing to the
almost total neglect of the judicious pruning and
management, that should have fitted them as substitutes
for Foreign Deal), that must ere long come only to
such common purposes as Puncheons, or even that of
Charcoal: I incline to think, that the present interest
of the community, in want of Bread Corn (and Meat
also), would be promoted, alike with that of the Pro*
prietors, by clearing and cultivating the best soils now
occupied by Spring Woods, in this County, and in
the West Riding of Yorkshire also, notwithstanding
the advice of the Reporter on that Riding (very able in
his own line), who, in p. 129 of his Report, calls for a
Legislative Act, " requiring every Landed Proprietor
to have a certain number of acres of his Estate in
Wood Land*;" without considering, that numerous

Proprietors

* Mr. Wfliiam Pitt, in his Staffordshire Report, p. 179, with far more
propriety*
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Proprietors in that and every other district, are not pos-
sessed of a single acre of Land, in a situation, or of a
quality, that should at this day be assigned to perpetual
Wood, since we had on all bands better import Wood
than Corn, while Meat cannot be imported, fresh at
least, and that even whole Districts of the Kingdom are
*& this predicament, and where Timber Trees, well
Pruned and managed ift t^e Hedge-rows^ and in some
acute angles of Fields (so as to detract the least possible
from agricultural products), are all that can be allowed
°n the score of sound policy, in addition to the Groves
and Plantations for shelter and ornament, which the
Gentry will have about their Country-houses, wherever
situate, and who too often as little consult true taste, as
their own and their Country's interest, in thinking that
8reat masses, and extent of acres, solely appropriated to
the growth of Wood, are necessary in such situations.
The only circumstance which occurs to me, that ought
to defer the clearing of many of the best Spring Wood
koils in this County is, that a prospect should be held
° u t , that (government, who are almost the exclusive
c°nsumers of very large Oak Timber, and arc daily be-
coming so, as Cast-iron is introduced in Machinery,
ondgcs0 &c> would hereafter allow such increased
Prices for the same (of good quality)*, as should yield
lue same accumulated and accelerating increase of •pro-
t o n the latter years of its growth, as Money cxperi-

— ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! • .

Propriety, exhorts the Legislature to enact public Rewards to those \vr»

P ant Precipices, and Land impracticable to the Plough, and bring into ara-
e cultivation an equal quantity of flat Wood Land: in which senti-

" » « • I heartily join him.
** Th .

«e propriety and policy of which procedure is al>Iy enforced by

. e ^ r « Thomas Davis, in his Answers to the Civil Commissioner*
e NavY> that I 9hall have occasion further to notice in Sect. 4.

Q 2 en CCS >
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ences, at the legal Compound Interest of the Country,
in Annuities and otherwise, and as might be made, in
despite of all Legislative Restrictions as to Compound
Interest, on Monies received annually, or even that can
be improved half-yearly, as in the case of cleared
Wood Lands ; in such case, I say, the Proprietors of
the present Spring Woods, might be content to see the
increasing heads of their Oak Trees, which must by no
means now be restrained, except by the amputation of
their dead or decaying lower branches, encroach upon,
and at length almost exterminate their Underwood, and
reduce these Woods to Groves, which I shall further
consider in Section 4.

In Ashovcr, and other places, the Spring Woods arc
cut at 25 years growth of the Underwood, and the pro-
duce sold by the acre standing: a Professional Wood-
Valuer being previously employed, to set out, measure,
and value the Wood of the intended fall, which he
does by numbering the Trees that are to remain stand-
ing, and making a ring of red paint round every wavt"
or young spire which is to be left, of all which, as well
as the measure of ground and value per acre of the re-
mainder, he renders an account to the Proprietor of tbtf
Wood, or his Agent, who usually sell it in the Winter
season, sometimes by Ticket, or private proposals,
given in by the buyers, and at others by Public Auc-
tion: the buyers, who are principally Wood-Dealers,
cut down and convert the Wood, and agree to clear i'
by the Lady-Day next but one following, and pay the
Money in moieties, at the Midsummer and Christmas
following the Sale.

I cannot here avoid mentioning, that great evils seem
to result from this plan of resigning the Spring Woods
as it were, for more than a year, into the hands of per

son
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sons who have no interest in preserving the ensuing crop
of Underwood, and who, by carrying on their opera-
tions in a small and protracted way, thro' aill the Sum-
mer, in making Hoops or other articles, and by remiss-
ness in the repair of the Walls or Fences, thrown down
by the Trees in their fall, or by the constant climbing
°f their work-people. &c. & c , stem not merely to
occasion the destruction in a great measure of the shoots
of one entire year, but to do injuries of a more perma-
nent nature to the Underwood. I am entirely averse to
•ufiering Wood-cutters, or any of their produce or fol-
lowers, to remain in Spring Woods much later than
Midsummer, and that only for cutting and drawing out

Oak Timber, and Underwood, and Bark, and that
valuation and sale of Falls sold standing, ought,to
place in time for the purchasers to begin cutting,

converting, and carrying out the produce, except of
"Oak, early in the Winter, and when labourers might
he had in sufficient numbers to dispatch the work: and
* should strictly enjoin, that every wood-fence damaged,
by the fall of the Oaks or otherwise, after the budding
of the Wood in the Spring in particular, should be in-
stantly and effectually repaired, and that no Horse or
Ass should on any account be admitted into the Wood,
especially after the budding timd, without an effectual
muzzle on, to prevent their cropping the tops of the
young shoots, the mischief from which is incalculably
great, mid which no care but.this can fully prevent.

In Glossop, the Timber and Wood is sold standing,
as by that means the Auction Duty is avoided: but
more commonly the sale is by Ticket 9 the process of
^Mch was described to me by Mr. Matthew Ellison,

gent *° the Hon. Barnard Edward Howard: the bu v-
and the vendor being assembled at a public-house,

3Q the
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the vendor puts a folded Ticket, containing his price
of the Lot about to be sold, into a Glass on the Table;
codi of the buyers do the same, and then the vendor
opens all the Tickets but his own, and declares the
name of the highest bidder, but not the amount of his
offer: a second delivery of Tickets by the buyers then
takes place, and the name of the highest bidder among
them is again declared; and then a third delivery,
which, according to the practice about Glossop, der
cides the Sale ; unless on opening the vendor's Ticket,
none of the biddings *comc up to it, when the Sale is
void, unless the highest bidder, or the next or following
in succession, should agrecto come up to the vendor's
price in the Ticket, the amount of which is not how-
ever declared, unless a disposition manifests itself
among the buyers, to further advances; it has rarely
happened of late, that the biddings in this district have
not exceeded the valuation and the seller's Ticket price,
or that he is necessitated to accede to that of the high-
est bidder, who is considered as bound to take the lot
lii such case.

Shirley-Park Wood, of about 150 acres, principally
of Oak, most of tlie Trees in which were stunted and
ill grown, was entirely cut down about the year 1784?,
by Mr. William Cox of Culland, by which the health
and thickness of the new crop was wonderfully im-
proved ; and lately Mr. William Pontey has, 1 be-
lieve, been consulted, on the best method of conduct*
ing the future thinning and pruning of this Wood,
which appeared to me, when I saw it in 1809, to have
been somewhat too long delayed.

It seems of considerable importance, and not always
attended to, when the falls take place, and oftener per-
haps in some situations, to carefully strip all the youn&

Ivy
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Ivy Plants from the stems of Timber Trees, and the
Moss also, which Boys or Girls, furnished with a
piece of iron hoop or very blunt drawing knife, can
perform at a small cost*. When Ivy hqs by neglect,
or by the whim of a Proprietor, who may have thought
rt ornamental in his "Woods, of which I have seen
some striking and roost injurious instances, been suf-
fered to thickly envelope the whole stems of Trees,
great care is necessary oin removing this coat of Ivy,
which, tho' probably sucking some of the best juices of
the Tree from every pore where its fibrous roots insinu-
ate themselves, has become necessary to preserve the
Tree in its present sickly state, and if stripped entirely
°ffat the time of felling the Underwood, the sudden
exposure would materially injure, if not kill such
Trees; the Ivy is best therefore cut and stripped off three
°* four years previous to the Fall, that the Underwood
^ay protect the newly exposed Bark from the cold
^vinds, or if this has been neglected, that the Ivy
should only be chopped off, and its Roots all carefully
torn out of the ground, and the stem carefully cleared
°f Moss and every other filth for about two feet high,
leaving the Ivy to die on the Tree, that its leafless
"Ranches, when stripped off three or four years after-
wards, may the less suddenly expose the Tree.

Too much attention cannot be shewn, to cut all the
dead or dying small branches close off from the trunks
°f Trees, just below the main forking or branching, in

situation such branches are almost sure to die,

* In Mr. John Holt's Lancashire Report, p. 83, he says? that Lime
wolved in water, and made into a white-wash, and applied to the

ttenis of Trees with a brush, will effectually destroy Moss: this may per-
laP» be worth trying in Woods, after the rough coat of Moss has been
•craped off.

Q 4 owing
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owing to the main arms above them, depriving them
of the returning sap at least, if not of that which in
ascending, is forced into currents on each side of
such branches, in its way to higher parts of the
head; and where this has been neglected, nothing is
more common, than to see small rotten boughs point-
ing rather upwards, as if ,on purpose to conduct water
from every shower of rain, into M»c very heart of Trees
so neglected.

In some parts of. this County, considerable paiha
seem to be taken in the use of the Falling Axe (of
•which the handle is 2£ feet long* the blade three inches
broad, anil of the extraordinary length of 15 inches,
including the Eye, as about Whittington)) to form
the stools or stumps left in the ground in Spring
Woods, rather round at top, to shoot off the wet and
preserve the butt from decay, where young shoots or
wavers are expected from them: pains, and waste of
Wood, that are, 1 conceive, very ill bestowed, from
having long observed the growth of such shoots in all
their stages up to Trees and fallen Timber, in Bedford-
shire and other Counties, where a contrary practice,
that of purposely dishing them, so that water may .
lodge in the centres of the butts, has long prevailed ;
and it is understood, that the sooner the young waver,
or wavers especially, if more than one aie left for Trees,
attaches itself to and entirely depends on one of the
healthy lateral roots (as observed of old White-thorn
stumps, p. 86), by the entire decay of the core or cen*
trc, the better is the future prospect of such wavers, as
to making good Trees, which in such case I am satis-
fied that they will generally do, and much quicker
than Maiden or Seedling ones : and the idea pf some,
in such round top't falling, to preserve the Tap-root

(of
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(of which so much has been said), seems altogether
founded in mistake, since those distinguished Natura*
lists, Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, and Thomas Andrew
Knight, Esq., in answer to the third of Lord Glenber-
vie's Queries, that will be given in Section 4, both ex-
pressly declare, from repeated observations, that neither
the Oak or any other Tree continues, after the few very
first years of its growth, to preserve the Tap-root,
which has been so essential to its Seedling growth, but
that such either perish, or soon become lateral roots,
like all the others.

The ^'filling up of the many vacant places that I no*
ticed in the Underwoods of this County, af Bracken-
field and other places, with Ash and others of the
Woods found most productive and profitable in such
Woods or their vicinity, seems too much neglected, at
the periods of the Falls ; and where it would pay well,
cven tp imitate the excellent example of John Denison,
Esq.. (see Mr. Robert Lowe's Nottingham Report,
P- 89) in grubbing up Hazels, Thorns, and other
trash in his Nottinghamshire Woods, to plant these
more valuable sorts in their stead e and where William
p eg g e Burnell, Esq. Sir R. Sutton, &c. also fill up
with planted Ash (p. 87 and 88), which seems greatly
preferable to the uncertain method of others (p. 78), in
•caving key-bearing Ash Trees in the Spring Woods,
to raise Seedling Plants, by their means; since such

always slow growing and unprofitable Trees, as
be explained in speaking of Pruning, towards the

«d of Sect. 4.
Bark will be spoken of in Section 4.
On the appropriation of different sorts of the Under-

wood to particular uses, I noted that Hoops, are not
made in the County, but on a small scale for local

consump-
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consumption, except at Moor-hole, near Mosborough*
I believe.

Poles : from the considerable distance of any Hop
Plantations, little of the Underwood is disposed of in
length, as Poles, except to the Hurdle-makers and
"Wood-turners, &c. but the greater part of these, the
larger ones in particular, are cut into lengths in the
Woods, and sold as Puncheons, as before observed,
p. 226; in Wingerworth the^e, of five feet long, sell
at id. each, or 6s. 8c(. per score ; and of four feej, being
slighter also, at 2d. each, or 3s. 4d. per score. Hedge"
stakes five feet long, here also fetch Is. 2d. per score,
four feet long Id. per score, and Hedge-bindings 3s*
per hundred.

Broom or Beesam-staves are here ls.2d. per hun-
dred : at Whaley in Bolsover, these and Rake-staves
were preparing in the Woods.

J3ee£0wi-twigs or Birch-cuttings, at Wingcrwortb,
per bundle, six feet in girt, 1$. each.

Sickle-handles and other Turnery wares* In thp
Woods in Eckington and Mosborough, the smaller
Birch and Alder Poles are cut up into Staves, 12 inches
long, and If to 3^ inches diameter, chopt into octa-
gons, and sold on the spot at 8s. per pack of 20 dozen
of Staves, each of which will make two Sickle hafts
or handles at the Turning-mills, of which there arc
several in the County, worked by a Water-wheel,
whose principal employment is for the Cotton and Flax
mills, &c. in making their Bobbins and Spindles, viz*
at Alport in Yolgrave^ Bonsai, Cromford, Derby (by
Steam Engine), Eckington, Lea, Jlepton, Tansley,
Watstanwell-bridge, Wirksworth, &c.

Hurdles, or Fleaks.—Mr. William Booth, of Ec-
kington Turning-Mill, manufactures Fleaks on a con-

siderable
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S|derable scale, from underwood Poles and thinnings
f Plantations: he saws down the Poles by circular

s, instead of cleaving and chopping them, and bores
mortising holes by Centre-bits turned by the Mill:
practice might be advantageously adopted in other

situations, and by which the Poles would be all carried
out of the Spring Woods to be manufactured, as I
have recommended. ^

Turnip^fleaksi with four bars and two yards long,
of cleaved Oak, hooped at top, and pointed for driving,
are sold about Lullington at 5$. or 5*. 6rf. each.

I shall, perhaps, not have a more fit opportunity than
this to mention, that at Mr. Samuel Tudor*s at Cox-
bench, and Mr. Richard Harrison's at Ash, I saw a new
sort of Fleak Hurdles, made of Cast lron% four feet
high, with five light yet. strong ribbed bars, two yards
l with dove-tails at top and bottom of the heads,

which these Fleaks ixve effectually locked together,
as they are set, and to iron Stancheons pointed for
driving into the ground: these Fleaks were cast at
widgenorth in Shropshire, by Messrs. Hczledine and
Rastrick, and cost 9s. each delivered at Stourport
(whence they came by the Canals): Fleaks of similar
form but of less dimensions, for Sheep, 7s. each.

Cord^wood, of round Billets from refuse underwood
and lop, nSt per c o r d of igg c u b j c feet stackt.

Charcoal, is made in considerable quantities in Sir
•Thomas Windsor Hunloke's Spring Woods in Win-
ger worth, the refuse Underwood from the Puncheons,
w. and lop of the Trees, being first cut and stackt in
Cords, each eight feet long, four wide, and near five feet
" lgh (in order to allow for hollowness, four feet being
considered the standard), and containing about 155

cubic
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cubit feet as stackt, which will in general make 24
stricken bushels of Charcoal. Some buyers contend,
ihdt the Cord otight to measure 8JX4f X4j=162J-
cubit feet, and to make about half a load, or dozen
of Charcoal, of 72 stricken bushels, weighing about
6Jcwt. when dry. At Alderwasley also, much Char-
coal is made; and on smaller scales in a great many of
the Woods enumerated page 219.

I heard of no instances of tie Grubbing up or Stub-
bing of ancient Woods, to cultivate their sites, tho' from
what I have said in page 225, such a measure seems
advisable on some of the best soils now occupied by
Spring Woods; and the same arguments would apply,
with greater force, to many Plantations made within
the last half century, and their pruning neglected, on
some very good soils: it is asserted here by many, that
the want of value in the Roots and other Fire-wood,
and the high price of labour, would occasion an ex-
pence of 20/. to 25/. per acre, to clear Wood Lands fit
for cultivation ; but surely a gang of Sussex or Kent
Grubbers and Charcoal-burners, would teach them
better.

SECT. II.—WOODS, WITHOUT UNDERWOOD,

BEECH Woods, without Underwood or admixture
of other Trees, such as abound in Hertfordshire and
other Chalky Counties, are here unknown, and owing
to the comparatively recenUntroduction of other Plan-
tations besides those of Oaks, now become Groves in
Parks, &c. for the most part, which will be noticed in
Sect. 4, it cannot be stated that any system of manage-

ment
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as to Cutting, Application, Rent, &c. has yet
been established, but on which I shall have occasion to

something in the next JSection.

SECT. III . PLANTATIONS.

• >

A VERY laudable spirit has pervaded the Land-
owners in this County, for improving and ornamenting
their Estates by Plantations, made within the last SO or
60 years, but principally so in the latter half of that
Period; and in general, steep,rocky,and barren Lands,
have been selected for this purpose, which could
scarcely be otherwise improved: but instances are not
Wanting here, as in most other Counties, of too great
a breadth of even and useful soils for Husbandry,
having been appropriated to the growth of Wood, and
most; of which, the rapidly increasing Population of
the Country calls alike loudly with the private interests
°f their owners, for their being cleared again, as soon
as circumstances will admit.

The modern Plantations, are principally of mix-
tures of Scotch, Larch, Silver, Spruce, &c. Firs, Oak,
Ash, Elm, Sycamore, Birch, &c". at the following
places, viz.

Abney

Alderwaslev

Allestry
A1sop, S W

AshQver

Aston on Treht

Bamford

Bank-hail

... .veil
1 Jr-lpcr

Blackwall in Kirk Ireton

Bradley

Brailsford

Bretby

Buxton

' Calke

Catton
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Catton
Chatsworth
Chunall
Church Gresley

Coxbench

C v oss-o'-th'-Hand s

Cromford

Darley-flash

Dinting
Doveridge

Edensor

Foremarke
Foston

Glapwell

Glossop
Great Hucklow

Great Rowsley, N

Hargate Wall

Hartshorn

Hassop
Hollo ways'
Hopton

Kedleston

Lea
Learn
Little Hayfield

Locko-Park

Longford

Markeaton

Matlock Bank
•

Matlock Bath
Measham
Mellor

Milford

JT£wton Solney
Norton

Osmaston, near Shirley

Radburne
Renishaw

Shipley

Shirley
Stanesby

Stanton in the Peak

Stoke

Stubbing

Tibshelf (Hurst)

Walton (Lodge) in Chesterfield
Willesley

Willersley

Wingerworth

Wonnhill

' Wyaston, &c.

The very thriving Plantations made by Samuel Old-
know, Esq. in Mellor, from 1790 to 1800, consist of a
judicious mixture for ornament, of the following twelve
sorts of Trees, viz. Abele, Beech, Elm (English and
Wych), Larch, Mountain-Ash, Oak, Poplar (balsam
and black Italian), Scotch-Fir, Spanish-Chesnut, and
Sycamore, with some few others occasionally. This
Gentleman has numbered, and keeps an account of a
large number of the individual young Trees in tjiese

Planta-
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Plantations, to mark distinctly the effects of pruning,
thinning, &c. upon tlieir growth and progress.

Mr. George Henry Strutt, very laudably applies
himself to the superintending of the planting of about
]005000 Larch, Scotch, and other Trees on his Father's
Estate (George Benson Strutt, Esq.) in Belper, and to
the pruning and management of the .extensive Planta-
tions previously made there, and keeps accurate and
systematic accounts, of 1-he expence a,nd time of plant-
ing, of pruning, and of thinning, of the value of the pro-
duce cut, and of the measure and value of those Trees
standing irftlie several Plantations made by his Father.

Mr. William Milnes, jun. is also beginning to take
charge of his Father's Plantations and Timber in Ash-
°Ver; a practice, in the Heirs to Estates, that I can-
ll°t sufficiently commend, or hold it up as I wish, to
the imitation of other Young Men, as calculated in an
e"unent degree to benefit themselves and their families,
riS well as their Country; since it is only by the long
and uuremitted attention of individuals to this essential
branch of Rural Economy, assisted by method and
recorded facts well ascertained—instead of trusting to

vague estimations, and the opinions of others
we can hope to sec that reformation or improve-

ment therein, which cannot but strike the eye of the
attentive observer, in every District of the Kingdom,
*° be necessary. Upon the recorded facts of the pro-
gress, a m j SfatCj a n (j value of Plantations, as above, 1
would strongly recommend, that frequent and periodi-
ca* calculations- should be founded, and recorded,
blowing Compound Interest at Five per Cent, to accu-
mulate on the net value (after deducting expences) of
a \ thinnings or casual profits, between the periods of
* a t measurements and valuations of the growing

Crops,
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Crops, adding this to the value of such Crop, and
deducting the first cost of Planting, or the value of the
growing Crop at the last period of valuation, with
Compound Interest thereon ; and then inquiring, what
Annuity or yearly Rent forborne during this period
(allowing Compound Interest as before), would amount
to the sum which remains as above: and by the side
of this, the present average Rent in the District, of
Lands of similar qualities that are Let, should be re-
corded in each instance. Within the probable dura-
tion of the lives of the young Gentlemen, in parti-
cular, to whom 1 am alluding, most important docu-
ments would be thus acquired, that are now almost en-
tirely desiderata^ in this important branch of Rural
Concerns; to show, to what age Plantations continue,
really to increase in value, and a£ what rates, com-
pared with (he Rents of similar Lands, &c. &c.

I have to lament for myself, that the multiplicity
and magnitude of more pressing concerns, while I was
entrusted with the management of the late and justly
lamented Duke of Bedford's Property in Bedfordshire,
prevented more than one measurement and valuation of
a Plantation (of eleven acres), such as I am now re-
commending, and confined my exertions, to keeping
minutely divided Accounts of the Expcnces and Re-
ceipts (with quantities and values for all such, carefully
ascertained), for every separate Wood and Plantation,
and the several Falls therein, numerous as they were,
as data to be applied to measurements of standing
Crops in them, to be taken under more favourable cir-
cumstances. Perhaps I may be excused for mention-
ing here, that a very full detail of all these particulars,
presented to the Society of Arts, relative to the mea-
surement of Brown's* Wood Plantation, above alluded

to,
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to> met their approbation, and is preserved in their
Twenty-third Volume of Transactions, p. 112.

From having attentively noticed the growth of
roixed and separate Plantations in various soils and
situations, I am decidedly of opinion, that it is not
good policy to mix Trees, except' only those sorts that
arc ultimately intended to form Timber and Und«r-
^°od; and think, that the suggestion of Mr. James
Rowland, in the valuable unpublished mass of infor-
mation, to which 1 shall more particularly refer in the
next Section, of racing clumps or patches of different
s°rts of Trees, in ornamental Plantations, of any con-
siderable size, instead of mixing individual Trees, is
calculated to secure and even improve every object of
beauty and ornament, in such Plantations.

The Hon. Barnard Howard plants 50,000 or 60,000
, Scotch,and Beech annually, in Glossop Parish:

"c Scotch intended as nurses, and to be cut away in
l»e Thinnings.

Nurseries, for raising young Plants*, are attached
0 the Garden Establishments of the principal Planters,

as at Helper George B. Strutt's, Bradby Park the Earl
of Chesterfield's, Chatsworth SW the Duke of Devon-
sIlire's, Haddon Hall W the Duke of Rutland's, Ked-
es*on (at Ireton} Lord Scarsdale's, Lcam Marmaduke
M- Middletou's, Milford Messrs. Strutts', Stoke Hall
"e Hon. John Simpson, &c.; which seemed very well

M and so in general were the Nurseries for Saje
I noticed, at Chapel-en-le-Fritb, Duffiekl Bank,

1 ne term Nursery ia also applied to Plantations, in many parts of
e Cou

VOL. II.) R MaUock,

|he County.
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Matlock, Measham, St. Peter's in Derby, Slack in Ash-
over, &c.

In preparing for Planting on the heathy Grit-stone
Lands} I beg to call the attention of the Planter to
p. 306 of the 1st Volume, and to p. 362 of Mr. Hol-
land's Cheshire Report, to see the necessity of sinking
his holes quite thro' the roots of the Heath Plants, into
the natural soil below, which experience has shewn, to
be in the general, much the fittest for the roots of the
Plants to strike in.

In very exposed situations it has kieii recommended,
in Mr. Lowe's Nottinghamshire Report, to shorten the
ends of the lateral branches of the Plants, at the time
of planting them out: something of which, I think, I
3aw practised at Hopton: it has been also recommended,
in such situations, to make the Plants lean towards the
prevailing wind of the spot, at the time of planting*
Notts. Rep. p. 64: but it will not be right in th-
Planter to trust to any of these expedients, but fre
quently for some months after planting, especially
when the Plants Tire not very rpale, to go over and fasten
the Plants loosened by the Wind, which appears by
much the most common cause of the failure of young
Plantations. The precaution, of dipping the Roots ot"
Plants into a mixture of pretty good Mould and Water,
mixed in a hole in the Ground or in a Tub, to the con-
sistence of thin Batter, called Puddling them, ought
seldom to be omitted, just previous to setting them, in
th^ Spring.

The difficulty of raising Plants, on high and exposed
Hills, have suggested to some the expedient, of plant-
ing first round the base of the Hill, and proceeding, in
two or three years, with a horizontal strip above this,
and after a few years with another strip, and so on

until
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Until the whole Hill be covered: the force of the Winds
on the youngest Plants being weakened by passing thro*
°r over the previous planting.

Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, in planting a large tract of
heathy poor Land, on the 2d Grit Rock NW of Ash-
over, in 1807 and 1808, employed Mr. Joseph Withers,
Nursery-man and Planter, of Newafk in Nottingham-
shire, first to plant strips or skrcens of Scotch Firs,
about 40 feet broad, and at about the distance of 100
yards from each other, extending the whole length of
the piece, which exceeds 13 furlongs, and these being
crossed at larger intervals by other similar strips, at
*lght angles: iutending, when these thickly planted
Greens of Scotch Firs have acquired some height, so
as to shelter the inclosed Fields or Patches, to plant
them with Larches, no thicker than they/are intended
ultimately to remain: if perfect care and attention is
Paid to the selection of the best Plants, and to rencw-
lng all those that don't perfectly succeed in the first
stages of their growth, and with persevering attention
*° pruning these Larches for several years after, they
"obbtless may thus be raised to tall and profitable
timber, even in this high and exposed situation : but
when I consider the great risk, of inadequate attention
k°ittg paid to these essential particulars, under the eye
°t less able and vigilant Proprietors, I cannot recom-
mend this mode of thin planting, however sheltered
the. situation may be, to general adoption, being con-
v*nced, that moderately thick planting, as well as un*

attention to pruning and thinning, are essen-
to raising the most profitable Plantations, as I shall

endeavour more fully ta show further on. To all Plan-
ters, I wou]ci recommend a careful perusal of the direc*
fc given in Mr. William Pontey's " Profitable Plan-

* 2 tec"
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ter" and bis " Forest Pruner," and in Mr. Francis
Blaikie's <c Farmer's Instructor, for the Planting and
Management of Forest Trees." In the latter work,
p. 21, the preservation of young Plants from the Bark*
ing of Hares and Rabbits, is said to be cheaply effected
by smearing their Stems over with a mixture of Cow-
dung and a little Lime. In the part of Sudbury Park,
where Rabbits abound, it was pointed out to me, that
all the young planted Oaks had been barkt and de-
stroyed by them, while the Sycamores were not at all
touched, and the Larch but little, by these small de-
predators.

I was sorry to learn, when viewing the Duke of Nor-
folk's Plantations, with Mr. James Dowland, on the
edge of Nottinghamshire, that Squirrels, which it is
so very pleasant to see in such situations, and of whose
Kells, Drays, ot Nests, I saw many, near the slender tops
of high Trees there, are found very injurious to Larch,
and some other Trees: the knowledge of this circum-
stance, could hardly have given rise to what appeared
to me to be a barbarous, tho* ancient custom in Stan-
ton in the Peak, of making a general Hunt on Christ-
mas Day, after these pretty little animals, to kill them.

Soils of Trees,—In running through my travel-
ling Notes under this head, I shall notice the several
sorts of Forest Trees and common arborous Plants in
alphabetical order, and mention some particulars of
the cultivation or growth of each, in particular places,
the prices per foot, instances of old, large, or remarka-
ble Trees, &c. &c.

1. Abele, or White Poplar (populus alba) planted at
Mellor, &c.

2. Alder (bttula alnus) has been already mentioned
as
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as a Hedge-wood, in p. 91. I noticed these Trees grow-
ing very fine at Drakelow, Ingleby (very high),
Measham-field, Milton, Rep ton, Wingerworth, &c.
About Wingerworth, this Wood sells from Is. 6d. to
2s. 3d. per foot; at Belper, Messrs. Strutts give 12rf.
to I6d. per foot, for Alder Poles, up to four inches
diameter, for turning Bobbins, Spindles, &c : its use
in turning Tool-handles in Eckington, &c. has been
mentioned already, page 234. At Edale and Kinder,
&c. I saw the Poles of this Wood peeling for the use
of the Manchester Dyers, as mentioned in Mr. Hol-
land's Cheshire Report, p. 206, who states it to fetch
6/. or6/. 10s. per ton, delivered at the Dye-houses.

3. Ash (fraxinus excelsior)^ has been already men-
tioned as a Hedge-wood, in p. 91, and as the best spe-
cies of Underwood, in p. 233: the Mineral or Peak
Limestone District is more famous for the growth of this
than any other Tree, and several names of places there
seem to have been derived from its prevalence: I
noticed this Tree, or young Plantations of them, as fol-
lows, viz. in Alderwasley (fine Trees), at Ash in Sutton
(large), Ashford, Ashgate (Plantation made about
1788), Ashover, Astwood, Bakewell, (Plantation lm.
S.)> Barlborough Park (large), Barrow (Plantation),
Beard (in Hedges), Bcighton, S W (fine), Bradby*
Park (very tall, planted 1735), Catton (Plantations),
Chatsworth (fine), Donisthorp, Eyam, Great Rowsley,
Hassop, Little Longsdon, Locko^Park, Longford Park
(fine), Matlock, Measham-field (Plantations), Oaker-
thorpe (large), Openwood-Gate NE (Plantations), Ox-
croft (large) Peak Forest, Stancsby, Stanton in the Peak
(pruned), Stretton in the Fields (Plantations), Sutton
in Scartdale, Ticknall (at KjiolMiiU), Wingerworth,
&c. About half a mile W of Ashford} 1 saw a few

R 3 success*
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{successful attempts to raise Ash Trees on the barren
Slither or sliding Gravel, mentioned Vol. I. p. 145:
the long roots of the Ash se$m better adapted than any
.other Tree, perhaps, to reach the soi) beneath this
Slither, if once the Plants can be got to grow. In exa-
mining the black Marble Quarries, or rather Mines, at
the W end of Afford, I was somewhat surprised (o
3ee a green Ash Stick, that hdd becu carried under*
ground some weeks before, a£ a measure, having shot
put white Sprigs and Leaves, two or three inches long,
from several of its budjs. About Wingerworth good
Spring-wood Ash Timber, sells from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 3d*
per foot. Hedge-row Ash from Is. 6d. to 2$. 6d. i
at Bel per good Ash was bought at 20d. per foot, in
1809.

4. Aspen or Asp (populus tremula) were noticed
in Bradby Park, Markcaton Park, South Normanton,
&c. The valuable property possessed by this Wood,
of not casting or warpipg, and its great durability
also, according to Mr. Thomas A. Knight, seem to
require that it should be more known and cultivated.

5. Balm of Cilcad Fir (pinus bahamica), this I
saw growing at Cattonand at Inglcby.

6. Beech (fagus syfoalica). My Notes as to the
growth of this Tree were made at Bradby Park (fine
J735, pruned), Chatsworth Park (and SW fine),
Foremarke, Glpssop, Heath, Hopton, Kedleston Park,
(Avenues, &c.) Little Eaton, Mellor, Overton, Stoke,
Ticknall (at Knoll-hill, fine, one very large), Wil-
Jcrsley, Wingerworth, Wormhill, (Plantations aud
Hedge-rows), &c. About Wingjerworlh the price of
Beech Timber is 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per foot. Those
who plant this Tree, with a view to it as Uaderwood
(as has been recommended) will be disappointed, un-

less
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less the Plants are cut down when young, as stools of
Beech Trees of any size, rarely if ever shoot again.

7. Birch (betula alba), is very common in the
Hedges in some districts, as mentioned p. 91, and
abounds also in the Underwoods in some parts ; it has
been a good deal planted, throughout the County, as
nurses for more valuable, or Timber Trees, in the early
periods of their growth. Perhaps the oldest Trees of
this sort in the County may be those at Overton, ap-
propriated to the Making of \Vine, as mentioned
p. 216 ; its Wood seems in demand by the Turners,
page 234.

8. Black-thorn or Sloe Tree (primus spinosa) is a
worthless Bush, noticed only in a very few Hedges in
this County, see p, 89, where it is apt to spread fast
into the fields, by means of its roots and succors.

9. Cedar (pinus cedrusj, seems to be scarce in the
Comity ; near the cast front of Bradby Hall, there is
a large and remarkable one, supposed to have been
planted about the year 1682, its trunk for 17 feet high
measures 13 feet 2 inches circumference, on which rises
three prodigious upright branches, nearly of equal sizes.

The well known property of this Wood, to drive
away or destroy insects, probably arises from its
Resin or Turpentine being slowly volatile, at the ordi-
nary temperatures, as William Strutt, Esq. of Derby,
rather disagreeably experienced a few years ago, on
having new Cases and Drawers of this wood made for
Jiis Mineral Collection, and on examining of which,
after an absence of some months, particular Fossils in#

the Drawers were found so completely coated with
soft and sticky Resin, that it had run off them and
in part filled the small paper trays, in which such Fos-
sils lay, and what seems extraordinary, other Fossils

n 4 appeared
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appeared to Lave attracted none of this volatile Resin,
nor was the Papers or the surface of the Wood of
which the Drawers were made, sensibly soiled by it.

This property of Cedar Wood, is noticed in the
Philosophical Transactions, No. 110, an exactly simi-
lar thing having happened to Dr. Lister in 1674 ; and
I have lately experienced the same disagreeable effect,
tho* in. a smaller degree, from a number of new black-
lead pencils that were kept together in a tin case,
which they lined with their sticky Resin.

JO. Cherry^ Wild, or Mazzard (prunus avium).
This Tree I noticed at Bretby, Foremarke, Glapwell,
Pinxton, &c. In Bradby Park, in the first of these
places, Earl Chesterfield has many of these Trees, 15
inches diameter at the bottom, and 40 feet high with-
out a branch : and their Wood has proved so useful
and durable, and even the cleaved Poles of it in large
Park Fences, of 30 years standing, that it is now
planted there on a large scale, and grows most luxuri-
antly, and from the facility with which it can be
moved, when of considerable size, out of the Woods
where it sows itself, or from Plantations where it has
performed the office of a nurse, it is preferred to any
other Tree, by Mr. Francis Blaikie his Lordship's
Agent (see his " Farmer's Instructor," &c. p. 16), as
a nurse to young Oaks and Spanish Chcsnuts, being
in this case cut down, the first year after transplant-
ing, when large.

11. Crab (pyrus malus), has been noticed as a
Hedge Plant, in p. 89 ; in Ashover and a few other
places, I saw single Trees of this kind, but its Tim-
ber seems not an object of culture, It is excellent for
£he heads of Mauls, and Beetles, Mallets, &c.

Jg, Dishley, or Huntingdon Willow (salix alba)9

a va*
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a variety of this useful Wood, which the !a<e Mr.
Robert Bakewell the Breeder, introduced on his Dish-
ley Farm in Leicestershire, whence it has within a
few years past spread to most Counties in England,
is cultivated in small patches or strips by the fences,
mostly in low situations, by many Farmers in this
County, for furnishing them with 'Poles for Fleaks
and other purposes, for which its quick growth,
straightness, lightness, and durability, so well fits it:
I saw it in Ash,'Drakelow, King's Newton, Measham,
(by the Roads' aides), Mclborne, Sawley, Stanton by
Dale, Swarkestone Lows, Waldley, &c. On the dry
land at Swarkestone Lows, (hey are cut at five to
seven years growth. I saw no Trees reared or training
of this sort, tho9 theirincrease as such is highly spoken,
of by Mr. Holland, in the Cheshire Report, p. 205.

13. Elder (sambucus nigra^ # alba) have been
mentioned as mischievous Hedge Plants, in p. 90; I
«aw no instances of training them up for Trees, tho'
the wood is so useful for many nice purposes; when
straight and clear, answering as a substitute for Box.

14. Elm, English or narrow leaved (almus campes-
trisj I noticed as follows, viz. at Ash (large), Aston
by Trent (fine young), Astwith (fine), Bradby Park
(fine, 1735, pruned, Avenues), Burrow-hill, Coton,
Croxall (Avenues), Dalbury Lees (large), Doveridge
(fine young), Drakelow (fine young), Elmton, S
(young), Etwall Hall (Avenues, and S E young,
pruned), Foreraarke Hall (fine), Haddon Hall (old),
Hassop, Little Longsdon (spreading), Matlock, Mel-
lor (young, pruned), Nether Tburvaston (large),
Over Haddon (old), Radburne (large), Snitterton
Ticknall (old and Avenues at Knoll-hill), Winger-
worth, Wirkswortb, S (fine, on Shale), &c. About

Winger-
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Wingerworth this Timber sells at 2s. to 3s. per foot:
at Walton on Trent, Wood 3s.

15. Him Wych, or broad-leaved (ulmus montana)
seems less known in the Counfy thain it ought to be,
according to some who have tried it, and find it little
if at all inferior to Ash, for Wheelers' and Husbandry
uses: its Seeds may be sown in the same season that
they ripen, quid it is a very quick tho' scraggling
grower, and therefore the nibre in want of pruning,
both to train it up to a single clear stem, and to pre-
vent its injuring other Trees near it. I noticed this
species of Elm in Matlock, Mellor, Ovcrton, St. Peter
Derby, &c.

16* Hawthorn or White-thorn (cratcegus monogyma)
has been mentioned as the prevailing, and almost only
plant cultivated in modern hedges, p. 88 ; except in
Bonsai, and some other places on the Limestone, and in
some few Parks, the Hawthorn is seldom suffered to
stand as a Tree, and no where have I seen it trained
up, as it might be, to a clear bole, the Wood of which
would be hard, and beautiful in the grain : at Hall-end
in Ashford, I saw it used in veneering Furniture, with
very good effect.

17. Hazel or Nut-Tree (corylus avellana), as a too
common Hedge-wood, has been mentioned p. 91, and
as an unprofitable Underwood, in p. 233, on account of
its slow growth, and the temptation it affords to idle
and mischievous persons to trespass on the Fields and
Woods, and breakdown their stems: and owing to its
having ho particular Application or Use in this Coun-
ty, as it has to the Crates of the Potter and Glass-maker
in Staffordshire, to the Coal Corves in Durham (which
here are made of Boards, see p. 346, Vol. I .) , to small
Cask Hoops, wattled Hurdles, &c. in other places.

18. Hem*
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18. Hemlock Spruce (pinus balsamea); y
of the Fir tribe, I saw only in Chats worth Park.

19. Holly, Hollin, or Holm (ilex aquifolium), which
has been mentioned and recommended as a Hedge-wood,
p. 89, is very rarely trained and raised as a Tree, tho'
from,the excellency and value of its Wood, when
straight and clear, and of its Bark unmaking Birdlime,
this Wood cer,tainly wDuld answer, to .a certain extent,
when so treated: the m&nner in which the Stools of
Holly were destroyed in Rowlee, p. 89, strongly illus-
trates the mode in which the various other species of
Trees, that once clothed great part of the barren, naked
Moor-Lands of the Northern parts of this Countyt

(Vol. I. p. 382), were exterminated, by the continual
bitings of starving Animals, as soon as their Stools be-
gan to shoot, after felling: and thus the fine Ash disap-
peared, and had no successors, on Bunster's naked and
steril sides, as noticed by Mr. W. Pitt, in his Stafford*
shire Report, p. 197.

20. Hornbeam (carpinus betulu$)y tho' little known
in this District, seems very well adapted to it, and a
number of them well trained as Trees, would hereafter
find a ready sale, for making the Cogs to fix into Cast-
iron Wheels to run in iron pinions, which in large Ma-
chinery is found so very preferable to working iron
against iron.

.21 . Horse Chesnut (cesculus hippocastanuni) is a
Tree not much known in the County; tho' from the
very fine ones growing in Bradby Park, there can be no
doubt of its succeeding well in many parts of it: the
Timber of these Trees is very white, and valuable for
the Turners, and would pay well for plauting and pro-
per training.

22. Larch {pinus larix). The many good properties
of
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of this excellent Tree is beginning to be pretty well
understood in this County, and it has perhaps been
more extensively planted of late than any other Tree;
and to which I am inclined to think, that the strong
recommendation of it given by Mr. William Pontey,
in his " Profitable Planter1' and " Forest Primer," has
a good deal contributed : 1 noted these Trees in Ash-
over, Bakewell E S E, Belper, Chatsworth (fine), Chis-
worth W, Cromford, Darley Hash (large Plantations),
Doveridge, Edcnsor, Foremarke Hall, GIossop Hall
(tall and large, and Plantations N E ) , Great Hucklow,
Haddon Park,Hopton (large, and Plantations), Ingleby
• (fine, 40 years growth), Kedleston (large, near Ireton
House), Learn, Matlock, Mellor, Overton (large),Ship-
ley, N W (fine), Stanton in the Peak (fine), Stoke Hall,
Sutton in Scarsdale, Upper Padley (large), Winger-
worth, &c.

Major A. A. Shuttleworth of Hathersage^ has the
Doors, Sashes, Tables, Chairs, and other furniture of a
Room, made of Larch-wood, of 59 years growth, cut
in Upper Padley Wood, which measured 73 feet per
Tree: and which Trees were planted by a Man still
living: a better recommendation of this valuable Tree,
need scarcely be desked.

A Larch of 54 years growth, near Ilopton Hall, mea-
sured in ] 809, 83£ feet of Timber.

Desirous of recording the age and progress of a fine
Lafch (the largest in Ashover), which can easily be
found hereafter, from standing near the N E corner of
Sir Joseph Banks's Summer-house in the Plantation,on
the first Limestone Hill S E of Overton Hall, and was
planted in the year 1755, as Mr. • Gregory of Over-
ton remembers, I measured its circumference at four
feet above the ground, on the 8th of April 1808, and

found
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found it 5 ft. 6£ in.; and repeating the same again on
the 21st of September 1811, its circumference then at
the same height was 5 ft. 11 in.

In Glossop, Larch Trees squaring 8 to 12 inches,
measured with the Bark on, and without allowance,
sold in 1809 for 2s. 6d. to 25. 9d. per foot. In Win-
gerworlh, Larch Poles of 8 or 10 selid feet measure,
sell from 2s. to 2s. 6rf. per foot.

23. Laurel (prunus lauroeerasus): I saw but few of
these Plants in the County, tho' they might, 1. think,
be introduced, as Underwood, with Holleys, Laurel-
tines, &c. iu Evergreen Woods, near Gentlemen's Scats,
with excellent effect, as in the large Plantations called
the Evergreens at Woburn in Bedfordshire, which are
so much admired by all who see them in the Winter
Season.

24. Lime (tilia europcea) I noticed in Bradby Park
(fine and large), Elmton (Avenues), Plesley, West
Ha Ham (large, near the Church), &c. Earl Chester-
field's Library is fitted up with Lime-wood, cut out of
his Park a few years ago, and is a very handsome spe-
cimen of the use of native products, which cannot be
too much encouraged.

25. Maple (accr campestre), has already been men-
tioned as a Hedge-plant, p. 91. Some good sized
Trees of it occur in Bradby, and in Catton Parks, & c ;
and it might answer to apply more care to the training
and raising of this Tree, on account of the excellent
quality of its Wood.

. 26. Mountain Ash (sorbus aucuparia) are dispersed
thro' the County, tho' in no great numbers; I noticed
some large ones in Cromford: at Mellor they are
planted.

27. Norway Oak: several of this species of Oak are
growing
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growing very fast near the entrance to Bradby Park
from tbe Ashby and Burton Road.

28. Oak (quercus robur); this King of the Forest,
seems particularly fond of some of the Soils in this
County, where Ironstone is dug, as mentioned p. 395 of
Vol. L, and throughout most of its argillaceous Tracts
its Timber is noted for being very sound and good : tbe
only exception to its clayey Soils suiting Oaks, is men-
tioned Vol. I. p. 303, and which some would perhaps
refer to partial or mistaken observations, after examin-
ing the Oaks in Wey Wood on the S E of Wormbills
all the moister parts of its sandy and other Soils, seem
also sufficiently adapted to the growth of this important
Tree; the very steep and uneven parts, and those co-
vered by loose blocks of Stone, will in general be fonnd
adapted to Oak, whose Roots will generally find ample
nourishment under the shelves of Rock, or in the Strata
of steep Banks, or under large loose Blocks, which pro-
tect them from the Sun and droughts; and as to Soil
below, for the deep cjescent of the Tap-root, that may
as safety be laid out of consideration, by tbe Planter of
Oaks, as of any other Tree, as observed p. 232. As
the Oak grows much longer than most other Trees, the
recordiog of my observations as to its localities in this
County (besides in Spring Woods, p. 219), rather
more particularly than for other Trees, may have its
use, when myself and (he present age shall have passed
away; I shall therefore give separate Lists of—1. Young
Plantations, wholly or in a great part of Oak;—
2. Groves and Avenues of Oaks,'without Underwood;
—3. Large and fine Oak Trees;—4. Ancient Oak
Trees;—*and 5. Of Places where the Hedge-rows pro-
duce good or thriving Oak Trees.

1. Oaks
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1. Oaks in Young Plantations.

Ashgate, planted in 1788, very

fine
Brctby
Burrow Hill, SW
Carton, too thick
Chats worth (New Plantation,

Doveridge, too thick
Edejisor, fine

Hoilingwood Common, pruned
Kinder in Glossop
Markeaton, pruned in 1792
Mollor, pruned

Pilsbury
Pilsley in Edensor, pruned in

1808-
Stanage, pruned in 1809
Staveley
Stoke, pruned
Sturston, too thick
Sudbury, much too tlu'ck
Walton on Trent, too thick
West Ilandley
Wingcrworth
Woodthbrp in North Win-

field, &c.

The late David Barnes, Esq. of Brampton, planted
the Angle between the two Roads in Ashgate as above.

Eusebius Horton, Esq. of Catton, in the year 1782,
sowed a Field of Wheat of 30 acres, on good Red Marl,
with Acorns (except a few patches with Ash Keys),
and with Gorse-seed, which, and the vast Crop of
Weeds that sprung up, so choaked the Oak and Ash
for the first eight or ten years, that the piece was re*
peatedly assigned to be ploughed up again: at length*
however, the Trees prevailed, and grew most kindly and
rapidly, and had Mr. H. had firmness enough to per-
sist in the Pruning of these Trees, which he began
about 1799, against which practice so unjust a clamour
had then for a long time prevailed, and with proper
thinning, of the Oaks in particular, they would now
have presented a pattern for this part of the Country :
when I saw them in 1809, thdy were suffering most
lamentably for want of management. Mr. James Man*
der of Bakewell, informed me, that some attempts to
raise Oak Plantations, by sowing Acorns on the Grit-

stone
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stone Soils near there, had entirely failed: perhaps
owing to the Soil being less adapted to Oak than in the
above case.

On the SW of Pilsbury, some young Oaks sown on
the Limestone Shale in 1783, were far interior ingrowth,
in 1808, to the thinnings from them which had been
transplanted when- young, on to a higher part of the
same stratum.

The Oak Belts on the S E side of Lord Vernon's
Park at Sudbury, were sown about 1764, and for want
of pruning and thinning, were smothering each other
drcadfullywhen I saw them in 1809. Young Oaks,
lately planted in what is called Oak-Rough, in the
Park, had been repeatedly destroyed by Rabbits, with-
out a remedy having been applied.

2. Oaks in Groves and Avenues, in general very
thriving and fine.
Alfrctou Park
Barlborough, fine
Bradby Park, very fine, 1735

Calke Park
Chats worth Park, line
Chilcote
Croxall, Avenues
Drakelow, Avenues

Foremarke and Ingleby, Ave-

nues
Haddon Park
Hardwick Park

llopwell
Kedleston
Longford Park
Oaks in Norton
Radburne Park
Shipley
Stanesley, Groves and Aveiine*
Stubbing, Pond-head
Sutton in Scarsdale
Willesley, Avenues
Wingerworth Park, &c.

In 1736, the late Sir Windsor Hunloke, Bart, planted
the steep made Bank, or Head of the great Pond in
Stubbing, with Oaks, about 120 of which are now re-
maining, as an open Grove, and the same were valued
in 1810 at 500/,

3. Large
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.;. Large valuable Oak Trees.

Alderwaslcy, E, fine
Ash in Sutton
CalkePurk
Chatsworth Park, fine, 1747.

Hardwick Park
Kedleston Park, very large
Sudbury Pork,

4* Ancient Oaks, much past their prime*

Chatsworth Park, S
Foremarke Hail
Hardwick Park
Tittle Eaton, E, an ancient

Park or Wood

Sadbury Park
Thurlstone, 2 in the Town
Upper Thorvastone, at Mr.

Cba. Bakewell's Farm, &cc.

Mr. Robert Lowe has given some account of the
famous Green-dale Oak in Welbeck Park, near the
edge of this County in Nottinghamshire, p. 68 of his
Report, but has omitted to notice two, scarcely less sur-
prising Oaks, called the Porters, on each side of the
North Gateway of this Park, on Sandy Gravel, the
westernmost of which measures 1100 feet of Timber! as
Mr James Dowland informed me.

5. Hedge-row Oaks, and small Clumps in Field
Corners, &c.

Alfreton, E '

Barlborough

Beard
Brighton, Waterthorp Farm
Elmton, Frithwood Farm

Falterton
Peak Forest, by the Walls
Repton, Park Farm
Scarcliff, &c.

The Hedge-row Oaks in Palterton and Scarcliff, be-
longing to Earl Bathurst, have beea mentioned p. 73,
and it has been observed of fertile Districts (p. 227),
that Hedge-row Trees, sparingly introduced, and well

DERBY, VOL.11.] s trained
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trained up, are nearly all that such parts of the Coun-
try ought to contribute to the national stock of Timber.

The Earl of Chesterfield, in his Leases of Lands in
this Counly, has the following Clause, touching the
Tenants* planting in the'Hedge-rows and corners of
Fields, viz.

. " And also shall and will, yearly, during the first
five years of the said term hereby demised, at his or
their own proper costs and cliarges, in such places as
shall be pointed out by the Steward of the said Earl,
his Heirs or Assigns. And if not so pointed out, then
upon the Banks and Hedge-rows of the said demised
Premises ( ) Sets of good young Oak, Beech,
Ash, Elm, or Sweet-Chestnut, whichever is most suit-
able to the soil thereof, and shall and will, not only
protect the same when planted, but constantly plant
fresh Sets, as often as any shall die or be destroyed.
To the end, that there may be raised upon the said de-
mised premises during the said term, number of
Trees. The limited number inserted in the above
blanks, is in general, five Trees annually to every 10/.
of yearly rent: and for instructing the Tenants fully in
the principles and manner of Hedge-row and Farm-
clump planting and management, a Pamphlet (drawn up
by Mr. Francis Blaikiey his Lordship's very intelligent
Agent) has been printed ai his Lordship's expence,
and one delivered to each Tenant: and from the very
able and useful manner in which this has been executed,
1 cannot but wish much, that his Lordship would
order-Mr. Blaikie's " Farmer's Instructor, for the plant-
ing and management of Forest Trees," to be reprinted
and advertised for sale, that Landlords and their Te-
nants in other Districts, may avail themselves of it:

if the Tenants were to have a certain sum, say six*
pence
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per Tree, for every thriving Tree tiietj
planted^ when it reached 10 years of age, one shilling
at 20 years, and so on, this would give them an inte-
rest in the prosperity and preservation of the Plan-
talions.

Allho' no one can be'further than myself, from ac-
qm in the opinions of Mr- Richard Parkinson,
in i itland Report,*p. 107 and 108, that (ledge-

fi full of Tries, improve the Farmer's Crops,
founded on ctraordinary and erroneous ideas, on
the baneful influence of Sunshine on the Soil, and th
fertilizing1 effects of* mere Shade! which unfortunately
mil tliro' all his oilier ul writings; i have
always observed that Hedge-row Trees, in proper
numbers, are ever prejudicial to (he Farmer, just in
proportion to th sitcss, and that where such
arc trained np by judicious pruning (which can alone
do it) tu (!IL* clear, tall, and straight bodies, most pro-
fitable (o tlie Landlord and the Country, their diet
imperceptible on the I (lie Grass or Crops
they do little injury ! !iade, i small
time that it remains on any i i as to
there can bt> no < rison, whether we regard t:
appearance of the Ti selves, or their not iiu--
peding the. near pi id us, while to th,

nt one they give all the effect ol :ed
)untry, in a superior cleg. id to suqh Trees, it
isonaWe ntimbers, n< could
31 in the 1! i by '
ised. To carry iliis, ho . ev!-
it that a very i

ily ncU:d up <

JEstates, (0 \h ually I
shown to (he Tinib ,;1Sj except at

periods,
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periods when Money was wanted to be raised, from the
cutting down of that which had grown up just as it
could, or as the Tenant (ignorant perhaps of every
true.or liberal principle on the subject) had chose to
suffer it; and who in many Districts, have left the
Landlord nothing that would pay his expences, if he
properly repaired ind reinstated the Fences after cutting
down his Trees, (Timber, they cannot in such case
be called), as in all cases lie ought to do; and to
be careful in all good or modern Hedges composed
of White-thorn, to entirely eradicate or prevent
the future growth of the stool or butt, whose stems
would otherwise soon make a gap in the hedge; and
which is best done by a mallet and strong long-handled
chisel, to be employed in mauling off the bark and
outer wood of the butt, from whence the Tree has been
carefully sawn down, as far into the ground as is prac-
ticable, and after laying some dirt around and on the
butt, to lay down the branches of the adjoining Thorns
over the place, by which means 1 have succeeded in
preserving a valuable Quickset Hedge, on the N W
side of Wobiirn Park, that was as full almost as possi-
ble, of large Ash Trees, thro* its whole length : but
not one of whose butts, tbo' so tenacious of life, sur-
vived this treatment, and the only trouble experienced,
was with some that had previously been felled without
this precaution. Young Trees, properly prepared in
the Nursery, for removing at a greater age than usual,
should be then carefully planted, not in the places of
the former ones, but midway between them, if pro-
perly before apportioned as to distance, and be care-
fully and unremittingly thereafter attended by the
Pruner, until arrived at the proper length of clear
stem, as before, carefully taking out from time to time,

any
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any which cannot be so trained. By which system,
the profits of the Landlord would be no less improved,
than his eye, and that of his friends and neighbours
would be gratified, at the appearance of bis Estate:
and no alarm could then be felt, at that reduction of
unprofitable Spring Woods and Plantations, on all
good Soils, on which 1 have befoVc insisted, on the
part of our increasing population, dependent on and
enriching foreign Farmers, in an unparalleled degree,
by the annual purchase of their Corn, and Flour.
Oak, Larch, Scotch Fir, Spanish Chestnut, Beech,
and Sycamore, seem to me the preferable Hedge-row
Trees; Ash, Elm, and Poplar, are more injurious by
their roots, and some of them, by springing from the
roots, can scarcely be again destroyed.

As the subject of Oak Bark is referred, by the
41 Plan" of this Report to the next Section, I shall till
then also defer my Notes, as to the Prices of Oak Tim-
ber, &c.; and proceed with my Alphabetical Noticeof
the remaining Forest Trees and Woods.

29. Oziers (salix vimihalis vitellina, &c.J are culti-
vated on lazy-beds, in low and moist places, in Ash,
Brelby, Calke, Drakelow, figgingtbn, Etwall, Great
Wilne, Ingleby; Markeaton, Measham, (Bleach-mill
dam), Meiiot (MilUdam), Rcpton, Trealey N, Wil-
lington $, Wingerworth S, &c.

In the delightful grounds of Samuel Oldknow of
Meltor, several islands arc formed in the shallow parts
of his large Mill-dams, on which Oziers of different
sorts are planted, that cut annually to good profit, and
afford a harbour for Wild-ducks in considerable num-
bers.

Mr. William Stringer of Itcpton, rents several pieces
of wet or peaty Land, iu Willington and other places,

8 3 for
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for cultivating Oziers on a la.r lo? the cy&ings of
•wbich; he employs in Basket •making} of all the dif-
ferent kinds: (he shallow spell o E Wooden Bas-

I k e t s , principally of Ash and ffazel, 1 believe (Vol. I.
p. 367), of which such general use is made throughout
the Mining Districts, arc made in All Saints Derb

ipcl-cn-le-Fritli, Chesterfield, &c
30. Plat. > :t anna orient nils) are very fine in

Iradby Park) where they were'planted about the year.
>: in Peak ,' Town also, (here arc some, I
w. The almost universal destruction of this Ti

which took place in the Southern parts of the island»a tlie Spring of 1809, probably in consequence of a
udden frost at the budding time, did not i believe

tend to Derbyshire.

1 31, IVar, AV Hd, or \V hite-beain (cratxgus • aria)
rows in the Limestone Rocks in Dove-Dale, Matlock

Bath, AVaullow-hayj & c , and in the Hedges in

tlorley, &c.
32- IViplur, Balsam (populus bahamifcra)^ or '

Xolinc Poplar, is planted at Mellor, and is a very fast
growing Tr.

J.. Poplar, black, or common (popvlus ?iigro?)
it .Asublime, Brinriogtdft, &c.

34. Toplar, black Italian (popuhis nigrc?); Ash-
bunie, Maikeatouj Mellor,'&c. A Tree of Ibis kind,
jlantcd in the Park of Sir Brook Boothby at urnc

in J7S7, had in lSOU, attained the height of 68 feet;
it was 35 f'eet to the first main branch, seven feet cir-
;uipference at the ground, aiul six feet two inches at
six feet above th< : lie branches extended 4a

it at In ISUy Francis N. C. Mundy, Ksq.
>laiited one acre and an half of ground, at Markea

wilh tins Tree.
j . Pop
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35. Poplar, Lombardy or Po (populus deletata)^
n Bakeweli (large), Belper, Ridgevvay, &c. About
Sheffield, on the confines of this County, these Trees
are very common: at Kidgeway Mr. Joseph Hut ton,
sen. remarked to me, that in high and exposed situa-
tions, these Trees are less affected or rendered crooked,
by the prevailing wind, than any'other. Near the
DerWent at Belper Cotton ^Mills, one of these Trees
that was planted in 1779, being then three inches dia-
meter at bottom, in March 1808, was 19 inches dia«
meter, and measured 40 solid feet of Timber.

36. Sallow (salix Capreaj has been mentioned as a
hedge plant in p. 91 ; it requires pruning and manage-
ment, to make it grow straight and clear, for which
trouble it would amply repay, by the value of its wood
for the Turners9, and various other uses. In some situ-
ations, Sallow Underwood P ^s are most of them
found penetrated, or bored with holes, near a quarter of
an inch diameter from their roots, a good way up the
Poles, by a sort of worm, and which retard their growth,
and injure the wood, to such a degree, vthat some
remedy, besides that of stocking up the roots and
planting other wood in their places, would be very de-
sirable. The stems of this Plant as Underwood, are
very apt to swell out from the stool, like an inverted
bell, and encroach much on the space of other adjoin-
ing stools.

37. Scotch Fir (pinus sylvestris). This Tree}

which may certainty rank after the Oak and the Larch
in point of usefulness, was thought in the early half of
the last 50 or 60 years, to be the only Tree adapted to
Plantations on high and sandy ox. Grit-stone Soils, and
is accordingly found alone in such situations in almost
every part of the County, tho' of late it imp bwn
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judged, in Glossop and other places, as roost fit to
nurse and protect Oak and Larch, and some other
Trees, in the early state of their growth, in which ca*
pacity, they are however inferior to Spruce, for shelter
to other Trees, particularly as an outside row or two,
to exposed Plantations; where, if their leaders arc
taken off, at seve.) or eight feet high (without other
pruning), they may be preserved as a most effectual
and ornamental hedge-like border of evergreens, to pre-
vent the access of chilling winds to the interior, and
more profitable pruned trunks of the Trees in the inner
parts of such Plantations, and for preventing the light
being seen thro* such Plantations, which has generally
an unpleasant effect. My Notes on this Tree were
made at Alderwasley, Allcstry N (field Belts), Ash-
over, Belper, Bradby Park (very laTge), Chapel-Mill*
town (large), Cbateworth, Coxbench, Dronfield, Fore-
marke (prun'd), Glossop, Great Hucklow, Griffe,
Hazel wood-Hall (in Hedge-rows prun'd), High-Oro
disb, Kcdleston (at Ireton House), Learn, Little Ireton,
Locko Park, Man&el Park (field Belts), Mappleton
NE (prun'd), Measham Field (by roads excessively
prun'd), Melborne (large), Mellor, Nether-Padley,
Jtfewton Solney (prun'd), Overton (very large), Rep-
ton-park (large), Ripley (two or three prun'd), Ship-
ley, Somcrcotes (Pine-hall, large), Stanesby, Stanfrey
(three prun'd) Stanton-in-the-Peak (large), Stubbing,
Swathwick (prun'd), Tibshelf (Hurst), Walton on
Trent (large), Wingerworth, &c.

At Lcam, a Fir N E of Marmaduke M. Middleton's
House, was in 1808, five feet circumference at four feet
above the ground, and bad been prun'd to 25 feet high,
without a twig.

Pine-ball House in {Soraercotes, is so called, it is
said,
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said, from a Trumpeter in Oliver Cromwell's Army,
when it served in Scotland, having brought from thence
some Scotch Fir Seed in his pocket, from which he
raised the Trees now growing in the front of that house.

In Bradby Park, a Scotch Fir, growing J m. S W
of the Hall, measured in 1809, nine feet circumference
for twelve feet high, and then had 'large arms, and a
large central stem abotfe them.

In Walton on Trent, a Scotch Fir growing in front
of the old Hall in 1809, measured six feet seven inches
circumference at four feet high, and was 40 feet high.

In GIossop, in 1809, Scotch Firs squaring eight to
twelve inches, and measured with their Bark on, with-
out allowance, sold at 2s; to 2$. 3d. per foot..

A Scotch Fir, growing near to the S E corner of Sir
Joseph Banks's Summer House, on the SE of Overtoil
Hall, measured in April 1808, four feet four inches
and a half in circumference at four feet above the
ground; much larger Trees than this, are growing S W
of the Hall. In January 1811, 44 Scotch Fir Trees,
felled from the W side of the Birch Grove, S W of
the Hall, of about 100 or 110 years growth, weresold by
Sir Joseph's agent for 269/.

The Scotch, Spruce, and Larch Trees planted on
some plots, at Stanton-in-the-Peak, about 40 years ago,
in the Park of Bache Thornhill, Esq. were valued in
1809, at 1000/, per acre.

The butts and roots of Scotch Firs, are generally left
in the ground, when the Trees are felled, in this and
most other Coal Counties ; perhaps it might answer,
to take these up to extract the Tar from them, as is
practised in Sweden, the particulars of which process
may be found, in the Library of the Society of Arts, in
the Adelpbi, London.

38. Sil.
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38. Silver Fir (pinus picea). These I saw growing
in Kedleston (at I ret on House, large), Overton (very
large), Sutton in Scarsdale (young), Wingerworth E
(large), &c. Tite largest Trees of this kind in the
County, I believe, are growing S W of Overton Hall,
the seat of Sir Joseph Banks, Bart., one of which
measures eight feei circumference at four feet high;
another nine feet one inch at four feet, and this Trea
holds 13 inches diameter at 65 feet high.

39. Spanish or Sweet Chestnut (fagus castaneaj*
These Trees I noticed at Bclper, Bradby Park (planted
in 1735, prun'd, fine), Caike Park, Chatsworth (fine)>
Holbrook (large), Hopton, Learn, Little Eaton, Mel-
lor, Stanesby (fine), Stoke, Sutton in Scarsdale, Up*
per Pad ley Wood, by the Derwent side, &c.

Some of these Trees S E of Chatsworth House, have
50 feet of clear stem withput a bough. In 1808 Philip
Gell, Esq. planted 4000 of these Trees on the Shale S
of Hopton, where they appeared to grow much faster
in the first year than Oaks or Larches, in the same
Plantation. Some Spanish Chestnuts were planted on
a steep bank N W of Little Eaton by the Jatc Mr.
Francis Rid ford, which in 1809 were very flourishing,
but some of them had been prun'd too much at once,
and had thrown out fresh shoots, which, with judicious
pruning, will scarcely ever happen. This Tree never
ought to be felled but in the Spring, before leafing, on
account of the value of its Bark in tanning, in which
it is little if any, less efficacious than Oak Bark.

40. Spruce Fir (pinus abiesj, these have already
been spoken of, p. 264, as nurses to shelter Oaks and
other deciduous Trees, which will often, be found to
grow up through the long lower branches of Spruce,
left thus without pruning on purpose for shelter* I

noted
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these Trees in Chatsworth Park (large, but
knotty), Glossop (large, in Lightside Plantation),
.Great Hucklow, Haddon.N E, Ingleby (tall), Shipley
N W, (fine), Stanton in the Peak, &c. It is probable,
that none of the above, or any others in this County,
are equal in size to the Spruce, and other Fir$ growing
at Lyme Hall, near its borders, in Cheshire.
. 41- Sycamore >(acer*p$eudo-platanus). I noticed
these Trees, of the corrfmon sort, in Mullock Town
(large, spreading), Mcllor^ Peak Forest, Shottlc (large,
at Alton), Sudbury Park, Walton op Trent (large, at
Old Hall), &c; ; and of the sort with variegated leaves
of white and green, in Ashover (at the Butts), Hopton
Hall, Tisjfington Park, Wormhill, &"c. Where Rab-
bits very muck abound, as in Sudbury Park, it lias
been found, that they are .less disposed to injure the
Bark of these Trees when young, than any other kind
of Tree. Mr. James Pilkihgton, in his " View of
Derbyshire,*' Vol. I. p. 474, mentions a sort of Wine
being made from the sap of this Tree, in some places.

42. Weeping Willow (salix babylonica}. Of this
beautiful Tree, 1 saw two good specimens, at. Lulling-
ton and at Shardlow.

43. Weymouth Pine (pinus strobus). i noted these
Trees at Chatsworth (fine), Doveridge, Mea6ham,
Winger worth, &c.

44. White Willow (salix alba), are dispersed in dif-
ferent places through the County. I(i March 1808, Phi*
lip Gell, Esq. of the Gate-house in Wirksworth, felled
a Tree of this kind at. Wannbrook S of the Town, that
was three feet diameter, and of which 156 solid feet
was sold and delivered'at Messrs. Strutts' Works at
Helper, at 2s. 6d. per foot: Mr. G. has several other

very
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very fine Trees of this sort, yet standing. I heard of
no instance of the peeling of the Bark of this Tree, or
of the Crack Willow (salix fragilis), in the Spring
season, in this County, altho* Mr. Henry Holland
states, in his Cheshire Report, p. 327, that the
Farmers there, after trial, had in 1806 given 5/. per
ton for Willow Bark.

45. Yew (taxus baccata). Many ages ago, it seems
to have been a custom, to plant these trees in the
Church-yards, where I noticed them still remaining in
Darley (very large), Edlaston, Hartshorn (large), Ha-
tbcrsage, Shirley, &c. The Yew in Darley Church-
yard, in 1808, measured 33 feet in circumference, at
five feet above the ground. They grow also in Ash-
over, Barlborough N E, Birkin Lane, Holy-moor-
side (many), Matlock, Newton in Black we! I (many),
Oakerthorpe, Smalley, Tissington (on the Town
Spring), &c.

The withered leaves and branches of this Tree, have
proved fatal to great numbers of Cattle that browsed
them ; and in October 1797, the Son of Francis War-
ton in Ashovcr, was poisoned by eating of the berries
of this Tree, as I was informed.

The jflanttng of the drier parts of the high moors in
the Peak Hundreds, with large masses of thickly
planted Scotch Fir and Larch, seems a most desirable
object, and no doubt need be entertained of their suc-
ceeding in all such situations. After 20 or 25 years,
fields might be cleared on all the leveller parts of these,
by the cutting down and disposing of the Firs ; in the
meantime, the destruction of the heath, and ameliora-
tion of the soil would be facilitated, by the smothering
shade of the Trees, and the annual fall of their shack or

foliage,,
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foliage, and the fields thus sheltered by surrounding
belts, might, by the use of Lime, soon be brought into
profitable cultivation.

The planting of single Trees for ornament, in Parks
or Grounds, or for shade for Cattle in Summer, is
treated of by Mr. Francis Blaikie in an able manner,
in his " Farmer's Instructor," before quoted, p. 38,

In Calke Park I saw the single young Trees pro-
tected from the Deer and Cattle, by very well-con-
trived frames or fences of rough wood, much the widest
at top, by which two or three useful objects were ac-
complished at once : the boughs could not be cropped
by the Cattle, the stems of the Trees were in no danger
of being galled or chafed by the top of the fence, in
high winds, and the large Cattle could not approach
to trample and compress the ground too much on the
lateral roots of the Trees : the galled and broken state
of many fine young Trees that had been planted a few
years in the Park at Foremarke Hall, and protected, or
rather were intended so to be, by frames widest at bot-
tom and very narrow at top, formed a perfect contrast
to what I have mentioned above. In the Earl of Chi-
Chester's Park in Sussex, I saw the single young Trees
protected from the rubbing and treading of Cattle, by
a heap of the roughest and ruggedest flints that could
be procured, being laid about a yard diameter, and
four or six inches thick round the foot of each Tree;
and from \yhich also, another good effect was expert*
enced, that of protecting the Roots of the young Trees
in a considerable degree, from the drought of the Sum-
mer : sharp angled rubble stones would probably
answer in the same manner, in the Derbyshire Parks
and Pastures, where single Trees are raising.

FOREST
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FOREST PRUNING.

I have given this subject a separate head, bs most pro-
per to be introduced in this place, on account of its
immense importance, altho' the printed " Plan" deli-
vered to me, and other Surveyors of Counties, does
not contain a mention of the subject: and which cir-
cumstance, probably, explains the reason, that in the
Reports on five of the Counties that are adjacent to
Derbyshire, the word pruning does not, 1 believe,
occiir in this Chapter, not even in that of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, allho' it contains the residence,
and exhibits the practice of Mr. William Pontey at
Huddersfield, whence this highly beneficial practice
has been spread into almost every County in England,
by his individual exertions, and thro' a wider 6cld
than the English Counties, by the publication there,
of his excellent work, the " Forest Pruner," and
might have given reason to expect some account at
least of this important point,, in the management of
Plantations and Woods, in the West Riding Report:
the Nottinghamshire Report only incidentally mentions
pruning* to have been practis<xl in the Hon. R. Luraley
Sayile's Plantations, about the year 1774 (pages 76 and
77), but without any account of the process or recom-
mendation of it, or otherwise, by the Reporter. I
conceive, therefore, that I shall perform an acceptable
service to many, in giving as many particulars of the

\ The shortening of the Roots of Trees, or taking off or shortening their
Branches at the time of planting, mentioned in this Report, p. 63; the
shortening the Branches of Nurse Trees, that they may not overhang,
more valuable ones, p, 67 (or p. 97 .of the Staffordshire Report); or the
cutting off of dead branches, p. 67, can scarcely any of them be denomi-
nated Forest Pruning, in the flense Mr. Pontey and myself use that term.

early
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tarly practice of pruning, and of its effects in this County,
as I have been able to collect: to state the different
instances that I have observed or heard of its recent
practice there, with some account-of the principles,
and practical rules for the pruning of young Plan-
tations.

The earliest and most satisfactory instance of pruning
that I have noticed/was performed in the Earl of
Chesterfield's Park at Bretby, on numerous fine Oaks,
Ash, .Chestnuts* Beech, &c. planted in rows about the
yrxt 1745, . Thorpas Underwood the Gardener
(who died about 1770, and was buried at Repton), large
Stoics being dug for planting each Tree, that cost 2Jrf.

ch, it appears, and into each of which a cart-load of
good roil was put, previous to the planting of the*
Trees, which were of good size, and were well fenced
from the Deer; and they were pruned and trained witli
great care as long as Mr. U. lived (see Mr. Francis
Blaikie's " Farmer's Instructor," p. 32), and had.
Mr, Burton his Successor but followed his excellent
example, his. Lordship's Timber would now have been
immensely more valuable .and handsome, and been a
pattern in all respects, as to management and perfection
of Timber.

The Oaks in Sir Francis liurdett's fine Woods at
Knowl-hill in Ticknall, and the Avenues leading thence
to Foremarke HHII, were excellently trained and ma-
naged by Mr. Wra. Gregory the.Gardener there, about
and previous to the middle of the last century : the Oaks
in the Woods were trained up to straight and clear bodies,
20 to 40 feet in length ; and when Sir Francis had a
large Sale from these Ttees, a few years ago, they were
allowed by all that saw them, to be the best quantity

of
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of Timber, that had been felled in all that part of the
Country for a great length of time.

The fine Oaks, Spanish Chestnuts, and some other
deciduous Trees on the S E of Chatsworth House, were
in the process of pruning, with great judgment, about
the year 1750: but it is lamentable, that at that, as
well as at most subsequent periods, the pruning of Firs
was not thought advisable, and the snags and knotti*
ness of these, in consequence, fray serve to convince
any one, of the evil of neglecting early and judicious
pruning of these, such as was applied to the other class
of Trees.

The late $ir Henry Cavendish, Bart. (Lord Water-
park's father) took great delight and pains in the prun-
ing and training of his Plantations at Doveridge, and
in recommending and explaining the practice to bis
friends: about the year 1780, he superintended the
pruning of several Trees for Mr. Mundy in Markcaiou
Park, when on a visit there, with a fine tooth'd Saw*
in order to recommend its more general adoption.

About the year 1791, Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq.
employed Mr. John Sands (late Gardener at Kedleston
Hall, and the Father-in-law of Mr. Joseph Frost, His
Majesty's Bailiff at Windsor) to prune his newly-
planted Belts and ornamental Plantations at Markeaton,
and which on examination, 1 found exceedingly well
performed ; the Trees in good condition, except from
subsequent neglect; which Mr. M. informed me, had
been occasioned by the representations of his old Car*
penter Mr. William Ellis, and his present Gardener
Mr. Thomas Tomlinson, the former of whom stated to
me, that the Poles from the thinnings of these pruned
Plantations, particularly a Belt on the hill N £ of

Mark-
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Markeaton Park-Farm House, when split for Rails,
were found to be greatly injured by the pruning: a
circumstance w-iich the Gardener seemed very eager to
confirm to me and Mr. M- by slating ths particulars,
which I noted down, of his having, before he left
Walton on Trent, repeatedly pruned two small Plan-
tations on opposite sides of the lload( there, for Gene-
ral Crawford, that were sown with Acorns about 17
years ago, and that lately, when some of them were
felled for Posts and Rails, they were found to have
defects in them : and further, that Walton Wood S
of Burrow-hill, belonging to the Marquis Town*
shend, had been pruned by his Father George Tomlyi-
son, about 1792, and tho' he cut close and smooth,
the. pruning had done injury.

I begged of Mr. M. to be conducted without delay
to his Timber-yard* to see as many as possible of the
spoilt Poles that Ellis and Tomlinson had been talk-
ing of; and can't say but I was much pleased, tho'
not at all surprized to find, after several cleft Oak
Poles about four or five inches diameter, had been
looked out by Ellis, to see, that the pruning visible in
their cleft surfaces, had been close and well performed,
and nearly every defect, as he called them, to consist
in the change or rather di(Terence of colour in the knot,
from the white and clear, or straight-grained Sap Wood,
that had completely formed, over the cut surfaces,
where the prunirfg had been performed : and I scrupled
not then to point out, as I now maintain, that these
Rails were considerably stronger, on account of this
outside of clear and knot less wood, than if the boughs
had been cut oflf at the time of falling, besides their
.being so much less tapering, and probably not less
durable: and I have been thus particular, in order

J>ISItBY. V O L . I I . J T • tO
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to put Gentlemen on their guard against being mis*
led by their Carpenters and others, in a similar man*
ner, and to point out, that Carpenters and Timber-
dealers, who have almost invariably been in the habit
of buying Timber notoriously depreciated in price by
its knottiness and defects, are very averse to seeing these
defects remedied,"or, as they would term it, concealed
by arty and the attention of the grower; and that when-
ever previous pruning has been heard of, or can be
discerned in the interior of the Tree, tho* it be only by a
slight difference in the colour of the graiu, these men
are equally or more loud in their complaints, than
against knots, &c.: the reason is obvious, these last
would, by common consent, have lowered the price of
the article! I also wish to take this opportunity to
point out, the impropriety of judging of the effects of
pruning, by the Poles thinned out a few years after*
wards, since it is to be presumed that these have pro-
fited even less by the operation, than those left standing,
and that in such, the main end of pruning young
Plantations, that of inducing the growth of a valuable
and perfect coat of clear and knotless wood, over the ex-
terminated branches, which must somehow happen, if
clear wood is at all obtained, has not had time to be
accomplished.

I beg further to state, that when I reached Walton
on Trent, in the coursd of my Survey, I enquired for
Mr. George Tomlinson, and requested him to accom-
pany me to the two small Plantations near Mr. Francis
Hamp's House, which I had passed on my way from
Drakelow: and found the northern one, that bad been
a Garden of 20 perches (far less than represented), was
sown thick with Acorns in 1793, and thoJ thinned and
pruned too, perhaps when vert/ youngs for I could dis-

cern
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cern no mark of pruning on them, were when I saw
them in 1809, only four feet apart, and smothering:
one another: the other Plantation of 30 perches S of
the Road, was an old wztstc Marl or Clay-pit formerly,
probably, arid was thickly planted in 1792, with three
year old Oak and some Ash plants, which have been
thinned since the othê r Plantation, and the largest of
the Pales cleaved into two inclosing Posts ; in which, I
could not learn from Mr. T. that any material defects
were discernible : and tho' these were indisputably the
Plantations mentioned at Mr. Mundy's, lie was de-
sirous of shewing me a small Plantation of about Two
Perches, by the Road side, on the west of Burrow-hill,
that was planted with Oaks and Ashes at three feet
apart or less, for the Marquis Townshend, about 1780,
which his son Thomas Tomlinson, before mentioned,
thinned and pruned in 1797: and which has been
said to have starved them, and made them mossy, and
prevented their growth since, but none of them had
been felled since ihe pruning, in order to see how it had
affected them : on viewing these Trees altentively, I
ascribed the alleged check in their growth, to their
sudden exposure, by too copious pruning and thinning
at once, and their mossiness to (heir being sfill much
too thick ; and what I saw most to complain of, was,
the want of proper and gradual thinning, in this small
Oak Plantation.
, I went with Mr. T. to Wilton Wood, which is
under his care, consisting of very tall Ash and Elm
Trees, principally, with scarcely any Underwood,
and where on every side 1 saw cfcad and rotten nndcr-
boughs, or else long dead sn?»gs, instead of the pruning'
that I had been told of at Miirkeaton,, as above. In
justice, however, to Mr. Tomlinson the elder, I men-

y ? tion,
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tion, and with pleasure, that tho* formerly an advo-
cate for Snag, or Live-stump pruning, particularly in
Hedge-row Trees, he showed me, with morks of his
approbation, the close and judicious pruning of young
Oaks, &c. near his House, done by order of Edward
M. Muridy, jun. Esq. of South-Sea Hall in Walton:
and spoke in commendation of the recent recommen-
dation of Mr. Trumper, the TjiniUn1 Agent of the Mar-
quis Townshend, to have his Lordship's Plantations
of Firs arid Oaks (those above-mentioned in particular)
thinned and pruned.

In Edward S. W. Sit well's Park at Stanesby, the
pruning uf Oaks, Spanish Chestnuts, Ash, &c. to about
fifteen feet in height, was well conducted about the
year 1784, but was unfortunately for a long time after-
wards neglected.

Bache Thornhill, Esq. when a young Man, pruned
the lower Branches from many fine Scotcli Firs and
some other Trees, growing in Iiis Park atStanton in
the Peak, but unfortunately discontinued the practice,
until about the year 1793, when his intelligent Agent-,
Mr. Joseph Gilbert, again introduced it, tho' not on
the very best principles, or quite such as Mr. Pontey
teaches. The beginning of Pruning at Catton, in 1799,-
and the cause of desisting, has been alluded to already/
page 255.

Casbal instances of Pruning here occur, as in most
other Districts; which may have their use, when known,
in showing either what to imitate, or what to ay old.
On the N of Mappleton I saw some Scotch Firs, that
had been pruned several years; In the front of Francis
Shacklock's Cottage in Stanfrey/'tlifec Scotch^ Firs
planted in 1775, Were pruned in the interval to 1799,
to 20 feet high, : -

In
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In the front of a House in Ripley Town, there are
two or three Firs, pruned up to a considerable height*
When I was at Mr. Robert Charles Greaves's at In-
gleby, he showed me a Dresser, or Ironing-board, in
his Laundry, that was sawn from a large Ash, cut at
Donisthorpc in 1807, in which there was an excellent
example of Pruning visible, perforrtied on a branch
about 1$ inch diameter,' full 50 years.before the Tree
was fallen, as appeared by the annual layers of while
and perfect wood formed over it, the inclosed knot ex*
hibiting nothing like decay, not even in the bark that
fills a small cavity on one side.of it: this Tree was 25
feet long in the bole, and«probably had been growing
70 years: the Bough in question was not a natural one,
or that originated from the pith of the Tree, but seems
to have sprung out, when the Tree in that part, was of
14 years' growth, perhaps in consequence of too co-
pious pruning at once. Vhave been pleased to hear,
since I completed my Survey, thai Mr. Pontey had
been called in, to give his professional advice and as-
sistance as a Pruner, in Belper, Radbume, and Shir-*
ley, and perhaps in others ere this. At the following
places, 1 saw the good cfiect6 of Pruning, and more
than the; ordinary attention, paid to training Forest
Trees, viz.

Ashover, Sir Joseph Banks, Bart, and Mr. William
Milnes (Mr. William Milnes, jun.)3 see p. 239 and
243.

Bank-hall, Samuel Frith, Esq.
Beard, Mr. Samuel Greatrick, Hedge-row Oaks and

Ash, see p. 231.
Belper, George II. Strutt, Esq. and his Son, see

p. 239.
T 3 Bradby
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Bradby Park, Earl Chesterfield (Francis Blaikie) see
p. 271.

Calke, Sir Henry Crewc, Bart. (Mr. William Smith).
Catton, Eusebius Horlon, Esq. (formerly), see p.255.
Chalswortli, the Duke of Devonshire (formerly, and

by Mr. Thomas Knowlton), see p. 272.
Cromford, Richard Arkwright, Esq.
Doveridge (the late Sir Henry Cavendish, Bart.), see

p. 272.
Edensor, the Duke of Devonshire (Mr. Thomas

Knowlton).
Etwall, Mr. John Heacock.
Foremarke (formerly), see p. 271.
Great Hucklow, John R ad ford, Esq. see p. 281.
Hartshorn, Thomas Hassall, Esq.
IlolKnwood-Commoii, Duke of Devonshire, young

Oaks.
Hopton, Philip Gell, Esq. Beech, &c
Leam, Marmaduke M. Middleton, Esq.
Locko-Park, William D. Lowe, Esq. (Thomas Co-

verdale, his Gardener).
Longford, Edward Coke, Esq.
Markeaton, Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. (formerly),

see p. 272.
Mellor, Samuel Oldknow, Esq.< see p. 281.
Newton-Solney, Abraham Hoskins, Esq. see p. 281.
Osmaston Cottage near Shirley, John Berresford, Esq.
Palterton and Scarclift", Earl Bathurst (Mr. James

Dowland)> see p. 73.
Shirley Park-Wood, Edward S. Cox, Esq.
Stanagc in Wingerworth, Sir Thomas Windsor Hun-

lokc, Bart. (Mr. John Gratton, jun.)
Stanesby^ Edward S. W. Sitwell, Esq. (formerly),

see p. 276.
Stanton
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Stanton in the Peak, Bache Thornhill, Esq. (Mr. Jo«
seph Gilbert), sec p. 276.

Stoke, the Hon. John Simpson.
Swath wick, Sir Thomas W. Hunloke, Bart.
Taxall in Cheshire, Francis Jodderel, Esq. (Mr.

Joseph Coleby), Cheshire Rep. p. 200, but where
the Pruning is not noticed.

Ticknall (formerly),' Elm Avenues, &c.
Walton on Trent, Marquis Townshend (Mr. George

Tomlinson), Edward M. Mundy, jun. Esq. see
p. 275, 276.

Wcst-Handley, Duke of Devonshire, young Oaks.
Willersley, Richard Arkwright, Esq.

As some persons yet affect to doubt the propriety of
'Forest Pruning, I beg here to quote the answer of Sir
Joseph Banks, the worthy and able President of the
Royal Society (whose scheme of future Pruning in Ash-
over has been mentioned, p. 243), to the Fourth of
Lord Glenbfervie's "Queries respecting Timber, which
will be inserted presently, that I have extracted from
the Manuscript in His Majesty's Office of Woods, viz.
" All Forest Trees should be pruned, annually, till
they have, attained a very considerable growth : the
Branches should be cut off close to the Stem, and quite
smooth: a Draw-knife is the best tool for effecting this.
The Writer has HO doubt, that the cost of annual
pruning', if judiciously done^ will be repaid with ten-
fold interest." In which opinions*! doubt not that the
worthy Baronet is borne out by experience, on his Lin-
colnshire Estate, in the training of Hedge-row Timber
in particular: it was with pain, therefore, that I read
in answer to the same Queries, by the President of the
Horticultural Society, a Gentleman not less, but per-

T 4 haps
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haps more, famous as a vegetable physiologist, Thomas
Andrew Knight, Esq. as follows: " Oaks drawn up
into long naked Poles, cither by Neighbours, or by
Mr. Pontei/s Plan of Pruning, may be considered as
spoilt, and it will generally be found best to fell them,
and train up again from their stools:" because, are-
presentation of Mr. Pontey's principles of training
Oaks, s*o marked, (in which 1 have followed the Ma-
nuscript), and so untrue, is unjust, and calculated to
do great mischief: on which account I trust that 1 shall
be excused for preceding its further publication, by
what may prove an antidote: fortunately, the words
iC train up again,1' show that Mr. Knight is aware of,
and admits the necessity of, art being used in the rear-
ing of Timber, which.is a point of the utmost conse-
quence to be established; and the same is not left by
Mr. Knight to be inferred from these words alone, for in
answer to a preceding Query, respecting the best me-
thod of rearing Oaks, he, after disapproving of the
sowing of Acorns in Forest Lands, rccortimcnds nine
feet Plants, to be planted out at eight yards apart, and
to train such by a " proper Pruning—high and
straight for Plank, and low and crooked for Knee-
Timber:" how he would effect this, but on the very
principles that Mr. Pontey has so ably developed and
enforced, and so long and successfully 'practised, we
are untold, here or elsewhere, I believe; and Mr. Knight
inay safely be challenged, to point out any passages
in the " Forest Pruncr'1 of Mr. Pontey, that authorize,
or directions that would lead io, the spoiling of Oak
Plantations, by rendering them naked Poles. But I
must proceed to notice some few further particulars of
the Pruning at the above places.

Bretby, Mr. Francis Blaikic has practised Prnn»
ing
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ing on the principles explained in his late Pamphlet,
called the u Farmer's Instructor;" he expressed him-
self averse to too much pruning, fenless the Trees are
very thick in a mass, lest they arrow top-heavy, Oaks
in particular.

At Great Hucklow, John Uadford, Esq. commenced
the pruning of his young Plantations (about 40 acres)
as soon as the Trees had taken effectual roo(, and shot
vigorously; and.has found the month of August the
best season, and that in which the deciduous Trees are
least liable to break again, alter pruning.

At MellorMills, I was particularly gratified in seeing
the judicious pruning carrying on by Samuel Oldknow,
Esq.; and cannot but recommend this Gentleman's de-
lightful Grounds, as perhaps the best specimen of welU
conducted improvement, that 1 am any where ac-
quainted with.

In Newton Solney, Abraham Hoskinfi, Esq. pruned
many.of the Oaks and Firs in Bladon Wootf, in 1302,
close and well; yet many persons would fain have per-
suaded him, soon after, that he had spoilt them: I
mention the circumstance, with the hope of inducing
such persons, and others of similar sentiments, to review
these spoilt Trees, from time to time, and judge for
themselves.

The mention of some instances, where I saw pruning
injudiciously performed, is a necessary piece of justice,
to put others on their guard against imitating the same.

The Hedge-rows Trees, near Jow-hole in Beard,
mentioned above, were too much pruned at once, bill
were c?it close and neat.

In a small Plantation, surrounding the Chert-Pits
\m* NVV of Bonsai, some Larch, that stood wide
apart, ai*d had been excessively pruned, had thrown

out
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out numerous small new Branches: and one that bad
been headed entirely, by accident, had thrown out new
Branches.

On the NW of Little Eaton, I saw some fine Spa-
nish Chestnuts, too much pruned at* once, and which
had occasioned the throwing out of numerous new and
unnatural shoots.

By the Roads' sides, on the East side of Measham,
near to Mcasham Field, I saw some Scotch Firs, lite-
rally bare Poles, owing to excessive and injudicious
pruning: it has been from occasional instances of such
egregious folly as this, that much of the clamour so
fatally raised against Forest Pruning of all sorts, has
originated and been kept alive: and to which the ill-
judged attempts of some others, to reclaim and im-
prove old and too long neglected Trees, by pruning, or
rather lopping of them (see p. 222), have much con-
tributed.

A pretty extensive and close attention to the various
rural improvements, going on in the country during seve-
ral years past, has convinced me, that the management
of Wood Lands, particularly those which have been
planted within the past century, and of Trees in gene-
ral, is far more behind than any other, tho' of such
great importance ; and that a degree of profit and ad-
vantage would flow from the general adoption of better
principles and practices, in this respect, unknown in
almost any other branch of rural economy : and I can-
not but cherish the idea of the publication, and exten-
sive sale of Mr. William Pontey's " Forest Pruner,"
in 1805, and the wider extension of his professional
labours since that period, in directing and superintend-
ing Pruning, forming the commencement of a new era9

in this essential department of rural affairs: I shall
therefore.
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therefore, I hope, be performing an acceptable piece
of service to many, in giving some of the leading prin-
ciples, and explaining the practice of Forest Pruning,
in this place, according to my own method and con-
ception of it, agreeing however in all essential points
with the able Work above quoted, and which all those
who have any considerable interest in Plantations,
ought attentively to study.

I shall first endeavourrto shew the necessity of Forest
Pruning^ by calling the consideration of my Reader to
the first stage and progress of a Tree towards its ma-
turity, and becoming Timber; which last, almost
every one knows, is valuable, for all but a very few
purposes, in proportion to the straight ness of its grain,
or freedom from knots : young Trees of most kinds, by
the time that they have acquired the size of a goose-
quil, are furnished with several lateral branches, that
originate at the very pith of the stem : and in consi-
dering how very essential these lateral branches then
are to the growth mid existence of the plant, the prin-
ciple whence a clear trunk without branches or knots is
to spring, can scarcely be perceived : as we contem-
plate the further growth of the Tree, by steps or
periods, of one or two feet in its height, we shall per-
ceive, however, a constant repetition of the same pro-
cess, of numerous small branches or twigs, succeeding,
and originating at the very pith or Centre of the main
stem ; and it must strike every one, that if each one of
these laterals, continued ever after, as essential to the
health and existence of the plant, as they were at the
time of their first production, that clear and knotless
Timber would be unattainable : experience, however,
teaches, that the greater part of them are only of tern*
poranj importance to the Tree, and yet, that there is

no
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no fixed or determinate order or period in which these
laterals become, in great part, non-essential to the
health and perfection of the plant, or direct means pro-
vided by nature, for their removal when no further
useful, like the falling of the leaves of most Trees in
the Autumn : nor is there a.ny thing like joints or arti-
culations provided, at which these lateral*, when no
longer of use, separate, when accidental or designed
force plucks them from the trunk, but either an ab-
solute fracture, or a cutting of the fibres of laterals,
closely connected and joined as they are, with those in
the centre of the trunk, must be made, and that no-
thing like the production ofb-uk to cover the slumps
or ends of laterals, so sever-ii, ever takes place, no-
thing being more evident, Iba.i that in every instance,
the wounds of Trees arc healed or repaired, by the grâ -
dual approach of the bark of the trunk from the sides
of the wound, until at length the bark from its differ-
ent sides, meets and unites: in a state of nature, when
neither man or other animals assist in the removal of
useless laterals, on the lower parts of the trunks of
Trees, it will be seen, that they first decline in vigour,
Owing in a great measure to the shade, either of the
higher boughs of the same or those of other Trees ; and
in consequence of a certain degree of exclusion from
light and air, they at length die, and in process of time
rot, and the sma 11 ones fall off by their own weight,
nearly even with the bark of the* trunk, but leaving a
small conical projection of the central parts of the twig,
which the bark of the trunk, in its increase, quickly
covers: and so true is it, that Nature has provided no
means for the healthful separation of even the smallest
lateral twig, from the trunk of a Tree, similar to the
foiling of a leaf, the shedding of the horns or teeth of

animals}
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m'mals, &c. that even (he putrefactive or rofiing p
cess that 1ms been mentioned, is unable (0 effect i t ; but
if a dead branch be not in a reasonable time removed
close lo the trunk, so that its bark may colapse, and
closely cover tlie remaining dead wood, rottenness will
continue to proceed, ami penetrate to the pith and ad-
joining central parts of the main stem : the active vege*
table life of all Trees, keing confined to the Back, and
a very few of the last annual layers of Sap Wood, and
their central parts, or heart as it is called, both of the
trunk and branches, is so far dead, during the whole
growth 'of the Tree, that air and water being admitted
to it, would cause it to begin to rot, even more ra-
pidly, as 1 arri inclined to think, than felled and sea
soned Timber, would decay in Ukc circumstances.

These consideration's, which no one acquainted with
the growth of Trees, or" who will kike the trouble to
examine the trunks of growing Trees attentively, can
dispute ot doubt, and which will receive ample, con-
firmation by the cleaving of Trees, exacity thro* their
pith (which of!en better exhibits ilir fibres and small
knots thai: sawing does), find observing near lo it, the
inset Lion, the, remain*, and (lie terminations of all the
natural branches which I he Tree IHIS ever bad, as wcfl
as those of the unnatural branches, which may have
originated in the bark at .some distance from the centre
of the Tree during il& groWih, in consequence of an
excessive diminution of t! Hhy branches above,
by pruning or smothering, &c. arid it will further tip-
pear, by this Attention to the knots occasioned by all
the minuter bran; Inch (tie trunk ever had, that
the growth or production of clear or straight-grained
wood, h not occasioned by a lengthening or drawing

of the stem between the knots (us some have mis-

ta&enly
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takenly imagined), as the small distances of these ori-
ginal lateral branches, will prove, but solely in conse-
quence of perfect and healthy bark, forming over the
termination or aperture, whence such branches pro-
truded from the trunk, and the successive forming of
annual layers of White or Sap Wood under such bark
in the further progress of the Tree's growth : in Fir
Timber, this original distance.pr heights of the laterals
from each other, still remaining the same as at first,
will be most easily traced in sawing such Trees, owing
to several of them springing exactly at the same
height, as very rarely happens with deciduous Trees,
and it must not therefore be concluded, because some
of these small original knots, may not appear in any
one, or even two sections or splittings of a Tree, that
they do not exist at their original distances, in other
directions from the pith, than that which the cleft or
sawn surfaces have followed.

Such being the facts, with respect to the growth and*
formation of Timber, it becomes as obviously the pro*
vince and the duty of man, to attend to and assist the
operations of Nature, with respect to it, as inany of the
instances of care and art in Horticulture, or Agriculture,
<fr even in Surgery, to which, in many respects, the
principles and operations of the Pruner arc allied.

But before I proceed further, it will be necessary to
notice an important distinction that exists, between
Forest pruning and Orchard or Garden pruning?
arising from the well known fact, that Trees or Shrubs
are never in the proper or best condition for producing
Timber or Wood) and Fruit at the same time: a
youthful vigour being essential to the former, and a
certain stage of maturity cither naturally arrived by
age, or induced by art, being essential to the produc-

tion
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tion of Fruit, in all perennial or long-lived vegetables,
as of the Tree kind; and that fruit-bearing Trees, or
those much given to Seed, are almost always slow
growers, as has been hinted already with respect to
Ash, p. 233*, and on the contrary, young healthy
and flourishing Timber Trees, or Hedges, &c. seldom
produce much Seed, and often noife at all, for years
together : and that while the art of the Orchard Pruner
is displayed, in producing healthy and numerous flower-
buds and bearing branches, that of the Forest Pruner
consists in counteracting, and putting off the maturity
of Trees, in favour of further and luxurious growth,
such as the Gardener often finds prevailing, in spite of
all his endeavours in Wood-bearing Trees, as such are
called. Hence it is, I conceive, that Orchard Pruners
or Gardeners, have oflen failed in their attempts at
improving Plantations of Forest Trees, and that many
among them, have been the most determined opposers
ot' Forest Pruning^ as a thing unnecessary as unavail-
ing, or even mischievous, as in the cases which.I have
already mentioned.

If we examine attentively, the clear boles or bodies
of Timber Trees of moderate height, we shall often ob-
serve, that the same are cylindrical, or have no sensible
tapering below the first or lowest branches, and that
each branch effects a material diminution of the size or
diameler of the trunk above it, especially if two of
such occur at or near the same height, and that when
several branches spring at or very near the same place
in a (Jeciduous Tree (as all those of the Fir tribe do),

* It is when Hazel, Elder, Barberry, and some other Trees, begin to
beir much Fruit, that they throw up 6uch vigorous and straight young
shoots or succors from or near to their roots, as vents for the extra quan-
tity of sap, that their slow growth is unable to expend.

that
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that it rarely happens, that a stem or leader can be
traced above such principal forking, or forming of the
head of a deciduous Tree; and that should a central
branch or leader have been at first produced (si\ch as
there always is between the annual tiers of the Fir
tribe), that the same is in a weak state, compared with
the side branches irom or below the principal fork ;
or is dicing, or perhaps dcadj and forming what is
called a stog-headed Tree.

The circumstances, of the vital functions of the
trunk of a Tree being all carried on, in or almost im-
mediately under its bark, and in vessels carrying up
and returning the Sap, which are impeded by every
branch or wound in the bark, that diverts, them from
their straight course from the roots towards the parts of
the Tree, above such branches or wounds, as well as a
superior portion of such Sap being diverted or drawn
by the action of the leaves, into such obstructing side-
branches, and greater in proportion as they are more
healthy a id vigorous; these will serve to account for
the above appearances, of the tappring of branchy or
knotty Trees, and their want of height, in too many
cases: and to explain the reason, why a principal part
of the Primer's art and attention is to be directed to
the preventing of main Branches springing from the
Truijk, at or near the same height, but rather, that
Such ii position should be taken by all the larger
branches, in a growing Tree (of the deciduous, kinds),
that they may in no place wholly, or nearly encircle,
or beset the stem, as Mr. Pontey expresses it, but that
they may leave as many and as wide strips of clear
bark, without branches, from the roots of the Tree up-
Wards, to the very leader of the Tree, as is practicable,
and with as few and as easy bends out of one straight

course,
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course, to each of such strips of clear bark, as is at-
tainable. Such a young Tree, having no very large
boughs, but a sufficient number of pretty equal ones,
properly disposed, is in the most favourable state for
increasing the height ancj thickness of its straight
Trunk, which, by further and progressive pruning, is
to be rendered entirely free of branches, as soon as suf-
ficient height, and a wejl-formcd Head, of sufficient
magnitude, will permit, and not sooner: and by the
adoption of which principles, in the practice of train-
ing Forest Trees, npt growing too near to each other
(which thinning is to prevent)? " naked Poles," and
spoilt Trees, need ijot in any Case be apprehended, but
Timber, vastly more valuable than any that accident
or neglect has hitherto produced.

Sir Joseph Banks, in his answer to the thirty-eighth
of Lord Glenbervie's Queries, that follow herein, asserts,
that on the Red Marl (as a soil particularly favourable to
Oaks), tall and straight Oak Timber, will produce to
the grower ten times as much money, in a given time,
as crooked Timber, tho' applicable to the Knees of
Ships! As to knottincss (tho' such were sound, and ta-
pering), no one can be ignorant, how much such depre-
ciate the value of Timber.

Mr. Pontey shows, that 40 feet distances are-neces-
sary (or only about 27 to the acre) to the unassisted

growth of large Oak Trees, owing to the flat, spreading,
and close form of their Heads; but that the properly
trained, open, high, and conical Pleads of such Trees
will admit of their standing at 25 feet distances, or
about 70 Trees on the acre, and of the most profitable
kind. What an inducement to pruning and manage-
ment!

The most common error into which Pruners have
DERBY, VOL. i i . ] u fallen,
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fallen, is that of attempting the reformation- of pre-
viously neglected large Trees, of the deciduous kind,
by the amputation of their great living arms (see p. 222),
and it has been with much concern, that I have heard
instances of Mr. Pontey's zeal, in Ornamental Garden-
ing, having drawn him, and led his employers, into this
error: which I mention, in order to distinguish between
the truly excellent principles and practice which this.
Gentleman has explained and introduced, for training
eitfaer useful or ornamental young Trees of all sorts, and
even for preserving and mending the appearance of large
neglected Trees, or that have suffered from accident, in
home particular cases, and intemperate, or occasionally
misguided zeal, in the application of this art: and to
express my decided opinion, as being confirmed by all
intelligent Wood-owners, and their Agents, whom I
know, that profit is never to be expected, but more
generally disappointment and loss, from the culling off
large live arms from Forest Trees: the Axe of the Fel-
ler is, most commonly, the only fit remedy for Trees
judged to be in want of such treatment, in order to
make way, as speedily as possible, for pruning and train-
ing successors, under more favourable circumstances.
With the Fir tribe it is somewhat different, owing to
their arms seldom bearing nny considerable proportion
to the size of the trunk, their knots not being so liable
to decay as those of all deciduous Trees, and their not
being liable to shoot again from the trunk; and with
them, it is never loo late to begin very close pruning,
conducted with moderation, and regard to my rule^ of
never diminishing the live twigs and foliage of the
Tree, by pruning off more than one-fourth part of
them at the most, in any one season: but all snags and
dead branches ought certainly, for appearance sake, to

be
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be instantly removed ; and pruned Firs, standing any
considerable length of time afterwards, can scarcely
fail of paying amply for the trouble, however much
previously neglected. The first Thinnings, of even
proper nurses in Plantations, pay amply for the pains
and expense that has been bestowed on their pruning,
and the second and subsequent Thinnings in increased
proportions.

Mr. Pontcy has ascertained, that when Trees arc
producing numerous and very luxurious side-shoots,
after being headed and lopped (like Hedge-row Trees,
too often), they are making no perceptible increase in
the size of their Trunks: and he relates his experiments
on two Poplars, under almost similar circumstances,
except that one of them was lopped and headed at 14
feet high, all the young branches of which were re-
moved in every succeeding Winter, and the other was
left entirely to Nature; and he found, that the latter
had, in four years, increased from 2 ft. 2 in. to 3ft. 1 in.
in circumference, or had more than doubled its area,
or horizontal section of the trunk, and its height and
branches were greatly increased ; while the other had
produced only useless twigs, and had made no percep-
tible increase in its trunk! What can more strongly
show the impolicy of Landlords suffering their Tenants
to head, and frequently lop young Pollard Trees? in

•f their Hedge-rows, or to prime up, at short intervals,
all the Elm, Ash, and other maiden Trees therein, to
almost a single top-twig! as is quite common in Middle-
sex, and several other Counties; thus, suffering little
increase to take place in the trunks of the Trees, but
only comparatively worthless twigs are produced in its
place; and by the repetition of this, priming, the whole
surface of the trunk becomes so covered by wounds and

v 2 dead
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dead or rptten knots, that in time the Tree, thof of
small size, becomes fit only for Fire-wood. The slow
growth of Birch Poles, that are annually trimmed for
Broom-making,' of the bodies of Wiliow Pollards by
the sides of some Brooks, &c. are ample proofs of the
above: and Mr. Pontey is perhaps .right in inferring,
that too many and large, as well as toa numerous young
and luxurious branches, are alike operative in decreas-
ing the growth of the Timber in the Trunk, in com-
parison with heads of a moderate size, and proper
form.

One very important use of the heads of Trees, in
exposed situations, having a proper form, is, that if
the large brunches grow principally on one side, the
action of the Wind on such, is opt to twist the trunk* :
I have seen a large Pear-tree, (hat in ihe course of its
growth had turned more than once round, owing, ap-
parently, to its.branches being principally on one side:
if the branches springing from the upper part of the
trunk or leader >of a tree, are too few, or they are not
open-headed, the accidental breaking or declining of
particular branches, and the increase of others, is apt
to produce this and other evils, from which heads of
proper form and size are in a great measure exempt.

Yomig Trees should never be bent much out of their
vertical position while pruning them, as such violence
is very apt to split them, or to rupture, or greatly in-
jure the fibres of their Trunk : proper Steps and Lad-

• Mr. John Grattdn, jun. of Car House, considers this evil, of twisted
trunks, rather as a constitutional defect in certain Trees; which he has
seen much twisted in very sheltered situations, and has even observed
cases, wherein all the main branches have been twisted, as well as the
trunk: the Mountain Ash being more subject to this defect than mo#t
other Trees,

ders
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ders used iri pruning, 'and the use of the fine-toothed
Saw, prevents the necessity of any such practice.

The recommendations of Mr, Francis tilailde, in the
u Farmer's Instructor," particularly intended for cir-
culation in Derbyshire, and often before quoted, have
in general calfed for and met my warm approbation,
and that of many others who havesffidkxl and adopted
the same principles oTIojest pruning and management:
I cannot, however, acquiesce in, or pass over in silence,
his directions with* regard to the pruning of Firs, p. 36,
ivhere he says, that " it is not necessary, and indeed
highly-improper, to cut off any side branches from
Larch or Firs, before such branches begin to show
symptoms of weakness, which in due time they will
do," &c—a doctrine which had long before been ex-
posed, and treated with just severity, by Mr. Pontey,
in the 1st Edition of his " Forest .Primer," p. 206 and
203, Note*. An inspection of the Pleasure-grounds at
Chatsworth, and many other places, might convince
any one, that single Firs, or those at sufficient distances,
t-ho' of large size, may and will, if art is not used, con-
tinue to support nearly all the branches that they ever
produced, in ar*almost equal state of vigour, those nearest
to, and but little above the ground, being the longest
and largest, see p. 272: and nothing is more common
in Plantations, in exposed situations, and not very
thick, than to see Firs-and Latch having all their lower

• In pretty thick Plantations, of Scotch Firs in particular, several
sorts of Llcliens, or White Mosses, are apt to grow and accumulate on
tlifi trunks, and hang pendant from the branches of the Trees. Mr. Wil-
liam Campbell (see p. 301, Note) considers these as very injurious to the
health of the'Trees, by the moisture they attract, and their living, in
part at least, on the juices of the Trees; and that all branches having
much of tlus White Moss adhering, ought to be taken off by the Pruner.

11 ^ bough?
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Iboughs alive and thriving, the Scotch Fir in particu-
lar; and I have examined thousands of such Trees in
Derbyshire, whose trunks had acquired two, or three,
or more inches, diameter at the ground, below the large
and vigorous boughs that hung down upon the same,
and yet, owing to the number of live side-boughs (de-
creasing in size upwards), the tapering of these Trees
was such, that their whole height has often been less
than my own : in thick Plantations, and after the Firs
have acquired six, eight, or more fret in height, Mr.
B.'s rulo, and that of the Writers whom h<3 seems to
lave followed therein, may in part at least apply, but
no where else, I am of opinion ; since I know from re-...
peated observations, that pruning, brgun in the N U N
sery upon the most luxuriant side-branches, and conti-
nued until Firs of all kinds, and Larch, have acquired
the height above-mentioned in the Plantation, is highly
advantageous to their growth, and that the cost thereof
will be amply repaid even in the first Thinnings, as
hinted above, p. 291.

Thomas William Coke, Esq. of Uolkbam in Nor-
folk, has found great benefit from pruning his Scotch
and Spruce Firs in times of Snow, and spreading the
branches for his Sheep to, browse; of course he don't
wait until they are dead, or even much declining in
foliage, as some would persuade us to do.

The allcdged Bleeding, or running of Sap from the
Wounds of Firs after pruning, has proved a great
stumbling-block to many, but it ought in no case,
where the operation is moderately and properly per-
formed, to be regarded; indeed, I am satisfied that
the bleeding of Firs, in moderation, is beneficial rather
than otherwise, since the resinous part of the Sap dries
on the Wound, in such cases, and excludes the air

and
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and wet, and forms the best substance that could per* >
liaps be devised for the new Bark to close over upon.

In the year 1801, a great number of Firs were pruned
in the late Duke of Bedford's PIjantations,near Hog-
styend, on the west side of the Turnpike Road on the
great Saqd Hill, N of Woburn, in which a great many
tiers of snags, and dead and declining branches, were
taken off at once, close«to the trunks, and so as some-
what to wound the live bark all round them (which
always favours its growth over the Wound); and, whe«f
thcr owing to so many of these branches being pruned
at once, or to the season, or what other cause, it so hap*
pened, that these Scotch Firs bled more profusely than
any I ever saw elsewhere, the streams from the wounds
covering the whole trunks with a white film, and most
persons pronounced them " spoilt;" yet no perceiv-
able mischief then followed; and last June (1811) when
1 had an opportunity of examining this Plantation,
the Wounds were all long ago healed ovct, and I had
the pleasure to observe, in a great many of these Firs,
that were felled and sawn thro9 for Rails on the spot,
that a considerable thickness of new and clear Wood
was formed over the knots in their trunks, in the most
perfect manner; and that the Trees remaining, were in
the most healthy and profitable state of growth. These
circumstances I have mentioned, to show, that the oc-
casional bleeding of Firs is not to be particularly
dreaded : and here I would remark, that Planters, or
compositions of all kinds, seem unnecessary in proper
pruning, or such as I would wish to recommend for
general adoption. *

The value of Timber of all sorts is very considerabl/
enhanced, by its being round, as well as straight and
clear, and free from those Wanes or Troughs, so

u 4L common
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common in the Trunks of Beech, Birch, and some other
Trees, and which Mr. Pontey shows to be occasioned
in most, if not every instance, by dead or declining
branches, that arrest the currents of the Sap in .their
vicinities, above and below, which they can neither
receive or pass', but throw additional quantities of it
into the sides, whwe the size of the trunk is as unna-
turally increased, as it is diminished in the hollows or
wanes between them: the'examination of neglected
Beech Plantations, of some age, will often show this
evil, in'its extreme degree: and in attempting their re-
form, the Chisel, or- rather a flat sharp Gouge and a
Mallet, are the best tools, for carefully cutting of!' the
offending branches, or snags, very close in the bottoms
of the wanes, and so as slightly to wound the live bark
round them, which will quickly then begin to close over
the knots, and from that period the wanes will begin to
(Jecrease in depth,, and perhaps in time disappear alto-
gether.

Having, I fear, continued iqo long on the principles
and occasional circumstances attending Forest Pruning-,
I shall proceed to oiler some

Practical Rules for Pruning Young Forest Trees*

. Attention to the pruning of young Forest Trees,
while training in the Nursery^ is of moire importance
than has generally been supposed : in looking over the
beds of young transplanted Larch and Firs in particu-
lar, it will very commonly be observed, that some of
their lower tiers of branches are little, if at all, inferior
in size to the leader, and nearly as long, spreading out
like a, reversed. Bell: in such cases, the point of a sharp
Pen-knife carefully applied from above on the right

' ' ' side,
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aide, while llie Thumb is presented on the opposite
side of the Stem as a support, to take out one or two
of the thickest and most vigorous of these side-shoots,
smooth and close to the Stem, will throw proportionate
strength and vigour into the leader: which pruning
may be repeated, with care, on the same or succeeding
tiers, as the Plant advances: and, as Nurserymen charge?
for Plants at different Fates,* according to their height*,
the cost of such attention to Nursery Plants will be
most amply repaid to them : deciduous Trees often ad-
mit of similar assistance from, the Pruncr's art; but id
their first, as in all subsequent pruning,?, observe, never
to diminish the Twigs, Uuds, or Foliage of the Plants
more than about one-fourth of the whole at any one
pruning; and for avoiding a more sudden defoliation
of deciduous Plants and Trees that have been neglected,
it is often advisable, to shorten or takeout part of a
branch, where the pruning of the whole at once woukl
too much diminish its leaves, and risk the throwing
out of useless and mischievous new side-sljoots; which
always arise, either from excessive pruning at once,
or from some disease or defect in the leader or higher
branches of the Plant.

At the time of Planting ow/, similar attention should
be paid, to the close taking off some of such side-
branches as most nearly rival the leader in strength,
and rarely any others; and the subsequent attention for
some years to Plants, previously well trained in the
Nursery, will be too like that already described, to
need repeating; a sharp Pen-knife held in the Fingers,
and acting against the Thumb of the same Hand pre-
sented in a proper position to support the Plant, and
meet its resistance, being all the apparatus which such

Plants
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Plants call for, in training them. It may be proper to
recommend the Primer of young Trees, always to place
himself on-the opposite side of the Plant to the branch
that is to be amputated, and to reach over the Plant
while performing the operation; effecting the cut by
the exertion of the Fingers, and by no means by the
swing of the Arm.*

In examining Plantations, that have been made four
or five years or more, particularly in exposed situations
or on poor soils, and which have been neglected, it will
often be seen, that the Plants, Silver Firs in particular,
that had made vigorous mifin and side shoots in the
Nursery, have for two or three years afterwards made
very slow progress, their annual tiers of branches being
very near to each other, and so entirely besetting the
small leader, that its further progress,will seem doubt-
ful, and even sometimes the leader will be found dead,
\ihile the long lowest tiers of neglected boughs are seen
in full vigour: and not unfrcquently it will also be
seen, that this melancholy reverse in the growth and
progress of the Plants, has happened after they had
grown vigorously iu the Plantation, perhaps while
their roots were confined to loosened or better soil, in
the holes in which the Plants stand, or owing to extra-
ordinary seasons of frosts, droughts, &c.: here the skill
and care of the Pruncr is particularly necessary, in
carefully taking out a portion of the stunted branches
in the last formed tiers, where they too closely beset the
diminutive leader, if alive, and then taking close off,
as many, as my rule as to foliage will allow, of the
strongest branches in the lower tiers; and until such a
state of the Plants is entirely removed (which will be
found the more difficult to accomplish the wider the

Plants
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Plants stand npnrt*) careful annual pruning on these
principles, ought not to be neglected.

In examining deciduous Trees under these circum-
stances, Oaks in particular, it will v«ry frequently be
found, that the leaders have perished, and new ones
have been selected or preferred by Nature, among the
side-shoots near their tops ; and in ail such cases it will
be found, that the olcP leader, tho' not thicker than a
straw, perhaps, and nearly fatten, is entirely forcing
the new leader from its* straight course, and too often
a dead knot of a serious kind is. also preparing, by
means of this extinct leader: not uncommonly, in exa-
mining young Plantations, two or three successive im-
pediments of this kind to the straightness and health
of the Stem will be found on the same Plant; and by
which, the vigour of the lower boughs have in a more
than ordinary degree been promoted, and those of the
upper as much checked. In all cases, the entire re-
moval of dead or dying leaders, is of the first import-
ance, and which is best performed with the point of
the Pen-knife, as before observed, cutting in a sloping
position, so as best to suit the curvature or inclination
of the new leader, and carefully and slightly wound-
ing the live bark all round, that the enclosing of the
old leader may the sooner be accomplished. Besides,
of leaders actually dead and others ready selected, it
will often be found, that two branches, of a deciduous
Plant in particular^ are contending for the leadership;
or the leader is in a very sickly or damaged state, and

• Because, in such Plantations, air and light are more than sufficiently-
supplied to the lowest branches, and the leaders and upper ones arc
more exposed to the chilling blasts, for want of shelter, than they ought

to be. »

one
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one or more shoots near the top appear more vigorous.?
in all such cases, the Pruner should not hesitate longer,
than to ascertain, which among the upper shoots is
most healthy and vigorous; in* order to.select that as
the leader, and then proceed to cut off all above or
branching from him, close and in a sloping direction,
as before described-; being assured) that as soon as the
bark is healed over the place of the exterminated, lea-
der or rival (but never before, as we see in the small
dead leaders above-mentioned, and in forks), the Stem
will begin to grow straighter, and at length the defect
will entirely disappear, and a straight and clear Trunk
succeed*. ,, •

A proper Pruning-knife will have become necessary,
in some of (he operations above-mentioned*, which
should be kept very sharp, particularly at the point,
and in the use of which, it is much the best way, as
already mentioned, to lean over the Plant, from the
opposite side of it to that on which the branch to bo
pruned grows, and to take hold of such branch within
two or three inches of the Stern, in the left hand, and

* Some I know contend, that no straightening -of the p?th ever fakes
pkee in such cases, but merely, that more new Wood is applied in the
hollow than on the round side, until apparent straightness ensues; and
that in cleaving such pruned Trees for Lath or Pales, the defect is very
observable : 1 neither, however, admit the fact .or the reasoning, at ap-
plied to deter tiiis practice of selecting the most btaltby leader, after having
repeatedly seen such crooks become straight, or near it, as could not be
included ivitb'm the bole of the largest Tree: and because, if a consider-
able deviation of the pith from the centre of the Tree, might in such
cases be perceived (which I doubt), the products of the Sawyer are
much more numerous and important than those of the render of Laths,
Pales, Spokes, or .Staves; aware as I fully am, that in the present ne-
glected and knotty state of our Timber, char Oak buts, for these uses,
fetch by far the best prices,

to
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to apply a moderate force (hereto upwards; or from
the Knife, while the same is applied with the other
Hand, in a lifting and drawing stroke, which will in
this manner clean sever branches, even as large as the
Thumb or larger, with'an ease, that will appear very
surprising and pleasing to a young Primer: the advan-
tages of this mode, of taking off braitches that originate
lower than breast-high*of thcPruner, are so great, that
in operating upon higher boughs with the Knife (unless
very small), both expedition, ease, and perfection of
the work will be consulted, by the use of a light
and strong pair of <$tepsy sucb as are in common use
in most Houses, on to which the Pruner should mount,
as t̂igli as is necessary to command the bough to be
priced, in the manner already described. Larger
boughs, and those of hard woods, will also occur, for
which a Saw should be at hand, in these first pruning
of neglectfeHftft>ung Plantations*, and this should tife,

what

* At the time the above was written, I had no personal knowledge
of the successful use of other Instruments, besides the Knife and the Sair,
in pruning young Forest Trees (haying never seen the Drawing-knife in
use, us recommended, p. 279); since then I have been particular, in a
Journey thro* Wales and Scotland, tq enquire as fo the progress thaj
Forest Pruning was making; and having learnt, tftat in the latter King-
dom it was little if at all practised ftho' so excessively wanted in their
Fir Plantations^, except on the Estates of William Moore, Esq,. of Cold-
well, at the northern extremity of Ayrshire, and on those of JyOrcJ
Francis Gray of Kinfauns, near Perth, and that in thes.e places the
Pruning~cbise! had superseded the Saw, 1 was, therefore, anxious to se<j
the operations thus performed, at Lord Gray's, and on being introduced
to Mr. William Campbell, h'is Lordship's Gardener, I found, th^t when
resident fornierly at Mr. Moore's, he had at first used a fine-toothed
Saw for pruning his Plantations and Woods, but had discovered op
trial, that a strong and very sharp Chisel of a proper construction.,
«kiven by the swirfg of a Mell or Beetle, was roucfi more expeditious.,

and
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•what is called aTenant'Saw, of the smaller sort, such as
every Joiner has in use; and as the ease and perfection
of the work, a good deal depends on this being sharp

and

and equally or more neat and efficacious,,in pruning young Trees, to
, the height of 14 or 16 feet at the least, he had since adhered to the

Chisel. After walking with me thro* the different Plantations and
Groves of young Trees that he had primped within the last two or three
years, near to Kinfauns House, in a very perfect manner, he proceeded to
show me the operation, first in the most simple and easy cases, and at
length in the most difficult cases that I could fix on, of very hard and
thick snags of Fir-tree's, of rather large branches that grew on nearly
inaccessible sides of the Trees, and on such as were situated on steep
ground, &c. &c. in all of which he succeeded so perfectly, in quickly,
closely, and smoothly, severing- the branches from the trunk, that the
Pruning-chisel certainly appeared in this Gentleman's hands, a most va-
luable and effective instrument, the use of which not having yet been
described by any Writer on Pruning, as far as I know, I am induced to
give here the substance of my Notes made on the spot, on the 2>6th of
September last (1812).

The Chisels used by Mr. Campbell are now kept for sale by Messrs;
Dixon.and Brown, Nurserymen in Perth: they are three inches and a
half broad in the blade or cutting-edge, and not more than seven or
eight inches long, including the hollow socket to receive the handle;
the flat or chisel part, does not exceed two inches and a half in length,
and is about three-eighths of an inch thick near to the socket, and the
whole weighs about a pound and a quarter; the blade is stoutly bevilled,
only on one side, and the cutting-edge is carefully • made to coincide
with, or cross the axis of the socket,, and of its wooden handle. These
Handles are made of straight, clear, or kriotless pteces of foreign deal, five
to twelve feet long, and cylindrical, except where they enter the sockets
of the Chisels; which socket, one inch and a half diameter inside at its
mouth, the remainder of the handle being two inches diameter, or as large
as a Man can well grasp in his hand: the lower end of the handle is some-
times hooped, but it is better to have a ferril, or cylindrical socked of
iron for it, nearly the size of the wood on the oustide.

The Mells, or Wooden Mallets or Beetles, are made of hard Oak or
Beech, not too clear in the grain, ten inches long in the head and six
inches diameter, with handles two feet eight inches or three feet long:
sometimes the Mell is hooped at each end, but with tough twisted wood

and
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and in good order, it is the best way to have two at
least of such Saws, and on leaving off pruning at night,

to

and careful use, this has been dispenssd with, and the labour of carrying
and swinging it is somewhat reduced.

In the experiments which I saw, Mr. Campbell himself held the Chisel*
grasping its handle fast in both hands, that it might not dindle or jar.
In favourable situations, the edge of the Chisel, with itsbevil downwards*
was placed directly under and inclining towards the1 branch ; but where
there appeared danger of cutting the .stem beyond, the ground did not
•uit to stand', or the branch grew askew from the stem, in these cases, the
Chisel's edge was applied obliquely upwards, (as it was also, even to ho-
rizontal, yrith very low branches) with the arras or cutting edge turned
towards the Tree, care being taken in all cases, to present its edge as
near as possible in the plane of the intended cut.

The Chisel being thus carefully placed and held, so as to present the
lower end and about a foot in length of the handle pext it, in the most
favourable position for the assistant, called the Cawer or Driver, who used
his Mell with an over-hip, or under-hand swinging stroke, being very
careful to strike fair and exactly in the direction of the handle and Ait,
and with the requisite degree of force, according to the size and hardness
of the branch to be severed, &c.; but sometimes for horizontal branches*
he strikes forwards and upwards with his Mell. The dexterity, safety,
and certainty, with which these apparently difficult and dangerous ope-
rations were combined by Mr. C. and his practised assistants, much sur-
prised me, and gave much appearance of probability to his assertions,
that while a Saw-pruner was placing his Ladder and mounting to a
branch between six and sixteen feet high, that he would most effectually
sever it, by the Chisel and Mell.

The Kinfauns' Plantations and Woods having been previously much
neglected, branches sometimes wanted amputating from the trunks of
young and thriving Trees, which exceeded the width of the Chisel in
diameter; in these cases, Mr. C. sets in the mouth or edge of the Chisel
on one side of the lower part of the branch, so that in driving it through,
the corner of the Chisel may come fairly out to sever the Bark, and not
leave it to be torn, and then places the Chisel anew' to complete the
severing of the branch, being careful, in case the width of the Chisel
won't completely effect the cut at the second operation (so that no Bark
is torn) to take previously a narrow middle cut, to bring the remaining
wood within tho breadth of the Chisel: and I was pleased to see in these

opera-
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to return theip into the care of some working Joiner or
Carpenter near the spot, to clean and properly si in r pen
and set them (not too rank or wide), which he would
be glad to do in his Evenings, for a moderate compen-
sation, as well as to preserve them at all times ready
for use. In the subsequent operations, in pruning higher
boughs, when the Saw is alone used, and in large esta-
blishments wherein several stout Boys, each furnished
with a Saw and nWghtLadder, arc employed, under the
constant inspection of a careful and steady Director:
it will be found important, that such a Director should

operations, how well large and heavy branches supported themselves
without any holding, until the Chisel was ultimately driven quite
through, ami that then they bounded off from the Tree, so as little to
endanger the men by their fall; and with care in this respect, no acci-
dent of the least consequence had happened to Mr. fc\ or his men in seve-
ral years practice.

As it sometimes happens, that the different cuts of the Chisel are not
made in the same, or not in the proper planes, in such cases, Mr. C.
afterwards pares or smooths them, by using the cutting-edge of the
Chisel downwards or towards the Tree, and by very slight strokes of the
Mell; the cut is thu6, often, more properly left with a curving surface, than
in ore plane surface, as a Saw must unavoidably leave it. .

Mr. Campbell says, that with longer handled Chiseb he could prose-
cute the pruning or clearing of the stems, higher than is mentioned
above, equally well and more expeditiously than with the Saw, but
which Instrument he still highly values, for pruning the higher parts of
Trees. The advantage* aiid limits of the uses of the Chisel compared with
the Saw, in pruning, seem to me, from the above observations, to be
highly worthy of comparative and more decisive experiments, to be
made under the superintendance of a Committee from the Highland
Society, or the Board of Agriculture, and that handsome Premiums to
the most effective and economic Pruners, of sufficient extents of Planta-
tions, under different circumstances, might go farther to remove the
present lamentable and disgraceful state of neglect and ruin, in which
the Woodlands of Scotland seem almost 'universally found, than any
other step that could be taken.

" be
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be expert at sharpening,Saws, and should have a por-
table apparatus for the purpose, which he might oc-
casionally sol up, as ncurly in the ccntet between the
Trees that the Boys are pruning, as he can, and while
whetting their Saws> might still have a sufficient eye oa
their proceedings, at least after the^ have become ex-
pert : a pretty long and straight Stick will be useful in
the hand of the Director, to point occasionally to the
Boughs to be pruned, and. to the exact place of the
intended cut, Or to any defect or amendment wanting,
in those already made; and with careful and good
Boys, th# motions of the Director's Stick will be under-
stood immediately, in most cases, without much being
said, which it is always desirable to avoid, where seve-
ral are employed ; and if to the qualities of the Direc-
tor's Stick above enumerated, a little pliability and
toughness be supcradded, and sound discretion be at
all times exercised in the uses of it, much good will
result from ihe attention of the Boys being kept to
their business by it: and experience has shown, that
well-disposed Boys under such a system, are much
better Primers, in the advanced states of it at least, and
when somewhat of order has succeeded, to the almost
infinite disorder in a neglected Plantation,- than more
clumsy, obstinate, and expensive'adults. Women, whom
it is often very desirable to employ in field business,
might be trained to all the Prunjng operations on the
Ground, and even on the Steps, with great advantage:
one thing, however, is most important for the Proprie-
tor to insist on and enforce, that his Director of Boys
or Women, should carefully look round all the Trees, as
soon as their Pruner Has left them, to recal them to
any necessary pruning omitted, to cutting closer, or
to admonish for any thing 3onc wrong or in excess:

DERBY. VOL. II . ] X not
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not being tardy in his commendations, of what he finds
well done; tu which the inducement of liberal wages, in
an increasing scale, according to the care, industty,
and ex pert ness displayed, will be a proper and neces-
sary addition : and, perhaps, if the Director of Boys
had in his pocket a number of small Cards, or Tokens,
and on seeing reason to commend any particular in-
stance of their pruning, shonld immediately, and in
presence of all the others (but not elsewhere), deliver
one of such Cards, to be produced at the end of the
week to the Proprietor or bis Agent, in claim of a small
Gratuity; or, if a higher class of wagesmight be the result
of a certain number of such Tokens, it might have sx
very beneficial and lasting effect.

With respect to the proper place and direction of
the Pruner's cut^ it is to be observed, that the object
always is, to leave a ring of live and healthy bark,
fresh and cleanly severed, surrounding as small and as
smooth a plane of wood or knot, and as* close to the
trunk, as is practicable, in order that the same may as
soon as possible be covered by the approach and meet-
ing of the bark of the trunk from all sides: but which
will be effectually prevented on one side, in most in-
stances, where a Bill or chopping instrument is used,
tho' ever so expertly wielded, or with a Knife in too
many instances, when used to cut from the Operator,
instead of towards him, or by the swinging momentum
of his Arm, in any direction, by a///?, or thin projecting
ecTge of the knot, that did not stand firm against the out,
remaining, unless, indeed, the same was made closer and
larger than necessary, and also endangered the wounding
of other parts of trie bark, by the swing of the tool:
which lips were among the greatest evils of the casual
And random pruningsof the Woodman and Planter, prior

to
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to Mr.Pontey'sWork, and in too many instances since;
such being exceeded only, in mischievousness, by broken
branches, which, t> a longer projecting lip or edge,
add in general, their being split and raggedly torn*, in
the worst possible forms for the approach, and even
close contact, of the new bark over them.

It

* Of which blemishes, unfortunately, Mr. Robert Salmon was able

to select ample and numerous specimens, from the Woburn Plantations,

to communicate to the Society of Arts (see their Transactions, Vol.

XXIV. p. 70, where some of such are 'drawn and described), owing to

the mistaken humanity, which had, for an age almost, admitted the Poor

into those Fir Plantations, to break and do almost as they pleased, with-

out cutting tools; and where it could not be alledged, that they were not

treated with a sufficiency of that confidence, to which Mr. Pontey has

alluded in a Note (that I regret much to see, in so able and useful a

Work), p. 140, to advocate the letting of Cottagers into Woods and

Plantations, even after he had seen, that the greater part of the ragged,

ruinous, and disgraceful snags, that he had been called in to remove, from

the Fir-trees at or near Woburn, had been so occasioned: for my own

part, I should as soon think of recommending Gentlemen to grunt free

quarters in their Larders and Kitchens, for the Poor, as to let them into

their Woods or Plantations on any pretext, even those of Rotten-wood or

Nutting* were it in their power (as it certainly isj to prevent both. It is

the duty of Gentlemen to themselves, their Families, and the Public, ac-

cording to Mr. P.'s own incontestible principles, to prevent the occur-

rence or continuance of rotten boughs, by timely pruning, or the Axe of

the Timber Faller, and therefore, why introduce so dangerous a pallia-

•;ive ?j a remedy it surely was not his intention to consider it. With

zeal, of a character that some, I fear, will mistake and others condemn,

more loudly, perhaps, than I have done the opposite one above, I can-;*

not avoid protesting against all free-bating practices, or allowances, or

claims, of ;;ny such ftho' it were even to make us appear «• human" J in

a country where, for centuries, every species, and every part of Pro-

perty, has been fully and personally appropriated to somebody : especially,

when an undefined portion of all thnt property has been assigned, and is

^guaranteed by the Government, to answer the most indefinite wants «/* all

&* Poor: in England, therefore, Wood-gathering, Gleanings and ali simi-
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It not nnfreqiicntly happens, with young Trees,
La.rch in particular, that there is a swelling or larger
part at the shoulder, or springing of the side-branches
from the stem ; in taking off such, it will not be advis-
able to cut quite close to the stem, on account of the
increased size of the wound in its bark, that would
thereby be made, nor is it often proper to cut quite
beyond the swelling, but rather to take off a small part
of the swelling, with the branch. In select ing the
largest boughs to be first pruned, it will often be right,
to have regard to the thickness or size of their insertion
into, or springing from the trunk, as well as to the
quantity of their twigs and foliage, especially if they
appear to be thickening next the Stem, as air tinneces*
sary size of wound in Ihe birk will be sometimes
avoided, by taking off such, even in preference to larger
boughs in other respects.

A very common error with Primers has been, to de-
vote their whole attention to clearing up thcSteni, rather
than to promoting the general health and the increase
of the height of the Tree, by annually or bienially re-
lieving it, from such large and luxuriant side-branches
as aspire to a.rivalry with the leader (subject always,
in the performance, to a taking away of not more than
one-fourth of its leaves at once), relieving it from the
"largest of tile boughs (tho* they may be smaller than
some others) found in every clustered place, or where
(he stem is -nearly beset with them, in deciduous, or
leaf-shedding Trees, in puticular. For when the side-

lar practices, ought to be unanimously prohibited, . >:i with pub-

lic Begging, Gipsey-roving, &c. and disappear, as perfectly unnecessary,
highly mischievous to the minds and principles pi the individuals whQ
practise them, and iacaqsiste&t with their state and condition.

branches
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branches are reduced by thftseat(entionsv to sucli only
as are very subordinate in size and vigour (except some,
perhaps, near the top) lo the main stem or tjrunk, and
are all of them so disposed, as t^ ilnv.r distances, and
proceeding pretty '-nearly at right angles from the trunk,
that clear strips of bark, on the -diilerent sides of the
trunk, can be readily traced from the ground upwards
to near its. top*; there iS then no necessity to be in
luiste, for clearing the lorn r part of the stem Of its small
liviucr branches,' because the knot* of such will be
small, and will beckonfined to a very small distance
from the pith, when the Tree has arrived at maturity:
and (licsc s.v.ail laterals are an excellent reserve against
accident or blight, happening to the leader or upper
branches, or the necessity occurring, of extraordinary

• An attentive observer, walking into most Plantations, will be able
to select a few examples, casually produced, among the Larch in parti-
cular, that will gratify the eye with all these perfections in a growing
Tree: and the Owners and Managers of Plantations would do well, as
I have done, often to study these models attentively, that they may so
conduct their pruning operations,, as to assht but not counteract Nature, The
circumstance above-mentioned, of the Larch oftener assuming, sponta-
neously, a proper sliape and habit for producing Timber, than any other
of our Trees, has fitted it, the best, to bear the neglect of Man in its cul-
ture, a« to producing plenty of straight Timber, whence a part of its
celebrity has arisen ; but as thof the all-wise Contriver of the Universe,
had determined to show, in this, as in all other things, that Man is to
depend, in a principal degree, on the exercise of his mental and bodily
faculties, for all the good that he possesses: tlean Timber, is least of all
to be expected from the -neglected L.ych, from the almost incorruptible
nature of its smallest side-branches (as Mr. Pontey ably shows/; which,
tho' they be smothered by the vicinity of other Trees, and die, they
won't rot and fall off, BO that the bark and clear wood might grow over
their places; and I think it even observable, that the more trees are dis-

'' posed to a right shape and proportion of their literals, the less are thost
laterals disposed to die and decay. . . '

x 3 pruning
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pruning there (where the chief vigour ought always to
lie), as a vent for the sap while the injury is repairing,
and by their leaves to assist* in carrying on the. func-
tions of the Tree in such cases: in many situations
their shelter, and contributing to the mass, will also
be very beneficial, on the outsides or skirts of Planta-
tions in particular: and in some, where ornament and
shelter are primary considerations, as on the outsides
of particular Plantations, and in narrow belts and
screens, Gentlemen may perhaps be disposed (having
laid the foundation for tall and straight Timber, free
from large knots> as above directed) to suspend, their
operations, and sacrifice entire clearness, or submit to
small knots throughout their Timber, in order to otituia
appearance and shelter, during its growth ; very fre-
qnentand careful attention will, however, in such cases
be'necessary, to close prime Ml branches that obtain
an undue share of vigour and &ize, especially if they
rival that of the trunk, and for removing all those
branched that die.

In the interior and more sheltered parts of Planta»
tions, the-entire clearing of the stem from twigs, how-
ever small, ought lo proceed, as fast as attention to the
other niorc essential and pressing objects,-'explained
above, will admit; and 1 hope, that nothing v.hich
1 have side] herein, will operate, to cause this important
object, and ultimate aim of Forest Pruning, to be any
longer delayed than they do require, in all such situa-
tions : It appears to me only a false and vitiated taste,
that requires the hiding of the bodies of Trees, from
those who enter within a Plantation or Wood, evert
near it ridings or walks, since those who cannot men-
tally combine the useful with the beautiful in such
(and indeed in all other cases), ought to confine their

excur-
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excursions to* the Parterre, the Pleasure-ground, or
Shrubbery, or at most to the Fields and Roads; anjl
not require the seclusion, much less the prevention, of
what they have not discernment enough to admire, viz.
fine, tall, straight and clear trunks of Trees, surmounted
with open and well disposed and shaped, but not over
large heads, in the fullr luxuriance of foliation : these
being to me, and to mariy whose opinions I the most
reverence, among the most beautiful and gratifying ob»
jects in the inanimate creation.

But it is time that I close this subject, and leave its'
enforcement to the more able pens of Mr. Pontey and
others, after mentioning, that the winter season is the
time in which pruning on a large scale must principally
be performed, and which may safely be carried on, be-
tween September and April: the taking off dead leaders,
and others of the smaller operations in the training of
young trees, and where no considerable numbers of cut
surfaces arc exposed, may without risk be performed
at any time, by careful and skilful persons ; and thus
the Director, and most skilful persons employed, in
large establishments, may be constantly kept aVwork
with advantage, in the Nursery, or in looking over the
young Plantations.

The thinning of Plantations, or regulating the dis-
tances of the Plants, according to the growth and na-
ture of the Trees, the exposure, and other circum-
stances, though far rtiore attended to in the past age,
in this and other Counties, than pruning, except in
particular instances, and those mostly of Oak, that
Lave fallen under my observation, is confessed by
Mr. Pontey, to be a far more difficult part of wood ma-
nagement, than any other, and one on which the same
simple principles and short practical rules cannot be

* 4 laid
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laid down : nevertheless, the importance of its being
properly conducted, and not neglected, is so great, in
all points of view, that Owners of Plantations, or their
-Agents, ought to make it their particular study, or if
deterred by the difficulty and complication of the con-
siderations which it involves, they should once, if not
periodically, take the opinion, and have a report from
some professional man* like Mr. Poutey, to assist them
in the conducting this part of their Plantation business,
which they will rarely find it safe to confide wholly, to
the local persons fully capable of most other points of
its management.

That Plantations are much oftcner made loo thin
than too thick, in the first instance, may safely I think
be affirmed, with the slight degrees of attention that
have usually been paid to thinning and pruning them ;
but when these are intended io be constantly and syste-
matically pursued, no doubt but thick planting, as two
and three to four feet distances, must answer best, when
it is considered, that. Fencing, Rent, Taxes, Tithes
(if by composition) and Supcrintenduncc, indeed all
but Plants and. Planting, are the same* for half as for a
double crop, on the same extent of ground : and that

• The Author's professional practice in AJineral Surveying, has led him
to p::y much attention to the growth of diflereiit sorts, of .Trees on parti-
cular soils and Strata, which he has been called in to investigate beneath,
and in particular situations of moisture from springs, drought, exposure,
&c.: a species of knowledge, which if applied at or prior to the com-
mencement of Plantations, would be found eminently serviceable; and
the same is scarcely less useful, in conjunction with the true principles of
pruning and rearing individual Trees, in determining on the times and
degrees of thinning them, and whether a present or future appropriation
of the crop, on lands already planted, ought to be made: to which ob-
jects, his Reports on Estates are sometimes directed, when so desired by
bis employers.

the
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the Plants will for a certain lime, without any care,
for a longer one with proper pruning, grow no worse,
but often much better, for being thus thick, in almost
all situations, but particularly in exposed ones, no one
can deny; there can also be no room to doubt, but tlic
supernumerary or Nurse Trees, instead of being soon cut
"down for Faggot or Brush-wood (which in the Coal
Districts are often of trotting or no value) to prevent
their boughs injuring or choaking the better Trees, or
those intended to remain, which too often they do,
through neglect, might all, by proper pruning, stand
until they were much mor? valuable as small Poles ;
and by which procedure, a better opportunity Mould
be given, for selecting the Trees (w-lu a wholly or priu-
cipally of one or a few sorts) of the most favourable?
form and growth, and standing at more proper dis-
tances, than when the permanent Trees and Nurses arc
more determined on at the time of planting.

It has appeared to me also, that the biggest Trees
are generally left in thinning, when often, the smaller,
or second rate ones are belter grown, less ta|>cring>

v

more uniform in size, and would ultimately make more
profitable Timber, and brar to stand nearer together
without injury to each other, than those which hap*
pencil to take the lead at first, while these, being
brought thus early to markttas pruned Poles*, would
materially diminish the first cost, and accumulating
compound interrsr upon if, which ought in every case"
to be calculated, against the vulue of the growing

* Where a permanent Wood is intended, and these larger and first
selected Trees to be chopped down, are of the sorts adapted to Under-
wood, the progress of such Underwood would be much facilitated, before
iV other Trees had too much advanced in height, aiid in branching over
these young stools.

crop
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trop, in every Plantation (sec p. 225 and 23f)). In *
Very few years a second thinning of Poles, much more
Valuable than the first, would follow, and again in
some few years more; but the rale, the progress, «r the
iinic of these, it is impossible to treat fully of in this
|)lace, for the reasons above given.

Gradual thinning, and not excessive at any one
timfy may however be safely taken as general rules t
stud in. calculating-the progress of Plantations, or insstU
tuting calculations for ascertaining the propriety and
times of further thinnings, particularly of Fir Plauta*
tions, the Calculator should be cafei'ut, to take in the
Trees of all sizes, on an acre, or some given space suffi-
ciently large, or lie may be greatly deceived, by infer-
ring numbers of Trees from a few nearest distances
&part, or the total measure and value of Plantations by
Selecting Trees of a mean size, content or value, than
\vhich nothing is more difficult, or liable to deceive than
the eye is in such case, except after several actual and
fcareful experiments, in Plantations similarly circum-
stanced as hinted already, p. SiO.

Fir Plantations, where no Underwood or succession
crop can be growing, after proper pruning and train-
ing, would require to stand much thicker than has
been supposed, or recommended by several persons, for
producing the greatest ultimate profit to the owner of
the soil, both to avoid having any Vacant or unoccupied
parts of his ground, however small individually, and
because Fir. Timber grown in suqh circumstances, is
harder-, and approaches nearer to the valuable sorts of
foreign deal, the best of which is grown in remarkable
thick and close Woods: the thinning therefore of Fir
Plantations must sooner and more entirely cease, than
Hvkh mixed and deciduous Plantations, where profitable

•succcs*
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successions will spring up, among the comparatively
few Trees, that are ultimately to remain for Timber of
full size. And after a certain state of thinness in Fir
Groves is arrived at, by successive thinnings, this pro?
cess should stop, until the result of mature CQnsidcra<-
tion and well-grounded calculations, show the proper
times of bringing the entire crop to market, iii portions
of the surface at once: <nnd then immediately planting
again, in too uneven or rough situations to admit of
cultivation following, which otherwise would be the
most advisable course, probably, for the owner and the
country also, as hinted page 268.

SECT IV.—TIMBER.

THE increasing scarcity of large Oak Timber for
naval purposes, has been the subject of many and grave
discussions of late years; from all which it most evi-
dently follows, I think, that the two principal causes
of the evil an*, the almost general delapidation*, neg-
lect, and mismanagement of the ^public Wood-lands,
and the decrease of large Timber on private lands, par-
ticularly since the extension of Canals facilitated its
carriage to market, owing, to an almost general disco-
very by the Proprietors of such, that young Timber
pays vastly better to the grower than large, as observed
page 221 and 227 ; and to which the remedies seem
apparent, viz. first, reform the entire system of perqui-
sites and of common rights, and other abuses, and in-

* Or dearboration rather, as J have hinted in some particular instances
ia the first volume, p. 381.

consist-
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consistent claims on the public Wood-lands; and en-
tirely separate and fence, plant, prune, thin, and ma*
tinge on the best principles, all the lands of this
description, which remain to the Crown ; and second*
to offer such prices for large Timber in future, as shall
show it to be the interest of individuals, to reserve and
protect their Oaks now standing, and to enter confi-
dently on the planting ami training of numerous others*
for centuries that arc yet to come: as I have hinted
already, page 227•

Borne legislative provision may be applied, perhaps*
to the Hereditary and Church Lands, with good effect,
to this end, by enabling persons in possession, who under
proper circumstances, and the national guarantee,
reserve, or even plant and train Oaks for Naval Timber,
to raise or draw a part, of the great profits that will
accrue to the Possessor of the Estate, when such Timber
shall arrive at maturity, and be cut and purchased for
the Royal Navy, and out of the produce of which
future sales, these mortgages or advances should be first
discharged or repaid* In the mean time, the making
of Canals and better contrived Turnpike roads, into all
the districts of the kingdom, would greatly facilitate
the removal of such Timber, and should on this, as
"welj as on every other consideration, experience tlie
fostering care and assistance of Government, in dis-
countenancing the vexations and undue privileges
claimed, in favour of large Parks, and of Mill Streams
of water (for Canals), beyond that of Land itself, in
opposition to the taking parts of them, on equitable
terms, for these important and public purposes; the
retrenching of all unnecessary fees and expenses in obtain*
ing Parliamentary Acts for sue!) purposes, and imposing

therein
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therein no claims of exemption from Tolls in favour of
Government.

Another most important object to the increase of
Navy Timber would be, the removal of the false prjdo
and jn is taken notions, that occasion the Great to think,
too commonly, that a large quantity of old and spoil*
ing Timber is conducive to the graudeur of their
parks and domains : as if a dozen or twenty very old
and venerable Oaks, which I admit to be among the
most interesting and indubitable marks of hereditary
greatness in the owners (and should be preserved with
religious care), were not, ŷhen properly displayed, and
set oil by surrounding scenery of an opposite character,
as effectual or more so to this end, than five times as
many acres of Trees, which disgust by the inutility
and uniformity of their character, and exhibit 'rather
the folly, neglect, and want of public spirit in the
owner, than any thing else. I am aware, that vulgar
prejudices run high in favour of these things, and that
the axe :of the Timber-fallcr is no sooner beard Ja a
great man's Park or Domain, than the head and tongue
of every idle gossip is set to work, to invent and propa?
gate stories of Gajuing-Tables, Contested-Elections,
Crim. Cons., Extravagant Mistresses, &c. & c , to
account for that appropriation of property, for which
policy, reason, and the wants of the Sinfe. so imperi*
ously call.

Perhaps the only remedy for this important impedi-
ment to the supply of the Navy with Timber now
ripe, and the making way for other Trees that would
have the best chance pf following them hereafter,
would be, for some of the able and illustrious indivi?
duals in this Class, whose characters and motives are
above suspicion on the grounds alluded to, to causq

suryeys
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surveys and classifications of the Timber on their Es-
tates to be made, as to what is now, and will at sue*
cceding periods, be ripe for naval purposes, and to pre-
sent an abstract and an offer of the same to Govern-
ment, for the public service, on terms fully adequate,
according as times and circumstances favoured the fall-
ing of it: and if this was followed up, by the proper
details and arguments, addressed to other Park Owners
and the Public, showing the reasonableness and great
advantages of such a system of proceeding with respect
to Park Timber, much might be accomplished.

A more public and perfect understanding, as to the
modes of getting Timber admitted into the Dock-yards,
the modes and proportions of Measuring, Prices, Ex-
penses of Carriage, &c. &c. seem also much wanted, in
ojrder that Gentlemen may not be forced, as at present
is nearly the case, to sell their Timber destined for the
Navy, to strangers, who come to bargain for it stand-
ing, by modes of measurement, and. computations, and
allowances, but little, if at all, understood by their re-
sident Agents, in many parts of England ; and thro'
which, they are often most grossly iin posed upon ; and
the subsequent conduct of the Timber Contractors in
Such cases, in lavishing what they have so easily conic
by, for the sake of ready money, impresses the vulgar
of the neighbourhood, and even some belter-informed
persons in a wider circle, with ideas, of great impro-
vidence, distress, and folly, having led to such a state

ot things*.

Owing

* I knew a Nobleman some years ago, whom.motives, partly of a pri-
vate, and partly of a public nature, induced to intend the Timber on 20
acre* of bis Park, for a Royal Dock-yard, and directed hia principal

Law
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Owing to the very intricate and almost unknown re*
latiou that subsists, -between the quantity or content of
a Tree, or lot of Timber, as such is invariably mca*
surcd standing, and lieing while round, in all theAVoods
and parts of England, by what is called round or girt
measure, and the measure called square or caliper men,*
sure, by which it is contracted for^iud taken into the
public Dock-yards, S\pd into rpost private Ship*

Law Agent in London, to take steps for the sale of it: he recommende4
some famous Timber Valuer from a distant county to be employed, and
who took with him to the spot, a still more noted Navy Timber Con-
tractor, or Dealer: between these, the business was snugly managed,
under the eye of the Nobleman himself, and who was induced (from the
representations made to him) to think and speak, of the ivoi\derfulprices
he had made of his Timber: his resident Agent, however, who had been;
thought by the Auditor, too inexperiencedi to be at all consulted on the
business, saw some reasons to suspect that all was not right, and he vyao»
industrious during the falling of the Timber, to measure it correctly each,
evening, before witnesses, after the Contractor's men had left work, an4
to obtain information of the ^different sales of Bark and Fire-woodj and
of all the expenses on the spot, which he wns enabled to do from people
of the neighbourhood being employed, except an overlooker or two, sfcnt
by the Timber Dealer; and the result was, that afte/ deducting from,
the prime cost agreed on, the net and almost immediate sums received for
Eark and Tops, the whole lot of Timber storjd the buyer in something
less than sixpence per foot,.or less than the low price of Billet-wood there
at the time! but as the Agent expected, this did not prove the worst pf
this case, for instead of the Tiniber being all or nearly so, taken away for
the Navy, as was expected, as. above mentioned, by far the greater part
of it was afterwards retailed in the neighbourhood, at second and third,
&c. hands, and every carpenter, wheeler, and purchaser at the Lord's
regular and annual sales, from his extensive Spring Woods, were supplied
with several years consumption, of better Timber than they had been
used to buy, at less than half the former prices, tho' Timber was then
rapidly advancing! The Timber therefore that his Agent had to sell,
was for several years depreciated in price,, and great part of it remaine4
unsold; and the consequence was, that this Nobleman declared and
unfortunately has kept his word, that he would never sell mother Tree-
standing, as long as he lived.

yardsj
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yards. &e.* and both of which diftrr so \ id m
fcrially, from the truecubic or solid measure, in use
all IV Is, Carpenters5 Shops, that ihn>
very t« .bet Owners, or their resident Agents, ac-
quaintrt! or nearly so, with what the prodi;< Urn-
iure I'fiheir Timber would be, when delivered into a
Dock yard: it has, ihfcreftmx, been o\' MtxU use to such
(except (o drceive), i!>;u Government have occasion*
ally made known the contract price* <>! Oak Tituh.
in (he Df.ck.yards; as it has beea in the power ot' the
private oV intermediate Contracrtors, or other inter.

r.snits, to pass oiF whatever a is they plrasrd on

the Xiraber Owner: ButMibb soorrty or later disoovev-
inir, that his prime Timber thus applied, produced so
notoriously less than it ou^hf, or than his r and
jitucl) inferior Timhtr actually did, in

the laagti of the
ainst him, asnojii; his Agents aiiti Neiirtibours; the
Mscqucnce lias been, that lie has either determined to
Ins Timber stand, or (o tise il for Ir.s own purpo.s

of {JuiUl iu<j, &c> instead of paying-high d>
Hat (which are amgn^'th ; on

Jive cat , and I
any surplus lie may "have "of la; o the neigh-

u r i :>i:-,H-!p;i:>(•!</, & c . >v!io h a v e b e e n

, s readv «o give much'ill; . uls, that suited
ir | vy Contractors won\<&

• Several y< Mathematical yheory, apd gave

(Table, a iirectio; ; ue m

of th«sc- ' fiavlag the n ,
Ti (;isih(- f hewing 'TtT) 'n l^ lc oihert

dcr 'iilkich's P)iilotiopHi< XIX,
which no Mii[!ii;mat' hed

on, ih e read or he.

give
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give for the whole Trees, when such were cross-cut,
and while (lie li*rge tops thus Ifeft; were almost as ser-
viceable iu (he'-'common building purposes of the
Owner as clearer Timber.

i>out an hundred of the finest Oaks that I heard of
being *HI in Derbyshire, .while on my Survey, were thus
appropriated to (he Cooper, and tfte Cabinet-maker,
instead of the Royal N.avy, as I was told, from (he
Park of Lord Scarsdale at Keel lest on, in 1805: thcac*
count which Mr. William Clarke, his Lordship's Wood-
man, gave of the measure and value, or sale prices, of
one of these very fine Trees, was as follows, viz.

550 feet of Timber, at 5s. 6tf. per foot, ) « , - . * 0

(round measure) S
9 Tons of Bark, «t 4/ ; 36 0 0
Arms and Brushwood, 14 0 0
Roots, ..«.; 2 12 6

• • »

Total, £ 2 0 3 17 6

It was staled at the same time, that among many other
very fine Oaks standing in the same Park, there was one
so large and fine, that it was estimated to be, worth,
more than the above by fifty pounds or more!

In order, therefore, to second the endeavours of those
disposed to give the preference to the Royal Navy, in
the sale of their large Oaks, on terms full as good at
least as they can make elsewhere (nnd who should ex-
pect them to take less?), would it not be advisable, for
Government,.on receiving offers of lots of Park Tim-
ber, as above; to send down some clever, honest, and
steady Person, previously well acquainted with the

'modes of measuring, inspecting, and receiving Timber
DERBY. VOL. II . ] \
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into the Dock-yards, and how far different sizes or
shapes of Trees, or slight defects (as small dead or rot-
ten Knots, Shakes, Cups, foxey Butts, &c.)> would ex«
dude or affect the value per Load ? all which he should
explain to the Timber-owner or his resident Agent,
without reserve or deception, in any point: and that
such Person should stay on the spot during the fall,
to point out the necessary precautions in falling, to
avoid breaking or splitting valuable Crooks or Knees;
to measure all that is fell, first by the girt or usual
method^ to point out any Trees, or parts of them,
which when down may appear improper for Navy
purposes, and to mark off all the Trees and large Arms
in the proper places for cross-cutting: it might also be
desirable, that experienced Hewers and Sawyers should
be ready, who should proceed with the hewing and
sawing (at the Owner's cost, and without any perqui-
sites, but under this Person's direction) as fast as the
Trees were felled, peeled, and cross-cut, according to
the best and fairest methods of performing these opera-
tions, between the Buyer and the Seller: he should im-
mediately measure all Trees and Knees as they were
hewn, according to the caliper method, and Plank ac-
cording to the solid or plank measure, and render co-
pies, and fully explain all these accounts, to the Tim-
ber-owner or his Agent: he should further be ready,
by his knowledge of Timber Carriers, and their prices,
&c. to assist in the conveyance of such hewn Trees,
Plank, and Knees, to the Dock-yard intended, and in
getting it ihere passed, on arrival, without prejudice,
favour, or delay. Such person to be paid for his time
and expenses by Government; to claim or accept no
Fees or Perquisites whatever from the owners or others^
and io have nothing whatever to do with purchasing

the
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the Timber, or buying or selling any Tops, Bark, Chips,
or Offal therefrom, but all these to go thro1 the ordi-
nary channels of the Timber-owner's business, or that
of his Agents. By these means, that mutual {knowledge
and confidence might be formed, or restored, I think,
between tlie grower of Timber and the consumer,
which is necessary, for removing a very principal bar
to the supply of the Navy from private sources, in the
inland districts in particular, and for preventing the
perversion of this invaluable article, to less important
purposes. By way of a proper bounty to the posses*
sors of large Timber v/ho adopted this plan, it would
be right to make no deduction for the agency above-
mentioned i but allow from the public purse the full
sum that Timber Contractors are paid at the time for
the like articles. It might be feared, that the present
Contractors, and perhaps the Receiving Officers at the

,Yards, would violently oppose this plan: should it
so occur, the Comptrollers and others, whose duty to
the Public it is, to watch the conduct of the latter Gen-
tlemen,' might, by a vigilant attention to the manner in
which that opposition was carried on, perhaps make
sojne discoveries, of lasting importance to the Public;
at any rate, they might soon effectually silence the op-
position of their own servants to the measure, whatever
they miirht do towards "pacifying the middle Men, that
now almost exclusively pass their Timber into the Royal
D^ck-yards.

In order to collect information on the many compli-
cated facts and circumstances that relate to the plant-
ing, training, falling, sale, and converting of Navy or
Ship Timber, a well-digested set of Queries were drawn
îp and circulated, in 1807, by the Commissioners for

the revising and digesting the Civil Affairs of Ilis Ma-

Y 2 jesty's
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jesty's Navy, and Answers solicited from the several
Planters, Timber-owners, and Professional Men, who
were thought most likely to give useful information.
Two of the Answers to this set of Queries I had the op-
portunity of perusing, some time ago, viz. those by the late
Mr, Thomas Davis, of Long Leat, in Wiltshire, Agent
to the Marquis of Bath, which he communicated also to
the Bath Society, and who printed it in their "Letters
and Papers;" and wherein he ably shows (as I have
before observed, p. 227, Note), that the inferiority of
the price of largeTimber, compared with that of small,
is the principal cause of the alarming and increasing
scarcity of large Oak Timber: and the Answers by Mr.
James Dotvland of Cuckney, in Notts, Agent to the
Duke of Newcastle, &c. which he showed me when at
his House, and to which I have before alluded herein:
The valuable and important nature of the information
in the Answers by these Gentlemen, has made me anxi-
ous, before setting about this Chapter, to enquire if
they and the other Answers had been printed, in order
that I might refer to them : on enquiring at the Office
of Woods, in Whitehall Place, in January last (1811), I
was very politely shown two large Manuscript Volumes,
one containing the Answers above alluded to, and the
other, a set of Answers by the same or similar Persons,
to a subsequent set of Queries issued by Lord Glen-
bervie, the present Surveyor-General of Woods, & c ;
and both of which sets of Answers remain yet unpub-
lished : a circumstance of considerable regret, as their
contents ouglit not to be witliheld from the Public. By
recording here these latter Queries (which have been
several times referred to herein), and a List of the Per-
sons whose Answers have been received and preserve!
as above. I may hope to be instrumental in forwarding

tht
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the desirable end, of the future publication of their
Answers at length : while, in the mean time, the Que-
ries themselves may have the effect, of turning Gentle-
men's attention more to the important subjects to which
they relate.

Office of Woods, Forests, tsfc.
London, 21$/ Dec. 1SO7.

Queries relative to the Cultivation^ Management, %c.
of Navy Timber.

1. Whether Oaks thrive best raised from the Acorn, the Seedling,
or after au intermediate transplantation to a Nursery? \

ft. At what age is it best to plant Oaks, not sown r

3. Has it been sufficiently ascertained by experience, that it it
injurious to shorten the Tap and lateral Roots of Oak when planted?

4. Should the lateral Branches be pruned, and if so, how near
the Stem, and how high up ?

5. Will not Oaks thrive in a great variety of soils and expositions,
as in the very different soils of Sussex, where the land, almost close
to the surface, is a loose fine whitish sand;.in the rich loam of Dean
Forest, Holt and Bere Forests, &c. or the poorer soil which prevails
in many parts of the New Forest ?

C. How near should Oaks originally he planted to one another?
7. How often, and in what proportion, should they be thinned ?
8. How many should be ultimately left on an acre, or, in other

words, at what distance should they be ultimately left from each
other, or how much space should be allotted to each Oak?

9. Is it advisable to sow or plant Hollies, Hawthorns, Furze, or
Broom with the Oaks when planted, as in open natural Woods the
young Oaks are observed to thrive among Bushes of those Plants;
or,is the only advantage derived from those Bushes the protection
from being trodden down, or browsed.by Cattl*

10. If Oaks have been planted and suffered to continue too long
close without thinning, will they upon being thinned swell out and
grow in thickness of Trunk, or arc they not more apt in such case

• to produce small lateral Branches and Foliage, without an increase
in the diameter of-the Trunk?

Y 3 11. Are
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11. Are Oaks which grow in poor soils, and slowly, of a firmer tex-
ture, and more durable Timber, than when they grow in richer land ?

12. May some of the large Limbs of an Oak be safely lopped
with benefit, or without injury to the Tree • and if so, at what dis*
tance from the Trunk ?

13. Would itjbe advantageous to sow or plant Beech, Sweet or
Spanish Chcsnut, Fir, Larch, or any other, and what, Trees iliter-
mixed in Plantations of Oak? Beech are observed frequently to
grow up naturally in Oak Woods, sometimes a Beech from appa-
rently one and the same stool with an Oak.

14. How many years does experience and observation shew, on
the average, that. Oaks will continue growing in height and thickness,
when planted under reasonably advantageous circumstances of soil,
method of planting, exposition, &c. ?

15. How long, on the average, will an Oak remain without get-
ting worse, after it has ceased growing?

16. Will an Oak continue to grow in thickness, and remain sound,
after a considerable, or any part of the top Branches have become
stag-headed ?

17. WouJd it answer in point of expense, to trench the ground
and sow it with Potatoes, or any other, and what useful vegetable, '
when a Plantation of Oaks is to be formed, of the extent of from
one to several thousand acres?

18. What may be computed to be the successive expense per acre,
of an Oak Plantation of 1000 acres planted in each of the ways
above pointed out, (or in any other method which may be thought
advisable, and which it is requested may be here mentioned, with
the reason in favour thereof) yearly, for 100 years; and what the
produce arising from thinning, lopping, and the ultimate sale of the
Timber, and Bark, when full grown, computed in like manner suc-
cessively by the year?

19. What is the best and most economical manner of felling?
at what season how near the ground, with what Tools, &c?

20. What is the best time and method for separating the Bark of
Oak Timber?

21. How long, and in what manner, should Oak Timber be sea-
soned, before it is worked up in Shipping ?

22. How long may Oak remain after it is fully seasoned, un-
ivrought up, without suffering damage?

23. What is the best method and time for gathering- Acorns,
Beech
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Beech, Mast, &c?—How should they be preserved?—How long
will they keep sound, and what is the best season of the year for
sowing or planting them ?

24. What is the best method of taking the solid contents, as well
by actual mensuration, as by computation, of Timber standing, and
of Timber when felled; and what are the principles upon which the
different methods now in practice (and which it is requested may he
here stated) are founded ?

25. On what ground is it tjjat the Load or Ton by round measure
is reckoned to consist of 40 feet, and by square measure of 50 feet ?

26. What is the best method of preparing Bark for sale? What
are the different methods of measuring and selling: Bark, either on
the Tree, after it is .stripped or hatched ; and which, in sales on a
large scale, is the most advantageous and practicable ?

27. Is the Bark of Elm, or Sweet Chesnut, of sufficient value, as
it may be used by Tanners or others, to make it an object of eco*
nomy to separate it from the Tree, and whether that can be as easily
done as iu the case of Oak, or whether the operation would materi-
ally injure the Timber?

28. What is the most advantageous method to sell Timber; and
least liable to fraud, theft, or inaccuracy; whether standing, or
felled, lopped, barked, &c. at the owner's charge; and whether
in the rough, or sided, at his charge; and also whether delivered on
the spot to the buyer, or carried to the Dock-Yard at the expense of
the seller?

29. What is the present fair average or market price of Navy Tim-
ber, whether straight, or in Knees, &c. inferior Oak Timber, Tops,
Lops and Bark, and of Beech and Elm ?

30. How much, and what parts of a Ship of War, according to
the present practice of building for the King's Service, or the East
or West India Trade, is or ought to be of Oak, and how much of
that, British Oak, and how much foreign Oak, and how much other,
and what other wood ?

31. What is the difference in the specific gravity and density of
Oak, Fir, Larch, Teak, and of other woods used in Ship Building?

32. Is the British superior to foreign Oak for the purpose of Ship
Building'? and if so, in what respects, and for what purposes parti-
cularly, and for what parts of the Ship ?

Y 4 33. Is
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33. Is any and what probable reason assignable for such differ-
ence, between British and other Oak ?

34. What is the comparative excellence for Ship Building, of the
several different sorts of Oak Timber imported into Great Britain for
that purpose ?

35. Are there different advantages and disadvantages belonging to
Oak Timber for Ship Building, according as it grows in Hodge

s Rows, close Plantations, among Coppices of Underwood cut perio-
dically, or in open Wood Lands ?

36. Do not Hedge Row Oaks yield the greatest quantity- ui Kntr
Timber, and regular uniform. Plantations the greatest quantity of
straight sound Plank ?

37. Do the substitutes for natural Knee Timber, which have been
tried or proposed, (whether metallic or wood, by pieces combined
at angles) appear from experience, or in theory, to have sutlicieut
merit to render the procuring such natural Knee Timber less neces-
sary thau has been hitherto supposed ?

38. Which is the most valuable to the grower, the crooked Tim-
ber yielding mobt Knees, or the straight Stems ?

39. Docs experience show, that by cutting off the straight Leader,
or bending it by some pressure, while growing, as has been pro-
posed, or otherwise, an Oak Tree may be made to produce more
Knee Timber thau it otherwise would ?

40. Which of the sorts of Timber used in Ship Building is most
liable to be injured by iron or brass Nails, by remaining in fresh or in
sea water, by friction against stony, sandy, or muddy bottoms; by
warping or swelling, from heat, cold and damp, by'splintering from
the effect of Shot, by Worms, and other Sea Vermin, and by the
contact of copper Sheathing ?

41. What is the quantity per ton or load, of Oak and other Tim-
ber respectively, usually employed, on the average, according to
the present received modes of Ship Building in this country, whether
for the Fleet, or for the East or West India Trade, in proportion to
the size of the Ship ?

42. How long will a Ship of War, properly built, last, on an ave-
rage, in the ordinary course of the navigation of the Ships in the Bri-
tish Fleet? distinguishing according to the materials, as Oak, Teak,
Fir. &c.

34. How
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34. How often must a Ship of War undergo a thorough repair
during the average time of her duration ?

44. What is the 1 est method, proved by experience or practice,
for preventing Acorns that have been planted or sown, from being
destroyed by Field iVUce?

45. What is the result o£ observation and experience, as to th«
raising Timber of a proper size and quality for the Navy, by per*
mitting shoots to grow from Oak Stools cut iis>Coppice Woods ?

46. At what age will Oak$, favourably planted and well managed,
become useful for the Navy, either as Rnee Timber, or Plank, &c.

Answers to the above Queries are requested to be made in writ-
ing, numbered successively, according to the Number of each
Query; the person answering, when not informed as to anry particu-
lar Query, merely stating that to be the case. It is of importance
to receive early answers; and it is requested that they may be
directed to Lord Glcnbervie, Office of Woods, London.

GLENBERVIE, S.G.

The Answers to some at least of the above 46 Queries,
were from the following persons, viz.

Mr. Dixon, Nurseryman.
Messrs. W. and A. Driver,

Kent-Street-Road.
Lord De Dunstanville.
A Friend of Ditto.
Earl of Fife.

* Lord Glenbervic.
Sir Archibald Grant, Bart.

Aberdeensshire.
Mr. R. Harvey, Blithfield,

Staffordshire.
Major-General Hope.
Mr. Thomas Jones, Forest of

Dean.
Mr. Reir.

Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq.
Elton.

Mr.

The Duke of Atholl.

Dr. Bain.

Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. Reves-

by Abbey, Lincolnshire.

Rev. Edward Bickerton, Ew-

hurst, Surrey.

John Boultbie, Esq. Warwick-

shire.

Mr. Arthur Capes, Whittle-

wood Forest.

Mr. George Chambers, Wai-
worth.

William Churchill, Esq.

Mr. James Crozer, Alnwick.

John Christian Cur wen, Esq.

Mr. James Davies, Dean Fo-

rest, Gloucestershire.
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Mr. John Knowles, Woolwich-
Yard.

Mr. John Larking.
E. Marsham, Stratton, Norfolk.
Mr. Menzies, at the Duke of

Montrose's.
William Mills, Esq.
William Mitford, Esq. New-

Forest.
William Mitford, Esq. Pitt's-

hill, Sussex.
Duke of Montrose.
Earl of Moray.
Mr. John Mudford, New-Fo-

rest.
Mr. Parkinson.

II. Peake, Esq. Commissioner
of the Navy.

Uvedale Price, Esq. Foxley,
Herefordshire.

Duke of Portland.
Sir William Rule, Commissi-

. oner of the Navy.

Lord Sheffield, Sheffield-place,
Sussex.

t»

Sir John Thomas Stanley, Bart.
Alrierley-Park, Cheshire.

Mr. H. Stone, Dcptford-Yard.
Jolin Wick ins, Esq.
Arthur Young, Esq. Sackville-

strcet.

In further corroboration of what has been advanced,
on the inadequate price of large Timber, it may be
right here, to quote the answer of Mr. Thomas A.
Knight to the 18th of the above Queries, viz. " It is
certainly the interest of the Planter to fall his Timber
as soon as each Tree is worth 205., and consequently
before it is Jit for the Navy."

The Prices of. Timber pf different sorts, in Derby-
shire, have been already mentioned in several instances
in this Chapter; it remains further to mention, that in
1811, good Spring Oak Timber,* from 60 to 100 feet
measure, sold about Winger worth, at 3s. 6d. to 5s. 3d.
per solid foot (round measure); smaller Oaks, from
Ss. to 3s. 6d. per foot. In Mellor in 1808, tall Oak
Spires, under 8 inches quarter girt, sold at3s. per foot:
in Glossop, 1808, Oak Spires at Is.6d* to 3s. per foot:
at Knowl-hill in Ticknall, in 1809, Oak Timber at 2s.
to 4s. per foot: at Walton-on-Trent wood, Oak Tim-
ber in 1809, at 5s. 6d. per foot

Oak
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Oak Bark.—-This article is of such importance to
the Manufactures of the Country, and to the growers of
it, and is so liable to spoil from carelessness and mis-
management, that few things seem more to demand the
attention of the Timber-owner. In a Letter to Sir John
Sinclair, Bart, -which has lately been printed in the
3d Part of the 7th Volume of " Communications to the
Board of Agriculture,'1.,! have endeavoured to explain
and enforce these objects, and to show, that the highly
increased value of Oak Bark, demands the* peeling and
selling of it by weight in general; and that the Bark-
Tools used in Bedfordshire, seem to me greatly prefer-
able to the Bones and Irons, in use in Derbyshire; sets
of both of these sorts of Tools being there accurately
drawn and described: an Appendix to this Letter, by
Mr. Thomas Knowlton of Edensor, explains the prac*
tice that prevails in most of the northern parts of Der-
byshire, the western parts of the West Riding of York-
shire, and the eastern sides of Cheshire and Lancashire,
of peeling the Oaks standing, the reason assigned for
the same, and the .use of the Bones, in some parts of
this County. The great length to which this Chapter
has already extended, will preclude me from going
over much of these grounds again: I cannot, however,
avoid staling my objections to the practice of peeling
Oaks or other Trees standing, which, however much
it may formerly have prevailed, is now pretty generally
laid aside in other districts, as being dangerous; can
be performed only by the most active and able Men, is
less expeditious than when the Trees are first felled (as
1 have explained in the place above quoted), generally
occasions #a considerable portion of useful Bark to be
left on the small upper Boughs, and is unnecessary, for
its principally alledged object, that of rendering the

Timber
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Timber better for not being felled in the Spring; since
the Purchasers and Users of Timber, know, or make no
distinction, in the price of the article, between Spring
and Winter fell Oaks; and some persons have even
asserted and attempted to show, that the Timber is
better for being felled in Spring. The injury done
to the future growth of the Stools, if uot the killing of
them altogether, is also a material objection to the
practice; how much more objectionable, therefore,
must be the practice of peeling Oak Underwood stand-
ing? and leaving it a whole Summer on the Stools,
which I saw practised in Nether Pad ley, and some
parts of Yorkshire near to this Comity. Altho' Oak,
Ash,.Elm, and other Trees, seldom crack at all while
standing, after peeling, even by the Summer's heat,
yet I found, in a considerable experiment for that pur-
pose, made some years ago in Bedfordshire, that tbe
Ash in particular, cracked almost as much as that fell
I>efore peeling, soon after it was felled and became
dry; and that this is a conclusive argument agaiust
peeling Ash at all, and nearly so with me, against the
peeling of Elm. Wheelers, and Lath and Pale renders,
&c. in other districts, are found expeditious in getting
home their Oak Timber, and in quartering it at least,
if they don't cleave it up.directly, and are heard to
make none of those complaints for want of peeling stand*
ing and Winter falling, which it is said would here be
made, if these objectionable practices (see p. 288) were laid
aside, in the Derbyshire Spring Woods. The employ-
ment of Boys and Women*, to assist in the peeling of

fallen

• Since the above was written, Mr. John Gratton informed me, that
m the Season of 1812, he employed a Woman to follow the Peelers in

Winger-
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fallen Trees, would much more than balance against
the want of Men to cut down the Trees, which was
alledged to me by some, as a principal reason for con-
tinuing to peel standing.

The vague and absurd practice of selling Bark by
the yard-set^ seems to have prevailed formerly, but
has now been superseded in most parts of the County
by.the introduction of, Weights and Scales, or Steel-
yards, for this as well as other articles. AtRowlee, Bark
continued in 1809 to be sold by the Load of 10 quar-
ters, or 70 yards-set, which then sold for 12/.; the
Peelers.(who used Bones on the standing Trees) being
paid 35. per quarter of 7 yards-set. In Wessington, I
saw peeling performing, standing, in a more slovenly
manner than I had before anywhere witnessed: the
boughs were dropt and left in the public Lanes, in a
very shameful manner, and in the Fields: the yard-
set of Bark was only about 10 inches high, and few of
the pieces of Bark were chopped, but mostly torn at
their ends, which never ought or.need be the case, when
the Trees are first fallen.

The Peeling of Oaks is often continue*d too late in
this. District: at Wales, on the edge of this County in
Yorkshire, I saw peeling still going on, on the 7th of
June, 1309: and sometimes the Bark is neglected and
left too long in the Field; on the £ of Kedlest6n I saw
Bark standing in a Ruck, among very high Grass, on
the Kith of August, 1809.

Wingerworth Woods, and collect the Bark fr . the4falling Chips, and
to peel the extreme Branches that had been cut off, higher than had been
usual; and that she collected Sljcwt. of Bark, that sold for \U.5$,
and her wages came only to 2/. I7s.\ .In future years, he intend* to
employ two or three Women.

The
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The peeling of Bark in Ashover, has usually been
paH for (by the Tanner or Purchaser) by the Load of
10 rood, or 70 yards-set, and in 1788 this fetched only
Three Guineas; but in 1808, at the rate of Twelve Gui-
neas! lho* not sold by that method, the weighing of it
in the Wood, or at the Road Weighing-Engines hav-
ing in the mean tirtie been introduced: in 1807 it sold
for Ten Guineas per Ton in the rough. The Tanners
usually stack it at home under Dutch Barns, or move-
able roofs. At Bretby, Oak Bark in the rough, weighed
when dry, at a, Road Engine, in 1807, fetched Four-
teen Guineas per Ton, of 20 x 1201b. JnGlossopin
1808, Bark, weighed in the Wood, sold at Ten to
Twelve Guineas per Ton> the Tanner paying ail ex-
penses. Near Lullington, Bark in 1808 fetched 17/.
per Ton, and in 1809 13/., delivered and weighed at
the Tanner's Yard. About Manchester (in Lancashire)
I heard, that in 1808 Bark sold to a Tanner, when dry,
in the Wood, at 18/* per Ton. In Mellor, Oak Bark
weighed in Skips and Scales in the Wood, in 1809, sold
when delivered at the Tanner's, at 15/. per Ton
(20x1121b.), the owner haying puid for the peeling,
at 2os. per Ton. About Markeaton, Bark is sold by the
Ton, weighed at the Road Engines.

In Wingerworth, the Bark from Sir Thomas Winfl-
sor Hunloke's extensive Woods, has been sold by weight
for this 23 years past, the Tanner paying for the peel-
ing (now, about 30?. per Ton) and all expenses, and the
Bark when dry, is tied up in bundles with a small cord,
and weighed m the Wood, with Steel-yards, by the
Ton of 2OXiaoib. By the favour of his very able
WO»K1 Agmi, Mr John Gratton, jnn. I am enabled to
itate the selling prices per Ton iu each year, viz.

1789,
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1789, ...v......
1790, ............
1791, ...........

1793, .
1794,
1795,

1797,
1798,
1799,
1800, ............'

£ s. d.
3 5 0
3 10 0
3 12 6
5 0 0
8 10 0
5 10 0
6 0*0
7 0 0
5 0 0
6 0 0
5 5 0

1801, ..
1802,
1803,
1804,
1805,

• • • • • • • • • •

£ s. d.
7 0 0
7 10 0
8 10 0
9 10 0

10 0 0
1806,'... 10 7 6
1807, 12 0 0
1808, 14 0 0
1809, 12 0 0
1810, 12 0 0
1811, 10 10 0

If we were to suppose, with Mr. John Bailey (Dur-
ham Report, p. 190), that the Tanner's expenses in
peeling, drying, carriage, stacking, and cleaning, or
shaving and hatching, amount to 4/. per Ton, and
allow GOcwt. of rough Bark to make 45cwt., or a
London Load of hatcht Bark, the same would stand
the Tanner, in 1808, in the very great price of 54/.
per Load) or more than 2{d. per pound of hatcht Bark.

Near to Goyte-bridge, 1 saw Oak Bark laid on two
Pples, 15 or 18 inches above tlie ground, supported by
forked Sticks drove into it, for drying, with the flesh
or peeled side downwards, and when thoroughly dry,
it was closely and neatly stacked up in the wood, like
a small haycock almost, that seemed about four feet
diameter and five feet and a half high, with a conical
roof,/ormed of the largest pieces of Bark. In Kinder, I
saw similar stacks of .Bark, in a Wood. In Mcllor
these stacks of Bark are called Rucks; a standard
Ruck, by which the Bark is sometimes sold, instead
of by the TOD weight, should be just two yards dia-

meter,
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meter, and.one yard and a half high, in form of a cy-
linder, surmounted by a conical roof of tjje true or
right-angled pitch, or one yard high, as near as may
be, pivtty closely packed; containing of course 5£ cu-
bic yards (very ne;ir), or 155| cubic feet, which, they
told me, weighed from 6£ to iOcwt., or perhaps 8cwt.
on the average, ;>r two-fifths of H ton. The Wood-
owners here, employ the Peelere (as ought always to be
the case), and pay 11?. or l ls . 6d. per Ruck, as. above,
for peeling, drying, rucking, and loading the Tanners*
Teams, when they come; and sold in 1809 at about
5/. 18s. per Ruck.

Mr. Richard Parkinson, in his Report on Rutland,
p. 105, mentions Bark being sold there by the cubic
yard, or rather by the load of SO such yards, weighing
30 to 35 cwt., which, tho' heavier BaTk (or more weight
to the cubic yard, according to this) than in Glossop
as above, sold in 1808 for only 10/. per Load, the
Purchaser paying the peeling.

I have been thus particular, with respect totbc mode
of peeling and selling of Bark by the cubic yard, as
one attended with less trouble than weighing it; espe-
cially if it is not sold while in the Wood, but peeled,
dried, carried and stackt, and securely thatcht (top and
sides also), or packed close in tight Barns, on the
grower's own account, 'for sale, when the consumption
and markets required it: which I think that sound po-
licy as much requires of them to do, as of the Farmers
to continue to gather, stack, and embarn their crops,
as at present, instead of precipitately, and all of them
at one season, seeking for purchasers of their crops in
the Field. From stacks of regular form, capable of
being easily and accurately guaged, or the cubic yards
ascertained, the Bark might either be sold out by the
yard, or the ton \ and until one of these methods could

be
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ha preferred on proper reasons and experience, it would
be en By to^guagc the stacks first, before weighing, and
by which, proper average proportions between the mea-
sure and 'weight would soon be established. In several
years that succeeded 1793, I stacked great quantities
of Bark, of different sorts, weighing all of it into the
stacks, and some of it out again, after different periods,
the practical results of wjiich, as well as of numerous
other very large and varied experiments, in measuring,
Bark and the Ttmbjer "from whence it was peeled,
weighing, shaving, and selling of the same.in different
modes, I should have been happy to have given in this
place, if iny time would have admitted of drawing1 out
the particulars, from the voluminous rough papers of
my Woburn Agency, and of making the requisite cal-
culations: to the Derbyshire Wood-owners these arc
also less necessary, than in many other districts, where

Vhe highly absurd method, of paying for peeling, and
le selling of Bark by the \i\\ca\ yard-set;* still prevail;
ad as in (his County, I did not hear of any instance,
f another scarcely less indefinite and improper mode
f selling Bark, viz. at so much in the pound on what
e Timber sells for, thereby involving the facility or
tar wise, of disposing of the Timbery which has little

.,r no relation to the demand the Tanners may find for
kJiark, besides tbe olher uncertainties, in common with
'another method (still very much used in England), viz:

>y the Load of Timber) arising fronMhe indefinite airl
'arying proportions between a certain solid mean id*.
)f Timber, and the quantity, weight, and quality
of Bark, that comes from its trunk and branches,'under
Afferent circumstances, of *the ages r.irl sizes of the

rces, their exposure, size of heads, &c.
The liark from Underwood, and Thinnings of Oak
citations, having in Bedfordshire, exceeded tbe

DERBY. VOL. I I . ] Z whole
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whole value of the Poles and their Lop, while u<
the same season, the Bark from large Trees, in close
Groves, lias fallen short of one-fifth of the value of
the Timber and their tops that yielded it! yet I re-
member, and was principally induced by the circum-
stance, to take the immense pains that I have alluded
to above, that there, 5s., 6s.9 or 7s. in the pound value
of Timber, was in different preyious seasons, considered
by the Bark-growers and Tanners, as proper prices and
modes of estimating the value of the article, not less so
than 32s., 36s.9 &c per quarter tot Corn, or others
of the usual denominations of articles: but the fallacy
of which will at once appear, on considering, that
during the growth of Trees, the quantity of Bark
is proportionate (or nearly) to the surface of the Tree,
but the Timber to its solidity; and that these are nearly
proportionate to the squares and the cubes of any
like dimensions of the Trees, as their diameters or cir-
cumferences, &c.

Since these subjects have been so slightly passed
over in the York West Riding Report, I shall per-
haps be excused for mentioning here, that a Tim-
ber-dealer, whom I met at the Commercial Inn at
Sheffield, informed me, that until lately, the best sort
of thick or Bend Leather, for which that district was
famous, was made from chopped (but unground or
uncrushed) Bark, in pieces about an inch square, the
slow spending of which among the Hides, was sup-
posed to convey to this Bend Leather much of its va-
luable properties, as Sole Leather; and that the sale of
Bark here, was by the quarter, of 18 heaped half-
bushels or strikes, of this chopped Bark, supposed
equivalent to a fathom of Bark set up; and that the
Wood-men were paid by the quarter for peeling, dry-
iug, shaving, and chopping or hatching the Bark, in

the
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the Wood, previous to measuring it there to the Tan-
ners, who kept it at home for use, in close Barnsv
Now, however, the peeling am* sale there is generally
by the ton in: tile rough, and' all the lkrge Tanners*
only shave their Bark, before passing it thro' powcr-
fnVmatbines' that gfind it to powder; and that the tan
is extracted from this by fire, in operations' something
like Brewing, before fke Tanning commences. At
Settle, which used to be a noted Market for this Bend*
Leather, it was exposed for sale, after being brushed
ot painted1 over with Clay and Water, mixed as Paint,
during* the drying of the Hides, in* order that the
slightest degree of moisture remaining in the Leather,
might be detected at the time of Sale, by the dampness
of this thin coating of Clay.

In a District like most of Derbyshire, where the ex-
treme twigs and buds of the Oaks are of no value for
Firing, when felled, it is to be lamented, that Women,
and Children are not employed to cut off. and collect
these, and press them into Bags v/hen dry, for early
use by the Tanners, after crushing them under their
Rolling-stones, as has been practised in Cheshire, ac-
cording to Mr. Henry Holland's Roport, p. 326, and
as is general, in South Wales, as I was informed when
there in'October 1810, by Mr. Thomas W. Williams,
an eminent Timber and Bark dealer.

In the Woods and Plantations at Kinfauns, in Perth-
shire, in Scotland (see p. 301, Note), Mr. William
Campbell prunes Lord Gray's Oak Trees in the Spring,
in order that the Bark may bê  stripped, and has not
found the least perceptible mischief to the Trees from
this practipe.

I have only further to mention, before I close this
Section on Timber, that I saw at Mellor a very com-

a 2 pfete
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plete and safe Wkim9 or two-wheel'd Carriage, with
very long anil strung shafts, for moving large Trees
small distances, that had a strong roll, furnished with
ratchets and holes for ldvers or hand-spikes, which was
mounted on'tall blocks of wood above the shafts, and
rather before the axle; which last was bent up in the
middle, to make room for the Trees under it; and that
both ends of the chain, after passing under the Trees
at their centres of gravity, was fastened to this roll,
by which they were wound up and suspended, and
afterwards let down again, with ease and safety; and
that at Belper, Messrs. Strutts have, perhaps, the best
contrived'Kiln or House for completely seasoning Tim-
ber arid Wood of all kinds, before it is used by the
Joiners, Turners, &c. in any part of their extensive
Factories, that is any where to be seen.

CHAP.
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CHAP. XI.

WASTES.

SECT. I. MOORS.

THE quantity of Moors, or waste and barren un-
fehced Lands, remaining in the County, is how far less
ihan has bee,n supposed, and perhaps one-half of these
are Jiot Common, but Private Property, belonging ex-
clusively to the Duke of Devonshire, in the Woodlands
of Hope, and to the [Ion. Bernard Edward Howard,
in Glossop Lordship, adjoining.

The principal tract of Common Moors, is called the
East-Moor or the Fligh Moors, and extends northward
from Ashovcr and Darley Parishes, almost to the
bounds of the County, within the Manors or Liberties
of Great-Rowsloy, Brampton, Barlow, Holms field, Tot-
ley, Baslow and Curbar: the exteusive Moor in Ha-
thersage, north of them, being now under In closure,
and I believe by this time allotted; and so is Bceley
Moor. The following is, I believe, a pretty accurate
List of the Places now having Open Commons, or
Moors, with the principal Soil of each Common, viz.

Abney and Grange in Hope parish (on Grit and
Shale).

Alfreton (on Coal-measures).—Notices given in 1811,
preparatory to an lnclosure.

Apperknowl in Dronfield (Coal-measures).
Astwith in Alt Hucknai, small (Coal-measures).

z3 Barlow
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Barlow in Staveley (Coal-measures).
Baslow in Bakewell (Grit and Coal-measures)*
Brampton in Chesterfield (Coal-measures).
Brimington, small (Coal-measures).
Church Gresley, 20 acres (Coal-measures).
Curbar in Bakewell (Grit and Coal-measures).
Dalbury Lees, in Dalbury, small (Red Marl).
Dethick in Ashover (Grit «\nd Coal-measures).
Elmton (Yellow Lime).
Great Rowsley in Bakewell (Grit and Coal-measures).
Heath, small (Coal-measures).
Hollington in Longford, small (Red Murl).
Holmsfield in Dronfield (Coal-measures).
Langley (Kirk), 130 acres (Red Marl).
Linton inChurcli Greslev, 45 acres (Red Marl).
Little Chester in St. Alkmund, very small (Gravel

on Red Marl).
Little Eaton in St. Alkmund, small (Grit)*
Middlcton in Yolgravc (1st and 2nd Lime).
Ofl'crton in Hope (Shale).
Oneston in Dronfield (Coal-measures).
Roston in Norbury, 140 acres (Red Marl).
Shatton in Hope (Shale).
Smithsby (Alluvial Clay and Coal-measures).
Snelston in Norbury, with Yeveley (Red Marl?)
Swadlingcote in Church Gresley, 3d acres (Coal*

measures).
Tansley in Crich (2nd Grit and Coal-measures).
Totlcy in Dronfield (Coal-measures).
Whitfield in GIossop (Grit).—Notices given in 1809-
Whittington, small (Coal-measures).
Whitwell (Yellow Lime).—Notices given in 1811.
Yeveley in Shirley, with Snelston (Red Marl?)
Yolgrave(lst Lime).

Elmton
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Elmton Common exhibits one of the most lament-
able instances of deep Cart-ruts, and every other spe-
cies of injury and neglect, that can, perhaps, be shown,
on useful Land: part of it has been ploughed at no
distant period, as completely exhausted as could be,
and then resigned to Weeds and Paltry.

Hollington Common, of. 20 or 39 acres, tlio' over-
grown with Rushes tl\tf£ neglect, is on a rich Red Marl
soil. Some of the Farmers having common right here,
let to Cottagers the run of a Cow on this Common,
from May-day till Harvest is ended, at 30$. to 42s.
The truly impolitic and unnecessary fees and expenses
on lnclosure Bills, doom this Common to its present
6tate of neglect, as already observed, p. 78.

Langley (two) Commons, on similar soil to the last-
mentioned, have the obstinacy of an Individual, op-
posed to their improvement, as I was told, as well as
Parliamentary and Lawyers' fees.

Roston Common, near to Birchwood-moor, is mise-
rably carted on, cut up, and in want of Draining: iu
wet seasons it generally rots the Sheep depastured on
it; few can stand it two or three years; and on this
account it is probably injurious, rather than beneficial,
in its present state, both to the Parishioners r.nd the
Public.

The High Moors above-mentioned, are distinguished
into black and white Lands, the former being by far
the most extensive, and are uniformly covered by
Heath, which at a distance appears of a dark brown,
approaching to black, of a most dismal aspect; the
latter are the better and green parts, where Grasses pre-
vail instead of Heath, or the aquatics on the very wet
peaty parts called Mosses, which are still more dreary
in their appearance than the black Heaths. The fol-

z 4 lowing
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lowing are a<few Memorandums that. I made on the
Herbage of tliesc disgusting Moor Lands.

Bilberry stems, Black Whorts, Worllebcrry, or Huc-
kleberry (vaccinium myrtillus)) are the next most
prevailing Herbage on the Moors, after and among the
Heaths, especially where the soil is rather looser and bet-
ter in quality, lhaii where, short Heath is alone seen, and
which parts are generally found far the most difficult
to improve: Moors much abounding with Bilberry
wyzles or stems, are very unproductive of" keep, and
won't summer, or carry much more than -half a Sheep
to an acre, exclusive of the improved valleys. The
Bilberry, a small black Fruit, is gathered by the Poor,
and used for Puddings and Pies, and it is also served
up in Desserts at the Tables of the more wenlihy, in
the vicinity of the Moor LancK

Cloudberry (rubus chamcemorus) is sometimes found
on the Grit-stone N of Buxton, and elsewhere.

Clusterberry, very much resembles the Bilberry
Plant, b^t has larger leaves on a smaller and more
wiry stalk: they abound less than the Bilberry, and
are alike worthless to the Farmer.

Cowberry, Red Wortleberry, Whort, or Crowberry
(vacc nium vilis IdceaJ, is found on parts of the Grit-
stone Moors: the Berries are mealy when ripe, and the
Leaves nearly like the Bilberry, but smaller.

Cranberry (vaccinium oxycoccus) grows and ripens
its Berries, which the Poor gather, in some of the
moister parts of the Moors.

Crowberry, Crake-berry, or Black-berried Heath
(empetrum mgrum), di tiers little, iii leaf from the sort
of Heath here called Ling, but has not the same wiry
stalk: its small black Berries are not used, being bitter
and vapid to the taste.

Heath
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Hqath of the common sort (erica vulgaris),\s much
too common, according to the view which I have taken
of its effect, in producing Fox earth and other most
unfertile vegetable soils, Vol. I. p. 305. It abounds
on all the Moors, and on most of the remaining Com-
mons in this County, in a less or greater degree.
Within a few years past, nearly all 4he fine Limestone
Hills between Ashburn»and Buxton were occupied by
Heath, which is now lrtippily becoming rather scarce
there; and when the only remaining Commons, or un-
improved Lands in this calcareous district, in Middle-
ton, Yolgravc, &c. shrill have been inclined, pared
and burned, and limed, &c. this noxious and useless
Plant will, I Ijope, disappear altogether from this Dis-
trict. The cross-leaved Heath (erica telralix)^ and
another species (erica cinerea)^ are also common in
some parts of the Moors; one of ihese being known by
the name of Ling in .the /northern part of the County,
and as rather more worthless, as Herbage, than the
common Heath : the fortunate disappearance of these
Heaths, Lrng, &c. in favour of Dutch Clover and use-
ful Herbage, after a profustf Liming of the surface, has
been alluded to, p. 159, and will be further noticed in
Sect. 2, of the next Chapter.

Lowk Grass, a kind of fine Benty Grass, occupying
the wetter parts of the Moors,, is found more produc*
tive of keep than the coarse Bents that occupy some
other ,parts, among the Heath, Ling, and Bilberry
Plants.

SECT.
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SECT. II. MOUNTAINS.

THIS County contains no Mountains of such an ele-
vation and rocky nature, as to unfit them for useful ve-
getation, but every part of the Derbyshire Hills might
either be clothed with Grass or with Timber and Wood,
as I have often hinted in the last Chapter: even the
slither or durable rubble of limestone (Vol. I. p. 303)
that so curiously remains in a loose state on the skirts
of some of the hills, might be clothed with Ash (sec
p. 246) and other long-rooted Trees: and the deep
Peat tracts or Mosses which 1 have rather represented
in the passage first above quoted, as incapable of im-
provement, would probably admit of the culture of
Dr. RichardsonV Fiorin, or Irish Grass, as I shall
mention in the next Section. Of the various improve-
ments that have been, or remain to be practised on the
Hills in this County, except planting, which has been
fully treated on in Chapter X. , I shall speak under
their proper heads of Draining, Paring, Burning and
Liming, in the next Chapter ; but of one that is ratbpr
peculiar to particular spots, for which the " Plan"
that I follow in these arrangements has assigned no
place, I shall here speak, viz.

The ridding or clearing of lands from large blocks
of loose or self stones, scattered on the surface, is a very
necessary and frequently a very expensive operation, in
order to introduce cultivation, but against planting,
such stones are seldom any material bar. The pheno-
mena of these loose blocks of stone have been described,
and the mo6t extensive accumulations of them which
yet remain, particularized, in the First Volume, p. 144.
On the SE side of Ashover Town, SWofLea, SE

of
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of Matlock, at Wadsley N of Sheffield in Yorkshire,
&.c. I saw this operation going on : the stones being
broken and removed, and the ground trenched by the
spade to 12 or 18 inches depth, in most of such
instances. AjL. Geoige Nuttall of Matlock, stated this
liidding to cost, from Is. to Is. 6d. and, 2.?. per rood
of seven yards square (.010124, o& a trifle less than
1*-100th of a statute â pre), or at the rate of 5/. to 10/.
per acre for getting up the stones, which afterwards
cost 50s. to 70$. per acre for clearing them away, to
where the wall fences are to be built, pits or steep waste
places are ready to receive them, or whcrtflargc stacks
of them can be made in the fields (as jnay be seen on the
slope of Iliber Hill S E of Matlock, on the slope of
FabrickllillSE of Ashover, Foxhole-bank in Wooley*
moor, & c ) ; and that after the wall fences have been
built, such ridded lands, before of very little value, have
been let to Farmers, at from 10s. to 30A*. per acre.

SECT. III.—BOGS.

T H E circumstance, of very few Vallics or hill sides
producing Peat Bogs or Mosses of any extent in this Dis*
trict, but that such are generally found on planes of Grit
or Sand-stone Rocks* in the higher parts of the niost ele-

vated

# In mentioning the great Bogs of Ireland, Vol.1, p. 312, as excep-
tions to what I had every where myself observed, viz. that silicious and
not argillaceous matters were the soils on winch Peats always grew, I
bad reference to the analysis o€ Mr. Richard Griffith, jun. (Philosophi-
cal Magazine, Vol. 36, p. 'SI) of what he calls " yellowish-blue Clay,"
often found under the Irish Bogs, vie. Alumine 72, Carbonate of Lime 6,
and Silex coloured by Iron 22 parts, in the 100; but Ij)r. William

Richardson
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vated tracts in this part of the kingdom, has been men-
tioned, ajid the limits of these tracts producing Mosses
pretty accurately described, p. 309 of the First
Volume: as also that they are not composed of decayed
wood, as many have too hastily concluded, because
wood and even large Trees are frequently found in the
Peat of these Mjsses (I . p. J82), but are formed of
great accumulations of the grey Bog Moss (sphagnum
paluslre), Cotton Grass (eriophorum polj/stachionj,
Heaths (ericas)^ Marsh Horsetail (equisetum palus-
tre), rushy Brnts, and other aquatic small plants,
which Ci\n*stiH be seen growing on the edges and wetter
parts, of the most black and rotten of these elevated
Peat Mouses. The following are some of the thick or
deep.Mosses that I have noticed, viz.

Baslow E, and Brampton -NW, near Clod Hall
(Leachfield Moss).

Bwley SE (Bceley Moss).
Buxton N (Combes Moss).

Richardson, in some important Observations on thelrjsh Bogs, lately pub-
lished in the " Agricultural Magazine/1 Vol. X. p. 81, says, speaking
of (he practicability of procuring Clay to manure or improve these Bogs
with, that near the shallow edges of the great Bogs, he was not fortunate
enough, in an anxious search after Clay, to find any such, but " a tough,
viscid, ponderous and wlu'tish earth,", which, when analysed by his
scientific College Friends in Dublin, gave Alumine 16, and Silex (co-
loured by one of Oxyde of Iron) 84 parts, in the 100: whence it ap-
pears, that the Irish Peats, in reality, rest and originally grew, on silici-
ous matters, as in Derbyshire, Bedfordshire, and every where that I have
observed these aquatic vegetable accumulations. The real distinctions
between Low-land and Mountain Bogs that Dr. R. has established in the
paper above referred to, are perfectly observable here, between Synfin
Fen and the few other Valley Bogs of this District, and its more eitended
Mosses or high peaty Moors, on which last, from their uneven surfaces,
little or no water can ever stagnate, as Dr. R. observes of the Irish Bogs.

Darwent
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Darwent Chapel N (Cutt-gate Moss in Yorkshire).
Flash S E, near Royal Cottage (Peat Pits), and

Moredge, Staffordshire.
Glossop N E (Turf Pits), and E (Doctor-gate

Moss).
Halhersage NE (While-Path Moss) and N* (Stanage

Moss).
Kinder E (Kinder-scout Moss)!
Moss-houses W, and N W (Goyte Moss), and S SE

(Thatch Marsh).
Rovvlee SS W (Crookstone, Peat Pits) and NE and

E N E (Peat Pits).
Stanage, S W of the Cupolas in Ashover (Peat-moss

Dam). • '
Woodliead N W (Featherbed Moss) and N (Holme

Moss), in Cheshire.
Woodlands of Hope, several large Mosses.

Fresh currency has lately been given in print, I
Lave observed, to an idle and improbable story, that
Leachfield Moss near Clod-Hall, is the sit.? of an anci-
ent Town, though I he least vestige of roads leading to
it, or other indelible marks of long occupation by man,
do not appear near it. I observed in passing along
the western edge of Stanage Moss, N of Hathcrsage,
from Crow-chine to Stanage Colliery, that the firing
of ilic Heath, on the first grit at the edge of the Bog, at
stated periods, in dry weather (as will be mentioned
in Section VI.) had at different periods set fire to the
Peat, and into which it had continued to penetrate, and
make large and irregular holes, apparently, until
heavy rains fell to extinguish i t : this source of uneven-
ness, and of the groughs and gullies, and of local dead
black places on the surface of these Mosses, is perhaps
more common than has been supposed. Of the at-

tempts
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tempts that have or may be made, with the probability
of success, to drain these Mountain Bogs, I shall speak
in Section I. and of the uses that have been made of
Peat as Manure, I shall speak in Section III. of the
next Chapter; and as Fuel, it will be further noticed in
Section III. of Chapter VI- The cultivation of
Oziers on small Lccal Bogs has been mentioned, p. 261.

SECT, IVo—PENS AND MARSHES.

I HAVE already mentioned (Vol. I. p. 308), that
Synfln Moor, or Syn Fen, Nof Swarkestone, is thconly
Marsh or Fen in this County: and which was an open
Common, on which the Races of Derby usttd formerly
to be held, until they were removed* to the Meadows by
the side of the Derwcnt, where it makes a large bend
SE of the Town : the increasing wetness of this Marsh,
probably occasioned this alteration: some years ago
the Derby Canal was cut, or rather embanked across its
eastern skirt, and probably has added to its wetness.
The Peat here seems of considerable thickness, except
near the outsides, and the surface is very flat, with a
pretty uniform covering of whitish clay, or sediment
from the Waters, that have stagnated upnn it, and
which soil would be very productive of Corn or Grass,.
if the drainage were more complete. It is said, that
there were no Parliamcntay Provisions ft»r enforcing the
making and maintain in *r of proper roads across Una
Fen, at the time of its Inclosnre, under the late M*. Sa-
muel Wyatt, as sole Commissioner, aboni tin* j a r
1805; and the fact seems to have, bern, that nothing,
was done in this respect, but fencing oil the roads, on
this rotten ground) and leaving the traveller* or inha-

bitants
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bitants to flounder through or founder in them, as they
could: in .attempting to cross this Fen from Swarktf-
stone to Synfin Village, on the 2d of October, 1809>
in order to see its state and condition, I had well nigh
mired and ruined my horse, in the numerous and scan-
dalous Sloughs that are already formed, quite across
these roads, in many parts, particularly about half a
mile S £ of Synfin : all the Ditches were at that time
brim-full of water, and seemed nearly choaked with
weeds; about a quarter of a mile E of Synfin, two or
three acres were actually under water, and so were large
patches in other parts of the Moor.

This state of the Fen was ascribed by the Farmers
with whom I conversed, to the flood that at that time
prevailed in the Trent, backing or penning up the only
drain from this low tract, which passes on the east side
of Swarkestone Town : this being the case, it is clear,
that the proper principles have not been acted upon, in
the attempt to drain this Fen, at the time of the In clo-
sure, in suffering the considerable Brook that enters it
N E of Synfin, from Little*over Township, and seve-
ral smaller ones at the northern part, to continue to dis-
charge their waters on to this fiat tract of land, but
which ought to have been conveyed in catch-water or
upland Drains, at the skirt of the Fen, to a separate out*
fall into the Trent flat, on the level of its highest floods
or higher : the low, or present system of drains in and
from the Fen, ought perhaps to be more capacious, in
order to catch and hold the soakage and rain waters
that fall within the Fen, during such times as the Trent
is too high to admit of their running out ; and for pre-
venting the waters of the Trent from backing into
them, a good close-shutting valve or gate, and an em-
bankment, should be constructed, at .the narrowest part

of
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of the valley or outlet, at the NE corner of the Fen*:
by which works, kept in proper order, this valuable
tract of 1400 acres, perhaps, would be at all times
dry and sound. Perhaps, owing to the difficulties
that the Derby Ganal Proprietors would oppose to the
passing of the Catch-water drain under .the same, at a
level so near to its own, at the north-east corner of the
Fen, unless they would consent to the discharge of
these waters into their Canal? and there being no stream
entering the cast side of the Fen, it might be advisable
and practicable to commence the Catch-water, or Up-
land Drain, at or above the NE corner, and carry it
round westward and then south, to intersect and receive
all the live or running waters at a higher level, and
before they enter the Fen; and that the same might
be discharged across the low neck of land near Arlcs-
ton, into the Brook that passes E of Twyford, without
at all interfering with or requiring fresh culverts under
either the Derby, or the Trent and Mersey Canals.
How much it is to be lamented, that these things were
not better, considered, and the necessary surveys and
levels taken, previous to the Inclosure: the evils, how-
ever, of an imperfect Drainage, are so great and press-
ing, and the loss to the Proprietors and the Public so

• The Floods of the T*rent, of sufficient height to affect the out-fall
from this Fen, are mostly of such short duration a"s not to require any
Draimng~vr.il (p. (>]), such as are commonly wrouglrt by Wind in the
fens of f he Eastern Counties: and were it otherwise, it is probable, that
a StKim-engine would answer better than one of these antiquated wooden
Machines, as has been shown by Mr. W. Walker of Horncastle, in the
•: Repertory of Arts," Vol. XXI. p. 270; whose Tables, and calcula-
tions of the prime cost, annual expense, and performance of these En-
gines, in draining Fens, under all the variety of circumstances, seem
veil entitled to the attention of the owners of Estates in the Fen Coun-
tries.

consi-
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considerable, that the further and perfect improvement
of this fine tract of land, ought not any longer to be
delayed.

SECT. V. FORESTS.

PART of what was formerly the Peak Forest, lias
long formed the extra-parochial Liberty of the same
name, with not a Tree or Bush upon it, but what is of
modern date or planting: green Fields and stone wall
Fences having succeeded. About the Town and the
detached Farm Houses, there are a few very thriving
Sycamore, Ash, and other Trees, whose luxuriant foli-
age show, that the District was not ill adapted for
Wood ; and that the entire destruction of the Wood
here, and in most other parts of the Peak Hundreds, or
King's Field, is not to be ascribed to the soil or climate,
but to the system under which improvident Man, has
cut down all before him, and supplied starving Cnttle
to bite up every leaf and twig, as fast as the stools have
sprung again, until at length they died, and the land
was at last left totally destitute of Wood, as I have
observed, p. 382, of the 1st Volume, and in the last
Chapter of this, p. 251. The same causes have and
still continue to operate, in the open parts of Mans-
field, Papplcwick, and Newstoad, and other districts
of Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire, towards the
entire dtstruction of IVood, and the establishing of the
Empire of the puny and noxious Ericas, in place of the
noble Quercus, the rightful Lord of these Soils: since
no one can imagine, that the few stunted Oaks that yet
remain, to give a colour to the term " Forest," on tlje
S and* S E of Mansfield, will ever have a single succcs-

DEKBY. VOL. II.J A a
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sor, under the present system of common-rights, where
they grow. (

In Needwood Forest in Staffordshire, the land being
of better quality, and great part of the spontaneous
Herbage, that sprang up among the Wood on its being
cut, proving much more nutritious and productive to
the Cattle, than the Heath only, that has succeeded in
Sherwood, and too many othef places, they were less
forced to browse on the young shoots and twigs of the
rising Wood; and they had not, nor perhaps ever would
have, so effectually cleared the land in Staffordshire of
Wood: and thus it has happened, as if for a punish-
ment of Man's folly, that this system of cutting down
Wood without protecting the stools from Cattle, ac-
cumulated and hard kept on the spot, has extermi-
nated the.Wood, first most effectually on those parts
where the soil was poor, and fit for nothing else but
Wood (consigning it to the Ericas), and left a scrag-
gling crop of Wood on all the richer soilsj where it
sprung most vigorously, and Cattle were otherwise sup-
plied, and where it might, on the contrary, have been
desirable, that Grass and useful Herbage had taken the
place of Wood, as Population and the wants of the
People for Meat, proceeded. I am happy to add, that
Common-rights throughout every part of Needwood
Forest were extinguished, before I visited that part, in
the course of my Mineral Survey; the Deer had all, I
believe, been removed; good'Roads had been made;
the whole was fenced, and under a course of cultiva-
tion, except the most woody parts, which had been
allotted to the Crown, and. were fenced in»as Oak
Woods: and in which 1 hope and trust, that a system
of management will be pursued, almost the reverse in
every particular to that which has hitherto prevailed,

here
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here and elsewhere, on the Public Woodlands: other-
wise, tlio just expectations of a People, fast improving1

in knowledge, as to the benefits to be derived from these
best parts of Needwood Forest (for such the Rwl Marl
soils of these Woods soem to me to be), will be here-
after grievously disappointed.

It may, perhaps, be excused, if*I add here, that a
new Church has bceifcbuilt, attached to Tutbury Pa*
rish, and called Christ-Church in Needwood, and was
dedicated, on the 15th of August, 1809, by the Bishop
of Lichfield and Coventry 5 a new Parsonage House
and Farm Premises had been erected near the Church,
and the Lands attached to it in lieu of Tithes had been
let, under an improving lease for 40years, in pursuance
of the Act for dividing and allotting this extensive Fo-
rest. I wish I could add, that a good system of crop-
ping had generally began to be acted on by the cultiva-
tors of the new private Lands on this Forest, but which
I thought far from the case, when I saw almost the
whole of them under white-straw'd Grain at once, and
much of them under the second or the third crops of
this kind, if I was rightly informed.

Charnwood Forest in Leicestershire, the only other
Forest near to Derbyshire that I have visited in this
Survey, is almost Tree-less, and is now under Inclo-
sure, as mentioned, p. 154, Vol. I.

SECT. VI. HEATHS AND DOWNS.

OF Heaths or Moors, this County had formerly great
tracts, and still has too large a portion of such, consi-
dering their uselessness, as observed in Sect. I. of this
Chapter \ but no Downs or extensive Hills covered with

A a 2 thick
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thick short Grass, like the Chalk-downs of the South-
eastern Counties, are found in it: the Limestone Mills
of the Peak Hundreds being too prone to Heaths
(ericas)^ to have had any Grass tracts, but where
the (reading and frequent lieingiand dunging of Cattle,
had exterminated or weakened the Heath, or where
Lime had been spread by the Husbandman, for its de-
struction; and the Yellow L;me Hills in Scarsdale
Hundred, where the Heath has not spread, are almost
invariably covered with Shar-grass (fesluca pinnata*},
a sharp and very worthless Herbage, *as observed,
Vol. I. p. 161, and p. 201, of this Volume.

On the waste GriUstone Lands, Heath has consider-
ably prevailed, and there, as well as on the sandy or
clayey Commons or neglected Lands, Furze, Gorse, or
Wins (ulex europceus), has been sufibred to cover
much too large a space, when it is known, that the
same is not here at all, I believe, used for domestic
Fuel, or in the burning of Bricks or Lime (as in the
Southern Counties), or for any other purpose, when cut
from the Furze-covers of the Sporting Gentlemen, but
that it is occasionally removed from the Commons and
some other Lands, by setting it on fire, leaving the
blackened dead stalks as a most unsightly nuisance. I
have been informed, that a Tenant of the Duke of De-
vonshire, on the Staffordshire border of the County,
fed his Horses on chopt and bruised Gorse, that had
been passed between the rollers used at Ecton Copper
Mine. The Commons, and other neglected Lands in
the County, arc in the above manner, cleared of their
tall Heath or Ling, at different periods, by setting it

* The Bromut pwnatus of Dr. Smith, and the Spiked Heath Bromc
Grass of some Writers.

on
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on fire, and leaving the black and half-burnt stalks to in-
crease the dark and dismal appearance of these disgrace-
ful tracts. The object of thus burning the tall Heath is,
that younjr Plants of the same kind may spring up, better
adapted than the old ones to the mouths and palates of
the half-starved animals that are compelled to subsist
on this miserable fare. In such a slovenly and barba-
rous mode of partially removing, or rather killing the
stems of (be old crop, it is no wonder that a young
one is very slow in succeeding, and that the profit from
these lands is so trifling, that Vs. per acre per annum
has been mentioned as a fair Rent for If cat h Land, and
some scores of acres near to the parish of Matlpck, have
remained unlet even at that, and unoccupied for near
30 years, after having been fenced in; and others, after
some years trial, on this absurd system, have been suf-
fered to revert again to the neighbouring Commons, by
the entire neglect of their wall Fences: and yet finer
Plantations of Larch and Scotch Firs need not be seen,,
than many that are intermixed with, and on the very
same stratum and soil, with these unproductive and
disgraceful Heaths or Moors. It has been thought by
some, that the burning of the Heath from time to time,
has occasioned the blackness or dark brown colour of
the Grit-stone, or sandy soils on which it prevails, but
which f have noticed, and considered, as the sterilizing
effect of these Ericas, Vol. I. p. 305, and in this Chap-
ter, p. 345 ; and in confirmation of my opinion, it may
be right to state, that on the sandy Heaths and Warrens
in Bedfordshire, and other still more Southern Counties,
where firing the crop of Heath, or any other Plants on
the ground, has probabljr never been practised; but
on the contrary, the same is closely hoed up and car-
ried off for Fuel; or, as frequently, a thin turf of the

A a 3 soil
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soil is cut up with the Heath (or Ling, as they there
call i() by a Breast-plough, and. carried off each time
to the Cottages and Farm Houses, that the surface^soil,
as far as the small roots of the Heath descend, is
scarcely less black, or unlike the white, yellow, or red
Sand or Loam beneath it, cither in colour or quality,
than in the North, where firing the crop has been prac-
tised time immemorial, and no pirtof the soil removed,
to expose fresh surfaces.

Broom (spartium scoparium) is found on some drier
and looser parts ofthclleaths here, but less commonly,
I think, than in the Southern Counties: it is alike
worthless and useless here, with Heath and Gorsc, and
ought entirely to disappear in this District: since Corn,
Grass, or useful Trees, might in every instance occupy
its place: the preparing of a sort of Hemp from its
stalks, which some have recommended (see Phil. Mag,
Vol. X X X I V . p. 378), is, 1 think, less likely to an-
swer than the above, either to the occupier or the
Public.

Fern, Bracken, or Brakes (pteris qquilina)) appear
on such parts of the Heaths as have a deep loamy or a
sandy soil with a moist bottom, for its long and large
roots to strike into: its place would be better supplied
by Corn, Grass, or Wood, as not any animal eats of
it, I behove, and it is only now applied in- some few
instances, cut green in the month of August, for mak-
ing A&hrs, which used, before the general In closure of
the Co'<:rnoiib, to be done by the Poor, who sold consi-
derable quantities to the preparcrs of Vegetable Alkali,
or Pot-ash: the Ashes of these and other green Weeds,
and of Wood, are collected in the southern part> of
this County, and nitci i«eirig moistened wifh Water, are
kneaded into lumps three or four inches diameter, called

Ass
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Ass Balls, which the Housewives here carefully pre-
serve, in a dry place; and when they are go*ng to make
Lye for \yashing, they do it, by dissolving some of
these Balls in Water.

Single stem'd Fern, or Polypody (polypodium
vulgare), and Fox-glove (digitalis purpurea) are
found on heaths and steep banks of dandy soil, and are,
with the common Ferp above-mentioned, among the
most useful indications to the Mineral Surveyor, of sili-
cious strata, where such alternate quickly with argilla-
ceous strata, see Vol. 1. p. J62: it should, however, be
noted, that the sand falling from the sides of perishing
old Grit-stone Walls, is often sufficient to cause these
Plants to appear, Fern in particular, thai* the subsoil
may be of a different quality, and so will thin cover-
ings of alluvial Sand or sandy Loam, in some other
situations.

The improvement of Heath Lands by Paring and
Burning and by Liming, will be noticed in Sections II.
and III. of the next Chapter: here I would, however,
mention, that about Bake well, some Farmers have first
fired the Heath, and then broke up such Lands with
the Plough: at Buxton, Mr. Thomas Logan a few years
ago, pared a tract of Heath on the Limestone, and after
mixing the Turves with Lime in heaps, let them lay
in this state until they were sufficiently rotted to admit
of spreading, for Turnips. The practices of Mr. John
Radford, and Mr. Thomas Pickford, in ploughing
Heathy Land without Burning) has been mentioned
already, p. SOI.

Aa 4 CHAP.
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CHAP. XII.

IMPROVEMENTS.

ON the general subject of this Chapter: I wish lo
impress on the minds of Land-owners, the propriety,
whether we consider their own interests, that of their
families, or their country, of setting apart a sum of
money to be expended annually, in effecting permanent
agricultural improvements on their Estates; selecting
either the Farms of the poorest and most deserving of
their Tenants, or those where the greatest expenditure
seems wanting, to be first began upon, and to charge
on interest on the sums thus expended, in addition to
the Rents, as a practice, much to be preferred (as long
as any such improvements remain wanting on their
Estates) to the expending of every few hundred pounds
that they can spare, or even by mortgaging, as many do,
to buy up adjoining Estates, and add to the number of
acres on their Rent Roll, rather than to the productive-
ness of what they already possess : since, how much
better would it be, to double the productiveness and
income from what they already possess, than by doubling
the quantity of land, to delay, for perhaps all the remain*
der of iheir time, the improvement of any part of it,
when they might have fully improved their own, and
have had the satisfaction, perhaps, of seeing some
other purchaser do the same, by the adjoining Estate
that he purchased.

Mr. Robert Cresswell, of Iderich-hay, near Wirks-
worth,
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worth, who practises Draining pretty extensively, in-
formed me, that he is chiefly employed by the Land-
lords, in consequence of agreements between them and
their Tenants; that eight to ten per cent, in different
cases, on the Landlord's disbursement, shall be charged,
as additional Rent ; and that the practice has generally
given such satisfaction to both parties, that it is fast
increasing. In order\to lessen the charge on the
Farmers, Mr. C. usually gives them the opportunity of
employing their own labourers in opening t<ie tops of
drains, and rilling them up again, and in as much of
the work, wherein no particular skill is required, as
they are disposed, or it may suit them to do. 1 was
glad to find Mr. Cress well's business in this line, so in-
creasing, that he was advertising about two years ago,
for two Pupils and Assistants, in superintending such
drainages.

Mr. William Cox of Cullnnd, who occupies a large
and highly improved Farm, and acts besides as Land
Steward to different Gentlemen, expressed to me his opi-
nion, that in most instances, Tenants had better pay
six yfcr cent, additional Rent for the Landlord's Money
expended in draining, irrigating, liming, or other ex-
pensive and permanent improvements on their Farms,
than sink their own money, though it were on a 40
years lease, that might so much better be employed
in plenty of good Stock, superior Cultivation, arti-
ficial Manures, and other improvements, of quicker
return to them: and this Gentleman is, of course, a stre-
nuous advocate for this mode of improving Estates,
wherever he is consulted.

As an instance of the success of judicious exertions in
the improvement of Estates, I am happv in the oppor-
tunity ot recording, that the late Joseph Jtilkes, Esq.
of whose ability and zeal in improvements, the Board

and
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and the Country have often before heard, in conjunction
with his two Brothers, in the year 1783, purchased the
Measham Estate and part of Hartshorn, for 50,000/.;
the average Rent of the land in Measham being then 26s,
per acre, and the number of inhabitants only 200. On
the death of Mr. W. a few years ago? land was sold off
this Estate to the amount of 20,000/.; yet what remains
still in possession of his Family^ is valued at more than
100,000/. : the average rent of the Measham, Estate, was
in 1809, Three Guineas per acre, and the number of
industrious and thriving inhabitants therein, more than
1600 ! Would that every district in Britain had its Jo-
seph Wilkes*! in which case we need not import Corn,
even for our increased population, or be half su
dependent on foreign nations as we arc.

SECT. I. DRAINING.

W H A T has occurred to me, respecting low Land or
Fen Draining, has been partly given in Section IV. of
the last Chapter, and what remains, as to Embanking,
to secure such Lands from River Flood?, will, agree-
ably to the " Plan," be found in the next Chapter.
One of the most general and obvious indications of the
want of Draining in any piece of Land (not a Bog,
the characters of which most people know) is the
prevalence of, or disposition to Rushes or Sives
(junci) of different sorts; the hard and clustered
Rushes (J. injlexus and J. conglomerates) being
most common on strong wet Lands, or such as are
usually denominated cold soils,, and the Soft Rush

• This Gentleman was the proposer and the first Member of the
Smithfieid Club, for encouraging the best breeds of Cattle.

(J. effu.
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(J. effusus) is peculiar, 1 believe, to lighter soils,
wherein Springs or perpetual wetness abound: Pert,
Pink or Carnation Grasses (carcx's) of different sorts,
and Sedg<*, hard, as Tussock Grass or Bull-fronts (aira
ciespitosa) are also commonly found in the same situa*
tions. Lands, which without being overflowed by
water, become very soft and tender in Winter or in
rainy weather, and whjch acquire much hardness and
crack greatly in dry weather, are as certainly in wiuit
of Draining, as the above, though the constant or
recent use of the Plough, may have prevented the cha-
racteristic Plants of such soils from appearing.

Before proceeding to drain any piece of Land, one
of the first and most essential considerations should be,
whether its wetness proceeds from Springs of water
oozing slowly out of the Strata, or from Gravel Patches,
or not; since if Springs be not the cause of its wetness,
but the same should be owing to a solid argillaceous
substratum to the vegetable soil, the surface of which is
capable of being moistened by wet, and of retaining the
same for a consider;* ;>le time, as above-mentioned, it will
be utterly useless to apply, what has by many been called
Mr.Elkington's mode of Draining, though it were with
the perseverance with which that Gentleman sometimes
mistakenly applied, deep drains and tapping with an
Augur, where Springs had nothing to do with the wet-
ness of the surface, that he was attempting to drain:
this is language which I am aware will sound oddly to
those, who have contented themselves with reading
the extravagant encomiums bestowed upon the late
Mr. Joseph Elkington*, as the discoverer of some new

• Formerly of Princcthorp, in Stretton on Dunsmoor, 6 m. S W of
Coventry in Warwickshire, and afterwards of Birmingham; who died
about the year 1806, I believe.

princi-
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principles or indications of the existence of Springs,
and of-their subterraneous courses, and as the roest
infallible Drainer of Land on those principles, that has
ever appeared; which representations, or something like
them, are to be found in my predecessor Mr. Thomas
Brown's quarto Report on this County,, in the reprinted
or octavo Reports on the most of the adjacent Counties,
which I have read, and in almost every publication on
the subject tjiat has appeared, since the Parliamentary
Grant made in favour of this Gentleman, in the year
1795 : I shall, I trust, however, be excused, where
the Board have so particularly desired, under this
head of Draining in their " Plan," to have Mr. u El-
kington's described," for stating some of what I happen
to know, that has not already been published, respect-
ing the success of particular works by Mr. E., as well
in consequence of the minute examination which 1 have
recently made of the County of Derby and its en virons,
as in consequence of the situation which 1 held in Bed-
fordshire, under the late Duke of Bedford, for whom
Mr. E. expended a larger sum (as I guess, from its hav-
ing passed tbrough my hands) than for perhaps any
other of his numerous employers, in di fie rent parts of
England: and I consider it the more necessary to do
this, from Mr. Thomas Batchelor, the Reporter on Bed*
fordshire, having thus briefly passed over this important
head in his Report, p. 469, viz. " at Prisley-Moor, in
the Parish of Flitwick, it is generally understood, that
Mr. El king ton's mode of Drainage was tried tfith very
partial success/' and he continues, u some have how-
ever assertejl, that his directions were not strictly foU
lowed; and others, that his method was incompetent
to effect the intended purpose," Which scanty para-
graphs being very far, cither from a sufficient or a cor-

rect
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rect statement of Mr. E.'s proceedings on the Duke of
Bedford's Estate; which proceedings it was-fully in
the power of Mr. B. to have informed himself concern-
ing, by examinations and enquiries on the spots, or
by reference to me (with whom, he had long been on
rather friendly terms), who could and would have been
ready, to have shown him plans of Mr Elkington's seve-
ral Drains in Woburn-P,ark,on Speedwell Farm, and on
Crawley and Prisley Bogs, with accounts and vouchers
for whatever he could desire to know, concerning the
expense of Mr. E.'s different operations, as well as re-
specting their successes, or rather the want of any, that
unfortunately distinguished them; as likewise respect-
ing the subsequent Surface-Drainings and Mole-plough
Drawings, that were resorted to, some years after, upon
the spots where Mr. E.'s deep Drains and Boreings were
made, in Woburn-Park and Speedwell Farm : I could
likewise have shown him a Plan and Account of the Open
Drain or new Brook (but no covered ones) that was exe-
cuted under my directions, for the Commissioners of
Crav\ley Inclosurc, and that laid dry all the useless
Brick Drains by Mr. E. on the E and W sides of
Crawley Bog (below the Church Road across it) ; and
also, of (he covered Drains executed by Mr. William
Smith (whose important services to Geology and Min-
ing, have been mentioned, Vol. 1. p. 108), some years
after Mr. E< had left the Prisley Bog, in a far more un-
productive state than he found it; as Mr. Batchelor
might easily have satisfied himself (if he did not alreiidy
know it), by enquiry of Mr. Oliver, resident near the
spot, who was the Tenant of Prisley Farm at the time
of Mr. E.'s operations, tmd who some time afterwards,
gave his Noble Landlord notice for quitting, and left his
Estate, assigning as his principal reason, the injury the

Farm
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Farm had sustained, by. the Stools of aquaticWoods, and
thespontaneous herbage on this Bog having been grubbed
up and destroyed, and a groat deal of the Peat trenched
under Mr. E.'s directions, and a mere black Bog, as
wet and more dangerous than ever, being left to him.
Such, Reader, was this " partial," or rather, the " ne-
gative" success, a* Prisley.

But I must descend a little jnore to particulars. In
the Spring of 1794, His Grace sent for Mr. Elkington to
Woburn, and consulted him on a very wet and poachy
Lawn in his Park, which was particularly disagreea-
ble, as laying between Woburn Abbey, and the Town
and new Farm Premises that His Grace was then pro-
jecting. Except on the top of the hill near the House
Lodge, where the ground had recently been lowered,
no part of this land was flat, but it formed a large and
regular Hill of clayey soil, extremely tender and reten-
tive in wet seasons, and was as hard and split by
cracks, in dry ones : I did not happen to see Mr. E. in
his first journey to Woburn, but I well remember His
Grace stating to me shortly afterwards, that by one
single Drain, Mr. E. had undertaken to lay this Land
dry, and improve the whole five shillings per acre,
besides removing the unsightly Rushes and Sedge, and
the tenderness that had so often been complained of:
after a time, a Foreman of Mr. E.'s came, named Hor-
ley, and began a Bricked Drain from the side of one
of the Fish-ponds in the Park, and conducted it north-
ward, nearly on a level at bottom, in the direction
that Mr. E. had dug out sods or marks across the slope
of the Hill, in such a manner, that after a chain or two
in length, it had got six or seven feet deeper he then
began to bore 15 feet or more below the bottom of the
Drain : and thus lie continued; borcing at every pole,

or
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or nearly. This Drain laying in my way to the
Abbey, 1 had opportunities of inspecting it every few
days, during several months; the work proceeding but
very slowly, owing to Horley and two or three men.
under him, all working by the day. The cutting of
this Drain, to near a quarter of a mile in length,
showed the whole substance of the Hill, to the depth of
the boreing at least, to.be alluvial blue Clay, mixed
with small holders of hard Cljalk, Flint, rounded
Quartz, small holders of Shelly Limestones of various
sorts, and here and there very small and unconnected
patches of Sand; its composition being just the same
as most of the alluvial Hills in this part of Bedford-*
shire (see this article in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia)
and exactly similar to a large alluvial patch or ham-
mock, found within the limits of my Map, on the W of
Birstal, and N N W of Leicester, and mentioned Vol. I.
p. 20, but omitted by mistake, I find, at page 135,
among the Gravel patches. Not a regular stratum of any
kind, or, a patch of alluvial Sand of any size, occurring
in the whole Drain, yet owing to the very loose man-
ner in which the Drain was filled up again with large
spits of hard Clay, the rain-water from the slope above,
got freely into it, for some weeks, and a considerable
stream of water was discharged into the Pond ; for dis-
playing of which, Mr. E. caused a hewn stone spout
to be placed, at the exit of the Drain ; and not a little
stress was laid on this discharge of water, as a proof
that the Drainage was accomplished, but to which I
never could assent, suspecting, as really happened,
that before long, the Clay would become closer settled,
and little effect would be" visible, on the wetness of the
surface, even nci>r the Drain. After considerable
rains had fallen, Mr. E.'s attention was called again

to
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to this Hilljby His Grace; when pleading, that ho
had a little mistaken the place of the Spring, he set
out another Drain, 50 or 60 yards* higher up the
Hill, nearly parallel to and connecting with the first
by a cross branch, and which Horley executed, in
like manner to the former one, during the Summer of
1795, and under exactly similar circumstances, except,
that in one or two places near 'he surface, there were
local patches of alluvial Sand, larger than had been
met with before, and which, it seems, had caused a
very slight local tendency to Hushes, and which patches
seemed to me to have influenced Mr. E. in setting out
this second Drain; for of his principles in setting out,
or conducting his whole business in Bedfordshire (ex-
cept, perhaps, at Prisley, to a Committee on his claim
for public remuneration) he made a profound secret:
the results I have hinted at already. Before the middle
of the Winter following, the vicinity of this Drain
was little better, and the difference of the surface close
to the first Drain was not perceptibly different from
what it formerly had been, and all the rest of the Hill
undoubtedly remained in its former state.

While viewing these Drains, one day, His Grace
addressed Mr. E., in my presence, and said, " I have
no doubt, Mr. Elkington, but you will succeed with
Prisley Bog" (which had then been begun on, as I
shall mention presently); " but 1 must have a better
specimen than this, that I can show to my friends, of
your upland Draining; I wish you, therefore, to go
round my Farms with my Bailiff Mr. Clayton, and
take plenty of lime, to fix on, and set out deliberately,

* I speak from memory as to distances, depths, &c. not having at this
distance of time my Bedfordshire rough Maps and Papers readily acces-
sible. v

a piece
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a piece' of draining, where you are sure of succeed"
ing." Mr. E. accordingly fixed 9oon after, on a flat
Pasture Field about jwt. SW of Speed well-House (now
part of a larger one, as I lately observed), rather in a
low situation, near the junction of a short wide lateral
valley with its principal, near the middle of "which
Field there was a deep Pond, which»had been dug for
claying the Sand-hills*N of it (about 50 or 60 years
before, as I afterwards learnt on enquiry), standing then
brimful of Water, but with no discharge from it, more
than visibly run into it, from the Furrows of the wet
Lands around it, after Rains. Horley's first operation
here, under Mr. E.'s direction, was, to begin 200 yards
or mow below the Pond, and bring up a brick'd Drain
to empty it; the cutting of which Drain, displayed
only the very same sort of tenacious alluvial Clay, that
he had been working in during almost all the preced-
ing year, in the Park: the Pond, heretofore found very
useful for the Cattle, being by this means entirely emp-
tied. A Drain was then begun on the south side of its
site, and conducted almost level, directly up the easy
slope of the Hill in a SSE direction, for 150 yards
perhaps, boreing at about every pole distance, in the
main as well as in four cross1 Drains, or u Spouts," as
Mr. E. called them, that were made therefrom: the
greater part of which were dug six to eight or more
feet deep ; the whole matter penetrated, to. the depth of
the boreings, b6ing a uniform mass of this same alluvial
Clay, from the surface downwards! The first Winter
effectually closed the tops or fillings of these Drains,
even <o the Rain-water that fell upon them, and the
only visible effect, on tb£*rctnrn of wet weather next
Autumn was, a deep unsightly hole, in place of a use-
ful Cattle-pond! Surely these, as facts, of public no-.

DERBY, VOL. I I . j fib toriety
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toricty at Woburn, Mr. B. ought not to have passed
over in entire silence, when required to describe Mr.
Elkington's Drainages, in his Report on Bedfordshire;
nor should I (under like injunctions) appear justified in
omitting them, even here, were it only to enforce the
primary and indispensable necessity, of ascertaining
whether Springs exist or not, before taking any steps
towards Draining: the want of which previous know-
ledge, has occasioned the squandering of many hun-
dreds of pounds, in other situations besides Bedford-
shire or Derbyshire, that have fallen under my notice,
and where much greater evils have accrued to the Pub-
lic, by delaying and preventing other Drainages in the
vicinity, than at Woburn; since the disappointed
Land-Owner has but rarely had the discernment and
perseverance, of the truly great Man whom Mr. E.
served, in this instance, who was heard to say, on re-
peated occasions, " Since Mr. E. has not drained this
piece of Land, I will try what others can do:" and
very necessary acts of justice have been withheld, I
think, in Mr. B.'s Report, in not mentioning, that
Mr. John Roberts, from Hertfordshire (now a consider-
able Timber-merchant, whose Wharf is in Pedlar's
Acre, in Lambeth), who had then been extensively,
economically, and most successfully employed, since
September 1794, in Surface-draining most of the clayey
Paddocks and inclosed parts of Woburn Park, and
elsewhere, during the time that Mr. E. was proceeding
as above, was at length directed by His Grace, to set
out Drains over every part of the clayey surface of this
Close (and all others) in Speedwell Farco, and on part
of the Hill in the Park; and that the Mole-Plough
was successfully used on the remainder, even on and
across Mr. E.'s Drains; andby which these pieces of

Land
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jLand are' now seen in very improved states:
ther, that Mr. William Hart\ of Little Houghtori, near
Northampton £ S E., who then had been a successful
Drainer of Land affected by Springs, for near forty
years, and had been employed in almost all parts of
Northamptonshire*, as well as in numerous other places
{even in the place of the nativity ftnd residence of the
Beds. Reporter), was^mployedj to direct one or two
Gangs of his Drainefs, almost constantly at work,
on different parts of Ills Grace's Estates, Jfrom the
year 1795 to the time of his decease in March 1803;
and as was Mr* William Smithy above-mentioned,
during more than a year preceding this lamented
event; and respecting all of whose highly diversified
and scattered Drainages oil His Grace's Estate^
Mr. B. would not? on minute inspection and enquiry,
have been necessitated to talk of " partial" successes.
For myself, I know too well the history of the pre-
paration of the Report alluded to, to complain of my
Name being omitted among the Practisers of Drain-
ing, (especially, since I never directed a single covered
Drain of this kind in Bedfordshire, and could only
have been mentioned, as the discoverer, perhaps, of the
true principles of Valley Bogs (of which very few, if
any, perfect instances are to be found in Derbyshire,

• I am enabled to say this, from having been directed by His Grace,
in July 1801, to accompany. my Brother Benjamin F. fat that time my
chief Assistant, and now "Surveyor of the Roads leaving'London at
Whitechapel), in a pretty extensive Tour with Mr. Hart fat His Grace's
cost, in time and expenses) in Northamptonshire and parts of Bucking-
hamshire, to carefully inspect his Drainages, and converse with his seve-
ral Employers on these Works, respecting their cost, the improvement
they had effected, &c. by way of gaming further experience, in the
difficult parts of Spring Draining from Mr. H.*6 explanations on the spots,
and which he mfcst cheerfully and unreservedly gave; and the results of
which» as well as of our more extended enquiries, were most gratifying.

nh 2 and
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and therefore a reference to the article Bedfordshire, in
the " Edinburgh Encyclopaedia," must here suffice),
that have since escaped the sagacious and very able
researches of Mr. John Johnstone, in his very useful
Work on u Draining Land;*" and as one, who was able,
so to apply them, in setting out the Open Drains in
Maulden and Crawley (to which Mr.B. alludes, p. 469),
that they appeared to the Commissioners on the re-
spective Inclosures of these Parishes, to be no more
than they were required to do under the ordinary Clause
in such Acts, for improving the public Drains and
Brooks of the Parishes: arid I might add, tho9 at-
tended with lessexpense than is often incurred in similar
instances, they effected wide and lasting improvements,
that I can reflect on with pleasure and satisfaction.

Of the other Drains that Mr.Elkington and his Fore-
man Horley set out and cut, in or near toWoburn Park
and in Crawley, I shall say no more here, but proceed
to the circumstances of that part of Prisley Bogy
which Mr. E. himself freely selected out of several
others, for his operations, in presence of His Grace
and a Committee of Scientific Men, on the 5tli of De-
cember 1794, and which, tho' in the parish of Flit-
wick, was scarcely a third of a mile distant (North) of
Westoning Church; above which place, the Bog in
Prisley Valley is very wide, at the meeting of two prin-
cipal valleys. Here Mr. E.'s single drain was set out,
that he undertook, was to drain the Duke's part of the

• This Work (in 8vo. price 10/. Sd.) no Proprietor of undrained Land
ought to be without; and I cannot refrain from mentioning here, the
impropriety and injustice to it9 able Author, of quoting and putting it in
Catalogues and Advertisements (as I often see it], as " Mr. JElkington's
Book on Draining," •« Mr Elkington on Draining!" &c.

Bog,
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Bog, at least; the Valley in this place appearing tome, to
have been originally much wider and deeper excavated,
in the great Woburn-Sand stratum (Vol. I. p. 112)
than it is at present; owing to a very thick deposit of
alluvial Clay (scarcely at all differing from that at
Woburn, p. 367) that is lodged from the Farm-house
downwards, on the north side of«the Valley, rather
flat on its top, and forming a range of very wet and
cold Arable Fields; yet so remarkably were they co-
vered in some parts with rounded Quartz Pebbles, as
large as Hens and Ducks Eggs, that a cursory observer
might have supposed considerable patches in these
Fields to be mere Gravel underneath: on the edge of
the Bog against this Clay patch, the Water had (in
common with Valley Bogs wherever I have observed
them) exactly the appearance of springing from, or
coming out of this Hill (of Clay), that rose by an easy
slope, perhaps 10 or 15 feet above the surface of the
Bog; the Peat being here the wettest, and pretty uni-
formly higher than it was some yards southward, within
the Bog, and most of the thriving aquatics were found
in this elevated margin to the Bog. A crooked old
Hedge grew along the edge of this Clay patch, that
Mr. E. suggested to His Grace and the Committee,
might with advantage be grubbed up, and his new
open Drain, become a much handsomer and more proper
division of the Arable and Meadow Land, in future:
this being assented to^ Mr. E. proceeded to stake out,
first a cut from the Brook, across the level Bog to the
edge of the Clay slope, joining its stream with an ob-
tuse instead of an acute angle, in order that it might
line with a Ditch, in the uljoining Proprietor's Land
inWestoning, and then several connected straight lines,
each as far as they could be carried, so as not to de-

B b 3 viate
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viate materially from the very edge of the Bog: in this
operation Mr. E. was left entirely to himself, except,
by the Labourers who drove Slakes by his direction,
the Committee, His Grace, and myself, standing on the
Hill or at a distance, viewing his operations; wJiich
done, Mr. E, was asked by His Grace, whether it
would make any difference, if this Cut was performed
by measure, under the direction of his own Agent*,
according to dimensions and directions for every part
in writing, to be then furnished? " Not any," Mr. E.
replied; and immediately stated the exact width at top
and at bottom, and depth at each of his stakes, that the
Drain was to be cut, and how he wished the excavated
stuff disposed of, in making up the edges of the Drain
on either side, where the surface was lower than usual,
and the remainder to be wheeled into old Turf-pits and
low places on the Bog: all which being committed to
writing, by one of the Committee, the Paper was handed
to me, to see its directions .carried into effect; and which
was strictly and most faithfullyperformed. Nearly the
whole of the cutting, after the cross Cut was done,
proved to bo alluvial Clay, with occasional Quartz
and other Pebbles, and a slight scatter of sandy Gravel
on its top, as already hinted, with little or no Water,
but what oozed over or thro1 the south side of the Drain,
from the Bog, which still, nevertheless, continued as wet
as ever, to the very edge of this Drain, though atjout
five feet deep: the other or land-side, got dry almost
immediately, where any of the bog or wet ground
happened to be cut off by it.

* His Grace -was influenced in making this proposal, by having no*
ticed the very slow progress, and great expense, of the Drains performed
by Mr. K.'s Day-Men in his Park, and by wishing not to suspend the
progress of those Drains.

Mr.
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Mr. Elkington was apprised by letter, of the Cut
being completed, and soon after came to Woburn, and
took Horley and his boreing apparatus with him to
Prisley, where, after viewing the Cut, he and his
Foreman, expressed themselves well satisfied with its
execution; and Mr. £. directed and staid to see, seve-
ral deep holes bored in its bottom,* in solid Clay, like
its sides; and this boroing at little more than a pole
distant, Horley afterwards continued,'through all the
length of (he Cut, full a quarter of a mile I think ;
ami then, finding but little increase of water in the
Drain, and the Bog on the very edge of the Drain to
continue as wet as ever, he went through the Cut again,
and sunic holes, about four feet long and two feet
wide, and as deep as he could throw out the hard Clay
that he dug or picked from them, and then set his
Labourers, to gather pebbles from the ploughed lands
adjoining, to fill up these great holes with; yet all was to
no purpose, no Spring or Stratum capable of convey-
ing one, was cut or pierced in all this length of open cut,
and of boreing and sinking 1 The subsequent operations
areshortly glanced at, in Mr. William Smith's "Obser-
vations on Water-meadows,1' p. 95, &c. and are the
less proper for me to detail, here at least, as 1 saw no
more of them than my absolute duty required; being,
as I trust every one ought in such circumstauces to be,
much disgusted, at such evident squander of my noble
Employer's money. After some years, a large octavo
Volume appeared (from the pen of a person whom I
shall not disturb in his merited exile and oblivion),
which was industriously circulated in Bedfordshire,
particularly in the Market Town where the Bedford-
shire Reporter frequents, I believe, and of course he
must have seen it, 1 presume (and as it is yet on sale

B b 4 in
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in some Book Shops), designed as a general attack on
the Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, and on its
Members and Proceedings; and among other fit sub-
jects, the writer pretends to advocate-the cause of Mr.
Elkington, as an injured man! (but without Mr. E.'s
knowledge or privity, 1 frel confident)) and roundly
asserts, that the Drainage of Prisley Bog failed, through
Mr. Farcy having altered the place of the Drain
that Mr. E. staked out!, than which nothing could be
more untrue, as 1 have stated, and for which assertion,
1 can with confidence refer to Sir Joseph Banks, and
all those living who were on the Committee, and saw
the Cut after it was made, or to those at Woburn or
Prisley, who heard and saw what Mr. E. or his man
said and did, on taking charge of. {toe Gut in question,
and ever after, while they continued in the County.

Mr. Batcbelor's words, in the quotation in page 864,
by which I began this long digression, bear too evident
an allusion to these slanders, to allow of my passing
by this opportunity of refuting them, and for which,
I trust, that the Reader will excuse me.

A diligent enquiry, while 1 was on my Derbyshire Sur-
vey, procured me information, of but two Gentlemen in
the County, that employed Mr. Elkington to drain,
FrancisN.C. Muudy, Esq.atMarkeaton, aboottheyear
1794 or 1795, and the late Job Hart Price Clarke, Esq.
at Sutton in Scarsdale, a year or two later. Mr. Mnn-
dy's account to me was, that the Leicestershire Graziers
early employed Mr. E. and praised him highly; he
came to Markeaton Park, and set out two Drains, on
the slope of the Red Marl Hill S of the Hall, that were
made seven or eight feet deep, and bored, in search of
marl leakages, as Mr. E. termed the Springs in these
beds of Marl-stone, that he expected to meet withy but

did
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did not, and these Drains failed entirely. Mr. M.
afterwards had Stone Drains laid, at two to two ancj a
quarter feet deep, on the wet parts of this 11 ill, and ef-
fectually cured them : two other Drains which Mr. £.
set out, in the gravelly flat in the Valley W of the Ball,
took effect: on viewing these Drains, I noticed, how-
ever, that the one which points to JVLack worth Steeple,
had Rushes growing a£>ove it in plenty, at the edge of
the Gravel.

In t h e N E part of Sufton-Park, on Coal-measures,
Mr. Elkington set out and superintended some Drains,
for the late Mr. Clarke; which not answering the
intended purpose* of rendering the land dry (as Mr. W.
B. Thomas of Chesterfield has informed me), and
his charges also being thought extravagant, on these
two grounds Mr. C. resisted the payment of Mr. E.'s
demand, on account of the above work, and the Cause
came on to be tried at the Assizes at Derby, but was,
on the rccommeiiilatiori of the Judge, referred to a Bar-
rister. The late Mr. WillianV Spear of Gray's-Inn,
was the Attorney for Mr. Clarke in this Cause, at
whose Chambers I have called, in hopes of seeing, from
the Brief prepared for the Trial, more precisely the
merits of this case, and of learning the issue ; but his
Successors, Messrs* Gardalcand Young, were unable to
find the Brief, or assist me herein; and I have only
been able further to learn (through a friend) from Mr.
Hodgkinson of -Suttoo, who was Mr. Clarke's Agent at
the time, that Mr. Elkington emptied a deep Pond in
the Park, in order to lay his Drains into the hole,
made several deep Drains, and bored and sunk Wells in
them, " without any benefit to the surface," and yet
bis charges were, near 400/. for labour, and near the
same sum for his own skill and attendances ! I lament,

that
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that 1 heard nothing of this instance of Mr. E.'s opera-
tions, till long after I had left the neighbourhood of
Sutton, or I would have procured a more satisfactory
account, particularly as to the soil, and cause of the
wetness intended to be remedied, 4liari I have since
been able to obtain.

In the considerable spaces of the adjoining Counties
that I went over, I saw or heard of no others of Mr. E.'s
Drainages, except from Mr. 'Joseph Chcll^ of Over-
seal, who told me, that he was employed at Fisher-
wick-Park, Staffordshire, and failed there: fortunately,
not one of the eleven other professional Drainers in
Derbyshire, whom I shall have occasion to mention
herein, of flVerj any of its Amateurs in the Art, have, I
believe, experienced similar bad luck with their Drains.

Nothing is more common among Farmers in some
Districts, than to hear of " Wall Springs," or such
as they suppose to rise perpendicularly, from a great
depth in the earth, just in particular spots, through
some weak parts of the Strata, as some bave expressed
themselves: but since I have turned my attention to
all the circumstances of the Strata, and of Faults or
the Fissures or Breaks therein, as well as to the alluvial
Patches on the Strata, I have never seen a single
instance of a Spring rising only in one place, except by
the assistance of Art, as in a Well, or Bore-hole, and I
think, that the very name of JfrallSprings, refers them
to the line of Springs (generally straight, or near it)
which will be seen breaking out by the side of many
Faults, that present nearly vertical planes or walls of
water-tight Fault-stufT(sce Vol. I. p. 500 and 501),
and are so common in some Coal Districts, with which
practical Colliers are so well acquainted. Sec Mr.
John Bailey's Durham Report, p. 30.

Nothing
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Nothing can exceed the disgusting quackery, or the
xnischicvousness of those, pretenders to the difficult
Art of Draining, who, walking into a wet piece of
ground or a bog, without much hesitation, fix them*
selvesj and begin to caper on some particular spot, ex-
claiming, u Here is (he centre of the Spring !" " Here
is the Spring head !" u Here lies the; source of the mis-
chief!" " Here rises tjie Spring which occasions the
bog !" &c. &c. which \ have often been doomed to see
and hear; as well as have experienced the delight, of
seeing the operations of Drainers, who, after carefully
inspecting the surface of a wet piece of ground, on
which their art in Spring Draining was tobc exercised,
jiext taking a more extended view of the adjoining
Lands, particularly such as appear wet, or show
niarks of Draining having been performed, enquiring
if necessary, into the history of such, from the Occu-
piers of the Lands, with a view of tracing or discover-
ing a straight line of wet places crossing the inequali-
ties of the ground, without b&ng much influenced by
them, as indications of a Fault, whose Clay Wall
holds up the water in the Strata on one side of it, and
forces it to flow over all the lower places qf its top ; or,
to trace a crooked or serpentine line of Springs, tnat
can be referred, either to the lower edge of some
porous stratum or Gravel or Sand Patch, resting on
one less so, or water-tight, which bassets on the side of
a Hill, and over which retentive stratum it flows, in
all the lower places of its edge ; or, to the upper edge
of some water-tight stratum or alluvial Patch, that
laps against a porous stratum, and pens the wafer in it,
until it flows over the.lower parts in its edgr : if none
of these appear, but an isolated Bog or Moss presents
itself, the next attention of such have been to discover,

whether
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whether some of its parts or edges are not higher, and
its aquatic plants growing more vigorously, than others,
and to infer from thence, the way and manner in which
moisture is supplied to the Bog (which, as I have often
before observed in these Volumes, may almost be pre-
sumed to rest on Sandy, rather than on very Clayey
matters), which, if in the bottom of a Dale, or consti-
tuting a Valley-bog^ the depttaand increasing solidify
of its Peat, as we penetrate it with an Augur, may show
the reason why water, which in the original state of
the Valley, quietly oozed into the Brook or Rivulet in
its bottom, out of porous Strata, has progressively
been forced to rise in such Strata, and flow on to, and
invigorate the edges of the Peat; while, in some rare
cases, the Peat has remained spongy and pervious to
water in particular spots, and through which weak
parts, not of Strata, or even alluvial Soil*, but of

the

* It js not meant here to contend, that the uppermost Stratum or
Patch of clayey matter, is not sometimes so nearly excavated through, by
Valleys and Denudations, that water bursts through it from the porous
Stratum immediately below it; but to combat the idea, of crater-like
holes or local perforations, whether open or filled with porous matter,
that let up water from mysterious sources at great or unknown depths in
the Earth, that has been the fruitful 6ource of so much erroneous writing ,
and of still more mischievous quackery, of late years, in Tapping and
very deep Drain-cutting, for such .Springs: still less is it meant to deny,
that in most situations, there are porous Strata charged with pent or con-
strained water beneath the surface, and often at very great depths,
which would rise greatly, if perforated by a Well or Bore-hole; but I con-
tend only, that all such water-charged Strata are, or may be known,
and can be shown to connect •with the surface ^ where they receive their
water, at as great or a higher level than the same would so rise, on gaining
a new or partial vent: and on the subject of deep Wells (whereon I am
often consulted professionally), I even hold it as a' maxim, almost infalli-
bly deducible from the known stratified structure of the earth, that in

any
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lite Peat, (he water breaks up, and supplies constant
moisture to the surrounding surface of the Bog, and
occasions, in time, a peaty knowl or bump thereon.

Contrary to the empirical presumption of some, who
have set out expensive Drains (to be executed at the
cost of others) from a mere view of the Surface, by
cither sticking down a few Pegs, or*turning up a Sod
here and there, as directions to the Workmen, without
the use of a Spirit-level or any other instrument: the
cautious and scientific Practitioner, after all the lights
that Theory can throw on the case, have been obtained
as above, will, after roughly staking out the most fea-
sible course for his Drains (levels considered), cause seve*
ral trial-holes to be sunk in or near to the line of them,
as deep as his Drains are thought necessary to be (if
practicable for Water, and bore where it is not), both
to satisfy himself and the Labourers, of the kind of cut*
ting, and the difficulties likely tobe metwith,that should
always regulate the prices per rod or yard, that the
work should be let* at, after the Lines have been defi-
nitively settled, and the depth in different parts regu-
lated, by the use of a good Level (where necessary);

any low situation, where a great depth of clays can be penetrated without
meeting Springs (or bad ones only in their intervening Strata), that
plenty of good water may be obtained, and perpetually flow over the
surface of its own accord, as in all the Vale of London; or even so rise,
very high.in buildings in some situations, as at Boston, and numerous
other places in the Fens, might doubtless be shown. If, unfortunately,
natural perforations through the Strata had been as common as some have
asserted, man could never have known the benefits of this triumph in
the art of tapping Springs.

* It is hoped, that no Professional Drainers now stipulate with their
Employers, that their working Foieman shall have a Gang of Men under
him, all working at very high day ivagis, and to be besides supplied with
large potions of strong Alt from their Cellars!

and
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and not unfrequently, the unexpected appearances of
the soil or strata exhibited in such trial-holes, or the
quantity and manner in which Water enters from the
sides or bottoms of those holes while sinking, will in-
duce a material alteration, or an entire change, in the
principle of proceeding; a degree of deference to ex-
periment and practical trial, which no genuine Artist
will see derogatory in the lerst to his theoretic skill
or experience, and which no Employer ought to wonder
at, or in the least grudge him the time required, for
repeating his operations, as often as may be necessary,
both for saving expense and ensuring success in his
projected improvements; not to mention the great public
good or great harm that he may do, by way of exam-
ple, according as his success is economic, and perfect
or otherwise.

In entering thus far into the principles and practice
of setting out Drains, I have no intention of recom-
mending Farmers, or even Gentlemen or their Agents,
perhaps, to attempt the execution of the same By their
ordinary Labourers, or even of recommending the set-
ting out of the work to be attempted by themselves, con-
vinced as I am, that the theory and practice of this
Art, are both so very complicated and difficult, that very
few would become tolerable masters of either, before
they had drained their own Farms or Estates, and their
dear-bought knowledge would be of no further use to
them ; and what blunders, and injuries to the cause of
improvement, may they not in the mean time commit ?
which a liberal encouragement to Professors and under-
takers of tlic work, might have avoided, with signal
benefit to themselves, in most cases.

Labourers are a long time before they become expert,
in working with effect in a deep Drain, unless unneces-

sarily
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sarily widened to make them room; or at throwing the
stuff over their heads often, to fill up the Drain after
them, instead of loading the sides with it, to be again
removed, and to endanger, by its weight, and their tread-
ing, the slipping, caveing, or colting in of the Drain: be-
fore they know well on which side, and how near to lay
their soil from the Drain, what appearances indicate
the necessity of strutting the sides, how to proceed
when slips have happened, or quicksands, or very soft
matters occur, where boreing should be had recourse
to, how deep, and how to perform it readily: before
they become, expert arid expeditious in laying the
Bricks, Tiles, Stones, Wood, &c. in their Drains, in a
safe, durable, and cheap manner, and of covering them
properly, &c. &c. And such Men, when trained and
experienced, will make no difficulties of travelling to
distant places (for a fixed sum per mile, to include
wages and expenses), and of getting lodgings and pro-
visions, at new places, from knowing how to go about
procuring such, while they are executing the work by
contract^ under a Professional Muster.

1 think, that few things would tend more to improve
and promote the draining of Land, than were Pre*
miums to be offered by the Board of Agriculture and
the Provincial Societies,'not to the Owners or Occupiers
of Lands drained, as heretofore, but to Professional
Drainers and Undertakers of such works by Contract:
for instance, a Premium for the greatest number of
acres effectually drained, for one or more Proprietors,
in a given time, according to Certificates from the Own-
ers and Occupiers of the Lands aud proper Witnesses;
another to the Professional Drainer employed by the
greatest number of Land-owners or Farmers, on effec-
tual Drainages, however small, within a given time: a

portion
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portion of the Premium in each case to go to the La-
bourers actually employed, if they worked by measure
or bargain: which would encourage and increase this
most useful body of Men.

I am very happy, in being able to mention so many
Professional Drainers, or undertakers of such works,
with the places wbere they have been employed in Der-
byshire, as follows, viz.

Mr. James Alsop of Kirk Ireton, near Wirksworth
SSW.

Mr. Joseph Chell of Overseal near Ashbyde-la-
Zouch, Leicestershire S W;—has drained at Bur-
row-Fields, Catton, Chilcote, Croxall, Edingale,
Littlcover, Lullington, Newton-Solney, Roslerston,
&c.

Mr. Robert Cresswell of Iderich-hay, near Wirks-
worth S.—at Alderwasley, Alton in Wirksworth,
Hulland Ward, Iderich-hny, Turnditch, Wirks-
worth, Wyaston, &c.

Mr. William Hardy of Breaston, near Derby S E t

(late of Keg worth).—at Risley, Sandiacre, Wils-
thorpe, &c.

Mr. John Johnson of U/iion Lodge, near Ashby-de-
la-Zouch, Leicestershire SW.—at Asliby Wolds,
Leic. Measham, &c.

Messrs. William and Thomas Litherland of Appleby,
near Ashby-de-Ia-Zouch, Leic. S W.

Mr. Edward Manlove, at Henry Smith's, Esq. of
Norris-Hill near Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester-
shire W.

The late John Mather of Mackwortb;—at Fore-
marke, &c.

Mr. John Potter of Mack worth, near Derby W.-r—
at
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at Aston on Trent, Barrow on Trent, Chaddesden,
Coxbench, Doniithorpe, Intake, Mack worth,
Markcaton, Radburne, liepton, Swarkestone,Wes-
sington, &c.

Mr. Thomas. Rush ton of Chilcote, near Measham
S W.—at Lullington.

Mr. John Samples of Bclton, near Lough borough,
Leicestershire NW.—at Burrowash, Dale-Abbey,
Draycot,Hopwell, Locko-Park, Risley, Sandiacre,
Spondon, Stanton by Dale, Wilsthorpe, &c.

Mr. John Swift of Hather-Turn, near Loughborough
NNW,—at Risley, Sandiacre, &c.

In conversation with some of these Drainers, I noted
as follows:

Mr. Robert Cress well informed me, that he employs
9 or 12 Men in draining; engages them for half a year
certain, at 20s. or 21s. per week from Lady-day to Mi-
chaelmas, and 17s. or I8s. the other half year; works
them in Gangs of three each \ and usually undertakes
the draining at prices per rood (of seven yards), vary-
ing according to depth and circumstances, viz. three
feet deep at 3s. to 5s. per rood, four feet drains 5s. to
6s., six feet drains 7s. to 9s. for labour only; the Em-
ployer finding Stones, Bricks, or Tiles, and Cartage.
This Gentleman also since furnished me with a very
particular plan and account of a Drainage which he
effected for Francis Hurt, Esq. at Alderwasley.

Mr. John Potter has practised Draining since the
year 1786; employs 5 to 20 Men, principally in deep or
Spring-draining: sometimes he undertakes jobs at certain
sums of Money, but more commonly is paid by the rod
(of 7 yards), viz. for three-feet Drains Id. to 12d. per
rod, four feet Drains c20d. to 3s., five feet Drains 2s. 6ck

DGIIBY. VOL. I I . j C C . to
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to 4^., six feet Drains 3s. to 5s., seven feet Drains 5s.
to 7s., eight feet Drains 6s. to 8s.: sometimes he has cut
parts.of a Drain twelve feet deep, and agreed for it at
8s. In the three-feet Drains he sometimes uses Turves
only; unless Stone is good and near at hand; Draining-
Tiles (sec Vol. I. p. 453) are found the cheapest and
best: uses a one to < wo-and a half inch Augur, accord-
ing to the quantity of Wafer which he expects to tap.

Mr. John Samples, has been a Drainer since 1788,
the first four years and a half of which period, he
worked under Mr. Elkington; has of late years had
14 to 40 Men under him ; usually undertakes his Drains
at per yard, according to depths, viz. three feet Drains
2|d. to 5rf., average 4d. perhaps; four feet Drains 55.
to 9rf., average 7c?.; five feet Drains 8d. to 12</., ave-
rage IQd.', six feet Drains 12d. to 18d., average* 15rf.;
seven feet Drains 18rf.%; eight feet Drains 2ld.; nine
feet 24tJ.; and increase 3d. per foot if deeper: the Em-
ployer finding and bringing Stones, Bricks, Pipe-bricks
or Tiles, and the use of Planks and Stretchers to keep
up the sides of deep Drains, or in bad ground.

I will now proceed to mention, in order, the places
where, and on whose Estates or Farms, I saw or had
accounts, of this first of all Agricultural Improvements,
Draining, viz.

Alderwa'slty (on the Estate of Francis Hurt, Esq.),
done under Cresswell; SO acres of very difficult
ground ; cost 203/.

Alton in Wirksworth (the late Mr. Francis Bruckfield),
cost 4s. 6d. per roodv under Cresswell.

Ash in Sutton (Mr. Richard Harrison); deep Drains,
laid with Pipe-Bricks. Boreing in the Skerries, or
thin Marl-stone beds in the Red Marl here, has
effected a very great improvement.

Ashover
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Ashover (Mr. John Milnes, on Greenhouse Farm).
Aston on Trent (Rev. Nathaniel P. Johnson), under

Potter.
Barrow on Trent (Messrs. John and Robert Porter,

Win. Sales, and John and Joseph Sharp), under
Potter.

Barton Blount (Francis Bradshaw, Esq. and Mr. John
Webb, at the Lodg$).

Blackwall (Mr. John Blackwall), see Vol. I. p. 496;
on Mr. B.'s Farm (which has been 500 years in the
family), he was the first that adopted deep Drains in
these parts; has laid some 12 and 15 feet deep, and
more than 7000 yards, more than 10| feet deep! has
effectually drained 300 aqres that was before wet and
unprofitable: he has not much used the Augur, ex-
ce[* for proving the measures, but opened holes be-
low his Drains occasionally, with an Iron Bar (as
Mr. Elkington at first did), having found the Drains
to sink across or very near inhere the Augur had been
used.

Bolsover (Rev. Edward Otter); the Skeletons of Cattle,
twice found in the Drains, in the boggy Mires occa-
sioned by the Springs from the Grit-stone Rocks
across Mr. O.'s Farm, showed, that these parts were
not merely useless, but fatal to Animals: now the
Land is dry, and Water-troughs in his Yards are
excellently supplied from these Springs.

Boythorp (YVooton Berkenshaw Thomas, Esq.); in
the year 1811, after the discontinuance of the pump-
ing, and the filling up of the Shafts at Boylhorp
Colliery, on account of the superabundance of Wa-
ter in these Coal-Pits, two Fields of Mr. Thomas's,
laying enst of the Engines, that always had been
too wet, became much worse, until they were effec-

c c 2 tually
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tually drained, and made sound Land, by Under-
drains, of no great depth, in a ratchel or loosened
part of the 10th Rock, under yellow alluvial Clay.

Bradby Park (Earl Chesterfield); in the years 1800 to
1806 inclusive, his Lordship, by his very able Agent
Mr. Francis Blaikie, laid 34,690 yards run, of co-
vered Drains, fcTraed of Stone, Brick, and Turf,
deep and shallow included, -at the cost of 5921. in
the whole, or more than 4c?. per yard on the average:
some were laid 14 feet deep: the improvement has
been most striking, the usual Herbage of Pastures
naturally sound, has succeeded to Rushes, Sedge,
and Sloughs! In Surface-draining with a Turf re-
versed, Mr. Blaikie prefers cutting his Drains with
sides inclining towards each other (like a Wedge) to
the bottom, to the leaving shoulders to supj^rt the
Turf (in the Hertfordshire dfcthod), finding in such,
the Turf very liable to bend down in the middle and
let in the Mould, so as to choak the Drain.

•»
Brailsford (Mr- Edward S.Cox), has drained the whole

of his Springs, but not attempted Surface-draining.
Brassingtou (Mr. George Toplis), see I. p. 496.
Burrowash (Mr. Francis Agard, Mr. Swindale), under

Samples.
Burrow-hill (Mr. Robert Lea, at the Fields), under

Chell.
Calke (Sir Henry Crewe, Bart.)/, this 1 saw, excellently

well conducted, under his Agent Mr.William Smith,
S of the Park.

Catton (Eusebius Horton, Esq. and Mr. Matthew
Webb, at Donkil Pits), under Chell; who finding
the Augur-holes and Drain-bottoms made for Mr.
Horton in a Quick-sand, to blow up and fail, sunk
Brick'd Wells, eight feet deep in the Quick-sand,
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ny'means of sinking Curbs, which have since con-
ducted the powerful Springs confined under this allu-
vial fl&t, up into the covered Drains about three feet
deep, that convey them away.

Chaddesden (Sir Robert Wilmot, Bart.), under Potter.
Chilcote (Mr. John Bagster, Messrs. Benjamin and

William Mousley, and several others), under Chell.
Church Sterndale W (^r. Joseph Gould).
Coxbench (Mr. John Slater), under Potter.
Croxall (Thomas Prir>cep, Esq. for Mr. William Jar-

man, at Persal Pits), under Chell.
Culland (Mr. William Cox).
Dale-Abbey (Mr. Robert Boot, Mr. T. Hill Cox, Mr,

Stevens, and Mr. John Winfield), under Samples.
Darley (Mr. George Barker).
Derby (The Rev. T. Gisborne): it appears from a Note

in p. 112 of Mr. William Pitt's Staffordshire Re-
port, that " many years" prior to 1795, " a labour-
ing Man," who had been a Miner in the Peak, tho-
roughly drained an obstinately wet piece of Land
near Derby, by a new method, that of horeing deep
with an Augur, in the bottom of his Drains; and

. that he afterwards repeated the same with like suc-
cess, on a piece of Land near that Town, for Mr.
Gisborne and .under his inspection, and who has
continued ever since to practise it in consequence. I
regret exceedingly, that the Name of this ingenious,
and perhaps original Drainer by Tappings has been
kept back, and that 1 have been unable to obtain
further information concerning him, not happening
to have read the passage alluded to, till since my re-
turn from Derbyshire.

Donisthorpe (Mr. William Sale), under Potter.
Doveridge (Lord Waterpark).

c c 3 Draycot
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Dray cot (Messrs, Thomas Boworth, William Clayton,
Tant Gretton, Robert and Thomas Jovett, John
Lancashire, — Records, Joseph Trowel, &o.)> under
Samples.

Edingdale (Mr. Thomas Simkin), under Chell.
Fenny-Bcntley (Mr. John Blackwell, \m. S of Wood-

eaves Mills).
Forcmarke (Mr. John Pearsall,/Mr. William Smith, at

the Park): Mr. Pearsall's first Drains were made
under the lale Mr. John Mather, some of them ten
feet deep; since this he has conducted his own Drain-
ing, to the amount of 500/. in the whole, principally
in Gravel.

Great Ilucklow (Mr. John Radford): this Draining
was in new Allotments from the Common, principally
in boggy places from Springs, issuing from ' Shale-
grit beds, five to ten feet deep, by which Mr. R.
lately states the value of his Laud to be doubled,
and that several of his Neighbours are following his
plan of proceeding.

Hales-green (Mr. John Bainbrigge): the value of seven
acres was hereby increased, Mr. B. says, from 5s.
to 51.

Hardwick (the Duke of Devonshire): Shallow, or Swr-
face-draining, on Coal-shale W of the Mall, under
Mr. John Cottingham, His Grace's Bailiff.

Hopwell (Mr. William Botham, and Thomas Pares,
Esq.), under Samples.

Hulland Ward (Lord Scarsdale), under Cresswell, and
(for several) under Potter.

Idtiich-hay (Mr. Robert Cresswell) on the Farm he
occupies.

llkeston (Mr. Samuel Cocker): some of his Drains
were deep and bored, in low Lands 'by the Nutbrook.

Intake
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Intake in Hulland ( ): for seveu years (since 1790)
]00/. per annum were expended in Draining here,
under Potter.

Kniveton (Rev.William Ilurd): a Drain here, 30 yards
in length, on cutting thro' a Shale bed, drained an
acre of very wet Land, and laid dry a Spring at a
distance, that never failed before/

Littleover (John Peel, #Jpsq.), under Chell.
Locko Park (William D.Lowe, Esq.)? under Samples,
Longford (Edward Coke, Esq.): in (lie Meadows,

which had improperly been watered, without this
necessary and previous step. See Sect. IV. of this
Chapter.

Lullington (Mr. Thomas Moore), under Rushton—
(the late Christopher Simmonds), under Chell.

Markcaton (Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. and Mr. Rich-
ard Leaper, at Rowditch), under Potter: Mr. Mundy,
on the recommendation of T. B. Bailey, Esq. of
Hope in Lancashire (see Mr. John Holt's Report,
p. 107) several years ago tried Turves or Sods for
Surface-draining*, 16 inches deep, which answered
for a long time, and have since been replaced with
permanent Stone Drains. The Ditches about Derby
are generally neglected, Mr. M. observed, which if
deepened, and a few Spouts or covered Drains laid
into them, farther Draining would be unnecessary.

» Mr. George Nuttall of Matlock, informed me, that a Drain a foot
wide and deep, is usually taken out with a Spade, and in the bottom of
this a narrow tapering Spade is used to^cut ten inches deeper; after
which the Sod is carefully reversed on the shoulders of this Drain, to
leave the lower Drain hollow; and that in different parts of the County,
this costs 8*/. or 9</. per rood of seven yards: where Rubble or Gravel-
stones are plenty, the lower Drain is often filled with them, and part of
the upper Drain also, on Arable Lands.

c c 4 Mr.
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Mr. Elkington's Draining for this Gentleman has
already been mentioned, p. 376.

Matlock Bank (Mr. John Nuttall and Mr. Adam Wol-
ley): these Drains were set out and superintended by
Mr. George Nuttali, and most capital improvements
effected thereby : Mr, W. had however quickly
after, the mortification to see his valuable Close
entered on, and treated as thfnvilest Waste or useless
Common in England would have been, by persons,
in search of a Vein (which they never found), under
the sanction of the Gothic and inapplicable Mining
Laws or Customs (see Vol. I. p. 356), which on all
accounts need ppeedy revision and correction, or
entire abolition.

Measham (the late Joseph Wilkes, Esq.), part undtr
Johnson : this Draining \vas among the most opera-
tive of the causes, of siiph an astonishing improve-
ment pf Mr. W.'s Estate, as is mentioned, page 361.

Newton-Solney (Abraham Hoskins, Esq.): in the
early parts of Mr. H/s Draining, he employed
Chell to set out and let the work; latterly he did
these himself, and ha§ highly improved 150 acres of
strong Red Marl, the water from which supplies his
new Fish-ponds and House, most excellently.

Norbrigs (Mr. Joseph Butler): this Gentleman, at
once improved the Lands in his own and others oc-
cupation, and his Colliery beneath them likewise,
see Vol. I. p. 351.

Northedge (Mr. Roger Wall).
Perry-foot (Mr, Robert Nmlham) : this Draining has

much improved. th,e cold Shale1 on Rushop Edge,
and the water is discharged into the line of Swallow-
holes by the great Fault, mentioned, Vol. I. p. 288.

Pibbury (Mr. Joseph Gould) ; this Gentleman has
success-
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successfully drained his Meadows here on Shale, be-
longing to the Duke of Devonshire, and his own
Farm at Low-end in Sheen, Staffordshire (near
Ecton); where the cutting of a Shale-grit Stratum
cured much boggy Land, and laid dry several of
the Cottage Wells around, until sunk deeper than
formerly. The extensive knowledge of Mr. G. in
this and other brandies of rural ^improvement, have
been found highly beneficial in several Parishes,
where he has been a Commissioner for their Inclosure,
as well as his advice and assistance hereon, among
the circle of his friends, but not further I believe, in
Derbyshire, or I would gladly have included his
Name among its Professional Drainers,

lladburnc (Mr. Samuel Eyre, and Sachoverel C. Pole,
Esq.) Mr. Pole's Draining was done under Potter,
who says, that for the use of an acre of Land for two
years, he undertook r,to drain more than 100 acres
near Radburne Hall, under !yhich there were 36 feet
of Peat and ôft Clay or silt, in some places, and the
Herbage of which was so coarse, that it was usually
mowed to pack China and other uses, to save StrawP

llepton (Mr. William Pearsall), under Potter,
llisley (Messrs. Joseph Cocker and William Hodgkin-

son), under Hardy.
(Messrs. Joseph Cockef, Rev. J. H- Hall, and

William Hodgkinson), under Samples.
(Messrs. James Briggs, and Rev. J. H. Hall),

under Swift.
Rosleston (the late Mr. Joseph Kinnersley), wnderChell.
Rushop-edgo (the Duke of Devonshire for his Tenants).
Sandiacre (Messrs. John Stevens and John Thrave),

under Hardy.
Sandi-
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Sandiacre (Messrs. Robert Thrave, and Rev. Mr. Wil-
kinson)* under Samples.

(Messrs. William Hickinbottom, and John Sle-
yens), under Swift.

Smalley (Mr. John Radford): a brown Soil, about
three inches thick, covering a blue and white Clay
substratum here', has required Surface Drains at
seven to ten yards distance/ for its improvement:
these Mr. R. sunk 28 to 34 inches deep; the lowest
16 or 18 inches of which was formed, by a strong
narrow Spade six inches wide at top, and three at
bottom : the filling up, to within six inches of the
top, was with small or rubble Stones, on which the
Sod was either reversed, or a little Straw was care-
fully spread, before the Arable Soil was filled in:
and which kind of Drains, Mr. R. has successfully
introduced in all similar Soils.

Spondon (Messrs. — Cade, Robert Hancocks, Captain
Oldham, aud Joseph.Osborne), under Samples.

Stanage in Wingerworth (Mr. Thomas Clayton).
Stanesby (Edward S. W. Sitwell, Esq.)
Stanton by Dale (Messrs. William Dore, Joseph Scat-

tergood, and William Warner), under Samples.
Sutton in Scarsdale (the late Job Hart Price Clarke,

Esq.)> under Mr. Elkmgton, as mentioned, page 377.
Swarkestone (Messrs. Thomas Austin, Thomas Hen-

shaw), under Potter.
Temple Normanton (Mr. Joseph Butler, at Lings, for

the preservation of his Colliery, &c. See Vol. I. p. 351.
Tibshelf (Mr. Benjamin Chambers, at Hurst) near

Nottinghamshire. See Mr. R.Lowe's Report, p. 101.
Turnditch (Mr. Samuel Milnes), under CresswclL
Waldley (Mr. Thomas Bowyer).

Wes-
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Wessington (Sir'Robert Wilraot, Bart., at Road
Nook), under Potter.

Wilsthorpe (Vlr. Thomas Bosworth), under Hardy.
(Messrs. Thomas Bosworth, and Robert Jowett),

under Samples.
Wirksworth (Mr. Robert Simpsm), under Cresswell.
Wyaston (Rev. William Evans), under Cresswell.

Such a noble List of Improvers by Draining, and
which must be regarded as far from complete (though
as much so as I can make it), in a County represented
hy many, as very backward in improvement, ought I
think to stimulate some other Counties, where it is
equally or more wanted, to emulate the good example
of the Derbyshire Drainers and Farmers.

It has appeared to me, that deep Drains have been,
resorted to rather oftener than necessary, with a differ-
ent disposition of them; and that many, in relating
the accounts of these improvements, by themselves and
others, seemed to ascribe mor£of the merit to this cir-
cumstance than was due: since the only rule of merit
in Draining, is laying the land permanently dry at the
least expense. No considerable use is now made of
Turf or Wood, ia Draining; and considering how
plentiful Stone is in most parts, and Clajr for Brick,
£Uid Tiles, with Fuel cheap, in the others, they ought, I
think, to be entirely disused here: and the highly impo-
litic Tax on Bricks and Tiles used in Draining, taken
off, or remitted, to encourage it, as observed Vol. I.
p. 455: as the Law stands, I think that the Farmers
have as good a right to make coffin-shaped Bricks, for
Draining their Lands, as the Trustees of Turnpike-
roads have to make such, for repairing Roads, as is
largely practised, I lately saw, at Featherstone Com-

mon,
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nion, and other places near Pontefract in Yorkshire,
without the obnoxious charges of an Exciseman.
Bricks of this sort, well moulded with two parallel or
equally inclined faces, and well burnt, would be
equally strong and applicable in Draining, at least for
building the sides of Drains, as common Bricks : while
the ragged Bricks recommended for these purposes in
the Lancashire Report) p. 109, would be very difficult
to make, very liable to accidents, as well as to let sand
and earth into the Drain.

After draining a Bog where the Peat is very thick,
great pains should be taken, as soon as ever the surface
gets dry enough, to trench or plough and pulverise it,
to a sufficient depth, to prevent the air and drought
penetrating to a greater depth, in the numerous deep
cracks that will otherwise open in it ; and the Peat,
when once thus dried, will generally become hard, in-
capable of being softened again by water*, and in con-
sequence, will become steril inua high degree, often
more so than it was originally, as was experienced in
some parts of Crawley Bog, mentioned page 365, and
as Dr. William Richardson says, of that part of the
Bog of Allen, through which the Grand Canal in Ire-
land is deeply cut, and acts as a Drain. See the
" Agricultural Magazine" Vol. X. p. 23: sec also
Mr. William Smith's excellent remarks on this subject,
in his " Observations on Water-Meadows," p. 97.

* In the sides of many Open-cuts in drained Bogs, I have observed the
dried Peat to stand in a face for years, with little more disposition to
moulder or perish, than Stone would have, unless of the best kinds:
surely therefore, it must be injudicious to dry Peat thoroughly, before
placing it under dunghills to prepare manure from it, as recommended
in the " Outlines of the Chapter on Manures," in the intended General
Report, page 47.

Open
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Open Cuts for Draining are seldom to be seen in this
County, aud not very commonly do we meet with
Fence-ditches, deep enough to answer any effectual
purpose as Drains, as Mr. Mundy complains near
Derby, see p. 391: at Barton-Lodge and Longford,
the deep Ditches of the Norfolk Farmers have been imU
tated, as observed, p, 86; but the «most effectual use
of Fence-ditches as Drains, has been made in Fostou
and Hooa: in the former place, the latu Mr. Broad-
hurst, by very deep Ditches in the Gravel, rendered
his Lands sufficiently dry, which before were saturated
with moisture: Mr. Thomas Harvey, of Hoon-hay,
has deepened his Ditches almost or quite to the level of
the water in the Dove, by which all further Draining
has become unnecessary; and he stated his opinion, that
the same method would succeed on all the vast gra-
velly flat, by the sides of the Dove, wherever it is too
wet.

Water-jui t-o^iUg, or the ploughing out of sods in
Grass Lands, is very little practised here, and is indeed
so poor and ineffectual a substitute for under-draining,
or Hollow Drains (which have been pretty fully
treated of above), besides having a tendency, where
the sods are repeatedly removed, to occasion the fur-
rows to sink, by the treading of Cattle, and round lands
or ridges to be at length formed, with very poor cold
furrows between, almost as in lands which have been
long and injudiciously ploughed and ridged up, that
the sooner, this practice is every where laid aside, the
betiisr perhaps. .

The straightening and sloping of the sides of Brooks
and* Rivets, has made sorije progress in this County,
but a vast deal x c l remains to do, to effect this very ca-

pital
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pital improvement, to the extent wanted ; in the follow-
ing places I noticed efforts of this kind, viz.:

Ashburnc, below or S W of the Town, the banks of the
Schoo were sloping and improving in a very effec-
tual manner, in 1808, but I did not happen to learn
the namr of the improver in tins instance.

Belper, from the Bridge upvards, the Derwent has
been widened ; projecting angles, Trees, Alder-stems,
and all other impediments to the free course of the
floods have been removed, by those most spirited
and judicious improvers, Messrs. Strutts, whose
Weirs, Flocd-gales, &c. give a more perfect com-
mand of this large and very variable River, for the
use of their Cotton-Mills, than can perhaps any
where else be witnessed. The sides of the River,
as far as it acts as a Dam, have been walled in great
part, and in order to prevent any ill effects from the
penning of the River by their Weir (on pretence of
which, several most vexatious actions were a few
years ago maintained against them), a capacious
brick barrel-arch lias been carried from below the
Bridge, on the W side of the River, for a quarier
of a mile or more, to'receive the land and soakage
waters. In several places below this, a perfect con-
trast is shewn, in the neglected and obstructed state
of this fine River, by which the mischief of its floods
is greatly enhanced. To me, a Law, or the enforce-
ment of those already in being, to compel the re-
moval of Trees and stems of Alder, Sallow, and th<;
like, found projecting over the beds of Rivers, and
occupying the projecting points of its banks, seems
very much wanted, throughout the Kingdom.

Bolsover
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Bolsover and Du'ckmanton: the Dolee River between
these places, at the time of the Tnclosures, and again
below in Staveley, has been straightened for a greater
length, and in a more perfect manner, under Mr.
James Dowland, than I have any where else seen.

Little Eaton: the late Mr. Francis Radford, about
the year 17f 0, sloped and improved the banks of the
Derwent for near two*miles in length, I believe, and
which is now a perfect contrast to the impediments
to its stream above this, which have been hinted at
above.

Longford : here a most capital improvement of the
Brook that comes down from Shirley, has been
made, by straightening, sloping in, and grassing its
side*, for three quarters of a mile, through the Mea-
dows of Edward Coke, Esq.: once a year the Gra-
vel-beds which accumulate in places in its bottom,
are taken out, for the repair of Gateways and the
Roads, and any sods removed from the slopes by
the floods or the treading of Cattle, are replaced, by
which the most pleasant degree of neatness is pre-
served, and scarcely more than a yard wide of her-
bage is lost to these meadows, by the brook through it.

Staveley: the Dolee thro' this Parish, tho' straightened
and highly improved at the time of the In closure,
as above-mentioned, seems now much neglected;
Gravel-beds have been suffered to accumulate in nu-
merous places, by which deep holes, undermining
and letting down the banks, are produced in others,
and this important improvement is in danger of beino-
again lost thro' neglect. How desirable it would be,

* As was done in all the late Duke of Bedford's Meadows on the N
and W sides of Woburn, under my directions, in the year 1795.

to
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to see the banks of this Stream considerably mor*
sloped and grass'd, and kept, in some degree at least,
like Longford Brook, above-mentioned.

Waldley: here I saw Mr. Thomas Bower, sloping the
side of the Brook next his Farm, and forming a va-
luable ra'nge of Compost-heap with its soil, for the
improvement of the thinner-stapled parts of his Ara-
ble Lands.

The superior importance of this species of Improve-
ment, would not permit me to omit noting, tho* beyond
the limits of my agricultural charge, as a Reporter, the
improvement of Godley Brook, \m. N E of Hyde Lane
in Cheshire, which runs in very sandy and loose
Gravel, but is prevented undermining the banks, and
becoming more crooked, by Stake-hedgings of Willows,
very neatly done, wherever necessary: in this manner,
Proprietors of one side of a Brook might prevent the
loss of their Lands, as well as the Brook becoming1

yearly more crooked, in loose alluvial soils. Below
Froghall Bridge, in Staffordshire, I saw the sloping of
the sides of the Churnet River, proceeding, just as
Dr. Anderson recommends so ably, in his " Essays,"
and in a manner highly creditable to the Proprietor of
the Estate.

SECT. II.—PARING AND BURNING.

T H E Paring and Burning of Land periodically, as a
System, that is practised in the Fen Districts o\\ the
eastern side of the Island, is little known in this County,
and it is hoped will ever remain so; for altho' in the
hands of a good manager, to remedy some defect, per-

haps
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Imps a local one, in the soil, it may prove serviceable
and harmless, at distant periods; which length of time
has not yrt proved, however, in the case of Mr. Lin-
gard (p. 201); yet it is abundantly evident, that where
it is freely tolerated, the greatest slovens an<J worst ma-
nagers, oficnest resort to its use!, just as the most idle
and improvident, most frequently apply to the stimu-
lating effects of strong Liquors, as long as it is in their
power to get or use them; and the subject for emulation'
among paring and burning Farmers of this description
too commonly is, who shall soonest obtain an Herbage
of Weeds and Paltry on his Land, as the pretence for,
and the means of, a fresh ignition! In saying thus
much, I am far from wishing to decry this most power-
ful and useful means, of reducing waste and very rough
old Lands, to a state of aration, but which, no Man
using it, should at the time, look forwards to the repeat-
ing of, or design afterwards so t3 manage, as to wish
or want it; and when Tenants are found thus to reason
and act, their Landlords may saiely be advised, to leave
to their discretion, this as well as almost all other points
of management.

Where particular modes of management are found to
produce foulness, or unproductiveness, it is the business
of the Agriculturist to avoid all such, as well as to be
vigilant in the extirpation of Weeds and useless Plants,
seed, root, and branch; the too frequent repetition of
any one Crop, almost, or kinds of Crops, as white-
strawed Grains for instance, being found to promote and
encourage particular Weeds (to say nothing of their
exhausting effects), such repetitions ought to be studi-
ously avoided ; and tho' in general, natural Grasses of
the better kinds, may be grown in perpetuity, with suf-
ficient care, without degenerating, yet if particular

j)EiUiY. VOL. 11.] D d soils
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soils are found to produce useless. Grasses, or other
small Plants (that cannot with ordinary pains be
weeded out), so much more than Grasses of the better
sorts, permanent pastures should not be attempted on
such soils; as, for instance, on the Coal-shales, in the
Valleys in For marke-Park, prone to black Twitch,
•when long unploughcd, on the Yellow Lime district
on the East of this County (that has often before been
mentioned, page 201, 356, &o.): the necessity, how-
ever, of paring and burning such lands as may have
become covered, by a sole and uniform crop of Shar,
Pry, or spiked Fescue Grass, does not appear, until
it is proved, at least, that its herbage and roots are as
ill disposed, when reversed and killed, to contribute
to the nourishment of future plants, as its stem and
blades, while living, were to the sustenance of animals.

The paring or fioteing of Land, as it is here often
called, is seldom performed by the plough, but by a
paring-shovel or breast-plough, which a man shoves
before him; and mostly the sods or turves are as thin
as it is practicable to pare them: they are burnt in very
small heaps, and perhaps some advantage might arise,
from attention to the extinguishing these, as soon as
a charring of all the vegetable fibres have taken place,
as recommended by my predecessor, Mr. Thomas
Brown, at page 58 of his quart6 Report.

I shall proceed now to mention the places in order,
where I noted this practice, viz.

Arleston, by Mr. George Clay, on breaking up Syn-
fiu Moor, for sowing rape.

Bakewell, Mr. William Greaves, Jun. and others, in
breaking up rough lands.

Blackwell, Mr. Joshua Lingard, seep. 204.
Brass ing ton;
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Urassington; on the Inclosure of (he Common on
4th Limestone, N of the Town, in the year 1808,
the greater part of it being covered, either with Heath.
(erica vulgaris) or with moss hillocks*, was pared
and burnt, and limed on the ashes, as a [Preparation
for Turnips, generally, and for Oats in a few in-
stances, where it was earliest performed.

Buxton: here, some ycVs back, 'heathy (4tb) Lime-
stone Lands were slowly reclaimed, by profuse liming
only: but now Paring and Burning is mostly re-
sorted to; the expense in the whole about 6/. per
acre, viz. Paring 25s., Burning J5s., Liming with
70 horse-loads (210 bushels), at Is. per load, 70s.
and Ploughing, &c. 10s. The first crop is mostly
Turnips, then Oats and Grass-seeds.

Chelmerton: on the Inclosure of this Common in
1808, on 3rd and 4th Limestone, principally, Paring
and Burning, and liming on the ashes, was almost
general.

Great Hucklow: Mr. William Needham, on the bet-
ter parts of his allotment from the Common, pared
and burnt, sowed Turnips, and fed them off with

* Mr. William Pitt, in his Staffordshire Report, p. 192, speaking Of
the Moorland Hills, of 4th Limestone, near Caldon, says, " the hills
are much over-run with uneven lumps, which seem to be worn out or
decayed Ant-bills > covered with moss or lichen;" which are the kind of
moss-hillocks here spoken of, that on some of the hillocky parts of the
Commons, abound so, as almost to touch each other, and appear exactly
like old Ant-bills; but such arc little known in the County, and I am as-
sured, and see reason to think, that these hillocks are solely to be attri-
buted to ejtcrecencies of moss and lichens of particular kinds: they
abounded much near Chelmerton Low, on-some piarts of Hanson Grange
Farm, in Pilsbury, and ©n parts of Harrington Commons, Stanlow-
Knowl in Over Haddon, &c. I saw some Ant-hills on Shale N E of
HaddonPark.

D d 2 Sheep :
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Sheep: then dressed with a compost of Lime and
Road-side Soil, for Oafs; then Oats and Seeds
(white Clover, Trefoil, and his own Hay-seeds), fed
Hie first year, and mown next. Mr. John R ad ford,
on a large newly purchased part of the Common,
when allotted, pared and burnt, sowed Turnips,
eat off by Sheep, and then Oats and Seed, which
became good Herbage in the .second year.

Hargate Wall: a piece of white-land Common, that
is, not bearing Heath,, between the Turnpike Road
and Mr. Ellis Ncedharn's house, on being allotted to
him, was partly encircled with a belt of planting,
and in 1804 was pared and burnt (without liming) for
Turnips, then Oats, Oats, Fallow limed and dunged
for Turnips, and then Oats and Seeds, which suc-
ceeded well. Mr. N. als6 pared and burnt 50 acres
of common land : a 30 acre piece was pared in 1805,
and limed with 200 bushels per acre for Turnips, a
good crop; then Oats, Oats and Seeds, as has been
already mentioned, p. 200.

New Haven : Mr. Timothy Greenwood has brought
into cultivation great part of 600 acres, on the 4th
Limestone, let to him by the Duke of Devonshire
(at Will), on the Inclosure of Hartington ; he began
with paring and burning most of it (at the cost of
about 28^. per acre) to destroy the Heath, Moss,
Moss-hillocks, and other paltry with which it was
over-run:' then limed, with 120 heapt bushels per
acre (burnt on his own Farm at the expense of o\d.y
and latterly'of 4rf. per bushel; see the head of Liming
in the next Section), and ploughed about two inches
deep for Turnips (ndt hoed), then Oats with Seeds,
on the shallowest and thin peaty soils (see Vol. 1.
p. 310); but on the deepest and strongest brown soil,

the
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the seeds were deferred till the second crop of Oafs:
the seeds in general remained clean until the second
year, when Chick-zcecd and great rough Thistles
(the curse of these lands) began to shew themselves.

Over Haddon : Mr. Isaac Bennet, Jun. pared and burnt
his new Limestone Land from the Common, and
limed with 150 bushels per acre,©for Turnips, then
Oats, Oats; and intended 4 hen, to fallow, and dung
with 10 or 12 three-horse cart-loads, and spread
120 bushels of Lime per acre, for Turnips; then Oats
or Barley with Seeds, and in the next Winter or
Spring, to dung slightly : he has no Leas,?.
The price to those who undertake paring or flote-

iifg here, is 24.?. or 25s. per acre, drying and burning
S)s. per acre: if the land is full of small Chert rubble
(as around Stainlow-Knowl, Vol. I. p. 140), the price
of floteing rises sometimes to 42s. per acre.

Paring-spades, or Breast-plough Irons, cost from
75. to 125.. Gd. each.
Pilsbury : Mr. Joseph Gould has here pared and burnt

about 200 acres of short heathy, and about 70 acres
of hillocky dry mossy Land, from the Common :
the cost about 305. per acre; with the Ashes, 120 to
160 bushels of Lime per acre was spread* and Tur-
nips sowed ori once ploughing: these were succeeded
by white Oats, except that occasionally, black Oats
were sown on the poorer parts, tho' they don't ripen
so early as the white ones; then Oats again, then
Fallow, with 10 or 12 two-horse cart-loads of Dung
(perhaps ten tons) and 120 to 150 bushels of Lime
(two stricken and one uphcapt) per acre, for Turnips,
aud then Oats and Seeds.

On Asbby Wolds, which tho' in Leicestershire is
D d 3 almost
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almost surrounded by this, County, tMr. John Johnson,
of Union Lodge, pares and burns, and spreads three
tons ofTiciiJiali Lime per acre, for Wheat (but in the
low rustiy parts, Oats), then fallow, with Turnips on
some of the lighter parts, and Barley or Oats and Seeds,
to lay tlirce years; the intended succession being,
Oats, Fallow and Turnips, Barley and Seeds.

Here, as well as formerly in Measham, the late
Joseph Wilks, Esq. made -use of thick paring or
ploughing, and burning the Coal sleek, Shale and Clay
of old Coal-works, according to Mr. William Pitt's
Leicestershire Report, p. 185.

In Ashover, Alton, Brockhurst, NTorthedge, Prass,
&c. rather a novel use of Paring and Burning has been
made, within a few years past, viz. immediately after
the carrying of their Wheat and Oats, the Stubbles are
pared, and the Straw, Weeds, Roots, and a consider-
able quantity of soil among them, are ignited in small
Leaps, in the field ; the Ashes, of which are spread, and
frequently Lime, and Wheat is sometimes sown after
Oats, or even after Wheat, but in other instances,
Autumn or Stubble Turnips arc sown, for Oats next
Spring. Many incline to think with me, that the
practisers of these new schemes, will rue, ere long, the
exhausted state of their Lands; which are chiefly on
argillaceous Gritstones in the Coal Measures.

SECT. III.—MANURING.

MANY particulars relating to Manuring for particu-
lar Crops, will be found in the Section on Courses of
Crops, p. 102, and (hose relating to the various Grains,

Roots,
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Roots, and Plants in Chapter VII. and on Meadows
and Pastures in Chapter VIII. p. 184, which need not
here be repeated : but I will proceed to notice Y/hat re-
mains in my Notes, in the order prescribed, viz.

Marling.—In several parts of the Red Marl Districts
(see the Map, Vol. I. p. 97), Mafrling^was formerly
much practised, but ^wing to#the want of hollow
Draining, then little if at all known, probably, theso
Lands, by repeated, or too copious Marling at once, be-
came too tenacious and cold, as observed,, Vol. I.
p. 148 ; but. now, and especially some years after
Draining has been successfully performed, and had time
to lighten, and render the soil pervious to water (as this
ground-work of all other improvements generally does,
and often to a remarkable degree) I cannot doubt, but the
large ancient Marl Pits mentioned Vol. I. p. 456, and
wherever else found, might be resumed with good
effect, and new ones opened. In all my travels in Der-
byshire, 1 do not remember to have noticed the recent
use of the Red Marl, except N of Doveridge, at Os*
mast on Cottage, by John Beresford, Esq., at Wadley
(by Mr. Thomas Bowyer), and at lngleby (by Mr.
Edward Brown); and nowhere to have seen the alluvial
Marls in use, Vol. I. p. 456.

Since writing page 446 of the First Volume, I have
ascertained, that most of the Marls there mentioned, as
found in the Coal-measures, are in the 9th Coal Shale,
being that wherein the Muscle Shells are so plentifully
found, in the Shale as well as in the Dog-tooth Ironstone-
rake therein (I. 414): and from the sameStratum preserv-
ing itscharacter, as a Marl, into Yorkshire, asfarasRoth*
well Haigh beyond Wakeficld, as mentioned, page 213,
I feel great confidence in the practicability and use, of

D d i opening
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opening valuable Marl Pits on (lie br»sse( of tin's cnlca*
rcous Stratum, as hinted, p. 446, Vol. J. when its exact
place in (he series of Strata is better understood. The
effects of Marl and Lime in unfitting Soils for the pro-
duction of boiling Pease, has already been noticed,
p. 132,

Liming*—Few observers of rural affairs can have
passed through the Peak llundfcds of Derbyshire, and
their surrounding Districts, without having been
struck witli the great and important use, and the asto-
nishing eflects of Lime there, as a Manure; and the
Farmers of Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertford-
shire, and several others in the more southern parts of
England, where very pure calcareous Strata lie quite
unheeded by them (except when they want to set a
Bricklayer to work), can scarcely be made to believe,
the avidity with which Derbyshire Farmers search
after Limestone, of the nature best adapted to their
particular soils, and hew they toil wit ft it over the
hilly roads of an uneven country, to the distance of
eight or ten miles ; while in many instances the Farmers
of Cheshire and Yorkshire come near twice these dis-
tances, to fetch the Peak Lime*, in Carts ; and that
by means of the Canals, it is distributed around from
Cricli and Peak Forest to the distance of 30* 40, or
more miles, for Agricultural purposes ! even into the
viGinfity, and to spread upon other calcareous Soils, in
some instances, on account of iis superior effects, in

* In the First Volume, p. 235, I have mentioned the great probabi-
lity there is, that this valuable Stone might be mined for, and easily ob-
tained, in several of the Districts, distant from the Limestone Hills in the
Peak Hundreds of Derbyshird .

properly
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properly stimulating vegetation, compared with the
Lime of the stone, prevailing on the east side of the
County (which 1 call the Yellow Lime Rock, Vol. I.
p. 156), and about Mansfield, Notts, in particular :
and yet, some thin blue beds, lieing in Clay, near the
bottom of this Yellow Rock, in Derbyshire, have long
been selected and burnt for Lime q£ Stoney-Moughton
and at Oxcrofi, and had considerable reputation with
the Farmers, of Limestone and other Lands, for some
miles round, as a mild or pure Lime, very similar iu
its effects to the Peak Lime, and not liable to destroy
or prevent all future vegetation, if laid on too thick, or
where the heaps are put down in the field, as with the
hot or Magnesian Lime from the Yellow Lime Rock,
and some others, is the case ; all this I say was known
for years, within a considerable circle, without any ono
being induced to trace these blue beds into tiie adjoining
Parishes, or to discover them elsewhere, apparently
for want, of those gcxicrai and extended ideas with,
respect to stratification, which we owe now to Mr.
William Smith (see Vol. I. p. 108) : it is true, that
long ago, accident probably, had exposed these beds
in the Quarries at Wood-Nook in Teversall, Alt-
Hucknal W of the; Church, IS of Palterton, and N of
Bolsover, but owing to the *want of a knowledgeof
their particular properties, or of care in keeping them
separate from Magnesian Beds, found in the same
Quarry, the expectations of the Husbandman were
often disappointed, in the use of these Limes*: and to

• In the same manner as great numbers have been disappointed in not
meeting with the pozolanic or wate--setting property of the Blue Lias

Lime (of Barrow-on-Soar), .when the Beds are indiscriminately burnt, as
is too common at lime-works, as observed Vol. I. p. 115,

similar
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similar accidents was it also, I believe, owing, that Mr.
Edward Scholefield, in the year 1800, discovered and
opened a Quarry in these Beds, at Knitaker in Bavlbo-
rough, and where he has, for some years, sold near
30,000 bushels of this Lime annually, much to his own
benefit, and that of the Agriculture of the District:
and that Mr. Henry Bowdcn since found and opened
these Beds, N of Wails in Whitwell.

The knowledge, of the high probability that there is, of
finding these valuable Beds of Stone, to enrich the soil
through a line of country extending 80 miles or more in
length, inthe Counties of Nottingham, Derby, and York,
and Coals also, at no vast depth beneath them*, con-

• This distance between the Blue Beds, and the nearest good Coal-scam
beneath them, may be expected to vary considerably in different places,
I am inclined to expect; because I find, that the Sand under the'Yellow
Lime Rock, of which several Pits are enumerated in the First Volume,
p. 463, is subject to very considerable varn tion in its thickness (as observed
of other strata, Vol. I. p.'176, £-c), and is sometimes found concreted
into a yellowish-brown, or a Salmon-coloured Grit Rock, as on the
S W side of Hard wick Hall (1.418); which Rock I have had an oppor-
tunity, since the First Volume was published, of examining at East Rig-
ton, Bardsea, East-Keswick, Collingham, &c. near Wetherby in York-
shire (Phil, and Geolo. Mag. XXXIX. p. 103), and find it there of such
great thickness, and of a quality so different to what I had expected,
that it induces now a doubt, whether I have not, Vol. I. p. 167, &c.
described the great zig zag Fault as passing on the wrong side of Harthill
Town ? and in such case, that the salmon-coloured Grit of Harthill,
I. 169, 432, 486, 438, may belong to this Stratum, immediately Under
Yellow Lime, and not to the Rotherham Rock, as4 had, relying too
much on its quality, supposed to be the case; and also, that the Gritstone
seen on the lower or "W side of Whinney-lane Quarry S of Harthill
(I. 410), as well as that into which the lower part of the Sand-Pit •§»•
S W of Pecks Mill (Street Lane, L 464) graduates (as I find by reference
to my Notes madC/On the spot, though unintentionally omitted to be no-
ticed in the First Volume), may belong to this same Stratum, whose oc-
currence a8 a Sand, is often noticed in the List, p. 463*

tained
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Cained in my First Volume, page 158, &c. will, it is
hoped, induce a diligent and systematic search after
both of them, as well as separate trials of each of such
Beds of Stone when found, to discover which of them
can be mixed together and burnt for the Farmer's use,
freely and without fear of injury, as he would use the
Peak or other mild Limes ; and which of them should
be separately burnt for the Mason's USGJ or to be more
cautiously used in Agriculture, or perhaps used as
Stone in Walls and Buildings, Roads, &c. instead of
being burnt at all, in some cases: and I have the satis-
faction now of stating, that the Rev. Edward Otter of
Jiolsover Castle, profiting by my information on this
head, lias succeeded in finding the proper Beds of Blue
Limestone within his Farm at the brow of the Hill,
and had, when I was last there, built a Kiln, and
limed a good deal of his Land on flic Coal-measures,
lieing below on tbe slope of the Hill.

The Magnesian or lwt Lime, is not peculiarly the pro-
duce of the Yellow Lime Kilns, but some of the Beds
in the Second of the Peak Limestone Rocks produce it
when burnt, at Mat lock Bath and other places, while
other Beds in this Rock (as in the case of the Blue Beds
above) can be safely used by the Farmers, in almost any
quantity, as I noticed in the use of Lime made from this
Rock, in a Field on the north-eastern slope of Massoit
Hill in Matlpck : in general, the too free use of Mag-
nesia u Lime, will not only kill the existing plants,
where the heaps lit previous to spreading, in particu-
lar, but such spots won't grow Quicks, in case of a Fence
being made across them, at the distance of some years
subsequently, as I have been assured by some persons,

Mr. Marshall, in sonic ^experiments on the Breedon
Lime, on the borders of Leicestershire, which is thus
Maguesiaji and hot; found, that being two or three

times
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times turned in the Field, after slacking on a headland,
before it was spread, it had lost this property inimical to
vegetables : and certain it iŝ  that those who are very
careful in spreading small quantities of this hot Lime,
without previously making heaps of it on their Land,
but in a waste corner devoted to the purpose of slack-
ing it, have found i' answer quite as well as the mild
Lime; and many, like Mr. Thomas Lea of Stapenhill,
p. 107, are in the habits of using both, constantly, on
their Lands: but which may perhaps be of that
nature, as to require a stimulant, rath or than a larger ad-
dition of mere calcareous earth, to their vegetable soils:
the subject of Liming, and its operation on the soil,
is, however, involved yet in so much mystery and dif-
ficulty, that 1 trust I shall have performed a useful
service in mentioning here, or in the Sections on
Courses of Crops, page 102, and on.the Cultivation of
different kinds of Crops which follow to page 159 ; in
the Chapter on Grass Land, pA'gc 174; on breaking
up Land, page 203, and in the Section on Paring
and Burning, page 400, as many particulars relating
to the practice of Liming in Derbyshire, as my tra-
velling Notes furnish.

Mr. Frauds Biaikie, the intelligent Agent of Earl
Chesterfield at Bradby-P.rk, stated to me his opinion,
that Lime is often used and repeated, as he suspects,
from custom, and without doing any material good:
which is so far confirmed, by Mr. John Webb's experi-
ments at Bartoii Lodge, herein after related, and at
pa^e 121, as to shew at least, the propriety of frequent
comparative trials, with and without Lime in the same
field; and some are of opinion, that it improves the
quality of Grass Crops, without adding much to their
quantity : yet the great and striking effects, of spread-
ing 300 to 600 bushels of Lime on Heathy Lands, on

Lime*
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Limestone Subsoils, seems permanent, as is particu-
larly exemplified in and near Buxtonand other places;
as also, on argillaceous Gritstone Subsoils, in Maccles-
field Forest, near this County (as mentioned page 38),
and in other places.

Lime has a strong tendency to increase or produce
Thistles in the Soil, as most Derbyslyre Farmers seem to
imagine: that these plants, in conYmon \fit\\ white clo-
ver (page 159) and grasses of various sorts, may lan-
guish unnoticed, under the baleful shade and influence
of the Heath, and that the stimulant which removes
the sterility, necessary, apparently, for the flourishing
of the latter, may give new life and even apparent ex-
is.er.ee to the former, will readily; be, granted : but that
its use, on Land that has long been occupied by Grass
or Corn Crops, can there engender Thistles, those best
acquainted with the economy of vegetable existence,
will doubtless deny: and to me, a more obvious ex*
planation of this secifting production of Thistles by
Lime, presented itself, in trjecprofusc dissemination of
the winged Seeds of these cursed plants, in all direc-
tions, during the summer mouths, but more, in the
slovenly carelessness observable in using, even the in-
adequate nostrums so plentifully invented, for the ex-
tirpation of these hardy and troublesome weeds, which
[ have slightly noticed at page 191 : deep spudding,
or the usevof an iron tool, like that.used for drawing
docks, to enable the pulling of them up root and
branch, as often as they any, where-appear, thro'a
considerable period of time, can alone remove this cry-
ing disgrace of Derbyshire Farming, which is in most
other respects, deserving of great commendation.

The dark coloured Limestones (as those beds on the

op of the Crich, or Frilchley Quarry) which make a
very
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very white and flowery Lime when slacked, are in the
greatest repute with the liming Farmers. It was stated
to me on the borders of Nottinghamshire, by Mr*
Thomas WMkcr, of Eastwood, that Liming on the
Coal-measurp Clays, makes the Crops backwarder by
10 or 12 days in ripening, and that such succeed best
in dry weather, aftej a dressing of Lime.

In burning the 4thvcLirnc Rock, at Grin-Hill, S W
of Buxton, and formerly at Dove-Hole, on the W
side of Peak-Forest, enormous heaps of refuse Lime,
called Lime-asheSy Ijave been accumulated and left,
covering many acres of ground, the tops setting or hard-
ening by degrees, after being slacked by the rains, so
that large excavations can be made and remain perma-
nent, under these artificial stone domes, and in which
singular kind of Huts, many families live near Buxtou,
as observed in p. 22. At Buxton I was informed, that
their Coals (from Thatch-marsh, and Goyte-raoss), being
bad, and slaty and brassy, occasioned their Lime Ashes
to be so heavy, that the distant Farmers from Cheshire,
&c. would not carry them away, but if measured with
the Lime, would pick them out, and throw thepi on the
Ash-heaps, and in which way they bad indeed, been
in part accumulated : it seemed, however, rather sur-
prizing to me, that the occupiers of Lands near, had not
fetched away and spread these heaps of Lime and
Coal-ash Compost, as I have been informed that some
have done in Peak-Forest; and 1 could not help refer-
ring this neglect, in great part, to the aversion to9 and
entire waste of CoaUAshes as a Manure, by the Far-
mers, thro* the greater part of the County, tho' cer-
tainly a valuable article, as I shall further mention,
under the head of Ashes, in this Section.

It too often happens at the Sale Lime-Kilns, espe-
cially
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cially when trade is brisk, at the run or perpetual
Kilns, that the stone is not broken small enough for
the time allotted for burning it, but the Farmer, after
dragging home a load, much heavier than it ought to
be, finds, some months after liming, and ever after,
unless picked up, on ploughing his fiefel, that the
same is strewed with Bull-heads, or Lime-cores, iu large
slones of unburnt Lime, When Lime ig^pver-burnt, or
with too violent a fife, particularly of the hot sorts
(as I saw at Palterton and at Wild-Park), it melts and
runs together, won't slack, and becomes useless to the
Farmer: this is called dead Lime, in a paper on the
subject iu Mr. William Nicholson's Journal, Vol.
XXIV. p. 381.

I will now proceed to mention the principal Sale*
Kilns, or places were Lime is burnt and sold to the
Farmers and others of this County, tho1 several of them
are situate out of it; with such particulars respecting
the structure of their Kilns, processes in burning,
measure, and prices of their ^ime, its quality, &c. as
I happened to note, when at the places (see the List of
Lirae Quarries, Vol. I. p. 408), viz.

Agnes Meadow, 1J m. S of Knivcton : dark blqe Shale
Limestone; some of the beds pozolanic, and make
very good Lime for Water-Works, if separately
burnt. The strata astonishingly contorted, here and
at lower Hall-Field, see Vol. I. p. 231.

Alport in Yolgrave: S E of the Village, dark beds
with larars of Chert, near the top of the 1st Lime.

Alt I jucml , in the Road to Stanesby Mill, blue beds
in Yellow Lime : 1 am not sure that I saw a Kiln at
this Quarry.

Ashford,
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Ash ford, W: black beds of Shale Limestone; some?
make excellent water Lime.

Ashover; the most ancient and greatest number of
Quarries of Limestone, are to be seen in the denu-
dated patch of the 1st Limestone around this Town,
of anyplace in Derbyshire, perhaps: the thin shat-
tcry beds on the top of the Rock, seem to have
been anciently worked, almost all over the surface,
and before the use of Gunpowder, enabled the at-
tacking of the hard pure Limestone Rock beneath, pro-
bably ; in a subsequent period, large, and some deep
Quarries vrere worked, to the IV Wof the Town (Hate-
wood, Beighton, and Twitch-bank Quarries), and
others to the Southward of thcTown (Holes, Stoneacre,
Stanstedgc, Jetting-strcet, Black-grove, Wood-head,
&c. Quarries), all of which are now disused, or nearly
so, and the extensive Quarries and Kilns now used,
are all S of the Town, stretching towards Mill-Town",
viz. Town»End9 occupied by Messrs. George Allen
and Co.; llocklcy hy Ditto;' Long-fall by Mr.
John Twigg; Aliens by Messrs. George Allen and
Co.; Fall-hill by Mr. John Twigg, and Birkshy
Mr. Abraham Birks; besides a Quarry lately opened
E of these, by Hardmeadow Lane, by Mr. Joseph
Butler, for the use of his Iron Furnace (Vol. I.
p. 399), and his Sale Kiln at Woodthorp ; from
which Kilns, collectively* very great quantities of
Lime are fetched by the Farmers' Carts and Wag-
gons from the Eastward, during all the Summer
months, particularly since the makingMf a new
Turnpike-road, on which the Hills, tho' long, are not
near so steep as formerly; this Road extends from
Mill-town, by Little-moor and Briton-wood-Nook,

to
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to Tupton, where it connects with the Chesterfield
and Derby, and other Turnpike-roads. Many of
these Carts bring Coals, and either sell them to the
Lime-burners, or exchange them for an equal mea-
sure or cart-full of Lime.
The PHces of Lime at these different Kilns, used

formerly to differ, and often vary, until some years
ago, (hat the different Ljme-burnej£ agreefi among them-
selves, all to sell at the same price per load, of three
strikes or bushels, which has been 9d. since Christmas
1811: but competition again prevailing among them,
the quantity has been increased by some, and often
varied, until the Load is now almost become a nomi-
nal quantity (as the Ton of Coals formerly was, Vol. I.
p. 18*2), and two-horse Carts, which pay for six or
seven Loads, will often take in reality eight or nine
Loads; and three-horse Carts, on paying for nine Loads,
have sometimes ten to twelve Loads given them, at some
of the Kilns, as 1 am informed.

Mr. John Milnes, who has paid much attention to
the construction of large Lime-Kilns, particularly
tlie running or perpetual Kilns, as all these at Ashover
are, gave roe the following account of his principles
of constructing Kilns, vitf. Whatever be the depth of
the Kilu, it should be about one-third of that in dia-
meter near'the top: one-sixth part of. the depth of the
Kiln at the top should be cylindrical, except the up-
per three or four courses, which should draw in a little,
to allow fdr burning away, which takes place princi-
pally at the top edge: from the bottom of the cylin-
drical part, the Kiln should cUminish pretty regularly
to the bottom, where it should be about three feet
diameter, înd have two draw-holes with a midfeather

DERBY. VOL. II.] EC
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or jaumb of stone between. The objects in view to bt
attained arc, that the fire or burning may be confined
to the cylindrical part, allowing the Lime to cool as it
descends, by slow degrees, in the conical part, along
the sides of which it is desirable that the pieces of Lime
should roll, or tumble, and not that the whole mass of
Lime should settle together, much less break down in
a hole in Ihc'centred The KPns here seem from 20 to
25 feet deep.
Aston on Trent: at the Wharf on the Trent and Mer-

sey Canal, Stone from Crich is brought and burned,
and Lime was, in 1808, sold by Messrs. Edward
Banks and Co. at 3s. lit/, per quarter of 8 bushels.

Atlow, S W of the Town : the blue Shale Lime-
stone here, makes excellent building Lime and some
Water-Lime, but the Farmers'of Strong Land, have
found it rather to set than to lighten their soils, I was
fold. •

Bakewcll: these Quarries are ih the 1st Lime, and the
quality good.

Barmoor, or Black-bole, at the N W corner of Peak
Forest: the RaiUway branch from the Peak Forest
Canal runs thro9 these Quarries, having passed the
1st Lime (on account of the great quantity of Chert
beds in it), and the third, in a great measure also
(on account of its hardness), since the 4th Lime was
reached at Dote^hole. See page 299, VoL I. and
below, p. 423.

Birchwood Park : the whole of this isolated patch of
Limestone, seems occupied by a Quarry of nine or
ten acres, thro9 which a Turnpike-road passes, be-
tween Ellaston in Staffordshire and Darley-Moor, on
the Ashburne and Sudbury Road ; the stone is bluish
grey, in a very thick Rock. Mr. Thomas Cockson

here
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here sells his Lime, which is very white, at 8s. 8df.
per score bushels, Leapt; about fivej score of it is
usually laid on per acre, and principally on Arable
Land. He gets Coals, which cost 13d. per 120 Ib.
from about Chedale, and N of it.

Bolsover^ £ nu N of the Town, are large* but not
very deep Lime Quarries : grey, compact beds of
Limestone that burn to a white^ime, &nd below are
12 blue bedsj with intervening clays, that make a
mild Lime, as has been already mentioned> p. 409.

Bon sal-dale, S of the Town.
Breaston and Dray cot Wharf, on the Derby Canal;

hither the Crick Limestone is brought and burnt;
and Messrs. Edward Banks and Co. sell their Lime
at 3s. 6d. per quarter of eight bushels/"

Breedon, Leicestershire: these works are on the NE
side of the Town; in very extraordinary rearing, or
highly inclined measures or beds: Mr. John Hasket

. here sells a waggon Idad of Lime, containing about
96 1 leapt bushels, for 19s.'3$. and Is. for loading:
the lower part of some of these very inclined beds,
are suid to make a white and mild Lime, very fit for
Agriculture, while the upper part of the same bed,
burns to bluish dun Lime, hot, and less fit. for such
purpose : which, as well as the Shells, found in the
upper part, only, I believe, seem to shew these
strata to have been originally formed in such in-
clined position, and not since ruptured and set al-
most on edge.

Brinsley Wharf, Notts, on the Cromford Canal near
Aldercar in that County: the Crich Limestone is
brought and burnt, in large walled Pye Kilns.

Bull-Bridge, or Amber Wharf, S of Crich on the
Cromford Canal, to which the Crich Limestone is

E e 2 brought
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brought down on a Rail-way: here Limestone is de-
livered into Boats at 2s. per ton, by Edward Banks
and Co. The Lime-kilns here, have a thick flat iron
ring, cast in segments, fixed round their top edge, to
preserve ĥe stone-work of the Kiln.

Burrowash and Spoiidon Wharf, on the Derby Canal:
hither the CricJ?x Limestone is brought and burnt,
and Messrs. Edwi^d Banks jind Co. sell their Lime
at 3s. Id. per quarter of eight bushels.

Buxton, S, at Ferney-Bottom, from the 4th Limestone.
See Grin Hill.

Caldon LOAV, I m. S of the Town in Staffordshire;
these very extensive Lime-works in the 4th Rock,
being now, by means of the Rail-way to Froghall,
and the Cfcal lately completed thence to Uttoxcter,
able to supply Doveridge and some other parts of this
County with Lime, it is mentioned here, tho' Caldon
is beyond the distance for Farmers to fetch Lime
from the Kilns into Derbyshire, I believe; Messrs
Gilbert and Co. here sell Lime from the upper beds,
to the Tenants of the Earl of Shrewsbury (the owner
of the Soil) at id. per horse-load of three level
bushels, and at Id. to others. The Kilns here are
30 feet deep ; at top they are seven feet diameter, at
seven feet lower, six feet diameter, at four feet lower,
twelve feet diameter, and continue this size for seven
feet down, then in the lower twelve feet of depth
they diminish to two feet diameter. 1 observed here
a practice very wasteful of Coals, that of piling up
Stone and Coals four feet high or more on the Kiln*
tops before night, which are left to flame out to waste,
instead of the Men attending to supply the Kilns at
proper intervals during the night.

Calke, E at Dimins Dale, adjoining the S tan ton-
Park
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Park Liroe-Wftrks: thick beds of dark grey Lime-
stone here, make white Lime when slacked.

Calver-Peak, W of the Village, large Quarries in 1st
Lime Rock: the Kilns are very large, and the
light grey Lime made here, is in very Jiigh repute
with the Farmers of the north of the County, and in
Yorkshire, as well as with the Lr/m Masters. Vol. I.
p. 399. „ • / • ''•"'

Chapel-en-le-Frith : near the Rail-way from the Peak-
Forest Canal are Kilns, for burning the Limestone
brought down from Barmoor and fiove-hole, or the
Black-hole Quarries.

Clouds-Hill in Worthing, Leicestershire : a Rail-way
from hence to the Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal in Wil-
lesley, supplies some Lime to the southern parts of
this County: the measures here are rearing, as at
Breedon: they have beds that make bluish Lime, and
others make white, the latter being most esteemed
by Farmers. C|

Clown, W of the Town: magnesian, or hot Lime;
a little £, the basset of the blue beds, might, I think,
be found.

Codnor, Lower Park Wharf, on the Cromford Canal:
here Messrs. Edward Banks and Co. have extensive
Kilns for burning the Crich Limestone, brought
hither in Boats; and a Dock roofed over, enables
four or five boats to load Lime at oqce, under cover
from rain : they sell it at 2s. 9d. per quarter of eight
bushels : and Limestone at 3s. per ton. Advantage
has been taken of the Locks on the Canal, to unload
the Stone and Coals at tops of the Kilns, and load
the Lime at their bottoms, a* I shall further particu-
larize in describing Mar pie-bridge Liraeworks.

Crich: N of the Town, are several ancient Quarries,
some now worked* of the grey entrochian. 1st Lime-

stone :
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stone: which makes a light grry Lime, in great
repute for Agriculture. S W of the Town is a large
old Quarry in the Black Beds on the top of the 1st
Rock, which makes the very white Lime used for
Whitewashing, &c. which is mentioned, Vol. I.
p. 308, but where, by an oversight I have 6aid, that
this snow-white ?<ime is from grey Stone.

S E of- the Town is the Qfcarry which was began
about 20 years ago, by driving a Tunnel of 100 yards
long into the Hill, through which a Rail-way was
laid, extending from the Cromford Canal, as soon as
completed, and by which Limestone has since been
conveyed down to Bull-bridge Wharf, and thence
distributed by Canals, and afterwards by Carts, far
and wide : it is surprizing to see what an immense
Pit has in this short space of time been formed : the
upper beds of this, Quarry are black, and make
white Lime, as above; and »the lower are grey,
and in great repute a* the Iron Furnaces (I. p.
399), as well as with the Farmers, wherever it goes.

Cromford: a great deal of Limestone was dug here in
tho. 1st Rock, for some years after the Canal was
completed, but the principal Quarries nearly in front
of Mr. Arkwright's House are now shut up: its
price here is, I believe, lOd. per horse-load of three
heapt bushels.

Crowdycote in Hartington : here the 4th Lime Rock is
accessible by the Turnpike-roads through Longnor
it,to Staffordshire.

Derby : at the Canal Wharfs on the S E of the Town,
considerable quantities of the Crich Limestone,
brought thither in Boats, are burnt; Messrs. Ed-
ward Bunks and Co. sell their Lime here at 3s. Id.
per quarter of eight bushels.

Dirty
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Dirty Hucknal, Notts : here are Quarries and Kilns of
the hot Lime, which Farmers fetch into Blackwell,
and the adjoining Parishes.

Disley, Cheshshire, N E of the Town, aTe Kilns on the
banks of the Peak Forest Canal, for burning the
Peak Forest (the Barmoor or Dove-hole) Limestone;
part of Glossop Parish is supplied from these Kilns,
with a mild and useful Lime. /*

Dove-hole, or Black-hole, in the NW corner of Peak
Forest Liberty: SE of the Houses, the ancient
Kilns in the 4th Rock, mentioned, p. 414, were
situated, as the large heaps of Refuse or Lime-ashes
over 30 acres of ground or more, will long testify :
the present Works are N E of the Houses, at the
head of the Rail-way from the Peak Forest Canal, in
the 3d and in the 4th Rocks (separated by a bluish
green, decomposing Toadstone), the latter being
greatly preferred by the Quarrymen, on account of
the comparative ease of working it, as observed,
Vol. I. p. 299, and II. pc; 418. The Lime-Kilns
here, in occupation of Mr. George Pot, being sunk
considerably in the Rock, a steep inclined Gang-
way leads down to the Drawing-holes, and a long
Rope passes over a pulley fixed at a distance from
the top of this Gang-way, to the ends of which the
men employed in drawing the Kiln, attach their
Wheel-barrows, so that one man, in wheeling down
his empty Barrow, greally assists another, who could
not otherwise wheel up his loaded one; an ingenious
contrivance,1? that would prove useful in some other
situations, for allowing depth enough of Kiln for
the Lime to get properly cooled.

Glapwcll: here some hot Lime is prepared, and I
E e 4 doubt
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doubt not but the Blue Beds might be obtained to
make mild Lime, by n search in the Measures below
these Quarries, in the face of the Hill.

Grin Hill, 1 m. S W of Buxtou in Hartington, is a
large and high Hill of the 4th Rock, almost entirely
covered by the Ash-heaps of former and present
Lime-kilns, as mentioned, page 414; the Lime is mild
and good, 'o?aligi t grey colour, and is fetched from
great distances into' Cheshire and Staffordshire, as
•well as northward in this County, to loss distances : it
has struck me, that these Works might, with some
propriety, be moved about two miles southward to
Thirkelow-gate, on the same Rock, which being
much nearer to, and almost as high as the Grand
Ridge, would vastly lessen the draught of Lime up
the Hills to the south-west of the present Works ;
while the Coals, as at present worked, arc almost on
the Grand Ridge. In this case, the disgusting deso-
lation of Grin Hill, as viewed from Buxton, and
almost every part of its vicinity, might perhaps be
removed, by planting it with Ash, &c.

Haddon, S W of the Hall, near Great Rovvslcy: in a
raised part of the 1st Lime Rock, near a great Fault
and Shale south of it, 1.290, Note. This Quarry
and Kilns are situated by a Turnpike-road leading
to the eastward.

Hartington: from hence mild Lime of the 4th Rock
goes into Sheen and other places in Staffordshire.

Ilognaston ; N W of the Town, dark blue Shale Lime-
stone is dug and burned : the Lime seems to have
been in repute, by the si-ze of the excavations: its
price is Is. 6d. per score leapt bushels.

Jlorninglow Wharf, N of Burton, Staff, on the Trent
and
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and Mersey Canal; CWcA'Stone is brought and burnt:
Lime is sold,here by Messrs. Edward Banks and Co.
at 45. per quarter of eight bushels.

Ukeston-Common Wharf, E of the Town, on the Ere-
wash Canal: Cricfi Limestone is here brought and
burned, and sold by Messrs. Edward Banks and Co.
at 3s. 3d. per quarter of eight bwJiels.

Jvillamarsh Wharf, on,tbe Chest^'field Canal: Yellow
Limestone, brought from Peck's Mill in Yorkshire
(Vol. I. 411) is here burned, and its hot Lime sold
to such Farmers as use it.

Knitaker, \\m. N E of Barlborough : Mr. Edward
Scholefield's Quarry, .mentioned, page.410, has, in
15 feet of its depth, numerous thin Beds of bluish
Limestone, none exceeding eight inches in thick-
ness, interlaycd with Blue and Yellowish Clay: he
got bris Coals from Norbrigs,, 3J m. distant, and
sold his Lime in 1809, fit 10s. per chaldron of 32
heapt bushels: 60 to ISO bushels per acre being used
as a dressing. Mr. Henry Bowden had intentions,
as I was told, of opening a Pit and Kiln on his Land,
near to the above, as being more accessible from the
Roads., than his Pit at Walls, that will be mentioned
further on.

jtniveton, \m. N E ; some of the Shale Limestone
here is grey, and some of it blue, and shattery in the

. weather ; Mr. Robert Wigley has separate Kilns for
. these two sdrts of Lime, the latter being much prized

for Water-works, and the former for Agriculture;
he sells it at 8s. per score heapt bushels ; three to six
score being used per acre.

Langley-Mill: at the Wharfs, here, near the meeting of
the Cromford, Erewash and Nottingham Canals, Stone
isbrpught from Crich and burnt, by Messrs. Edward

Banks
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Ranks and Co. and sold at 3*. Id. jter quarter of eight
bushels.

Long Eaton : at the Wharf here, on the £rcwash
Canal, Crich Lime as above, is sold at 3s. bd. per
quarter.

Marple-Bridgc, S W ; on the Cheshire side of the
(joytc, onthcP^ak Forest Canal, Samuel Oldkuow,
Esq. has vVry extensive L'mc Kilns for burnin
Stone of the 3x1 and 4th Rocks, brought from Bar-
moor and Dove-hole Quarries, in Peak Forest, above-
mentioned : the structure and arrangements of these
Lime-works are the most complete that I have seen.
Where four Locks occur near together on the Canal
a branch has been taken out of the upper pound to
a Dock, where the Stone and Coal Boats lie to un-
load, level with the tops of the Kilns, which arc 1 ?
in number, and can burn 2 J 0 0 bushels of Liuu
daily! From the bottoms of the Kilns, Rail-way
are Inid, and conducted, somc^into a Boat-house, over
two Boats that can lay in a Dock connecting with
the lower pound of the Cunal, and have their lading
(A Kimc tippled or turned over into them from the
Trams on the Kail-way, under cover from rain;
others of the Hail-ways arc conducted into a Lime-
house over four or five Carts or Waggons that can
stand at the same time, and have the Lime tippled
into them, secure from the weather : and others to
Tipples without covers. The Kilns are rather egg-
shaped, 36 feet deep, J3{ feet diameter at top, and
1 4 | feet in the belly or widest place at nine feet
down; diminishing thence, to 3\ feet diameter at
bottom. Iron shovels arc used to draw the Lime
at 20 inches above the floors on which the Rail-ways
arc laid. Between the bottoms of the Kilns, roomy

arched
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arched Stables arc constructed, in some of which the
Farmers feed and rest their Horses, while their Carts
aud Waggons are loading, and others arc let to the
Boat-men for their towing Horses. The high wall
in the front of the Kilns, being strengthened, and its
line broken by some circular Buttresses, faced so as
to imitate an ancient Castle, has ^ good effect,' from
its commanding situation, so C.r above the level of
the Valley and Grounds at Mcllor V-V-.

Mr. O. purchases his Limestone ol the Canal Com*
pany at the bottom of the Rail-way at Bugsworth
Wharf near Whaley-bridge, at 2*. Id. per ton
(20x120 lb.), aud Coals of an indifferent quality, called
Sleek, are delivered to the Kilns at 5s. to 6s. Hd,
per ton; and he sells his I/niir M! \\d. per load of
ten Winchester level peck:-.

One half of the large quantity of Lime burnt here,
is fetched awny by Caris and Waggons; three quarters
of this moiety for Agricultural purposes, and one-
fourth for Cement, except what the Blcaching-houscs
and Calico Printers take : the other half of the whole,
goes away northward by Boats, as fur as Bolt on,
Bury, Rochdale, Saddlesworth, &c.; and now pro*
bably, since the Tunnel near the last place has been
finished, this valuable Lime will go forward to Hud-
dcrsficld, and further.

In charging the Kilns, the Stone is broken into
lumps, weighing from Jib. to 61b* each—three tons
of Stone (20x120), with one ton of Coals (20x112),
produce on the average 15 loads of Lime (of 10 pecks),
each weighing JO score (of 201b.) I observed licrc,
the piling up of Stone and layers of Sleek (that I have

spoken
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spoken of at page 420) before the men left work at
night: and Mr. O. told me, that such piled part of
the Lime, when burnt, was found much the whitest:
I cannot, however, but consider it as a great waste of
fuel.

Matlock: considerable quantities of Lime were for-
merly burriufroin^e 1st Lime Rock in this Town,
and near the Bridge, and some is yet burnt: the price
is 10£tf. per load of three bushels.

Measham Field, E of the Town : at Hot Wharf, on
the Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal, arc Kilns for burning
the Ticknall and Clouds-hill Limestone, brought
hither by the Rail-ways and Canal. • . '

Oxcroft in Bolsover: Mr. Henry Simpson here occu-
pies Quarries, and Kilns for the Blue Beds in the
Yellow Lime Rock, whose Lime has long been in
reputefor Agricultural purposes,as observed, p. 409.

Peak-Forest, %m. N W of the Town : the large Lime
Quarries here, were more extensively used formerly
than at present, since the Peak Forest Canal and
Rail-way have been in use; vast heaps of Lime-
ashes, accumulated here, have began to be used by
the Farmers within a mile round, for spreading on
their Land.—See Uar?noor, and Dove-hole or Black-
hole Quarries.

Pindale, E S E o f Castleton: the Lime Quarries here
are in the 1st Lime Rock.

Pinxton, S. At the Wharf at the head of the branch
from the Cromford Canal: the Crick Limestone is
burnt.

Pye-bridge Wharf, near Somercotcs, on the Cromford
Canal: here arc Kilns for Crick Stone, as above.

Sandi-
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Sandiacre Wharf, on theErewash Canal: here Messrs.
Edward Banks and Co. sell their Lime at 3$. 4tf.
per quarter of eight bushels, made from Crick stone.

Sawley Wharf, or Trent Lock: here Crick Lime is
burnt, and sold as above, at 3A*. bd. per quarter.

Shardlow : at the Wharfs, here on the Trent and Mcr*
scy Canal, Stone from Crick is burnt and sold, by
Messrs. Edward Banks and Co-ykt 3s. l id . pqr quar-
ter of eight bushels.

Shipley old Wharf, near Ncwmanleys-Mill, on the Ere-
wash Canal: here Crick Lime is- sold as above, at
3s. 2d. per quarter of eight bushels.

Skegby, Notts.; at Stone) ford or Stain forth Lane, con-
siderable quantities of Yellow Limestone is burnt:
the Lime hot or Magnesian.

Stanton by Dale, N : at Hallam Bridge on the Nut-
brook Canal, Limestonebrought from Crick is burned.

Stoney-Houghton, N W of the Village: here, is a local
excavation in the Valley, thin Beds of Blue Stone,
with a cast of Red, interlaVd with thin Clay Beds
through ten feet of depth, and having below them
(on or twelve feet of'Yellowish Clay, with irregular
Beds of Blue Stone in it, very cavernous or uneven on
their surfaces, has long been worked and separated
from the Limestone of very different qualities above
it, as observed page 411.

Stoney-Middleton: here are Quarries in the 1st Lime
Rock, and Kilns, whence Lime is conveyed orf the
Turnpike-roads to the NE and E.

Svvarkestonc, N E : at Cuttle-bridge Wharf on the Trent
and Mersey Canal, there are Kilns for burning the
Crick Stone; and a Lime Shed has been erected,
under which Boats can lie to load in the dry. Messrs.

Edward
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Edward Banks and Co. here sell their Lime at 35.9df.
per quarter of eight bushels.

Swincoe Bank, Staffordshire, l\m. N W of Hanging-
Bridge on the Dove: here Shale Limestone is dug
and burnt,

Teversall, 1 m. N, Notts.: at Wood-Nook, the blue beds
of Stone in the Yellow Rock are dug, but applied

1 only to Roauwncn^ing, 1 believe, page 409.
Thirkelow-gate, in Hartington Parish: at a western

point of the 4th Lime Rock, nearest to the Grand
Ridge, and whence a Road was at the time of the
In closure made, crossing the Leek and the Conglc-
ton Roads, and into the Macclesfield Road; which
cross Road passes near the Thatch*marsh and Goyte-
nioss Collieries, and connects with the Roads to
several others: circumstances which have, 1 think,,
pointed out this place, as a proper site for the prin-
cipal Lime-works to supply the Country to the W
and N W , as already observed, p. 424.

Ticknall, E of the To\Vn: here a great many dark
grey and blue beds of Limestone are dug, and burnt
together, without separation, which might perhaps
be advisable, allho1 the Lime sold here is already in
repute as a mild and useful Manure. At the time of
writing the 1st Volume, I considered these (and at
Calke, &c) to be blue beds belonging to the Mag-
nesian Rock, of Breedon, Clouds-hill, &c. but, hav-
ing previous to its printing, seen the Lime-works at
Cribbath, Dinnas, Cyfarthfa, &c. in and near to
Brecknockshire in South Wales, and considered the
man}r joints of similarity between the northern edges
of the Coal-Basins or Fields of South-Wales and of
Ashby-de-la-^oucb, I have neaTly abandoned the

idea,
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idea, of any Strata in the soutlicrn part of Derby-
shire| agreeing with those on its easterneborder, as ex-
pressed in my Preface to Vol. I. p. xiii. TUe Tick-
nail Works are at present in the occupation of Mr.
Thomas Cope and Mr. Gilbert Hutchinson, who sell
their Lime at 3s. per quarter of eight heapt bushels,
or at 8$. 4td. per ton. Great quantities of this Stone
are sent away southward, by thus Railway branch to
the Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal in Willeslcy, which
passes through the Town of Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

Turnditch, lw- S: here the upper beds of the Shale
Limestone, locally exposed by a denudation in this
place, are selected- and burnt, to a dun-coloured
Lime, which is sold at 9;. 6d. per score of 22 heapt
bushels, and is in considerable repute for Agricultu-
ral purposes: the lower beds in this Quarry are po-
zoianic, and make very good water-setting Lime; as
is usual with this species of Limestone, some of the
beds explode with Violence in the Kiln, when first
heated. The waste Stone is stackt, and sold for
Soughing or Under-draining, at 2s. per cubic yard
ami a half. The Kilns here are of the running sort,
27 to 33 feet deep, 7£ to 9 feet diameter at top, 12
feet in the belly, and 5 feet at bottom.

Twyford: at the Wharf on the Trent and Mersey Ca-
nal, Stone from Crich is burned, and Messrs. Ed-
ward Banks and Co. sell their Lime at 3s. l id. per
quarter of eight bushels.

Uttoxeter, Staffordshire : at the N of this Town, Lime-
wharfs have been established, and Stone brought
from Caldon Low, since the completing of the ex-
tension of the Caldon Branch of the Trent and
Mersey Canal (from near Newcastle-under-Line), from
Froghall to this place: and it is hoped, that the fur-

1 " ther
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ther extension of this Canal south vard, so as
the main Canal again near Horninglow, will soon
further extend the great benefits of Coals and Lime.,
&c. to Tutbury, and a circle of'country round it,
in Derbj&hire and Sta'ffordsh ire.

Walls'in Wliitwcll: N of this Village Mr. Henry
Eowden, of Southgate House,.has lately availed hun-
sclf of aioc^l Doi udation, which had exposed the
blue beds in the Yellow Lime Rock, and opened a
Lime-work (as already mentioned, p. 410), which
is likely to prove of great advantage to the neigh-
bourhood and himself. l ie has also intentions, I am
told, of opening a Pit on these,beds near to Mr.
Schdlefield's at Knitaker, p. 425.

Wensley, N E , near Darley Bridge: Dan's Lime-kilns
here supply Lime, frotn a small detached part of the
1st Rock, to the Farmers eastward.

Weston on Trent: at the Wharf on the Trent and
Mersey Canal, Crick Stone is-burnt, and Messrs. Ed-
ward Banks and Co. ^ell their Lime at 3s. lid. per
quarter of eight bushels.

Whaley-Bridgc: at the Wharf at the head of Die Teak
Forest Canal, Limestone of the 3d and 4th Rock ii
brought down.the Rail-way fromBarmoor and Dove* .
hole or Black-hole Quarries, in the Peak Forest, to
Bugsworth Wharf, and here burnt and sold.

Wild Park> l£w..S W of Muggington : here in a Rid
Marl district, a Rock.of Limestone suddenly makes
its appearance, curiously contorted, which 1 took at
first to belong to the Yellow Lime Series, probably;
but now, as in the case of TickridH and Galke,. &c.
mentioned, p»43O, see considerable reason to donbt
of this identity. Blue and grey Stone in beds^ inter*
laid with yellowish Climch, &c. are here buhit to a

hot
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hot Lime of a'dark colour, which is sold at 9s. 6d.
per score bushels: sixty bushels per acre is enough
for a dressing: it takes,much Water to slack it, and
as a Cement, won't set with a small quantity of Sand,
but with four of Sand to one of Lime, w/̂ 11 incorpo-
rated, it sets uncommonly hard in rough-casting
Walls, as may be seen at the Hoj*se of l$r. William
Cox of Culland, vvh^ is Agen^for SI C. Pole, Esq»
the Proprietor of Wild Park.

Willington: at the Wharf on the Trent and Mersey
Canal, Crich Stone is burnt, and Messrs. Edward
Banks and Co. sold their Lime here in 1808 at
3s. lid. per quarter: in 1809 Mr, It. Harrison of
Ash told me, that he paid 4*\ 2d. here, per quarter of
ei«rht bushels.

W irksworth, Jin. W at Yoke-cliff, and |m. N at Middle-
, Peak: at these places the 3d Rock is burned for sup-

plying Lime to the Farmers S and SE : at the for-
mer Quarries the Limestone is dark, and stinks much
qn being struck: the Lime is mild, and in much
repute with the Farmers.

Woodthorp near Tupton: 1st Limestone, brought from
Mr. Joseph Butler's Quarry in dskozer, p. 416.

1 shall now proceed to mention, in the order of the
places, such further accounts of the Private Kilns
used, and expenses of burning Lime, by the Farmers
of this County, the quantity and manner of applying
it, &c. &c. as my Notes furnish.

\sh: Mr. Richard Harrison, on Red Marl, has tried
90 bushels per acre of Breedon Lime, on Swerd, but
found that it did not encourage the better Grasses,
but made Twitch and Thistles prevail, where it was
laid : he uses Crich Lime from Willington Wharf.
DERBY, VOL. i i . j if Bakeweli:
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Bake well: Mr. William Greaves finds Lime, laid on
Grass-land, to descend and get in a few years below
the roots of the Grasses, and therefore it don't answer
so well as on Arabic, where it can be repeatedly
brought to the surface.

Barton-Lodge: Mr. John Webb, in a series of Expe-
riments on Limiiyr (one of which is related, p. 121),
on a Red Marl soH7> in a Field of seven acres, that
had been well fallowed after Benns, in August ISOS,
laid Birchwood-Park Lime, as soon as it had been
slacked, on the greater half of the Field, in different
places, at the rate of 60 bushels per acre, and about
the 10t)i of October sowed it with two bushels of Red
Seed-Wheat, broad-cast under-furrow, after laying
five or six weeks undisturbed: on another part of,
about half an acre, that was limed as above, only
one bushel of the same Wheat was sown: another
half acre of the Field was limed at the same time
with 120 bushels of the same Lime, and sown with
two bushels of Seal "per acre: and two other half
acres in different parts'of the same Field, were neither
limed or manured at all, but Were sown at the same
time, and with the same quantity of Seed, as the
last. Iu August IS09 there was no perceptible diffe-
rence in the strength, thickness or quality of the
Crop: the whole was good for the season, and yielded,
perhaps, 28 bushels per acre.

Bentley: Mr. Philip Oakdcn, of the Hall, uses 120
bushels of Birchwood-Park Lime on his Fallows for
Wheat: too large quantities of this Lime docs harm :
he never uses it on Pastures, but in Composts.

Blackwall: Mr. John Blackwall uses Lime slackt and
wet, in a mortared state, to spread on Heath or
very rough old Sward, which it is wished to reclaim

without
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without ploughing; and mentioned, that in this state,
smeared on to the surface, it is found, in Edale and
other places, vastly more efficacious than fresh pow-
dered Lime, or Flour, as the Farmers call it.

DIackwell: Mr. Joshua Lingard has of late years used
Pye Kilns* on his Farm, having found the small
running Kilns used by Farmers, to require one bushel
of small Thatch-marsh Coals, /to make two bushels
and a half of Lime, and sometimes only tw£, such
occasioning great waste of Coals in Winter Nights,
to keep them in, by what is called raking^ or making
them up in the Livening (as mentioned at Caldon and
Marple above). In a large Lime-pye of 6000 bushels,
one bushel of the same Coals will make three to four
bushels and a half of Lime, or three and a half on
the average. Where there is already a Stone-pit in
a Field, a Lime-pye mny be prepared for charging,
from two to four guineas expense, and much cartage
will be saved, by itf being more centrically situated,
than is often practicable witfi fixed or running Kilns:
by a Lime-pye, as great a quantity of Lime can be
carted on to the Land in four or five days, as from a
Run-kiln, of the usual size on Farms, in four or five
weeks ; since such seldom draw more than 180 to 200
bushels per day. The getting of the Stone, and
charging a Pye-kiln, nnd drawing and loading of the
Lime into Carts, is usually let by Mr. L. at 2s. 3d.
to 2s. 6d. per score loads, or 60 bushels, and the
spreading at Id, per score. Stone dug some time,
seem* to require rather less Coals to burn it, and the
Stone of old Walk, which has been very long ex-
posed, rather more Coals, than fresh dug Stone does.

• The cuwtruction of theje,it Nmbavtn, will be explained fufthet on.

Ff2 The
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The laying of Lime on the Sod Ashes of pared and
burnt Land, was very little practised until six or seven
years ago, but has now become general about Black-
well; 120 to ISO bushels (150 on the average), perhaps,
are spread tper acre for Turnips ; after which two crops
of Oats are taken, which Mr. L. thinks, by pulveriz-
ing the Turf, answers better, except on very poor soils,
than one Oat crop, i.i the eftec* on the following crops
of Gr&ss. In 15 or 20 years, the Pastures here grow
mossy, and require improving by Tillage, Mr. L. says.
On this subject I have already expressed my opinion
in page 401. Mr. L. showed me a very poor piece of
Land on Cawton Hill, a red, clayey, and fox-earth
soil, full of Toadstone Holders, and wet, whose im-
provement he hud attempted, in two ways, sevcr.nl years
before: part of it he limed pretty freely without plough-
ing, but the Ilcrb.-ige was lilllc improved by it, and is
now excessively coarse and unprofitable; on other parts,
that were pared, anil burnt, and limed, the Herbage is
seen considerably improved.

Bradburnc: Mr. — Wright practises the Liming of his
Arable Land, in the Autumn or Winter, intended for
Lent Corn next Spring:

iiradby-Park: Karl Chesterfield never makes a dead or
naked Fallow on any of the various soils in his Farm,
and uses Lime thereon, only occasionally, 5 tons, or
140 bushels from Ticknall, when the soil h judged to
require it: conceiving, thai Lime is often used as of
course, and does lUtte good.

Brailsford: Mr. Edward S. Cox uses Lime, onh
his Fallows, for Cabbages and Turnips.

Buxton: about the year 1783 the late Duke of Devou-
ibirc caused a considerable tract of heathy 1th Lime-

stone
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stone Land, to be improved, under the, direction of
his Agî nts, Mr. Robert Longsdon and Mr. George
iirassington, by sp readiog 1500 bushels of Lime per
acre, on Hind-Low, Sticker-Hill, and others, N of
Mriarley, near to II ill-head Farm, the charge amount-
ing to 2d. per bushel, including leading and spread-
ing; some doubts have, however, been expressed, of
the propriety of some* parts of.lhis cliargc to His
Grace: the effect, however, tho* slow, was strik-
ing; the Heath being exterminated by the Lime, a
sweet and good Herbage has succeeded, and kept its
place, while Briarlcy Hill, near there, remains in the
same heathy state ns these Hills' were, and marks
strongly, the improvement that has been made. Mr.
Thomas Logan, late of Buxton, is reported to have
since succeeded in the extermination of Heath on
these Limestone Hills, by no more than 200 bushels
of Lime, -nd others with 300 to 600 bushels per
acre; but the operation has been so slow and tedious,
in most cases, toeing sometimes 90 years before the
Land brole, as they cal! it, ami produced a kind
Herbage, that Paring, Burning, and Liming, is now
generally resorted to, as I have explained in Sect. II.
and hcreiii.

haiswort- : on Shale Gritstone Land, opposite Chats-
worth House, on ihr W side of the Derwent, 260
bushels of Lime per a ere were spread, on the parts
covered by For;i, and a striking improvement effected;
but its further extension was stopped, on the rcprc*
sentati<v ,c one, that Swerd so improved, would
make ila. Deer risrglc-backt! His Grace's inclosed
Pastures are occasionally dressed with 300 bushels of
Lirie per acre.

Chelroerton: here small Pye-kilns have been in use,
F f 3 since
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since about the year 1788. Lime, at the rate of 900
bushels per acre, was laid on 2(1 Limestone Land,
over-run, with Moss Hillocks, on Chelmerton Low.
At the In closure of the Common, Pye-kilns only
were used by the Farmers, and Mr. Joshua Lingard
of Blackwcll informed me, that he considered it as
certain, .that ten,,jtimes as much Lime had been then
used, as would have been, ifr Run-kilns had remained
in use, on account of the superior cheapness and
expedition of the former, in preparing this important
Manure.

Croxall. "Grass Land, very fuU of Twitch, Mr.
Princep has grcjttly improved by Liming, with 72
bushels per acre of Ticknall Lime, at the beginning
of winter.*'

Culland. Mr. William Cox has tried both Breedon
and Wild-Park Lime, on his Red Marl Soil, and
although they arc similar in colour, and both do
injury, where laid in heaps or spread too thick, they
arc, he thinks, of different kinds.

Eckington. Several Farmers here, use 50 level bushels
of Pcck's-mill Lime from Killamarsh, per acre, on
their Fallows, repeated every four or five years.

Glossop. Great part of the Farmers here, use Lime
from Marple Kilns, principally on Swerd, on Coal-
measures, at the rate of 40 to 60 Ilorse-loads, or
J20to ISO bushels per acre, and find it answer bet-
ter thus, than ou their Arable Lauds.

Hardwick-Hall: The Stoney-lloughton Lime, when
tried here, has not occasioned the Seeds to stand, 'or
the Clover, &c. to last, so well, as when Crich
Lime has been used, according to the information of
Mr. John Cotlingham.

Hanson-grange: Mr. William Gould, here made very
early
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early use of tlie Pye-kilns, that seem increasing so
fast in the Peak Hundreds.

Hargate-waU. Mr. Ellis^Nccdham limes extensively,
uses Pyc-kilns, and can lay on Lime thus burnt, at
Sd. per bushel, or under.

J Ikes ton : Mr. Samuel Cocker, on li is Fallows for
Wheat, on strong Clay and light Yellow and weak
Land on Coal-measiyos, lays V20 bushels of Crich
Lime per acre, and for Turnips 120 bushels, and 12
three-horse Cart-loads of rotten yard Dung, or of
Ashes, Privy Soil, &c. from the Town.

Kniveton: the Jicv. William Hurd, prefers Lime for
Land, after being long exposed to the air, and has
seen Mortar from old buildings do more £ood than
fresh Lime. On Land that had borne two Crops
of Oats after having been old Swcrd, he spread 100
bushels per acre, in the Spring harrowed the Lime,
and sowed Oats on one ploughing, which proved a
better crop, than aif adjoining piece urider the same
circumstances, except thai .t was limed in the
Spring, spread, and the Seed harrowed in, after
one ploughingr.

Longford : Edward Coke, Esq. uses SO bushels of
Birchwood-Park Lime per acre, on his Fallows, for
Wheat and Beans.

Lullington: Mr. Thomas Moore uses on his Stubbles
or Fallows, cither 96cwt. of Ticknall Lime, or
48cwt. of Breed nn Lime, and sometimes 64 ^wt. of
them mixt, in equal proportions per acre.

%4arkeaton: Edward N. C. Muncl:, Esq. limes for
his Turnip Crop, with 84 bushels of Ticknall or
Turnditoh Lircr, in addition to eight ihree-horse
Cart-loads of Dung per acre. On old Pastures,
thin of soil on strong Red Marl, Mr. M. has used

F f 4 200
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200 bushels of the above Limes per'acre, with bene-
ficial effects.

Meadow-Place: Mr, Richard Gregory has reclaimed
great tracts of heathy 1st and 3d Limestone Lands,
by Paring and Burning and Liming: of late, Tur-
nips have followed this process.

Newhaven: Mr. Timothy Green wood uses a great
deal of Lime, and burns it in Pye-kilns, or Pud-
ding-pyes, as some call them. His process is as
follows:
In a Stone Pit, if on an eminence rather, and open

to the West the better, for saving, carriage of the
Lime, and procuring more draught of air, and if Carts
can come into the West side of the Pit, still better, as
then the Pye is to be constructed along the Eastern
side of the Pit: those I saw were thus situated, and
sixteen yards Jong, six yards wide at lop, three quar-
ters of a yard wide at bottom, and I luce yards deep,
shaped much like a Boat, with swelling ribs; the
sides of the Pit having been roughly cut or quarried, to
form the East side and the ends, and the West side
formed with a rough wall of Limestones : three openings
or door-ways being left in the length, in building this
Side-wall, which openings are built up with Stones,
previous to charging the Pye. Along, the bottom of
the Pye, a Channel is formed about half a yard wide,
and as much deeper than it, likc.lhe keel of a Boat
almost, and from this, three similar channels branch,
to pass under the three openings or door-ways; these
are for admitting air, and lighting the Pye: whose pre-
vious preparation for charging'as above, has cost
Mr. G. from 60s. to 70s.

Preparatory to charging the Pye, the Trenches above
mentioned are covered over by dry branches of Wood,

and
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and Heath or Straw spread upon these, to receive a floor
or layer of Coals three inches thick, all over tbe bottom of
thePye': then six inches^thick of Stone, broken rather
small, is spread on this; then another three inches of
Coals, succeeded by a seven or eight inch layer of Stone,
which may increase in size of pieces to the middle, where
they may be pretty large, if set up edge-ways. In the
above manner the alteriyite layers ôf Coals and of Stone
are continued, the latter increasing in thickness to 14 feet
above the bottom, along the middle of the Kiln, and
the last layer of Stone may be 14 incites thick, and
should be pretty well broken, and the top layers
should diminish above the walls, so as to form a regu-
lar surface, almost like a Boat five feet deep, turned
bottom upwards. This surface is then to be covered
with Sods, laid with the Grass inwards, and lapping
close over each othfer, except along the ridge at top, to
about six inches thick.

Lighted Straw or dry Meath is then introduced to
the middle of the Pyc bottom, T)y means of the three side
channels, and the Pye is left to burn for five days/ if
good Coals from the Wharf at Cromford are used, or
ten days if the Thatch-marsh Coals are used : one or
two days more are generally enough to cool the Lime,
sufficiently to begin drawing; which commences, by
backing the Carts against the side wall, arid the men
with Shovels throw the Lime into the Carts, until got
some distance below the side Walls; the temporary
Walls in the three openings or Door-ways, are then
removed, and a Cart backed to each, enables the re-
mainder to be readily drawn and loaded.

Twenty-five tons of Coals thus applied, make 80
thrpe-horse Cart-loads of good Lime, of about 30
Leapt bushels each : a Pye, dressing about SO acres,

at
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at the rale of 120 bushels per acre. Mr. G. did not
seem to be aware, of any larger quantity of Lime being
procurable from a ton of Coals in this way, than by
using Ilbnni:)g-kilns,' but considered the saving in
time and expense as very considerable, with Pyes.

The Ashes of the burnt Land being spread (see page
404), the Lime when carted on to it from the Pye as
above, is laid in heaps;.of about *v bushel arid half each,
as tight and round as may bo, and is left in that state
two or three days to fall into flour, which is then spread,
and a Norfolk plough, drawn by two horses, imme-
diately follows, with about a two-inch furrow ; and
during June, or the first week in July, l i b . of Tur-
nip Seed (Norfolk Whites, or Green Tops) per acre
is sown, and harrowed in. On these new Lands, Mr.
G. found the Turnip crop patchy, and did not adopt
hoeing, in the early periods of his thus breaking up
the Common Lands, around Ncwhavcn Inn. On one
of the new fields that had been pared and burnt, and
Turnipt without Lime, Mr. G. spread on part, rotten
Stable Dung, and sowed Lentils, and limed the other
with 150 bushels per acre, for Oats: next year the
whole bore Oats, and had Red and White Clover
and Rye-grass sown with them: in the following year,
the limed part proved much the best Crop of Grass,
and continued so for two years, when the uulimcd
part was dressed v/ith Road Dirt.

Norbrigs: Mr. Joseph Butler has tried Lime from the
blue beds in the yellow Rock, at Bolsover Quarries,
at the rate of 40 bushels per acre on Wheat Stubble,
following Paring and Burning on old Ley, for a
erop of Pease: and tried against it, Peak Lime from
Calver, 40 bushels per acre, and saw no perceptible

difference
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difference in*thcir effects on the Crop, except that
the Bolsover Lime seemed rather to encourage
Weeds, which he has been told, that Lime frcfm the
redder yellow beds of that Rock do, to a high de-
gree.

Palterton: Mr. George Bell, on the Coal Shales below
the Hill, finds the Lime from the blue beds to ansyver
well, as it does also on the y«llow Limestone on the
Hill, at the rate of 40 to 48 bushels per acre: tho*
20 bushels only is there used, by many of his neigh-
bours.

Perry~Foot: Mr. Robert Need ham, on 4th Limestone
Pastures, much subject to a fox-earth behcath the
mould (Vol. I. p. 305), has twice limed, at inter-
vals of 20 to 30 years, at the ratQ of 210 to 300
bushels per acre each time, in the winter season, and
has found the larger quantity did the most gobd.

Pilsbury : Mr. Joseph Gould, in order to increase the
depth of a running Kiln that I saw here on his Farm,
and yet allow Carts to b£ck, and have their bottoms
level with the floor of the passage from the drawing-
holes, makes this floor longer than usual, and in-
clined, but not so much, but the labourers can wheel
barrow-fulls of Lime up into the Carts, by which
the drawing of the Kiln was much facilitated. Mr. G,
in an extensive use of Line, on pared and burnt
land, 120 to 150 bushels per acre, has found, that
the parts where short Heath had grown, after two
crops of Corn, became muck infested with Chick-
weed, on the 4th Lime Rock.

Stanesby : Edward S. W. Sitwell, Esq. uses on his
fallows, on Coal-measures, 64 bushels per acre, of
Crich Lime.

Stanton in the Peak: Bache Thornhill, Esq. on his
Pastures,
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Pastures, where mossy (on Limestone Shale or ifs
Grit, strewed with blue and bastard Limestone
bolJfrs in places) spreads in April, 30 to 35 Loads
(each three lieapt bushels of 34? quarts,) of Lime
flour, as soon as slacked hot from the Kiln> thrown
from a Cart by shovels. His Arabic? Land, on Shale
Grit, is limed in August, on the fallows, 30 to 45
Loads per acrey spread as above, and ploughed in in-
medlately : for Turnips 25 to %o0 Loads is spread,
early in June, and 14 to 21 days after, seven to
nine threc-horsc Cart-loads of Dung are spreadr and
ploughed in immediately, and on the some day
Turnips are sown broad-cast; for if the Dung has
time to get dry before sowing, the Turnips are apt
to fail.

Stan ton Ward : the late Mr. Fletcher Bullivant, on
the Coal Shales, on a naked fallow for Wheat, spread
120 bushels of Tick null Lime, and in the Spring
harrowed in 141b. of Red Clover, and two pecks of
Rye-grass Seeds, to lay two years; then Oats, fol-
lowed by Wheat: and on the Gritstone or Gravel
Soils, 120 bushels of Lime, and 30 tons of rotten
Dung per acre for Swede Turnips; then Barley,
with 141b. of White and 81b. of Red Clover, to
lay four to six years, fed the first of these; then
Barley, and sometimes Wheat after it.

Sudbury : Lord Vernon, on his fallows on Red Marl,
spreads 100 bushels of Birchwood-Park Lime, per
acre, just before sowing either Turnips or Wheat.

Weston-Underwood: the late Mr. John Wall used
Turnditch Lime, laid in a large heap two or three
months before using, turning it in the mean time to
slack it effectually; on Lands but recently broken
up, 70 or 80 bushels per acre, spread on the Turnip or

Wheat
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Wheat failov-s, a week or more before sowing;
ploughing twice after spreading before sowing Tur-
nips, and once befoje sowing Wheat. Upon old
ploughed Land, 70 bushels of Lime and eight
four-horse Cart-loads of Dung per acre, without
which last, the Lini* here did not answer. On some
of his Pastures, he spread, in the middle of August,
100 to ISO hushels^f Lime flour, mid did not prac-
tise the making of Lime composts for Swerd.

Limestone Broken.—I heard of no attempts in the
County to break down Limestone for Manure, and
very few instances of its being so used,; when ready
broken by the wheels of Carriages, on the Roads
mended with Limestone. Mr. Timothy Greenwood,

.of Newhaven, on his Artificial Grasses, that had been
Dunged but not Limed, as has been mentioned,
page 412, spread 14 or 15 Loads per acre of the
shovelings of the Turnpike Road, laying in heaps by
its sides, composed principally of ground 4th Lime-
stone, which astonishingly irfiproved them; and two
years afterwards, when it came to bn broken up with
the other, and-limed part of the field, the Crop of
Oats proved much the test on the Road-dirt part:
and Mr. G. was intending to pursue the use, of this
hitherto neglected Manure. Mr. William Necdham of
Great Hucklow, makes compost of Roadside Soil
(Limestone ground) and Lime, for his Oats.

It has often struck me, in travelling on Limestone
Roads, in dry seasons, thro* a stratum of Dust almost
as fine as Hair-powder, and almost as easily moved as
a fluid, that it would amply answer to the Fanners
to collect it in this state, to spread on their Lands:
and that it even would answer to persons near saeh

Roads,
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Roads, who would collect it in every dry season, and
preserve it in that state under sheds, for sale to the
Farmers, when the state of their Lands, and leisure from
other urgent business, better admitted of t their fetching
and applying it : for it must not be supposed, that
after heavy rains have fallen, and washed away all the
finer parts of such Dust, including most of the dung
of Horses, &c..dropped on such Roads, and above
all, after being scraped up and laid in heaps, and had
time to dry, and set like mortar, that this Road-dirt
possesses nearly the fertilizing properties of the impal-
pable calcareous dust that I have mentioned above,
and which, from its minute state of division, might
be so readily and perfectly incorporated with the soil.

Of Limestone-Gravel, the quantities are exceedingly
small in this County, if we except the Slither, or An-
gular Limestone Rubble scattered on the sides of some
Valleys in the Peak Limestone Districts, mentioned
Vol. I. p. 145, and all tlrat there is, is of that perma-
nent and indestructible nature, either as bard rubble or
rounded pebbles, as to be utterly incapable of acting
as a Manure, without first burning or. pounding: and
considering the frequent mention of this substance, in
Books treating of Manures, it may seem rather surpris-
ing, that I have never any where met with Limestone-
Gravel that was, or could be so applied.

Clay: except of those sorts, which from their cal-
careous admixtures, have been denominated Marlsy

and are mentioned at the beginning of this Section, I
saw no instance of its application in the County;
indeed from the small quantity of real Sand Land in.
the County, owing to the general prevalence of Argil

in
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in the cements t>f the Gritstone Rocks, which make
light loams by their decomposition, it seems little
wanted. On ihe south side of Wesley, 1 saw the
clay of the BndleiV Sludge-ponds (Vol. I; p, 377),
carted on to the Limestone Pastures near them. On
the S E of G lap well, I saw the thick water from the
yellow Limestone Roads, collected in small ponds by
the sides, to deposit its sediment, in a fine Clayey
form, which the Farmers carefully dug out in dry-
weather, and mixed with Dung for their Lands:
the proportion of Magnesia that this clay must un«
doubtcdly hold, shews, that the same cannot be as
destructive to vegetation, as Mr. Tennant a few years
ago maintained. Sec page 185.

Sand.—At Blackwall, Mr. John Blackwall's Farm
is principally upon cold Limestone Shale, but part of
this stratum is covered by Hummocks of very sandy
Gravel: this last MrfB. has carted, and incorporated
with the strong soil of the*othrr parts, at the rate of
200 loads per acre, at the time of Fallowing, and the
improvement it effected fully answered his expecta-
tions. In other situations, this might be imitated with
like success, I think.

Gypsum: altiio' this substance is dug in such con-
siderable quantities at Chellaston and Aston, as ob-
served Vol. 1. p. 149, and might 1x3 had in no very
small quantities, almost in a powdered state, from the
Turners of Gypsum Ornaments, called Petrifaction
Workers, I. 461; I could hoar only of three persons
who had given it a trial, as a Manure ; viz. Mr. George
Nuttall, who tried it at Matlock, both on 1st Lime-
stone Pastures, and on Shale Pastures, spread at Mi-

chaelmas:
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chaelmas : 'on both it encouraged the growth of White
Clover, and did good; Mr. James Longsdon, of
Longsdon, but not with much success, I believe; and
Mr. John Bunting, of Bunting-fields in Ashover, who
in 1S09 tried it on alternate lands of Oats and of Tur-
nips, with no visible effect. In America, where this
substance is so extensively used, I read, that they
don't find it improve cold clay, or ochrcy soils, and
that it must be pounded, and then ground fine in a
Flour-mill, and not burnt ^ to reduce it to powder,
as. in that case its fertilizing effects are.destroyed or
nearly so.

Pond'zceeds and Mud: tjie use of these by Mr.
Robert C. Greaves, at Ingleby, and by Earl Chester-
field, at Bretby, has already been mentioned, p. 287:
in the excellent improvements of John Beresford, Esq.
at Osmaston Cottage, in Shirley, a smaller Pond,
which he calls a Mud-trap, was constructed above his
large Fish-pond, and from which he has carted 2000
Loads of rich mud, and an accumulation of rotten
Weeds, on to the gravelly Hills adjoining, which have
been greatly improved thereby.

Burnt Earth or Clay, is little used here, except
from the thin sods mentioned in Section IT. on Paring
and Burning, p. 400, and where the late Mr. Joseph
Wilkes's exertions in this way on Ashby Wolds and in
Measham, are referred to.

Ashes.—Except in some of the northern Parishes of
the Peak Hundreds, where Peat is used, Coal is the
universal fuel of the Inhabitants, in whose Grates, as
well as in the numerous Steam-engines and other fire-
places in the Manufactories, vast quantities of CoaU

ashes
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ashes are of courte produced, and few things in Der*
byshire surprised me more, than the almost universal
neglect of these as a^Manure (as already hinted,
page 186 and 414): accustomed, as I have been, to see
them so highly prized in all the Southern Counties,
and collected and carried such great distances from
London, in Carls and Waggons, and still further by
the Canals and Navigations. How happens it, that
here in the South, Lime is in no repute with the Farm-
ers, and Coal-ashes so much valued, and that in Derby-
shire the reverse in both instances is the case ? I have
seen or heard no sufficient reasons. In Measham and
at Bradby-Park, Coal Ashes are used as mentioned
p. 186, and by Mr. Samuel Cocker, of I Ikes ton, p. 439.

Soot*—This article also seems to besought after,
with little of that avidity which it excites in the south-
ern Farmers: Mr. Beighton, of Hnllnnd Ward, uses
it: Mr. Samuel CocRer, of Ilkeston, on Wheat in
March : Mr. George B. Strutt, of Belper, on Grass
Land, &c.

Bones: If Middlesex Farmers may wonder to be
told, that Coal-ashes are disregarded in Derbyshire,
they can scarcely be less surprised to learn, that seve-
ral Ship Loads of the Bones, collected in London
(some from the Church-yards, as I have heard), find
their way into the interior of Derbyshire annually,
and are there ground by Mills, erected on purpose,
into a most potent and valuable Manure. Bone"
mills have been erected in Ashford, Beighton, Bonsai
Dale (the Slag-mill Rollers *t Viagellia Cupola), Dun-
ston, Killaraarsh (the Forge Hammer), Makeney,

DERBY. VOL. II.J O g (at
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(at the Ironworks), Shipley Colliery (a Hammer
worked by the Engine Pump-rod, formerly), Walton
(or Brampton Moor), Whittington (Sheep Bridge, &c.)
At the last-mentioned Mill, Mr. Henry Bason is sup-
plied by the Chesterfield Canal Boats, to Wild en's
Mill, and sells his ground Bones at 2s. 3d. per heapt
Bushel, six or seven quarters being used as a dressing for
an acre of Land. This Mill is moved by water, and
its operative part contests of ratchet-like iron wheels or
rollers, between which the back bones of Horses, with
their adhering ribs, the cores of Ox-horns^ &c. pass
with facility, and are crushed into small pieces.

It might have been supposed, that the Grease, &c. in
the Bones, contributed principally to their fertilizing
effects, but when I was in the neighbourhood of Wal-
sall in Staffordshire, in 1809, I was told by a Farmer,
who as well as many of his neighbours used Bone Ma-
nure for their fallows, on either clay or sand, at the
rate of 80 bushels per acre, which cost 15c/. per bushel:
that at some of the Bone-mills there, they had Caldrons
for extracting all the Grease from the Bones by boiling,
and that they rather preferred such cleaned Bones, as
not liable to be carried away by Birds or Vermin, or
to attract Insects : that the effects of such last for 20
years, but if often repeated on Arable Land, the Corn
is apt to run to straw. Some have thought, appa-
rently, that it was not necessary to crush or break
Bon^s into small pieces for Manure, for when I was
at the Duke of Portland's Park, at Welbeck, Notts,
I saw considerable Lawns therein, strewed with large
fragments of Bones, skulls of Horses for instance, only
once or twice broken, which being bleached by the
weather, had a most unsightly appearance, and it ap-

peared
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peared dangerous to ride among (heir sharp-angled
fragments. My Notes on the use of crushed Bones
in this County, are as follows, viz.

Ashover: Mr. John Bunting, of Bunting-field, has
tried them with little effect, except on his Turnip
Crops, whereon he used 100 bushels per acre, which
cost 20d. per busheL

Belper: Messrs, Strutts encourage their Work-people
to preserve and collect Bones, and buy them by
Wheel-barrow fulls at a time, of the Children or
others, at Is. 6d. per cwt. and have them broke at
Makeney Forge, for their Pasture Land. Mr. William
and Mr. Samuel Ward, also buy and use Bones on
Pasture Land.

Bolsovcr: the Rev. Edward Otter here uses London
Bones, crushed, SO bushels per acre, which cost at
Norbrigs Wharf, 2s. 3d. per Bushel; and he, as
well as his neighbours who use them, find a crop
of Turnips better secured By their use, than by any
other Manure, except Privy'Soil.

Eckington: here Bone Turnings and Chips, from the
Sheffield Knife-handle makers, are used by several
Farmers.

Hcanor: the late John Sutton, Esq. used Bone Ma*
nure, pounded under Hammers.

Horslcy: Mr. Paul Fisher, at Horsley Park, uses a
good deal of Bone Manure.

Open wood-gate: Mr. John Spencer, highly improved
a Farm here by Bones, bought and pounded at
Makeney Forge.

Swathwick: Mr. Joseph Butler here, oil ilossy old
Ley of 25 years standing, on the Coal-measures, used
per acre, 36 bushels of Bones pounded by his Kil-

G g 2 lamarsh
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lamarsh Forge Hammer: he contrived to lay then*
on in a rainy day, which improved and entirely
altered the herbage, especially after a second dress-
ing of 24 bushels per acre, at the end of seven years:
and for nineteen successive years this Land bore a
good crop of Hay, without other Manures. For
Arable Land, Mr. B. don't think Bones much pre-
ferable to Lime or. Dung.

Whitfield in GIossop: Mr. John Kersbaw, of Hurst,
uses Bones, on Clayey Limcstone-shalc Grass Lands,

• fetched from the Bone-mill, at Hyde, near Duckeu-
field, Cheshire, and finds them answer well.

Horns : those who have noticed the vast quantities
of the Bony Cores of Ox Horns, that arc either
thrown away, or used in building disgusting fence
walls in the vicinity of many large Tan-yards in the
south of England, will be glad to f}ml> that when
crushed and broken small in Mills, these prove so va-
luable a Manure as is mentioned above. Horn Turn-
ings and refuse from the Sheffield Cutlerie?, are used
at Whittiogton, as well as from their own Horn and
Bone Button-mould Manufactory.

Ploughing in Green Crops.—It has often occurred
to me, from seeing the very luxuriant growth and large
produce of some Weeds, and the facility with which
their seeds might be collected, as of the Fat-hen or
Wild Spinnacl' (chtnopodium) and others, that such
might be beneficially cultivated, as crops to plough in:
on mentioning this iden to Mr. Thomas Harvey, of
Hoon-hay, he objected to the Fat-hen,,}that jt$ roots
run near the surface, and it would exhaust the vege-
table soil. Mr. Philip Oakdcn, of Bentlcy Hall* re-

serves
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the surface of the dung may be wetted daily, with the
liquid manure from beneath. Mr. Samuel Oldknow,
from the Kitchen of his Cqtton«/nill Apprentice House,
the Privies of his Works, &c. has laid Drains to a
Cess-pool or ^ e l l , whence a Chain-pump lifts the soil
into Water-carts, which distribute it on to his Grass-
lands, or into landers which convey it to irrigate such
as are properly situated for it: and one of which might
be made to cross the River, and induce on his excel-
lently managed Sale Garden (page 208J, a degree of
fertility and luxuriance of produce, not inferior to
Mr. Gratian's, there mentioned ; and all the Dung now
expended on this Garden; might go to increase the fer-
tility of his Farm. Earl Chesterfield, in his new
Farm Premises in Bradby-Park, lias a Tank Mow the
Yard, for collecting the Urine and soakage of the
Cattle-Stalls and Dung-Yard, and was making an in,
clined passage down into this Tank, so that such part
of this liquid as was not needed for sprinkling the Dung
heaps in the Yard, might be carried on to the Grass
Land, by a low Water-cart, backed into it, having
valves opening inward which will allow it to'fill, but
shut close as soon as the Cart is drawn up the inclined
plane.

In Peak Forest, I observed the practice, of throw-
ing Lime frequently, in small quantities, down their
Privies^ to prevent their stench : perhaps a better
practice, where there is not an opportunity to wash
out the soil for irrigating Grass Lands, in a very di-
luted state, as will be mentioned in the next Section,
is to sprinkle down frequently, some pulverized earth
or mould, the more dead or free of vegetable or ferti-
lizing impregnations, as that taken from below the sur-
face mould generally is, the more effectually will the

stench
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stencil be absorbed, and much valuable Manure will
be prepared in a dry state, such that it can be dug out
and spread, without those inconveniences which are
the principal bar to the use of this highly valuable
Manure.

Yard*Dung*—On this subject, many particulars
Lave already been mentioned, in treating on manuring
Meadows, page 184. In the construction of the new
Farm Premises on the Hill in Mr, Joseph Gould's
Farm at Pilsbury, he has been careful to lander, or
make Water-troughs to the eaves of all his Buildings,
to prevent (heir water from drenching the Dung prepar*
ing in the Cattle-yards between them ; and by means
of which, a Meer, or Artificial Pond (see Vol. I.
p. 494) behind the Buildings, and securely fenced, is
always supplied with water, to be pumped into the
Cisterns and Troughs for the Cattk. In the complete
Farm-Yard of Williafm Drury Lowe, Esq. at Locko-
Park, brickt Djing-holes are*constructed, and Drains
beneath, collecting the soakage to a Well, where an
Iron Pump is used for returning it upon the Dung, or
filling it into Water-carts for manuring Grass Lands.
Earl Chesterfield's Dung-holes in the Farm-Yard at
Bradby-Park, are so contrived, that they arc never carted
upon, or a road or passage made over them, which im-
properly compresses the Dung. Sir Robert Wilmot's
Dung-holes at Chaddesdcn are well contrived.

In some few places in the County, a slovenly and
most improper mode is adopted, of making Straw into
Dung, that of littering it in the Town Street, or in a
Public Road, as I noticed in part of Bolsover, at Han-
ley in North /Winfield, Plesley, &c. and which prac-
tice, it well becomes the Magistrates and Surveyors of
the Roads to suppress,

c g 4 For
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For carrying out Dung, Compost, &c. into heaps in
the Field, or Stones on to ltoad, &c. I observed at
Bradburnc, Chaddesden, &c, a useful addition to the
Carts, which supersedes the necessity of pummels or
projecting lengths behind, of the bottom side-pieces of
the Carts. A strong Hook is fixed into the middle of
the Axle-tree behind it, and a stout rough piece of
wood is provided, called a Drag, about five feet long,
having a strong staple In its end, which, before empty-
ing the load) is hooked on to the axle by the hook
above mentioned, or let down if it had before been
attached, and was looped up to the Cart-tail; and this
Drag acts the part of the Pummels, when the Cart is
unbarred, in preventing its tail descending too low, and
shooting the whole load at once; but a proper heap
can be pulled off it by the Dung-drag in the usual
ways and as the load decreases in height, the Carter
has only to pull the Cart-drag from the middle to*
wards one of the sides by his Duvg-drag, in which-ob-
lique position (like shortening the length of Pummel),
it suffers the Cart to tilt more than at first, to facili-
tate the discharge of the remainder of the load : and
even at first, if the loud is high, by pulling off a small
heap, of Dung first, for the Cart-drag to rest on, the
shooting of thejoad, before it is lightened behind, is
prevented, by such keeping up the tail of the Cart, in
a proper degree.

At Sudbury I noticed more than ordinary care and
pains, in spreading and incorporating Dung with the
Grass Lands, as mentioned, p. 1S3 ; and at Radburne,
too much the reverse of this, in seeing Dung very
badly spread upon tall Edish.

Long Dung, and fresh or rotten i The late Mr.
Joseph Wilkes of Measham, used the Dung of his

Horses,
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Horses, long an ikun fermented,1 as is stated by Mr. W.
Pitt in the Leicestershire Report, p. 191 and 192.
Mr. Thomas Logan, late of Buxton, used to boast of
his success with long and unfermented Dung, on Grass
Lands : but from the very exhausted and foul state of
his Lands when 1 saw them, then reccntlyrin the occu*
pation of Mr. William Wood, and the many hoaxes
which he is known to have passed on Agricultural in-
quirers, I daixj not adopt his statements. Earl Ches-
terfield at Bradby-Park, prefers laying Dung on the
Land, while in a state of fermentation, in a medium
way between being too fresh or green and too rotten,
Mr. Joseph Gould of Pilsbury, prefers Dung in that
state of rottenness, in which it can just be cut by a
Spade, in filling the Carts. Mr. Thomas Harvey of
Hoon-Hay, thinks it most desirable to manure with
Yard-Dung, in a state of fermentation, in moist and
warm weather, and thinks frost or cold prejudicial to
Dung when first spread, see page 185.

Woollen Rags: Mr. Paul Fisher of Horsley Park,
has used these, as 1 was informed.

Composts, and various Manures.—Composts, of
the various sorts used in the County, have been men*
tioned, as Manures for Grass Lands, page 184, In
Glossop* Mr. James Robinson and Mr. John Aveson
here make useful Manure for Grass Lands, from the
shudes, shillings, or husks of the Oats, from the Mills
where Oatmeal is prepared, an article which is too
often blown away into the stream by the Fanners of the
Mill? or thrown in a heap, and set fire to, in order to
get rid of it. In the 16th Volume of the Transactions
of the Society of Arts, the process is described, by Mr,

Brown
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Brown of Derby, of quickly preparing a sort of Ashes
or Compost, of green Weeds and hot Lime placed in al-
ternate layers: and the probability is stated, that it
would answer to grow crops of Clover, to be applied
in this way, as Manure for other Lands.

SFCT. IV.—IRRIGATION.

MY predecessor Mr. Thomas Brown, seems to hare
been rather unfortunate, in the enquiries for his 4to.
Report, in having hit only on two injudicious attempts,
at watering flat boggy Marshes, and from their failure
and disrepute, to have concluded, that the practice was
going rapidly into disuse, and says, " the Coal and
Minerals of Derbyshire, arc certainly strong reasons
for the water not fertilizing the Land:" I rather
think that Mr. B. AY as misinforined, as to Irrigation
having been practised C( long ago," and had decreased
u in many parts" of the County, at the time he wrote,
in 1794 ; since I could hear of no considerable retro-
gression of this improvement: though certainly, in a
County so finely adapted for its practice, its spread
has been considerably delayed, by the very injudicious
proceedings of a man named Grunsil, who about the
year 17SS, undertook to irrigate some Meadows for the
late Hugo Meynel, Esq. at Spinney ford Brook, N of
Eduaston, who seems merely to have levelled the
boggy surface, and to have partly cut and partly
raised t Trenches or Carriages, for distributing the
water of the Brook on to this flat Bog, and here and
there cut as trifling a Drain, for carrying it off again :
the consequence was, as might have been expected,

that
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that these Meadows grew rapidly more and more rushy,
flaggy and course, as long as this mischievous practice
was continued. A labouring man named Williain
Dowdswelij was also brought out of the West of Eng-
land, about the year 1735, and in the course of the five
following years, made for Edward Coke, Esq. at Long-
ford, 40 acres of Water-meadow, iu a Valley equally
flat and boggy as at Spinncyford, and •with scarcely
more precautions for Drainage, or to ensure the benefi-
cial action of the water, by a proper elevation or slope
of the beds or panes, than those above mentioned : and
the result here also was, that though the crop of her-
bage was much increased, it became by degrees so
coarse, as to be of no use, and the watering was dis-
continued. In the mean time, several other pieces of
Irrigation were undertaken in the District, and their
Framers, too much copied these flat meadows, at Spin-
ney ford and Longford, to exhibit the advantages of
this important improvement in its proper and striking
light.

It is the furthest from my wish, in these remarks, to
hurt the feelings of any one, of an honest and unassum-
ing individual, William Dowdswcll in particular, were
it only on account of his two Sons, now very able pro-
fessional Irrigators, whom I shall have occasion fur-
ther to mention herein ; but it would be highly wrong,
that the cause of this most capital Improvement should
suffer, for want of having the source of occasional fai-
lures therein understood, especially since the error here
complained of, has spread wide, and been the obvious
cause of almost every failure in the practice of this art,
which I have anywhere seen. From Longford, \V\U
Iiam Dowdswell was taken into Norfolk, and made
several Meadows for Mr. Bevan, Mr. Colhoun, and I

believe
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believe for Mr. Coke and others : but all of which were
formed so flat, and were found in consequence, .so sub*
ject to aquatic Weeds, that the able Farmers of Nor-
folk, have since received the Meadows made for them
by Mr. William Smith (and by. his late Foreman Jo-
nathan Crook, now settled there) dn proper principles,
as the introduction of a new art among them, as is too
well knowti by their published proceedings, to need
my saying more, than referring those who have not
seen it, to Mr. Smith's " Observations on the Utility,
Form, and Management of Water-meadows," treating
particularly of those in Norfolk and Bedfordshire,
which he had constructed.

In the beginning of 1795, the late Duke of Bedford
brought William Dowdswell to Woburn (where he still
resides, and manages the water on the present Duke's
Meadows), and gave it to me in charge, to set out and
see to the construction o£ the general works, for col-
lecting and bringing on and tstking away the water,
for the extensive scheme of Irrigation which he had
projected, and which Dowdswell, under my directions,
was to execute : it rather unfortunately happened, that
<he entire new letting of His Grace's Estate on a tenA
of years, just afterwards, and shortly after that, the ln-
closure of most of his open-field Parishes, made it ne-
cessary, as I shall mention further on, to enter on, and
complete in part, a vast extent of general works for
the purposes of future Irrigation, which could not
have been done at any future time; and (his before
much, comparatively, of the surface works under
Dowdswell at Woburn. could be completed : a great
deal was however done before the unexpected loss ©f
His Grace, in a very good manner, principally of
catch-work^ on the declivities of the Hills, as. men-

tioned
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tioned by Mr. Tb^mas Batchelor in the Bedfordshire
Report, page 481, in extracts from the " Annals of
Agriculture:" yet, whenever William Dowdswell's
work extended oo to the fcoggy or alluvial Flats in the
Valleys, his mistaken maxim, that such needed no
previous draining or throwing up, but* that water
thrown over them in plenty, would consolidate and im»
prove them cftectually, too much prevailed, in spite of
my remonstrance; and the improvement on these parts
of His Grace's Meadows, were in consequence much
less than otight to have been, considering their great
comparative supply of water: and the handle these
furnished to the enemies of this art was such, that for a
considerable time after the Duke's decease, the water-
ing at Woburn was altogether discontinued, and WiU
liam Dowdsvvell employed as a common labourer, until
the watering was resumed. We learn from Mr,
Batchclor (where he ventures to leave his author), that
Mr, William Runcim^n has since seen the necessity of
throwing up parts of these flat«and imperfect Meadows,
by the Spade or the Plough (as ought in every suck
instance to have been done at first); and that the same
has been done at Maulden also, by Mr, Thomas
French, on Meadows, alike too flat in their construe*
tion: and Mr. B. adds, " the adjoining flat peaty
Meadows, which were irrigated without raising' them
into Ridges, before the subject was well understood in
this County, are of very little value." Mr. William
Smith, in order to commence the improved Meadows
at Prisley, a short time before the decease of the Duke
(of which a particular ac^unt will be seen in his Work),
entered on the Bog in the rough and desolate state, in
which Mr. Elkington had left it, as mentioned,
p. 366, and no Irrigatjqu^o*,k§Jmd there previously

been
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been attempted; the low flat clayey Mfcadows in" Ridge*
mount, which Mr. B. mentions, p. 489, were certainly
less raised (but at less cost, let it be remembered) than
they ought to have been, buf their abandonment was
occasioned by the resumption and rebuilding of Craw-
ley JVater-fhill, after the late Duke had built a large
Wind-mill at Woburn, to supply its place, and ad-
mit of the appropriation of the whole stream to these
Meadows, but which •they nev^r had : it is therefore
painful to me to see these circumstances suppressed by
Mr. B., and the fault charged on the soil, though in
despite of positive proof, in one half of the Woburn
Meadows, next Birchmoor, which (notwithstanding
Mr. Young's mistake in calling them good sandy
loams, Mr. B. p. 485) are on almost as strong and te-
nacious a clay as any in Britain, but being ancient
and highly ridged Pastures, they were (with less
expense than in the other parts, where left too flat)
effectually done.

These digressions will •not, 1 hope, prove useless to
future Derbyshire improvers by Irrigation, by showing
more clearly, the source of the only positive failures
that 1 have heard of among them, and of all that is to
be lamented in the want of the most perfect success
attending the existing Meadows: and that nothing
should idly be charged to their Coals, Minerals, Cha-
lybeates, &c. but they may rest assured, that a pro*
per form, and plenty of Water, judiciously applied,
will make a good Meadow in any situation: and that
all failures in Irrigation may he traced to a defect in
some degree or other, in one or more of these three
essentials of the art.

It has not perhaps occurred to many, who have been
impressed with notions of the vast importance of atten-

tion
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tion to the quality of the Water to be used in Irrigate
ing.». Watering, Flooding, or Washing of Grass Lands,
to consider, that sufficiently large streams, or collec-
tions of water to answer* the end intended, never shew
any striking mineral impregnations, temporary thick*
ness from matters mechanically suspended, alone ex-
cepted, and that the various mineral impregnations,
as Calcareous, Chalybeate, Ferruginous^or Ochry, Sul-
phureous, Peaty or Bituminous0, Saline, &c. (Vol. I.
p. 500) which have been so much insisted on, to the
impediment of this Art, exist only in such compara-
tively small quantities, and are visible only in such
small and very slow running springs, that the using
of such alone, is out of the question, for want of quan-
tify, and that when diluted by admixture with enough
of other water, the effect of these impregnations (when
really proved to be noxious, which most of them cer-
tainly are not) must be quite insensible, as all expe-
rience in irrigated districts prove. Perfectly clear
waters, or those turbid in any moderate degrees, from
Springs, Ponds, or Rivers, are alike useful in irrigat-
ing and invigorating the roots of the best natural
Grasses, and forcing the most abundant and early
crops of these, provided the grassy surfaces have a suf-

ficient slope (it is rare that old ridged up grass lands,
arc found to have too much slope), and the water be
run over such in a moderately quick and thin sheet or
stream, and away by the drain, during proper periods
at once, which are longest in the coldest seasons, and
that on shutting the sluices or batches, the water im-
mediately runs and drains effectually off the surface,
in every part, and remauis so, till the floating is re-
peated.

By a wise and important provision of the Creator,
Grasses
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Grasses of the best sorts, occupy a^middle place be*
tween aquatics and dry land plants, and it has *:?eeii
found, that alternations, sufficiently pften and long re-
peated, of perfect dry and perfect wet (such as the j i-
dicious Irrigator produces), will succeed in destroying
aquatics, as" perfectly as the plants of the rnost oppo-
site character: and a well-conducted Water-meadow,
of sufficient standing, will be seen to exhibit {he most
perfect selection of a thick and clean crop, of one class
of plants only, that either Nature or Art united, can
produce: and which I take to be, a very principal
source of the ad vantage experienced from artificial Irri-
gation, and which the casual overflowings of Rivers
but very imperfectly, and the natural wetness of soils
in want of draining, in no degrees supply: tho' so
many persons have seemed bent on confounding these,
in order to decry this important art.

The temperature j or natural degree of heat, of water
intended for Irrigation, has beer, much insisted on by
many ; and the late Mr. Thomas Davis, of Long-Leat,
imagined some years ago, that water, by running ra»
pidly in a channel, acquired heat (from what source
was never guessed) and by which its value in Irrigation
was greatly enhanced. On the publication of this
doctrine, the late Duke of Bedford directed a set of
experiments to be made, under my care, which con-
sisted in forming even channels of two or three hun-
dred yards in length, with a rapid and pretty uni-
form descent, from the banks of a large Pond in Wo-
burn Park, and letting out a good stream of water
thro' them, having first ascertained the degrees of heat
in various parts of the empty channels, and in the
water of the Pond, and if these differed at all, letting
the water run thro* the channels until the whole had

acquired
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acquired the san»« degree of heat; and then, on often
reputing the experiment on different days, of placing
a/'very sensible Thermometer, successively in every
pft't of the stream in the channel, and in the stagnant
>?ond, not the smallest increase of heat could be per-
ceitcd by the rapid motion, to the further*end of the
treiiUu Of course the advice was not followed of los»
ing considerable level, to obtain a current, in bring-
ing water on to His Grace's Muadbws, and between their
different parts, which a very different result to these
experiments, might perhaps have warranted : and 1
have here mentioned the circumstance, with the view
of inducing like caution in others, who might be about
adopting this principle in making their Meadows.
The difference in the degrees of temperature of ordinary
Springs is so small, and the temperature of all warm,
ones so low, as observed Vol. I. p. 487, that absolute
heat is very little if at all to be regarded, in speaking
of Watered Meadows: and yet there cannot be a doubt,
that a very considerable part <rf the invigorating effects
of winter watering, is produced by the warmth of the
water, compared with the more cold and cutting
winds and frosty air, that then prevails : since the roots
of grass under a film of running water, are preserved
from their action, ami in case of a frost coming on,
and the water being turned off, as soon as a com-
plete cake of ice is formed on the meadow, it may re*
main thus, during all the severe weather, sheltered from
the winds, and yet receiving the benefit of air under
the ice, and of light thro' the same.

A distinction should always be made, between the
copious waterings that have been spoken of above,
either with clear or naturally thickened waters, and
those wherein artificial, or Liquid Manures* like the

DERBY, TOL. i i . ] ii h draining*
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drawings of a Farm-yard and its SewJrs, &c. oV those
of a House or Town, are intended to be thus convened
on to the Land, to save the labour of Water-carts^
since, in the latter case, a snS'all quantity of water M
sufficient, and even the best adapted for distributing*
Liquid Manures, enough to dilute them properly, opd
no more ; and except in the case of Sewers from ai\'ex-
tensive Town, or Iheoccasionalemptyingand stirring of
a large muddy Pond, it cannot'be expected, that any
perceptible virtue can be communicated to the whole
mass of water used on a regular Meadow, or that if such
could be done, that the greater part would not pass off
the Meadow again, and be lost: in short, Irrigation
is not essentially connected with Manuring, in a sensi-
ble or tangible form: in some instances, a constant sup-
ply of clear water, in others, occasionally turbid, in
some, a variable and occasional supply of water mostly
turbid, and in others, the water of the smallest rill, or
from a Pond artificially impregnated or mixed with
fertilizing matters, all Lave their proportionate effects
in improving Grass Crops, when judiciously applied,
and to such a degree, that it is to be regretted, that
any water should glide uselessly away ; except per-
haps in the Summer season, when the Crops are grow-
ing.

Iu preparing very wet or boggy land for irrigating,
it can seldom happen, that underdraws will be pro-
per, as liable to absorb the water, and to blow up,
unless such drains can be constructed outside of the
Meadow, to intercept the springs or land soaks in their
way to the Meadow : but by laying all the surface into
steep ridges, with open drains in each furrow, and
surrounding the whole, by others more or less deep>
as occasion may require, the most inveterate Bog may

be
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be tendered sufficiently dry for irrigating, as Mr.
S#ith has proved, incontcstibly, at Prisley, and in
'several places in Norfolk, in his Work above quoted,
ee also his Paper in ftie 23rd Volume of 1he Trans-
ctions of the Society of Arts : Dr. William Richard-
n has also printed " A Letter on Irrigation, ad-

dtassed to Isaac Corry," wherein he shows how Bogs
may "tfc prepared for irrigated Crops .of Fiorin Grass,
by a like simple means.

It is no part of my design, to explain the practice
of making Water Meadows, but rather to recommend
the aid of Professional Men, to those who are about to
adopt this Improvement, as the most likely to answer
their purpose, in all respects: at the same time that
the encouragement thus given to competent Irrigators,
will have the best effect, in spreading this inestimable
Improvement more generally thro' the County. I am
happy in being able to give so respectable a List of
Professional Irrigaiors} who either reside in, or have
done business in the County^ viz.

Mr. John Bartram, of Melborne, near Derby, S E
(for nine or ten Persons there, 170 acres, sec p. 475).

Mr. Edward Dowdswell, the White Hart, Maulden,
near Ampthill, Beds, (for Mr. Rowbottom, at Dove-
ridge).

Mr. John Dowdswell, the Cock, Uttoxeter, Staff. (Mr.
Stone, ofBoylstone, and Mr. Wooley, of Shirley).

Mr. John Litherland, of Appleby, near Ashby-de-la-
iJouoli, Lcic. SS W (Mr. Moore, of Lullington).

Mr. Thomas Litherland (Son of ditto), of Appleby,
near Ashby-de-la-Zoach, Leic. S S W (Mr. Smith
and Mr. Ward, of Lullington).

1 a h 2 Mr.
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Mr. Edward Manicure* nt Henry Smi&'s, Esq. ^orris-
hill, Ashby Wolds, near Ashby-de-la-Zouch,W.
Lcic.

Mr. Thomas Rushton, of Chilcotc, near Ashby-de-fHj-
Zouch, Leic.S\V(Mr.ThomasMoore, of Lullingtoi)N.

Mr. John Trig, of Wood Nook, in Sheepshead, Leices-
tershire (thelalc Mr. Robert Bakewell of Disleyj^Acv.
Mr. Hall, Rwley). °

I will now proceed to my Notes on the various
Water Meadows in or very near to Derbyshire, taking
the places in order, viz.

Appleby; George Moore, Esq. has watered Meadows
near to the Mease River, and about the year 1799,
brought an Action against the late Joseph Wilkcs,
Esq. for diverting,,,tl»e Water of the Mease, to water
the Upper Heaths in Measham, and afterwards to
work a new Cotton-mill, to the injury of these Mea-
dows in Appleby, and cast chim in Is. Damages;
when a Steam-engine being substituted at the Cot-
ton-Mill, the Measlier* Meadows were not disturbed,
but a few years afterwards, at the sale of part of the
late Mr. Wilkes's Estate, they were purchased by
Mr. Moore, as will be further noticed below.

Ashby Wolds, Leicestershire; Mr. John Johnson, of
Union Lodge, had planned and fenced 50 acres for
watering, and part executed them, supplied princi-
pally from the corners of the large Reservoir for the
Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal, situate on his Farm, and
which runs over during most of the year. Henry
Smith, Esq. of Norris-hill, has made two acres
of Water-meadow, under Edward Manlove, in the
site of an ancient Fish-pool.

Aston
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in Sudbufy; Mr. SamuelLawley lias a Meadow.
P^rton Blount; Mr. John Holland, of Barton Fields:

here, instead of proper carriages and sloping Panes
t to receive the Water, considerable expense in drain*
(' ing and levelling hud been incurred, with Banks and

Sluices, to pen the water on to a Meadow at times, like
.many Ponds!, under this absurd management, it

was said to me, u the z$ater is p&dr^ and does no
good;" and when f was there, a good coat of Dung
was spreading on this Meadow: Spring-feed ing has
not been .attempted ; the Hay is good, and is mowed
early.

Helper; Mr- Joseph Gratian : the very successful ir-
rigation of his Garden has been mentioned, p. 209.

Bluckwall ; Mr. John Blackwall, by means of one of
the runs from his Land Drains, washes out the
Drains in his Farm-yards and Premises, over eight
acres of Grass, which has been much improved
thereby. •

Boylstone; Mr, Robert Stonfc has 22 acres of Meadow,
very well made, by John Dowdswell, who was paid
three Guineas per acre for the Ground-work, exclu-
sive of Carting; the Flood-gates, Hatches, Ale,
&c. cost 2/. per acrê  besides a large and substantial

fmain Sluice, which cost 45/. and is calculated to
command 40 acres in all, the whole of which is in-
tended to be watered. Thisf Meadow being close eat
in October, the cuts arc cleared up, and advantage
taken of the first floods afterwards, and the watering
is continued, with proper intervals, thro* all,the
winter; in the beginning of March the Sheep and
Lambs are turned in, and after a watering, the
Milch Cows, until about the 12th of May, when,
after another wetting, it is laid for Hay, and mowed

ii h 3 U
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in six weeks after, 1* ton (30/ l201b. ) t<*Mhe
acre: after a slight wetting, the Edish proves abi*>^
dant, and excellent for the Milch Cows. Thy
Meadow has enabled a much more profitable syste/^
to be pursued on Mr. S.'s Arable Land. It is foj-
tunatefor himself and the Country, that Mr. S. cjtd
not give way to the persuasion of a Gcntjtartan,
who having hud a boggy Meadow, watered without
being raised at all, and been forced to abandon
the watering, on hearing of Mr. S.'s intentions, Tode
several miles on purpose to dissuade him from at-
tempting Irrigation! Such is the unfortunate effect
of mistakes, in the principles or application of any
new Art, that is to be introduced!

Brailsford; Mr. Edward S. Cox, has 26 acres watered
from by catch-work, from the Wash of the Town;
the 11 acre piece next the Town, is Spring-fed from
the 1st of April to the 15th of May, and in less than
six weeks cuts two tons (40 x 1201b.) of Hay per acre :
the after-grass is usually fed down three times, and
the watering begun at Christmas, and continues
whenever there is water, through the Winter.

Brislingcote, £m. E of the Village.
Burrow Fields in Walton; Mr.Robert Lea, by means

of temporary cuts, turns the Wash of his Yards find
Premises over eight acres of Land, frequently chang-
ing the cuts, and has found the improvement so
great, that when I was there, he was extending these
cuts into another Field.

Caldwell in Stapenhill; Mr. Thomas Moss and others.
Church Grcsley; Mr. Daniel Fletcher.
Croxall; Mr. John Garmnn of Broad Field Farm, has

34 acres watered, which were drained some time
previously : it is mostly grazed by his Dairy Cows.
* Mr.
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William tfarman of Persal Pits, was intending,
cri I was there, to water 18 acres from the large

told Marl-pit Pond. Thomas Princep, Esq. has
mlso some irrigated Meadows, I believe.

C(ibley; Mr. William Morley of Brook Farm, \m. S.
Cklland in Brailsford ; Mr. William Cox has more

tft^n.50 acres watered by catch-work, well done and
managed j great part of this Land was boggy and
foul in the extreme, it has now but very few Rushes,
and no Sedge-grass Tussocks : 20 acres of it is
always grazed, because subject to Summer Floods;
near two tons of Hay per acre are cut from the
remainder, at full six weeks lying.

Derby Hills, in Castle Donningtoii Parish, E of Tick-
nail: Mr. Thomas Thompson and Mr. David Tom-
lirison, about 1805, diverted Ticknall Brook, and
made nine acres of good catch-work Meadows.

Doveridge; Mr. Thomas Rowbottom of Ley Hall, has
12 acres of Meadow, made about 1805, by Edward
Dowdswell, which are prfctty well laid up, and are
free of aquatic Weeds. Mr. R. begins in October
or November to water, and continues till near the
end of March, then feeds with Ewes and Lambs,
but sometimes with Dairy Cows, which last answer
admirably in their Milk : it is usually laid for Hay
from the 90th, of May to the 15th of July (six or
eight weeks), and large Crops are cut, of good qua-
lity : then the Meadows â e vvetled if the season is
dry, and fed with Cows in the Autumn.

Ednaston; at Spinney ford Brook, formerly, very ill
done and abandoned, see page 458.

Hales Green in Shirley; Mr. Joseph Allen, a catch-
work Meadow.

Hartshorn 3 Mr. John Glover at Short-hazles Farm, \m.
Hh<i Sof
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S of (he Town, a catch-work Moaciow. Thomas
Hassail, Esq. ten acres, watered in the Wih4T,
Spring feed willi Sheep, from April (ill the middc
of May ; afterwards mow fj ton per acre; Autu/.m
feed with Sheep, which are not rotted by this iiiV
gated Grass, in Spring or Autumn!—Mr. \Villj.un
Ravens has ten acres watered, \m. N W or the
Town.

Ingleby; Mr. Robert Charles ferraves has 17 acres of
catch-work Meadow, made in 1789, having been
previously cold Swerd, highly ridged up ; it was
first Under-drained, and then ploughed twice and
cross'd, and was then levelled by a sort of Horse-
shovel four feet wide, which moved the earth from
the ridges to the furrows, after which the ridges
were deep Ploughed, and Limed, and Manured,
and the whole was sown with Grass-seeds, and when
swerded, the cuts were formed. It is watered
during the Autumn and Winter months, from the
Fish-ponds above, which are fed by small streams
from Pastures and Woodlands : no Spring feeding,
but mow usually about the first week in July, 1£
ton per acre of very good Hay, but rather too
course for well-kept Nag Horses : the After-grass is
fed by Sheep, and the rot has never been experi-
enced in consequence!, since somc# stagnant places
were better drained, by deepening the Irrigation
Cuts. No Manure has been laid on this Meadow
since it was formed, and the present Crops are better
than ever.

Kings Newton ; several, see Mclborne.
Kirk Ircton ; Mr. John lienshara occupies several small

Fields E of the Town, belonging to Charles Hurt,
Esq., which since about the year 1770 have been

watered
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in cat6h-work, with the Wash of the Town,
,*M produce surprizing Crops of Grass.

^(niveton; the Rev. William Hurd, a catch-work
fjMeadow. *

Migford; Edward Coke, Esq. had 40 acres forfnerly,
>f flat, boggy, imperfectly formed Meadows, see
^459; at first these produced 2| tons of coarse Hay

per acre, but in a few years this became so coarse as
to be of no value, except cfa a small part, which
happening to have been laid more up, had im-
proved in its herbage: only three acres are now
watered, occasionally, with the Wash of the Farm-
Yards. On the discontinuance of the watering, the
flat Meadows were drained, and are so much im-
proved thereby, that they now carry two beasts to
an acre.

Lull ing ton; Mr. Thomas Moore has 70 acres of watered
Meadow, which were first drained, and part of the
works made under John Lithcrland, the remainder
under Thomas Rushton, who also manages them :
some parts are Spring-fed, and mown in ten or ele-
ven weeks after. Mr. Joseph Smith of Woodficlds
Farm, has 13 acres of Meadow made by Thomas
Lilherland, in 1801, which answers well. Mr. John
Ward has four acres, made by Thomas Litheiiand.

Marchington, in Staffordshire; S and SE of the Town,
are several watered Meadows, some of them made
many years ago.

Markeaton; Francis N. C. Mundy, Esq. has S3 acres
of Water-meadow, which were made under the late
Thomas Riley from Shropshire, and which ap-
peared to double the value of the Land ; at present
it is let to an Inu-kccpejr in Derby. Mr. M. seemed

to
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to think, that clayey Water-meadows will *« lime
become rushy ; and he had heard, that its Hay Vn*
tributed to the breaking of the winds of hack al d
hunter Horses, which he seemed to believe to be j/.fo-
bable. About a furlong N E of Mackworth Churi h^
a Gate shutting across the Brook to pen it, in/die
manner of the single upper Gate of a Lock o^'Ca-
nals, raises the water occasionally for a Meadow of
11 acres, which Mr' M. had made for the late Mr,
Thomas Smith his tenant, now Mr. William Smith,
but licing very flat, and the Panes being 50 or 60 yards
•wide, before the water could get again off the Grass, it
became so coarse and rushy, that the watering of it is
now discontinued, except while very thick in floods,
by way of manuring it.

Measham; the late Joseph Wilkes, Esq. among others
of his spirited improvements in this Parish, which
have been slightly noticed at page 362, soon after the
year 1793, constructed a Sluicfc, and a spacious car-
riage for the water of tlfe Mease, or Swepson Brook, at
the Measham and Hinkley Turnpike-road, carrying
it nearly on a level past Hot (where the Ashby-de-la-
Zouch Canal now passes over it on a sunk culvert)
and forwards to some poor Lands, called the Upper
Heaths, in the SE part of Measham Parish, where
the Works for watering a large range of Fields in a
very good style, were constructed, and with a corres-
ponding degree of improvement. In pursuance of
Mr. W.'s Will, this part of his Estate was sold,
and George Moore, Esq. of Appleby, who had some
years before sustained an Action against Mr. W. on
account of these Meadows, as already mentioned,
p. 468, became the purchaser of the greater part of

tjiese
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' Meadows, *frnd has still farther improved them,
waters them, to the full extent of Mr. Wiikes's

Original and great designs.

llr. Moore has now 120 acres of irrigated Meadows in
m, and lets to Mr. Robert Proudmsui of Hot 70

acres?, .consisting of watered and upland Meadows, on
the Coal-measures, without any Buildings but a Barn,
at bl. per acre throughout! Whd, after such an exam*
pic, should hesitate on adopting this most capital of
improvements ? 1 saw the Sheep in these Meadows in
November 1809, the Autumn rotting of Sheep on them
being unknown. Edward Mam malt, Esq. (the Grand-
son-iu-Law and successor of Mr. Wilkes) has con-
structed some very good catch-water Meadows on the
S side of the Town, and availed himself of its Sewers
and drainage into the Willesley Brook.

Melborne: about the year 1793 Mr. Francis Robinson
employed John Bart ram to erect a main Sluice across
the Brook, about 100 yards below Melborne Mill,
and since that, a double one about { m* below the
new Bridge S E of Kings Newton, has been erected
(which cost 80/.) and another on the Wilson Brook,
that joins this Stream, by means of which Sluices
and Streams, Bart ram has constructed the following
Meadows, in Melborne Parish, viz. for Mr. John
Brigg 11 acres, Mr. William Carter 11 acres, Mr.
William Drake 11 acres, Mr. William Dunicliff 12
acres, Mr. John Ivarp 20 acres, Earl Moira 25 acres,
Mr. Francis Robinson 50 acres, Mr. Thomas Robin-
son 14 acres, Mr. William Taylor 16 acres, Mr.
John Wright 11 acres, and some others smaller
quantities; the general Works being, at the joint ex-

pense
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pensc of the above Occupiers of *the Lands
Tenants at Will, and their Landlords con(ribu.;nff
nothing, I understand), and the particular W o k s
for watering each person's Land was done at 1 ll
own expense, under Bartram, who also continue*
manage the whole by the help of two men, afi the
rate of 4$. per acre yearly, and a quart of.Vl«~ with
small Beer *mch man per day, while scouring out
the Cuts and attending the water: the watering is
begun in November, and continued till the first of
May, Spring'fecding not being practised; and every
other year thoy are mown about the first of July,
yielding l£ton, or rather less prr acre, of good Hay;
the Aftermath bring fed by Dairy Cows, and on the
alternate years they are grazed after May-day by
these Cows, through the Summer, and with Horses
and Sheep occasionally ; the latter are invariably
rotted, and are therefore purchased from Sherwood
Forest, and fatted off each year, both Ewes and
Lambs. Mr. Francfc Robinson dresses his Mea-
dows every other year, with 15 three-horse Cart-loads
of Dung per acre.

Before these improvements were attempted, the Vale,
which is very flat, was boggy, rushy and flaggy, and
the expense appeared too great for the Farmers, to lay
up the Beds, in the perfect manner which they ought
to have been, particularly near the Town where they
1)cgan, and these arc said not to bear the water so well
as they do lower, in Kings Newton.

I could not but lament, whea viewing these Mea-
dows, to sec such meritorious exertions on the part of
Tenants, so inadequately seconded, as in this case, and
heartily wish, I could be the means of showing to

the
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the Owners of theiz Lands, the necessity, whether con-
sidling their own, or Tenants', or the Country's inte-
rest, of either bearing the expense of laying up these

endows in an effective manner, or of granting ade«
quufe Leases, on condition of such being done by the
Tel ants, the general Works appearing to be very adc-
qnau and substantially done, and, as well as the laying
of the Fields into proper shapes, aiu1 raising good
Fences, which are the most expensive and considerable
of the difficulties, in making new Water-meadows, in
most inclosed situations.

Mellor; Samuel Oldknow, Esq. raises the Cess-pool
Water from his Cotton-Mill Apprentice-House and
Works, by a Chain-pump, to water a small Pad*
dock, and the remainder is carried in Water-carts to
irrigate his Pasture Land, and from which rouch be*
nefit is perceived.

Mickleover; Mr. Samircl Rowland has a meadow SE of
the Town, washt or irrigated by its Drain ings, which
he Spring-fceds, and afterwards cuts two tons of Hay
per acre: another wtaht Meadow W of the Road, is
less improved by watering.

Ncwhall; Mr. John Withnall of Brislingcotc, has a
watered Meadow here.

Newton-Solney; Mr. John Mellor of Barton Banks, on
the Hartshorn Brook, made a small Meadow in a
pretty good style, in 1807.

Oakthorpe ; i m. S W in Measham, is a watered Mea-
dow*

Osmaston; John Berrbford, Esq. of Osmaston Cottage,
has four acres of catch-work Meadow, S W of the
Derby and Ashburne Road, which he Spring-feeds,
and in six or eight weeks after, cuts one ton and a

half
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half of Hay. The Seeds of Doc Wand othei.r)jVeeds>
brought down from some foul Lands and Di'ches
above, give much trouble in Weeding. A parj of
this Meadow appearing hide-bound and poor, pme
years ago, it was ploughed over, and the furioivs
then turned back by hand, taking away a fi/;row
here and there, to make room ; by which prf jess it
was cured of this defect, and much improved.

At the south-east end V>f the Town, I saw'a Field washt
by the Water from a Farm-yard, &c.: and near
Tinker's Inn, another watered in a very complete
catch-work, from the Water of the Turnpike-road.

Packington; in the intermixed Lands of Derbyshire
and Leicestershire; in this Parish, there are several
watered Meadows.

Parwich ; for | m . below the Town, and 150 yards
wide on each side of the small Brook, the Meadows,
belonging to 10 Farms, have been watered, time im-
memorial, in rather a rude way : they begin in Au-
tumn, as soon as the crops of After-grass are off, and
the Springs from the Limestone Hills above, begin to
burst out, and continue until the beginning of May,
never taking off the water in the interval, and yet
the grass is pretty good, and with very few aquatics
intermixed : two large Springs that usually burst in
the Autumn from the projecting 4th Limestone
Rock, £ of the Church, and are dry all the Summer
(Vol. I. p. 505), are esteemed to be warmer, and do
more good to the Meadows near, than the water of
the Brook. Some who don't Spring-feed, mow
twice in the course of the Summer, and get three tons
of Hay per acre: the Hay from these Meadows
usually sells at 31. per ton, but in the Spring of
.1808 it fetched Six Guineas. Sir Richard LcviDge,

an
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an Irr.sh BaronV., is the principal Proprietor of these
Meadows. It seems surprising, that so obvious an
[improvement as this, had not spread more, and long
Vgo became general, in similar situations.

RafJburnc; Mr. John Arnold has 19 acres watered,
S^W of the Church, and Mr. Joseph Wragg 22
ac.^s, 1 m. S of the Church.

Ravenstone; Messrs. Robert and Richard Cresswell,
have 35 acres of Meadow, on a clayey Gravel Soil,
which they Spring-feed by Ewes and Lambs, and
afterwards mow If to 2 tons of Hay per acre, tho*
their water is rather deficient in quantity.

Risley; the Rev. John Henlock Hrfll, has four small
Meadows S W of the Town, washt by its Drainings,
made by John Trig in 1807; they scefn rather too
flat, but for occasional thick water, this is a less
evil, than where greater quantities of clear water are to
be used.

Rodsley, in LongforcJ; Mr. Sampson Holland has a

Meadow.
Rosliston ; Mr. Samuel Killingsly has a Meadow, \m.

W-of the Town.
Sapperton; Mr. Henry Yates has a Meadow.
Shirley; Mr. William Thompson at the Common, had

a Meadow formerly; Mr. Woolcy of the Old Park,
a Meadow, made by John Dovvdswell.

Siapenhill; Mr. Thomas Lea, has 15 acres of watered

Meadow.
Sndbury ; Mr. William Fearn, of Mackley, has a

Meadow.—Lord Vernon has seven acres of Meadow
S E of the Hall, watered for several years past from
the surplus of a Reservoir in the Park, fed by a
carriage two miles long, the stream of which is much
too small to effectually water this Meadow, which

nevertbe-
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nevertheless, is situate just below the head of <a very
large Pond, whence it might and ought to be irri-
gated effectually. \m. W of this, his Lordship
has 16 acres of watered MeAdow, formerly in hard,
but now let to Mr. Joseph Stanley ; the beds here dire
seven yards wide, and much too flat; Burnct, MeadriV-
sweet, Crow-foot and Hard-Iron prevail in conse-
quence, whero the best Grasses only ought' to be
found, and the produce is in consequence deficient,
and inferior, to what the command of water here
might ensure, on a properly raised Meadow,

Tibshclf; Mr. Benjamin Chambers, at the W end of
the Town, has several catch-water Meadows, very
well contrived and executed, for using the wash of
the Town and the Roads.

Uttoxeler, Staffordshire; Mr. Thomas Goodrich and
Mr. Anthony Rudd have several good watered Mea-
dows, S E of the Town.

Walton on Trent; Mr. John Go-ner has a Meadow*
Wessington in Crich; Mr. Thomas Hill of Holly-

House has a Meadow, near to Lindow Lane.
Wellington, {m. N W of the Town ; a Meadow.
Wilsley; Mr. Joseph Clarke, about 1780, made a

12 acre catch-work, Meadow N of the Town, since
which, a high Embankment for the Ashby-de-4a-
Zouch Rail-way has been made across this Meadow,
and cut it in two, and when two Culverts made under
it, at the sides of the Vale, to carry water to the lower
parfs, were so very improperly done, that they soon
after fell in, and remain yet in that state ! to the no
small disgrace of the Company, and by which the
watering of that part is entirely prevented. The
upper Meadow is Spring-fed till the beginning of
May, and mown at the end of July; the crops are

but
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but middling on4the flatter parts, which are rushy,
on a clayey soil.

Windley; Mr. Robert Danah, in 1809, constructed a
substantial sluice, for raising the water of the Turn-
ditch Brook to water a Meadow E of his House.

\V';en the very great advantages reaped from trfiga-
tion in1 aiost of the above cases, are considered, it is
much to be lamented) that manycValleys having good
opportunities for (his improvement, remain in a shame-
fully neglected state, as at Burton»fields, Ednaston,
Milton, Rep ton, &c. &c.: and that a vast many
others might be further and highly improved, by mak-
ing use of the streams that now run uselessly thro' them.

Reservoirs on a large scale have not yet been con-
structed in this District, for the purposes of Irrigation>
as recommended by William Jessop, Esq; of Butter-
ley Hall; see Mr. Pitt'p Staffordshire Report, p. 118*
but,I hope, that when the marjy streams that now run
idle, shall be applied to this most beneficial purpose
of producing very large grass Crops, perpetually, with-
out manure^ that the further extension of so benefi-
cial a System will be entered on̂  by reserves of water,
expressly made for this purpose.

Plans of Meadows, and estimates of expense, I have
not attempted, thinking, that no one should attempt
to set out or construct a Meadow, who had not seen
many such, and by that means have become practi-
cally acquainted with the subject; but as this would
be often attended with much delay and expense to Far*
niers who have opportunities, and axe disposed to adopt
this improvement, the best way in this case (as in

DERBV. VOL. i l . ] i i Draining),
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Draining), is to call in the aid of some Professional
Man, as observed, p. 46?: at the same time, the pe-
rusal of Mr. Smith's Work on the subject, already
quoted, might be proper, toth to learn somewhat of
the general principles on which Water-meadows should
be constructed^ and the best modes of subsequent ma-
nagement.

Clauses in Acts of Parliament for promoting Irri-
gation:—I am not aware of any such applying to
Derbyshire; nor does it appear from Mr. William
Pitt's Surveys, that it is known in Staffordshire or
Leicestershire, or in any others in this part of Eng-
land, altho* practised thirteen years previous to the
date of the latter Report, in Bedfordshire, at the tune
of Inclosures, as Mr. Batcltelor has, slightly hinted
in his Report on that County, page 488, but without
any adequate account or commendation of the design
of tbus removing, what he considers, page 492, to
be foremost in the impediments to the adoption of tjiij
improvement, viz. " the intermixture of property,
hud the opposing interests of various parties;" and as
little seems to be generally known on the subject of
these Clauses or Proceedings, 1 hope that I shall be
excused for introducing some account of them in this
place.

The very considerable difficulties and expenses,
which attended the cutting up of the existing Farms
and Fields, and in levelling old Fences and Ditches,
and making new ones, raising Roads to pass the new
Water-carriages under them,&c. &c. on the late Duke
of Bedford's Estate in Woburn, when ho commenced
his extensive Improvements there by Irrigation (as
mentioned page 460), suggested to His Grace the pro.

priety
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priety, of lessening or preventing these in future, in
the newly inclosed Lands in the adjoining Parish of
Crawlry, which belonged principally to him, and for
the Inclosurc of which an Act was then soliciting,
by ascertaining the practicability of the utipost extent
of these Improvements, there, as well as the best di-
rectiorn, fpr all the main Drains, before the Commis-
sioners should set out the Aoads and BrooEs, or consider
of their Allotments ; and in consequence, I received di-
rections from His Grace, to survey and level, and mark
out all such principal lines of Feeders, Cuts, and
Drains throughout the Parish, as could, in any event,
appear necessary or useful: and in the mean time,
some additions were suggested by me, in the usual
Clause in the Bill, directing the Commissioners to set
out Drains, which were revised by Mr. Thomas Stone,
His Grace's Surveyor and Commissioner, and received
the sanction of the Legislature.

The Land Surveyor Afterwards appointed by the
Commissioners, as he proceeded, ascertained and laid
down, by blue dotted lines on his Map, all my Irriga-
tion and Drainage Lines, and which the Commission-
ers so far approved, as to make those lines the exact
boundaries of their Allotments to the different Proprie-
tors, except in one or two instances, where some pro-
per sized Fields might be made beyond these lines,
and yet allow of the cutting and fencing of the pro-
posed Carriage lines, without material loss in fencing,
or the forming of improper sized or shaped Fields.

A further portion of the low Lands having come to
Mis Grace, by Purchases and Exchanges, 1 proceeded
afterwards, under his directions, to lay out and fence the
whole of his Allotments, with a view to the future Irri*
gation of the whole space within the upper lines of Car-

i i S kg e s
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iriages, carrying the same views to the subdivision
Fences, and making proper culverts and arches under
all the Public or Private Roads, at or before the time
that such Roads were formed, and under the Gate-
ways, with proper puddled Walls and Heads for affix-
ing Sluices at a future time, against all such arches as
appeared ever likely to need them, for flooding the
adjoining Fields, or conveying the water forwards to
others: in short, looking forwards in all works then
performing, like Roads, Arches, Fences, &c. to the
utmost possible use of the water: His Grace and
myself being at the same time well aware, that the
quantity of the Crawlcy water was not adequate to
water, even a quarter 6f (he space thus included, at
any one lime effectually, but having thus made provi-
sion for carrying the water with almost equal facility to
any one Field, of several scores, those whose soils and
situations in the several Farms, best suited them for
permanent Meadows, might be so appropriated, and the
temporary irrigation of Lands intended to be broken
up again, might be practised, and from which (even
the watering of Seeds in a course of aration) His Grace
expected to derive considerable advantages,
x The progress of these Works, and the prospects they

opened, appeared so very satisfactory to His Grace,
that when Bills were preparing for the In closures of
Ridgemont, 'Mauldeny Iloiighlon-liegis^ in the
Spring of 1796, he directed me to digest and prepare
more particular Clauses for similar Surveys and Allot-
ments to be made, with a view to the most extended
and varied system of Irrigation that was practicable in
those Parishes, in which he possessed a great majority
of the Property ; the Clauses so prepared, met the
approbation of the other Proprietors and of the Legis-

lature,
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lature, with only some slight verbal variations from
each other. That for Mauldcn E of Ampthill, where
His Grace's roost striking>Agricultural Improvements,
by Draining, Irrigating, Marling, &c. &c. were after-
wards made, being as follows (p. 15 and 16 of the
printed Act), viz.

" And whereas certain parts of the Parish of Maul-
den might be greatly improved, ajul converted by Irri-
gation or Watering into Taluublc Meadow Land, if
the waters of certain Springs, Rivulets, and Brooks, in
the said Parish, were at times diverted and carried
along the declivity of the Hills, in Carriages or Ditches
on the proper levels for such purpose; and whereas
such Carriages must, in some instances, in their course
to the Land intended to be watered, pass through and
over the Estate and Lands of other persons, and im
some instances through old Inclosurcs: and whereas
certain Lands within the said Parish, might also be
greatly improved by proper and competent Drains or
Ditches being cut and continued through the Valleys
and lowest Ground ; bo it therefore enacted, that the
sard Commissioners, shall and may direct anil appoint
some competent person (making him a reasonable com-
pensation* for his trouble therein) to take the levels,
and examine the practicability and extent of the im-
provements, which may be made by Irrigation and
Drainage, within the said Parish of Maulden, and to
report tbe same to the said Commissioners, who shall

• Although regularly appointed by the different Commissioners in the
above three Parishes, to level and set out the extensive Irrigation and
Drainage Lines and Works, under these Clauses, and which were fully
adopted and acted on in their Allotments and Awards, it is but justice to
myself to state, that no demand was ever made by me, nor was any offer
nude by these Commissioners, of the least remuneration for these eervicet.

ii 3 to
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be and are hereby authorized and empowered, to scour
out, deepen, straighten, divert, alter, change, raise,
sink, or embank all or any of the ancient Brooks, Ri-
vulets, Springs, Ditches, and Watercourses, within
the said Parish, for the purposes aforesaid, and to set
out, appoint, construct, and make all such new Car-
riages, Ditches, Trenches, Drains, Tunnels, Bridges,
Water Gates, Sluices, and Dams, as well in, through,
over, and upon the Lands and Grounds hereby in-
tended to be divided and inclosed as aforesaid, as in,
over, through, and upon any ancient Inclosures, or
other Lands or Grounds, within the said Parish, or
across and under aiiy Public or Private Road, as they
shall judge necessary, for the purpose of irrigating or
draining any of the Lands and Grounds hereby in-
tended to be divided and inclosed, which from their
situation may be capable of such improvement; and
the said Commissioners arc hereby , authorized and
required to make such satisfaetion as they shall.think
proper, to the Proprietor or Proprietors of such ancient
Inclosures, and other Lands, not hereby intended to
be divided and inclosed, for any damage done to their
Lands in the constructing, making, and maintaining
of any Carriages, Ditches, Watercourses, Trenches,
Drains, Tunnels, Bridges, Water Gates, Sluices, or
Dams, in, through, or thereon ; and the said Commis-
sioners shall apportion and assess the expense of satis-
faction for damage done to the old Inclosures, and of
the digging, making, and constructing of the necessary
Carriages, Ditches, Tunnels, Drains, Bridges, Water
Gates, Sluices, or Dams, for the purpose of convey-
ing the water upon and taking the same again off the
Land as aforesaid, upon such of the said Proprietors to
whom the said Lands shall be allotted and belong,

in
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in proportion to tl*e benefits their Estates will severally
derive from such Irrigation and Drainage, and the
money so assessed shall be levied and recovered inlhe
same manner as the money for the purpose of passing
this Act, and carrying the same into execution, is
hereinafter directed to be levied and raised; and the
said Commissioners arc hereby authorized, in and by
their Award hereinafter mentioned, to order, direct,
and appoint, at whose expense, Lat what time, and in
what manner the said Carriages, Ditches, Tunnels,
Drains, Bridges, Water Gates, Sluices, Banks, Dams,
and other requisites for Irrigation and Draining shall
thereafter severally be repaired, scoured out, cleansed,
maintained and renewed, and at what times and in
what proportions the said Water shall be used by the
several Proprietors for the purpose of irrigation as
aforesaid; and the several Proprietors of Land irri-
gated as aforesaid, and their respective servants, shall
thereafter, at such times as the said Commissioners
shall in their said award direct, have free access in, to,
and upon the Estates of any other person, doing how*
ever as little damage as may be, and keeping and pass-
ing along upon the banks of such of the Carriages,
Ditches, Rivulets, or Brooks, which bring or convey
the Water to or upon their respective Lands, and
along the banks of such Drains, Ditches, or Brooks as
convey the Water from or off the said Lands, for the
purpose of opening, shutting, or regulating the Water
Gates or Sluices, or of removing any obstructions to
the course of the Waters."

When the Commissioners for Maulden Inclosure
were proceeding, in pursuance of the above Clause,
a stop was attempted to be put to the whole, by the
Agents of a Lady, a Life Proprietor of the Site of

1 i 4 an
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an ancient and disused Water-mill^ in an adjoining
Parish, who had, it was contended, the right, which
it was determined to assert, pf at any time rebuilding
her Mill (tho* quite down for a great many years be*
fore), and taking all the waters icithout diminution^
which it was intended thus to apply to Irrigationf

The parties were, however, brought to consent to sul>
mit their claim to the Commissioners, and abide their
determination ; and in consequence, an allotment in
Land was given in exchange or bar of this claim, to
parties, who could not in any way but this, under
the sanction of the Act, have been so bound, per-
haps, as the Law .(or rather, perhaps, its absurd con-
struction in favour of Mill-owners) now stands, as
to have made it prudent to have proceeded with these
improvements.

In Houghton-licgis, at the foot of the Dunstable
Chalk Hills, the provisions of the Clause, for taking
strips of intervening old InclGsurcs, in exchange for
other allotments of Land (after due notice), in order to
carry forwards the upper Cuts or Carriages on the pro-
per levels, to open-field Lantls beyond them, were
acted on, in two or three instances, and for new Drains
in the lowest ground in other old Inclosures ; and it so
happened, in all these four Parishes, Crawley, Ridge-
mont, Mautdcn, and Houghton-Regis, after the set-?
ting out of the Allotments, that the few Proprietors
•who had Allotments made to them below the water-
levels, from not being impressed with high notions of
the benefits to be derived from the use of the Water,
but listening rather to the ill-directed advice of others,
solicited the Commissioners to assign the entire right
and use of the Water to the Duke of Bedford, and
charge him tvith all expenses incurred in consequence

of
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of the Clauses eclating thereto; and thus did His
Grace become possessed, by Hie Commissioners*
Awards, of the undisputed right at any time, of carry*
ing Irrigation into effect, over several hundred acres
of land, in great part ready prepared for the purpose;
I heartily wish, that 500 spirited Improvers in Eng-
land, had similar facilities of extending this improve-
ment! and shall conclude this digression, by remark-
ing, on the extraordinary circumstance of Mr. Batche-
lor being entirely silent, in his Bedfordshire Report,
on the powers thus acquired, and on the Meadows ac-
tually formed under them, in each of these four Pa-
rishes, except on the since-abandoned Meadow in
Ridgemont, the improper mention of which I have
already alluded to in page 462.

That Jfatcr'tnills are often " a dreadful nuisance"
to the Agriculturist, cannot be doubted, and in the
examination of several districts in England, it has struck
me, that the annual ^ lue of damage done to adjoining
Lands, much exceeds the gtoss rental of the Mills; in
this and other mountainous Counties the damage sus-
tyined is comparatively small, to what it is in flatter Coun-
tries, partly owing to the rapid falls of the Valleys, not
admitting of Mill-dams penning so far back, but more,
from the system that prevails in such districts, of
placing the principal Weir in the Brook or River-course
itself, and conducting only a small Goit, Lead, or
Feeder therefrom to the Mill, close along the side of
the high ground, with a tall sluice or shuttle at the
entrance of such Goit; by which, floods are shut en-
tirely out of the Goits or Mill-dams, and are forced at
once over the Weirs, and pursue their natural channels,
instead of such being conducted into, and frequently
swelling the Mill-dams, and causing them, as every

night's
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night's water also does, in numerous places, to rise very
near to, if not actually to overflow the surfaces, of
acres of valuable Lands, which are thereby rendered
useless swamps.

Large Tfeirs, of difficult and expensive erection,
are seen across some of the Rivers in this district, as
in AUsaints in Derhy, at Belper, of a very complete
kind, as mentioned page 398. At Matlocfc Bath
Cotton and Papcr-MWs, which last is convex down
the stream, instead of up it, as is more common, &c.
At Furnace-mill, near Jow-hoic in Bugsworth, I saw
a circular Weir or Well-fall, which is an admirable
contrivance for letting down waste waters from any
height, without wear or damage: their construction is
described in the article Canal) in Dr. Rees' Cyclo-
paedia.

In the article above referred to, published in 1805,1
suggested, and detailed a Plan for Improving a Val-
ley, by destroying the mischievous Dams of the present
Water-mills, thro* a considerable length of a Valley,
and forming new cuts nearly on the level, along each
side of the Valley, for considerable distances, with pro-
per and secure Weirs and Well-falls; from which
elevated new Cuts, more effective over-shot Mills
might be supplied than the present ones, and with
such inconsiderable portions of the water now con-
sumed or let down by them, that ample quantities
would remain for Irrigation and for supplying Canals,
ill many instances.

It may not be improper, while I am on this sub*
ject, further to mention, that in 1809, W. P. Taunton,
Esq. having just then purchased a large Water-mill
on the Avon River at Ringwood, in Hampshire, on
the advice of Mr. William Smith, projected a Scheme,

and
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and gave the accessary notices for an Act, for carry-
ing into effect an extensive Plan of the above kind,
in which it was proposed to suffer the whole of the
River to be diverted,' whenever necessary, into two
spacious Canals, cut along the sides of the Hills, from
the tail of the Mill next above Rmgwtfod-mill, to the
commencement of the Dam of that next below it,
from ^whence several thousand acre? might, if I mis-
take not, have been effectually watered, which were
then arable, and even waste lands, some of them :
asking in return, a small per centage on the Improve-
ment only, that such water might effect, and com*
mencing only, after it should actually have been ex-
perienced, according to rates to be ascertained by
Commissioners to be named in the proposed Act, and
according to principles and regulations therein to be
provided, as well as for all necessary Exchanges and
Alterations of the Property in tlje Valley, for laying it
out to the most perfect advantage for watering. Altho1

nothing further wasj I believe, done in this business,
1 lament, that the press of matter relating to this
County, will not permit of preserving here, a copy
of the whole of Mr. T.'s printed Prospectus, or Pro-
posals made to the Land Owners in Ringwood, &c.

Instead of bringing MilUdains close to the Mill-
buildings, as is often done in the South, to endanger
oversetting them by any slip of the Earth, and mak-
ing them always damp, a considerable length of close
planked Trunk is here generally laid thro' the bank or
Dam-head, much below the full head of water; and an
upright trunk rising therefrom, close to the Mill wheel,
lias the penstock in it, from whence the wheel is sup-
plied.

At Jow-holc, a small stream from the opposite side
of
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oftheGoyte River, is conveyed into the Dam by an
inverted Syphon of Iron Pipes. Great lengths of
Wooden Troughs were made, supported on Trestles,
for bringing a collateral stream into the Dam at Mill-
houses, S of W irks worth. Large Water Wheels, of 51
feet diameter, arc in use at Combs in Chisworth : Kel-
stedge Wheel in Ashover, is 35 feet diam. At Chedle-
ton, in Staffordshire, very large undershot Wheels,
without any coverings, are in use on the Churnct Uivcr.

At Castleton, the only Solce-vii/l, or that at which
the Tenants of 1lu» Manor are compelled to grind their
Corn and pay toll, yet remains, which 1 heard of ia
Derbyshire.

Wind-mills, some of them of considerable dimen-
sions, are in use in Alderwasley, Alfrcton, Asbburue,
Belper, Bclph, Bolsovcr, Bredsall, Calow, Chclaston,
Chesterfield, Clown, Codnor, Dale-Abbey(IIag), Ileage,
Jleanor, Horsley (Park), likes ton 2, Kilburne, Kni-
taker, Long-Eaton, Losco, Meltorne 2, Mickkover,
Ncwbold, New Brampton, Newhall, Ockbrook, Pinx*
ton, Plesley, Ripley, Riseley, Shipley (Wood), SmaU
ley, Spitewinter (Span-car), Smithsby, South-Normun-
ton, Spinkhill, Swatbwick, Teraple-Normanton, Tib*
shelf, West-Hallam, Whittington, Wirksworth, &c,
by which a good deal of the Flour of the District
is ground.

Within a few years past, Steam-engine Flour-mills
have been erected at Blackwell (Park-mill), Dronfield,
Measham, Mosborough, Pinxton, Wirkswortb, &c»
principally as auxiliaries to Water-mills, in the Sum-
mer seasons, when Water is short. The Mill in Mea-
sham was contrived by the late Joseph Wiikes, Esq,
to work only during the night, by the same Steam-
engine which during the day works a Cotton-mill,

The
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The Millwrights whom I noted, are Mr. William
Molrodale, of St. Werbcrg, Derby; Mr. J. Nailor, of
Whittington, and Mr»'Snowden Topham, of St. Alk-
munri, Derby.

The Steam-engine Makers, the Butteiley Company
at Riploy, Mr. James Fox, of St. Mary, Derby,
Mr. William Molesdale, of St. Werbcrg,- Derby,
and Mr. Joseph Thompson, of Ashoyer.

I saw no instance of Irrigaling from the Navigable
Canals in this County, nor any kind of Machinert/
used to raise Water for watering, except at Mr. Old-
know's, at Mcllor Mills, page 477,

CHAP.
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CHAP. XWI.

EMBANKMENTS.

THE low valuable Meador/s, subject to be over-
flowed by the sudden rises of the Dove River, have been
mentioned, page 176, and I have further to remark
here, that a general system of Embanking this River,
and all its collateral Streams, on the principles explained
by a Plate in Mr. William Pitt's Leicestershire Report,
p. 213, with the addition of proper Sluices or close-
shutting Valves through these, above each collateral
Stream for letting out the water accumulated by Rains
or soakagc, so soon as the Flood has subsided, and
with other Sluices, in proper situations for letting in
the Flood Waters, occnsio-ially, when most charged
with Soil, and the Crops are off the ground, to depo-
sit their Sediment or Warp, could not fail of im-
proving these Meadows in a high degree. The whole
of the Vale of the Trent across this County, and the
lower part of the Vale of the Dcrwcnt, are in like man-
ner subject to be flooded, but less frequently than that
of the Dove : jet here also, Embankments would prove
very serviceable. Mr. Pitt states (p. 213) that he did
not meet with any Embankments against Floods in
Leicestershire ; he must, however, have overlooked the
small Brook which goes down from Castle Donnington
into the Trent, which is embanked, where it crosses
the London Road, as most Travellers to Derby must, I
think, have observed*

The
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The Farl of Harrington made some attempts about
the year 1790, to embank his Paddocks in Elvaston,
against the Floods of the Derwent, but the same was
not effectually done until 1807.

At Burro wash Mill, an Island of several acres in the
channel of the Dcrwent is embanked; at Great Wilne
I also saw Embankments against the Floods of this

INDEX.
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>te. Where no Volunu i-> c\j<n.-̂ ê i, u»e Second, or present one.
ii meant ] *

ABELE or White Poplar Trees, *T?44.

Acknowledgments of the Reporter, to the Contributors of Information,
Preface xii, and p. 20.

Acorns sown for Plantations, 255—not approved, 280.
Acre, Rood, and Perch, statute, is in general use in the County, 3.
Acres in the County, I. 76—of each Soil, I. 312—of each Riverfs Drain-

age, I. 4*9.
Agents, for the Landed Property, were not Lawyers until lately, 2.
Alder Hedge-wood, 91— Trees, 244.
Allotments in Parliamentary Enclosures, suited to future Irrigation, 483,
Ant-hill* are rare in Derbyshire, Moss-hillocks not such, 403, N<*e,
Apple Trees, 214, and 225.
Arabic Land, how managed, 94.
Architects, a List of, 8.
Arsesmart or Persicary, an Arabie Weed, 100.
Artificial Grasses cultivated in Arable Fields, 156, 161.
_ ,, the Irrigating of these proposed, 484.

Ash, Hedge-wood, 91—Underwood, 233—Trees, 245.
Ash Timber injured by peeling, 332.

injures Hedges when felled, a Remedy proposed, 260,
Ashes of Coals and Peat as Manure, 245, 439, and 44S.
Asp or Aspen Trees, 246.

Ass-balls, made of the Ashes of green Weeds, 358.

BALANCES for weighing Sacks of Corn, &c. 65.
Balm of Gilead Fir Trees, 246.

Barberry Bushes, causing the Blight of Corn ? 90, 287, Note.
Bark of Alder, 245.

of Ash and Elm, 332.

of Oak, on the peeling and selling of, &c. 331 and 335.
of Spanish Chestnut, 266,
of Willow, 268,

DERBY, TOL, ii.] Kk Bark-
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Bark-peeling or stripping Tools, 331.
Barley, on the cultivation of, 125.
Barn Floors, of Wood, Plaster, Brick, Stone, &c. 17.
Basket and Whisket-making, 262.
Bastard Limestone or Dunstone, unfit for Lime-burning, I. 273, . :\,
Batter-docks or Butter-burs, Weeds in Grass Lands, 178;
Beans, on the Cultivation of, 132, and 209.
Bedfordshire, several particulars of, introduced here, and why, Pic-

face, ix.
Beech Underwood ind Trees, 246.
Beech Woods without Uiule: wood, it^ne, 236.
Beesam twiggs and handles, from Underwood, 234.
Beet-root, on the Cultivation of, 151.
Begging, the strolling of Gypsies, &c. ought to be suppressed, 308, Note
Bend Leather, very good made in Yorkshire, 338.
Benefit or Friendly Societies, Numbers of, and of their Members, 34.
Bents or Ray or Rye-grass, on the Cultivation of, 160.
Bilberry Stems, and Berries, on the Moors, 344.
BincLor Marl, found in the Coal-measures, I. 446, II. 407.
Birch, Hedge-wood, 91—Underwood Cuttings for Beesams, 234 and

S292—Trees, 247.
Birch Wine, the process of making at Overt on, &c. 217.
Bird-lime, manufacture of, 90, and 251.
Black Land, the Heathy parts of the fyEjors, 343.
Black Oats, on the Cultivation of, 128 and 40J.
Black-thorn, or Sloe Tree, 89 and 247.
Black Twitch, or Kessell, a Weed in Arable and Grass Lands, 100, 201,
Bleeding of Firs after pruning, how far injurious, 294.
Blend Corn, or mixed Crops, 121 and 1:52.
Blue-beds of mild Limestone, in the Magnesran Rock, I. 157 and 408,

11.409. ,
Bogs and Mosses, the District described in which they abound, I. 309—

a List of, II. 348.
Bogs, on the nature and drainage of, 317.
Bogs, on their proper treatment after draining, 396.
Bog-moss, grey, in Peat Bogs, 348.
Boiling-pease, peculiar.Soils for, 132.
Bomb-rennet, or Irish Potatoes, cultivated, 153.
Bone Mills, for crushing of Bones for Manure, 449,
Bones used as Manure, 449.

Boot-rack, a useful one, >8.

. Boreingibr Springs, early practised in Derbyshire, 389.
Borer*
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Borers for Mining, Draining, &c. 1.318, and II. 63.
Bounds of the County of Derby described, I. 2.
Box Club, see Friendly Societies.

Breaking up of Grass Lands, 203

Breast-ploughs, Parinf-spades, or Floteing-shovels, 61, 402 and 405.
Breweries, public ones, 127.
Briars and Brambles, hurtful to hedges, SS.
Bricks, of unusually large or small dimensions, 62.

Bricks fo* Building, where made, I. 445,452—for Draining of Land,
I. 453. c -

Bridges, an account of the principal ones -in the County, 22.
Brining, steeping or pickling of Seed Wheat, 115.
Broad-leaved Plants, improper in Meadows and Pastures, 197.
Brocoli cultivated, 210.
Brooks and Rivers, straightened and sloped, 398.
Broom, on Commons and Sandy Lands, nearly useless here, 358.
Broom or Beesam Staves, from Underwood, 234.
Bruisers for Corn, 58.
Buck-wheat, on the Cultivation of, 135.
Building Materials, prices of some, 20.

• - Stone, Ashler or Freestone, Quarries of, I. 418—Prices of, 423,
Buildings, Houses and Farms, &c. 8.
Bullace or large Sloe Bushes vn Hedges, 89.
Bull-fronts, Sedge, Hard or Tussock-grass, 177,3G3.
Bull-heads, unburnt Lime Cores, 415-
Burnet, in flat cold Meadows, 480.
Burnt Earth or Clay, as a Manure, 448.
Bush-harrowing of Meadows and Pastures, 187.
Butter-cups or upright Crow-foot, a Weed in Grass Land, 196.
Button-moulds of Bone and Horn, manufacture of, 452.

CABBAGES, on the Cultivation of, 140 and 209.

Canal Boats, Regulations for Gauging and Registering, I. 182.
Canals, are important* for transporting Timber, 316.

, how they may be connected with Irrigation, 490.
Cank-stones, hard, for repairing Roads, 1.229 and 440.
Cannel Coal, where procured, I. 352.
Carlock or Wild Mustard, an Arable Weed, 100.
Carnation, Pink, or Pert-grass, in Mjadows and Pasture?, 363.
Carrots, on the Cultivation of, 150 and 210.
Carrots, wild, Weeds in Arable Lands, 100.'

Cars, or low Irish Carts for one Horse, 61.

K k » Cam,
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Carts, One-horse, the û r
Cast-iron Ovens, set by the lire-side, are in general use, 19,
Cast-iron Rick-stands are in use, 67.
Cattle-cribs, in Yards, revolving, 68.
Cattle, keeping of, how affected by Inclosures, 7 >.
Cattle ponds, or Meers, Drinking Cisterns, &c. I, 493 and
Caverns in the '.locks, a List of, I. 292.
C^ dar Trees, planted, 247.
Qellery, Shows of, for Premiums, 21-3.
Cess-pools, for Sewers and Drains, 212,454, and 477,
Clvaff-cutters and Straw-cutters, 56. '
Chamomile-flowers, on the Cultivation of, 1G9.
Charcoal from Underwood, &c. 235.
Charnwood Forest, Leicestershire, now Inclosing, 355.
Cherry Orchards, 215.
Cherry Trees and Orchards, 215.
Cherry ^ wild, very durable and useful Timber, 248.
Chestnut Trees, see Horse and Spuqhh.
Chick-weed, an Arable Weed, 100,405, and 413.
Chicory or Wild Succory, cultivated, 1C7.
Chimney-pieces, of Derbyshire Marble*, 1.4IS, 414, and 424.
— , inlaid with Sections of the Strata, 7-

Chimney-sweeping Machines, early in use, 69.
tops of Stone, I. 458—Pots for, 448.

China, or fine Earthen-ware Factories, 1.447.
Churches, new ones much wanted, I. 94—-two lately consecrated, Bux-

tony Preface, 20, and Chrutchurcb in Needwood, 355.
Church Leases of Lands, 3.
Churns, construction of, 68.
Cider, Perry and Vinegar-making, 89 and 214.
Cinquefoil Grass, cultivated formerly, 1.50.
Circular Weirs or Well-Falls for Mill-dams, &c. 490.

• Cisterns or Troughs of hewa otone, 1.195—where made, I. 432—prices,
I. 434.

Clause* in Acts of Parliament relating to Irrigation, 482.
Clay as a Manure, 416—burnt, 406 and 448.
Clay, burnt for Roads, I. 456.
Clay Soils, 1.148 and 181—of different sorts, I. 303 and 417.
Climate of Derbyshire, described, I. 95,
Clipt Hedges, neat, by the Roads, &c. 87.
Clobheads or Hard Irons, Weeds in Meadows and Pastures, 194.
Cloudberry Planjtj on the Moors, 344,

Clover,
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Clover, broad or red, 166—Dutch or white, 158.
Clovcr-lcys or Grass-*seeds of one or more years, 156.
Cluster-berry Plants, on the Moors, 344.
Coal-ashes, a useful Manure,mveh neglected, 136,414, and 448.
Coal-pits, a, List of 5(p snch, I. 188.
— • ,are different properties often from the Lands, I. 187, 339, and

351.
, the mode of letting them, I-182.

Coals, different sorts of, described, I. 185 and 187.
—— the mode of selling the-nj &c. 1.182, 340, and 341.

, working them, I. 188 and 3-11.
Cockle, an Arable Weed, liXX
Cocksfoot Grass, 189.
Coke-burning in an improved way, I. : W».
Cole-seed or Rape, on the Cultivation of, 140.
Collieries or Coal-pitsr a List of, I. 188.
Coltsfoot, or Cleats, a Weed of very poor or exhausted soils, 100.
Commissioners on Inclosnres, their Names, 80.
Common, Demesne or Open Fields, a List of those remaining, 177.
Commons and Open Moors, a List of those remaining, .341.
Composts for dressing of Grass Lands, &c. 184 and 457.
Contributors to the Agricultural Information in these Volumes, Pref. xiii.

• to the MineraltDitto, I. Preface, xvii, and II. xx.
Convolvulus, an Arable Weed, 100.
Coping-stones for Walls, hewn, Places and Prices, I. 423, 432.
Copse or Spring Woods, 219.
Copyhold Land6, not numerous 3.
Cord-wood or Stack't Billets, 235.

Corn, the Culture of, how affected by Inclosures, 7 -̂—causes of the
Scarcity and Dearness of, suggested, 78, and 174.

Corn Stacks or Ricks, neatly made up, 112.
Cottagers, keeping Cows, seldom practicable, 96.
Cottages, on <the erection .of, 21.
Cotton-grass or Bog-cotton Rush, 31 '
Courses of Crops on Arable Land, 102.

Cow-grass, QT Perennial Red Clover, cultivated, k y J , *lJW1 -±ov
Cow Pastures or Dairy Grounds, 190.
CowsKps, Weeds in Meadows and Pastures, 196.
Crab Treeatin Hedges, 89—as Trees, 248.
Cranberry Plants and Berries, on the Moors, 344,
Cross-cropping or Scrigglmg, o/Arable Lands, 103 and 112.
Crowberry Plants, on the Moors, 344.
Crow-foot or Butter-cups, Weeds in Grass L#ads, 196, 480. -

K k 3 Crowstonc.
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Crowstone, Gamsier or Galliard, a hard and go^d Road Stone, Pits of,
I. 180.

Crozling, Caking, Melting, or Smithy Coals, where dug, I. 377, 18fit

and 181. '-,..

Cucumbers, on the Cultivation of, 211.
Curl in Potatoes, not so common as formerly, 153.
Cylindrical. Wheels to Carts and Waggons, 6G.

DAIRIES, how thê r are affected by Inclosures, 7.5.
Dairy Grounds, or Meadows and Pastures for Cows, 190,
Daiseys, Weeds in Meadows and Pastures, 196.
Dales or Valleys, a List of the most curious or important ones, I. 64,

and 469.
Dandelion, a Weed in Meadows and Pastures, lf)fi,
Darnel, an Arable Weed, J0O.
Dead branches of Trees, injurious to them, 231.
Dead, over-burnt or melted Lime, is useless, 415.
Deep Draining, often unnecessary, 305.

Deep Fence Ditches, for draining the Fields, 86, 391, and 597.
Deer Parks, if limed, said to injure the Deer, 437.
Derwent, the principal Derbyshire River, described, I. J71 and 475.
Dibbling of Wheat, 98—of Beans, 133.
Dills or Winter Tares, on the Cultivation cf, 134.
Dishley or Huntingdon Willows, cultivated, 248.
Ditches, made inside the Fields next Roads, 85—deep fonDraining the

Lands', 86, 391, and 397.
Docks, Weeds in Arable and Grass Lands, 100, 177, 193, 478.
Double-boarded, Moulding or Earthing Ploughs, 44.
Downs or Hills of short Grass, few in this part, 355.
Drained Bogs, how managed, 396.
Drainers, Professional, a Listof, 370, 371, and 384.

=>—• i should be employed, 382.
Draining, a List of Places where it has been practised, 8.16.

Bricks and Tiles', where made, 1.453 and 454—of a coffin
' shape, II. 395.

—, is wanted from two distinct causes, 363 and 370,
Mills or Sluices for Water, Cl and 351.
Ploughs, 44—the use of, 370,

_ , Premiums proposed for Professors of, 383.
-, Prices of dMrerent Works, 385.
-, the principles of, and cautions necessary in setting it out, 375.
-, Tools used in, 63.
- under the Acts for Inclosing Parishes, 350, 4€0.

Drilling
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Drilling of different Crops, 96.
Drills for sowing Corn, Turnips, &c. 46.
Drinking-places and Cisterns for Cattle, I. 495.
Dry Rot in Wood, not occasioned solely by stagnant Air, 6.
Dung Carts, an Improvement on, 456.
Dung, long or short ?, which preferred for Manuring, 456.
Dung-making, Yards, Holes, &c. for, 45M and 455.
Dung or Clot Rakes, used, 188.

Dunstone <br Bastard Limestone, unfit for Lime-burning, I. 273, 441.
Dutch or white Clover, on tbe Cultivation of, 158—is not so relished

* ft
by Cattle, as is generally supposed, 159.

Duty, or Tax on Draining-bricks and Tiles, is impolitic and highly in-
jurious, I. 455, II. 395.

Dyers'Weeds, Widow-wort, or Dyers'Broom, 171—Woad or Wold,
170—and Weld, 171,

EARTHEN-WARE or Pottery, Manufactories of, L449.

Earthing, Moulding, or Double-boarded Ploughs, 44.
Eaves Slates, for Thatched and Tiled Roofs, I. 430, II. 14.

Ebbing and flowing Wells, I. 288.
Ecclesiastical divisions of the County, into Deaneries, Parishes, Cliapcl-

ries, I. 93..
Edge-stones for rolling or crushing of Rape-seeds, &c. 1.435.
Egg Pease, cultivated in Gardens, 2(1. .
Elder, Hedge-wood, 90 and 287, Note—Trees, 216 and 249. .
Elder Wine, 216.
Elicampane Roots, cultivated, 17?.
Elkington, Mr. Joseph, his Draining not very successful in Beds. 363—

or in Derbyshire, 37:
Elm Trees, are injured by peering, 232.

" Elm Trees, English, 249—Wych, 250.
Embankments against Rivers, I. 488, 11.494.
Enclosures, See I/tchsures.
Estates, Maps of iuch are very common here, 3.
Estates, their «lzes, prices, and management, 1.
Expenses and Profits of Farming, 40.
— of inclosing Parishes, 80.

Extent of the County, I. 1.

FALLING of Trees in Woods, best dishing or .hollowed, 232.
Fallowing of Arable Lands, 102.
Farmers, Characters of them, 26.

K k 4
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Farm Accounts, on the keeping of, 40.
Farm Houses and Offices, Construction of, 8.
Farm Premises, new ones, 9.
Farms, size of, some of the largest one*, 25.
Fat-hen or wild Spinnach, an Arable W e d , 101.
Faults or fissures in the strata,often throw out a line of Springs, I. 501,

II. U7S and 87 J.

Fences of Fields, on the planting and preserving of, 83.
contrived to suit Irrigation, at the time of Inclosing,

482, 484.

Fens and Marshes, on the Drainage of, f. 308, II. 350.
Fern or Brackens, 19#, :!5^, and 437.
Ferruginous orOchry Springs of Water, I. 502.
Fiend, or Thorney Rest-harrow, a Weed in Grass Lands, i
Filling up of vacant places in Spring Wood?, 2£
Filtering Cisterns of Stone, for foul Water, 1. 4:
Fiorin Grass, Creeping Bent, Irish Grass, 202,
Fir Prunings, serviceable to Sheep in snows, 894.
Fire-bricks tor lining Furcaces, where made, 1.451.
Fire-proof Buildings, at Bclper, &c. 16,
Fire-stone for lining Furnncts, $JC. where dug, I. 160, £22, 228, and

431.

Fish in the Rivers, &c. I. 377 and <\
Flags, or Paviers for Floors, &c. 3 List of Quarries of, I. 424— Prices,42f.
Flat, the Cultivation of, Iti8.
Fleaks, or Hurdles of Wood, 2:15— of Iron, i
Flooded or wasn't Meadows, stc h-
Flood-gates for a Mill, complete at Help
Floods in the Rivers, dates of some, I. -187 and -18S, Note.
Floors of Buildings, made of Plaster, 15.
Floteing or paring of Land, for burning, 402 and 405.
Flotelng-spade, Paring-shovel, or Breast-plough, til, 4O'J, and-10J.
Fly-preventives, on Turnip Crcps, I
Forest*, the public ones badly managed, SIS and 353.
Forest pruning, 270—ccccs ky of, 'J8U— -̂practical rules for, 296.

- a JList of persvns in the County who practise it, 277.

Forest Trees, &c. of various sorts, in alphabetical order, 244.
Forges, or Bar-iron Factories, I. 40;$.
Foundries, for casting Iron Goods, I. 404.

Fox-earth or For-bench, a ferruginous barren Soil, I. 305.

Fox-glove, Polypody, 3iid Fern, indicate sandy soils! 358.

Freehold Lands, most common here, ^.

Freestone,
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. rccstone, Building, oc Ashler, Quarries of, 1.416^-Prices of, I. 423.
Friendly or Benefit Societies, numbers of, and of their Members, 34.
J;ruit-bearing Trees, Are slow growers, 266.
Furnaces for Iron-smelting, I. 305 and 397.

fof Lcad-sij.elting, or Cupolas, I. 582 and 385.
Furze-cuttings, given to Cattle, crushed, 356'.
Furze, Gorse, or Wins, nearly useless here, 35C.

GABLE-SJTONES, for the ends of Roofs, I. 432.
Garden dr Park Seats, described, with a Plate, '207,
Garden-pots, made at the P&t'*»ries, I. 450.
Garden Walls, with niches fur Fruit Trees,.'206.
Gardens and Orchards, 205.
Garlick, wild, Ramsons or Rosaxns, Weeds in Grass Lands, 194.
Gates to Fields, Sec. 91.

Gleaning or Leasing of Corn, an improper claim often made for,

307, Note.
Good or rich Lands, where usually found, 1.148, 181, 303.
Gooseberry, remarkably large Trees, 206—Shows of, 21:3.
Gorse, Win or Furze, nearly useless here, 356.
Graperies or Hot-houses, in Gardens, 206.
Grasses, Artificial, of mixed sorts, cultivated, 151.
Grass Lands are Meadow or Pasture—how managed, 174.
_ not protected by Covenants, 39 and 171.
Gravelly Soils of Derbyshire, 1.131, 142, and 143.
Grave-stones, where made, I. 427.
Green Crops, cultivated to be ploughed in, as Manure, 452.
Grindstones, a List of Quarries for, I. 435—Prices, I. 437.

Gritstone or Freestone, a List of Quarries and Prices, I, 416, 424 and
429.

Grottos, made for displaying the Native Minerals, 6.
Grubbing-up, or Stubbing of Woods and Plantations on good Soil§>

much wanted, '226, 236, and* 261.

Gypsum, Kilns for preparing Plaster of Paris from, 1.150.

or Alabaster, a List of Pits of, and Prices, I. 149.

. used as a Manure, 447.

Haining, Laying, or shuttng-up Lands for Mowing, 178.

Hall, Mr. Elias, his Examinations a.id Models of the Strata of the High
Peak Hundred, p. x.

Halls or Mansion-houses of Proprietors, 5.

Hamlets, Villages, Townships and Towns, a List of, I. 78, alphabeti-
cal, II. Preface, p. 1.

flammer, or Tilt-mills for making Bar Iron, 1.403.
Hand*
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Hand-hoeing of Corn and Roots, 99.
Hard Iron or Clob-head, a Weed in Grass Lands, 194, 480.

Hard, Stone, or Semi-cannel Coal, where dug, I. 177 and 187.
Hares and Rabbits, to prevent their in; xring Plantations, 244, 256, and

267.
Hares destructive to Barley, 124—to Swede Turnips, 145.

Harrowing and Rolling of Arable Lands, 96.
Harrows for Arable Lands, 45.
Hart, Mr. William's successful draining in Beds., Bucks, &e.-371.
Harvest, is rather* late in the Peak Hundrc Is, I. 96, II. 12$ and 179.
Haver-cake or Oat Bread, on the making and baking of it, 130.
Haw-thorn or White-thorn, in hedges, &c. 86, 88—-Trees, &<r. 250.
Hay-barns, for stacking of Hay Crops, 182.
Hay Crops, produce per Acre, 18L\
Hay Harvest, time of, 197.
Hay-making, the process ox, 179.
Hay-seeds, of Stables, &c. sown, 160 and 199.
Hazel, Nut, Hedge-wood, 91—Underwood, 233, 250, 287, N o t e -

Trees, 250.

Heat, not a principal cause of the benefit in Irrigating, 465.
Heath, Ling, or Ericas, are worthless and most detrimental Plants,

I. 305, II. 345, 348, 354, 356, and 413.
• are exterminated by profuse Liming, 159,437.

Heaths and Downs, 355.
Hedge-row Ash and other Trees, spoil the Fences when felled, a

Remedy proposed, 260.
• Oaks and other Trees, 7^, 227,^257, and 259.

—: —Pollards, and often primed Trees, grow very slow, 291
and 260.

Hedges, dipt, and kept low and neat, 87.
Hedges of Fields, 85.
Hedge-stakes and Bindings, from Underwood, 234.
Hemlock Spruce Trees, planted, 251. N

Hemp, on the Cultivation of, 167.
Hen-gorse, or Fiends, Weeds in Grass Lands, 195.

Hide-bound Gras6 Land, 478.
High Peak not a Mountain or Place, but a Hundred of the County,

L95.
Hills and Ridges of high ground, Lists of, I. I, 16, and 11.
Hoeing of Turnips, Prices, &c. .137 and 147.
Hoes, hand ones, 62—Horse ones, 48.
Hog-troughs of Stone, where made, I. 432.

Hollow,
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Hollow, covered, or uiftler Drains, 395.
Holly, Hollin, or Holm, in Hedges, &c. 89 and 253—Trees, 25L
Hones and Whetstones, v/here procured, 1.440.
Honey-suckle binds, are hurtfult Creepers to the Hedges, 8S.
Hooding ofdCorn Th&aves in the Field, 125 and 129.
Hoops, made from Underwood, 2'J3.
Hops, wild in Hedges, 88—none cultivated, 1C7.
Hornbeam Trees, 251.
Horn-turnings, &c. for Manure, 452.
Horse-chestnut Trees, 251. <
Horse-hoeing, the Price of per Acre, 9L>.
Horse-hoes for Arable Crops, 48.
Horse-shovel, used for levelling Ground, 472.
Hot-houses or Graperies, in Gardens, 205.
Hot, or Magnesian Lime, used in small quantities for Manure, with

advantage, 107, 409, and 412.
Hot or Warm Springs of Water, I. 287 and 502.
Hoving of Cattle by Clover, how prevented, 158, 164.
Houses, Halls, Mansions, &c. of Proprietors, 5.
Hundreds of the County, Parishes in each, I. 78—Poor*s Rates, &c. in

each, II. 34.
Huntingdon or Dishley Willow, cultivated, 248.
Hurdles or Fleaka of Wood,^34—cf Iron, 235.

IMPLEMENTS of Husbandry, 43.

Improvement of an entire Valley by Irrigation, &c proposed, 490.
Improvements of Estates, 360.
Inclosures, cases of, by Act of Parliament, 71, 479.

Inclosures of Parishes, don't, injure their Poor, 75.

Inclosures, their effects on the Cultivation of particular Crops, &c. 74.
Iron Furnaces for making Cast Iron, I. 396* and 397.
Iron Ores and Stones, a List of Pits, I. 217, 232, ahd40l.
Ironstone Grounds, adapted to Oaks, I. 395, II. 254.

Irish or Bomb-rennet Potatoes, cultivated, 158.

Irrigation, an Account of the Meadows in Derbyshire, 468.
an ancient instance of, 478.
at t h e t i m e of Parliamentary Inclojures, four instances of ia

Bedfordshire, 482.

by the late Duke of Bedford,in Bedfordshire, 4GI.
Reservoirs for, 481.

Watering, Flooding, or washing of Land, 458.
Irrigators, a List of Professional ones, 460 and 167.

Johnstone,
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Johnstone, Mr. John's, able work on Draining, should be more known,
372.

Joist, Summer Pasture or Leys for Cattle, 197,
Justices of the Peace, are not Clergyman here, as is too common. T 0'
Ivy, very injurious to Trees, 231.

KHOL Rabie R&ots, cultivated, Hf).
Knife-cleaning, a Machine for, 8.

LAND and Estates, -Prices of per Acre, 1.
Land Stewards here, were not Attornd^' until lately, 2.
Landers, or Eave-water Spouts, 14.
Lapis Calaminaris, an Ore of Zink, Mines of, I. 496'.
Larch Trees, bear neglect better than any others, 309, Note.
Larch Trees, on the Planting and uses of, 252.
Large Timber is unprofitable in Spring Woods, 221—and elsewhere,

315.
Large Trees, not proper subjects for the Primer, 222, 290.
Laundry, or complete Wash-house, Ac. 7.
Laurel, as Underwood in Evergreen Woods, &c. 253.
Lavender, cultivated formerly in the County, 172.
Lawyer Stewards are increasing, 2—Auditors of Estates, 41.
Laying Land, to Grass, process of, 199.
Lead Mines, a List of, I. 252.

_•', modes of working, I." 358 and 366.
Lead Ore, on the dressing of, I. 372,—Smelting of, I. 382 and 385.

the Tithe of, I. 3C5 and 370, and II. 31.
Leases of Farms and Lands, are fast decreasing, 35,
Lentils or Spring Tares, cultivated, 134.
Ley, Joist, or Summer Pasture*, for Cattle, 197.
Lime-ashes, of Buiton, Peak-forest, &c. formerly wasted, 414.
Lime-kilns, dimensions of, &c. 417, 420, 426, 431, and 440.
Lime-kilns and Wharfs, where it is purchased by Farmers, a List of,

415.
Lime-kilns, the private ones used by Farmers, 433.
Limestone Gravel, none fit for Manure. 44C.
Limestone, Quarries, of, 1.408, II.
Lime Trees, on the Planting of, 253.
Lime-works, or Sale-kilns that supply the Farmers, a List of. and Prices,

415.
Liming, for the Improvement of Land, 403.
Liquid Manures for Washing or Irrigating Land, 454, 455, 465.
Liquorice, on the Cultivation of, 166.
Loamy Soils, account of, 1.304. . Long
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Long or short Dung ?, Jfor Manuring,
Lopping and Pruning up of Hedgctow Trees, highly mischievous, 259

and 291.
Low Meadows by Rivers, or alluvial Flats, 1.133, 304, and 491, II. 176.
Lowk Grass, on the /Moors, 345.
Lucerne, on the Cultivation of, 106.

MAGNESIAN Mud or Clay, is not noxious to Plants, 185 and 447—hot
Lime, useful in small quantities, 107, 409, 412.

Malt Offices, or Malt-houses, 127.
Management of Estates, 2. -•
Mansions, Houses, and Halls of Proprietors, 5.
Manuring, 408—of Meadows or Mown Lauds, 184.
Maple, Hedge-wood, 91 —Trees, 253.
Maps of Estates and Parishes, are very common here, 3.
Marble Quarries in Derbyshire, I. 413—-"Works for Sawing and Polish-

ing it, I. 414 and 427.
Mares-tail, or Marsh Horse-tail, a Weed in wet Lands, 348.
Market or Sale Gardens, 2u8-
Marling of Lands, 407.
MarUpits, a List of, I. 4o6.
Marsh Horse-tail or Mares-tail, a Weed in wet Lands, 348.
Marygold, wild, an Arable Weed, 101.
Materials for Building, the r\iee of some, 20.
May-weed, Dog-fennel, or Dog-daisey, in Arable Land, 101.
Mazagan or broad Beans, cultivated, 209. '
Meadows, low, or Alluvial Fhts by Riveis, I, 133, 304t and 491,

II. 176.
Meadows or Mown Lands, how-managed, 175.
Meadow-sweet, in cold Grass Lands, 480.
Measurement of Timber, is little understood, 319.
Members of Benefit Societies, numbers in'each Hundred, 34.
Members of Parliament returned for the County, I. 92.
Mesne or Open Arable Fields, a List of those remaining, 77.
Mildew, a disease of ripening Wheat Crops, 119, 120, 12$.

Mild or pure Lime, as of Ashover, CaWon, Calver, Crich, &cf 409.
Mile-stones, Stone proper for, I. 428.

Milk-ves»cls of Swithland Slate, 1.183 and 434—Earthen-war* Pan-
cheons, 1.450.

Mill-dams, on the Construction of, 489, 491.
Mill-stones, Peak or Grit, Quarries of, I, 221,
Millwrights, a List 0^ 492.

Mineral
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Mineral Laws of the V/cak Hundreds, greatly in want of revisal, 1.35(7,
II. 392.

Mineral Rights, how adjusted on Inclosures, 81.
Mines, see Coals ^ Irorit Leattt &c.

Miscellaneous Crops and Plants cultivated, 170.
• Implements and Tools, 6G.
Misletoe Bushes, thurtful on Trees, 215.
Mixed Grass-seeds, sown on Arable Lands, 161.
Mixed Plantations, not the most profitable, 241.
Mole-plough or Miner, used in Draining1, 370.
Moors and Open Commons, a List of thvai! remaining1, 341.
Morel and Truffle Plants, 172.
Mosses, on Meadows or Pastures, 196 and 201.

Mosses or large Bogs, the situation of, 1. S09—a List of, II. 348.
Mosses, very injurious to Trees, 215, 231, and 293, Note.
Moss-hillocks (on hillocky Land), like Ant-hills, but not su/h, 403,404*

and 438.

Moulding*, Earthing, or Double-boarded Ploughs, 44.
Mountains and Hills, a List of, I. 16—an Account of, II. 346.
Mountain Ash or Wiggey Tree, 253.
Mowing of Grass, expense of, 183.
Mud of Ponds, used as Manure, 187, and 448.
Mulberry Trees, 216.

NATURAL.Grasses in Pastures,'*l 8 9.

Navigable Rivers in the County, I. 470—Canals, I. 182—II. 326, 490,. .
Needle-weed, in Arable Lands, 101.

Needwood Forest, Staff, some Particulars of its Inclosure, 354.
Nettles, Weeds on Grass Lands, 194.
New Farms, lately laid out or erected, 93.

Night or Privy Soil, the use of, 186, 296,439,453, and 454.
Norfolk method of raising Quick Fences, 86.
Norway Oak Trees, cultivated, 253.

Nurseries, for Plants of Forest Trees, 241.

Nut-hazel, Hedge-wood, 91—Underwood, 233 and 250—Trees, 250.

OAK-BARK, on the Peeling and Sale of, 531.

• from Primings of Trees, S39.

Oak Trees, 254, and 330—large, the value of some, 321—old and decay-
ing ones, 257-

Oak Trees in Groves and Parks, 26G, 317, and 330,

Oak
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Gak Trees, in Hedge-rows, 73, 227,257, and 259.
Oak Trees, young Plantations of, a List of, 255.
Oak Woods with Underwood, or Spring Woods, a List of, 219.
Oat-bread or Haver-cake, the process of making and baking it, 130.
Oatmeal or Meal, on. the making of it, 129.
Oats, on the Cultivation of, 128.
Oats, wild, Weeds on Arable Lands, 101.
Ochre, Red and Yellow, where found, I. 402.
Ochrey or ferruginous Springs of Water, a List of, I. 502.
Offices and Farm-houses, 8.

r
One-horse Cart, on the use of, 59.
One ploughing only, for Crops, 96,
Onions, Spanish, Scotch or Reading, cultivated, 211 ami :.i -.
Open, Arable, or Mesnc Fields, a List of those remaining, 77.
Open Cuts or Drains, for improving Wet Lands, 397.
Orchards and .Fruit Trees, 214.
Ovens of Cast-Iron, to heat by a common fire, 19.
Overflowing Wells, the principles of, 360, Note.
Oziers, Plantations of for Basket-making, 2G1.

PANCHEONS, or Earthen Pans for Milk Vessels, I. 450.
Paring (or FloteingJ and Burning of Land, 400.

• • of Stubbles after Harvest, 131 and

406.
Paring-shovels, Floteing-spades, or^reast-ploughs, 61,402, and 405.
Parishes, Townships, Hamlets and Villages, a List of. Preface, 1.
Parochial Taxes or Rates, 32.
Parsley, sown with Clover, to prevent hoving of Cattle, 158.
Parson Justices are almost unknown in this County, I. 93. .
Pastures or Grazed Lands,.how managed, 188.
Paving-stones or Flags, a List of Quarries of, I. 424, 427—Prices of 426.
Peak Hundreds of the County, high and low, I 95.
Peak Forest, now without Timber or Wood, 353.
Peak Millstones, a List of Quarries of, and Prices, I. 221.
Pear Trees, large, &c. 205, 215, and 292.
• wild, or White-beam, 262.
Pease, on the Cultivation of, 182, and 211—Boiling, 132.
Peat-ashes, as a Manure, 245.
Peat- bogs or Mouses, a List of, 348.
Peat used in Composts, 186, and 396, Note.
Peaty Soils of the County, I. 309.
Pebbles, Bolders, and Gravel, 1,132 aud 134.

Peppermint
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Peppermint Plants, cultivated, 172.

Pert, Pink, or Carnation Grass in Meadows and Pastures,
Petrifaction-workers, or Spar Ornament-makers, I. 461.
Petrifying Springs, a List of, I. JO2.
Petroleum or Rock Oil, where procured, I. 2.'35 Aii'l 4f;~

Pickling or steeping of Seed-corn to prevent Sim r

Pig-troughs, Qiia-ries where they are made, I. 1/j
Pinery, heated by Leave* of Trees, 205.
Pink, Pert, or Carnation Crass, 363.

Pillars of Stone for Hovels, prepared at the Quarries, I i..-
Pipe-bricks for Draining, whOe made^'i^d Prices, I. 453.
Pipe-clay, or White Potter's, Pits of, I. 448 and 449.
Pipes of Earthenware for Gateways, Waterspouts, &c. 1.
Pise Waib, the building of, improved by Mr. RoU Salmon, 12.
Plane Trees, planted, £362.

Plantations of young Trees, a List of, 237—how they may be sheltered
243 and 2G4.

Plantations, on the Pruning of4 270—practical directions for, 296.
Planting, some directions for, 242"and 268.
Plaster Floors of Buildings, 15.
—— of Paris, Kilns for preparing it, I. 150.
Ploughing has been almost universal in the County, 175.
Ploughing in Green Crops, as Manure, 452.
Ploughing, Prices of per Acre, 95.
Ploughs, on the Structure of, 43.
Plough-wrights, or Makersr a List of, 4?.
Plumb Trees, scarce in the County, 215.
Poles from Underwood, how appropriated, 234.
Pollards, and often primed-up Tree*, grow very slow, 292,
Polypody or single Fern, on dry banks, 359.
Polypody, Fox-glove, and Fern, indicate Sandy Soils, 358.
Ponds, and Reservoirs, a List of large ones, L 496.

Meers, and Watering-places for Cattle, I. 492 and 493.

Pond-weeds and Mud, as Manure, 187 and 448.

Pontey, Mr. William, Professional Planter and Pruner, 270 and 277.
Poor Laws, bad and dangerous tendency of, 32.
Poor Persons, are not injured by Inclosures, 75.

Poor Persons gathering Wood, Leasing Corn, &c. improper, 307, Note,
Poor Persons, the numbers of in 1803, in each Hundred, &c. 34,
Poor Rate, Returns to Parliament at difFercnt periods, 32 and 34.
Poppies, Arable Weeds, 101.

Poplar
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>plar Trees, Boliani, $r,2— Black or common, £62—Black Italian,
il'ia— Lombatdy or Po, 263.

Poets or Stoops of Stone for Gates, Prices of, 92.
potash from Fern, and other Green Weedj, ,
Potatoes, on^the Cultivation of, I J09.
Potafoe-washer and Pdfeter, a simple one, 15(3.
Potteries, or Earthenware Fj •
Potter's Cby, a List of Pit*of, 1. 4 IS.
Premiums co Professional Druneri, proposed, 383.
Preservation of Turnips from the Fly, 1! •

in WH&Ot, ; *

to

Prisley Boj jn Beds., attempts to Dr .13ton, 3*54 and

Privet Wood in Hedges, DO.

Privy or Night Roil, ute3 as a Manure, I «, 453, and 454.
Professional Dru, . 371, vt-

Professional trrigalors, a L;5st of, 460 and 4C7.
Professional Primers, 270aud312, Note.
Profit and EipL'i

Pruningnf Fttre*tTreesT*i70—necessity of, -JB.^—practical Rules for,!
:—'•—, B I.iii of Persons in the County who practise

it, 277.
Pruning of large Trees, newr safe or profitable, 220 and 200.
Fmnin£s,ioi'Oak Tfees^ should be peeled, 339—of Firs are useful to

Sheep in Snow*, 294. *
Pruning!ools, Chisels, their description and use, 301, Note—Ki

299 and 30ft—Sawn, 301—StBpt, 301—Ladders, 304.
Pry or Shnr Gratu, on Limostone E md 304 ; II. 901 and 3J&

i, Props or Stanchcons .; Pits, L 3-17 and 348—from
1, ! -from Knotty Firs, &c. II. 896.

Pye-l:Ilus or Puddingrpies, for burning- Lime, 4S5 and 440.
Pye-stoncs, Pot-stones, or Lump-stones, fQr the Iron Forces, I. 4$i,
Pyrites of Iron, where found, I, t'18 and *

QUALITIES of Water, to be used in Irrigation, 46$ and 469.
Queries respecting Timber, circulated hy Government, 3i
Quick Sands, successful Draining in

Bj on thi

RABBITS and Hares, injure Plantations, £44, 256, r.
Raddle or Red Ochre, where procured, L '102.

Radishes, Black Spanish, cultivated, 213.

Rain, an Account of that which fell daring fifty year* at Chat«worth,T.99.

Rakes, for Corn and Grass, 61— Staves for, 594.
L1 RamtOBi
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Ramsons or Rosanw,
Rape or Cole Seed, Cultivation of, 140.
Rasberry-bushes, cultivated, 214.
Rattles, Horse-penny, or PeDny-gra^s iu Meadows and Pasture.?, 178.
Ray-grass, Rye-grass, or Bents, cultivated, 160,
Reading or Spanish Onions, cultivated, '211 and 212.
Reaping-hooks /or Corn, 122.
Reaping of Corn, 122.,
Red or Broad Clover, cultivated, 150* and 161.
Religious Sects, are fast increasing, 1.93. ,
Rental of the County, and it? several ^;ndreds, calculated, 28,. 34*
Rents ol Farms, &c. 27.
Repairs of Buildings, 20.

Repetitions of the 6ame Crops, induce Foulness and Poverty, 401.
Reservoirs, for Irrigation, 481—a Lis: of large ones, and Ponds, 1.496.
Rhubarb, cultivated formerly, 172.
Rib-grass, Ribwort, or narrow Plantain, the Cultivation of, 84 and 85.
Rich and good Lands, where usually found, I. H8.
Rick-stands or Brandricks, where made, and Prices, I. 432; II. CG.
Ridding, or clearing of Lands of Stones, 1.144; II. 346.
Ridges of high ground, which connect the Hills, or Waterhead-Ridgc&j

I. 5 and 11.
Ridges, or high ploughed Lands, 96.
Ridge-tiles for Roofs, 1.451—Stones, as * substitute, 1.4:;i.
Rise of Rents, by In closures, 81,
Rivers, Acres of Drainage to each, I. 48i>.
• -, an Account of them, I. 468.
Rivers and Brooks, straightened and sloped, 397.
Road-dirt or Scrapings, as a Manure, 442 and 445.
Road-dust, of Limestone Roadi, recommended as a Manure, 44£.
Roasting-jacks, turned by Water-wheels, 7.
Roberts, Mr. John's Surface-draining at Woburn, Beds., 370.
Rock Oil, Petroleum, or liquid Bitumen, where found, 1.235 and 467.
Rocky Valleys and Cliffs, Lists of, I. 64.
Rollers, fluted or Drill, and spiked, for Fallows, 46.
Rollers for Land, 45.
Rolling and Slitting Mills, for Iron Hoops, &c. 1.404.
Rolling of Arabic and Grass Lands, 188.
Rolling or Edge Stones, for crushing Seeds, &c. 435.
Roman or Parker's Cement for Stuccoing 2ioi$s&a &c. made from Clay

Balls, &c. I. I l l ; II. 6.
Roofs of Buildings, is.

Roots,
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Roots, the Culture of, how affected by Inclosures, 75.
Rope Pump, for raising Water, 63.
Kosams, Ramsons,or Wild Garlick in Grass Lands, 194.
Rose-bushes, cultivated for their Flowers, 214.
Rottensione, where procured, I. 231.
Rotting of Sheep, on cdd Commons, 349, and Meadows, 47C.
—— , not known on some Water-meadow*, *72 and 475.
Rowen, Edish or After-grass of Meadows, 183.
Royal Foresjs, have been improperly managed, 315.
Ruck or Stack of Oak B.irk, 5| cubic yards, 335. •
Rushes or Sivcs, Weeds in GrasA&nds, 195 and 362.
Ruta Baga or Swede Turnips, cultivated, 144.
Rye-grass, Ray-grass, or Bents, cultivated, I GO.
Hye, on the Cultivation of, 125.

SACK-FILLING, Apparatus for, 62.
Sainfoin, on the Cultivation of, 164.
Sallow, Hedge-wood, 91—Underwood, Sec. 2G3.
Halting of Hay, at Stacking of it, 182.
^Iting-troughs for Meat, of Slate, I. 4:34.
and Pits, a List of, I. 463.

Sandstone, see Gritstone. !

Sand, used as Manure, 447.
Sandy Soils, description of, I. 5^6 and 462.
Saw-dust, used in Compost-making, 186.
Saw Mills, for Stone, I. 427—for Wood, II. 235.
Scales and Balances, arc often made on false principles, 66.
Scarcity and Dearness of Corn, its causes suggested, 74, 78, 174.
Scarcity of Navy Timber considered, and remedies proposed, 315.
Scarifying of Arable Land, 48 and 96.
Scarifying of Meadows or Pasture Lands, when Hide-bound, 479.
Scarlet-beans, cultivated in Gardens, 210.
Scissars, long-handled, for weeding of Corn, 668.
Scotch Fir Tree9, on the planting of, 263.
Scouring-sand, where procured, I. 279 and 463.
Screw-pumps or Water-screws in use^ 63.
Scufflers for Arabls Land, 48—used, 48, 96.
Scythe-sticks and Whetstones, where procured, I. 437, 438, and 439.
Seasoning Stove or Drying-house, for Timber and Wood, 340.
Seasons of the Year, are late in the Peak Hundreds, 1.96; II. 129 and 179.
Sections of Strata, inlaid in Chimney-pi^es, 7.
Sedge, Tussock, hard, or Bull-front Grass, 177 and 363.

h 1 2
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Seed-bearing- Trees, are slow growers, 28

Seeds or Artificial Grasses, cultival 1161.

Self-stones or loose Blocks in the lioll, that require .ridding1, I,
Sewers and Drains of Towns, &c 13,405, ant!
Sbar or Pry-grass on Limestone Suits,!. 161, at;J iO4 ; II, 20]
ShQep-p^turcs, 197.
Shelter for Flaa)atiom, how obtained, 243 and 864,
.Sherwood Forest in Notts,, some Particulars of, 1. 131, N, $$$,
Shillings, Shudes pr Oat-buiks, med a* Utter , 18f>—and is Corapou*,

457.'

Shingles nr Wooden Titcs, .linn if.

Short or long- Dung?, fur manuring, -I.
Sick Clubs, see1 Friendly Socieitu,

Sickle-handles, from Underwood, 234.
Silver Fir Trees, planted, 2f>G.

Single Treci, in Fields, Paries, &c. how protected, 269.
Sives or Rusher^ Weeds in Grass Lain' 198, (

Slates for Houses, Blue, L 153—Gn ie-stoncs, I. -129—Prices

t 430.
Slfck or small Coals that don't erode, art much waited, L 1S5,
Sledges, for drawing Hurdles, i
Slips, large one*; from tb
Slither, or Rubble of I.iti
Slitting and Rolliug-tnilU for lion, I. tG .,
Slopeing the B:inl:s of Broojcs ami R:
Sluices, or Driiining-rniUs, for low fer Pen La
Small luclosufes, -waste the Las
Sraeltin^ Furnaces, see

Smith, Mr. William, Drainer,and trri^ator, &C. i. JOft; 11.371.
Smithy, caking, orcw/.W- i 187.
Smut in Wheat, supj«;sod causes ui", U(i an
Sol't Coals, tender, especially such
Soils of Dtrbysl^ro, dfscrib

Sokc or Aiaaoriat Toll, collected At Coru-miils, -19 .̂
Soot, used as a M.xnure, 'i
Sorrel, an Arable Weed, 1 0 1 . . •
Sorts of Wheat cultivated, I
Sowing-troughs lor Turnip-feed
Spades, Shove!*, ire. ft&.

Spiinith or Scotch Onions, cultivated in Gardens, £111.
l o r Sweet C'hestnutTrecs, planted, 2t6.

for fal low, 4C,

Spinuacb,

I I .

and 187.
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• i|jiu.'.»rt.:h, wild, or Fat-HIn, an Arable Weed, 452.
Spring-draining, distinguished from Surface-draining, 353 and 370.
SprirtgTares or Lentils, cultivated, 1.14.

Spring Wheat, where cultivated^ If).

Spring Woodfe, -KavhigjUnderwood, 219 - a r e less profitable than Arable
Lands, &c. 224.

Spring Woocjs or Copses with Underwood, a List of them, til'j.
Springs, are not the only cause of want of Draining, UG:?.
Springs of Water, remarkable ones, a List of, L 502.
Spruce Fir Trees, where plantfJi^JCC.

Squirrels, are sometimes injurious to Fir Trees, 244.

Stacking of Corn Crops, 112—of Hay Crops, 180.

Stack-posts of Stone, I. 432—and of Iron, for Corn Ricke, II. 67,

Stanging of Crops, or carrying them home on Poles, 180.

Steam-cooking Apparatus, impn

Steam Corn-milk, a List of, 49*.

Steam-engine Makers, a List of, 493.

Steam-engines, used in the Mines and Collieries, 1. 337.

Steam-pumping Engines for Fens, 352, Note.

Steel-mills for Bean splitting. Malt-grinding, &c. 58.

Steelyards for weighing Corn and Flour Sacks, 3r.c. G5.

Steeping or pickling Seed Corn, against Smut, 115.

Stcmpltfs, see Puncheons.

.Stinking Anny or Swine-graas, in Meadows and Pasture*, 193.
Stocking of Pasture J*and, to avoid Bents, 85 and 189.
Stone Floors for Thrashing Barns, 17.
Stone-mills, for Sawing and Polishing, I. 423 and 427.

Stone-ware or strong Pottery, where made, T. 449.
Straightening and sloping Brooks and Rivers, 398.

Stuaght Timber, more profitable than crooked or Knee Timber, 289.

Strawberries, on the Cultivation of, 213.

Straw-cutters and ChaiF-cutters, 56—Description of one, with a Plate 57.

Stubbing-up, or Grubbing of Woods and Plantations on^oo/Soils, much
wanted, 226, 23G, and 261. '

Stubbles of Wheat, &c. pared and carried to Dung-yards,124—burnt
for an Autumn Crop, 131 and 40G. ''

Stubble Turnips, after a Corn Crop, ] 31,135, and 406.
Succory, wild, or Chicory, Cultivation of, 167.

Sundry Implements and Tools, 66. *%

Sundry useful Plants, cultivated, or wild, 170.

Surface-draining, distinguished from Spring-draining, 363 and 370—
how performed, 388, and 391, Note.

L1 3 .Surface
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Surface of the County described, 1.4.
Surveys and Maps of Estates, are common in the County, 3.
Swallow-holes, where Streams of Watei; drop into the R'ocks, I. 292.
Swede Turnips or Ruta Baga,. on the Cultivation of, 144.
Sweepings of the Streets of Derby, used as Manure, 247. >
Sweet or Spanish Chestnut Trees, planted, 266.
Swine-grass or Rag-wort, a Weed in Grass Lands, 19S.
Sycamore Trees, on the planting of, 26*7.

Sycamore, Wine, made from its sap (is common in Ashov.'r, &c. tho'
omitted to be mentioned], 2G7.

TANSEY, wild, Goose-tongue or Goose-grass, a Weed in low Lands, 178.
Tapping or horing in Drains, for Springs, early practised at Derby, 389.
Tap-roots of Oaks, See. exist only in very young Trees, 232, and 254.
Tares, Winter and Spring, on the Cultivation of, 134.
Tax or Duty on Draining Tiles, or Bricks so used, impolitic and highly

injurious, I. 455, II. 395.
Teazels or Fuller Vthistles, wild, 170.
Tenures of Lands, 3.
Thatching of Buildings, Ricks, &c. 14.
Thick planting, most profitable, 243 and 312.
Thinning of young Plantations, its true principles are not of easy ap*

plication, 311.
Thin planting, not advisable, 2A3 and 312.
Thistles on Arable and Grass Lands, 178, 191, 2*28,405, 413, and 433,
• ., maintained to be produced by Liming? 413.
Thorney RestTharrow or Hen^goree, a Weed of Grass Land, .195.
Thousand-leaved Cabbage, on the Cultivation of, 149.
Thrashing-floors, of Plaster, Brick, and Stone, 17.
Thrashing of Corn by the Flail, 123.
Thrashing-mills, a List of, 49—of Makers, 50—a Description of one,

with a Plate, 50.
Thrashing-mills, used to thrash for hire, 124.
Thyme, wild, in Grass Lands, 194.
Ticket-Sates, of Wood and other Articles, described, 229.
Tiles, curved, for braining, where made, and Prices, I. 45S.
Tiles, plane and ridge, for Roofs, I. 451 and 453; II. 13.
Tillage of Arable Lands, 94.
Timber(and Wood, how exterminated from many Forests, Commons,

and Moor Lands, 353.
Timber or Wood, and Seed or Fruit, not produced on Trees, at the

same time, 2S3 and 286.
Timber,




